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Stack’s Bowers Galleries
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Front Cover (top to bottom, left to right): Lot 40032: AUSTRIA. Salzburg. 5 Ducat, 1513. Leonhard von Keutschach. NGC AU-58.; Lot 41221: MONTENEGRO. 100 Perpera,
1910. Vienna Mint. PCGS PROOF-62 Cameo Gold Shield.; Lot 41514: SCOTLAND. 20 Pound Piece, 1576. Edinburgh Mint. James VI. NGC VF-20.; Lot 43118: OTHO, A.D.
69. AV Aureus (7.39 gms), Rome Mint. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5.; Lot 40297: FRANCE. Les Cent-Jours (the Hundred Days). Silver 5 Francs Pattern, 1815-A. Paris
Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS PROOF-63+ Gold Shield.; Lot 43133: MACRINUS, A.D. 217-218. AV Aureus (7.17 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 218. NGC Ch MS★, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
5/5. Fine Style.; Lot 41471: RUSSIA. Ruble, 1913-EB. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas II. PCGS PROOF-66+ Gold Shield.
Back Cover (top to bottom, left to right): Lot 41298: PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 2 Reales, ND (ca. 1832). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-25; C/S: XF Strong.;
Lot 41639: VENEZUELA. Venezolano, 1876-A. Paris Mint. NGC MS-63.; Lot 40365: GERMANY. Magdeburg. Uniface 2 Ducats Klippe, 1551. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.; Lot
43009: SICILY. Gela. AR Didrachm (8.75 gms), ca. 490/485-480/475 B.C. NGC Ch AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. Fine Style.; Lot 43134: GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. AV
Aureus (4.97 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 240-243. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5.; Lot 43112: TIBERIUS, A.D. 14-37. AV Aureus (7.72 gms), Lugdunum Mint, A.D. 36-37. NGC
MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5.; Lot 40039: AUSTRIA. Schlick. Taler, 1528. Joachimsthal Mint. Stephan, Burian, Heinrich, Hieronymous & Lorenz. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.; Lot
40147: CHILE. 8 Escudos, 1825-So I. Santiago Mint. NGC MS-63.; Lot 41110: LATVIA. 5 Lati, 1932. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-65 Gold Shield.
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How to Bid
Internet Absentee or Proxy Bidding

Place absentee bids now at www.StacksBowers.com or use our iOS or Android apps on your mobile device or tablet.
Proxy bidding is enabled at midnight the day before the auction session closes live and is located on the lot description page.
Visit our Frequently Asked Questions page at www.StacksBowers.com/FAQ/OnlineBidding.aspx for more information.

Stack’s Bowers Galleries iBid Live

Bid live anywhere in the world, on your computer at www.StacksBowers.com or use our iOS or Android apps on your
mobile device or tablet.

Live Telephone Bidding

Phone Bidding must be arranged 24 hours before your session begins. Stack’s Bowers Galleries will ask for the lot numbers of
interest and will call you during the auction so you can place bids with our representative in real time. We regret that we can
only offer this service for lots estimated at $2,500 or more. If you wish to arrange live bidding by phone, contact Customer
Service at 800.458.4646 or 949.253.0916 or email info@StacksBowers.com.

Email, Fax and Mail Bidding

Use the enclosed bid sheet and email, mail or fax it to us. Email bids to info@StacksBowers.com. If sending by mail, please
allow sufficient time for the postal service. Fax bids must be received 24 hours before your session begins. Fax bids to
844.645.7624. Please check that your fax bids are received by Stack’s Bowers Galleries.
Mail: Attn. Auction Department
		
Stack’s Bowers Galleries
		
1550 Scenic Avenue, Suite 150
		
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
		United States

Fax: 844.645.7624

Email: info@stacksbowers.com

Live Bidding

In person live bidding will be allowed in accordance with COVID-19 directives and local mandates at the time of auction.
Reservations required.

Bank Wire Information:

Payment Information
Please send all check, money order or
cashier’s check payments to:
Stack’s Bowers Galleries
1550 Scenic Avenue, Suite 150
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
United States
For bank wire instructions, see information at right or
contact our Accounting Department at 800.458.4646
or 949.253.0916
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For Domestic (U.S.) Banks, please direct your bank wire transfer to:
Bank Name: CIT Bank N.A.
ABA/Routing#: 322270288
Account Name: Stack’s Bowers Numismatics LLC

Address: 75 N. Fair Oaks Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Account Number: 1311011385

For Foreign Banks*, please direct your bank wire transfer to:
Bank Name: OneWest Bank, N.A.
International Swift Code: OWBKUS6L
Account Name: Stacks Bowers Numismatics LLC

Address: 75 N. Fair Oaks Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Account Number: 1311011385

*Bank wires sent from a foreign bank are subject to an international bank wire fee of
$35. If an international order will be settled using a different form of payment, please
contact us by phone or email to have the wire fee removed. If the wire will be sent in
any currency other than USD, Stack’s Bowers Galleries needs to be contacted prior to
the transfer in order to arrange for an intermediary bank.

IMPORTANT: Please have your bank add the
Invoice Number or Your Name on the wire information.

The August 2021 ANA Auction
Ancient & World Coins

August 18-21 & 23-25, 2021
Lot Viewing
Lot Viewing will be conducted in the Costa Mesa, CA offices (by appointment only): July 21-24, 2021
1550 Scenic Avenue, Suite 150, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Lot Viewing will be conducted at the New York City offices (by appointment only): July 29-August 2, 2021
470 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022
Lot Viewing will be conducted in Rooms 2&3 at the Donald E. Stephens Convention Center,
5555 N. River Road, Rosemont, IL 60018
Open to the public August 7-13, 2021 – 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM CT
If you cannot view in person, we will have our professional numismatists on hand to answer questions via phone or email about specific lots. Please email info@stacksbowers.com to make arrangements.

Auction Location

Griffin Studios
Stack’s Bowers Galleries Headquarters
1550 Scenic Ave., Suite 150
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
In person live bidding will be allowed in accordance with Covid-19 directives and local mandates at the time of the auction. Reservations required.

Auction Details
*Session A
World Paper Money

Featuring the Sao Miguel
Collection, Panama Collection,
Ricardo Collection, and
Don Allen Collection

Session B
World Coins Part 1
Albania-Great Britain
Wednesday, August 18
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)
Lots 40001-40600

Session C
World Coins Part 2
Greece-Zanzibar
Friday, August 20
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)
Lots 41001-41659

Session E
Ancient Coins
Saturday, August 21
following the conclusion of
Session D, The Collection
of a Gentleman
Lots 43001-43148

Session F
World Coins Part 1
Internet Only
StacksBowers.com
Monday, August 23
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)
Lots 44001-44778

*Session G
World Paper Money Part 1
Internet Only
StacksBowers.com
Monday, August 23
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)

*Session I
World Paper Money Part 2
Internet Only
StacksBowers.com
Tuesday, August 24
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)

Session J
World Coins Part 3
and Ancient Coins
Internet Only
StacksBowers.com
Wednesday, August 25
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)
Lots 46001-46708

Monday, August 16
10:00 AM PT (1:00 PM ET)

Lot Pickup

*Session D
The Collection of
a Gentleman

An Advanced Collection of GrecoRoman Denominational Rarities

Saturday, August 21
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)

Session H
World Coins Part 2
Internet Only
StacksBowers.com
Tuesday, August 24
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)
Lots 45001-45671

Please refer to our other August 2021 ANA auction
catalogs for offerings of U.S. Coins, U.S. Currency
Ancient Coins and World Paper Money. View our
entire auction schedule online at StacksBowers.com.

Lot Pickup will be conducted at the Stack’s Bowers Galleries Costa Mesa, CA offices (by appointment only).
Dates, times and locations are subject to change.
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Stacks Bowers Galleries is Pleased to Present

Griffin Studios

The Next Generation of Coin Auctions and Marketing

Throughout our nearly 90-year history, Stack’s Bowers Galleries has not only consistently led the
industry in setting world record prices, but has also been at the forefront of innovating new and exciting
ways to present and auction numismatic collections.
Now more than ever, collectors are bidding online. Embracing this trend, we have created an online
experience as compelling and appealing to bidders as attending our in-person auctions. Our industry
exclusive Coins In Motion technology constructs high resolution animations that accurately capture the
in-hand visual appeal of numismatic treasures. Alongside this proprietary technology, we have now taken
the next step to provide online content that will bring the excitement of our auctions to any home or office.
Launched in June 2021, Griffin Studios is a custom-built television, film and event facility based at our
headquarters in Costa Mesa, California. Our multi-camera, fully integrated 4k broadcast ready facility
will host our online auctions, as well as provide space to view collections and bid in-person. With the
ability to send and receive feeds around the world, this nearly 5,000 square foot studio represents the next
generation of coin auctions and will firmly cement Stack’s Bowers Galleries’ position as the industry leader.
Unlike standard broadcast facilities, Griffin Studios has been uniquely designed to host numismatic
auctions. Alongside a main set for auctions (with dedicated space for live bidders), a central room will
allow for viewing, presentations, and hospitality. A grand entrance provides guests with a stunning view
of the studio and impressive control room. We aim to bring a sense of occasion and attract excitement to
every event, directly increasing bidding competition and revolutionizing our auction presentation.
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Order of Sale
Session B
World Coins Part 1
Albania-Great Britain
Wednesday, August 18
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)
Lots 40001-40600
Category

Session C
World Coins Part 2
Greece-Zanzibar
Friday, August 20
9:00 AM PT (12:00 PM ET)
Lots 41001-41659
Category

Lot Number

WORLD COINS................................ 40001-40600
ALBANIA............................................................40001
AMERICAN SAMOA......................................40002
ARGENTINA........................................ 40003-40005
AUSTRALIA.......................................... 40006-40014
AUSTRIA............................................... 40015-40039
AUSTRIAN NETHERLANDS........... 40040-40041
BAHAMAS.........................................................40042
BARBADOS........................................................40043
BELGIUM.............................................. 40044-40048
BERMUDA.........................................................40049
BOHEMIA..........................................................40050
BOLIVIA................................................ 40051-40057
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA...................40058
BRAZIL................................................... 40059-40074
BRITISH GUIANA...........................................40075
BRITISH HONDURAS....................... 40076-40077
BRITISH WEST INDIES.................... 40078-40082
BRUNEI...............................................................40083
BULGARIA............................................ 40084-40093
CANADA............................................... 40094-40141
CEYLON................................................ 40142-40143
CHILE..................................................... 40144-40150
CHINA.................................................... 40151-40154
COLOMBIA.......................................... 40155-40181
COMOROS............................................ 40182-40183
COSTA RICA........................................ 40184-40185
CROATIA............................................................40186
CRUSADER STATES........................... 40187-40188
CUBA...................................................... 40189-40203
CYPRUS..............................................................40204
CZECHOSLOVAKIA.......................... 40205-40215
CZECH REPUBLIC..........................................40216
DANISH WEST INDIES.................... 40217-40223
DENMARK............................................ 40224-40226
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC................. 40227-40228
ECUADOR............................................. 40229-40233
EGYPT.................................................... 40234-40244
EL SALVADOR..................................................40245
ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY..........................40246
ETHIOPIA............................................. 40247-40250
EUROPA..............................................................40251
FRANCE................................................. 40252-40321
GERMAN EAST AFRICA.................. 40322-40323
GERMAN NEW GUINEA................. 40324-40326
GERMANY............................................ 40327-40412
GHANA.................................................. 40413-40414
GIBRALTAR.......................................... 40415-40418
GREAT BRITAIN................................. 40419-40599
BRITISH COLONIES.......................................40600

Lot Number

WORLD COINS................................ 41001-41659
GREECE................................................. 41001-41004
GREENLAND....................................... 41005-41008
GUADELOUPE.................................... 41009-41011
GUATEMALA....................................... 41012-41019
HAITI...................................................... 41020-41026
HONDURAS......................................................41027
HONG KONG....................................... 41028-41029
HUNGARY............................................ 41030-41032
INDIA..................................................... 41033-41039
INDONESIA.......................................................41040
IRAN....................................................................41041
IRAQ....................................................................41042
IRELAND............................................... 41043-41049
ISLE DE FRANCE.............................................41050
ITALY...................................................... 41051-41098
JAMAICA............................................................41099
JAPAN..................................................... 41100-41106
KOREA................................................................41107
KUWAIT.............................................................41108
LATVIA.................................................. 41109-41116
LIBERIA................................................. 41117-41118
LIECHTENSTEIN............................... 41119-41120
LITHUANIA.......................................... 41121-41125
MACEDONIA...................................................41126
MALDIVES........................................................41127
MARTINIQUE..................................................41128
MAURITIUS......................................................41129
MEXICO................................................ 41130-41219
MONACO...........................................................41220
MONTENEGRO.................................. 41221-41222
NETHERLANDS.................................. 41223-41240
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES...................41241
NEW ZEALAND.................................. 41242-41243
NICARAGUA........................................ 41244-41245
NORWAY............................................... 41246-41247
PARAGUAY........................................... 41248-41249
PERU....................................................... 41250-41273
THE BENITO & ANGELITA DE LEGARDA
COLLECTION...................................... 41274-41350
PHILIPPINES........................................ 41351-41371
PITCAIRN ISLANDS.......................... 41372-41374
POLAND................................................ 41375-41380
PORTUGAL.......................................... 41381-41385
PUERTO RICO..................................................41386
ROMANIA............................................. 41387-41390
RUSSIA................................................... 41391-41477
SARAWAK............................................. 41478-41479
SAUDI ARABIA................................... 41480-41481
THE LOCH NESS COLLECTION... 41482-41548
SCOTLAND.......................................... 41549-41559
SIERRA LEONE................................................41560
SOUTH AFRICA.................................. 41561-41564
SPAIN...................................................... 41565-41576
SPANISH COLONIAL........................ 41577-41578
SPANISH NETHERLANDS............... 41579-41580
SWEDEN............................................... 41581-41598

SWITZERLAND.................................. 41599-41618
THAILAND........................................... 41619-41622
TONGA...............................................................41623
TRANSYLVANIA................................. 41624-41625
TREBIZOND......................................................41626
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO.................................41627
TURKEY.............................................................41628
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES............. 41629-41632
URUGUAY..........................................................41633
VENEZUELA........................................ 41634-41654
VIETNAM..........................................................41655
YAP ISLAND......................................................41656
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WORLD COINS................................ 45001-45671
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HAITI...................................................... 45022-45046
HAWAII...............................................................45047
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HONG KONG....................................... 45052-45054
HUNGARY............................................ 45055-45058
ICELAND.............................................. 45059-45065
INDIA..................................................... 45066-45102
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MARTINIQUE..................................................45287
MEXICO................................................ 45288-45455
MOMBASA........................................................45456
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NEW ZEALAND...............................................45515
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PUERTO RICO..................................... 45613-45623
RHODESIA.........................................................45624
ROMANIA..........................................................45625
RUSSIA................................................... 45626-45662
SAHARAWI........................................................45663
SAINT HELENA & ASCENSION.................45664
SAINT THOMAS..............................................45665
SAN MARINO...................................... 45666-45668
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WORLD COINS................................ 46001-46699
THE LOCH NESS COLLECTION... 46001-46041
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SEALAND...........................................................46049
SERBIA................................................................46050
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SPAIN...................................................... 46082-46099
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SWITZERLAND.................................. 46125-46151
THAILAND........................................................46152
TOGO..................................................................46153
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TURKEY................................................ 46156-46157
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES............. 46158-46161
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URUGUAY............................................. 46164-46166
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BYZANTINE......................................... 46692-46699
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ALBANIA

AMERICAN SAMOA

40002

40001
ALBANIA. 5 Franga Ari, 1926-R. Rome Mint. NGC MS-63. KM8.1. Variety with no star below bust. Seemingly qualifying for a higher
grade, this example showcases dazzling luster and very few marks that
enter the surfaces.

AMERICAN SAMOA. 50 Dollars, 1988. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-3, KM-4. Mintage: 100. Issued for the America’s Cup, a
prize in the world of yachting, this blazing proof features intense brilliance in the fields and a delightful frosting to the devices, and stands
as the finest example in the NGC census.
$800-$1,200

$700-$1,000

ARGENTINA

The Single Finest Certified Example

40003
ARGENTINA. 8 Reales, 1828-RA P. La Rioja Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-20, CJ-30. Amazing quality for this beloved sunface
type, boasting impressive design clarity and rich, satiny frost in the fields
that is likely unrivaled for the date. More intense inspection confirms
the assigned near-Gem designation, with surfaces on the sunface side
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that border on pristine, while a few trivial marks appear on the coat-ofarms side. Exceptionally RARE as seen, with no others at PCGS or NGC
that match or exceed this MS-64 grade.
$3,000-$6,000
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AUSTRALIA

Alluring Victorian Sovereign

40004
ARGENTINA. Cordoba. 8 Reales, 1852. Cordoba Mint. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-32; CJ-63.1.2. Struck from dies prepared
in France. This truly wonderful representative exhibits smooth satiny surfaces, bold devices and attractive mottled gray patina with an
iridescent sheen that pops out when tilted in the light. Some softness
appears in the sun’s face, but this is usual for the type, and is almost unheard of otherwise. An outstanding example that is pleasing to the eye
and thus is sure to catch the attention of quality conscious collectors.
$1,500-$2,000

40006
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1864-SYDNEY. Sydney Mint. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. Fr-10; KM-4. This charming near-Gem stands not
only as the finest seen at PCGS for the date, but the finest seen there
for the entire type regardless of year. Presenting a yellow-golden hue
and immense lustrous brilliance, this piece is sure to delight and garner a strong bid.
$3,000-$6,000

40007

40005
ARGENTINA. La Rioja. 8 Reales, 1838-R. La Rioja Mint. NGC MS61. KM-8; CJ-55.2. Coin alignment. Rather impressively detailed and
offering a gunmetal gray tone, though a flan flaw near the peripheries
on the reverse is noted.

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1871-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. S-3855A; Fr-11; KM-6. A few scattered marks on the
face and in the field prevent a higher, choice designation. Nevertheless,
a brilliant, bright yellow-gold specimen with radiating luster.
$900-$1,200

$1,000-$1,500

40008
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1879-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. NGC MS61. S-3858A; Fr-15; KM-7. Despite some scattered bag marks and
muted luster, this charming example nevertheless remains wholesome
and free from time in circulation.
$700-$1,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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A Monumental Offering of a Superb
Melbourne Centennial Proof
40009
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1880-M. Melbourne Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-53 Gold Shield. S-3854; Fr-12; KM-6. One of the more difficult
dates in the series, this specimen exhibits only a few light scuffs and
marks, as well as some light handling upon the high points. Nevertheless, entirely wholesome and pleasing.
$1,000-$1,500
40012

40010
AUSTRALIA. 1/2 Sovereign, 1859/8-SYDNEY. Sydney Mint. Victoria. NGC AU-50. Fr-10a; KM-3. Overdate variety. Despite some
scattered marks and light handling upon the high points, this alluring example stands as a rather SCARCE offering and remains entirely
wholesome and pleasing.

AUSTRALIA. Florin, 1934/5. Melbourne Mint. PCGS PROOF-64
Gold Shield. KM-33. A dual-date commemorative, this issue honored
the centennials of the founding of Victoria (in 1834) and Melbourne
(in 1835). Despite a bagmark in the beard of George defining the
grade, this piece remains above-average when compared to the fleetingly rare offerings of this type in Proof. A Herculean acquisition for
the advanced collector of Australian issues and certain to anchor the
20th Century issues of such a remarkable cabinet.
$10,000-$15,000

$1,500-$3,000

40013
AUSTRALIA. 6 Pence, 1936. Melbourne Mint. NGC MS-66+. KM25. A common date in seldom encountered quality, offering a full
strike and light, original toning. Surpassed in the NGC census by just
one specimen.

40011
AUSTRALIA. Florin, 1919-M. Melbourne Mint. NGC MS-64+.
KM-27. A stunning minor presenting tremendous brilliance, argent
originality, and a russet tone near the peripheries, this near-Gem is
exceeded by just one other piece in the NGC census.

$700-$1,000

$1,500-$2,500
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Extremely Rare Australian Presentation Penny from the Calcutta Mint

40014
AUSTRALIA. Penny, 1916-I. Calcutta Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-64+ Red Brown Gold Shield. KM-23. The
only example at this grade for finest certified at PCGS only
surpassed by a single example on the NGC population (PR 65
BN). A lovely example with a nearly complete original mint
red, a blazing and attractive piece sure excite the connoisseur of
Australian or British Colonial.
The interesting Calcutta mint Australian pennies of 19161918 came about for a variety of reasons. While there were
certainly mints within Australia, none at the time had the proper
equipment or die-making capabilities which would have been
necessary. The Royal mint at London would have normally
stood in for this demand, but it was already at capacity due to
an increased need for copper coinage domestically. The use of
the tram and the popularity of beer drinking in pubs caused a
great need for this small change, and there was simply no ability
to provide Australia with the same. The Royal mint’s branch in
Ottawa, Canada certainly had the means to stand in, but its
location, literally on the other side of the world, meant that a

massive amount of coinage would then need to be shipped to
Australia. When one factors in contemporary events—namely
World War I—the constant threat posed by Germany and her
unrestricted submarine warfare made the prospects of shipping
anything through that theater a huge risk. As such, Calcutta—not
officially a branch of the Royal mint, but beyond capable—was
tasked with the charge, creating dies and then striking the coins
themselves, easily transporting them from India to Australia.
Detailed study by numismatists focused in the area of British
Indian have concluded that a special subset of these 1916 issues
were struck at an archival standard, with exceptional brilliance
and a refined nature. This very RARE output was produced
prior to the bulk issue of the coinage, with very few examples
recognized and making their way to the marketplace. The present
specimen is one such representation, offering a glimpse into this
rather chaotic period, when a mint within the empire came to the
rescue of a member of the commonwealth.
$6,000-$9,000
Ex: Fenton Collection.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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AUSTRIA

40015
AUSTRIA. Taler, ND (1541-42). Joachimsthal Mint. Ferdinand I,
as King of the Romans. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. Dav-8039. An
intensely attractive and alluring example of this type from the mint
which gave birth to the ‘Taler’ name (and, by extension, the ‘Dollar’).
Only some light striking weakness and very minor wear, with a great
peripheral iridescence and original brilliance emanating from the protected areas.
$1,000-$1,500

40017

40016
AUSTRIA. Taler, ND (1564-95). Hall Mint. Archduke Ferdinand II.
NGC MS-62+. Dav-8097. Great overall quality for this always popular
type, presenting a charming strike and tremendous luster remaining
in the fields. A few adjustment marks are noted, but entirely consistent
for the issue.

AUSTRIA. 2 Talers, 1614. Ensisheim Mint. Archduke Maximilian.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-3325; KM-280. An imposing large
format issue struck in modern day France shortly before the Thirty
Years’ War, this miraculously well preserved premium Uncirculated
survivor boasts warm lilac-gray surfaces and lively underlying luster.
A brilliant sheen betrays recently polished dies, while the impeccably clean fields suggest conservative grading by PCGS, who have only
certified this sole example for the type. Steeped in historical significance, remarkable rarity, and breathtaking beauty, it will be hard for
advanced collectors to resist such a unique acquisition.
$4,000-$5,000

$800-$1,200

40018
AUSTRIA. Taler, 1616-CO. Hall Mint. Archduke Maximilian.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Dav-3322; KM-205.1. The finest of four
seen at PCGS, this dazzling near-Gem crown presents an iridescent
tone on the obverse that should appeal to any lover of colorful coins.
The surfaces are mostly gunmetal gray, with intense cobalt and burgundy spread throughout the devices, along with some hints of seafoam green.
$800-$1,200
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40021
AUSTRIA. Taler, 1694. Hall Mint. Leopold I. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. Dav-3244; KM-1303.3. An absolutely exceptional example of
this ever-popular issue, sharply detailed and vividly lustrous beneath a
lightly iridescent patina.
$1,200-$1,600
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40019
AUSTRIA. 2 Talers, ND (1626). Hall Mint. Archduke Leopold V.
PCGS MS-62+ Gold Shield. Dav-3331; KM-639. This highly attractive and very pleasing multiple Taler displays lovely rich mottled patina with an iridescent sheen that pops out when tilted in the light
that complements the bold intricate design elements with plenty of
underlying luster in the protected areas. The wholly original looking
survivor offers good eye appeal that is certain to grab the attention of
many quality conscious collectors.
$1,200-$1,600

40022
40020
AUSTRIA. Taler, 1636. Graz Mint. Ferdinand II. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. Dav-3110; KM-749.1. One of just two certified by PCGS for
the date—of which this is undoubtedly the finer—the present crown offers alluring toning and underlying brilliance that radiates throughout,
all while exhibit a light bend from the roller dies used to strike it. For
completeness, some planchet flaws are noted near the beginning of the
obverse legend.

AUSTRIA. 2 Talers, ND (1705-11). Hall Mint. Joseph I. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. Dav-1016; KM-1445. The single fourth finest certified
of the Davenport number on the PCGS population report, only three
finer (MS-64, MS-64+ and MS-65). This wholly original looking survivor exhibits a bold strike with smooth surfaces and light attractive
mottled cabinet patina with much remaining luster in the protected
areas adding to its pleasing appearance.
$2,000-$3,000

$800-$1,200

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40023
AUSTRIA. Taler, 1718. Vienna Mint. Karl VI. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. Dav-1035; KM-1522. The single finest certified of the Davenport
number on the PCGS population report, none finer. A terrific
representative of the type, this near-Gem exhibits crisp intricate devices
and smooth satiny surfaces that display delicate almond tone with

richer coloration near the rims. Seldom encountered in this high state
of preservation, a real treat for the discerning collector actively seeking
to obtain numismatic relics in elite quality.
$1,500-$2,000

40024
AUSTRIA. Taler, 1763. Hall Mint. Maria Theresa. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. Dav-1121; KM-1816. Steely gray in color with some hues of blue
in the protected areas that produce an almost halo-like effect. The single

finest certified by PCGS, and one which should undoubtedly generate a
good deal of interest.
$700-$1,000

40025
AUSTRIA. Taler, 1848-A. Vienna Mint. Franz Joseph I. PCGS MS64+ Prooflike Gold Shield. Dav-14; KM-2240. Type with head right.
The finer of just two encountered at PCGS, this glistening crown is about
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as close to Gem status as one can get, presenting dazzling brilliance and
a superb frosting to the devices.
$700-$1,000
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Impressively Cameoed “Lady in the Clouds” 100 Corona

40026
AUSTRIA. 100 Corona, 1908. Kremnica Mint. PCGS
PROOF-62 Cameo Gold Shield. Fr-514; KM-2812. A
beautifully struck example of this classic “Lady in the Clouds”
type that features deep reflective qualities in the fields on both
sides and alluring frost on the designs that sets them in unusual
contrast. In this captivating quality, a coin that is certain to
attract heightened attention from the collector of elite world
gold.

This gold coin, among the last issued before Austria’s suicidal
plunge into World War One, commemorated the sixtieth
anniversary of the reign of Francis Joseph, emperor 1848-1916.
The Austro-Hungarian empire did not long survive him.
$15,000-$20,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40027
AUSTRIA. 100 Kronen, 1924. Vienna Mint. NGC PROOFLIKE-64
Ultra Cameo. Fr-518; KM-2831. Mintage: 2,851. A VERY RARE and
alluring type, especially this dazzling and engaging, the present specimen features a high degree of mirrored brilliance in the fields along
with charming frosting to the devices. A stunning example that is
clearly destined for the cabinet of a connoisseur.
$5,000-$7,500

40030
AUSTRIA. Gurk. Taler, 1801. Vienna Mint. Franz Xavier V. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-40; KM-2. Surpassed in the PCGS census by
just three other specimens, this attractively toned crown offers deep
gray surfaces with a large degree of forest green and cobalt, all while
some shimmering golden hints accent the devices.
$700-$1,000

40028
AUSTRIA. 100 Schillings, 1931. Vienna Mint. NGC PROOFLIKE-65. Fr-520; KM-2842. Impressively preserved with extremely
mirror-like qualities in the fields and bold frost on the central designs
that creates a definite cameo-like appearance. Very seldom seen finer.
$2,000-$3,000

40031
AUSTRIA. Olmutz. Taler, 1718. Wolfgang von Schrattenbach.
PCGS MS-64+ Gold Shield. Dav-1218; KM-414. Incredible quality
for the type, this alluring crown—about as close to Gem status as one
can get—is the finer of just two seen at PCGS, the other merely grading
EF-40. Here, the peripheries are enlivened by a golden-seafoam green
brilliance on the obverse, while the reverse features a bit more of a cobalt nature. Sharply struck, dazzling, and undoubtedly one which will
generate great enthusiasm for the collector of attractive world crowns.
$1,000-$2,000
Ex: Rauch/La Galerie Numismatique (1/2009) Lot # 240.

40029
AUSTRIA. 100 Schillings, 1931. Vienna Mint. NGC PROOFLIKE-64. Fr-520; KM-2842. Nearly a Gem, this example boasts impeccable reflectivity in the fields and fewer marks than one might expect
for the grade.
$1,500-$2,000
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Extremely Rare Salzburg 5 Ducat Issue of
Archbishop Leonhard
Thought to be Unique

40032
AUSTRIA. Salzburg. 5 Ducat, 1513. Leonhard von
Keutschach. NGC AU-58. Fr-576 (this coin illustrated). 17.35
grams. Obverse: Aged bust right in heavily jeweled collar and
tunic, legend reads: “ORA PRO ME SANCTE RUDBERTE”
(translated: “Pray for Me O Saint Rupert”); Reverse: Circle
encloses the quartered arms of Salzburg (subdivided rampant
lion left, three stripes on right) and the Archbishop (a
turnip), dividing the date, with outer legend “LEONARD’
DE KEWTSCH’ ARE’ SAL”. An EXTREME RARITY in this
5 Ducat weight, in the past cataloged as UNIQUE in round
format (a small number of examples in klippe style exist
as well), with no current evidence that has come to light to
suggest otherwise. Boldly struck on both sides, this piece was

coined just four years before the world-shaking upheaval of the
Reformation that swept through Salzburg under Leonhard’s
successor. While not totally lifelike, the quality of engraving
is unlike most seen, with the expression on Leonhard’s face
appearing rather pensive. Bright tone adorns the fields, with
prooflike gleam on the reverse making the appearance even
more luminous. Careful inspection yields the appearance of
soft handling here and there, but overall the influence of the
appearance in minimal. Altogether, a rather appealing example
of this magnificent rarity, worthy of exalted placement is a
world-class collection of Salzburg coinage.
$100,000-$120,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2425 @ $138,000.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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A Stylistically Superb 16th Century 4 Ducats

40033
AUSTRIA. Salzburg. 4 Ducats, 1522. Matthaus Lang
Von Wellenburg. NGC AU-50. Fr-591. Weight: 14.09 gms.
Obverse: Bust left in robes and berretta, “MATHEVS. CARDI.
ARCHIEPS. SALZBVRGN.” around; Reverse: Quartered arms
under Cardinal’s hat and knots, “SANCTVS. RVDBERTVS.
EPVS. SALZBVRGN” around. Here is one of the triumphs of
Renaissance coin portraiture, and one of the earliest examples
of that historic era’s art created in this influential area of Austria.
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This fascinating high-relief gold coin was issued by an energetic
and forceful prelate whose reign coincided with much religious
upheaval, culminating in outright war in which the Protestant
interests were ultimately defeated. Its condition can only be
stated as really superlative, showing bright surfaces and few
marks, its pleasing and uncluttered design left undeterred for
the viewer to admire.
$50,000-$60,000
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40034
AUSTRIA. Salzburg. 1/2 Taler, 1694. Johann Ernst von Thun und
Hohenstein. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. KM-253. This resoundingly
gorgeous minor, presenting a bold strike from the characteristic roller
dies by which the coinage is known, features steely gray surfaces that are

emboldened by a charming pastel tone throughout. Just one has been
seen finer at PCGS for the date.
$800-$1,200

40035
AUSTRIA. Salzburg. Taler, 1712. Franz Anton. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. Dav-1238; KM-311. Brilliant, white reflective surfaces bear just a
hint of amber peripheral toning on this desirable Salzburg issue. A faint
dusting of charcoal patina is also witnessed, demonstrating originality.

From quite an elusive type that rarely crosses the auction block in this
high state of preservation.
$1,500-$2,000

40036
AUSTRIA. Salzburg. Taler, 1767. Sigmund III von Schrattenbach.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Dav-1260; KM-418. Exceptionally choice
and brilliant, this dazzling crown offers great, original luster, with some
steely gray toning and hints of rose-gold near portions of the peripheries.

Quite RARE when encountered this attractive and, not surprisingly, the
only example of the type seen at PCGS.
$800-$1,200
Ex: Kuenker 154 (6/2009) Lot # 1503.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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The First Silver Type Given the “Taler” Name

Struck at the Joachimsthal Mint Located in Present-Day Czech Republic

40037
AUSTRIA. Schlick. Taler, ND (1505-26). Joachimsthal Mint.
Stephan, Burian, Heinrich, Hieronymous & Lorenz. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. Dav-8138. Obverse: St. Joachim; Reverse:
Rampant Bohemian lion. Stunning condition for this first Taler
type, this coin was struck on a planchet of good quality with
bold and even detailing appearing throughout the designs.
Carefully handled for ages, the surfaces now display medium
brown coloration with appealing blue and gold accents around
the accentuated legends. Upon close inspection, no marks
or major distractions appear, making the quality undeniably
RARE for the issue. Considering its appearance and historical
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importance, as well as its finest graded status at PCGS and
NGC, a coin that could quite easily shoot past its given estimate
range.
The Counts of Schlick owned the mine at Joachimsthal and struck
coins from the silver mined there which were soon nicknamed
“thalers”. This type was struck in the name of Lajos II of Hungary
and Bohemia (“LVDOVICVS:PRIM:D:GRACIA:R:BO:”). His
death at the hands of the Turks in 1526 allowed the Hapsburgs to
seize Bohemia and confiscate the mines.
$6,000-$9,000
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AUSTRIAN NETHERLANDS

40038
AUSTRIA. Schlick. Taler, 1526. Joachimsthal Mint. Stephan, Burian, Heinrich, Hieronymous & Lorenz. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield.
Dav-8146. Perfect for the grade, this extremely challenging Taler exhibits an even strike on both sides no marks of noteworthiness over
the surfaces. Consistent brown tone suggests long-time cabinet placement and should appeal to the collector that seeks absolute originality.

40040
AUSTRIAN NETHERLANDS. Souverain d’Or, 1749. Antwerp
Mint. Maria Theresa. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Fr-131 (under Belgium); KM-11. Large Planchet (27mm) variety. An attractively detailed and lustrous example with blushes of orange tone on both sides
that aid the appearance.
$1,500-$2,000

$4,000-$6,000

40041
40039
AUSTRIA. Schlick. Taler, 1528. Joachimsthal Mint. Stephan, Burian, Heinrich, Hieronymous & Lorenz. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
Dav-8148. Almost certainly the finest survivor of the issue, this coin
retains significant luster in the fields and a pleasing strike with no
blunted areas. Along the upper legends on both sides, attractive tone
appears, with shades blue and fiery copper-gold tone adding an element of unique character to the surfaces. The single finest example
graded by PCGS, and in fact, the only example of this Davenport number graded by either PCGS or NGC. This fact, a testament to the issue’s overall RARITY, should further embolden the collector who is
endeavors to add difficult to replace items to their numismatic cabinet.
$7,000-$10,000

AUSTRIAN NETHERLANDS. Souverain d’Or, 1773-IC SK. Vienna
Mint. Maria Theresa. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Fr-420; KM-27. This
nicely preserved example offers satiny luster with a bit of flash in the
protected areas near the edges. The bold, frosty and well-defined design features display the expressive intricate portrait of the long reigning Monarch. A highly unusual and very desirable aspect that should
be pointed out is the fact that, save for one well-placed and shallow
adjustment mark on the bust and neck, all the other planchet adjustment marks were struck out. The open fields on both sides exhibit light
signs of the handling, as would be expected from the assigned grade,
with minor lines and abrasions but are hardly a distraction. A type
that is available on the market appearing with some frequency, but is
quite difficult to locate in this high state of preservation. A treat for the
quality conscious collector seeking attractive representatives at add to
their numismatic holdings.
$1,500-$2,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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BAHAMAS

BELGIUM

40042

40044

BAHAMAS. Penny, 1806. George III. NGC PROOF-64 Brown.
KM-1; Prid-1a. Engrailed edge variety. This highly attractive example
boasts a sharp strike and smooth, rich, milk chocolate brown patina
displaying and iridescent sheen that pops out when tilted in the light.

BELGIUM. Flanders. Chaise d’Or, ND (1346-84). Ghent or Malines
Mint. Louis II de Male. NGC MS-64. Fr-163; Delm-466. Weight: 4.45
gms. Obverse: Louis enthroned facing with skyward pointing sword in
right hand and lion on shield in left hand; Reverse: Floriated cross surrounded by quadrilobe. Boldly struck on a broad planchet, this nicely
preserved near-Gem survivor exhibits crisp intricate design elements
with clear complete legends. The satiny surfaces are complemented by
a lovely pale gold coloration with hints of iridescent orange tone in the
fine crevasses adding to its pleasing appearance and desirability. This
wholly original looking survivor offers good eye appeal that is destined
to catch the attention of discerning collectors.

$1,000-$1,500

BARBADOS

Louis II de Male was count of Flanders when that province was one of
the richest regions of Europe. Nominally part of France, Louis refused to
pay homage to either the king of France or the king of England, steering
a neutral course during the Hundred Years War. It was then that this
imitation of a French chaise d’or was struck. This is the later of two types;
the first shows an eagle on the count’s shield rather than a lion. Later, he
married his daughter to Philip, duke of Burgundy, uniting the two houses
against the authority of the king of France.
$2,500-$3,500
40043
BARBADOS. Copper Penny Restrike, 1792. NGC PROOF-66 Red
Brown. KM-Tn10; Prid-23. Virtually free of handling, this lovely Gem
displays faded coloration in the open fields with strong orange-red accents around the raised designs. As the single finest example of this
issue to have been graded by NGC, a coin that is sure excite many collectors focused on the coinage of this tiny island nation.
$1,000-$1,500
40045
BELGIUM. Flanders. Lion d’Or, ND (1445-60). Bruges Mint.
Philippe le Bon. NGC MS-61. Fr-185; De Mey-837. Weight: 4.26
gms. Featuring an elegant design, this tremendous survivor presents a
rather sharp and bold strike along with a good deal of remaining luster
and, quite surprisingly, no evidence of handling.
$2,000-$3,000
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40046

40048

BELGIUM. 5 Francs, 1832. Brussels Mint. Leopold I. NGC MS64. KM-3.1. Position B variety. An incredibly alluring and radiant
near-Gem crown, this example offers vibrant toning and exceptional
eye-appeal. The fields are somewhat mirrored and the devices lightly
frosted, yielding a pleasing cameo effect. Meanwhile, the golden-pastel
hues near the peripheries simply augment its charm.

BELGIUM. Silver 20 Francs Essai (Pattern), 1931. NGC PROOF-61
Cameo. Dupriez-2421. Plain edge, French legends. A VERY RARE
offering in silver, this pattern issue features a great deal of mirrored
brilliance in the fields and hints of deeper iridescence near portions
of the peripheries.

$4,000-$6,000

$1,000-$1,500

BERMUDA

40047
BELGIUM. Silver 100 Francs Restrike, 1911. NGC PROOF-64. Bogaert-1805B5; cf. KM-Pn188. Plain edge. Official restrike circa 1961
from original dies. This richly toned survivor displays mottled light
gray to slate patina with areas of multicolor iridescent sheen that pop
out when tilted in the light. Beautifully preserved, the smooth fields
accentuate the frosty devices adding a bit of contrast to the intricate
design features. Clearly an example that was given great care and sat
for a prolonged period undisturbed.
$2,000-$3,000

40049
BERMUDA. Bronzed Copper Penny, 1793. Soho (Birmingham)
Mint. George III. PCGS PROOF-64 Gold Shield. KM-5a; Prid-5a.
Mintage: 50. This beautifully preserved bronzed issue exhibits bold
crisp design features with glossy brown surfaces offering much originality that is pleasing to the eye. This lovely survivor is sure to catch the
attention of quality conscious collectors seeking attractive representative to add to their numismatic holdings.
$1,500-$2,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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BOHEMIA

Possibly Unique Gold Medal Celebrating the Birth of Christ

40050
BOHEMIA. Joachimsthal. St. Isaiah/Jesus in Manger Gold
Medallic 4 Ducats, 1552. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, EF Details
Gold Shield. GPH-Unlisted; cf. Donebauer-4381 (silver); cf.
Markl-2205 (same). Weight: 13.52 gms. By Wolfgang Roll.
Obverse: POPVLVS QVI AMBVLABAT IN TENEBRIS VIDIT
LVCEM MAGNAM ESA 9 (the people who walked in darkness
have seen a great light, —adapted from Isaiah 9:2), half-length
bust of St. Isaiah, with pointed cap and scepter, facing slightly
left within archway; guard standing to outer left and right;
Reverse: MA 2 CA NATVS EST NOBIS SALVATOR QVI
EST CRIST DNS IN CIVI DAVI (today there is born unto us
a Savior who is Christ the Lord, —adapted Matthew 2), Mary
and Joseph kneeling before cradle bearing the infant Christ; all
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within elaborate manger with ox and donkey; in background,
shepherd tending to flock of sheep. Designed in the tradition
of the many religious-themed medals emanating from 16th
century Bohemia, this incredibly captivating and alluring
piece has the added advantage of being struck in gold—quite
unusual and possibly UNIQUE—while also remaining in great
condition, the noted tooling notwithstanding. For the collector
of these powerful and moving pieces, or world gold coins and
medals in general, this engaging specimen is undoubtedly a
must and will garner tremendous enthusiasm.
$45,000-$55,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2421.
Ex: Kuenker 80 (3/2003) Lot # 645.
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BOLIVIA

40053
40051
BOLIVIA. “Royal” Presentation Cob 8 Reales, 1653-P E. Potosi
Mint. Philip IV. NGC EF Details—Holed. KM-R21. Well struck and
flashy for the type, with three numbers in the date are legible. Mostly
bright gray with deep toning and some possible debris in the low areas.
While holed, as most are, this one is quite uniform and doesn’t overly
distract from the appearance of this nice survivor.
$2,500-$3,500

BOLIVIA. “Royal” Presentation Cob 8 Reales, 1735-P E. Potosi
Mint. Philip V. NGC EF Details—Holed. KM-R31a; Cal-Type 149
#832. Weight: 26.89 gms. A handsome example of this ever-popular
type with a bold well-centered strike on a compact flan. Minimal
doubling is noticed on the right side of the obverse, though far less
than normally encountered on these types. A couple of small planchet cracks formed during the manufacturing process adding a bit of
character to this charming piece. As indicated on the NGC insert, this
piece has been holed, a commonly encountered occurrence on these
sought after issues, but is hardly a distraction. Despite its shortcomings
this nicely preserved survivor is pleasing to the eye and sure to be a
welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,500-$2,500

40052
BOLIVIA. “Royal” Presentation Cob 8 Reales, 1653-P E. Potosi
Mint. Philip IV. NGC VF Details—Holed. KM-R21; Cal-Type 104
#410. 26.07 gms. A lovely and wholesome example of the type exhibiting a bold strike on a somewhat compact flan with minimal doubling
on both sides displaying very attractive rich old cabinet patina and
lighter coloration atop of the devices. A hole at 12 o'clock, as indicated
on the NGC insert, is a commonly encountered attribute for these
iconic issues though is hardly a distraction. This handsome survivor
offers much originality with good eye appeal sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$2,000-$3,000

40054
BOLIVIA. 8 Reales, 1769-PTS JR. Potosi Mint. Charles III. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-50. Variety with curved/round 9, dot after
king’s name, and three dots around mintmark. A fairly RARE and difficult type, this pleasantly toned piece sports a delightful cabinet nature with very little in the way of handling. A few very light planchet
issues are noted, but blend in rather well with the overall appearance.
$1,000-$1,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

40055
BOLIVIA. 8 Scudos, 1840-PTS LR. Potosi Mint. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. Fr-21; KM-99. Highly attractive and well-kept for the issue, the
present offering exhibits ample luster and appealing tone overall with
some iridescence highlighting an irregularity in the typically crude alloy on the reverse.
$3,000-$3,600

40058
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA. 250 Marka, 1998. NGC PROOF-69
Ultra Cameo. Fr-20; KM-103. A SCARCE commemorative issue honoring the late Princess Diana of Wales, this nearly flawless Gem shimmers with great brilliance and offers an alluring frosting to the devices.
$1,000-$1,500

BRAZIL

40056
BOLIVIA. Silver Boliviano Pattern, 1868. La Paz Mint. NGC
PROOF-61. KM-Pn36. Tone-free with fields that are highly reflective,
befitting its pattern status. While numerous varieties of this pattern exist, this variety, struck in silver and without the presence of the ‘C.T.’ or
‘E’ initials in the design, is obviously VERY RARE, with the last sales
records we’ve been able to find being our offering of this exact specimen in our Ponterio & Associates sale in January 2009. Considering
its decade plus absence from the market, a clear signal to the specialist
that the time might be now or never to add this impressive rarity to
their cabinet.
$2,000-$3,000

40059
BRAZIL. Brazil - Bolivia. 600 Reis, ND (1663). Alfonso VI. PCGS
EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-19.2; LDMB-012; Gomes-04.02. Weight:
25.06 gms. Type III countermark: crowned 600 Reis countermark on a
1660 Potosi cob 8 Reales of Philip IV. Despite the minor loss of mass,
the host coin is bold and clear, with the date, mintmark, and much
of the legends visible. The countermark is deeply impressed, and the
piece overall is a great blend of its former use and repurposed use.
$1,500-$2,000

40057
BOLIVIA. Copper-Nickel 10 Centavos, 1883-A. Paris Mint. NGC
PROOF-66. KM-170.1. A RARE Gem in Proof, this shimmering
specimen is nearly fully russet in color, standing as highly flashy and
extremely eye-catching. No other example has been certified higher
by NGC.
$800-$1,200
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A Seemingly Near-Gem Survivor of this Massive Gold Type

40060
BRAZIL. 20000 Reis, 1726-M. Minas Gerais Mint. Joao
V. NGC MS-63+. Fr-33; KM-117. Boldly struck and highly
attractive, this choice specimen radiates with intense cartwheel
brilliance and a soft golden-yellow hue throughout. Just a few

light marks in the fields, entirely understandable given its
extremely broad canvas, are noted, and are the only aspect that
prevents an even higher designation.
$12,000-$15,000

40061
BRAZIL. 20000 Reis, 1726-M. Minas Gerais Mint. Joao V. NGC MS63. Fr-33; KM-117. An ever-popular issue, this large gold type presents
an exceptionally bold strike and matte-like brilliance, along with choice,
problem-free fields and an alluring golden-orange tone glistening

throughout. Undoubtedly one which should generate great enthusiasm,
as it stands among some of the finest known for the type.
$10,000-$15,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Stunning Gold Issue of Joao V

40062
BRAZIL. 12800 Reis, 1730-M. Minas Gerais Mint. Joao V.
NGC MS-64. Fr-55; KM-139. Tied with just one other example
for the top spot in the NGC census, this large gold issue features
exceptionally radiant surfaces that dazzle entirely. A golden-
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orange hue furthers its appeal, while an exacting strike rounds
out this delightful near-Gem. For the connoisseur of Brazilian
gold, this piece assuredly will not disappoint.
$7,000-$10,000
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40066

40063
BRAZIL. 6400 Reis, 1814-R. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Joao as Prince
Regent. NGC MS-63. Fr-93; KM-236.1; LDMB-O564. A nicely preserved example of the type exhibiting a bold strike with strong frosty
design elements and lustrous satiny surfaces.
$1,200-$1,600

BRAZIL. 10000 Reis, 1834. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Pedro II. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. Fr-117; KM-451; LDMB-616. Mintage: 5,617. A
fairly SCARCE type, this charming specimen presents golden-yellow
hues and a great wholesome nature. A few scattered marks and light
hairlines are noted, but do not distract, all while the level of handling
is at an extremely low degree.
$1,800-$2,200

40064
BRAZIL. 960 Reis, 1819-R. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Joao VI. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-326.1; LDMB-P477; Gomes-J6.25.06. SCARCE
host coin; struck over a 1818 FD Chilean Volcano Peso. In addition to
being struck on an elusive host, the overall quality is unusual as well,
with frosty white centers and copper-gold, mauve an blue highlights
along portions of the edges. Taking all into account, one could hardly
envision a more desirable example of the type.
$700-$1,000

40067
BRAZIL. 960 Reis, 1832-R. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Pedro II. NGC MS65. KM-385; LDMB-P517. Reported Mintage: 3,039 for 1832-33 issues. An exemplary representative of this highly desirable low mintage
type bolstering brilliant lustrous surfaces that retain full original mint
bloom with much reflectivity on the obverse, while the reverse displays
satiny surfaces with cartwheel luster. Light delicate sunset hued patina
accentuates the frosty devices adding to its pleasing appearance and
elevates the eye appeal of the Gem quality survivor.
$6,000-$8,000

40065
BRAZIL. 4000 Reis, 1823-R. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Pedro I. NGC
MS-62. Fr-110; KM-369.1; LMDB-593a. Mintage: 20,895. Variety
without stop after date. This seldom encountered variant appears to be
more elusive than one would think based on the relative value difference between both varieties, being valued roughly 10%-20% more in
LDMB than the variety with the stop. In a search of auction archives,
we were unable to locate another example without the stop but found
thirteen records of examples with the stop after the date. This highly
attractive survivor boasts a sharp strike with crisp, bold and frosty devices complemented by brilliant lustrous surfaces with areas of flashiness offering this gleaming representative its pleasing appearance. A
difficult type to locate struck this well and this nicely preserved that it
is destined for a fine cabinet of a discerning collector.

40068
BRAZIL. 20000 Reis, 1910. Rio de Janeiro Mint. NGC MS-64+. Fr124; KM-497. Surpassed in the NGC census by just a single specimen,
this impressive issue is about as close as one can get to Gem status,
offering vibrant cartwheel luster and only lightly scattered marks in
the fields. Meanwhile, a deep golden-yellow hue augments its charm
and overall beauty.
$2,000-$3,000

$2,000-$2,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40069
BRAZIL. 10000 Reis, 1921. Rio de Janeiro Mint. PCGS AU-58. Fr125; KM-496; LDMB-709. The penultimate date in the series, though
practically the final collectible date, with the 1922 having a mintage of
just 6 pieces. Wholesome and original, with good brilliance remaining
and only a few scattered marks.
$1,500-$2,000

40072
BRAZIL. 400 Reis, 1901. Rio de Janeiro Mint. PCGS PROOF-64.
KM-505; cf. LDMB-V056. Roman numeral date. A RARE type in
proof quality, this well preserved near-Gem survivor displays an attractive thin veneer of champagne tone and slightly subdued flashy
surfaces that retain much original brilliance. Pleasing to the eye this
example is sure to catch the attention of Republic collectors seeking to
obtain tough to locate issues.
$700-$1,000

40070
BRAZIL. 2000 Reis, 1897. Rio de Janeiro Mint. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. KM-498. A truly exceptional example of this surprisingly
scarce type, high in mintage but most of which was melted down leaving an unknown number of survivors. While offerings at auction are
not prohibitively rare, problem-free examples certified in Mint State
push that boundary.
$2,000-$2,600

40073
BRAZIL. 200 Reis, 1901. Rio de Janeiro Mint. PCGS PROOF-64.
KM-504; cf. LDMB-V055. Roman numeral date. This nicely preserved
proof issue displays bright fields retaining much reflectivity with areas
of delicate tone on both sides that pops out when tilted in the light
somewhat accentuating the frosty devices. Seldom do that proofs of
this series appear on the market sure to catch the attention of Republic
era collectors.
$700-$1,000

40074

40071
BRAZIL. 1000 Reis, 1909. Rio de Janeiro Mint. PCGS Genuine—
Tooled, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-507; LDMB-P694. Variety with
inverted “S” in denomination. A somewhat sneaky variety, this RARE
issue seldom appears on the market and is usually in less than desirable conditions. The strike is bold as would be expected being a product of 20th Century minting practices with an intricate expressive portrait. The surfaces exhibit signs of handling consistent for the grade,
though a small area in and around the first “0” of 1000 shows several
small scratches as indicated on the PCGS insert as “Tooled” long since
toned over matching the rest of the coin. Despite its shortcomings a
handsome and presentable example of the type sure to be a welcome
addition to the next collection it enters.

BRAZIL. 100 Reis, 1901. Rio de Janeiro Mint. PCGS PROOF-64.
KM-503; cf. LDMB-V054. Roman numeral date. Bright and flashy,
this proof quality 20th Century issue offers much reflectivity in the
open area in stark contrast to the frosted devices with a thin veneer of
champagne tone adding to its pleasing appearance.
$700-$1,000

$1,200-$1,600
Ex: Norweb Collection.
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BRITISH GUIANA

BRITISH WEST INDIES

40075
BRITISH GUIANA. Guilder, 1836. George IV. NGC PROOF-62.
KM-25; Prid-14a. Plain Edge variety. Bright and flashy, this nicely
produced and well-preserved proof version exhibits bold sharp frosty
devices with hard mirrored fields that display light patination amongst
the devices.
$1,200-$1,600

BRITISH HONDURAS

40078
BRITISH WEST INDIES. 1/2 Dollar, 1822. George IV. NGC MS-62.
KM-4; Prid-8. So-Called Anchor Money type. A very desirable Mint
State example of this issue, lustrous overall with gentle handling and
faint russet tone set into the surfaces in some areas.
$1,000-$1,500

40079
BRITISH WEST INDIES. 1/8 Dollar, 1820. George IV. NGC
PROOF-63. KM-2; Prid-11. So-Called Anchor Money type. This
beautifully preserved choice Uncirculated little silver minor exhibits a
bold strike with well-defined devices and smooth surfaces that retain
much reflectivity. Clearly an example which sat for a prolonged period time undisturbed and as such is quite pleasing to the eye offering
much originality elevating its desirability.

40076
BRITISH HONDURAS. British Honduras - Mexico. Dollar (6 Shillings 1 Penny), ND (1810-20). NGC EF-40. KM-2; Prid-2. Raised
crowned script “GR” within oval indent on an 1818-MoJJ Mexico bust
8 Reales of Ferdinand VII. The countermark was unevenly applied
lacking part of the “R” on the right side. A moderately worn and handsome example of this popular countermark type with rich slate gray
patina throughout offering much originality.

Struck for use in Mauritius, later in January 1826 an unknown quantity
was shipped to the British West Indies after Mauritius converted to the
Sterling system.
$700-$1,000

$900-$1,200
40080
BRITISH WEST INDIES. 1/16 Dollar, 1822. George IV. PCGS
PROOF-65 Gold Shield. KM-1; Prid-13. So-Called Anchor Money
type. This lovely little Gem exhibits rich old cabinet patina with hard
surfaces that retain much reflectivity all complemented by rich iridescent hues that pop out when tilted in the light adding to its pleasing
appearance.

40077
BRITISH HONDURAS. 25 Cents, 1895. London Mint. Victoria.
NGC MS-63. KM-9; Prid-13. The single finest seen at NGC for the
date, this glistening, choice specimen dazzles with tremendous brilliance and a very lively iridescence scattered throughout. In-hand inspection will truly unlock all that this piece has to offer.

$1,500-$2,000

$700-$1,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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BRUNEI

40081
BRITISH WEST INDIES. Copper 1/50 Dollar - 2 Pence Pattern,
1823. George IV. PCGS PROOF-65. KM-Pn5; Prid-15. VERY RARE
and exceptionally attractive, this Gem pattern issue features brown
hues with hints of violet to add further charm. Tied with just one other
specimen for the top spot in the PCGS census, and housed in an old
green holder (OGH).
According the famed author and collector Major Fred Pridmore, these
copper fractional dollar pieces—denominated 1/50, 1/100 and 1/200
Dollar (2 Pence, Penny, and 1/2 Penny, respectively)—were approved
in 1822 and intended for use in Sierra Leone, Mauritius, and the West
Indies. The dies were prepared by renowned engraver William Wyon and
5 tons of weight of the 1/50 version were struck, but never issued and, in
1825, they were ordered to be melted down. These issues therefore only
occur as patterns.

40083
BRUNEI. 750 Dollars, AH 1400 (1980). NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-2; KM-25. AGW: 0.4711 oz. Mintage: 1,000. Presenting a
deep cameo nature, this mirrored example radiates with brilliance and
offers an alluring orange-gold hue throughout.
$1,000-$1,500

BULGARIA

$4,000-$6,000

40084
40082
BRITISH WEST INDIES. Copper 1/100 Dollar - Penny Pattern,
1823. George IV. PCGS PROOF-64. KM-Pn4; Prid-17. A VERY
RARE and vibrant example, this glistening offering presents deep violet-brown surfaces with an incredible array of shimmering brilliance.
Tied with just one other specimen for the top spot in the PCGS census,
and housed in an old green holder (OGH).

BULGARIA. 5 Leva, 1885. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander I. NGC
MS-61. Dav-60; KM-7. Sharply struck with flashy surfaces that display almost no tone. A RARELY available issue in Mint State certified
quality.
$2,000-$3,000

$4,000-$6,000

40085
BULGARIA. Copper 10 Santim Essai (Pattern), 1887-AB. Brussels
Mint. Ferdinand as Prince. NGC MS-65 Brown. KM-E3. A RARE
and highly desirable type, this Gem features deep brown surfaces that
are offset by a reddish hue around the devices.
$3,000-$4,500
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40086
BULGARIA. 100 Leva, 1912. Sofia Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC MS-62.
Fr-5; KM-34. Though not bearing the distinction of a ‘Prooflike’ issue,
this popular, original striking nevertheless possesses enough brilliance
in the fields to garner that characteristic. Exceptionally lustrous and
alluring, with some slight frosting to the devices and minor hairlines
and prints in the fields.
$4,000-$6,000

40088
BULGARIA. 5 Leva, 1892-KB. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
AU-58. KM-15. A popular and pleasing type, this crown exhibits
very little in the way of handling, all while offering an alluring tone
throughout. For completeness, a minor planchet flaw is evident among
the letters in the Prince’s name.
$700-$1,000

40087
BULGARIA. 10 Leva, 1894-KB. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-62. Fr-4; KM-19. Gently handled long in the past, the present offering nevertheless presents remarkable surfaces for the issue, beautifully rendered devices, and velvety luster.
$1,200-$1,800

40089
BULGARIA. 5 Leva, 1894-KB. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-63. Dav-61; KM-8. Nearly brilliant in the centers with a ring of
tone around the obverse and reverse that is mostly mauve and blue in
hue. Few marks exist for the grade as well, and the strike is full, which
solidifies this coin as premium quality. As such, an undeniably RARE
condition for this single-year issue, with only four examples appearing
at this grade in the NGC census, and a single MS-64 graded finer.
$2,000-$4,000
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Attractive Key Date 2 Leva

40090
BULGARIA. 2 Leva, 1916. Kremnica or Vienna Mint.
Ferdinand I. NGC MS-64. KM-32. Tied for second finest
certified of date on either the NGC or PCGS population reports,
only two finer (NGC MS 65[1] and PCGS MS 65[1]). This
highly attractive EXTREMELY RARE date is the key to the
series and always heavily sought after by collectors. Exhibiting
a bold crisp strike, frosty devices and satiny lustrous surfaces
with a thin veneer of champagne tone, this near-Gem survivor
commands attention. Seldom appearing on the market in this

high state of preservation we expect to see serious competition
for the chance to acquire this 20th Century rarity.
According to “The Standard Catalog of World Coins”, the
1916 date was withdrawn from circulation and destroyed. An
uncertain amount remain. Some sources suggest only 10 pieces
have survived while other sources estimate that 30 examples
remain. Though the exact number of survivors is unknown, it is
clear that the quantity is very limited.
$10,000-$15,000

40092

40091
BULGARIA. Lev, 1916. Kremnica or Vienna. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-63. KM-31. A RARE and highly sought issue, this example has
been carefully preserved, with sharp detail within the designs and eyecatching flash that sparkles in the fields. While mostly tone free, the
appearance of copper-gold color around the edges does impart an additional dose of character to the overall appearance.

BULGARIA. 10 Stotinki, 1888. Brussels Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-66. KM-10. Fully struck and quite lustrous, this alluring Gem radiates with cartwheel brilliance and a light golden-olive tone near the
peripheries. Undoubtedly worthy of a strong bid, as it is tied with just
one other specimen for the top spot in the NGC census.
$700-$1,000

Despite an enormous mintage, this date was withdrawn from circulation
and destroyed with an unknown amount still outstanding. This action is
the primary reason why it is such a difficult date to locate in high grade.
$3,000-$4,000
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40093
BULGARIA. 2 Leva, 1923. Uncertain Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-36. Conditionally RARE, this blast white Gem displays sharp designs and surfaces
that approach pristine. Only one example has been graded finer by NGC.
$500-$1,000

CANADA

Newly Discovered Vexator Canadiensis Variety
Considered Unique

40094
CANADA. Lower Canada. Vexator Canadiensis 1/2 Penny
Token, 1811. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. Br-558. VC-Unlisted.
Weight: 3.87 gms. A fascinating, recently discovered example of
Vexator Canadiensis token that displays unique detail on both
sides. It’s possible the dies used to coin this piece started their
lives as those used on the normally seen VC-2 variety, and in
fact much of the reverse detail here does match up to certain
well struck examples of VC-2 in this die state. The obverse,
however, appears to be a totally new creation. It seems this die is
the product of grinding down and effacing almost the entirety
of a previously used obverse and then crudely pounding a
small chisel into the die to create the bust design. Judging by

the high grade of the coin and the complete lack of legends,
it’s likely the coiner didn’t engrave any legends at all, perhaps
with the intent to simulate wear and encourage acceptance
in commerce. The relative positioning of the eye, ear, nose,
and chin of the effigy is similar to that on the standard VC-2
obverse and leads us to believe this is a reworked incarnation of
that die, but the drastically different overall appearance makes
this deserving of being considered a new variety. An exciting
offering for collectors of these legendary Canadian tokens, and
a piece (and series) that is definitely worthy of further study
and classification.
$4,000-$6,000
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40095
CANADA. Lower Canada - Magdalen Island. Copper “Seal” Penny
Token, 1815. NGC PROOF-64 Brown. KM-Tn1; LC-1. Stunning
glass-like reflectivity is displayed in the fields and the designs, unlike
those intended for circulation, are virtually full with the detail on the
seal’s coat showing uncommon sharpness. Close inspection reveals a
few as-struck depressions in the fields, but very little handling is present. Beneath the deep brown coloration, very subtle shifts in color
from copper to blue add an element of uniqueness to the appearance.
Certainly a RARE item in this presentation format, and considering
the eye appeal, a piece that deserves placement in an advanced collection of Canadian types.
$4,000-$5,000

40097

40096
CANADA. Province of Canada. Bank of Montreal Copper Penny
Token, 1842. NGC PROOF-63 Brown. Br-526; PC-2B. Highly reflective in the fields with a stunning array of iridescent electric green,
pink, and blue tone over the surfaces. A small area of discoloration
to the right of the Bank of Montreal building appears to be a foreign
substance like lacquer rather than a spot that has etched into the metal.
$1,000-$1,500

CANADA. Rupert’s Land. Bronze Hudson’s Bay Company “East
Main” Quartet (4 Pieces), ND (1857). All NGC Certified. Generally unavailable as a set, this superlative group features moderate tone
across the high points of the design features and the expanses of the
fields, lending a somewhat “matched” look to the quartet, none of
which bear cancellation punches. Very scarce individually, more so offered thus.
1) Made-Beaver. Not Punched. MS-61.
2) 1/2 Made-Beaver. Not Punched. MS-61.
3) 1/4 Made-Beaver. Not Punched. MS-61.
4) 1/8 Made-Beaver. Not Punched. MS-62.
$1,500-$2,400

Ex: Doug Robins Collection.

40098
CANADA. New Brunswick. 20 Cents, 1862. London Mint. Victoria.
PCGS SPECIMEN-64+ Cameo. KM-9. Plain edge. A VERY RARE and
exceptionally alluring minor, this type is hardly ever encountered with
the specimen designation, and is quite likely one of just a small handful
extant. Greatly frosted, with tremendous brilliance emanating from the
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fields and a deeper tone nearest the peripheries. Includes original red
leather presentation case of issue, along with ICCS tag where it also
graded SPECIMEN-64.
$4,000-$6,000
Ex: Frontenac Sale (Bowers & Merena - 11/1991) Lot # 5416.
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Incredibly Rare G. W. Wyon Obituary “Pattern” with 20 Cents Reverse

40099
CANADA. New Brunswick. George William Wyon
Obituary Silver Medal, 1862. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
SPECIMEN-62. B-22; Ch-NB-4. Weight: 86.1 grains (as
opposed to the 71.8 grains for the currency planchet). Plain
edge. Obverse: G. W. WYON / OBIT / MARCH 27th 1862 /
ÆTAT / 26 YEARS in five lines; Reverse: The normal design
for the current New Brunswick 20 Cents. Quite iridescently
toned, with strong cobalt, lilac, and burgundy allure, and a
tremendous amount of brilliance shimmering from beneath.
An incredibly and highly dazzling specimen, with robust eye
appeal and exotic charm. This INCREDIBLY RARE “medal”
is, according to its previous appearance in our 1991 Frontenac
Sale, likely one of just four specimens known to have survived
from the time of their striking nearly 160 years ago.
Pairing the then-current reverse for the New Brunswick minor
with a specially designed obverse commemorating the life of G. W.
Wyon, this piece poses a rather intriguing question: why would
an issue seemingly commemorative in nature exhibit an ordinary
coin type reverse? Wyon was a member of the famous engraving
family well known by collectors of British coins and medals, as well
as those under British dominion. This particular Wyon was the
son of James Wyon (1804—1868), who became resident engraver
in London in 1851 upon the death of his cousin William Wyon
(1795—1851). Both George (1834—1862) and his brother Henry
(1834—1856) served along with father James as engravers, with
both sadly predeceasing him. When James retired, it was George
who succeeded him as a resident engraver at the mint—a position

that he held for just two years (1860-2) before his untimely death
at the age of just 26, as is conveyed on this piece. According to
Bowman, “...no definite data on the designer or engraver of this
reverse appears to exist, but this medalet strongly suggests the
name of George William Wyon as the artist.” It is quite likely
that the design for this New Brunswick 20 Cents was created by
George William Wyon, rather than by the hand of cousin and
fellow engraver Leonard Charles Wyon (1826—1891, son of the
aforementioned William Wyon). This would then serve as the
basis for the “medal” in question, as the New Brunswick design
may have been the final work which George William Wyon
conducted before his death in 1862. Therefore, a tribute to his
craft, and an exceedingly rare and important one at that.
George Bowman knew of just one example of this extraordinary
type (the Brushfield Sale, 1945), which he subsequently presented
to the Chateau de Ramezay Museum in Montreal. An additional
specimen is known to have been sold in a New Netherlands Coin
Co. sale in 1960, and then again three years later in a Hans M.
F. Schulman auction. No other examples have been located as
appearing in major auctions over the last two decades, during
which time some rather important collections of Canadian
coinage have crossed the auction block. Includes original red
leather presentation case of issue, along with ICCS tag where it
also graded SPECIMEN-62.
$5,000-$10,000
Ex: Frontenac Sale (Bowers & Merena - 11/1991) Lot #5417.
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40102
CANADA. Newfoundland. 2 Dollars, 1872. London Mint. Victoria.
PCGS AU-58. Fr-1; KM-5. Mintage: 6,050. One of the better dates
in this series, the present offering exhibits deeply honeyed tone with
flashy residual luster throughout.

40100
CANADA. New Brunswick. Copper Penny Token, 1843. London
Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-65+ Brown Gold Shield. KM-2; NB-2A;
BR-909. A stunning representative of this classic token issue and the
single finest certified by PCGS.

$700-$1,000

$700-$900

40103
CANADA. Newfoundland. 2 Dollars, 1880. London Mint. Victoria.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. Fr-1; KM-5. KEY DATE, mintage of only
2,500 pieces. A splendid example of this issue, lightly circulated with
most of the original bloom still radiating from the surfaces.
$2,400-$3,000
40101
CANADA. New Brunswick. Copper 1/2 Penny Token, 1843. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-65+ Brown Gold Shield. KM-1; NB1A1; Br-910. An amazing example, sharply struck with beautiful tone
and, as with the following, the single finest certified example at PCGS.
$500-$700

40104
CANADA. Newfoundland. 2 Dollars, 1882-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Fr-1; KM-5. An exceptional issue of
this date, with stunning details accentuated by vibrant luster. A smattering of minuscule bagmarks detract little from the overall appeal of
this wholesome near-Gem. Very scarce thus.
$3,000-$4,000
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Outstanding Heaton Mint Silver Specimen Set

40105
CANADA. Newfoundland. Silver Specimen Set (4 Pieces),
1882-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. All PCGS Certified. A
highly attractive set, each piece boasts shimmering luster
due to significant die polish in the fields with velvety frosted
devices. Exquisitely engraved as well, each of these magnificent
representatives displays varying degrees of light tone from
nearly blast white with a light coloration at the rims on the
20 Cents, a faint champagne tone with a delicate iridescent
sheen on the 50 cents, and a thin veneer of golden patination
on the 5 and 10 Cents. The state of preservation of these truly
outstanding examples, coupled with their stunning appearance,

creates a nicely matched set. Obviously struck in minuscule
quantities, this splendid set is destined for a quality-orientated
collection of the highest caliber.
1) 50 Cents, PCGS SP66. KM-6; Sweeny-CA24.
2) 20 Cents, PCGS SP68. KM-4; Sweeny-CA23.
3) 10 Cents, PCGS SP68. KM-3; Sweeny-CA22.
4) 5 Cents, PCGS SP66. KM-2; Sweeny-CA21.
$50,000-$70,000
Ex: Cornerstone Collection.

40107

40106
CANADA. Newfoundland. 50 Cents, 1882-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. NGC AU-58. KM-6. An attractive example of the date displaying
a good strike with light signs of handling consistent for the grade and
plenty of remaining luster displaying light mottled sunset hued patina.
A pleasing survivor of this heavily circulated type that is sure to be a
welcome addition to the next collection it enters.

CANADA. Newfoundland. 50 Cents, 1898. London Mint. Victoria.
PCGS AU-55. KM-6. SCARCE this fine, with mild handling overall
and appealing tone.
$500-$800

$700-$1,000
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40108
CANADA. Newfoundland. 20 Cents, 1888. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-4. An exceptional example of
this type, extremely scarce thus with only three examples certified in
Mint State by PCGS and one by NGC. Frosty centers give way to light
golden tone along the peripheries.
$800-$1,200

40113
CANADA. Newfoundland. 50 Cents, 1904-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-11. Highly attractive, this lustrous piece exhibits wonderful golden tone that is just beginning to deepen into bluish iridescence in portions of recesses in the legends.
$700-$1,000

40109
CANADA. Newfoundland. 10 Cents, 1872-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-63. KM-3. A frosty little offering and very choice, with
soft luster muted only slightly by soft blues and golds.
$800-$1,200

40114
CANADA. Newfoundland. 20 Cents, 1904-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-67. KM-10. A RARE issue, especially in such an elevated
state of preservation, this shimmering minor radiates with steely gray
brilliance that yields to a subtle golden champagne nature near the
rims. Housed in an old green holder (OGH).
$3,000-$4,500

40110
CANADA. Newfoundland. 10 Cents, 1872-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-62. KM-3. A light gunmetal gray and some alluring
pastel hues augment the charm of this delightfully near-choice minor,
housed in an old green holder (OGH).

40115
CANADA. Newfoundland. 10 Cents, 1904-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS
MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-4. A remarkable Gem, with brilliant centers
softening into light golden tone along the rims.

$1,000-$1,500

$700-$1,000
40111
CANADA. Newfoundland. 5 Cents, 1865. London Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-63. KM-2. Decidedly scarce in Mint State, this superb offering exhibits vibrant luster with faint tone warming from lilac into
shades of gold along the circumference.
$2,000-$2,600

40116
CANADA. Newfoundland. Cent, 1907. London Mint. PCGS MS66 Red Brown. KM-9. Absolutely stunning, this example exhibits
fiery copper luster in protected areas balanced by azure iridescence
throughout the fields and across the peaks of the devices.
$800-$1,200

40112
CANADA. Newfoundland. 5 Cents, 1882-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. NGC MS-63. KM-2. A very scarce offering in Mint State, the present example features hard luster with few traces of handling and a little
bit of die rust in the right obverse field.

Ex: Belzberg Collection (Heritage - 1/2003) Lot # 15661.

$700-$1,000
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40117
CANADA. Newfoundland. 50 Cents, 1917-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-64. KM-12. A frosty near-Gem, lightly marked in the fields with
booming luster and appealing tone along the rims.
$700-$1,000

40118
CANADA. Newfoundland. 20 Cents, 1912. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS64. KM-15. A vivid offering, with nearly unbelievable cabinet tone.
$500-$1,000

40119
CANADA. Newfoundland. Cent, 1919-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-64 Red. KM-16. Sharply struck, this near-Gem has been lovingly
stored for ages, resulting in surfaces that display abundant red color
and hold few marks. RARE as such, as only two examples of the date
have received the Red designation at PCGS, and this one comes with
the added allure of a legendary pedigree.

40121
CANADA. 20 Cents, 1858. London Mint. Victoria. NGC SPECIMEN-63. KM-4. Plain Edge variety. A fairly SCARCE and popular
type, this elegant minor presents a deep tone highlighted by shimmering hues of iridescence, all while maintaining some brilliance emanating from the fields when rotated. For completeness, a light mark in
front of Victoria’s neck is noted.
$1,000-$1,500

40122
CANADA. 10 Cents, 1899. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-3. Variety with small 9s. Blast white with brilliant
luster and no signs of toning, this Gem is well struck with and wholly
beautiful.
$1,000-$1,500

40123
CANADA. 5 Cents, 1872-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-2. Early Victorian issue and the first produced at
the Heaton Mint for the type. Even steel gray toning with almost full
underlying brilliance. Just two have been certified finer at PCGS.
$700-$1,000

$700-$1,000
Ex: Belzberg Collection.

40124
CANADA. 5 Cents, 1880-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-2. Quite deeply toned and exceptionally alluring,
this Gem minor radiates with an intense palette and delightful brilliance. Just two have been seen finer at PCGS.
$800-$1,200
40120
CANADA. Newfoundland. Cent, 1920-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS65 Red. KM-16. Fully lustrous with a superb cherry-red patina. This is
a truly exceptional survivor and the key to the George V series in Mint
State. This is the only MS-65 at PCGS with the coveted Red designation with only a single higher-graded coin in the same designation, an
MS-66.
$1,200-$1,800
Ex: Belzberg Collection (Heritage - 1/2003) Lot # 15666.

40125
CANADA. 5 Cents, 1886. London Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-2. Repunched 1/1 and 8/8/3; Large 6 variety. An interested repunched type with multiple digits visible, this near-Gem minor features a thin layer of toning with underlying luster. Seemingly unlisted
in both the Standard Catalog of World Coins and the Charlton Standard
Catalogue of Canadian Coins.
$1,000-$1,500
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40126
CANADA. 5 Cents, 1910. Ottawa Mint. NGC MS-63. KM-13. Variety with rounded maple leaves. The finest of the type graded in the
NGC census, this tremendously choice minor offers a stunning iridescence and luster, along with exceptionally pleasing eye appeal.
$1,000-$1,200

40130
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1911. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-19. Presenting argent surfaces that verge upon a delightful matte
nature, this elegant specimen offers hints of a subtle golden tone along
with great lustrous brilliance. A SCARCE one-year type, so-called
‘Godless’ on account of the omission of the ‘DEI GRAtia’ (by the grace
of God) in the obverse legend.
$1,000-$1,500

40127
CANADA. Sovereign, 1911-C. Ottawa Mint. NGC MS-65+. S-3997;
Fr-2; KM-20. A fully lustrous and brilliant example, with a wonderful
honey-orange tone that gives this Gem a warm and inviting feel. Just
one has been certified finer by NGC.
$1,250-$1,750
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40131
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1918. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-64. KM-25.
Housed in an old green holder (OGH), this enticing near-Gem features
a golden-olive tone that yields to some deeper hues near the edges.
$1,000-$1,500

40128
CANADA. Sovereign, 1911-C. Ottawa Mint. NGC MS-65. S-3997;
Fr-2; KM-20. A lovely example of this first-year issue, featuring a
charming, light orange tone and underlying cartwheel luster. Just two
have been certified finer by NGC, one of which is the previous lot.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40132

Gem ‘Godless’ George V 50 Cents

CANADA. 50 Cents, 1920. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-64+ Gold
Shield. KM-25a. Narrow 0 variety. A seldom seen date at auction, this
near-Gem is rather intriguing, with half of the obverse offering rich,
deep toning and the other nearly tone-free. A similar effect is evident
upon the reverse, speaking to how this was originally stored. A pleasing underlying luster is also observed.
$1,250-$1,750

40129
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1911. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-19. Always a popular issue, this coronation date presents with
cartwheel luster. A KEY DATE, it is tied for second finest certified
with six other examples only surpassed by meer half grade point by
two others on the PCGS population report, both MS-65+. Bright and
brilliant, with lovely rich patina on the peripheries near the rims.
$3,500-$5,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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40133
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1929. Ottawa Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-63.
KM-25a. A fairly RARE offering with the specimen finish, this entrancingly choice minor dazzles with a delightful argent nature with
some golden hues sprinkled throughout.
$1,000-$1,500
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40138

40134
CANADA. 25 Cents, 1929. Ottawa Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-66.
KM-24a. This exceptional Gem minor—housed in an old green holder—features a strong argent nature with essentially no toning throughout. The surfaces offer a delightful matte nature, while some cartwheel
luster is also noted when rotated.
$1,500-$3,000

CANADA. Matte Specimen Set (6 Pieces), 1937. Ottawa Mint. All
PGCS Certified. KM-SS33. Mintage: 1,025 sets. A highly attractive
and well-matched Gem to choice Gem set each exhibiting varying degrees of patina from very faint with a thin veneer of light tone on the
5 Cents to beautiful rich multicolored patination on the 10 Cents, 25
Cents and 50 Cents. This lovely set offers much originality and is pleasing to the eye, clearly these sat together for a prolonged time undisturbed adding to its desirability certain to catch the attention of quality
conscious collectors. With original case of issue.
1) Dollar. SPECIMEN-65. KM-37.
2) 50 Cents. SPECIMEN-66. KM-36.
3) 25 Cents. SPECIMEN-66. KM-35.
4) 10 Cents. SPECIMEN-66. KM-34.
5) 5 Cents. SPECIMEN-66. KM-33.
6) 1 Cent. SPECIMEN-65 Red. KM-32.
$1,000-$1,500

40135
CANADA. 25 Cents, 1933. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-65. KM-24a.
This incredibly captivating and alluring Gem, housed in an old green
holder and presenting tremendous color, will undoubtedly elicit the interest of those seeking monster toning. A lilac-burgundy hue occupies
the central portions, while a strong cobalt nature dominates as one
approaches the peripheries.
$1,000-$1,500

40139
CANADA. Dollar, 1939. Ottawa Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-66. KM38. Brilliant Finish type. A lovely and richly toned choice Gem example exhibiting beautiful multicolored patina with much flash that
pops out when tilted in the light. With original case of issue.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Frontenac Sale (Bowers and Merena - 11/1991) Lot # 5265.

40136
CANADA. 10 Cents, 1911. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-66+ Gold
Shield. KM-17. An interesting one-year ‘Godless’ type without the
DEI GRATIA in the legend. Sharply struck, giving this Gem bold details and enticing brilliant luster. Just a bit of russet toning is formed in
the middle but only adds to the attraction of this example.
$800-$1,200

40140
40137
CANADA. 10 Cents, 1929. Ottawa Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-66.
KM-23a. Featuring an old green holder (OGH), this entrancing minor
presents great RARITY with its specimen finish. Mostly steely gray
throughout, a burnished russet nature is observed speckled throughout, and mostly accentuating the devices.

CANADA. Dollar, 1948. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-46. Mintage: 18,780. The KEY DATE in the George VI series, this
charmingly choice specimen dazzles with a great deal of lustrous brilliance and some alluring toning near the peripheries.
$1,600-$2,400

$1,500-$3,000
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CHILE

40141
CANADA. Dollar, 1948. Ottawa Mint. NGC MS-61. KM-46. Mintage: 18,780. This always in demand KEY DATE is heavily sought after in any grade and should be considered RARE and highly desirable. This blast white survivor is boldly struck with much brilliance
displaying light signs of handling consistent for the grade. A wholesome example of the type and a real treat for date collectors looking
for completion of the series sure to be a welcome addition to the next
collection it enters.
$900-$1,200

CEYLON

40144
CHILE. 8 Escudos, 1751-So J. Santiago Mint. Ferdinand VI. NGC MS65. Fr-5; KM-3. Recovered from the Nuestra Sonora de la Luz shipwreck,
this is one of the finer survivors, presenting stunning orange-gold tone
with an absence of marks over the surfaces. Perhaps most gratifying is
the strike however, which while often displaying severe bluntness in the
centers, is approaching full on this piece. As such, a top example for the
collector seeking a premium example of this generally elusive type.
$5,000-$10,000
Ex: El Tesoro Uruguayo del Rio de la Plata (Sotheby’s - 3/1993) Lot # 647 (tag
included).

40142
CEYLON. Rixdollar, 1821. London Mint. George IV. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. KM-84; Prid-82. Pleasing to the eye, this nicely preserved
example is far superior then normally encountered. The strike is bold
with crisp design features and smooth surfaces displaying lovely multicolored patina offering much originality.
$1,000-$1,500

40145
CHILE. 8 Escudos, 1810-So FJ. Santiago Mint. Ferdinand VII.
NGC MS-62+. Fr-28; KM-72. A beautiful offering of this ever-popular type, still highly lustrous beneath iridescent-coppery tone. The
centers present stronger than average detail while the overall surfaces
are mercifully free of the heavy handling so common to these large
colonial gold issues. Highly desirable thus.
$3,000-$4,000

40143
CEYLON. Cent, 1900. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS PROOF-64
Brown Gold Shield. KM-92. The only certified example at PCGS,
with NGC having seen just one example in Proof (a silver off-metal
strike). As such, a VERY RARE offering with deep brown color and
great beauty.
$2,000-$3,000
Ex: R. J. Ford Collection.
Ex: Mark E. Freehill Collection.
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40146
CHILE. 8 Reales, 1815-So FJ. Santiago Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC
MS-64. KM-80. Tremendous quality for the date, this exceptionally
pleasing near-Gem crown offers a solid strike with blazing luster and
some burnished cobalt toning near a portion of the upper peripheries. In the opinion of this cataloger, seemingly superior in overall eye
appeal than the Lissner specimen, an NGS MS-65, that realized a total
of $8,400 in August 2014.
$3,000-$4,000
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Stunningly Choice “Volcanoes & Sunface” 8 Escudos

40147
CHILE. 8 Escudos, 1825-So I. Santiago Mint. NGC MS-63.
Fr-33; KM-84; Onza-1613. Mintage: 8,483. A rather RARE date
in any grade, this example is that much more so in the present
state of preservation, as it is tied with just one other specimen
for the finest in the NGC census. Exceptionally radiant and
lustrous, this piece shimmers with seemingly unending

beauty accentuated by a burnished golden-orange hue. The
design itself further augments its charm, presenting two active
volcanoes under a radiant personification of the sun above. A
tremendous New World gold issue.
$20,000-$30,000

40148
CHILE. Peso, 1817-SANTIAGO FJ. Santiago Mint. PCGS MS-61
Gold Shield. KM-82.2. Variety with “Y” to left of pillar. The everpopular “Volcano Peso,” this enchanting Mint State specimen dazzles
with a good deal of brilliance remaining and a rather flashy, steely gray

overall appearance. A few scattered marks are noted in the fields, but
are not obtrusive and entirely consistent with the overall grading level.
$2,000-$4,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40149
CHILE. Silver Volcano “Peso” Fantasy Pattern, 1819-SANTIAGO.
ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. cf. KM-Pn1. Weight: 30.1 gms. Plain
Edge. A fascinating item, this concoction, which was clearly made
outside of the Santiago Mint, borrows from the very rare official Peso
pattern of 1819, however several key elements such as the fancy designs
at the borders have been omitted. That said, the overall execution is one
of reasonable refinement, with quality engraving on display and a strike
that is even and nearly full to the highest points of the designs; strong
reflective gleam in the fields confirms that the dies used were quite fresh
as well. Truly a mystery item, we have found no other instance of this
type selling. If given the latitude to speculate, our guess would be that

this piece was manufactured well over 100 years ago, and that it was
intended to supplement a collection that could not acquire a genuine
example. That said, the obvious variations in the designs leave even this
theory in serious doubt, perhaps suggesting a more nefarious reason
for its creation. Whatever the reality, it exists today as an interesting
item with connections to the fledgling years of the Chilean republic. As
such, we expect collectors of this beloved ‘Volcano’ coinage series will
take note, and jump at the opportunity to add additional depth to their
holdings.
$500-$1,000

An Exceptional Near-Gem of this Beloved Condor 8 Reales Type

40150
CHILE. 8 Reales, 1839-So IJ. Santiago Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-96.1. One of a handful of choice survivors
known for this always-sought issue, this near-Gem may well be
the most eye-catching of all of them. Well struck, this example,
unlike most, displays a dramatic overlay of tone, with copperyamber color accompanying the centers on both sides, while
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attractive crescents of rainbow-hued coloration appear along
portions of the edges. Distinctive underlying semi-prooflike
reflectivity adds to the overall flash and character. All combined,
the appeal in tremendous, making it the perfect candidate for a
world-class collections of Latin American crowns.
$5,000-$10,000
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CHINA

40154

40151
CHINA. Szechuan-Tibet. Rupee, ND (1902-11). PCGS AU-53
Gold Shield. L&M-358; K-588; KM-Y-3.1; WS-0754-1. Variety with
no collar and horizontal rosette. Sharply struck with significant luster
remaining in the fields. Unusual quality for this early Tibetan Rupee
issue.
$1,000-$1,500

CHINA. Dollar, Year 21 (1932). PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. L&M108; K-622; KM-Y-344; WS-0144. “Birds over junk” type. An everpopular type, this dazzling specimen features an alluring gunmetal
gray tone with a subtle golden-olive nature, all while great brilliance
radiates from beneath. A tremendous near-Gem that undoubtedly
will not disappoint. Includes the Bowers & Ruddy Galleries ticket, ca.
1990, with a list price of $200.
$15,000-$30,000

COLOMBIA

40152
CHINA. Taiwan. 2000 Yuan, Year 55 (1966). NGC MS-65. L&M1042; Fr-17; KM-Y-544. Struck to commemorate the 80th birthday of
Chiang Kai-shek, this Gem radiates with charming brilliance and endless luster. Just a few light carbon spots of darker orange are noted, but
not at all distracting.
$1,800-$2,200

40155
COLOMBIA. Cob 2 Escudos, ND (ca. 1636-38)-NR (A). Nuevo
Reino Mint. Philip IV. NGC AU-58. Fr-2; KM-4.1; RL-M50S; Caltype-36. This wholly original looking survivor exhibits somewhat of
an uneven strike with minor doubling on the obverse and clear denomination and mint mark. This gently circulated example displaying
lovely orange patina amongst the devices and protected areas complemented by a pale gold color on the high points. A handsome example
of the type with a pleasing appearance that would make a nice addition
to many collections.
By comparing the die characteristics to other examples of this type the
style can be matched to the 1636-38 issues. The most prominent characteristic is the circles with a dot in the center in the corners of the quatrilobe which do not seem to appear on other dates from this series.
$1,000-$1,500

40153
CHINA. Taiwan. 50 Dollars, 1996. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KMX-11. AGW: 0.4986 oz. Issued by the State Bank in Occussi,
a coastal exclave and Special Administrative Region of East Timor,
this nearly flawless specimen commemorates the first directly elected
President and Vice-president of Taiwan. Great mirrored surfaces and
frosted devices.
$1,250-$1,750

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40159

40156
COLOMBIA. Cob 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1642-51)-NR R. Bogota Mint.
Philip IV. NGC VF-35. KM-3.3; Restrepo-M44-21/13; Cal-Type 114.
Weight: 25.54 gms. This nicely preserved survivor, struck on a broad
flan, exhibits a nearly complete shield and cross with transposed castles and lions. The mint mark is bold and clear on the opposite side of
the shield to where it is normally located adding to its collector appeal. Another interesting aspect of this example is that the obverse die
appears to be that of Restrepo-M44-21 while the reverse is RestrepoM44-13. This wholesome looking and attractive example displays
lovely light gray tone with areas of richer coloration amongst the devices adding to its eye appeal and desirability.

COLOMBIA. 8 Escudos, 1765-NR JV. Nuevo Reino Mint. Charles
III. NGC EF-40. Fr-31; KM-41; Cal-Type 20 #164. “Rat Nose” type.
This handsome and original looking survivor of the ever-popular “Rat
Nose” type exhibits even wear on the high points displaying lovely rich
orange peel patina that radiates from the devices, most prominently
on the reverse. Clearly an example which sat for a prolonged period
undisturbed adding to its pleasing appearance and desirability certain
to catch the attention of collectors.
$1,800-$2,400

$1,000-$1,500

40157
COLOMBIA. Cob 2 Escudos, ND (ca. 1710-1714). Philip V. NGC
Unc Details—Cleaned. KM-14.2; Cal-Type 3. Lions and castles
transposed. A wholesome example of the type with a decent strike,
and nearly complete cross. By comparison, the design of the dies for
this piece closely resembles that of the die style of 1710-14 struck in
the name of Charles II (posthumously), under Philip V. Though a bit
bright from a past cleaning the surfaces now display attractive orange
hue patina in the protected areas adding to pleasing appearance.
$1,000-$1,500

40160
COLOMBIA. 8 Escudos, 1793-NR JJ. Nuevo Reino Mint. Charles
IV. PCGS AU-58+ Gold Shield. Fr-51; KM-62.1; Restrepo-97.8. The
single second finest certified of the date on the PCGS population report, only one finer (MS 63). This visually stunning survivor displays
lovely rich old cabinet tone with a plethora of hues that pop out when
tilted in the light. The well struck intricate design features are accentuated by the highly attractive patination that radiates from the devices
offering a pleasing appearance. Dripping with originality it is obvious
that this survivor was plucked from circulation early on given much
care and attention. Seldom encountered in this pleasing state of preservation, the grade as indicated on the PCGS does not reflect its quality.
$2,000-$3,000

40158
COLOMBIA. Cob 2 Escudos, ND (1694-1713). Bogota Mint.
Charles II. NGC AU-55. Fr-8; KM-14.2; Cal-Type 1#4. Weight: 6.73
gms. Struck on a nearly round flan with a full cross and mostly full
shield.
$800-$1,200
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40161
COLOMBIA. 8 Escudos, 1801-P JF. Popayan Mint. Charles IV.
NGC AU-55. Fr-52; KM-62.2; Onza-1064. This attractive and nicely
preserved example exhibits honest wear on the high points with plenty
of remaining luster in the protected areas that pops when rotated. A
pleasing survivor with a good look sure to be a welcome addition to
the next collection it enters.
$1,300-$1,600

40164
COLOMBIA. 8 Reales, 1814/3-P JF. Popayan Mint. Ferdinand VII.
PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-71; Restrepo-120.7. Ferdinand VII issue, but with bust of Charles IV. Brightened
in the past with some traces of residual luster and handling from its
short time spent in circulation. Rare thus and desirable despite the past
cleaning.
$1,500-$2,000

40165
40162
COLOMBIA. 8 Escudos, 1809-NR JF. Nuevo Reino Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC MS-62. Fr-60; KM-66.1; Cal-Type 24 # 94; Onza1313. Struck with the bust of Charles IV. Displaying sharp designs
and attractive, satiny luster with several significant die cracks that run
along the legends on both sides and add character to the appearance.
$3,000-$4,000

COLOMBIA. Cartagena. 2 Reales Mule, ND (ca. 1814). PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. Restrepo-118.1a. Reverse struck with 4 Reales
dies. This EXTREMELY RARE variant is listed in Restrepo as only 2
known being struck with the reverse die of a 4 Reales. Very attractive,
this necessity issue exhibits the typical crude strike on a crudely made
host coin with much of the undertype remaining and is clearly visible
somewhat muddling the overstrikes design elements of the obverse
while the reverse is much bolder. A handsome example of the type
displaying a pleasing even brown patina that adds to its eye appeal and
desirability.
$1,500-$2,500

40163
COLOMBIA. 8 Escudos, 1809-P JF. Popayan Mint. Ferdinand VII.
NGC AU-58. Fr-61; KM-66.2; Onza-1275. Struck in the name of Ferdinand VII, but with the bust of Charles IV. This handsome and original looking survivor exhibits a bold even strike, lovely pale gold and
orange patina with plenty of remaining luster. Upon inspection a few
minor planchet laminations are noticed as is a common occurrence
from this series, but is hardly a distraction. This gently circulated example is pleasing to the eye and is sure to make a great addition to the
next collection it enters.
$1,300-$1,600

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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The Single Finest Graded of the
Date at PCGS

40166
COLOMBIA. Cundinamarca. 8 Reales, 1820 JF. Bogota mint. PCGS
MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-C-6; Restrepo-157-1. A wonderful representative of this early Republic Crown, evenly struck to include the centers, with subtle silvery-gray tone blending nicely into residual luster.
The grade here is defined by a small mar on the cheek of the portrait.
$5,000-$7,000

40169
COLOMBIA. 8 Reales, 1834-BA RS. Bogota mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-89; Restrepo-158.1. Exceptionally preserved for
the issue, showcasing dazzling luster in the fields with a subtle hues of
gray, blue, and peach tone over both sides that impart an undeniably
original look. The strike is superb as well, with all elements of the design rising to full completion. A mark to the right of the fasces on the
obverse is the only instance of handling mentionable, and if not for it,
the grade would have almost certainly been even higher. Altogether, a
slightly finer coin than the Eldorado Collection example (graded MS63 by PCGS) that we sold in 2018 which realized $7,200, with this
piece’s intense luster and pinpoint strike elevating it just a touch above.
Truly, a wonderful opportunity for the specialist seeking elite items
from this nascent period of independence.
$3,000-$6,000

40167
COLOMBIA. 8 Reales, 1820/19 JF. Bogota Mint. PCGS AU-58 Gold
Shield. KM-78; Restrepo-142.2. This underappreciated RARITY offers a fairly solid strike with pleasing brilliance shimmering throughout. Far and away the finest of three graded in the PCGS census, the
next being merely a VF-30.
$3,000-$6,000

40170
40168
COLOMBIA. Escudo, 1825/15 FM. Popayan Mint. NGC MS-62.
Fr-72; KM-81.2; Restrepo-162.4. The single finest certified of the date
on the NGC population report. The sharply struck example boasts
full complete design features with smooth surfaces and light attractive pale golden-orange patina adding to its pleasing appearance. This
piece is much better struck than normally encountered for this type
and should be give serious consideration by the specialist.

COLOMBIA. 8 Reales, 1835/4-BA RS. Bogota Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-89; Restrepo-158.2. Impressively struck, this stunning survivor of the overdate variety for the date exhibits a unique
and beautiful arrangement of multicolored tone that wafts over the
surfaces. Only soft handling contributes to the grade, which results
in an in-hand appearance that surpasses that often seen with the assigned grade. Truly, a lovely coin, sure to be cherished within the next
collection it enters.
$2,500-$5,000

$1,500-$2,000
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40174

40171
COLOMBIA. 8 Reales, 1837-BOGOTA RS. Bogota Mint. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-92; Restrepo-193.1. The single finest certified on the PCGS population report, none finer. This highly attractive
classic Colombian crown exhibits a strong strike and bold design features with satiny cartwheel luster. The smooth surfaces display lovely
satiny luster with rich old cabinet patina offering much originality. The
reverse exhibits remnants of several irregular adjustment marks just
below the denomination mentioned for accuracy. This pleasing survivor offering good eye appeal is sure to catch the attention of many
collectors destined for a fine cabinet.
$3,000-$5,000

40172
COLOMBIA. 8 Reales, 1837-BOGOTA RS. Bogota Mint. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-92; Restrepo-193.1. Quite deeply toned on
the obverse, this choice crown exhibits wholesome, clean surfaces with
an immensely alluring radiant nature emanating from beneath. Just
one for the date has been graded finer in the PCGS census.
$3,000-$4,000

COLOMBIA. 16 Pesos, 1846-POPAYAN UM. Popayan Mint. NGC
AU-53. Fr-75; KM-94.2; Restrpo-212.23. Lightly toned and pleasing,
with some minor wear on the high points and some charming luster
remaining in the protected areas.
$1,400-$1,800

Important Quality for This ShortLived 10 Reales Denomination

40175
COLOMBIA. 10 Reales, 1848. Bogota Mint. PCGS MS-64+ Gold
Shield. KM-107; Restrepo-196.3. Elite quality for the date and type,
possessing a central strike that far exceeds that which is typically seen
and surfaces that maintain sensational flash and hold few marks. Peripheral tone propels the eye appeal to unseen levels, with tingles of
amber, mauve, and blue color playing harmoniously off each other. As
the single finest example of this type certified by PCGS, a coin that is
certain to be aggressively sought.
$2,500-$5,000

40173

40176

COLOMBIA. 8 Reales, 1837-BOGOTA RS. Bogota Mint. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-92; Restrepo-193.1. Showcasing impressive
originality, this highly collectible crown-sized issue is deeply toned in
olive-brown shades with smooth underlying luster that remains unimpeded by past handling. Boldly defined centers add to the appeal, while
a touch of soft appears at portions of the edges possibly prevented an
even higher grade. Essentially a one-year type, this design is also known
with the 1838 date, however only one example is thought to exist.

COLOMBIA. 10 Pesos, 1860. Popayan Mint. NGC AU-53. Fr-89;
KM-129.2. Some typical striking weakness is noted. Nevertheless, a
very lightly handled, original specimen, featuring a good deal of shimmering brilliance and a golden-orange hue.
$700-$1,000

$3,000-$4,000
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40177
COLOMBIA. 20 Pesos, 1863-BOGOTA. Bogota Mint. NGC MS-61.
Fr-99; KM-142.1. Flashy throughout with delicate orange-red toning
highlights around the legends and scattered marks that align with the

assigned grade. A type that seldom appears in Mint State, this being one
of only two examples that NGC has certified for the date.
$5,500-$6,500

40178
COLOMBIA. 20 Pesos, 1869/8-POPAYAN. Popayan Mint. NGC
EF-45. Fr-100; KM-142.3. “Overdate” variety. Despite numerous
contact marks and slight abrasions, this large issue remains decidedly
wholesome and is quite RARE in such an elevated, problem-free state of
preservation. The holder notes a 9/8, though it appears instead that the

entire date, along with the stars and legend, are repunched—with an “A”
appearing faintly below the last star to the far right.
$1,500-$2,500
Ex: Dr. Frank Sedwick Collection.

40179
COLOMBIA. 20 Pesos, 1870-POPAYAN. Popayan Mint. NGC MS61. Fr-100; KM-142.3. Restrepo-M336.6. A crudely manufactured
yet fascinating issue that shows significant die rust and texture in the
fields as well as significant recutting of the dies, which includes all of
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the letters of ‘LIBERTAD’ on Liberty’s headband. Close inspection
helps to confirm the quality with no friction appearing over the design
highpoints. Certainly a RARE coin in this alluring Mint State quality.
$3,500-$4,000
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Important and Extremely Rare Gold Medal
The Abolition of Slavery

40180
COLOMBIA. Simon Bolivar/Abolition of Slavery
Gold Medal, 1846. PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield.
Fonrobert-8106. Diameter: 47mm; Weight: 68.10 gms. By
Tenerani & Voigt. Obverse: Facing statue facing Simon Bolivar
standing facing, draped and holding sword and scroll; all set
upon plinth; Reverse: Bolivar standing slightly left, wearing
tricorne hat, resting hand upon sword, and holding papers
abolishing slavery; to left, male freedman upon his knees and
clasping the foreleg of Bolivar; behind him, a freedwoman holds
and suckles an infant; palm tree in background. An incredibly
powerful and EXTREMELY RARE medal, especially in gold,
this piece presents a very moving scene upon the reverse, with

an enslaved family receiving their freedom from the aptly
named ‘Liberator.’ Some scattered scuffs and hairlines are
observed in the fields, but do not interfere with the message
that is conveyed. Known in bronze and hardly ever seen in
silver, this represents the only such example in gold that this
cataloger could locate. As such, a piece relating to the abolition
movement that should undoubtedly generate tremendous
enthusiasm and appeal, and an opportunity that quite likely
will not present itself again anytime soon. Includes original
case of issue.
$15,000-$30,000
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An Extremely Collectible NearGem of this Elusive 5 Francs Issue

40181
COLOMBIA. Group of Leper Colony Tokens (Approximately 8,000
pieces), 1921 & 1928. Average Grade: VERY FINE. This massive accumulation of mixed denomination tokens includes more than 1300
pieces each of the 1921 1 , 2, 5, 10 and 50 Centavos and the 1928 50
Centavos. All are in bags sorted by denomination, with a couple of
bags that have two or three denominations. All are in varying states
of preservation with many wholesome looking pieces. Many exhibit
minor earthen deposits, cleaning, encrustation, corrosion and/or have
other defects. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward the
diligent bidder. SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$2,000-$4,000
Sold by the Yale University Art Gallery for the benefit of acquisition funds or the
Numismatic Collection.

40183
COMOROS. 5 Francs, AH 1308-A (1890). Paris Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-3; Lec-10. Mintage: 2,050. Offering tremendous appeal, this important crown-sized issue is wonderfully preserved with
strong reflective qualities in the fields and eye-catching apricot-colored tone that accents the surfaces.
Located off the eastern coast of Africa, Comoros today has about 900,000
inhabitants and a workforce that is largely centered in agricultural production. As a member of the Arab League, this tiny archipelago nation
holds the curious distinction of being the only country in the Arab world
which is located entirely in the Southern Hemisphere.
$3,000-$4,000

COSTA RICA

COMOROS

40184
COSTA RICA. Central American Republic. Real, 1831-CR F. San
Jose Mint. NGC AU-50. KM-21a. A VERY RARE and wholesome
specimen, this delightfully toned minor presents great originality with
hints of amber and luster shimmering in the fields of the reverse.
$800-$1,000

40182

Ex: Horn Collection.

COMOROS. Silvered Copper 5 Francs Pattern, AH 1308-A (1890).
Paris Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-61 Gold Shield. KM-Unlisted; MazUnlisted; Lec-7. Reeded Edge variety. A VERY RARE pattern for this
important world crown with loads of eye appeal for the grade. On
both sides, the designs remain razor-sharp and are accented by the
antiqued gold, mauve and blue tone that surround them. In the open
fields, significant brilliance is on display, with close inspection revealing significant die polish lines (which may have also contributed to
the seemingly conservative grading). One of only two examples we
can trace, this piece would add great depth to any collection of world
crowns or patterns.
$3,500-$4,500

40185
COSTA RICA. 20 Colones, 1899. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-63.
Fr-19; KM-141. Very close to near-Gem quality, this example showcases superb luster and few marks for the grade.
$1,000-$1,500
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CROATIA

40186
CROATIA. Zara. 9 Francs 20 Centimes, 1813. NGC AU-53. Dav-48;
KM-2; Mailliet-pl. CXXX #2; Gig-2; Mont-87. Weight: 59.44 gms. Siege
Coinage issue. Struck during the French occupation of the city (180713). This visually appealing survivor exhibits a strong central strike and
lovely old cabinet patina with light signs of handling consistent for the
grade. The wear is primarily contained to the high points displaying
area of brighter coloration adding a bit of contrast to this handsome
necessity coinage. An always popular type that is sure to be a welcome
addition to the next collection it enters.
The siege of Zara during the Napoleonic Wars was a short, but intense
military engagement beginning 22 November ending with the French

capitulating 6 December 1813. When the siege began, the French stores
were well stocked with enough ammunition, powder and other supplies to
withstand a prolonged siege. However, the constant heavy barrage and the
decimation of their gunboats took its toll and demoralized the French and
Croat forces. This resulted in mutiny and the desertion of nearly two thirds
of the garrison who surrendered to the besieging British and Austrian
forces just outside the city. After thirteen days and nights of bombardment
when the occupying forces reserves were nearly depleted a flag of truce was
sent out and the terms of surrender were discussed.
$3,000-$4,000

CRUSADER STATES

40187

40188

CRUSADER STATES. Kingdom of Jerusalem. AV Bezant, (ca. 11501260). Acre Mint. NGC MS-64. cf. Fr-1a (under Jerusalem). Weight:
3.75 gms. Imitating a dinar of the Fatimid caliph al-Amir. Very well
centered and struck for the type, this delightful near-Gem presents a
yellow-gold and alluring brilliance.

CRUSADER STATES. County of Tripoli. AV Bezant, ND (12th13th Centuries). Tripolis (Tripoli) Mint. NGC AU-55. A-720; Metcalf-484. Weight: 3.65 gms. Imitating a dinar of the Fatimid caliph alMustansir. Lightly toned and still rather brilliant, this imitative issue
offers charming quality and little overall evidence of circulation.

$700-$1,000

$700-$1,000
Ex: Album 17 (9/2013) Lot # 241.
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CUBA

40191
40189
CUBA. Copper 20 Centavos Pattern, 1870-P CT. Possibly Potosi
Mint. NGC PROOF-63 Brown. KM-Pn3a. Purported mintage: 40.
By engraver C.T. (Clemente Toretti?). This lovely low mintage pattern only issue displays beautiful milk chocolate patina with areas of
richer coloration and an iridescent cobalt sheen that complements the
crisp design features. This seldom encountered issue, struck in limited
quantities, is a real treat for the specialist looking to obtain tough to
locate numismatic treasures and is sure to pique the interest of advanced collectors.
Little is known about this series such as where, when and under what
circumstances these were produced. According to Thomas Lismore author of “The Coinage of Cuba 1870 to Date” published Miami, Florida
1966 speculates that the engraver for this series was Clemente Toretti,
an American engraver active during this time period in South America
and Europe using the initials “C.T.”; he was the mint-master of the La
Paz mint in 1868, presumably transferring the following year in 1869 to
the Potosi mint after the closure of La Paz and eventually in 1877 began
working at the Brussels mint. Another interesting correlation was the use
of the abbreviation “Cents” (“s” in superscript) for “Centavos” on minor denominations for both the Bolivian and Cuban issues. The Cuban
Revolutionary Government sent representatives to many major cities in
the Americas and Europe including Lima, Paris and New York as well
as many other cities seeking support for their Independence movement.
Support for Cuban independence was quite strong in many of the former
Spanish colonies, so it is possible that these were struck at the Potosi mint.
An interesting issue in need of further in-depth scholarly research from
the specialist.

CUBA. Copper 5 Centavos Pattern, 1870-P CT. Possibly Potosi
Mint. NGC PROOF-63 Brown. KM-Pn1a. Purported mintage: 40.
By engraver C.T. (Clemente Toretti?). This sharply struck and highly
attractive survivor exhibits bold crisp details, hard flashy surfaces and
lovely pervasive cobalt patina. This short-lived series was obviously
struck in limited quantities with few known survivors today and is
sure to catch the attention of many advanced collectors.
$1,000-$1,500

40192
CUBA. 10 Pesos, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-63. Fr-3; KM20. Fully lustrous with vivid orange toning accents that amplify the
intensity of the appearance.
$1,500-$2,000

$1,000-$1,500
40193
CUBA. 10 Pesos, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-61. Fr-3; KM20. A delightful offering, this shimmering example features intense
brilliance and a charming cartwheel nature to the luster, though some
typical bag marks are scattered about in the fields.
40190

$800-$1,200

CUBA. Copper 10 Centavos Pattern, 1870-P CT. Possibly Potosi
Mint. ANACS MS-63 Red Brown. KM-Pn2a. Purported mintage:
40. By engraver C.T. (Clemente Toretti?). This nicely preserved and
seldom encountered pattern issue exhibits a sharp strike with welldefined devices displaying rich brown patina with an iridescent blue
sheen and original mint red in the protected areas. This wholesome
and attractive looking survivor offers a pleasing appearance that is certain to catch the attention of many collectors seeking rare and unusual
issues.
$1,000-$1,500

40194
CUBA. 4 Pesos, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC AU-58. Fr-5; KM-18.
Mintage: 6,300. This handsome gently circulated and highly collectible example offers bold details with satiny luster that is sure to be a
welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$900-$1,200
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40195
CUBA. 2 Pesos, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC PROOF-65 Cameo.
Fr-6; KM-16. Mintage: 100. Tied for second finest certified with one
other example on the NGC population report, three finer (Proof-66).
Bright and flashy, this Gem proof exhibits a sharp strike with reflective
mirrored fields that accentuate the frosted devices. Struck in limited
quantities and seldom, the proof versions from this series are heavily
sought-after and coveted by collectors.
$4,000-$7,000

40200
CUBA. 40 Centavos, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-61. KM14.3. A fairly tough coin in a higher state of preservation as is the case
here, this SCARCE piece presents steely gray toning with great underlying brilliance and a solid overall strike.
$1,500-$2,500

40196
CUBA. Gold Peso, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-67+. Fr-7;
KM-16. Surpassed in the NGC census by just four examples, this superb Gem radiates with dazzling eye appeal and a soft, satiny nature
that undoubtedly delights. Assuredly worthy of a strong bid and intense focus.
$2,500-$3,000

40201
CUBA. 10 Centavos, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC PROOF-65.
KM-A12. A tremendous Gem, this lovely silver minor showcases exceptionally reflective surfaces over which an arrangement of mostly
blue tone sits. If not for the tone, a likely candidate for the Cameo designation as well, as the central radiant star displays luxurious frosted
surfaces.
$2,000-$3,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.
Ex: Ray Byrne Collection.

40197
CUBA. Gold Peso, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-67. Fr-7; KM16. Mintage: 6,850. This fantastic looking superb Gem exhibits smooth
satiny surfaces, cartwheel luster and bold devices displaying a highly
attractive pale orange patina offering much originality and is pleasing
to the eye destined for a fine cabinet of a discerning collector.
$1,500-$2,500

40202

40198
CUBA. Gold Peso, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC PROOF-64 Cameo. Fr-7; KM-16. Mintage: 100. This flashy little near-Gem survivor
exhibits bold frosty devices in contrast to the hard mirrored fields with
pale khaki patina amongst the devices offering much originality and a
pleasing appearance.

CUBA. 5 Centavos, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-11.1. Elite for the issue, this Gem survivor displays sharp
designs and fields that are lightly toned and shimmering with luster.
One of just four coins to reach this finest-graded status at PCGS, making it an ultra-important coin for the collector of early Cuba focused
on acquiring coins in top condition.
Obviously offered infrequently in this grade, we last sold a MS-65 of this
date (also graded by PCGS) in our January 2019 auction for $3,600.
$1,000-$2,000

$1,500-$2,500
Ex: Rudman Collection.

40203

40199
CUBA. Gold Peso, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-65. Fr-7; KM16. Mintage: 11,000. This nicely preserved and fully lustrous little Gem
offers cartwheel luster, satiny surfaces and bold devices sure to catch
the attention of quality conscious collectors.
$700-$1,000

CUBA. Brass 5 Centavos, 1943. Philadelphia Mint. PCGS MS-66
Gold Shield. KM-11.3a. Mostly pale yellow in color with bursts of orange toning that creates eye-catching contrast, this wholesome specimen offers cartwheel luster abounding throughout. It is not surprising
that it is tied for the finest certified at PCGS.
$700-$1,000
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CYPRUS
40207
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, 1923. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. Fr-2; KM-8. Mintage: 61,861. This sharply struck nearGem boasts crisp design features and satiny luster. A thin veneer of
pale orange tone with areas of richer coloration on the reverse adding
to its pleasing appearance.
$700-$1,000
40204
CYPRUS. 45 Piastres, 1928. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-64 Gold
Shield. KM-19; Prid-1A. Mintage: 517. Bold and flashy, this modern
classic exhibits hard reflective surfaces with frosty devices displaying
lovely mottled gray patina offering much originality and is pleasing to
the eye.
$1,000-$1,500

40208
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, 1926. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. Fr-2; KM-8. Mintage: 58,669. This handsome Gem exhibits sharp details with smooth satiny luster and full mint bloom with
a hint of pale orange in the centers. The wholly original looking survivor offers a pleasing appearance with much originality.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

$1,000-$1,500

40205
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 2 Ducats, 1928. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. Fr-7; KMX-M3. Mintage: Unknown. Struck to commemorate the 10th anniversary of the Republic. This lovely and nicely
preserved medallic 2 Dukat exhibits sharp details with lustrous satiny
surfaces displaying a hint of pale orange color on the reverse adding to
its pleasing appearance.
It is interesting to note that 2 Dukats of this date are not known baring
the normal design, only the commemorative types were struck this year.
For date collectors, this is the only type available for the date.
700-$1,000

40209
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, 1927. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. Fr-2; KM-8. Mintage: 25,774. Tied for second finest certified of the date with eight other examples on the PCGS population
report, two finer (both MS-65). A slightly better date, this piece exhibits bold details with lustrous satiny surfaces displaying a pale golden
color adding to its eye appeal.
$1,000-$1,500

40210
40206
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 2 Ducats, 1932. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. Fr-1; KM-9. Mintage: 5,496. A popular and rather
alluring type, this near-Gem radiates with tremendous brilliance and
offers a delightful matte nature to the surfaces.
$3,000-$4,500

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, 1928. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. Fr-2; KM-8. Mintage: 18,983. A somewhat SCARCE
date, this Gem example offers a bold strike with satiny surfaces in the
open fields while the protected areas of the legends exhibit some flash.
A thin layer of patina adds to its eye appeal and desirability sure to be
a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,500-$2,000

Ex: Superior (6/1984) Lot # 1150.
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40211

40214

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, 1933. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. Fr-12a; KMX-M16. Mintage: 1,000 (all varieties). Antonin Svehla type/Cross above Date variety. A commemorative/medallic
issue, this enticing, nearly-choice specimen glistens with great brilliance and offers a delightful golden-yellow hue on each side.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, 1935. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. Fr-2; KM-8. Mintage: 13,178. A handsome representative of this slightly SCARCE date exhibiting lustrous satiny surfaces
and crispy devices displaying a hint of pale orange color in the open
fields. This pleasing survivor offers a good look and originality sure to
be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.

Dr. Antonin Svehla (1873-1933) was a Czech politician who served three
terms as Prime Minister of Czechoslovakia. Today, he is widely regarded
as one of the most influential figures of the First Czechoslovak Republic.

$1,500-$2,000

$3,000-$4,000

40215
40212
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, 1934. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. Fr-2; KM-8. Mintage: 9,729. A sharply struck example of
this popular type with superb, frosty luster in the fields. Aside from the
final three years of issuance where production declined dramatically,
this date had the lowest mintage in the series.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, 1936. Kremnica Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. Fr-2; KM-8. Mintage: 14,566. A slightly better date, this
SCARCE near-Gem survivor exhibits a bold strike with smooth satiny
surfaces and a thin veneer of pale golden tone offering a pleasing appearance that is easy on the eyes.
$1,500-$2,000

CZECH REPUBLIC

$2,000-$4,000

40213
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Ducat, “1934”. Kremnica Mint. NGC MS-66.
Fr-16; KMX-14.1. 1973 restrike. An outstanding example of this type
produced for the reopening of the Kremnica mints with a scant mintage of 288 pieces.
$5,000-$6,000

40216
CZECH REPUBLIC. 5000 Korun, 1995. NGC MS-69. Fr-2; KM20. Featuring alluring matte surfaces and a charming brilliance, this
nearly flawless specimen offers great eye appeal and celebrates the Bohemian Maley Gros of 1587.
$1,250-$1,750
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DANISH WEST INDIES

40217

40221

DANISH WEST INDIES. 20 Skilling, 1840. Christian VIII. NGC
PROOF-61. KM-17. VERY RARE in proof as is the case here, this delightful specimen offers light gray surfaces with intense brilliance and
only lightly scattered marks in the fields. An olive-golden hue near the
peripheries merely augments is resounding appeal.

DANISH WEST INDIES. 4 Daler (20 Francs), 1904-P GJ. Copenhagen Mint. PCGS MS-64. Fr-2; KM-72; Sieg-31; H-30. Housed in an
old green label holder, this near-Gem example boasts a strong strike,
satiny luster and lovely pale orange patina adding to its pleasing appearance.
$1,200-$1,400

$700-$1,000

Ex: Ponterio CICF (3/2006) Lot # 1078.

Ex: Rudman Collection.

40218
DANISH WEST INDIES. 20 Cents, 1859. Copenhagen Mint.
Frederik VII. NGC PROOFLIKE-64. KM-67; Sieg-19; H-19. Purported mintage: 10. This highly attractive and original looking survivor boasts sharply struck frosty devices with somewhat subdued flashy
surfaces displaying lovely rich patina amongst the devices. This pleasing example exhibits good eye appeal sure to be a welcome addition to
the next collection it enters.
$700-$1,000

40222
DANISH WEST INDIES. 40 Cents (2 Francs), 1905. Copenhagen
Mint. NGC MS-61. KM-80; Sieg-31; H-31. This nicely preserved and
lightly handled survivor exhibits bold devices with somewhat subdued
luster displaying light mottled patina with areas of richer coloration.
A pleasing example of this popular type that is certain to make a nice
addition to the next collection it enters.
$900-$1,200
Ex. Rudman Collection.

40219
DANISH WEST INDIES. 10 Cents, 1859. Copenhagen Mint. Frederick VII. NGC PROOFLIKE-65. KM-66. Surpassed in the NGC
census by just two examples, this vibrant, lustrous, and SCARCE specimen shimmers with a great prooflike allure. The fields are intensely
brilliant while the devices are lightly frosted.
$700-$1,000

40223
DANISH WEST INDIES. 20 Cents (Franc), 1907. Copenhagen
Mint. NGC PROOFLIKE-62. KM-79; Sieg-33; H-39. Reported Mintage: 10. This beautifully preserved and highly attractive survivor exhibits bold frosty devices, reflective surfaces and gorgeous mottled
patina with a lovely iridescent sheen adding to its pleasing appearance.
A always sought after type the seldom appears on the market destined
for an advanced collection of West Indies or Scandinavian.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.

40220
DANISH WEST INDIES. 4 Daler (20 Francs), 1904-P GJ. Copenhagen Mint. NGC MS-64. Fr-2; KM-72. Rather brilliant and glistening,
this robust near-Gem presents tremendous luster and very engaging
eye-appeal.
$1,200-$1,400
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DENMARK

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

40227
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 2-1/2 Centavos, 1888-A. Paris Mint.
NGC PROOF-65 Cameo. KM-7.2. Small Date variety. This charming
little Gem displays hard flashy surfaces with frosty devices with light
attractive golden patina adding to its pleasing appearance.
$700-$1,000

40224
DENMARK. Krone (4 Mark), 1726-CW. Copenhagen Mint. Frederik IV. NGC MS-63. KM-524; Dav-1291. Mintage: 4,526. Evenly struck
with the addition of soft peach, yellow, and purple tone over both sides
that adds considerable character the appearance. RARE in the quality,
this is the single finest example of this two-year type graded by NGC,
making it a prime candidate for the collector aiming to assemble a
high-class collection of world crowns.
$3,000-$4,000
Ex: Heritage (4/2012) Lot # 24176 @ $4,600.

40228
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 5 Francos, 1891-A. Paris Mint. PCGS
MS-64. KM-12. This ever-popular one-year type exhibits bold well
struck devices displaying rich mottled patina that is indicative of prolonged storage undisturbed adding to its desirability.
$1,200-$1,600

ECUADOR

40225
DENMARK. Copper 2/3 Speciedaler Pattern, 1799. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. Christian VII. NGC PROOF-64 Brown. Seig-51; H-17.
Presenting a deep chestnut brown color, this entrancing proof issue
features a high degree of flashy brilliance in the fields along with a
lightly frosted portrait. The ensuing cameo is rather appealing and alluring, and this stands as an exceptionally attractive near-Gem pattern.
$1,000-$1,500
40229

ECUADOR. 4 Escudos, 1836-QUITO FP. Quito Mint. NGC AU Details—Obverse Graffiti. Fr-4; KM-19. An exacting strike for the type
defines this charming example, lightly toned and with much remaining luster, though a tiny amount of graffiti just in front of the obverse
bust is noted.
$1,800-$2,400
40226
DENMARK. Rigsbankdaler, 1847-FK FF. Altona Mint. Christian
VIII. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-735.2; Sieg-12.2; H-4B. This
wholly original looking survivor exhibits a bold strike with wellformed sharp devices that display frosty features. The surfaces show
a rich combination of gray patina with a plethora of hues and plenty
of underlying luster. Truly an eye-catching example that is destined to
garner much attention from quality conscious collectors.
$700-$1,000
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40233
ECUADOR. 10 Sucres, 1899-BIRMINGHAM JM. Heaton Mint.
NGC MS-63. Fr-10; KM-56. A rather difficult piece in such an elevated state of preservation, this choice example is exceeded in the NGC
census by just four others. Highly brilliant and flashy.

40230
ECUADOR. 5 Francos, 1858-QUITO GJ. Quito Mint. NGC MS-63.
KM-39. A very handsome example of this single-year issue, presenting
cartwheel luster and just the slightest layer of champagne toning. Not
often encountered so alluring and charming, with NGC having graded
just a small handful finer.

$1,000-$1,300

EGYPT

Designed by local Ecuadorian artist Emilia Rivadaneira—as marked
with the small ER below the bust. Emilia was the sister of Manuel Rivadaneira, who received the contract for the first Ecuadorian Postage
Stamp.
$2,000-$2,500

40234

40231
ECUADOR. 5 Francos, 1858-QUITO GJ. Quito Mint. NGC MS-62.
KM-39. Better struck than most, this important one-year Latin American type showcases eye-catching flash in the field and a charmingly
arrangement of gold and gray tone that is a testament of its impressive
originality.

EGYPT. Piastre, AH 1203 Year 13 (1800). Misr (Cairo) Mint. Selim
III. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-149; Lec-19. Mintage: 30,572. An
EXTREMELY RARE and seldom encountered issue with a minuscule survival rate. According to the brilliant numismatic author Jean
Lecompte only three pieces are known to the collecting community.
Like many examples from this series, the strike is slightly uneven and
somewhat crude displaying attractive mottled gray patina with hints
of luster in the protected areas. A real treat for the specialist, this piece
offers good eye appeal and is certain to pique the interest of many serious collectors.
$1,000-$2,000

$1,800-$2,400

40235
EGYPT. 100 Qirsh, AH 1293 Year 1 (1876). Misr (Cairo) Mint. Murad V. NGC AU-50. Fr-16; KM-272. A VERY RARE offering from the
Ottoman sultan who reigned for just three months in the summer of
1876, this wholesome example exhibits just a light degree of handling
and presents problem free surfaces.
$1,500-$2,500

40232
ECUADOR. 5 Francos, 1858-QUITO GJ. Quito Mint. NGC AU-50.
KM-39. A wholesome and overall pleasing specimen, offering deep
gray toning and only light, honest wear. Exceptionally alluring and incredibly original.
$700-$1,000
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40239

40236
EGYPT. British Occupation. 20 Piastres, AH 1335/1916. PCGS MS65 Gold Shield. KM-321. Exceeded in the PCGS census by just one
example, this Gem is quite RARE in high grade and presents steely
gray surfaces with a subtle golden-olive tone. A dazzling and overall
fantastic example from this occupation period.
$1,250-$1,750

EGYPT. 500 Piastres, AH 1357//1938. London Mint. NGC
PROOF-65. Fr-35; KM-373. Struck to commemorate the royal wedding of King Farouk I and Lady Farida, this stunning proof issue offers tremendous brilliance and radiance, with a hint of a cameo effect despite not being mentioned as such. For completeness, a minor
carbon spot is noted behind the head of the king. VERY RARE and
immensely attractive.
$8,000-$10,000

40237

40240

EGYPT. 100 Piastres, AH 1340 (1922). NGC MS-62+. Fr-103; KM341. This brilliant, flashy, and nearly choice specimen dazzles the eye
with great luster and a golden-orange hue throughout.

EGYPT. 2 Piastres, AH 1363//1944. London Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-67 Gold Shield. KM-369. Hexagonal shaped. The only example
of the type graded in the PCGS census, this shimmering Gem offers
blast white surfaces with tremendous radiance emanating throughout.
A VERY RARE specimen offering, this piece features a matte nature
on account of the die polishing in the fields.

$700-$1,000

Very Rare Proof

$1,500-$2,500
Ex: Royal Mint of South Africa Collection.

20 Piastres of Fuad I

40241
40238
EGYPT. 20 Piastres, AH 1352//1933. London Mint. PCGS
PROOF-65 Cameo Gold Shield. KM-352. INCREDIBLY RARE as
a proof striking and with no mintage records known, this dazzling
specimen offers argent, flashy surfaces that are nearly blast white while
also being highly detailed and with a satiny frosting to the devices. The
finest example at PCGS, with just one at NGC that is tied with this
numerical grade. A great chance for a superlative 20th century crown.

EGYPT. Gold Gamal Abdel Nasser Medal, AH 1390//1970. NGC
MS-65. Weight: 32 gms. Struck in honor of President Nasser who
passed away in 1970. Bust of President Nasser left, legend around;
Reverse: Aswan High Dam, legend above, wheat sheaf ’s around. The
wholly original looking survivor offers a bold strike with attractive
pale gold tone in the peripheries and amongst the devices.
$1,800-$2,400

$6,000-$9,000
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ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY

40242
EGYPT. Gold Gamal Abdel Nasser Medal, AH 1390//1970. NGC
MS-66. Weight: 16 gms. Struck in honor of President Nasser who
passed away in 1970. Bust of President Nasser left, legend around;
Reverse: Aswan High Dam, legend above, wheat sheaf ’s around. This
lovely choice Gem example boasts a strong strike with attractive pale
golden color adding to its pleasing appearance.
$1,000-$1,500
40243
EGYPT. Trio of 50 Pounds (3 Pieces), AH 1408//1988. All NGC
Certified.
1) Calgary Olympics; Athletes. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. Fr211; KM-629.
2) Seoul Olympics; Pharaoh & Athletes. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-213; KM-625.
3) Seoul Olympics; Mythological Figures & Athletes. NGC PROOF-69
Ultra Cameo. Fr-214; KM-627.

40246
ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. 3 Guilder, 1809. London Mint. George
III. NGC MS-63. KM-8; Prid-4. Tied with just one other specimen for
the top spot in the NGC census, this tremendous crown offers a deep
burnished tone with great underlying luster. Some very light haymarking is noted, but entirely consistent for the silver issues of this era.
$9,000-$12,000

ETHIOPIA

A charming grouping of fairly SCARCE proof issues each featuring
intense brilliance and great cameo natures.
$5,000-$7,000
40244
EGYPT. Trio of 50 Pounds (3 Pieces), AH 1408//1988. All NGC
Certified.
1) Calgary Olympics; Athletes. NGC MS-69. Fr-211; KM-629.
2) Seoul Olympics; Pharaoh & Athletes. NGC MS-70. Fr-213; KM-625.
3) Seoul Olympics; Mythological Figures & Athletes. NGC MS-70.
Fr-214; KM-627.
A parallel trio to the proof issues, these three instead feature intense
matte brilliance to the surfaces, with only one not attaining perfection.
Radiant and full of tremendous eye appeal.
$9,000-$12,000

EL SALVADOR

40247
ETHIOPIA. Birr, EE 1892 (1900). Paris Mint. Menelik II. NGC
PROOF-65. KM-19; Gil-pg. 108. A magnificent survivor of this beautifully designed African crown, this presentation piece displays exceptionally intricate detail through Menelik’s ceremonial crown as well
as the Lion of Judah depiction on the reverse that was adopted as the
national symbol of Ethiopia. Carefully kept, this coin has also acquired
an overlay of beautiful patina as a result. On both sides, vibrant blue
color appears in the open centers when the coin is tilted against the
light, while antiqued yellow and gold tone highlights the designs and
the legends. The eye appeal, combined with the technical preservation,
makes this coin a great RARITY, and is certainly worthy of consideration for placement in a top-tier collection of world crowns.
$7,000-$10,000

40245
EL SALVADOR. Peso, 1904-CAM. Central American Mint. NGC
PROOF-61. KM-115.1. Narrow Right Shoulder type. A VERY RARE
issue as a proof, this radiant specimen features immensely reflective
mirrored surfaces that are nearly devoid of toning. Just a hint of burnished cobalt near the lower left of the obverse is all that is observed.
$2,500-$3,500
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EUROPA

40251
40248
ETHIOPIA. Birr, EE 1892 (1900). Paris Mint. Menelik II. NGC
PROOF-62. KM-19; Gil-pg. 108. Boldly detailed and reflective in the
fields as a result of significant vertical die polish lines. The centers remain mostly white, while light multicolored tone appears at the edges.
A RARITY in this lovely quality, and which such a famous pedigree, a
coin that is sure to excite.

EUROPA. International Federation. Gold Florin, ND (1934). By
Begeer in Voorschoten, Netherlands. NGC MS-62. KMX-6. An
interesting and fairly SCARCE fantasy issue, this example features
shimmering brilliance and light frosting to the devices. Some minor
hairlines are noted, but entirely consistent for the overall designation.
$1,000-$1,500

FRANCE

$3,000-$5,000
Ex: Millennia Collection.

Pleasantly Toned
Denier of Charlemagne

The First Holy Roman Emperor

40249
ETHIOPIA. Birr, EE 1892 (1900). Paris Mint. Menelik II. PCGS MS63 Gold Shield. KM-19; Gil-Y-10. This awesomely preserved crown
presents tremendous brilliance radiating from the fields, while a slight
frosting to the devices furthers its appeal. Clearly among the finest of
the date seen at PCGS, with just four having been graded higher.
$1,500-$3,000

40252
FRANCE. Carolingians. AR Denier, ND (771-793/4). Medolus
(Melle) Mint. Charlemagne (Charles the Great). NGC EF-45. Depeyrot-605; M&G-268 corr. (rev. legend); MEC-I, 727. Weight: 1.26
gms. Obverse: CARO / LVS in two lines; Reverse: MEDOLVS around
central ornament. Fairly well centered and exceptionally attractive,
this piece offers a delightful cabinet nature and remains entirely problem-free. A great overall example of a type from an important historical figure.
$1,000-$2,000

40250
ETHIOPIA. 1/4 Birr, EE 1887-A (1895). Paris Mint. Menelik II.
PCGS PROOF-65 Gold Shield. KM-3. A VERY RARE proof striking, this elegant minor offers highly intricate details and a palette composed of alluring pastel hues on each side. When cradled, the lustrous
brilliance enlivens the fields, with an olive-russet nature observed near
the peripheries.
$2,000-$3,000

40253
FRANCE. Mouton d’Or, ND (1355-64). Paris Mint. John II (the
Good). NGC AU-58. Fr-280; Dup-291; Ciani-354. Featuring the agnus Dei (Lamb of God), this charming type offers a pleasant strike with
virtually no evidence of handling and retains a great deal of brilliance.
An excellent rendition of a medieval gold striking.
$2,000-$3,000
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40257

40254
FRANCE. Franc a Pied, ND (1364-80). Charles V. PCGS MS-61
Gold Shield. Dup-360; Ciani-457; Fr-284. Well-struck overall, this
highly pleasing example displays beautiful honeyed tone deepening
along the rims lit up by ample luster glowing from within the recesses
of the design.
$800-$1,200

FRANCE. Anglo-Gallic. Salut d’Or, ND (1422-33). Rouen Mint;
mm: Leopard Passant. Henry VI. NGC MS-61. Fr-301; Dup-443a.
Weight: 3.48 gms. An ever-popular type featuring the announcement
of the Incarnation by the Archangel Gabriel to Mary, this Mint State
specimen offers an enticing strike with golden-yellow brilliance and
solid centering. An exceptional representation for the issue.
$1,600-$2,000

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40258

40255
FRANCE. Ecu d’Or, ND (1380-1422). La Rochelle Mint. Charles VI.
NGC MS-62. Fr-291; Dup-369b. Featuring a pellet under the ninth letter of the legend on each side, this great Mint State specimen presents
a golden-orange hue throughout with clean surfaces and a solid strike.
$800-$1,200

FRANCE. Ecu d’Or, ND (1461-83). Toulouse Mint. Louis XI. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. Fr-312; Dup-539. A delightful and attractive
Choice About Uncirculated piece that was likely used in commerce for
a very short time before being set aside for hundreds of years. With a
problem free compact flan and nearly complete legends, it is an excellent representation of the type and bound to please many collectors.
$900-$1,200

40256
FRANCE. Anglo-Gallic. Salut d’Or, ND (1422-49). St. Lo Mint;
mm: Lis. Henry VI. NGC MS-67. Fr-301; Dup-443a; Ciani-598.
Weight: 3.49 gms. Annulets below third letters of legends. Very special, the absolutely remarkable level of preservation of this piece defies
logic, even for a coin from a long-hidden hoard. The design impression is exceedingly well executed while the booming luster serves to
accentuate the almost complete lack of any post-strike marks of any
severity whatever.
$8,000-$10,000
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Extremely Rare Cavalier d’Or of Duke Charles
Son of King Charles VII of France

40259
FRANCE. Aquitaine. Cavalier d’Or, ND (1469-72).
Charles of France. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. Fr-19; Poey
d’Avant-3138. Weight: 3.43 grams. Obverse: Ruler in full armor
charges right on warhorse, wielding sword and shield bearing
the devices of France and Aquitaine, title: “KAROLVS DVX
AQVITANIE” divided by stars and sailing cog; Reverse: Gothic
frame holds floriate cross with lis and lions (sometimes called
leopards) in the angles, abbreviated Latin legend: “CHRISTUS
VINCIT, CHRISTUS REGNAT, CHRISTUS IMPERAT”,
Christ Conquers, Reigns and Commands. This coin was almost
certainly struck at Bordeaux, and is one of the last four gold coins
of the once-flourishing Duchy of Aquitaine, which extended
from the Pyrenees to the Loire at its peak. As an ultimate

RARITY of the overall French coinage it has few equals. As
with so many gold coins of this era, the planchet is somewhat
uneven but is virtually fully round, exhibiting a perceptible
double strike and substantial luster. This representative of a
little-understood era of French history must be recognized as
among the finest in existence; finding a comparable piece may
well be impossible.
$65,000-$75,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2566 at $80,000.
Ex: Credit de la Bourse Auction (4/1993) Lot # 1528.
Ex: E. Gariel Collection (Henri Hoffmann - 4/1885)

40260
FRANCE. Ecu d’Or, ND (1483-98). Paris Mint. Charles VIII. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. Fr-318; Dup-575a. A well produced gold Ecu that
showcases full obverse and reverse legends on its even, circular flan.

The surfaces are bright and clean with only the faintest touch of friction
visible, keeping the piece a hair’s breadth from Mint State.
$900-$1,200

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Majestic Gold Piefort of Henry II
One of Just Two Known in this Weight

40261
FRANCE. Gold Piefort of 8 Henri d’Or, 1555. Moulin des
Etuves (Paris) Mint. Henry II. PCGS Genuine—Damage,
VF Details Gold Shield. Fr-Unlisted (though cf. 372-4 for
smaller “denominations”); Ciani-Unlisted. Diameter: 29mm;
Weight: 29.02 gms. Obverse: HENRICVS II DEI G FRANCO
REX, laureate and armored bust right; Reverse: OPTIMO
PRINCIPI B, Mars seated left on cuirass, holding victoriola and
resting elbow upon shield; GALLIA in exergue. Edge: 1555 +
DISCEDITE AME OMNES QVI OPERAMINI INIQVITAT
(depart from me all ye evildoers). An EXCEEDINGLY RARE
Piefort issue that is just one of just two known, the present
specimen offers a rather robust planchet, being nearly 3mm
thick, and features a design recalling ancient Roman coinage
and motifs. The bust of the king is more classical in rendition
than that which was generally encountered at the time, while
the reverse displays overt Greco-Roman iconography in the
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form of Mars holding a small figure of a winged Victory;
even France herself is listed under her Latin name, ‘Gallia.’
Though exhibiting some damage in the form of a few reverse
scratches and numerous field marks, this impressive specimen
nevertheless represents a highly interesting and wondrous link
between classical renditions and early modern coining, all
while being a large piefort issue at that.
During his 12-year reign, Henri II brought major change to the
French coinage by introducing machine coinage by the Balancier
press and the use of inventor Aubin Olivier’s restraining collars.
The new machines were set up in the Garden of Etuves in the
Place Dauphine and became known as the Monnaie du Moulin
in 1551.
$80,000-$120,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2467 @ $150,000.
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40262

40265

FRANCE. Henri d’Or, 1557-N. Montpellier Mint. Henry II. NGC
MS-63. Fr-368; Dup-972A. Weight: 3.65 gms. Variety with larger
breastplate. The single finest certified on the NGC population report.
This nicely preserved and attractive survivor offers bold central devices, though some weakness is noticed in the legends and the lowerouter central design elements of the reverse. The surfaces displaying
an attractive golden yellow coloration while the protected areas of the
legends exhibit richer orange patina that adds to its pleasing appearance. A choice example of the type certain to be a welcome addition to
the next collection it enters.

FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1669-D. Lyon Mint. Louis XIV. PCGS AU-58
Gold Shield. Fr-421; KM-219.3; Gad-246. Tete lauree (Laureate bust)
type. This charming survivor exhibits bold details that are accentuated
by lovely mottled pale gold and light dusky orange tone. The surfaces
show light signs of being handled, although much remaining luster
resides in the protected areas. Upon close inspection of the date, the
third digit appears to be punched over another digit perhaps a 3 or an
8, but this is unconfirmed. An interesting example sure to add depth
to the next collection it enters.

$3,000-$5,000

$1,400-$1,800

40266
40263
FRANCE. Henri d’Or, 1559-B. Rouen Mint. Francis II. NGC AU
Details—Obverse Scratched. Fr-368; Dup-1023. Weight: 3.57 gms.
Struck in the name of Henri II under the rule of Francois II. A decently preserved survivor, this interesting issue struck during the
relatively short reign of Francois II, whose name only appears on the
Scottish coins, bares the name of his predecessor Henri II. Struck on a
somewhat wavy flan, the surfaces display pale hues of gold and orange,
adding to its pleasing appearance. Upon close inspection a well-placed
short thin old pin scratch is noticed on the bust, but remains hidden
when viewed at most angles. Despite its shortcoming, a handsome example with a good look, sure to be a welcome addition to the next
collection it enters.

FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1690-D. Lyon Mint. Louis XIV. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. Fr-429; KM-278.3; Gad-250; Dupl-1435a; Ciani-1797;
Droulers-343; DFW-243. Although the insert marks this example as
“flan reformé,” which is confirmed by the crescent at the bottom of the
reverse, there is no trace of the undertype. A lustrous and boldly struck
“louis d’or à l’écu”.
The French regime began the insidious practice of “reforming” the coinage in 1690 and would do so repeatedly until 1704. Each time a reform
was announced, a tax was collected on holders of the older coinage before
it could be reminted into the new.
$1,800-$2,400

$2,000-$3,000

40267

40264
FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1653-Y. Bourges Mint. Louis XIV. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. Fr-418; KM-157.21; Gad-245. Incredibly brilliant and
sharply struck, this nearly-choice specimen radiates with great luster
and an engaging golden-orange hue. A fairly RARE mint, it is not surprising that this piece represents the only such appearance for the date
and mint combination in the PCGS census.

FRANCE. 1/2 Ecu, 1650-H. La Rochelle Mint. Louis XIV. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-164.9; Gad-169. A bright piece with ample
flashy luster and exceptionally clean surfaces dusted by medium gray
patina. This popular Sun King issue is RARE at such a magnificent
state of preservation.
$900-$1,200

$2,000-$4,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Dazzling Louis d’Or

An Exceptional Showpiece
40271

40268
FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1717-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. PCGS MS-64+
Gold Shield. Fr-450; KM-428.1; Gad-344. One of the most alluring
examples of this type that one is likely to encounter, this present specimen offers an incredibly attractive surface quality that is highlighted
by a golden-orange hue and a rather sharp strike, all while an enticing
degree of mint brilliance glistens throughout. It should come as no
surprise that just one example has been certified finer at PCGS, making this a must for the connoisseur of enchanting issues.

FRANCE. 1/2 Louis d’Or, 1717-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. NGC Unc
Details—Cleaned. Fr-451; KM-430.1 (cataloged as a Louis d’Or);
Gad-335. A nicely preserved example for wear with a bold strike and
crisp design elements displaying rich mottled orange patina. Upon
close inspection signs of an old cleaning becomes apparent now
slightly subdued by the attractive patination. Despite its shortcomings
a presentable example of the type with lots of detail and is pleasing to
the eye.
$1,500-$2,500

$7,000-$10,000

40272
FRANCE. 2 Louis d’Or, 1767-(Cow). Pau Mint. Louis XV. NGC
MS-61. Fr-463; KM-522; Gad-346a. Featuring the cow mintmark,
this type was issued for the province of Bearn. Charmingly struck and
preserved, with a golden-olive hue and a few light adjustment marks
across the face.

40269
FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1717-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. NGC AU-58.
Fr-450; KM-428.1; Gad-344. Though not quite achieving Mint State
status, this incredibly pleasing and handsome specimen offers problem-free surfaces with a rather high degree of burgundy sprinkled into
the golden-orange nature. A few light adjustment marks are noted
near the rims, but do not distract. a fairly SCARCE type presenting
the king in a very youthful manner.

$2,000-$2,500

$2,000-$3,000
40273

40270
FRANCE. 1/2 Louis d’Or, 1717-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. Fr-451; KM-430.1
(cataloged as a Louis d’Or); Gad-335. The demi-louis d’or de Noailles
type, with a dot under the “LVD” to indicate the first semester of production. A one-year type in constant demand, this example displays
full design detail with vibrant copper-orange toning accents on both
sides. While once cleaned, the hairlines remain difficult to see with the
naked eye and do little to diminish the magnificent appearance.

FRANCE. 2 Louis d’Or, 1769-M. Toulouse Mint. Louis XV. PCGS
MS-61. Fr-463; KM-519.11; Gad-346. This nicely preserved example
from a seldom encountered mint offers bold details, lustrous surfaces
and a nicely cartwheel effect with light signs of handling consistent
for the grade. A thin veneer of tone somewhat subdues its brilliance
with hints of flash in the protected areas near the edges. A pleasing
and heavily sought issue sure to catch the attention of the specialist
actively seeking tough to locate types and mints to add depth to their
collection.
$1,500-$2,500

$1,500-$2,500
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40274
FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1718-K. Bordeaux Mint. Louis XV. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. Fr-453; KM-438.8; Gad-336. Mintage: 32,000.
Seldom seen from the Bordeaux Mint with lower survival rate, this
issue is a challenge for even the most vigilant collectors to acquire. The
present coin displays pleasingly consistent honeycomb surfaces and
subdued luster. The flan is exceptional free of any defects showing light
signs of handing and is quite pleasant to the eye.
$2,800-$3,400

40277
FRANCE. Ecu, 1724-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. KM-472.1; Gad-320. Highly attractive, this lovely representative boasts a strong bold strike with crisp frosty design elements and
lustrous satiny surfaces displaying rich mottled patina.
$2,000-$3,000

40275
FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1727/6-N. Montpellier Mint. Louis XV. NGC
Unc Details—Obverse Cleaned. Fr-461; KM-489.14; Gad-340. An
above-average product of this provincial mint notorious for poor
strikes on rough planchets. While a past wipe is clearly evident, much
luster remains and a bold overdate enhances the appeal for what is a
clearly a very scarce emission based upon our research.
$700-$1,000

40278
FRANCE. Ecu, 1740-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. PCGS PROOF-61
Gold Shield. Dav-1331; KM-512.1; Gad-322. The only date for which
proofs are available, this charming specimen offers a fairly deep peripheral tone on the obverse, with the central fields remaining a light
gunmetal gray. The same deepness then dominates the reverse, with
hints of brilliance still emanating from the protected areas.
$5,000-$7,500

40276
FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1753-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. NGC MS-65.
Fr-464; KM-513.1; Gad-341; Dupl-1643. Tied for third finest certified
of the date with one other example on the NGC population, only two
finer (MS-66 and MS-66+). This lovely little Gem exhibits bold crisp
design elements complemented by smooth satiny surfaces and cartwheel luster. A tough to locate date in this high state of preservation
with a good look certain to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$2,000-$3,000

40279
FRANCE. 1/2 Ecu, 1726-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. NGC MS-63. KM484.1; Dup-1676; Gad-313. Surpassed at NGC by just one example,
this incredibly choice survivor features deep gray surfaces highlighted
by cobalt-seafoam green nature upon the reverse. Meanwhile, some
hints of brilliance remain and emanate from the protected areas.
$1,000-$1,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Radiant & Very Rare Proof Issue

40280
FRANCE. 1/2 Ecu, 1741-A. Paris Mint. Louis XV. PCGS
PROOF-64+ Gold Shield. KM-516.1; Gad-314. Employing
a deep gray tone with some subtle hints of iridescence, this
dazzling minor—on the verge of Gem status—also possesses
some underlying brilliance when cradled back and forth. VERY

RARE in any grade, this example is not surprisingly the finest
certified at either PCGS or NGC, and will certainly entrance
and entice the gaze of the connoisseur.
$15,000-$25,000

40281
FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1786-W. Lille Mint. Louis XVI. NGC MS-65.
Fr-475; KM-591.15; Gad-361; Dupl-1707; Droul-806; DFW-539. This
lovely little Gem boast smooth satiny surfaces that display a bit of flash
near the edges and protected areas with frosty devices. This pleasing
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survivor offers a good look with mottled pale golden and light apricot
coloration adding to its appeal certain to catch the attention of many
collectors.
$1,400-$1,800
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40282
FRANCE. Ecu, 1789-Q. Perpignan Mint. Louis XVI. PCGS MS65 Gold Shield. KM-564.13; Gad-356. The sole finest certified of the
mint for this type on either the NGC or PCGS population reports.
This fabulous looking Gem offers frosty bold devices with smooth satiny lustrous surfaces displaying a lovely smokey light gray tone that is
complemented by richer coloration in the protected areas of the legends. A fabulous representative of the type that seldom appears on the
market in this elite state of preservation destined for a fine cabinet of
a discerning collector.
$1,500-$2,500

40285

40283
FRANCE. 1/2 Ecu, 1790-A. Paris Mint. Louis XVI. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-562.1; Gad-355; Dupl-1709. With dot, second semester. The single finest certified of the variety on the PCGS population report. Displaying lovely multicolored patination in parts of the
legends and highly unusual and attractive prooflike reflectivity in the
fields that adds to its eye-catching appearance. Clearly an example
which sat for a prolonged period of time undisturbed, creating a visually appealing high-grade survivor that is destined for an advanced
collection.
$700-$1,000

$2,000-$3,000

40286

40284
FRANCE. National Convention. Ecu, 1792-A / Year 4. Paris Mint.
Louis XVI (in name only). NGC MS-64. Dav-1335; KM-615.1; Gad55. Dot (second semester) type. Possessing incredibly vibrant, frost
luster in the centers with flares of fiery multicolored tone along the top
of the obverse edges and bottom edge on the reverse. Commonplace
for the type, several deep planchet adjustments appear through the
reverse centers.
$1,000-$1,500

FRANCE. Death of Louis XVI Gold Medal, 1793. NGC AU Details—Mount Removed, Bent. Julius-258. Weight: 34.7 gms. By
Baldenbach. Obverse: Bust of Louis XVI right, legend around; Reverse: Grieving Gaul seated left leaning on shield and urn, altar left
with four-line inscription, legend around, three-line legend in exergue.
Medals commemorating the death of Louis XVI occasionally make an
appearance on the market struck in silver, but the gold versions show
up far less frequent and should be considered EXTREMELY RARE
and desirable. The intricate devices are bold and well formed with
signs of handling consistent for the grade with even wear on the high
points. Upon close inspection evidence of a mount removal is noticed
at 12 on the obverse, but is somewhat obscured by the NGC holder.
Also, noticed is a slight waviness in the upper left quadrant of the obverse accounting for the “Bent” designation. Despite its short comings
a presentable example of this sparsely offered medal that should excite
many advanced collectors of the series.

FRANCE. 5 Francs, AN XI (1802/3)-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon (as
First Consul). PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-650.1; Dav-82; Gad577. Tied for third finest certified with one other example on the PCGS
population report, six finer (MS-62[4] and MS-64[2]). From a SCARCE
Napoleonic type that is highly sought after by collectors, this Mint State
piece bears original pewter toned surfaces that exhibit touches of sapphire iridescence and reflective, brilliant luster. Perfect for those who
are willing to go to the extra mile and acquire a high grade example.
$1,000-$1,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40290

40287
FRANCE. 5 Francs, AN 12 (1803/4)-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon (as
First Consul). PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-659.1; Gad-577. This
beautifully preserved survivor of the highly popular one-year type exhibits bold devices, smooth surfaces and lovely rich patina displaying a
plethora of iridescent hues. Clearly an example that sat for a prolonged
time undisturbed creating a wonderful eye-catching representative of
the type sure to see spirited bidding.
$1,200-$1,600

FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1812-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS MS65 Gold Shield. KM-695.1; Gad-1025. Tied for second finest certified
with only six other examples on the PCGS population report, only one
finer (MS-66+). A tough to locate type in this high state of preservation exhibiting bold frosty and intricate devices, smooth satiny surfaces and cartwheel luster that pops out when rotating in the light. This
beautifully persevered survivor offers a pleasing appearance displaying lovely pale gold coloration in the open areas while the peripheries
exhibit a dusky orange tone adding to its eye appeal. An outstanding
representative of the type that is sure to catch the attention of quality
conscious collectors.
$4,000-$6,000

40291
40288
FRANCE. 2 Francs, AN 12 (1803/4)-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon (as
First Consul). PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM 657.1; Gad-494. While
understated upon first glance, this Mint State piece has sharply brilliant, borderline prooflike fields that shine through its iridescent pewter toning. Absent much fuss on the surfaces and very pleasing when
illuminated, it is exceptional for the grade. The present coin is listed as
second finest in the PCGS population report, though many collectors
would jump at the opportunity to acquire a far inferior example due
to the issue’s rarity.

FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1814-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. Fr-511; KM-695.1; Gad-1025. The single second finest
certified of the date on the PCGS population report, only finer (MS66). This sparkling little Gem exhibits bold crisp devices with smooth
surfaces and light attractive tone with areas of richer coloration on the
reverse. A lovely example of this popular type sure to be a welcome
addition to the next collection it enters.
$2,000-$3,000

$2,000-$2,500

40292
40289
FRANCE. 1/2 Franc, AN 12 (1803/4)-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon (as
First Consul). PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-648.1; Gad-394; F-173.
Presenting much to be desired, this Choice Uncirculated “L’an 12” example exhibits richly original pewter toned surfaces that bear nary a
mark, scuff, or blemish to be witnessed. The present coin is one of a
VERY SCARCE issue with only seven examples recorded in the PCGS
population report. Struck in the year Napoleon began amassing a “National Flotilla” to invade Britain, a plan that was ultimately thwarted by
Nelson’s victory at Trafalgar in 1805.

FRANCE. 2 Francs, 1811-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS MS-64+
Gold Shield. KM-693.1; Gad-501. Among the finest seen at PCGS,
this shimmering, blast white, frosty near-Gem certainly dazzles the
eye and fully entrances the gaze of the viewer. Truly an example that
requires in hand inspection in order to wholly appreciate its majestic
qualities.
$1,500-$2,500

$900-$1,200
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40293
FRANCE. 1/4 Franc, 1807-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-678.1; Gad-349; F-161. Laureate bust. Tied for finest
certified of the date with one other example on the PCGS population
report, none finer. Flaunting impeccable surfaces absent of almost any
imperfection, this example from a VERY SCARCE Napoleonic issue
is a remarkable intersection of rarity and quality. A medley of deep
violet and indigo toning graces the surfaces, punctuated by strong luster underneath.
$1,500-$2,000

40295
FRANCE. Antwerp (Siege). 10 Centimes, 1814. Naval Arsenal (Antwerp) Mint. Louis XVIII (first reign). NGC MS-64 Red Brown.
Gad-193c; KM-7.2. Minted from captured cannons by the French
while besieged in Antwerp. A phenomenal survivor of the type, preserved virtually as struck, with significant adjustments left in the planchet (as is typical for the issue), but surfaces that show traces of red
around the designs and no signs of handling. Presently the single finest
graded of this variety, it being the only example to have received the
Red Brown designation at NGC or PCGS.
$700-$1,000

40294
FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1814-A. Paris Mint. Louis XVIII (first reign).
PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. Fr-525; KM-706.1; Gad-1026. Two-year
type. A marvelous Gem, this perfectly struck example is bright and
lustrous with a refreshing absence of handling over the surfaces; faint
orange tone adds to its personality. Presently tied with three others for
the finest graded at PCGS, and certain to attract significant attention
from the collector of world-class gold types.
$1,500-$3,000

40296
FRANCE. Les Cent-Jours (the Hundred Days). 20 Francs, 1815-A.
Paris Mint. Napoleon I. NGC Unc Details—Cleaned. Fr-522; KM705.1; Gad-1025a. A “100 Days” issue from Napoleon’s brief period of
restoration before the disaster at Waterloo, this piece is free from any
handling, though it does exhibit some light cleaning marks. Nevertheless, an important and historic piece.
$800-$1,200
Ex: Alfred R. Globus Collection (Stack’s - 10/1972) Lot # 119.
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Beautiful “les Cent-Jours” Pattern 5 Francs

40297
FRANCE. Les Cent-Jours (the Hundred Days). Silver 5
Francs Pattern, 1815-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS
PROOF-63+ Gold Shield. KM-Pn21; Gad-594. Plain Edge.
This beautifully preserved pattern exhibits all the fine qualities
expected from the Paris mint, masterfully engraved dies with
precise execution of manufacture. The intricate devices and
expressive portrait boast a frosty texture in stark contrast
to the hard flashy fields. Lovely rich mottled old cabinet
patina accentuates this highly sought-after rarity elevating its
desirability. Seldom encountered in any condition the issues
from this time period are always a collector favorite with lots
of crossover appeal.
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The return of Napoleon to Paris on 20 March 1815 from his
eleven-month exile on the island of Elba marked the beginning
of the Hundred Days Was, also known as the War of the Seventh
Coalition, and the second restoration of King Louis XVIII on
8 July 1815. Seven days prior to Napoleon’s return to Paris the
Congress of Vienna declared him an outlaw. On the 25 March,
the key members of the Seventh Coalition, Austria, Prussia,
Russia and the United Kingdom each committed 150,000 men to
end Napoleon’s conquest and rule. The stage was set for the defeat
of Napoleon at the Battle of Waterloo, the last conflict of the
Napoleonic Wars, the second restoration of the French Monarchy
and Napoleons permanent exile to the isolated island of Saint
Helena where is died in 1821.
$30,000-$60,000
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40301

40298
FRANCE. Les Cent-Jours (the Hundred Days). 5 Francs, 1815-A.
Paris Mint. Napoleon. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold
Shield. Dav-85; KM-704.1; Gad-595. A SCARCE and very popular
type from the famous “Hundred Days” period of Napoleon. Displaying a pleasing mottled gray patina with bold devices evidence of an old
cleaning is now slightly subdued by the attractive patination. Despite
its shortcomings a handsome and presentable example of the type sure
to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.

FRANCE. Silver Franc Essai (Pattern), 1830-A. Paris Mint. Charles
X. PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. KM-724.1; Gad-450a. Reeded
edge, four leaf variety. This is only the second example of this RARE
issue that we can recall that we have had the pleasure to present. The
fields exhibit rich, pleasing inky toning and a brilliant specimen sheen.
Produced in the year of France’s famous July Revolution, which led to
the overthrow of King Charles X and the termination of the Bourbon
dynasty.
$1,800-$2,400

$1,000-$1,500

40302

40299
FRANCE. 40 Francs, 1830-A. Paris Mint. Charles X. NGC MS63. Fr-547; KM-721.1; Gad-1105. Variety with edge lettering incuse.
Shimmering and sharply struck, this choice issue radiates with seemingly endless allure and captivating luster.

FRANCE. 40 Francs, 1837-A. Paris Mint. Louis Philippe I. PCGS
MS-61 Gold Shield. Fr-557; KM-747.1; Gad-1106. Mintage: 28,224.
Attractively detailed with pleasant gleam in the fields and a few burgundy blushes around the obverse legends at 3 o’clock. A surprisingly
elusive issue in the quality, this being the only example that has been
graded Mint State by PCGS.
$1,000-$2,000

$1,000-$1,500

40303
40300
FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1830-A. Paris Mint. Charles X. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. Fr-549; KM-726.1; Gad-1029; F-520. 5 Feuilles. This brilliant and somewhat flashy survivor exhibits bold frosty details with
smooth lustrous surfaces and a hint of color in the crevasses of the
expressive portrait. A pleasing survivor with a good looking certain to
be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$4,000-$5,000

FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1831-A. Paris Mint. Louis Philippe I. NGC
MS-65+. Fr-553; KM-739.1; Gad-1030. Incuse Edge Lettering variety.
The single third finest certified of the variant on the NGC population
report, with only two finer (MS-66 and MS-67). This highly attractive
little Gem boasts a strong strike with frosty devices that provide contrast against the satiny smooth fields. With a look this pleasing, a coin
that is sure to catch the attention of discerning collectors.
$2,000-$4,000
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40304
FRANCE. Marriage of the Count of Gargilesse Gold Medal, ND
(1842). PCGS SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. Terisse-870 (this piece). By
DePaulis. Obverse: A priest blessing a kneeling couple; with signatures
DEPAULIS F. / DEPUYMAURIN. D in exergue; Reverse: Crowned arms
flanked by unicorn and lion all within wreath. The edge inscription:
“LCG DUBREUIL DU BOST COMTE DE GARGILLESSE AND
ISABELLE DE BARRAL UNITED ON 17 Jer 1842”. This beautifully
engraved medal, struck in high relief, exhibits bold intricate and frosty

devices. The intricate hand engraved motif of the reverse obviously
executed by an experienced hand and took much time and patience.
Upon close inspection light signs of handling are noticed, but are hardly
a distraction for this massive gold medal. This impressive numismatic
relic exhibits a lovely display of fine engraving certain to catch the
attention of many medal enthusiasts.
$3,000-$5,000
Ex: Henri Terisse Collection.

40305
FRANCE. 2 Francs, 1851-A. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-760.1; Gad-522. This delightful near-Gem offers a rather deep
gunmetal gray tone with hints of amber-olive throughout, along with
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exhibiting some underlying brilliance.
$900-$1,100
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Attractive 5 Francs Proof

40306
FRANCE. 5 Francs, 1852-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III (as
Louis-Napoleon). NGC PROOF-63. KM-773.1; Gad-726;
F-329. Variety with “BARRE” signed below bust. Normally
found as the readily available circulation strikes, these
EXTREMELY RARE proof versions seldom appear on the
market, are always heavily sought after and highly desirable.
The intricate frosted devices offer a nice contrast to the flashy

reflective fields all complemented by rich mottled patina in the
upper portion of the coin. A real treat for advanced collector
for the opportunity to acquire such a great numismatic rarity
from the prolific French series sure to garner much interest
from potential bidders.
$10,000-$20,000

40307

40308

FRANCE. 100 Francs, 1857-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. Fr-569; KM-786.1; Gad-1135; F-550. Showcasing vivid, deeply golden fields with honey devices, this appealing nearChoice piece is exceptionally well preserved and sharply struck. With
just under one ounce of gold it is an excellent option for collectors who
want the double guarantee of both physical and numismatic value.

FRANCE. 100 Francs, 1869-BB. Strasbourg Mint. Napoleon III.
NGC MS-61. Fr-581; KM-802.2; Gad-1136. Seemingly choice for the
grade, this example possesses fewer than expected marks and luminous, light golden surfaces.
$2,000-$2,500

$2,000-$3,000
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40309
FRANCE. 100 Francs, 1869-BB. Strasbourg Mint. Napoleon III.
NGC MS-60. Fr-581; KM-802.2; Gad-1136. Bold and lustrous, this
Mint State survivor offers an affordable way to own a sizable 19th century gold issue.
$1,500-$2,000

40312
FRANCE. 5 Francs, 1858-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. Dav-95; KM-782.1; Gad-734. Mintage: 27,000. A RARE
date from this popular type with the third lowest mintage from this
series. Satisfying pewter surfaces give way to hints of amber and rich
orange tone that hug the design elements. Brilliant luster pools across
the reflective fields, practically untouched by marks or blemishes. Very
few examples of this elusive issues have offered in recent years, and
only four are certified by PCGS in any grade. We expect spirited bidding from specialists given so few pieces extant.
$3,500-$5,000

40310
FRANCE. 50 Francs, 1855-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III. PCGS MS61 Gold Shield. KM-785.1; Fr-571; Gad-1111. A stately Napoleonic
gold piece with bright, reflective surfaces that show remarkably few
contact marks for the grade.
$1,000-$1,500

40313
FRANCE. 2 Francs, 1854-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III. NGC AU-50.
KM-780.1; Gad-523. A SCARCE and difficult type in more elevated
states of preservation as is the case here, this steely gray specimen features a tone that somewhat obscures the brilliance emanating from
beneath. Highly original and pleasing.
$800-$1,200

40311
FRANCE. 50 Francs, 1858-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III. NGC MS64. Fr-571; KM-785.1; Gad-1111. A beautiful, prooflike example with
remarkable reflectivity in the fields. The devices are sharp and heavily frosted, with faint traces of a few light marks across the emperor’s
cheek. The overall khaki-gold coloration is accented by subtle hints
of amber patina near the borders. Encapsulated in an old “soapbox”
holder, with just two specimens certified finer at MS-65.
$1,800-$2,200

40314
FRANCE. Franc, 1854-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III. NGC MS-62.
KM-779.1; Gad-460. Surpassed in the NGC census by just one specimen, this charming minor features a deeper tone on the bust that,
when combined with the exceptionally brilliant fields, yields an almost
cameo effect. A golden-pastel tone merely augments its already strong
appeal.
$700-$1,000
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40315
FRANCE. Gilt Copper 100 Francs Essai (Pattern), 1935. Paris Mint.
PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. GEM-290.14; cf. KM-880. A
VERY RARE offering of this pattern type, the present specimen radiates with tremendous mirrored brilliance and alluring frosting in the
fields. Designed by Bazor, it features his great Art Deco flair in all of
its glory.
$3,000-$4,000

40319
FRANCE. Bronze 10 Centimes Essai (Pattern), 1898. NGC MATTE
PROOF-64 Brown. Maz-2177. Charmingly produced, this finely produced matte-textured pattern displays subtle blue tones in the fields
and softer orange colors around the far edges. Appearing virtually as
struck, it’s hard to see why this piece didn’t receive a Gem grade.
$700-$1,000

40316
FRANCE. 100 Francs, 1936. Paris Mint. PCGS PROOF-65 Deep
Cameo Gold Shield. Fr-598; KM-880; Gad-1148. Tied for second
finest certified of the Deep Cameo designation with five other examples on the PCGS population report, only one finer (Proof-65 Deep
Cameo). This flashy Gem exhibits hard mirrored fields with intricate
frosted cameo devices. An eye-catching example of the type that is seldom encountered in Proof quality destined for an advanced collection
of small module size gold coins.
$4,000-$6,000

40320
FRANCE. 5 Centimes, 1921. Paris Mint. NGC AU Details—Cleaned.
KM-842; Gad-165.5. Mintage: 142,000. A 20th century RARITY, this
briefly circulated example has been lightly cleaned in the past, but the
in-hand appearance has not been dramatically influenced. Far nicer
than the last example that sold (in 2019 @ 2,500 Euros hammer), that
piece having received a grade of EF Detail - Environmental Damage
from PCGS.
$1,500-$3,000

40317
FRANCE. 2 Francs, 1914-C. Castelsarrasin Mint. PCGS MS-66
Gold Shield. KM-845.2; Gad-532. Shimming, blast white, and dripping with cartwheel luster, this one-year issue is a wonderfully entrancing Gem. There are just three examples that are certified finer
by PCGS.
$700-$1,000

40321
FRANCE. Nickel 5 Francs Essai (Pattern), 1941. PCGS SPECIMEN-67 Gold Shield. Maz-2661f; Gad-Unlisted; cf. KM-PE308.
Struck on a double thick planchet, this bright and fully lustrous specimen exhibits reflective surfaces with frosted devices. Though the Mazard number is specific to a Nickel-Bronze alloy, the color would suggest that a more Nickel oriented composition was used for is striking,
perhaps the same Copper-Nickel alloy that was used for the regular issues was employed for its manufacture. When holding a magnet to its
surfaces there does not appear to be even the slightest resistance when
removing said magnet which would indicate that it is not pure Nickel.
This fascinating issue is sure to pique the interest of many advanced
collectors seeking difficult to obtain and obscure pieces to add to their
numismatic holdings.
$700-$1,000

40318
FRANCE. Franc, 1914-C. Castelsarrasin Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. KM-844.2; Gad-467. A brazen piece with intense cartwheel
luster and a bold strike. Near completely white with touches of russet and apricot toning, mainly peripheral. Struck early in WWI, when
Paris was at risk of German invasion.
$800-$1,200
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GERMAN EAST AFRICA

Unsurpassed in Certified Quality!

40322
GERMAN EAST AFRICA. 15 Rupien, 1916-T. Tabora Mint. Wilhelm
II. NGC MS-66. Fr-1; KM-16.1. Mintage: 9,803. Variety with the
arabesque ending under “T”. Somewhat crudely produced on account

of its emergency nature, this popular type exhibits no scuffs, nicks, or
hairlines, and remains enticingly choice.
$10,000-$15,000

Exceptionally Toned Proof German Colonial Issue

40323
GERMAN EAST AFRICA. 2 Rupien, 1893. Berlin Mint.
Wilhelm II. PCGS PROOF-63 Gold Shield. KM-5; J-714.
Through its hard, brilliant surfaces and soft, satiny devices, this
proof example is the finest certified by PCGS. Meanwhile, an
iridescent toning and a subtle cameo nature makes this choice
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example an excellent addition to a rather advanced cabinet
of German colonial issues or German imperial strikings in
general.
$7,000-$10,000
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GERMAN NEW GUINEA

GERMANY

Once Part of the
Millennia & Goodman Collections

40324
GERMAN NEW GUINEA. 5 Mark, 1894-A. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm
II. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-7; J-707. Tied for second finest certified with ten other examples on the PCGS population report, only
two finer (MS-66). An ever-popular type, this highly attractive representative displays lovely, mottled twilight hued patina with accents
of lighter coloration that complements the intricate motifs and satiny
surfaces. A classic 19th century world type coin, this German colonial
issue is a collector favorite for good reason!
$7,000-$10,000

40327
GERMANY. Augsburg. Taler, 1624. Free City (in the name of Ferdinand II). PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-5012; KM-26.1. A fairly
RARE type, especially when encountered in such an elevated state of
preservation as is the case here. The only example of the date certified
in the PCGS census, this dazzling, nearly-choice crown offers a smoky,
gunmetal gray tone and great underlying brilliance.
$1,500-$2,500
Ex: Millennia Collection (Goldberg 46 - 5/2008) Lot # 558.
Ex: Irving Goodman Collection (Goldberg 15 - 6/2002) Lot # 294.

40325
GERMAN NEW GUINEA. 5 Mark, 1894-A. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm
II. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-7; J-707. A charming example of
the ever-popular German colonial 5 Mark offering much originality.
Displaying pervasive soft gray tone with hints of iridescence amongst
the devices adding to its pleasing appearance. This handsome representative is sure to appeal to many collectors looking to acquire good
looking types.
$3,000-$5,000

40328
GERMANY. Augsburg. Ducat, 1649. Free City (in the name of Ferdinand III). PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Fr-61; KM-83. A flashy example of this RARE type that is bathed in brilliant luster and elegantly
struck. The flan is perfectly round and centered with no problems to
speak of. An excellent piece, and we anticipate strong bidding as many
collectors may not have another opportunity to acquire one. Only two
from the issue including the present coin are recorded in the PCGS
population report.
$2,800-$3,400

40326
GERMAN NEW GUINEA. 5 Mark, 1894-A. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm
II. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-7; J-707. A lightly circulated example of this classic issue with minimal tone over the surfaces which
allows for optimal viewing of the exceptional design.
$1,500-$2,500
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40331

40329
GERMANY. Augsburg. Taler, 1641. Free City (in the name of Ferdinand III). PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Dav-5039; KM-77. Quite attractively toned, this delightful near-Gem crown exhibits a charming
iridescence near portions of the peripheries and some golden highlights further accentuating the devices. An entirely handsome and captivating example for the eye-appeal-conscientious connoisseur.
$2,000-$3,000

GERMANY. Baden. 2 Talers, 1841. Leopold I. PCGS PROOF-64
Cameo Gold Shield. KM-212. A VERY RARE proof striking, this
sizable issue showcases extreme reflectivity in the fields and stunning
exactness of strike, with an overlay of deep tone on both sides that contains some embedded iridescence. One of only two examples certified
as a proof by PCGS or NGC, this example is easily the finer of the two,
the other having been assigned a PROOF-62 Cameo grade at NGC.
That coin last appeared on the market in an Auction World auction in
January 2020 where it realized 450,000 JPY hammer (approximately
$4,000 hammer).
$7,000-$9,000
Ex: Peak Collection (UBS 1/2008) Lot # 64.

40330
GERMANY. Augsburg. Ducat, 1767-T. Free City (in the name of
Joseph II). PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Fr-109; KM-187. The brazen
Mint State surfaces displayed on this piece are flashy and consistent.
Upon close inspection light signs of handling marks the grade with
minor lines and abrasions, a worthwhile concession for such a rare,
well preserved type.
$2,500-$3,000

40332
GERMANY. Baden. 5 Mark, 1908-G. Stuttgart Mint. NGC MS-65.
KM-281. Exceptionally alluring and attractive, this Gem crown radiates with appeal and offers a charming pastel iridescence, especially
noticeable upon the reverse.
$700-$900
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An Endlessly Popular Multiple Ducat Issue

40333
GERMANY. Bavaria. 5 Ducats, 1640. Munich Mint.
Maximilian I. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Fr-196; KM-268.
Weight: 17.31 gms. Type with lower, divided date. A lovely high
grade example in an early die state, featuring finely engraved
devices with interesting depth and texture that closely resembles
that of a medal. Clearly done by a skilled hand with much

experience. The open areas and crevasses are bright and flashy,
presenting charming cartwheel luster, while the color overall
verges upon a delightful golden-orange. Seemingly without
issue, the assigned grade would appear to be a bit conservative,
making this a premium-quality piece for sure.
$20,000-$30,000
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40334
GERMANY. Bavaria. Taler, 1694. Munich Mint. Maximillian II
Emanuel. PCGS MS-63+ Gold Shield. Dav-6099A; KM-363.2.
Incredible quality for the type, this resoundingly attractive and alluring
crown presents a sharp strike and steely gray surfaces with a deeper

peripheral tone. Seemingly unrivaled, it stands as the finest in the PCGS
census, with the next finest being a trio merely at the AU-58 level.
$1,000-$1,500

40335
GERMANY. Bavaria. Taler, 1792. Mannheim Mint. Karl Theodor.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Dav-1974; KM-608. A fairly SCARCE type
when encountered this alluring and attractive, the present crown offers
a light gunmetal gray tone with tremendous cartwheel brilliance and a

golden allure throughout. Just two have been graded finer in the PCGS
census.
$800-$1,200
Ex: Kuenker 134 (1/2008) Lot # 318.

40336
GERMANY. Bradenburg-Ansbach. Medallic Taler, ND (ca. 1755).
Karl Wilhelm Friedrich. NGC AU-53. Dav-2926. Obverse: Garlanded,
armored, and ermine-mantled bust right; Reverse: The margrave, raising
hand, riding galloping horse left; above, falcon attacking heron above.
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The so-called “Falcon Taler,” this pleasantly toned specimen stands as a
fairly RARE type, especially in such a wholesome state of preservation
as is the case here.
$2,000-$4,000
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40337
GERMANY. Bremen. Taler, 1743-MF. Karl VII. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. Dav-2049; KM-183. Presenting a rather deep cabinet tone
with hints of burgundy, this alluring crown certainly dazzles and is
exceeded in the PCGS census by a single specimen. Nearly choice and
exceedingly radiant, this piece is undoubtedly worthy of a strong bid.
$1,500-$2,500
Ex: Kuenker 138 (3/2008) Lot # 6512.

40340
GERMANY. Brunswick-Luneburg-Calenberg-Hannover. Taler,
1667-HS. Zellerfeld Mint. Johann Friedrich I. NGC MS-62. Dav6544; KM-89; Welter-1714. Impressively preserved, this "Wildman”
Taler possesses enviable originality, with smooth gray base of color
over the surfaces and delightful integrated iridescence. While a few
areas of softness are observed in the strike, the wildman’s face has been
executed with exquisite detail, which is sure to result in heightened
demand for this piece.
$2,000-$3,000

40338
GERMANY. Bremen. 5 Mark, 1906-J. Hamburg Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-251; J-60. Immaculate quality, this Superb Gem is about as close to perfect as one could imagine, with thick
frost of the designs and exceptionally reflective fields. Not surprisingly,
the single finest certified at this strong cameo level by either NGC or
PCGS.
$4,200-$5,500

40341

40339
GERMANY. Brunswick-Luneberg. Taler, 1547. Free City. PCGS EF40 Gold Shield. Dav-9419; MB-65. The popular “man in the moon”
type, this crown features a play upon the city’s name. The Latin for
“moon” is “luna,” hence the allusion to the moon for Luneburg’s emblem on this piece. Quite deeply toned and attractively struck, with
great expressiveness to the moon face, though some typical planchet
stress marks are noted.
$1,250-$1,750

GERMANY. Brunswick-Luneburg-Calenberg-Hannover. Taler,
1676. Clausthal Mint. Johann Friedrich I. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
Dav-6573; KM-149.2. The discipline of Brunswick Talers and their multiples seems endless, some break a barrier style-wise like this beauty and
do not entrap themselves among the masses. This is a handsome broad
taler boasting fine originality throughout with its iridescent cabinet
toning complementing sharp striking. The rich baroque portraiture of
the period pairs finely with its charming reverse design; exhibits sharp
details with medallic clarity. The Latin reverse legend “Ex Duris Gloria” translates most accurately as “From suffering arises glory.” A RARE
type and a superb piece desting for and advanced collection.
$4,000-$6,000
Ex: Cape Coral Collection.
Ex: Grundy Collection.
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40344

40342
GERMANY. Brunswick-Luneberg-Calenberg-Hannover. Taler,
1718-HCB. Clausthal Mint. Georg I. NGC MS-63+. Dav-2080; KM101.2. A sharply struck example, this Taler displays surfaces that possess significant gleam and almost no signs of handling. Soft gray color
in the centers, with some delicate iridescent tones that appear near the
edges, helps to impart a strong element of original character.
$1,500-$2,000

GERMANY. Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel. 2/3 Taler, 1737-BID. Brunswick Mint. Karl I. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-903; Dav-361.
Lustrous, well-struck and attractive this wholesome looking fractional
Taler exhibits bold design features with satiny surfaces. A great looking
piece that is sure to catch the attention of quality conscious collectors
looking to add depth and diversity to their numismatic holdings.
$700-$1,000

40345
40343
GERMANY. Brunswick-Luneburg-Celle. Taler, 1624-H-S. Christian. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-6441; KM-9.14. This lovely and
nicely preserved example exhibits bold devices with lustrous surfaces
that retain much brilliance displaying rich gray patina through. A vey
difficult type to locate in the high state of preservation sure to see spirited bidding from many advanced collectors.
$1,000-$1,500
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GERMANY. Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel. Taler, 1796-MC. Brunswick
Mint. Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. Dav2173; KM-1030. This single finest certified of the date on the PCGS
population report, none finer. This sparkling Gem offers boldly struck
devices with smooth satiny surfaces that displaying an attractive thin
veneer of mottled patination with areas of richer coloration adding to
its pleasing appearance. A fantastic representative of the type that is
sure to pique the interest of many discerning collectors.
$900-$1,200
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Flashy & Dazzling Gold 10 Talers

40346
GERMANY. Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel. 10 Talers, 1829-CvC.
Brunswick Mint. Karl II. PCGS MS-64 Prooflike Gold Shield. Fr-742;
KM-1115; J-318. Brilliant and reflective, this exceptional near-Gem is
sure to capture the gaze of any who view it, as it offers a subtle frosting

to the devices and charming cameo nature. Quite unsurprisingly, it
received the prooflike designation from PCGS, where it also stands as
the finest seen.
$7,000-$10,000

40347
GERMANY. Cologne. Goldgulden, ND (1371-1414). Bonn Mint.
Friedrich III von Saarwerden. NGC MS-62. Fr-790b. Weight: 3.49
gms. Just a hint of striking weakness is noted on this hammered issue,

offering great brilliance remaining and no evidence of actual handling.
Quite SCARCE when encountered as such.
$800-$1,200

40348
GERMANY. Frankfurt. 2 Goldgulden, 1612. Free City. PCGS
Genuine—Repaired, AU Details Gold Shield. Fr-950; KM-40.3; J&F325. Commemorating the coronation of Matthias II as Holy Roman
Emperor. A fairly RARE and interesting type that is oft-encountered
with some issues, this example does exhibit the noted repair in the fields

as well as some typical planchet waviness, but nevertheless remains free
from very much in the way of handling and overall offers charming
appeal.
$2,000-$4,000
Ex: Robert W. Miller, Sr. Collection (Bowers & Merena - 11/1992) Lot # 2635.
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Commemorating Matthias as Holy Roman Emperor
One of Two Known

40349
GERMANY. Frankfurt. 5 Ducats, ND (1612). Free City. NGC
VF Details—Graffiti. Fr-954. Weight: 17.36 grams. Obverse:
Armored monarch charging on war horse, city view at right,
exergue: “MATTHIAS. D:G: .IMP:RO.”; Reverse: Imperial
eagle in circle of arms of the seven temporal and spiritual
Electors, each with an identifying initial. Struck on the election
of Matthias as Holy Roman Emperor. A date, “16 - 35”, has been
lightly etched into the left and right obverse field, but actual
wear is minimal, with marvelous artistry on display in the hair
detail of Matthias’ charging horse. A starkly modern-looking
design makes this an unusually handsome coin. It is also a
fabled RARITY, one of only two known to exist.
A member of the House of Habsburg, Matthias (1557-1619)
was born in Vienna, the capital of Austria, to Holy Roman
Emperor Maximilian II. In his early 20s, Matthias was invited
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to the Netherlands, where he would accept the role of GovernorGeneral within the provinces that were then under Spanish
influence. Upon their declaration of independence in 1581, he
returned home to Austria. In 1593, his brother Rudolf II, the
residing Holy Roman Emperor, appointed Matthias to Governor
of Austria. After he helped construct the Peace of Vienna treaty
in 1606, which guaranteed religious freedom in Hungary, he was
recognized as the head of the House of Habsburg, and the future
Holy Roman Emperor. Seizing on his brother’s illness, he became
King of Hungary and Croatia in 1608. Several years later, in
1611, his brother ceded Bohemia to Matthias as well after he held
him prisoner in his castle in Prague. Upon Rudolph II’s death in
1612, Matthias finally became Holy Roman Emperor, with the
coronation taking place on June 26, 1612 in the Imperial Free
City of Frankfurt.
$50,000-$60,000
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40350
GERMANY. Frankfurt. Coronation of Emperor Franz I Gold
Medallic 3/4 Ducat, 1745. Free City. NGC MS-62. Fr-1010; KM-202.
A fairly SCARCE type, this alluring specimen radiates with tremendous brilliance and luster, and presents just a hint of waviness owing
to the dies.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Louis E. Eliasberg Collection (American Numismatic Rarities - 4/2005) Lot
# 263.

40351
GERMANY. Frankfurt. Taler, 1772-PCB. Free City. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. Dav-2226; KM-251. Mostly steel gray in color with some
olive-russet toning when held at a certain angle, this crown is an everpopular type, presenting a veduta of Frankfurt featuring boats under
sail and the radiant Eye of Providence overhead.
$2,000-$4,000

40353
GERMANY. Frankfurt. 300th Anniversary of the Reformation
Gold Medallic Ducat, 1817. Free City. NGC MS-61. Fr-1026; KM302; Whiting-551. A popular religious-themed issue, this brilliant
specimen radiates with great lustrous appeal and radiance, though a
few scattered hairlines are noted—entirely consistent with the overall
designation.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Louis E. Eliasberg Collection (American Numismatic Rarities - 4/2005) Lot
# 265.

40354
GERMANY. Frankfurt. 2 Talers (3-1/2 Gulden), 1842. Free City.
NGC MS-63. Dav-641; KM-329. Highly vibrant and shimmering, this
radiant, double-sized crown features captivating cartwheel luster and
a delightful golden tinge nearest the peripheries.
$700-$1,000

40352
GERMANY. Frankfurt. Taler, 1796-HGBH. Free City. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. Dav-2229; KM-288. Almost completely blast white,
with just a few light spots of lamination. Otherwise, this exceptionally
pleasing, radiant, and lustrous near-Gem crown is tied for the second
finest certified by PCGS.
$1,500-$2,500
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Exceptionally Rare Issue in Platinum

40355
GERMANY. Frankfurt. Napoleon III of France Medallic Platinum
“Double Taler,” ND (ca. 1860 or slightly later). Free City. PCGS
SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. cf. J&F-1844a (silver and silvered bronze);
cf. Peus 389, lot 2694 (for another example in platinum, possibly the
same piece). Diameter: 41mm; Weight: 47.47 gms. By F. Korn. Brilliant
and largely untoned, this EXTREMELY RARE striking in platinum
bears a good deal of scattered hairlines while also displaying die cracks
consistent with a later striking. These interesting “double talers” were

produced by an enterprising minter wishing to gain a contract from
the French emperor, though they quickly caused the local officials to
prohibit further production, ultimately leaving few survivors. Examples
are observed in silver, silvered bronze, bronze, tin, and gold, but this
platinum issue appears to supplant all of them in terms of RARITY.
Given the die cracks seen here and on the gold issues, these more
precious metals would seem to be later strikings from Korn’s dies.
$5,000-$10,000

40356
GERMANY. Frankfurt. Taler, 1857. Free City. PCGS MS-64 Prooflike
Gold Shield. KM-355; J-39. Variety without house roofs at bottom of
left tower. A VERY RARE offering with slightly less detail near the base
of the left tower, this elegant specimen dazzles with highly mirrored
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fields and a wholly argent nature on each side. The only example of the
type in the PCGS census to garner the prooflike designation.
$3,000-$4,500
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40357
GERMANY. Frankfurt. Trio of Mixed Proof Denominations
(3 Pieces), 1862. Free City. All PCGS Gold Shield Certified.
1) Taler. PCGS PROOF-66. KM-370; J-42b.

This delightful group of Gems offers tremendous mirrored brilliance
and a deep tone mixed throughout.
$2,000-$4,000

2) Gulden. PCGS PROOF-65+ Cameo. KM-369; J-38.
3) 1/2 Gulden. PCGS PROOF-67 Cameo. KM-368; J-37.

40358
GERMANY. Frankfurt. Shooting Festival Taler, 1862. Free City.
PCGS PROOF-65 Gold Shield. Dav-653; KM-371. Featuring hard,
reflective surfaces with contrasting, cameoed devices, this specimen is
INCREDIBLY RARE as a proof striking. Some toning is observed, but

it only adds to the appeal, and it is no surprise that it is tied for the finest
certified at PCGS.
$800-$1,200

40359
GERMANY. Frankfurt. 9th German Federal Shooting Festival Gold
Medal, 1887. Free City. PCGS SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. J&F1464. Diameter: 33mm; Weight: 15.99 gms. By L. C. Lauer. A VERY
RARE and engaging Gem, this shooting festival issue presents the
height of intricate engraving and artistry along with exceptional care
and preservation throughout its life. The devices are exceedingly frosted

and the fields highly mirrored, ultimately forming a tremendous cameo
nature. The addition of a world-class pedigree simply augments its
already robust charm and appeal.
$4,000-$6,000
Ex: Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection (American Numismatic Rarities - 4/2005) Lot
# 266 (acquired from Stack’s, October 1942).
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40362

40360
GERMANY. Fulda. Taler, 1796-VH. Adalbert III. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. Dav-2264; KM-150. This wholly original looking survivor exhibits boldly struck motifs with an expressive portrait, smooth
lustrous surfaces and lovely rich cabinet patina with plenty of original
luster adding to its pleasing appearance. This highly attractive nearGem example offers great eye appeal that is destined to garner much
attention from potential bidders looking for quality numismatic treasures to add to their collections.

GERMANY. Hannover. 5 Talers, 1813-TW. London Mint. George
III (of Great Britain). NGC PROOF-62 Cameo. Fr-619 (BrunswickLuneberg); KM-101. Designed by Thomas Wyon and issued in the
name of George III on account of him being the Elector of Hannover,
this RARE proof offering features intensely brilliant surfaces and
lightly frosted devices. A few scattered marks are noted in the fields,
but are entirely consistent with the overall level.
$1,500-$2,500

$900-$1,200

40363
GERMANY. Hannover. 10 Talers, 1822-B. Hannover Mint. George
IV (of Great Britain). PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. Fr-1158; KM-133.
Briefly circulated, this example possesses a bold strike and strong reflective gleam around the raised surfaces. As a type, always in demand,
partially as a result of it being one of the larger German gold issuances
of the period, but also because Georg IV of Hannover also held the
title George IV of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
$1,500-$2,000

40361
GERMANY. Hamburg. Taler, 1717-IR. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield.
Dav-2281; KM-350; Gaed-1750; Whiting-179. Struck to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the Reformation. A popular religiousthemed Taler, this piece exhibits a bold even strike with even wear
primarily contained to the high points displaying lovely medium gray
patina with areas of richer coloration amongst the devices adding to its
pleasing appearance. Vastly superior than normally encountered, this
survivor is quite the treat for collectors seeking high grade examples
with good eye appeal certain to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$4,000-$5,000

40364
GERMANY. Luneburg. Taler, 1547. NGC AU-53. Dav-9419; MB-65.
Boldly struck and very attractive, this lovely survivor exhibits nicely
detailed intricate motifs displaying beautiful old cabinet patina with
plenty of remaining luster in the protected areas. In terms of quality
and eye appeal, the present example is superior to many that come
to market and is sure to excite many advanced collectors. Though
this type appears with some frequency in lower conditions, examples
found above extremely fine are quite difficult to locate and should be
considered VERY RARE and highly desirable.
$3,500-$5,000
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Likely Unique Siege Issue from Magdeburg
Plated and Cited in Friedberg

40365
GERMANY. Magdeburg. Uniface 2 Ducats Klippe, 1551.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Fr-1531 (this coin plated and cited).
Dimensions: 25x24mm; Weight: 6.45 gms. Struck during the
siege of Magdeburg. Obverse: Maiden (personification of the
city) holding wreath and standing over city gate; IIII above, star
to left and right, date below. This handsomely struck RARITY
is quite likely unique, issued during the lengthy siege of the city
by forces of Prince Moritz of Saxony that ended in the city’s
surrender under honorable terms. This struggle resulted from

the city’s rejection of the “Interim” of Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V, which was intended to secure the sovereign rights of
Catholic Bishops and of prelates who accepted the Reformation
as part of an attempted negotiated end to religious wars in the
Empire. A splendid example of the siege or “obsidional” coins
of this turbulent era, and undoubtedly unrivaled in the realm
of world Gold coinage.
$50,000-$75,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2685.
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40366
GERMANY. Mainz. Ducat, 1795-IL IA. Friedrich Karl Joseph von
Erthal. PCGS MS-63 Prooflike Gold Shield. Fr-1682; KM-410.
Arms on Reverse type. Scintillating quality, this Ducat was produced
with extreme reflectivity in the fields and frosted designs that impart a
bold cameo appearance. Considering the appearance, a coin that will
undoubtedly bring significant pride of ownership to the next collector
who possesses it.
$2,500-$3,500

40369
GERMANY. Nurnberg. Taler, 1627. Free City (in the name of Ferdinand II). PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-5636; KM-52. This nicely
preserved and lustrous example boasts a strong even strike with bold
devices and much remaining brilliance in the protected areas. The
lovely rich mottled patina offers much originality and is pleasing to
the eye sure to see spirited bidding from discerning collectors.
$700-$1,000

40367
GERMANY. Mecklenburg-Schwerin. 5 Mark, 1915-A. Berlin Mint.
PCGS PROOF-64 Gold Shield. Dav-731; KM-341; J-89. Struck to
commemorate Mecklenburg-Schwerin’s 100th anniversary as a Grand
Duchy. Fully toned, this near-Gem example displays an interesting mixture of mostly orange and red tone over reflective surfaces on both sides.
$1,600-$2,000

40370
GERMANY. Nurnberg. Ducat, 1806-ER. PCGS MS-63 Prooflike
Gold Shield. KM-416; Fr-1919. Issued to commemorate the Peace
of Pressburg. An exceedingly brilliant and lustrous piece, issued in
medallic rotation and highly prized for its charming engraving and
utter scarcity, particularly in so elite a level of preservation.
$4,000-$5,000

40371

40368
GERMANY. Munster. Taler, 1661. Christof Bernhard von Galen.
PCGS AU-58+ Gold Shield. Dav-5603; KM-75. This nicely preserved,
gently circulated and very attractive survivor exhibits a bold strike
with good definition of the fine details displaying rich mottled patina
that complements the lovely motif. Somewhat of an available type,
but seldom encountered in the high state of preservation and as such
should be highly coveted and sought after by collectors.

GERMANY. Ottingen. Taler, 1546. Karl Wolfgang, Ludwig XV &
Martin. NGC MS-62. Dav-9618. Undoubtedly one of the most attractive examples of the type, this charming piece presents blast white surfaces with a subtle golden tone near the peripheries. Additionally, the
strike is rather strong, with just a hint of central weakness.
$1,000-$1,500

$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
Ex: Superior Galleries (12/1991) Lot # 1961.
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40372
GERMANY. Passau. Taler, 1703-SEIZ/MF. Johann Philipp. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-2518; KM-47. This beautifully toned
survivor offers much originality displaying rich mottled gray patina
with areas of richer coloration in the legends and devices adding to is

pleasing appearance. Clearly an example that sat for a prolonged time
undisturbed creating a visually appealing representative of the type that
is sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection that it enters.
$1,000-$1,500

40373
GERMANY. Prussia. Centennial of Prussia Silver Medal, 1801. NGC
PROOF-63. Sommer-A76. Weight: 68.9 gms. By Friedrich Wilhelm Loos.
Busts of Kings Friedrich I, Friedrich Wilhelm I, Friedrich II the Great,
Friedrich Wilhelm II, Friedrich Wilhelm III under radiant star, legend
around; Reverse: Mythological gods and muses hail seated Borussia, legend
around, single line inscription and date in exergue. A lovely and eye-

catching example that is far superior to what is normally encountered of
this somewhat scarce medal and should be considered RARE and desirable
in this state of preservation. This handsome piece boasts a strong strike
with bold intricate high relief devices and hard flashy fields while beautiful,
mottled cabinet patina add to its pleasing appearance.
$700-$1,000

40374
GERMANY. Prussia. 20 Mark, 1913-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS
PROOF-63 Cameo. Fr-3831; KM-537; J-253. A great type featuring
Emperor Wilhelm II—also the king of Prussia—in a military uniform.
Dazzlingly lustrous and ceaselessly brilliant, with just a few lightly
scattered marks in the fields.
$1,500-$2,000

40375
GERMANY. Prussia. 5 Mark, 1913-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS
PROOF-63 Gold Shield. Dav-791; KM-536; J-114. This nicely preserved and attractive survivor exhibits bold frosty devices with hard
flashy surfaces displaying rich smoky gray patina somewhat subduing
its brilliance.
$700-$1,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Impressive Low Mintage 10 Ducats

40376
GERMANY. Regensburg. 10 Ducats, ND (1705-11). Joseph
I. NGC EF Details—Mount Removed. Fr-2484; KM-227.
Reported Mintage: 27, though it is believed that there are only 2
known. Heart-shaped city Arms in elaborate garlanded frame,
“MONETA * REIPVBLICAE * RATISBONENSIS *”; Reverse:
Imperial crown over nimbate double eagle, orb between the
heads, large-letter title “* IOSEPHVS * D. G * ROM. IMP. SEMP.
AVG.”. A boldly struck massive early 18th century gold issue
displaying an attractive imperial motif with good definition
of the details. Evidence of being removed from jewelry long
ago, but not immediately noticeable blending with the rest of
the coin. The golden surfaces display rich mottled patina with
tantalizing hints of paler red.
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Joseph was a sensible and conciliatory ruler whose great
military commander Prince Eugene of Savoy inflicted defeats
on the French King Louis XIV. His reign was brief but generally
successful before his death of smallpox in April 1711. The loyal
Free City of Regensburg created this sumptuous tribute, a coin
whose face value represented a startling amount of money when
it was struck and was almost certainly intended for presentation
to some very high dignitary.
$35,000-$50,000
Ex: Stack’s Auction (1/2008) Lot # 2750.
Ex: Auktionshaus Meister & Sonntag Auction # 2 (9/2004) Lot # 2365.
Ex: UBS Gold & Numismatics Auction # 53 (1/2002) Lot # 1029.
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40377
GERMANY. Regensburg. Ducat, ND (1745-65). PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. Fr-2538; KM-306. Bright throughout, this Mint State example
features an ornate bust of Holy Roman Emperor Francis I surrounded
by extremely coarse dentils around the edges. The reverse design, depicting the city of Regensburg, is the reason for this Ducat’s enduring
popularity however, as the complex rendering transcends numismatics and enters the realm of art. In this grade, which is tied for the finest
seen by PCGS, a coin that is sure to inspire significant bidder competition.
$4,000-$5,000

40379
GERMANY. Reuss-Lobenstein-Ebersdorf. 2 Talers, 1840-A. Berlin
Mint. Heinrich LXXII. NGC MS-62. Dav-805; KM-5. This bright
and lustrous survivor exhibits bold frosty intricate devices and brilliant surfaces with much flash displaying light mottled russet patina.
This wholesome looking example catches the eye and is sure to be a
welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,500-$2,500

40378
GERMANY. Reuss-Gera. Taler, 1635. Lobenstein Mint. Heinrich
II “the Posthumous”. NGC MS-62. Dav-7312; KM-58. Mintage: 257.
Struck following the death of the count, this interesting taler can be
seen as a posthumous issue of “the Posthumous,” as Heinrich’s nickname was acquired owing to the fact that he was born after the death
of his father and predecessor, Heinrich I. Deeply toned, with a muted
brilliance and just a hint of cabinet friction, this type is VERY RARE
and one which we have not offered in the past. Immensely attractive.
Reuss-Gera was a splinter of the principality of Reuss, in turn a splinter
of Thuringia. All of the males of the house of Reuss were named Heinrich.
The last prince, Heinrich XXVII, abdicated in 1918.

40380
GERMANY. Reuss-Obergreiz. 2 Talers, 1844-A. Berlin Mint. Heinrich XX. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. Dav-797; KM-105. This wholesome, gently circulated survivor offers a bold strike with frosty devices. Light attractive gray tone with areas of richer coloration amongst
the devices offers a pleasing appearance. A nice-looking representative
of this popular type sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,000-$1,500

$3,000-$4,000
Ex: Zander Collection.

40381
GERMANY. Saxe-Old-Gotha. Taler, 1615. Saalfeld Mint. Johann
Casimir & Johann Ernst II. PCGS AU-58. Dav-7429; KM-17. Choice
for the grade, this early Taler present strong flash in the fields and
bright rainbow coloration around the edges on both sides. About as
appealing as one could possibly expect for the type.
$1,250-$1,500
Ex: Hesselgesser Collection.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40382
GERMANY. Saxony. Taler, 1552. Annaberg Mint. Moritz. PCGS MS63 Gold Shield. Dav-9787; MB-118. The single second finest certified of
the date on the PCGS population report, only one finer (MS 64). Boldly
struck and quite attractive, this lovely survivor is vastly superior than
normally encountered for this type with well defined intricate devices,

lustrous surfaces and light mottled soft to medium gray patina offering
much originality and eye appeal. A rather abundant type found various
conditions, but is very elusive in this high state of preservation and
should be considered VERY RARE and highly desirable.
$2,000-$4,000

40383
GERMANY. Saxony. Ducat, 1630. Dresden Mint. Johann Georg I.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Fr-2702; KM-420; Whiting-113. Weight:
3.47 gms. Struck to commemorate the centennial of the Augsburg
Confession. Incredible quality for the type, this shimmering near-Gem

offers a razor sharp strike and great luster in the fields. Not surprisingly,
this example is the finest seen at PCGS.
$4,000-$6,000

40384
GERMANY. Saxony. Taler, 1648-CR. Johann Georg I. NGC MS65. KM-425; Dav-7612. Stunningly fresh, this Gem survivor displays
intense luster in the fields with a touch of golden tone around the outer
edges. Considering the premium appearance, a coin that could have
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easily received an even higher grade. Truly an item fit for a world-class
collection!
$2,000-$3,000
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40385
GERMANY. Saxony. Taler, 1711-ILH. Dresden Mint. Friedrich
August I. NGC MS-63. Dav-2655; KM-803; Schnee-1011. Tied for
second finest certified with three other examples on the NGC population
report, only two finer (MS-64). Issued for the elector’s term as vicar of
the empire. Boldly struck and lustrous, this choice uncirculated example
boasts frosty intricate devices with satiny luster on the obverse while the

reverse displays more reflectivity. A thin veneer of tone complements
this classic motif with areas of richer coloration near the edges adding
to its pleasing appearance. A type that appears on the market with much
frequency, but is seldom encountered in this elite state of preservation
destined to pique the interesting of discerning collectors.
$2,000-$3,000

40386
GERMANY. Saxony. Taler, 1779-IEC. Dresden Mint. Friedrich
August III. PCGS MS-64+ Gold Shield. Dav-2690; KM-992.1. The
single finest certified of the date on the PCGS population report.
Convention Taler. Dripping with originality, this incredible survivor
offers great eye appeal displaying rich patination that complements
the intricate design features. The smooth lustrous surfaces showcase a

plethora of hues in the protected areas while the open fields are a bit more
subtle adding a nice contrast to this lovely piece. This ever-popular type
appears on the market in a wide range of grades with much frequency,
but seldom becomes available in this elite state of preservation and
should be considered VERY RARE and highly desirable.
$1,000-$1,500

40387
GERMANY. Saxony. Taler, 1790-IEC. Dresden Mint. Friedrich
August III. NGC MS-65. Dav-2697; KM-1023. One of the finest seen
in the NGC census, this exceptionally pleasing Gem crown radiates
with argent appeal—its only toning coming in the form of a hint of

golden hues near a portion of the peripheries. Cartwheel luster yields
tremendous eye appeal when in hand.
$1,500-$2,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40388

40390

GERMANY. Saxony. 2 Talers, 1854-F. Dresden Mint. Friedrich August II. PCGS PROOF-65 Gold Shield. Dav-880; KM-1183. Struck to
commemorate the death of King Friedrich August II. Carefully kept
for ages, this commemorative type displays definite reflective qualities in the fields, while the designs are impressively crisp. A unique
and vivid mixture of tone that is situated mostly around the edges on
the obverse, and over the entirety of the reverse, suggests long-term
placement in a collector’s cabinet. As the only example of this type
designated as a proof by PCGS, and the finest graded between PCGS
or NGC, a coin that is sure to prized for many more ages to come.

GERMANY. Schaumburg-Lippe. 2 Taler, 1857-B. Hannover Mint.
Georg Wilhelm. NGC PROOF-62. Dav-908; KM-38. Commemorating the 50th anniversary of the prince’s reign, this emission—incredibly difficult as a proof issue—has a scant mintage of just 2,000 piece as
business strikes, so it is unknown if the proof total is a portion of this
or its own mintage. In any event, a VERY RARE piece with tremendous mirrored brilliance in the fields and some deeper toning, composed of cobalt and golden-burgundy, mostly near the edges.
$1,250-$1,750

$3,000-$6,000

40391
40389
GERMANY. Saxony. 2 Talers, 1861-B. Dresden Mint. Johann. NGC
PROOF-65 Cameo. Dav-894; KM-1215. VERY RARE as a proof, this
double sized issue offers a tremendous cameo nature that is seemingly
underappreciated by merely designating it as ‘cameo.’ Meanwhile, a
burnished golden-cabernet tone strengthens as one approaches the
rims, and an intense mirroring to the fields simply dazzles the gaze of
the viewer. A revelation that should come as no surprise, this specimen
stands as the finest seen in the NGC census.

GERMANY. Schaumburg-Lippe. 5 Mark, 1904-A. Berlin Mint.
PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. Dav-911; KM-204; J-165. A fabulous representative of this issue, quite scarce in this elite designation despite
the seemingly large number of high-grade Crowns from larger German States in the same period. It has developed stunning and almost
brindled blue-russet tone and as such appoints itself a prize for the
discerning numismatist.
$2,400-$3,000

$3,000-$4,000
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Extreme Rarity Multiple Ducat

40392
GERMANY. Silesia-Liegnitz-Brieg. 5 Ducats, 1666 CBS.
Brieg Mint, Mint Master Christoph Bretschneider. Christian.
NGC AU Details—Mount Removed. Fr-3210; KM-508. An
EXTREMELY RARE two-year type that seldom appears on
the market. Tall armored bust right with long locks, Silesia and
Liegnitz titles; Reverse: Silesian eagle with crescent on its breast,
“BREGENSIS. E. WOLAVIENSIS”, date, CBS appears in an
oval below the tail. A well struck survivor on a broad flan with
wear consistent for the grade and intricate design features that
are bold and clear. Evidence of mount removal as indicated on

the NGC insert done expertly and hardly distracting. Despite
its shortcomings a wholesome and attractive example sure to
add depth to the next collection it enters.
This coinage dates to the golden age of Silesian independence
under scions of the ancient Polish dynasty of Piast. The Duchy
ultimately fell to the Habsburgs and was seized by Friedrich the
Great of Prussia and held in the teeth of his enemies in repeated
conflicts which devastated the region.
$35,000-$50,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2779.
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Struck on the 10th Anniversary of the Death of Karl I
Plated in Friedberg and Listed as Unique

40393
GERMANY. Silesia-Munsterberg-Oels. 3 Ducats, 1546.
Joachim, Heinrich III & Karl II. NGC VF-30. Fr-3232 (this
coin illustrated). Weight: 10.15 gms. Obverse: KAROLVS D
G DVX MVNSTERBERG, bust of the deceased Duke left,
wearing cap and elaborate collar; Reverse: IOACH HEN IO G
D MVNSTERB, coat-of-arms. A UNIQUE issue, this piece was
struck for the 10th anniversary of the death of Duke Karl I on
a thick planchet and from dies intended for a the single Ducat
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module. This extraordinary gold coin has seen its share of light
handling and shows a scattering of minor marks, but its status
as an ultimate Silesian RARITY makes any such characteristics
irrelevant. Issued by one of the last sovereign branches of this
pivotal Duchy, it has major historical as well as numismatic
significance. As no other specimen exists, the next collection
into which this piece enters will undoubtedly be unrivaled.
$50,000-$60,000
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Exceedingly Rare Reformation 2 Ducats Klippe

40394
GERMANY. Strasburg. 2 Ducats Klippe, 1617. NGC AU55. Fr-234a (under France); Whiting-91 var. (Ducat Klippe).
Diameter: 21mm; Weight: 6.7 gms. Commemorating the
Centennial of the Reformation. Obverse: IV / BILAEVM /
ARGENTORA / TENSE in four lines; all within floral border;
Reverse: POST / TENEBRAS / LVX (after the darkness, light)
in three lines; arabesque above; all within floral border. A
seemingly unique offering in this module, the present specimen

offers rich luster and radiance, along with little evidence of any
actual wear or handling. Boldly struck and intensely attractive,
this EXCEEDINGLY RARE piece is a must for the advanced
collection of coins and medals celebrating Martin Luther or the
Reformation.
$20,000-$25,000
Ex Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2577.
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Likely Unique Medallic Ducat with Noah’s Rainbow

40395
GERMANY. Strasburg. Gold Medallic Ducat, 1679. NGC
MS-63. Fr-Unlisted; GPH-737 var. (silver); Pax in NummisUnlisted. Diameter: 26mm; Weight: 3.43 gms. Commemorating
the Peace of Nijmegen. Obverse: Noah’s rainbow over pastoral
landscape; rising sun on the horizon; I.B.MOS.9.12 (and God
said, this is the token of the Covenant which I make between me
and you and every living creature… I do set my bow in the cloud…
and I will look upon it, that I may remember the everlasting
Covenant…, —adapted from Genesis); Reverse: “Den / Frid
und / Rettungswunder / schein / lasz ia O Strasburg / ewig dein
/ und deiner Kinder / denkmal sein” (let the marvel of peace

and rescue be forever thy monument and that of thy children, O
Strasburg) in eight lines. An INCREDIBLY RARE piece that
is likely unique, this medallic ducat celebrates the peace treaty
at Nijmegen (Nimwegen/Nimegue), which ended the FrancoDutch War. An assured cornerstone in any collection focused
upon ducats, peace medals, or Biblical iconography—especially
in this exceptionally choice, lustrous, and well struck state of
preservation.
$15,000-$20,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2579.

40396
GERMANY. Waldeck-Pyrmont. Taler, 1824-FW. Georg Heinrich.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. Dav-925; KM-133. Exceedingly alluring
and enchanting, this lightly handled crown retains intense originality
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and sports a pleasing iridescent tone as one approaches the peripheries.
Quite SCARCE to encounter in such an elevated state of preservation.
$700-$1,000
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Tantalizing 5 Mark from the Principality of Waldeck-Pyrmont

40397
GERMANY. Waldeck-Pyrmont. 5 Mark, 1903-A. Berlin
Mint. Friedrich I. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. Dav-930; KM192; J-171. Mintage: 2,000. The finest certified at PCGS and tied
with just one other at NGC, this stunningly attractive, wholly
superb Gem displays much of the original mint luster, especially
when cradled back and forth in one’s hand. An argent-steely

gray central area on the obverse yields to a deeper peripheral
tone composed of olive and burnished amber, while a subtle
violet nature dominates much of the reverse. An incredibly
captivating crown that will undoubtedly entice.
$12,000-$15,000
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A Potentially Unique Emission in Gold

40398
GERMANY. Wurttemberg. Gold Medallic 3 Ducats, ND
(ca. 1685-1725). PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. GPH-Unlisted;
cf. Cahn 69, lot 2172 (silver?). Diameter: 28mm; Weight: 10.37
gms. Possibly by C. Wermuth. On the topic of education and
upbringing. Obverse: ERGO, motherly figure standing facing,
instructing small boy who holds bow and fox by its tail; Reverse:
DURCH ZUCHT UND SCHMEICHELN (through upbringing
and instruction), small angel standing slightly left, holding
sword and guiding horse to left. A highly interesting and
EXTREMELY RARE topical medal, this type was attributed
to Wermuth in the Cahn catalog, where a similar example
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appeared in 1931, though at a weight of only 6 gms, leading
to this cataloger to believe that the latter piece was an issue in
silver (the catalog didn’t list a metal type, though the diameter
is the same as the present specimen—28mm). A wonderful
and artistic example that is likely unique and otherwise
unpublished save for its few auction appearances. Some minor
planchet waviness is noted, but it is nevertheless a charming
and engaging type.
$15,000-$20,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 2793.
Ex: Hess-Divo (10/2005) Lot # 443.
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40399
GERMANY. Wurttemberg - Stuttgart. Gold Medallic 1/4 Ducat
Klippe, ND (1750). Stuttgart Mint. NGC MS-62. Binder-31; Wurster-1872. An attractive and flashy medallic issue, featuring satiny, lustrous fields and a cameo nature most noticeable on the rearing horse.
$800-$1,200

40400
GERMANY. Wurttemberg. 2 Gulden, 1825-W. Stuttgart Mint. Wilhelm I. NGC MS-65. Dav-952; KM-560; J-54. Type without signature
below bust. An EXTREMELY RARE type, this example represents the
only such specimen seen at NGC. Incredibly difficult to encounter, let
along in such an elevated, Gem-like state of preservation, this crown
undoubtedly will delight and will elicit a great deal of enthusiasm on
account of its paucity on the market.
$1,500-$3,000

40401
GERMANY. Empire. Nickel 1/2 Mark Pattern, 1916-J. Hamburg
Mint. NGC MS-62. cf. KM-17. Sharply struck with shallow gleaming
surfaces, as is common of types struck in nickel. Upon close inspection, the grade seems rather conservative, with limited handling of any
significance appearing over either side. In this nickel format, a VERY
RARE item, with only 4 known to German auction house Kunker. As
such, a coin that will surely garner much attention from the astute,
rarity-focused collector.

40402
GERMANY. Empire. Zeppelin Visits Nuremberg Silver Medal,
1909. PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. Kaiser-327. Mintage: 102.
By H. Ströbel. Obverse: Zeppelin and hot air balloon over detailed
city-view with people gathering; Reverse: Inscription beneath garland
with legend around. A RARE medal, and among the most elegant of
the period, with the civic scene displayed on the obverse having been
executed in painstaking fashion. Notable quality for the issue as well,
the surfaces display pleasing gray tone and very few of the grazes that
the matte finish is prone to. Similar in overall quality to an example
that was sold in a Meister & Sonntag auction in September 2007 for
€1,000 Hammer (approximately $1,400 USD hammer at the time).
Undoubtedly elite, this medal should speak loudly to the collector with
a fascination in early aviation.
$700-$1,000

$1,100-$1,500
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40403
GERMANY. Empire. Death Reigns over the World Cast Iron Medal,
1916. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. The Art of Devastation, p. 260,
no. 56; Frankenhuis-1505. Diameter: 70mm; Weight: 80.22 gms. By W.
Eberbach. Totentanz (Dance of Death) series. Obverse: DIE - LETZTE
- GROSSMACHT (the last great power), Death, with head lowered and
legs crossed, seated facing upon the globe in attitude of dominance;
Reverse: - I - M - DEM - / SCHÜRGEIST / DES - WELTBRANDS /
DEM - SIEBENTEN / KING - EDWARD / 1916 (to his Royal Highness,
King Edward VII, inciter of world conflagration) in six lines; all within
decorative border of stars and crescents. Edge: Plain. Deep steel gray
surfaces, with lighter gray highlights.
Similar to the satirical medallic issues of Karl Goetz, Walther Eberbach
was inspired by the events of World War I to create a series of rather
morbid medals to propagandize the German war effort. The theme upon
which he decided to focus was the Totentanz, or “Dance of Death.” This
series of issues, a divergence from the ephemeral topic of vanitas, portrayed
Death as a skeleton, quite gleefully taking joy in the demise of his enemies-
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the allied powers-rather than a subtle reflection upon life and death.
This frank morbidity is expressed by Eberbach himself in a letter to Julius
Menadier, in which he writes “...I want whoever holds the pieces in their
hands years later to be overcome by the shudder grimness.” It’s safe to say
that, in this desire, Eberbach was astoundingly successful.
In this medal, Eberbach places the blame for the war at the feet of the
former British king, Edward VII. Edward had a rather icy relationship with
the German emperor, Wilhelm II-his nephew. Wilhelm’s mother, Victoria,
was a sister to Edward, and about the only British family member for
whom Wilhelm had a positive view was his grandmother, Queen Victoria.
Following the latter’s death in 1901 and the accession of Edward, these
familial ties became strained, worsening throughout the first decade of the
20th century. By the time of Edward’s death in 1910, the gathering which
took place would be one of the final among the royal houses of Europe, as
many would be dead or deposed by the war’s conclusion at the end of 1918.
$700-$1,000
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40404
GERMANY. Empire. Death Chokes Italy Cast Iron Medal, 1916.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. The Art of Devastation, p. 263, no.
59; Frankenhuis-1499. Diameter: 69mm; Weight: 93.72 gms. By
W. Eberbach. Totentanz (Dance of Death) series. Obverse: FÜR LATEINISCHE - BUNDES - / TREUE / 1915 / TRIENT 1916 FRIAUL
(for Latin loyalty 1915, Trentino 1916 Friuli), Death on its knees facing
slightly left, choking the Lupa Romana (representing Italy); Reverse:
Legend in five lines: AN / SIDNEY / SONNINO / DEN - REDEGE /
WANDTEN (to Sidney Sonnino, the eloquent one); all within scaled
polylobe. Edge: D S 84 33. Deep steel gray surfaces, with lighter gray
highlights.
Similar to the satirical medallic issues of Karl Goetz, Walther Eberbach
was inspired by the events of World War I to create a series of rather
morbid medals to propagandize the German war effort. The theme upon
which he decided to focus was the Totentanz, or “Dance of Death.” This
series of issues, a divergence from the ephemeral topic of vanitas, portrayed
Death as a skeleton, quite gleefully taking joy in the demise of his enemies-

the allied powers-rather than a subtle reflection upon life and death.
This frank morbidity is expressed by Eberbach himself in a letter to Julius
Menadier, in which he writes “...I want whoever holds the pieces in their
hands years later to be overcome by the shudder grimness.” It’s safe to
say that, in this desire, Eberbach was astoundingly successful.
After initially joining World War I one the side the Triple Alliance/Central
Powers, Italy, under her foreign minister, Sidney Sonnino, signed the
Treaty of London in secret, which saw her switch sides and join the allied
powers. Additionally, should the allies be successful, the treaty included
plans to dismantle the Austro-Hungarian Empire, at least in part to
Italy’s benefit. The suggestion of this medal is that Italy (represented by the
Lupa Romana-the fabled she-wolf that suckled the twins, Romulus and
Remus) was receiving her payback for signing such a treaty, namely in
the battering which she suffered at the hands of Austria-Hungary in the
Trentino Offensive/Battle of Asiago in May-June 1916.
$700-$1,000
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40405
GERMANY. Empire. Death Watches the Sinking of the RMS
Lusitania Cast Iron Medal, 1916. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. The
Art of Devastation, p. 264, no. 60; Frankenhuis-1497. Diameter: 69mm;
Weight: 68.78 gms. By W. Eberbach. Totentanz (Dance of Death)
series. Reverse: HEIMTÜCKE - U - GEWARNTER - LEICHTSINN
- AN - BORD - D - LUSITANIA (malice and forewarned recklessness
on board the Lusitania), Death standing over the sinking Lusitania in
taunting stance; Reverse: DEM / VERÄCHTER / DER - WARNUNG /
WOODROW / WILSON / 1916 (to the despiser of warnings, Woodrow
Wilson) in six lines within scalloped polylobe. Edge: DS 106 59. Deep
charcoal gray surfaces, with a pleasing matte nature; some light graphite
near the elbows of the skeleton.
Similar to the satirical medallic issues of Karl Goetz, Walther Eberbach
was inspired by the events of World War I to create a series of rather
morbid medals to propagandize the German war effort. The theme upon
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which he decided to focus was the Totentanz, or “Dance of Death.” This
series of issues, a divergence from the ephemeral topic of vanitas, portrayed
Death as a skeleton, quite gleefully taking joy in the demise of his enemiesthe allied powers-rather than a subtle reflection upon life and death.
This frank morbidity is expressed by Eberbach himself in a letter to Julius
Menadier, in which he writes “...I want whoever holds the pieces in their
hands years later to be overcome by the shudder grimness.” It’s safe to
say that, in this desire, Eberbach was astoundingly successful.
This haunting piece recounts the sinking of the Lusitania from the German
perspective, denying their responsibility and instead placing it upon US
president Woodrow Wilson. The contents on board (referenced on the
obverse) are an allusion to the munitions which the Lusitania was secretly
carrying-a violation of the warnings issued in February 1915.
$700-$1,000
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40406
GERMANY. Empire. Death & The Irish Easter Rising Cast Iron Medal,
1916. CHOICE GEM UNCIRCULATED. The Art of Devastation,
p. 265, no. 61; Frankenhuis-1495. Diameter: 69mm; Weight: 60.42
gms. By W. Eberbach. Totentanz (Dance of Death) series. Obverse: MAISTRAUSS - VON - DER - GRUENEN - INSEL - 1916 - (May flowers
from the Emerald Island), Death, wearing sailor cap, holding bouquet
of flowers, and smoking a pipe, seated right on gravestone inscribed
HOME / RULE / -R-I-P- in three lines; Reverse: - DEM - GENERAL MAXWELL - DEM - / —- TOTENGRÄBER IRLANDS — (to General
Maxwell, Ireland’s gravedigger), Celtic harp pierced by shovel, the spade
of which is adorned with the Irish coat-of-arms. Edge: Plain. Flawless
deep gray surfaces. INCREDIBLY RARE this alluring and attractive.
Similar to the satirical medallic issues of Karl Goetz, Walther Eberbach
was inspired by the events of World War I to create a series of rather
morbid medals to propagandize the German war effort. The theme upon
which he decided to focus was the Totentanz, or “Dance of Death.” This

series of issues, a divergence from the ephemeral topic of vanitas, portrayed
Death as a skeleton, quite gleefully taking joy in the demise of his enemiesthe allied powers-rather than a subtle reflection upon life and death.
This frank morbidity is expressed by Eberbach himself in a letter to Julius
Menadier, in which he writes “...I want whoever holds the pieces in their
hands years later to be overcome by the shudder grimness.” It’s safe to
say that, in this desire, Eberbach was astoundingly successful.
Home Rule was a cause which Ireland championed in her effort to gain
freedom from Great Britain-Ireland having long since been under English
rule. Seeing an ally in that they shared an enemy, Germany supported
Ireland’s cause, both in concept and in arms. The Easter Rising in Dublin
was an armed insurrection from 24-30 April 1916 in which rebels took up
arms against British rule. The uprising was quelled under the command
of General Sir John Maxwell, who ordered the executions of many of the
rebellion’s leaders shortly thereafter in May.
$700-$1,000
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40407
GERMANY. Empire. Death Mowing down Russian Refugees Cast
Iron Medal, 1916. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. The Art of Devastation,
p. 266, no. 62; Frankenhuis-1498. Diameter: 68mm; Weight: 84.47
gms. By W. Eberbach. Totentanz (Dance of Death) series. Obverse: VÄTERCHEN - SORGT - FÜR - DIE - SEINEN - (the little father cares
for his people), Death, wearing papakha (Russian fur cap) looming over
crowd of refugees with scythe; Reverse: DEM / FRIEDENSCZAR / NICHOLAS - II - / V. RUSSLAND in four lines; flower below; all within
pentagonal border in the form of vertebrae. Edge: GUSS AKT. GES.
GLADENBECK. D S 85 7. Charming deep steel gray surfaces, with
lighter gray highlights.
Similar to the satirical medallic issues of Karl Goetz, Walther Eberbach
was inspired by the events of World War I to create a series of rather
morbid medals to propagandize the German war effort. The theme upon
which he decided to focus was the Totentanz, or “Dance of Death.” This

40408
GERMANY. Weimar Republic. 5 Mark, 1927-F. Stuttgart Mint.
PCGS PROOF-66+ Deep Cameo Gold Shield. KM-55; J-329. Struck
to commemorate the 450th anniversary of Tubingen University. A dazzling proof issue, this example offers a rather enticing cameo nature
through its highly frosted devices and exceptionally mirrored fields.
Tremendous eye appeal is on full display.
$800-$1,200
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series of issues, a divergence from the ephemeral topic of vanitas, portrayed
Death as a skeleton, quite gleefully taking joy in the demise of his enemiesthe allied powers-rather than a subtle reflection upon life and death.
This frank morbidity is expressed by Eberbach himself in a letter to Julius
Menadier, in which he writes “...I want whoever holds the pieces in their
hands years later to be overcome by the shudder grimness.” It’s safe to
say that, in this desire, Eberbach was astoundingly successful.
Following the massive defeat at Tannenberg on the Eastern Front, Russian
resolve for the war effort waned greatly, with their losses eventually
reaching 1.5 million. At home, food prices soared and shortages were
common. The civil and political unrest caused them to withdraw from the
war, and ultimately led to the abdication of the czar, Nicholai II, and his
execution, along with that of the entire Romanov ruling family.
$700-$1,000

40409
GERMANY. Weimar Republic. 5 Mark, 1930-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS
PROOF-66 Cameo Gold Shield. KM-68; J-343. An ever-popular aviation type celebrating the world-touring flight of the German-produced
Zeppelin, this proof issue offers flashy argent surfaces sporting a hint
of subtle golden toning. Tremendously dazzling and alluring, and one
that should generate great attention and focus.
$1,500-$2,500
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40410
GERMANY. Weimar Republic. 5 Mark, 1930-J. Stuttgart Mint.
NGC PROOF-67 Cameo. KM-68; J-342. RARE quality for this iconic
type, displaying dappled apricot tone in the centers of the obverse with
some soft multicolored hues around the outer edges. On the reverse,
the centers remain tone-free with gold tone appearing at the edges. As
the grade suggests, the surfaces appear to remain in immaculate quality, and delicate frost on the designs imparts a cameo appearance. The
single finest graded by NGC to date, and undoubtedly one of the finest
examples of this issues extant.
$3,000-$4,000

40412
40411
GERMANY. Weimar Republic. 3 Mark, 1928-D. Munich Mint.
PCGS PROOF-66 Gold Shield. KM-59; J-334. Struck for the 1,000th
anniversary of the founding of Dinkelsbuhl. This delightful example,
presenting full Gem quality and stunning radiance, also features a subtle frosting to the devices along with a charming yet subtly burnished
hue near the peripheries.

GERMANY. Federal Republic. Hudson Expedition 350th Anniversary Medallic Gold 20 Ducat, 1959. NGC PROOF-65 Ultra Cameo.
KMX-M69. Diameter: 49.5mm; Weight: 69.85 gms. AGW: 2.1739 oz.
Struck in commemoration the 350th anniversary of Henry Hudson’s
naval expeditions that centered around North America and more specifically, the New York metropolitan area. A modern RARITY, this is
the first example in this weight that we have seen.
$4,000-$5,000

$1,000-$1,500

GHANA

40413
GHANA. Group of Ashanti Geometric Weights (Approximately 100
pieces), ND (ca. 18th-20th Centuries). Average Grade: VERY FINE.
Opitz-pg. 375. Approximate Weight: 8-12 grams each. A wholesome
gathering of gold weights made in brass, all are the same type in varying
weights. All have varied patina with most have varying degrees of minor

earthen deposits. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward
the diligent bidder. SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$600-$800
Sold by the Yale University Art Gallery for the benefit of acquisition funds or the
Numismatic Collection.
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40416
40414
GHANA. Group of Ashanti Geometric Weights (Approximately
109 pieces), ND (ca. 18th-20th Centuries). Average Grade: VERY
FINE. Opitz-pg. 375. Approximate Weight: 8-12 grams each. A wholesome gathering of gold weights made in brass, all are the same type in
varying weights. All have varied patina with most have varying degrees of minor earthen deposits. Close personal inspection is advised
and will reward the diligent bidder. SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

GIBRALTAR. Gibraltar - Spain. 2 Bits (Pistareen), ND (1754-72).
NGC EF-45. KM-8 (Martinique); Prid-8 (Dominica). Weight: 5.448
gms. Type II heart-shaped central cut out on a 1725-S J 2 Reales of
Philip V from Spain (KM-307; Calico-1427). An excellent host coin,
with all details sharp and a pleasing tone, along with a well executed
cut out.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.
Ex: John Work Garrett Collection.

$600-$800
Sold by the Yale University Art Gallery for the benefit of acquisition funds or the
Numismatic Collection.

GIBRALTAR
40417
GIBRALTAR. Gibraltar - Peru. 2 Bits (Pistareen), ND (ca. 1761-64).
PCGS VF-25 Gold Shield. KM-13 (Martinique); Prid-18 (Dominica).
Weight: 5.41 gms. Type IV countermark: blunt heart-shaped cut-out
with ornamented edges; all on a 1755-LM JD Peru pillar 2 Reales of
Ferdinand VI. A fairly SCARCE and interesting colonial type, this series was originally assigned to Martinique in early literature—where it
still appears in KM—but has been reattributed to Gibraltar. A rather
pleasing example from this usually well-worn series displaying rich
old cabinet patina indicative of prolonged storage adding to its attractiveness and desirability.

40415
GIBRALTAR. Gibraltar - Mexico. 11 Bits (8 Shillings 3 Pence), ND
(ca. 1765). NGC VF-35. KM-20 (Martinique); Prid-16 (Dominica/
plate coin). Valued at Eight Shillings and Threepence, revalued to 10
Bitts in September 1798. Type III countermark: Small blunt heartshaped cut-out with ornamented edges, cut from the obverse on a
1743-Mo MF Mexico Pillar 8 Reales of Philip V. The cut is clean leaving strong impressions of the design from the bi-facial countermark.
This countermark type appears with some frequency on the market,
but seldom does this variation become available. This well-cared for
survivor displays lovely rich cabinet patina dripping with originality
and is pleasing to the eye. A real treat for countermark and West Indies
collectors alike to obtain a very difficult to locate issue destine for an
advanced high caliber collection.
$3,000-$4,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.

$2,000-$3,000

40418
GIBRALTAR. Gibraltar - Spain. Bit, ND (1731-64). NGC GOOD4. KM-2 (Martinique); Prid-9 (Dominica). Weight: 1.97 gms. Type II
large heart-shaped central cut out on a uncertain date Madrid mint
Real of Philip V from Spain. A very well handled host coin, with a
fairly large and bold cut out. RARE and highly pleasing.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.
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GREAT BRITAIN

40419
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (ca. 972-75). Chester Mint; Sideman,
moneyer. Eadgar. PCGS Genuine—Environmental Damage, EF
Details Gold Shield. S-1141; North-752. Reform Small Cross type. A
decently preserved example of this seldom encountered type exhibiting bold legends and rich slate patina struck on a slightly wavy flan.
Upon close inspection the surfaces do show light signs of surface granularity accounting for the detail designation. Despite its shortcomings
this type infrequently appears on the market sure to excite even advance collectors looking to obtain this sought-after issue.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40422
GREAT BRITAIN. Noble, ND (1356-61). London Mint; mm: Cross.
Edward III. PCGS Genuine—Damage, Unc Details Gold Shield.
S-1490. Fourth Coinage; Pre-treaty Period; Type G. Although unclear
upon initial inspection as to whether this is a ground or saltwater find,
this piece nevertheless displays a smattering of environmental damage
from the uneven copper content in the antiquated alloy over otherwise
sharp details and undisturbed fields.
$1,800-$2,400

40420
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1059-62). Lewes Mint; Oswold,
moneyer. Edward the Confessor. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. S-1182;
North-828. Hammer Cross type. A beautifully preserved survivor of
the type with bold well-defined devices displaying lovely light mottled
patina struck on a slightly wavy flan. This highly attractive representative is destined to catch the attention of quality conscious collectors
seeking choice examples.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40423
GREAT BRITAIN. Noble, ND (ca. 1361-69). London Mint. Edward III. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, Unc Details Gold Shield. S-1502;
North-1231; Fr-95. Weight: 7.63 gms. Saltire before monarchs name.
A nicely struck example on a broad flan with bold virtually complete
legends, save for a small section where the tops of the letters are off the
planchet at 11 on the obverse, and well-defined intricate devices. Upon
close inspection several thin well-hidden scratches are noticed in the
obverse legend at 7 accounts for the detail’s designation. Despite its
shortcomings this handsome survivor is pleasing to the eye displaying
lovely pale orange patina.
$3,000-$4,000

40421
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1062-65). London Mint; Wulfsige,
moneyer. Edward the Confessor. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-1183;
North-830. Facing Bust/Small Cross type. This highly attractive and
well-preserved survivor exhibits a bold strike with nicely defined design features and lovely rich cabinet patina. This wholly original looking example is sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it
enters.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40424
GREAT BRITAIN. Noble, ND (1361-69). Calais Mint. Edward III.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-1504; Fr-95; N-1235. Weight: 7.71 gms.
Fourth coinage, treaty period. Incredibly attractive and alluring, this
golden-yellow specimen dazzles with quality that is hardly ever encountered. The legends are complete and the strike is well centered, while
original brilliance radiates throughout. A slight die shift is noted on the
portrait of the king, though even this is rather light and unobtrusive.
$4,000-$6,000
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40428
40425
GREAT BRITAIN. Noble, ND (1422-30). London Mint. Henry IV.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-1799; Fr-112. Weight: 6.93 gms. Annulet
issue. Well-struck for the issue on a wonderfully broad planchet. The
beaded borders of the design module are almost fully present on both
sides and encapsulate excellent remaining detail overall accentuated
by flashy hints of residual luster.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Ryal, ND (1467-70)-Є. York Mint; mm: Lis.
Edward IV (first reign). NGC MS-64. S-1963; Fr-134. Weight: 3.79
gms. Firmly struck in the centers and highly lustrous throughout, this
is a clearly superior example of this fractional issue despite mild weakness in the legends.
$3,000-$3,600

$5,000-$6,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40429
40426
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/4 Noble, ND (1422-27). York Mint; mm: Two
Lis. Henry VI. NGC AU-53. S-1816; Fr-114; N-1422. Weight: 1.68
gms. Annulet issue. A fairly RARE issue, especially when encountered this attractive, the present piece offers a charming strike on a
full, round flan that has remained entirely original and problem free.
$1,500-$2,500

GREAT BRITAIN. Groat, ND (1453-54). London Mint; mm: Cross
Fleuree/-. Henry VI. NGC AU-53. S-1931; N-1514. Weight: 3.82 gms.
“Unmarked” issue. A SCARCE and desirable type that lacks any of the
usual markings on the obverse, this pleasantly struck and deeply toned
specimen dazzles with tremendous originality. An extra pellet is noted
in the inner quarters of the reverse below the CIVI and LON.
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$5,000-$7,000

40430

40427

$1,500-$2,500

GREAT BRITAIN. Angel, ND (1480-83). London Mint; mm:
Cinquefoil. Edward IV. NGC Unc Details—Obverse Damage.
S-2091; North-1626; Fr-139. An exceptional survivor of this scarce issue with a very unfortunate dig in the obverse just to the left of St. Michael. Despite the damage, the coin retains a great deal of allure, with
fully lustrous surfaces promoting sharply impressed hammer blows.

GREAT BRITAIN. Angel, ND (1495-98). London Mint; mm: Pansy.
Henry VII. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. S-2183; North-1696; Fr-151.
Weight: 5.06 gms. Type III, struck with new dies, angel with both feet
on dragon. This handsome and moderately handled survivor exhibits
a good strike with nice honest wear struck on a somewhat compact
flan. The surfaces display an attractive pale gold and orange coloration
adding to its pleasing appearance and originality sure to be a welcome
addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,500-$2,000
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40431
GREAT BRITAIN. Angel, 1504-5. London Mint; mm: Cross-Crosslet. Henry VII. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-2186; Fr-151. Weight:
5.12 gms. An attractively toned piece retaining traces of luster despite
some unevenness of strike.
$1,500-$2,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40434
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1551. London Mint; mm: У. Edward VI.
PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. S-2478; N-1933. A rather majestic and impressive crown, this wholesome, original specimen features an image
of the boy king upon a decorated horse, all while an olive-gunmetal
gray tone entertains the gaze of the viewer. One of the finest that one is
likely to encounter, this broad silver striking is exceeded in the PCGS
census by just three other examples.
$5,000-$7,000

40432
GREAT BRITAIN. Angel, ND (1505-09). London Mint; mm: Pheon.
Henry VII. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. S-2187; Fr-151. Weight: 5.20
gms. Highly appealing for the type with minimal evidence of circulation, this piece retains excellent detail and traces of luster throughout.
$2,400-$3,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40435
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1551. London Mint; mm: У. Edward VI.
PCGS Genuine—Repaired, VF Details Gold Shield. S-2478; Dav8245. Nicely detailed for this popular early Crown, however several
scratches as well as some surface granularity justify the “details” grade.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40433
GREAT BRITAIN. Angel, ND (1513-26). London Mint; mm:
Crowned Portcullis. Henry VIII. PCGS Genuine—Damage, AU
Details Gold Shield. S-2265; Fr-155. Weight: 5.00 gms. First coinage.
Obverse: Archangel Michael slaying dragon to lower right; Reverse:
Ship bearing coat-of-arms and cross; Һ to left, rose to right. A few light
nicks and a flan crack at 6h on the obverse, along with some minor flan
waviness. Nevertheless, very little handling is noted, with a good deal
of brilliance remaining as well.
$2,000-$3,000

40436
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1551-53). Southwark Mint; mm:
У. Edward VI. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. S-2482; N-1937. Third period, fine silver issue. Great quality for this hammered type, the present specimen is rather well struck and centered example, with overall
fine detail. A rich gray tone with some blue hues are noted throughout.
Pleasing and wholesome, it offers a great portrait of the boy king.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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40439

40437
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1551-53). London Mint; mm:
Tun. Edward VI. NGC EF-45★. S-2482; N-1937. A rather exceptional
example of this short-lived series, well-centered and struck with no
evidence of tooling or jewelry use, as is so often the case. A must have
for the serious collector of the Tudor series.
$700-$1,000

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Pound, ND (1567-70). London Mint; mm:
Coronet. Elizabeth I. PCGS Genuine—Holed, AU Details Gold
Shield. S-2520B; Fr-203; N-1982. Weight: 5.62 gms. Third & Fourth
issue. Obverse: Crowned bust left, wearing ruffled collar; Reverse:
Crowned coat-of-arms; E-R across field. A great overall example of
the type, this specimen exhibits hardly any evidence of handling all
while featuring a solid strike and a golden-orange tone, though a minor piercing that has since been filled is noted and accounts for the
designation.
$2,000-$4,000

40438
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Pound, ND (1560-61). London Mint; mm:
Cross-Crosslet. Elizabeth I. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. S-2520; Fr203; N-1982; Woodhead-738. Weight: 5.47 gms. Obverse: Crowned
bust left, wearing ruffled collar; Reverse: Crowned coat-of-arms, E-R
across field. Premium for the type, displaying full legibility in the legends and strong retained luster in the fields. Blushes of reddish-orange
tone on both sides absolutely contribute to the wholesome appearance
that is on display.
$8,000-$12,000
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40440
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, ND (1560-61). London Mint; mm:
Cross-Crosslet. Elizabeth I. NGC AU Details—Plugged. S-2522; Fr204; N-1983. Weight: 2.74 gms. Obverse: Crowned bust facing left in
simpler dress, ear covered with hair; Reverse: Crowned square topped
shield, “E” and “R” on both sides of shield. Pleasingly detailed with
significant original luster remaining in the fields.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Estate of Janet Calvert.
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A Stunning and Iconic “Fine-Gold” Sovereign of Elizabeth

40441
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign (30 Shillings), ND (158486). London Mint; mm: Scallop. Elizabeth I. NGC AU53. S-2529; Fr-209; N-2003. Weight: 15.13 gms. Sixth issue.
Obverse: ELIZABETH D G ANG FRA ET HIB REGINA,
Elizabeth, holding lis-tipped scepter and orb, seated facing on
ornate Gothic throne; all within tressure of arches; portcullis
with chains below; Reverse: A DNO FACTV EST ISTV DEI
EST MIRAB IN OCVLIS NRS’, coat-of-arms at center of Tudor

rose. A fabulous survivor of this highly sought after type, evenly
struck overall with minimal doubling in the legends and little
striking weakness evident in the centers. Of particular note,
this type is almost inevitably found in the market with mount
marks, repairs, or plugs from jewelry use and the present
offering is free of such blemishes. Superb!
$15,000-$20,000
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40444
40442
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, (160)1. London Mint; mm: 1. Elizabeth
I. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-2582; Dav-3757; KM-7; N-2012. Displaying an even strike with an attractive gray tone over the surfaces,
this crown from late in Elizabeth’s reign presents a pleasing overall
look. A wholesome and original specimen that is decidedly better than
is generally encountered for the type, and one which should undoubtedly elicit a strong bid.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, (160)1. London Mint; mm: 1. Elizabeth I. NGC AU-53. S-2583; KM-6; N-2013. This wholesome minor
exhibits a great deal of originality through its deep cabinet tone and
rather pleasing, well executed strike. Undoubtedly worthy of in-hand
admiration and a strong bid.
$3,000-$5,000

$8,000-$12,000

40445
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, (160)1. London Mint; mm: 1. Elizabeth I. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. S-2583; N-2013. Seventh issue.
Faintly doublestruck on the obverse with charming iridescence glittering amongst the legends.
$2,000-$2,600

40443
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, (160)1. London Mint; mm: 1. Elizabeth
I. NGC AU-53. S-2582; Dav-3757; KM-7; N-2012. Weight: 30.04 gms.
This impressive crown from late in the reign of Elizabeth offers an alluring cabinet tone and charming, well centered strike. The handling
is very minor and evenly spread, while some hints of brilliance still
emanate from the protected areas. For completeness, a few planchet
stress marks are noted near the central portions, but are entirely consistent with the issue.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$6,000-$8,000
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High Grade James I Sovereign of 20 Shillings

40446
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign (20 Shillings), ND (160405). London Mint; mm: Lis. James I. PCGS AU-55 Gold
Shield. S-2609; Fr-226; KM-21; N-2066. Weight: 10.99 gms.
First coinage, second bust with decorated and ornate armor.
The single finest certified of the type on the PCGS population
report, none finer. A VERY RARE and popular large format
gold issue, the intricated central motifs are evenly struck with
good definition of the fine details, though a slight weakness

is noticed on the lower left of the reverse crown. The legends
are bold and complete with minimal signs of doubling on the
reverse with much remaining luster in the protected areas. A
very attractive representative of the type offering a pleasing
appearance and much originality sure garner much attention
from collectors.
$20,000-$30,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40447
GREAT BRITAIN. Double Crown, ND (1618-19). London Mint;
mm: Plain Cross. James I. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-2623; Fr235; KM-40. Weight: 4.92 gms. Second coinage; Fifth bust. A beautiful
example of this popular issue, exhibiting only moderate unevenness
of strike while retaining much of its original luster. Light handling is
present, as evidenced by the PCGS grade, along with a small number
of die maintenance marks as struck on this highly original piece.

40450
GREAT BRITAIN. Laurel, ND (1623-24). London Mint; mm: Lis.
James I. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, AU Details Gold Shield. S-2638b;
Fr-242; KM-75. Weight: 8.93 gms. Fourth head, very small ties. An attractive example of the issue despite some chasing along the bust and
toolmarks in the fields.
$800-$1,200

$3,600-$4,200

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40448
GREAT BRITAIN. Double Crown, ND (1612-13). London Mint;
mm: Tower. James I. PCGS Genuine—Graffiti, AU Details Gold
Shield. S-2623; Fr-235; KM-40. Second coinage; Fifth bust. Typically
weak in the centers for the type, but still retaining some luster with a
small graffito just to the front of James’ crown.
$800-$1,200
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40451
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, ND (1624). London Mint; mm: Trefoil.
James I. NGC EF-45. S-2664; Dav-3760A; KM-63. Weight: 29.96
gms. Third coinage. This nicely preserved survivor exhibits a bold
even strike and even wear displaying attractive rich pervasive cabinet
patina offering a pleasing appearance. Wholly original looking, this
example is sure to grab the attention of many collectors sure to see
spirited bidding.
$2,000-$3,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40449
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown (5 Shillings), ND (1606-07). London
Mint; mm: Scallop. James I. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-2624; Fr236; KM-34. Weight: 2.42 gms. Second coinage; First crowned bust. A
rather appealing representative of the issue, sharp along the peripheries with striking weakness increasing towards the obverse center.
$800-$1,200
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40452
GREAT BRITAIN. Unite, ND (1625). London Mint. Charles I.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. S-2685; Fr-246; KM-150. Weight: 9.01 gms.
First bust. Near-fully lustrous with even and faint tone throughout,
this specimen is a remarkable representative of the issue with minimal
planchet irregularity and finer central details than the endemically soft
strikes common to this type.
$3,000-$4,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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40453
GREAT BRITAIN. Unite, ND (1629-30). London Mint; mm: Lis.
Charles I. PCGS Genuine—Repaired, AU Details Gold Shield.
S-2687; Fr-246; KM-151.1. A still-lustrous example, very lightly circulated in the past with bright surfaces and a small repair noted by PCGS
upon the obverse.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40456
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, ND (1625). London Mint. Charles I.
NGC EF-45. S-2753; Dav-3761; KM-125; N-2753. Weight: 29.85 gms.
This handsome and well-preserved representative exhibits a bold
strike of the intricate devices with nice even wear primarily contained
to the high points. Lovely cabinet patina accentuates the design elements featuring dove coloration in the open areas and atop of the
devices while richer hues of gray are noticed in the protected areas
all complemented by a faint iridescent sheen. This attractive survivor
offers much originality with a pleasing appearance and would make a
great addition to many collections.
$2,000-$3,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40454
GREAT BRITAIN. Unite, ND (1631-32). London Mint; mm: Rose.
Charles I. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. S-2690; Fr-246; KM-152.
Weight: 9.20 gms. Group C; Third bust. An exceptional example of this
sought-after issue, with generally sharp detail for the type and copious
remaining luster. Highly desirable thus.
$3,000-$4,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40457

40455
GREAT BRITAIN. Double Crown, ND (1640-41). London Mint;
mm: Star over Triangle/Star. Charles I. NGC EF-40. S-2706; Fr-247;
KM-148; N-2177b. Weight: 4.38 gms. Group F, class II. A fairly RARE
type, this example features a star cut over a triangle on the obverse.
Evenly handled on each side, it remains highly original and with an
alluring deep golden-orange tone that tinges upon red-blue in areas.

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, ND (1630-32). London Mint; mm: Rose.
Charles I. NGC VF-35. S-2756; Dav-3762; KM-128. Weight: 29.77
gms. This wholesome looking survivor exhibits an even strike with
bold devices showing moderate signs of handling consistent for the
grade. The wear is even with much remaining details of the intricate
design elements displaying lovely rich cabinet patination with an iridescent sheen that transitions from hues of morning sunrise to fading dusky colors. Offering much originality, this attractive example is
pleasing to the eye sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection
it enters.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$1,000-$1,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40460

40458
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, ND (1634-35). London Mint. Charles
I. NGC VF-35. S-2758; Dav-3764; KM-130. Weight: 29.52 gms. This
nicely preserved and wholly original looking survivor offers bold intricate devices displaying very attractive gray patina with hints of luster
in the protected areas. The evenly worn surfaces exhibit signs of handling consistent for the grade with plenty of remaining detail in the
design elements. This handsome example is sure to catch the attention
many collectors and would make a nice addition to many numismatic
cabinets.

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1641-43). London Mint; mm:
uncertain (possibly triangle-in-circle). Charles I. NGC MS-63.
S-2799; KM-109; N-2231. Weight: 6.10 gms. Group F, type 4.4. Lustrous and boldly struck in spots, with a few areas of weakness. The
irregular edge has bitten into the legends, but the weight clearly indicates a full flan with no clipping. VERY RARE this wholesome and
without circulation.
$700-$1,000

$1,500-$2,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40461
GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, ND (1631-32). London Mint; mm:
small B and Flower/-. Charles I. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-2855;
N-2235; KM-164. Briot’s first milled issue. Presenting the elegant artistry and refined craftsmanship of Briot, this charming minor features
a deep gunmetal gray tone and some alluring underlying brilliance, all
while remaining free from handling and entirely without issue.
$800-$1,200

40459
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, ND (1633-38). London Mint; mm:
Portcullis. Charles I. NGC VF Details—Rim Damage. S-2759;
Dav-3764A; KM-131. Weight: 29.52 gms. Plume above shield. This
nicely preserved and handsome representative exhibits bold details,
even moderate wear and rich cabinet patina displaying and iridescent
sheen. Upon close inspection a few rim bruises and edge nicks are noticed accounting for the details designation and have long since toned
over. Despite its shortcomings an attractive and presentable survivor
sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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40464
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1644. Bristol Mint. Charles I. PCGS
VF-25 Gold Shield. S-3007; KM-214.20; N-2489. Shrewsbury plume
behind king. This decently preserved survivor exhibits a nice even
strike with bold devices and nearly complete legends, save a few small
flat areas where a couple of letters did not strike up; The central devices of the obverse are strong with good definition while the reverse
with strong legends is missing an insignificant amount of design in
the center. This richly toned example offers a pleasing appearance displaying mottled light gray to slate patina lending to its originality and
desirability.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40462
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Pound, 1642. Oxford Mint. Charles I. PCGS
EF-45 Gold Shield. S-2944; KM-235.7; Dav-3770; Brooker-868. This
wholly original looking survivor exhibits a bold strong strike with minor signs of doubling displaying lovely rich old cabinet patina with
areas of brighter coloration atop of the devices adding to is pleasing
appearance. This highly desirable type seldom appears on the market
and is sure to pique the interest of many collectors looking to obtain
this classic rarity.
$3,000-$5,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40465
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1644. Bristol Mint. Charles I. PCGS
VF-30 Gold Shield. S-3015; Brooker-996. Offering an attractive cabinet tone and a rather bold obverse strike, this minor, emanating from
late in the reign of Charles I, does exhibit some typical central strike
weakness on the reverse.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40463
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1645. Exeter Mint. Charles I. NGC VF30. S-3060; KM-132; N-2559. Weight: 28.14 gms. This wholly original
looking and crudely made issue exhibits a decent strike with plenty of
bold fine details, thin fine die brushing lines are noticed in sections
of the open areas and throughout the legends adding a bit of character and diagnostics. Displaying lovely pervasive cabinet patina with
iridescent hues that pop out when tilted in the light, this attractive
survivor offers good eye appeal and is sure to be a welcome addition to
the next collection it enters.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40466
GREAT BRITAIN. Newark (Besieged). Shilling, 1645. Charles I.
PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. S-3142; North-2640. Weight: 5.34 gms. An
immensely pleasing survivor of this crude necessity issue exhibiting
a bold strike with minor signs of handling consistent for the grade.
Beautiful old cabinet patina offers good eye appeal displaying rich gray
tone that is complemented by iridescent hues that pop out when tilted
in the light. Far nicer than normally encountered for this issue, the
present example is destined for a fine cabinet of a discerning collector.
$2,000-$3,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40467
GREAT BRITAIN. Newark (Besieged). Shilling, 1645. Charles I.
NGC VF Details—Bent. S-3143; KM-370.2; N-2640. Weight: 5.77
gms. Diamond shaped. Well struck and deeply toned. Although bent
at the bottom as the label states, it is not holed or soldered as is so often
seen.
$800-$1,200

40470
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1653. London Mint. Commonwealth.
NGC AU-53. S-3214; KM-392. Weight: 30.07 gms. A highly attractive
example of this ever-popular type, exhibiting a bold even strike and
light honest wear displaying lovely rich gray patina with underlying
luster in the protected areas adding to its pleasing appearance. Always
in demand, when examples of this issue are found in high states of
preservation their desirability is elevated by the pursuit of quality conscious collectors to obtain nice looking pieces for their numismatic
holdings.
$2,000-$3,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40468
GREAT BRITAIN. Pontefract (Besieged). Shilling, “1648” (struck
1649). Charles II (as King in pretense). NGC F-15. S-3151; KM383.2; N-2649. Weight: 4.86 gms. Octagonal shaped. Although rather
well worn as the grade level would indicate, this example is perfectly
centered on a fairly broad flan.
The reverse depicts an image of Pontefract Castle and commemorates
the siege endured by the royalists at this fortress in October 1648. Having held off Oliver Cromwell’s troops, they issued this type in the name
of Charles II, after the execution in London of his father on January 30,
1649. The legend reads “POST MORTEM PATRIS PRO FILIO,” or “after
the death of the father, [we are] for the son.”
$2,000-$3,000

40471
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1658/7. London Mint. Commonwealth
(Oliver Cromwell as Lord Protector). NGC AU-50. S-3226; KMD207. A handsome representative of this iconic type, evenly toned and
with few marks of note. Honest circulation wear is commensurate with
the grade and the die flaw across the drapery which would eventually
end the production of this series confirms originality.
$4,000-$5,000

40469
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1653. London Mint; mm: Sun. Commonwealth. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-3214; KM-392. Quite attractively toned, this wholesome specimen is free from issue save for a
minor planchet flaw near the rim. The wear is light and very even, and
the crown on the whole presents very elegantly. A great example from
this brief republican era under the Cromwells.
$2,000-$3,000
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40475

40472
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1658/7. London Mint. Commonwealth
(Oliver Cromwell as Lord Protector). PCGS Genuine—Cleaned,
AU Details Gold Shield. S-3226; KM-D207; Dav-3773. Firmly struck
with the overdate clear to even the naked eye, brightened in the past
and now retoned in appealing blues and russets. This infamous and
short-lived issue was struck only in the year Cromwell would lose his
grasp on power and his life.

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Guineas, 1670. London Mint. Charles II. NGC
AU Details—Obverse Cleaned. S-3328; Fr-281; KM-430.1. Some
lightly scattered marks on the obverse are noted, accounting for the
details designation, but this otherwise barely-handled large gold issue
offers a rather pleasing golden-rose tone with hints of brilliance and
pastel hues of burgundy throughout.
$6,000-$8,000

$3,600-$4,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40476
40473
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1658. London Mint. Commonwealth
(Oliver Cromwell as Lord Protector). PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.
S-3228; KM-A207; ESC-254. An exceptional survivor of this issue,
rare in this level of preservation with minimal handling and beautiful
tone deepening as the eye approaches the rims.
$3,000-$4,000

GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Guineas, 1677. London Mint. Charles II. NGC
AU-53. S-3335; Fr-284; KM-443.1. A VERY RARE offering, this enchantingly wholesome specimen features a deep golden-rose tone on
each side, with the obverse displaying a hint of a matte nature, and the
reverse offering up a great deal of brilliance. Tied with just one other
specimen for the only two seen at NGC for the date.
$5,000-$7,500

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40474
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, ND (1660-62). Charles II. PCGS AU53 Gold Shield. S-3303; Fr-279; KM-411. Weight: 2.22 gms. Deeply
toned and extremely scarce, this remarkable piece exhibits moderate
circulation beneath a rich patina of orange and lilac. Highly desirable
in nearly any level of preservation, this specimen calls for inclusion in
a moderately advanced cabinet.
$8,000-$10,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Terrific Looking Crown of James II

40477
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1687 Year TERTIO. London
Mint. James II. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. S-3407; Dav3779; KM-463. The sole finest certified Crown of James II on
the PCGS population report, none finer. Quality, rarity and
eye appeal, this lovely survivor boasts tremendous amounts of
originality. Obviously given great care, this classic world Crown
exhibits sharply struck well-defined devices with satiny luster
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and beautiful patina that is accentuated by a delicate iridescence
amongst the devices. Seldom encountered in uncirculated
condition, this superlative example ranks amongst the finest
known with few contenders in this Gem state of preservation.
An elite offering that destined for an advanced cabinet of fine
numismatic relics.
$8,000-$12,000
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40480

40478
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1687 Year TERTIO. London Mint.
James II. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3407; Dav-3779; KM-463.
Immensely attractive and ceaselessly captivating, this crown from the
soon-to-be-exiled Catholic James II exhibits a bold peripheral ring
of cobalt and violet on the obverse, while featuring more of a mixed
iridescence upon the reverse. Though the obverse die was somewhat
weak, it nevertheless presents a compelling overall look that demands
in hand inspection for total appreciation.
$4,000-$6,000

GREAT BRITAIN. Northamptonshire. Findon. America Bagerley
Brass 1/2 Penny Token, 1669. PCGS SPECIMEN-40 Gold Shield.
BW-152; W-22; SCBI-44 (Norweb)-3375a (this coin). Weight: 1.41
gms. Heart-shaped planchet with tree in center within beaded border,
legend around; Reverse: Denomination in three lines within beaded
border, legend and date around. This seldom encountered issue exhibits a bold strike with good definition of the fine details and are far
superior then normally encountered. A pleasing survivor of the type
displaying rich brassy patina with minor traces of verdigris on the obverse adding to its originality. A real treat for British token collectors
seeking tough to locate issues, especially early types that are quite elusive destined for an advanced cabinet.
$1,000-$1,500
Ex: Norweb Collection.

40481
40479
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1687 Year TERTIO. London Mint.
James II. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3407; Dav-3779; KM-463. A
wholesome example of the type, well-preserved with moderate planchet adjustments present as made.

GREAT BRITAIN. Guinea, 1689. London Mint. William & Mary.
NGC EF Details—Obverse Scratched. S-3426; Fr-303; KM-474.1. A
wholly original example of this popular issue, moderately circulated
with an unfortunate scratch across the neck of both monarchs.
$1,200-$1,800

$1,000-$1,500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Sublime “Fine Work” 5 Guineas of William III

40482
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Guineas, 1701 Year DECIMO TERTIO.
London Mint. William III. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield.
S-3456; Fr-310; KM-508. Plain Scepters variety. An absolutely
remarkable “Fine Work” issue of William III as sole monarch,
beautifully produced with all but the most minute of details
realized in the exacting strike. The surfaces are wholesome
overall, with much remaining luster accentuating the honeyedantique tone present throughout. Faint ghosts of what appear

to be minor adjustments, as made, are noted across William’s
cheek but detract little from the originality of the piece and
its exceptional level of preservation. Sir Isaac Newton’s time
as mintmaster in this period exhibits superb work, rarely seen
before, as this offering presents an uncommon opportunity for
the advanced collector of the British gold series.
$45,000-$55,000

40484
40483
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1695 Year SEPTIMO. London Mint.
William III. PCGS MS-63+ Gold Shield. S-3470; Dav-3781; KM486. Verging upon prooflike status, this choice crown was struck just
after Mary’s death, making the Dutch-born king a widower. A golden-champagne tone accentuates its appeal, along with a solid overall
strike. Some light haymarking is noted, but rather typical for the era
and not at all obtrusive.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1700. London Mint. William III.
NGC MS-64. S-3494; KM-492.2. Steely gray with a subtle iridescence,
this exceptionally pleasing minor radiates with allure and even features some pullaway toning near the peripheries. For completeness,
some light haymarking is noted, but also highly typical of the coinage
for the era.
$1,000-$1,500

$4,000-$6,000
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40488
40485
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1698 Year DECIMO. London Mint.
William III. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3494; KM-492.2. This
lovely choice uncirculated representative exhibits bold frosty devices
with plenty of original mint luster, retaining much flash that pops out
when tilted in the light. The surfaces display light attractive mottled
gray patina with areas of richer coloration and hues of iridescence
adding to its pleasing appearance. It is of interest to note that many
silver issues from this era overwhelmingly exhibit hay marks or other
minor imperfections found on the planchet. The present piece does
show a few minor hay marks on both sides, but far less then normally
encountered. This handsome and original looking example offers good
eye appeal and is highly desirable sure to be a welcome addition to the
next collection it enters.

GREAT BRITAIN. Guinea, 1713. London Mint. Anne. NGC AU
Details—Obverse Graffiti. S-3574; Fr-320; KM-534. An attractive
representative of the type despite the graffito in the obverse field,
struck from somewhat aged obverse dies with light circulation wear
and evenly hued surfaces.
$1,200-$1,600

$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40489
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1707 Year SEPTIMO. London Mint.
Anne. NGC AU-55. S-3604; KM-525.1. A fairly circulated example of
this popular type, lightly worn across the high points with faint tone
deepening into the recesses.
$700-$1,000

40486
GREAT BRITAIN. Silver Farthing Pattern, 1699. London Mint.
William III. PCGS PROOF-64 Gold Shield. cf. S-3558; P-682; KM483.1a. An incredible specimen, this delightful near-Gem dazzles with
exceptional brilliance and a wholly pleasing argent appeal. Just one has
been graded finer in the PCGS census.
$1,250-$1,750
40490
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1708 Year SEPTIMO. London Mint.
Anne. PCGS MS-63+ Gold Shield. S-3604; KM-525.1. A choice minor, this highly original specimen features a deep, smoky gray hue,
with a pleasing melange of cobalt and burgundy as one moves from
the central areas. Attesting to the wholesome nature, the peripheral
iridescence has taken on a charming pullaway effect.
$2,000-$3,000

40487
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Guineas, 1709. London Mint. Anne. PCGS
AU-50 Gold Shield. S-3569; Fr-319; KM-531. First draped bust. A
wholesome example of this gold issue, warmly toned with hints of surviving luster peeking from within the protected areas of the design
recesses.
$6,000-$8,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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Extremely Rare Variety
with Hannover Arms Below Date

40493
40491
GREAT BRITAIN. Guinea, 1716. London Mint. George I. NGC EF
Details—Removed from Jewelry. S-3631; Fr-327; KM-546.1. Variety
with Hannover arms below date. Despite once having been used in
jewelry, significant highpoint detail remains, with surfaces that have a
brightened appearance from past usage in jewelry. A VERY RARE variety, which is simply listed as such in the Standard Catalogue of British Coins, this coin was produced in error and displays a 90 degrees
clockwise rotation on the reverse shield that results in the arms of
Hannover appearing at the date. One of only three pieces that appear
in archived auction results, this example falls into the middle of that
census, with the best, graded EF-40 by NGC, bringing 15,000 GBP
hammer in a 2017 sale, while an example with lesser detail and seemingly similar surfaces brought 5,800 GBP hammer (approximately
$7,500 hammer) in 2020 auction.

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1720/18 Year SEXTO. London Mint.
George I. NGC VF-25. S-3639; Dav-1345; KM-545.1. Large roses and
plumes in angles type. An honestly circulated example of this scarce
and boldly impressed overdate, bearing some expected surface marks
which generally blend into natural silvery-gray tone.
$1,000-$1,500

40494

$5,000-$10,000

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1723. London Mint. George I. PCGS
MS-65. S-3647; KM-539.3. First bust. South Sea Company issue. Tied
with just a small handful of others at this top spot in the PCGS census,
the present Gem radiates with alluring cabinet toning and some shimmering underlying brilliance. An incredible piece, and one that is not
likely to be rivaled anytime soon.
$1,000-$1,500

Fully Detailed 5 Guineas
of George II

40492
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1716 Year SECUNDO. London Mint.
George I. NGC AU Details—Obverse Tooled. S-3639; KM-545.1.
Well struck overall with appealing tone over the reverse, the obverse
fields here have been unfortunately smoothed, likely in an effort to
reduce the appearance of the annealing cracks so common to large
flans of this period.
$700-$1,000

40495
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Guineas, 1729 Year TERTIO. London Mint.
George II. PCGS Genuine—Repaired, Unc Details Gold Shield.
S-3663; Fr-332; KM-571.1.The inaugural year of this coveted issue, presented here having escaped any meaningful circulation and with some
smoothing attempted on the obverse around a number of bagmarks.
The unmodified surfaces retain attractive luster and have developed an
antique-honeyed tone. A highly desirable issue, even when certified in
the “Details” designation, and likely to elicit spirited bidding.
$10,000-$14,000
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The Largest Denomination from Britain’s First Proof Set

40496
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1746 Year VICESIMO. London
Mint. George II. PCGS PROOF-63+ Gold Shield. S-3690;
Dav-1351; KM-585.2. A proof-only type without LIMA below
the bust, this entrancing and exceptionally pleasing specimen
presents a deep, alluring cabinet tone with hues of cobalt and
burgundy, all while featuring some glistening brilliance in the

fields as well. Quite RARE and attractive, and undoubtedly
worthy of a rather intense bid.
$10,000-$15,000
Ex: Stetson University Collection (Bowers & Merena - 5/1993) Lot # 5161
(where it served as one of the cover coins).

40498

40497
GREAT BRITAIN. Guinea, 1773. London Mint. George III. PCGS
MS-61 Gold Shield. S-3727; Fr-354; KM-600. An elusive Mint State
example from the final year of the type, this piece displays strong remaining luster and a bold strike. Although subtle, orange gold tone
that clings to the legends add a dose of distinguishing character to the
overall appearance.

GREAT BRITAIN. Guinea, 1798. London Mint. George III. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3729; Fr-356; KM-609. Superb for the grade,
this Spade Guinea possesses beaming luster with alluring orange tone
at the edges. For the collector seeking a choice example to represent
the type, this coin should absolutely satisfy.
$1,500-$2,000

$2,000-$3,000
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40499
GREAT BRITAIN. “Military” Guinea, 1813. London Mint. George
III. NGC MS-64. S-3730; Fr-357; KM-664. A stunning near-Gem,
this final issue of the Guinea denomination possesses vibrant canary
yellow color that sparkles throughout with hints of complimentary
orange tone around the outer designs. Unquestionably RARE in this
quality, it is matched by a mere five examples in the NGC census, with
none having graded higher. With this elite level of eye appeal, a coin
that is sure to inspire intense competition from those who seek fine
British gold.
$6,000-$8,000

40503
GREAT BRITAIN. “Northumberland” Shilling, 1763. London
Mint. George III. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3742; KM-597. A
SCRACE and highly popular one-year type, this richly toned survivor
offers pleasing old cabinet patina over gently handled surfaces with
plenty of remaining luster in the protected areas. This charming example offers much originality and is sure to garner much attention
from collectors.
$800-$1,200
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40500
GREAT BRITAIN. “Military” Guinea, 1813. London Mint. George
III. NGC AU-58. S-3730; Fr-357; KM-664. Beautifully struck with
very mild circulation wear, the present offering exhibits ample mint
luster beneath old collection tone that tends towards iridescence along
the peripheries.
$3,600-$4,200

40504
GREAT BRITAIN. Bank Dollar (5 Shillings), 1804. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. George III. PCGS PROOF-63 Deep Cameo Gold
Shield. S-3768; KM-Tn1. Variety with “C.H.K” and inverted “K” in relief. A stunning example of this ever-popular type, with thickly frosted
devices set upon bright fields exhibiting traces of the 8 Reales legend
interspersed among the design lettering.
$1,800-$2,400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40501
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Guinea, 1801. London Mint. George III.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. S-3736; Fr-363; KM-649. Awesome quality for an issue oft-encountered quite handled, this near-Gem presents
glistening brilliance and an appealing golden-yellow hue. Tied at the
top spot in the PCGS census with just two other specimens.
$1,000-$1,500

40505
40502
GREAT BRITAIN. “Northumberland” Shilling, 1763. London
Mint. George III. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3742; KM-597; ESC2124. Scarce as a type, this specimen borders on rare in this exceptional state of preservation, attractively toned overall with a peppering
of tiny annealing flaws original to its production.
$1,500-$2,000

GREAT BRITAIN. Bank Dollar (5 Shillings), 1804. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. George III. PCGS PROOF-62 Gold Shield. S-3768; KMTn1. Highly reflective, this specially produced coin displays champagne-colored tone in the centers with traces of mauve and blue along
portions of the edges. Considering its status as a single-year emergency issue, a coin that remains in constant demand from collectors of
crown-sized types.
$2,000-$3,000

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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40509

40506
GREAT BRITAIN. Bank Dollar (5 Shillings), 1804. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. Geroge III. NGC MS-64. S-3768; KM-Tn1. Overstruck
on an 1800-03-LIMA IJ bust 8 Reales of Charles IIII (IV). The overstrike obliterated all but traces of the under-type leaving only enough
detail to attribute the host coin. Beautifully preserved, boldly struck
and lustrous this handsome near-Gem survivor displays crisp frosty
devices with smooth satiny surfaces that are complemented by light
attractive mottled patina. A choice example of the type with good eye
appeal sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.

GREAT BRITAIN. Gilt Copper Farthing Pattern, 1806. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. George III. PCGS PROOF-66 Cameo Gold Shield.
S-3782; KM-661a. Simply remarkable. This offering exhibits frosty devices possessed of needle-sharp detail set upon mirrored fields nearly
devoid of evident handling despite this coin’s age. A specimen welldeserving of attention from the discerning collector with only a single
example certified finer by PCGS.
$1,200-$1,800

$1,500-$2,500
40510
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1817. London Mint. George III. NGC
MS-63. S-3785; Fr-371; KM-674. Absolutely stunning, this choice offering displays ample luster overall amplifying the effect of the bright
golden centers deepening into sublime copper-honey tone along the
peripheries. With little handling evident to the naked eye, this selection continues to please.
$7,000-$9,000

40507
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pence, 1797. Soho (Birmingham) Mint.
George III. NGC MS-64 Red Brown. S-3776; KM-619. A rather stunning example of the charming and impressive “cartwheel” type, this
specimen features deep brown surfaces with some hints of mint red
in the protected areas. A delightful near-Gem that is oft-encountered
with any numbers of scuffs and bruises owing to its broad, large size.
$1,500-$2,000

40511
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1820. London Mint. George III.
PCGS Genuine—Repaired, AU Details Gold Shield. S-3785C; Fr371; KM-674. Variety with large date and open “2”. A bright example
with deepening orange tone to be found throughout the legends.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40512

40508
GREAT BRITAIN. Gilt Copper 1/2 Penny Pattern, 1799. Soho
(Birmingham) Mint. George III. PCGS PROOF-64+ Deep Cameo
Gold Shield. S-3778; KM-647a. Incredibly dazzling and vibrant, this
entrancing issue features great frosting to the devices and a mirror-like
nature to the fields that is virtually reflective. Just a few stray and rather
inconsequential hairlines prevent Gem status.
$800-$1,200

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 1818. London Mint. George III.
PCGS MS-62. S-3786; Fr-372; KM-673. Immensely attractive and
pleasing, this lustrous example certainly dazzles the eye with a yellowgold allure throughout.
$1,200-$1,600
Ex: Cheshire Collection.
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A Majestic Pattern Crown by Benedetto Pistrucci

40513
GREAT BRITAIN. Silver Crown Pattern, 1818. London
Mint. George III. PCGS PROOF-64 Gold Shield. cf. S-3787;
ESC-2051. An INCREDIBLY RARE type, of which Bull
estimates that there are only two to three other examples
known, this majestic pattern issue exhibits a deep, alluring
tone atop its brilliance and sharply struck surfaces. For the
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connoisseur of English crowns, it is clear that this example is
among the most desirable, and such interest should allow it to
reach great heights.
$30,000-$60,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
Ex: Pacific Coast Auctions (1987) Lot # 2298.
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40516

40514
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1817. London Mint. George III.
PCGS MS-64+ Gold Shield. S-3789; KM-672; ESC-2096. Variety with
a smaller laureate bust and plain shield reverse. Sharply struck with
russet-gold tone clinging to the devices.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40515
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1820. London Mint. George III. NGC
PROOF-65. S-3790; KM-666. Tied for the finest certified at NGC, this
glistening Gem radiates with tremendous eye appeal and exhibits a
burnished lilac tone accentuating the obverse devices and a deeper
iridescence throughout the reverse. Incredibly engaging and endlessly
alluring.
$1,250-$1,750

GREAT BRITAIN. Complete Set of James Mudie’s National Medals
in Bronze (40 Pieces), 1794-1817. George III. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED to CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. Lawrence Brown
and Christopher Eimer place medals in the following order: 1817
George II Dedication; 1602 British Settlement at Bombay and Victory
over the French; 1794 Naval Victory of the First of June; 1797 Battle of
Cape St. Vincent; 1797 Battle of Camperdown; 1805 Horation Nelson
Memorial; 1799 Defense of Acre; 1801 Arrival British Army in Egypt;
1801 Egypt Delivered; 1815 Victory Honors to Scottish Regiments;
1813 Colors Presented to Royal Military College; British Army Arrives in the Peninsula; 1808 Battle of Vimera-Entry in Lisbon; 1809
Death of Sir John Moore; 1809 Passage of the Duorol; 1809 Battle of
Talavera; 1810 British Army of the Tagus; 1811 Battle of Albuera; 1812
Capture of Badajoz; 1812 Battle of Almarez; 1812 Battle of Salamanca-Entry of Madrid; 1812 Battle of Vittoria; 1813 Battle of Pyreness;
1813 Battle of San Sebastian; 1813 Surrender of Pamplona; 84 Battle
of Toulouse; 1814 Peace in Europe; 1814 Britain Gives Peace to the
World; Treaties of Paris, 1814-1815; 1814 Visit of Allied Sovereigns
to England; 1814 British Army Reenters Hanover; 1815 British Army
in the Netherlands; 1815 British Charge at Waterloo; 1815 Battle of
Waterloo; 1815 British Army Enters Paris; 1815 Napoleon Surrenders
to Captain Maitland of HMS Bellerophon; 1814 Napoleon on Saint
Helena; 1816 Admirable Lord Exmouth; 1817 British Give Constitution to the Ionian Islands.
James Mudie published what he styled The Grand Series of National
Medals, though they were a product of private initiative. The medals
were struck for him by Sir Edward Thomason at his famed Birmingham manufactory. It is ironic that he employed several accomplished
French medalists who had just completed numerous medals of Napoleon and now engraved dies for English celebration of his defeat and
exile. Mudie’s Prospectus went to great lengths to explain his reliance
on so many foreign artists, stressing that English medallic artists, however talented, “have not yet reached the delicacy, precision and finish
of French and Italian Medalists.” Brown in British Historical Medals
notes that Mudie invested more than 10,000 Pounds in creating his
series, a stupendous amount for the time, adding “generally speaking,
a complete set in bronze may be described as rare...” This delightful set
is uniformly high quality, united by exquisite medium glossy brown
surfaces and the most meticulous strikes throughout, making it an
acquisition difficult to match and more difficult to improve. Housed
in what appears to be the original book case of issue for this set with
two fitted trays each containing 20 medals. The case has suffered some
deterioration due to its age; two sides have come loose, but are present.
Lot also includes an original copy of “Mudie’s National Medals”.
$3,000-$5,000
From the Q. David Bowers Collection.
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40521

40517
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 1823. London Mint. George IV. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. S-3798; Fr-375; KM690. The sole year of issue for this ruler and denomination with the St.
George reverse with much luster surviving in recessed areas despite a
light wipe in the past.
$800-$1,200

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1829. London Mint. George IV. NGC
MS-62★. S-3801; Fr-377; KM-696. Undoubtedly one of the finest seen
at NGC for the date, this glistening specimen offers a dazzling array of
eye appeal seldom seen for the type. Vibrant, slightly mirrored fields
and a hint of frosting to the devices yield a charming prooflike nature,
all while the fields themselves largely remain free from contact. An
exemplary offering from late in the reign of George IV.
$3,000-$5,000

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40522

40518
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1821. London Mint. George IV. NGC
MS-60. S-3800; Fr-376; KM-682. Scarce in Mint State, this piece retains much luster and sharp details overall juxtaposed with somewhat
baggy surfaces commensurate with the grade.
$2,000-$2,600

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 1825. London Mint. George IV.
NGC MS-63+. S-3803; Fr-379; KM-689. A remarkably preserved example of this diminutive gold issue, highly lustrous with needle sharp
details and few signs of handling to distract the eye, certainly deserving of the coveted “+” designation.
$1,500-$2,000

40519
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1826. London Mint. George IV.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-3801; Fr-377; KM-696. A remarkable
survivor of this iconic series, vividly lustrous throughout the fields and
nestled amongst the recesses of the design features.
$2,000-$2,600
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40523
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1826. London Mint. George IV.
PCGS PROOF-62 Gold Shield. S-3809; KM-695; ESC-2376. Variety
with bare head and square topped crown. A charming example of this
popular Proof issue, faintly toned along the rims with some wispy handling in the fields.
$1,800-$2,400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40520
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1826. London Mint. George IV. NGC
MS-62. S-3801; Fr-377; KM-696. Appealing, this satiny example balances light contact marks evenly scattered across the surfaces with
gentle tone and velvety luster. A very pleasing offering.
$2,000-$2,600
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40524
GREAT BRITAIN. William Shakespeare/The Shakespearian Club
Silver Medal, 1824. GEM UNCIRCULATED. cf. BHM-1247; Ogden-52. Diameter: 46mm; Weight: 60.45 gms. By J. Ottley. Obverse:
Draped bust left; Reverse: Legend in five lines. Frosted and glazed,
this exceptionally enticing issue has the delightful appearance of ivory,
though it is merely the most blast white argent nature possible. Housed
in its original lunettes with ball suspension and ring at the top, this
stands as an EXTREMELY RARE issue, especially without any toning
or spotting on the surfaces.
$700-$1,000

40526
GREAT BRITAIN. Lifesaving Silver Award Medal, 1839. CHOICE
UNCIRCULATED. Eimer-1333. Diameter: 73mm; Weight: 179.48
gms. By W. Wyon. Engraved and awarded to Lieut. David Rymer, R.
N., June 20, 1838. Obverse: Leucothoe offers her scarf while hovering above Ulysses, who clings to the mast of a sinking ship; Reverse:
OB / CIVES / SERVATOS in three lines within wreath. Edge: “LIEUTt
DAVID RYMER, R. N. 20th JUNE, 1838.” A VERY RARE and highly
attractive award medal, this piece exhibits mostly blast white surfaces
that have been frosted and glazed, though some golden toning does
accentuate the obverse devices rather alluringly. Includes original case
of issue, with gilt inlay reading “PRESENTED / BY / LLOYDS.”
$700-$1,000

40525
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, 1834. London Mint. William IV. NGC
MS-65 Brown. S-3845; KM-707. Immensely pleasing and attractive,
this warm brown Gem offers a satiny sheen to its surfaces along with
possessing an alluring cartwheel brilliance. Quite stunning and visually enticing.
$1,800-$2,400
Ex: Cheshire Collection.
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40530

40527
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-63 Gold Shield. S-3882; Dav-105; KM-741. Plain edge. An
entrancing and exotic proof issue, this 'delayed' type--referred to as
such on account of it being produced two years after the beginning of
Victoria's reign--features a razor sharp strike with immense underlying brilliance and a dazzling tone composed of cobalt, olive-gray, and
deep amber. A momentous opportunity for the advanced collector of
Victorian types, proof issues, or even those emanating from the skillful
hand of William Wyon.
$15,000-$20,000

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-65 Gold Shield. S-3904; KM-734.1. Plain edge, no WW on
truncation. Deeply toned and immensely pleasing, this Gem features
an intense amount of luster abounding in the fields when rotated, all
while presenting a colorful tone composed of burgundy and cobalt
blending seamlessly on each side.
$1,500-$3,000
Ex: Zurich Collection (Stack’s 10/1985) Lot # 1216 (part of).

40531
GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-64 Gold Shield. S-3908; KM-733.1. Plain edge, medal alignment. Deeply toned and vibrant, this alluring minor offers delightful
eye appeal and a terrific amount of radiant brilliance emanating from
beneath.
$1,000-$1,500
Ex: Zurich Collection (Stack’s 10/1985) Lot # 1216 (part of).

40528
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
PROOF AU Details—Mount Removed. S-3882; Dav-105; KM-741.
An affordable offering of this iconic issue, ideal for the budget-minded
type collector, formerly mounted as jewelry with commensurate handling present throughout the bright surfaces and still-sharp Proofquality details.
$1,000-$1,500

40532
GREAT BRITAIN. 4 Pence, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-65 Gold Shield. S-3913; KM-731.1. Plain edge, medal alignment. Lightly frosted on the devices, this alluring Gem presents a rather deep cabinet tone along with intense brilliance emanating from the
fields when rotated.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Zurich Collection (Stack’s 10/1985) Lot # 1216 (part of).

40529
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-63 Gold Shield. S-3885; KM-740. Plain edge, medal alignment. Alluring and rather deeply toned, this specimen dazzles with
underlying brilliance and radiance. Just a few light, unobtrusive marks
in front of the queen’s mouth prevent an even higher designation.
$5,000-$7,500
Ex: Zurich Collection (Stack’s 10/1985) Lot # 1216 (part of).
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40537

40533
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-65 Gold Shield. S-3948; KM-739a. Medal alignment. Extremely dazzling and appealing, this Gem proof issue offers incredibly
alluring brown surfaces with a light violet nature. The devices present a
subtle frosting and the fields produce radiant brilliance. Undoubtedly
one of the finest that one can hope to encounter.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 1859. London Mint. Victoria.
NGC MS-64. S-3859a; Fr-389b; KM-735.1. An exceptional NearGem, fully lustrous with velvety surfaces bearing just a few signs of
long past handling, fully commensurate with the grade and distracting
little from the appeal.
$800-$1,200

$2,000-$4,000
Ex: Zurich Collection (Stack’s 10/1985) Lot # 1216 (part of).

40538
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 1860. London Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-65+ Gold Shield. S-3859a; Fr-389b; KM-735.1. The finest example of the date seen at PCGS, this tremendous Gem features
matte surfaces with an underlying cartwheel brilliance to the luster.
Golden-orange in color and exceedingly impressive.
$4,000-$6,000

40534
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Penny, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-64 Gold Shield. S-3949; KM-726a. Medal alignment. Offering deep brown surfaces and dazzling brilliance in the fields, this
specimen stands as a delightful near-Gem. Only a few light spots of
green on each side prevent an even higher designation.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Zurich Collection (Stack’s 10/1985) Lot # 1216 (part of).

40539

40535
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1871. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-65 Gold Shield. S-3853b; Fr-387i; KM-736.2. Die #29. This robust
Gem radiates with cartwheel luster and shimmering brilliance on each
side, presenting a delightful golden-yellow allure.

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1845. London Mint. Victoria. NGC AU58+. S-3882; KM-741. Highly original and preserved just on the cusp
of Mint State, this exceptional circulated Crown exhibits superb tone
over surfaces bearing admittedly fewer marks than are often seen on
other examples of the same issue certified in the lower tiers of the Mint
State designation.
$1,800-$2,400

$1,500-$2,000

40540
40536
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1871. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. S-3856a; Fr-388; KM-752. Variety with small BP.
Quite enchanting and brilliant, this dazzling specimen exhibits just a
few lightly scattered marks that prevent an even higher designation.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1840. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
MS62+. S-3887; KM-740. A lovely Mint State survivor of this early
Victoria issue with soft luster over the nearly fully white surfaces.
$800-$1,200

$800-$1,200
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40541
GREAT BRITAIN. Bronze Penny Pattern from 1/2 Penny Dies, 1859.
London Mint. Victoria. PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Brown Gold Shield.
P-2013, Freeman-722. Peck calls this a pattern 1/2 Penny, while Freeman
states that it is a pattern Penny struck using the portrait punch from
the Shilling in copper-nickel alloy. In either event, both wholeheartedly
agree that it is an EXTREME RARITY. Immensely majestic and

captivating, with a delightful woodgrain nature and glossy brilliance.
This cataloger could locate only one other example in recent memory—a
slightly cloudy and spotted specimen that realized a hammer of over
$8,600 in 2010.
$8,000-$12,000

Exceptionally Alluring ‘Gothic’ Crown of Victoria

40542
GREAT BRITAIN. “Gothic” Crown, 1847 Year UNDECIMO.
London Mint. Victoria. PCGS PROOF-64 Cameo Gold
Shield. S-3883; Dav-106; KM-744; ESC-2571. Mintage: 8,000.
A prime example of the always popular ‘Gothic’ type, this
specimen is exceptionally flashy, offering mirror fields, some
speckled russet toning, and cameo-like devices. An excellent
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opportunity for a near-Gem that is rarely seen in this grade.
Compare to a PCGS PROOF-62 (with the Cameo designation),
which realized a total of $16,800 in our April 2021 Hong
Kong auction (lot 51102). This piece is sure to generate great
excitement and strong bidding.
$20,000-$30,000
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Immensely Desirable Plain Edge “Gothic” Crown Issue

40543
GREAT BRITAIN. “Gothic” Crown, 1847 Year UNDECIMO.
London Mint. Victoria. PCGS PROOF-62+ Gold Shield.
S-3883; Dav-106; KM-744; ESC-2578. Plain Edge / .925 Fine
Silver / ‘n’ over inverted ‘n’ variety. A desirable variant of the
timeless Victorian ‘Gothic’ type, this issue was presumably
made for VIPs, and was struck with a plain collar. In addition
to the plain edge which sets it apart, a small engraving error,
detectible only upon close inspection, shows the ‘n’ in ‘unita’
first punched upside down before it was corrected. Although
cataloged as having been struck in .999 silver, this piece was

tested at the .925 level by PCGS. Rather pleasing over, it
displays moderate handling as most do, however significant
reflectivity remains in the fields. Careful storage has resulted
in pale multicolored hues on the obverse, while the reverse
showcases concentrated shades of blue, green, yellow, and red
tone that delight the eye. A lovely piece overall, and considering
that it’s a meaningful and elusive variety, a coin that is sure to
attract enthusiast attention.
$10,000-$20,000
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40544
GREAT BRITAIN. Florin, 1879. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
Genuine—Altered Surfaces, Proof. Unc Details Gold Shield. S-3898;
KM-746.4. EXCEPTIONALLY RARE as a proof striking, this charming minor doesn’t exhibit much in the way of the noted ‘altered surfaces,’ and instead offers tremendous frosting and mirrored brilliance
in the fields, all while displaying hints of golden-russet toning near the
peripheries. An exceptional piece no matter the details description.

40545
GREAT BRITAIN. Florin, 1884. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. S-3900; KM-746.4. A great example of the popular
“Gothic” type, this argent minor offers slightly matte surfaces that are
dominated by a radiant cartwheel luster problem-free nature.
$800-$1,200

$1,000-$1,500
Ex: Bowers & Merena (9/1988) Lot # 5058.

40546
GREAT BRITAIN. France - Great Britain - Italy - Ottoman
Empire - Russia. Crimean War/Treaty of Paris Bronze Medal,
1856. GEM UNCIRCULATED. BHM-2581; Eimer-1509; Pax
in Nummis-812. Diameter: 51mm; Weight: 72.77 gms. By J.
Pinches. Commemorating the fall of Sebastopol and peace
in Europe. Obverse: FALL OF SEBASTOPOL SEP 8th 1855,
the allied flags of Great Britain, France, Sardinia, and the
Ottoman Empire crossed in saltire; radiant wreath and scales
of justice above; below, panoramic tableau of the naval action
at Sevastopol; in exergue, serpent cut in half; Reverse: THE /
ALLIES / GIVE PEACE / TO EUROPE / MARCH 30th / 1856
in six lines; all within wreath with banner indicating the four
allies. Edge: Plain. Rich brown surfaces, with a good deal of
shimmering brilliance. A fairly SCARCE and desirable type,
especially this attractive and problem free.
Though there were many factors which led to the outbreak of the
Crimean War, the main focal point involved Russia’s desire for a
stronger position around the Black Sea, as this water had long
been important in her military strategy and might. The waning of
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the Ottoman Empire’s power provided an opportunity to Russia
around not only the Black Sea but also parts of the Balkans.
Great Britain and France, neither wanting to see an expanded
Russia, banded together to push back the latter. Stalled action
in the southeastern Black Sea by the French and British forces
caused them to turn their attention to Russia’s main naval base
on the Crimean peninsula at Sevastopol. This approach led to
the successive battles of Alma, Balaclava, and Inkerman, the
initial being an allied victory, with the latter two being more
indecisive. Nevertheless, the allied presence was felt, and the
assault on Sevastopol resulted in her submission, but only after
nearly a year. As Russia saw more nations coming to the side of
the allies, she had no choice but seek peace and end the war in
early 1856. One of the resounding effects of her defeat was the
decree that the Black Sea be neutral, preventing Russian warships
from sailing there and greatly limiting her influence in this vital,
warm weather port.
$700-$1,000
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40547

40550

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-62 Prooflike Gold Shield. S-3864; Fr-390; KM-769. An excellent
representative of this ever-popular issue, warmly toned with light handling as is so often the case. Significant flash remains present throughout the fields, increasing appeal as it draws the eye.

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
MS-60 Prooflike. S-3864; Fr-390; KM-769. Impressively reflective
in the fields with the expected number of scattered marks for the assigned grade.

$4,000-$5,000

$2,500-$3,000

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

40551
40548
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. S-3864; Fr-390; KM-769. An attractive jubilee
type, this survivor shows a great deal of luster and brilliance adding to
its pleasing appearance and desirability.

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
MS-60. S-3864; Fr-390; KM-769. A coin that clearly never circulated,
but likely due to storage in bags, picked up a significant number of
contact marks over the decades.
$2,200-$2,500

$2,500-$3,000

40552
40549
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
MS-61 Prooflike. S-3864; Fr-390; KM-769. Entirely pleasing for the
grade, this coin shows fewer marks than one typically encounters at
the grade level with the addition of pale orange tone at the edges and
highly reflective fields that create a stunning backdrop for the designs.

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
MS-60. S-3864; Fr-390; KM-769. Sharply struck and fully detailed
with scattered marks that are evenly dispersed over the surfaces.
$2,200-$2,500

$3,000-$4,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40553
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3865; Fr-391; KM-768. Premium for the type,
this example displays rich orange-gold color and fewer marks than are
typical.
$1,500-$2,000

40557
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
PROOF-62. S-3889; KM-756. Deeply toned throughout, with gunmetal centers warming into gentle iridescence at the peripheries, this
example remains quite visually pleasing.
$700-$1,000

40558
40554
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
MS-61. S-3865; Fr-391; KM-768. Moderately marked with no detail
loss on the highpoints of the designs.
$900-$1,300

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 1893. London Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. S-3878; Fr-397; KM-784. Tied with just
one other piece for the finest seen at PCGS, this tremendous Gem radiates with intense luster and brilliance, all while offering a pastel hue
to the toning. Undoubtedly, the eye appeal of this specimen—yearning
for in-hand inspection and adoration—is wholly off the charts.
$2,000-$4,000
Ex: Terner Collection (Goldberg 34 - 2/2006) Lot # 2298.

40555
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
MS-61. S-3865; Fr-391; KM-768. Sharply struck with rich color and
myriad small marks that are scattered about and ultimately determine
the grade.
$900-$1,300

40559
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1893. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-64 Gold Shield. S-3938; KM-782. Mintage: 1,312. A lovely
example of the type with bold crisp frosty devices and slightly subdued
mirrored fields that retain much reflectivity and flash displaying rich
attractive mottled light gray to slate patina with iridescent hues that
pop out when tilted in the light. This well cared for example clearly sat
for prolonged time undisturbed creating a visually appealing survivor
that is sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,000-$1,500

40556

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 1887. London Mint. Victoria.
NGC PROOF-63 Ultra Cameo. S-3869; Fr-393a; KM-766. Mintage:
797. Exceptionally choice and brilliant, this dazzling example offers a
monumentally mirrored nature as well as great frosting to the devices.
Fairly RARE as a proof, as indicated by its rather small mintage figure.
$2,000-$2,500
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40560
GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Matte Proof Set (13 Pieces), 1902.
London Mint. All NGC Certified. S-PS9; KM-PS15. Mintage: 8,066
sets. The silver and gold Proof set struck for the coronation of King
Edward VII which includes denominations from Penny to 5 Pound.
The 6 Pence down to the Maundy 1 Pence are all RAW and uncertified UNCIRCULATED. Close personal inspection is advised and will
reward the diligent bidder. Sold with the original case of issue in nice
condition. Individual components include:
1) 5 Pound. NGC PROOF-60. S-3966; KM-807.
2) 2 Pound. NGC PROOF-60. S-3968; KM-806.
3) Sovereign. NGC PROOF-60. S-3969; KM-805.
4) 1/2 Sovereign. NGC PROOF-62. S-3974A; KM-804.
5) Crown. NGC PROOF-65. S-3979; KM-803.
6) 1/2 Crown. NGC PROOF-64. S-3980; KM-802.
7) Florin. NGC PROOF-62. S-3981; KM-801.
8) Shilling. NGC PROOF-64. S-3982; KM-800.
9) 6 Pence. S-3983; KM-799.
10) 4 Pence. S-3986; KM-798.
11) 3 Pence. S-3987; KM-797.1.
12) 2 Pence. S-3988; KM-796.
13) Penny. S-3989; KM-795.

40564
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1902. London Mint. NGC AU-58.
S-3966; Fr-398a; KM-807. Choice quality for the grade with full luster
in the fields and only the slightest hint of grade-defining friction appearing on the highest portions of the designs.
$2,000-$3,000

$6,000-$7,000
40561
GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Matte Proof Set (13 Pieces), 1902.
London Mint. PROOF. S-PS9; KM-PS15. Mintage: 8,066 sets. A complete 13 piece set with the original mint issued case. A well matched
grouping with brightly blond gold issues and coldly argent silver pieces. Only the smaller denominations showcase any hint of toning, as
most pieces have uniformly white surfaces. For accuracy, some coins
do have a few light hairlines. The case’s silk and purple velour interior
is in excellent condition with some light flaking and cracking evident
on the red leather exterior. Certainly an effective way to acquire the
gamut of Edwardian types, though this grouping is also a necessity for
collectors who are more focused on the time period.

40565
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 1902. London Mint. NGC PROOF-64.
S-3968; Fr-399a; KM-806. An alluring matte specimen, offering satiny
allure and exhibiting just a few light marks that prevent Gem status.
$2,000-$3,000

$4,000-$6,000
40562

40566

GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Matte Proof Set (13 Pieces), 1902.
London Mint. PROOF. S-PS9; KM-PS15. Mintage: 8,066 sets. A complete 13 piece set with the original mint issued case. The coins are nicely matched, with gold pieces baring consistent honey surfaces and the
silver issues showcasing gentle, mottled deep violet and apricot tone.
For accuracy, some pieces have a few light hairlines. The case’s silk and
purple velour interior is in excellent condition with a few slight marks
and abrasions on the exterior. Overall, an appealing and highly desirable grouping that would instantly enrich any Edwardian collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1906. London Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. S-3969; Fr-400; KM-805. Excellent quality for the type,
this shimmering near-Gem is tied with just four other examples at the
top spot in the PCGS census for the date.

$4,000-$6,000
40563
GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Matte Gold Proof Set (4 Pieces),
1902. London Mint. All NGC Certified.
1) 5 Pounds. NGC MATTE PROOF-61. S-3966; KM-807; Fr-398a.
2) 2 Pounds. NGC MATTE PROOF-61. S-3968; KM-806; Fr-399a.
3) Sovereign. NGC MATTE PROOF-60. S-3969; KM-805; Fr-400a.
4) 1/2 Sovereign. NGC MATTE PROOF-61. S-3974A; KM-804; Fr401a.
Mintage: 8,066 sets. A desirable set, struck to celebrate the coronation
of King Edward VII which occurred on August 9, 1902.

$700-$1,000
40567
GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Matte Silver Proof Set (9 Pieces),
1902. London Mint. All NGC Certified.
1) Crown. NGC MATTE PROOF-64. S-3979; KM-803.
2) 1/2 Crown. NGC MATTE PROOF-63. S-3980; KM-802.
3) 2 Shilling. NGC MATTE PROOF-65. S-3981; KM-801.
4) Shilling. NGC MATTE PROOF-65. S-3982; KM-800.
5) 6 Pence. NGC MATTE PROOF-62. S-3983; KM-799.
6) 4 Pence. NGC MATTE PROOF-61. S-3985; KM-MDS159.
7) 3 Pence. NGC MATTE PROOF-61. S-3985; KM-MDS159.
8) 2 Pence. NGC MATTE PROOF-61. S-3985; KM-MDS159.
9) Pence. NGC MATTE PROOF-63. S-3985; KM-MDS159.
$1,000-$1,500

$5,000-$7,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40568
GREAT BRITAIN. Complete Collection of Edward VII Maundy Sets
(9 Sets), 1902-10. London Mint. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED.
S-3985; KM-MDS158, MDS160/167. This very interesting and richly
toned complete set of Edward VII Maundy sets is housed in a custom
black leather red velvet lined fitted case with brass clasps. The outside
and inside covers display gold inlaid inscriptions of the monarch’s name
and reign dates. It is unclear as to why this set was produced or whom it
was manufactured by as it is not marked in any way, but was clearly done
methodically and with great care. Each piece exhibits deep rich slate

patina, some with multicolored hues and bold crisp devices. Some pieces
do exhibit minor signs of handling as one would expect to see on a set of
this nature, but nothing specific to speak of. Close personal inspection
is advised and reward the diligent bidder. This nicely preserved set is
destined to pique the interest of many advanced collectors who are
actively seeking rare and unusual items to complement their numismatic
holdings.
$1,500-$3,000
Ex: American Numismatic Rarities (1/2004) Lot # 1723.

40569
GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Gold Proof Set (4 Pieces), 1911. London Mint. All NGC Certified.
A lovely tone-free set with eye-appeal well beyond what is typical due
to rich cameo contrast appearing on three of the four examples. The 5
Pounds, which did not receive the Cameo designation, must have just
missed it, as delicate contrast is apparent.
$9,000-$13,000

1) 5 Pounds. PROOF-62. S-3994; KM-822.
2) 2 Pounds. PROOF-63 Cameo. S-3995; KM-821.
3) Sovereign. PROOF-63+ Cameo. S-3996; KM-820.
4) 1/2 Sovereign. PROOF-63 Cameo. S-4006; KM-819.

40570
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1911. London Mint. NGC PROOF-64.
S-3994; KM-822. Mintage: 2,812. Bright and flashy, this early 20th
century coronation issue boasts reflective fields and frosted devices. A
thin veneer of pale tone accentuates the devices with richer coloration
in the protected areas of the legends offering much originality to this
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pleasing survivor. An ever-popular issue that is sure to be a welcome
addition to the next collection it enters.
$8,000-$12,000
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40571
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1911. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-62
Gold Shield. S-3994; Fr-402; KM-822; W&R-414. Eminently desirable a s a Proof, the present offering exhibits attractively light one over
mirrored surfaces only slightly subdued by light handling from past
collectors.
$7,000-$9,000

40573
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Dollar, 1929/1-B. Bombay Mint. PCGS
MS-64+ Gold Shield. KM-T5; Mars-BTD1; Prid-26 var. (regular
date). Overdate variety. Exceptionally radiant and brilliant, with a blast
white appeal and an engaging cartwheel nature to the luster.
$2,000-$3,000

40572
GREAT BRITAIN. Edward (VIII) Investiture as Prince of Wales
Gold Medal, 1911. London Mint. NGC MS-66. BHM-4079; Eimer-1925. Weight: 30.65 gms. By Sir W. Goscombe John. Mintage:
129. Obverse: INVESTITVRE OF EDWARD PRINCE OF WALES K
G, crowned and robed bust facing slightly left, wearing Chain of the
Garter; CARN- -ARVON/IVLY XIII MCMXI in two lines across field;
Reverse: ARWISGIAD IORWERTH TYWYSOG CYMRU M G, view
of Caernarfon Castle, seen from Afon Seiont; rising sun in background
in exergue; above, crowned plumes within Garter; below, Welsh dragon left. We are proud to present the sole finest known example graded
by NGC or PCGS from this VERY RARE and elusive issue. Hardly
an imperfection is to be spotted across rivetingly clean surfaces that
proclaim Premium Gem status. Frosted consistency generates a rather
subdued appearance overall, though highly detailed design elements
scream out with intense artistic style when examined. Befittingly depicting literal royalty, this medal would elevate any collection to regal
standing. Sold with the original presentation case. The silk and white
velour interior is in choice condition with only a few stray abrasions
on the red leather exterior.

40574
GREAT BRITAIN. Motherhood/Birmingham Civic Society Gold
Award Medal, 1928. PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. AGW:
1.3672 oz. Diameter: 45mm; Weight: 56.70 gms. Obverse: Mother,
standing slightly right beneath tree, holding infant; to left, people
dancing in ring; building to right; Reverse: Raptor perched right on
branch; BIRMINGHAM / CIVIC SOCIETY in two lines to right;
hallmarks below. Edge: GEORGE FERGUS MC DONALD 1928. An
unusual and alluring medal, this piece pertaining to motherhood presents alluring artistry along with matte surfaces that feature goldenorange hues throughout.
$2,500-$3,000
Ex: Monica J. Kern Collection of Motherhood Art Medals.

Prince Edward took over sovereign of the British Empire following the
death of his father early in 1936. Edward’s love for American divorcee,
Wallis Simpson, created a scandal of epic proportions, as Simpson’s divorced status made her an unsuitable consort for the new king. Nevertheless, Edward was undeterred, and took the unimaginable step of abdicating the throne in favor of his younger brother, Prince Albert, before the
end of the year. Albert was crowned as King George VI, while Edward
agreed to live in exile in France, with his new bride, taking on the honorary title of the Duke of Windsor.
$4,000-$8,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Virtually Gem Set

40575
GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Gold Proof Set (4 Pieces), 1937. All
NGC Certified. A four piece gold proof set (KM-PS22) comprising the
following:
1) 5 Pounds. NGC PF 64+ ULTRA CAMEO. S-4074; Fr-409; KM-861.
2) 2 Pounds. NGC PF 66 CAMEO. S-4075; Fr-410; KM-860.
3) Sovereign. NGC PF 66+ CAMEO. S-4076; Fr-411; KM-859.
4) 1/2 Sovereign. NGC PF 66+ CAMEO. S-4077; Fr-412; KM-858.

A primarily Gem-Uncirculated set with typically higher grades in the
smaller denominations, but a surprisingly fine Near-Gem example of
the hefty 5 Pounds. Eminently desirable thus.
$15,000-$20,000

A Superb Gold Proof Quartet of George VI

40576
GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Gold Proof Set (4 Pieces), 1937. All
NGC or PCGS Certified.
1) 5 Pounds. PCGS PROOF-63 Cameo Gold Shield. S-4074; KM-861.
2) 2 Pounds. NGC PROOF-62. S-4075; KM-860.
3) Sovereign. NGC PROOF-62. S-4076; KM-859.
4) 1/2 Sovereign. NGC PROOF-61★. S-4077; KM-858.
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An outstanding set of the inaugural issue of George VI, all beautifully
struck and minimally handled overall, with the 5 Pounds certified in the
finest grade of the group, which is quite unusual.
$10,000-$12,000
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40577
GREAT BRITAIN. Coronation Gold Proof Set (4 Pieces), 1937. All
NGC Certified. A four piece gold proof set (KM-PS22) comprising the
following:
1) 5 Pounds. NGC PF 61 CAMEO. S-4074; Fr-409; KM-861.
2) 2 Pounds. NGC PF 63 CAMEO. S-4075; Fr-410; KM-860.
3) Sovereign. NGC PF 64 CAMEO. S-4076; Fr-411; KM-859.
4) 1/2 Sovereign. NGC PF 62 CAMEO. S-4077; Fr-412; KM-858.

A well-loved set commemorating the accession of George, handled in
the past with light tone developed.
$10,000-$12,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Superb Gem Proof 5 Pounds

40578
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1937. London Mint. PCGS
PROOF-66 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-4074; Fr-410; KM860. Mintage: 5,500. Tied for third finest certified with sixteen
other examples on the PCGS population report, only three finer
(Proof-66+[1] & Proof-67[2]). An ever-popular one-year type,
this bright and flashy proof only issue exhibits smooth frosted
devices in stark contrast to hard, deeply mirrored fields. This
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exemplary representative sits near the apex of both the PCGS
and NGC census reports, being the in the top four percent of
all graded examples. The reflective brilliant fields combined
with the expressive portrait boasts elegance from this early
20th century classic that is sure to catch the attention of quality
conscious collectors with a discerning eye.
$20,000-$30,000
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40583
40579
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1954. London Mint. PCGS
PROOF-66 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-4145; KM-907. Emanating
from the VERY RARE proof set, this specimen dazzles with a goldenlight gray hue and tremendous mirroring to the fields. A truly captivating example.

GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1954. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-66
Cameo Gold Shield. S-4149; KM-903. Exceptionally radiant and
shimmering, this VERY RARE proof minor exhibits just a hint of
champagne toning while being tied with just one other specimen for
the finest in the PCGS census.
$700-$1,000

$1,000-$1,500

40584

40580
GREAT BRITAIN. Florin, 1954. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-66
Cameo Gold Shield. S-4146; KM-906. Highly dazzling and engaging,
this VERY RARE proof offering presents an alluring golden tone and
intense mirrored brilliance. This represents the such example seen at
PCGS.

GREAT BRITAIN. 3 Pence, 1954. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-66
Cameo Gold Shield. S-4153; KM-900. Dodecagonal shaped. This
VERY RARE proof striking presents brilliant brassy surfaces with a
subtle olive haze in spots, all while standing as the only such example
of the date seen by PCGS as a proof.
$600-$900

$800-$1,200

40585

40581
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1954. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-66
Cameo Gold Shield. S-4147; KM-904. Type with English reverse.
Quite RARE as a proof striking, this glistening Gem radiates with
great brilliance and alluring frosting to the devices.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Penny, 1954. London Mint. PCGS
PROOF-66 Red Cameo Gold Shield. S-4158; KM-896. Reverse A variety. A VERY RARE proof offering, this majestic specimen represents
the only such proof version seen at PCGS and features an incredible
cameo nature on the obverse and an absolutely blazing reverse.
$600-$900

$700-$1,000

40586

40582
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1954. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-66
Cameo Gold Shield. S-4148; KM-905. Type with Scottish reverse.
Tied with just one other at this top, elite designation in the PCGS
census, this RARE offering presents alluring frosting and tremendous
mirroring.

GREAT BRITAIN. Farthing, 1954. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-65
Red Cameo Gold Shield. S-4159; KM-895. VERY RARE and highly
enticing, this glistening Gem radiates with beauty and stands as the
sole red specimen seen in proof at PCGS. as such, an incredible opportunity for an absolutely stunning, dazzling coin.
$600-$900

$700-$1,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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40590
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold Proof Set (4 Pieces), 1999. Llantrisant
Mint. All PCGS Gold Shield Certified.

40587
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold 50 Grams Ingot, ND (ca. 1960). London
Mint (Royal Mint Refinery). AS MADE. AGW: 1.6076 oz. Diameter:
26 x 25.2 x 4.8mm. The hallmark appears once on both the front and
back faces of the ingot, the latter side also with the weight 50 GR. at top
and fineness 999.9 at bottom. Bright medium gold color throughout, a
lovely and SCARCE ingot that is always in demand.
Established in 1852, the Royal Mint Refinery was operated by N.M.
Rothschild & Sons for more than 100 years. By the time it ceased operations in 1968, the Refinery developed such a stellar reputation that it
was processing much of the gold and silver bullion sent to London from
around the world. After a 47-year hiatus, the Royal Mint revived the
Royal Mint Refinery brand in 2015, although the present example clearly
dates to the earlier period under Rothschild & Sons.
$3,000-$3,500

1) 5 Pounds. PROOF-69 Deep Cameo. S-SE7; Fr-452; KM-1003.
2) 2 Pounds. PROOF-70 Deep Cameo. S-K10; Fr-446; KM-999b.
Mintage: 311.
3) Sovereign. PROOF-69 Deep Cameo. S-SC4; Fr-454; KM-1002.
4) 1/2 Sovereign. PROOF-70 Deep Cameo. S-SB4; Fr-455; KM-1001.
Total AGW: 2.0017 oz. A RARE set which features the standard designs on the 5 Pound, Sovereign and 1/2 Sovereign, while the 2 Pound
is a commemorative type struck for the Rugby World Cup. While the
accompanying certificate of authenticity reports an authorized mintage of 1,000 sets, few must have sold, with both the Standard Catalogue
of British Coins and the Standards Catalog of World Coins reporting a
mintage of 311. As such, it should be considered a key issue for the
period, with few types existing with a lower mintage.
$3,500-$4,500
40591
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold Maundy Proof Set (4 Pieces), 2002. Llantrisant Mint. All NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo Certified.
1) 4 Pence.
2) 3 Pence.
3) 2 Pence.
4) Penny.
KM-MDS261. Mintage: 1,681 sets. A highly coveted modern set due
to the fact that the denominations, which are unusually represented in
silver, are struck in gold.
$1,500-$2,500
40592

40588
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. S-SE1 (old 4201); Fr-419; KM-924. Mintage: 8,000. Perfect quality, this coin displays full frost on the designs
and fields that show no signs of handling. Considering the popularity
of the denomination, perfect examples such as this are almost certain
to increase in demand as they age and more people attempt set completion.
$2,500-$3,000
40589
GREAT BRITAIN. Britannia Gold Proof Set (4 Pieces), 1998. Llantrisant Mint. All PCGS Gold Shield Certified.
1) 100 Pounds. PCGS PR-70 Ultra Cameo. S-BQ4; KM-1011. Mintage: 750.
2) 50 Pounds. PCGS PR-69 Ultra Cameo. S-BP4; KM-1010. Mintage:
750.
3) 25 Pounds. PCGS PR-69 Ultra Cameo. S-BO4; KM-1009. Mintage: 1,750.
4) 10 Pounds. PCGS PR-69 Ultra Cameo. S-BN4; KM-1008. Mintage: 5,750.

GREAT BRITAIN. Portraits of Britannia Gold 25 Pounds Proof Set
(5 Pieces), 2006. Llantrisant Mint. All PCGS Gold Shield Certified.
1) Britannia Standing. PCGS PR-69 Ultra Cameo. S-BO4; KM-1009.
Mintage: 1,000.
2) Britannia Walking Left. PCGS PR-69 Ultra Cameo. S-BO5; KM1021. Maximum Mintage: 2,250.
3) Britannia Helmeted Head. PCGS PR-69 Ultra Cameo. S-BO6;
KM-1041. Maximum Mintage: 2,250.
4) Britannia Seated Left. PCGS PR-70 Ultra Cameo. S-BO7; KM1069. Maximum Mintage: 2,250.
5) Britannia in Chariot. PCGS PR-69 Ultra Cameo. S-BO8.; KM1204. Maximum Mintage: 2,250.
A truly wonderful set that renders Britannia in five different artistic
styles. Accompanied by the original COA for the set, which defines the
maximum distribution of this set at 250.
$2,000-$4,000

$3,000-$4,000
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40593
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 2011. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-70 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-K28; cf. KM-1200. Maximum Mintage: 1,000. AGW: .4706 oz. Struck to commemorate the
400th anniversary of first printing of the King James Bible. Interestingly designed with type-setting blocks appearing at the left, and their
“impressions” at right. A perfect example of the type, it features yellow
gold in the centers with a ring of pink gold at the legends. Accompanied by the original certificate of authenticity.
$1,000-$1,500

40595
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 2017. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-70 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-SE15; Fr-Unlisted; KMUnlisted. Mintage: 750 (in sets only). A perfect example of this small
issue. Almost rose gold in color with hard mirror surfaces and frosted
cameo devices.
$3,000-$5,000

40596
40594
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 2016. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-70 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-K38. AGW: .4708 oz. Struck
in celebration of the 400th anniversary of the death of William Shakespeare, this piece focuses on his contributions to comedy. Designed
with a jester’s stick and cap, this coin features a two-tone gold composition with yellow gold in the centers and rose gold at the edges. Seemingly one of only 450 struck, with a 300 issued as singles and another
150 issued is a 8-coin compilation gold proof set.

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 2017. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-70 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-SC12. AGW: 0.2354 oz.
Struck to commemorate the 200th anniversary of Pistrucci’s conception of the ‘Garter and St. George’ Sovereign, which was introduced by
the Royal Mint in 1817, marking the return of the Sovereign denomination that had not been produced for over 200 years. This Sovereign,
which re-creates Pistrucci’s design, is highly desired by collectors as a
result. In this perfect quality, it is undoubtedly even more so.
$700-$1,000

$1,000-$1,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Classically Inspired Modern Rarity

40597
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold “Three Graces” 200 Pounds (2
Ounces), 2020. Llantrisant Mint. NGC PROOF-70 Ultra
Cameo First Releases. Mintage: 335. Crowned bust right,
legend around; Reverse: Three female figures, representing
Ireland, England and Scotland, a harp, shield and thistle at
their feet, quiver and palm branch in exergue. Bright and
flashy, this exquisite modern masterpiece combines brilliant
hard mirrored fields with intricately engraved frosted cameo
devices. This very attractive motif depicts the classic William
Wyon design, three graces, with a more refined execution and
engraving style. This low mintage modern rarity garnered a
perfect grade from NGC and is free of tone, haze or fog. With
original case of issue and certificate of authenticity number 217.
The design of the “Three Graces” Pattern Crown was inspired
by ancient Greek mythology. Zeus, the king of the Greek gods,
married Hera, the queen of the gods, and together they had
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three daughters. Their three daughters were Aglaia (Brightness),
Euphrosyne (Joyfulness), and Thalia (Bloom). They symbolized
charm, beauty, nature, creativity, and fertility and as a result,
became known as the “Graces.”
Borrowing from this powerful mythology, William Wyon
engraved his rendition of the “Three Graces” to symbolize the
enduring relationship that England, Ireland, and Scotland shared
with one another as the United Kingdom. The depiction of the
“Three Graces” appears on the coin’s reverse, with each “Grace”
embracing one another. At their feet, there is a harp, shield, and
thistle, symbolizing the cultural symbols of each country; the harp
symbolizes Ireland, the shield symbolizes England and the thistle
symbolizes Scotland. Much like Aglaia, Euphrosyne and Thalia
shared a close relationship, these countries also have a strong
relationship with one another.
$35,000-$45,000
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Massive Three Graces Modern Rarity

(Photo reduced)

40598
GREAT BRITAIN. Silver “Three Graces” 1000 Pounds
(2 Kilos), 2020. Llantrisant Mint. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra
Cameo First Releases. Mintage: 50. Weight: 2,010 gms. Great
Engravers Series. This enormous modern silver commemorative
in true fashion is a homage to one of the England’s greatest
numismatic legacies, William Wyon, depicting the iconic and
instantly recognizable “Three Graces” design. This behemoth

of a coin exhibits shimmering frosted high-relief devices with
hard reflective mirrored fields. A masterpiece in its own right,
this massive issues combines the elegant features of the classic
design by Wyon with a modern flare that offers tremendous
eye appeal garnering a near perfect grade from NGC. Includes
original case of issue with certificate of authenticity # 06.
$15,000-$20,000

40599
GREAT BRITAIN. Silver “Three Graces” 5 Pounds (2 Ounces), 2020.
Llantrisant Mint. PCGS PROOF-69 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. KMUnlisted. Mintage: 3,500. A stunning re-creation, this 2 ounce silver
version displays exceptional relief on the three-graces design with

enchanting frost that imparts a pearl-like appearance. Alongside the
‘Una and the Lion’ re-imagined types, this type is perhaps the most
sought in modern numismatics.
$2,500-$3,500
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BRITISH COLONIES

Low Mintage Three Graces 5 Ounce Commemorative

40600
BRITISH COLONIES. Alderney. Gold “Three Graces”
25 Pounds (5 Ounces), 2020. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-70 Deep Cameo. Mintage: 100. Obverse: Crowned
bust right, legend around; Reverse: Three female figures,
representing Ireland, England and Scotland, a harp, shield and
thistle at their feet, quiver and palm branch in exergue. This
beautifully engraved modern rarity combines the elegance of

the classic William Wyon design, the Three Graces, with the
flare and execution of contemporary minting techniques.
This large size gold issue exhibits deeply mirrored fields that
accentuates the velvety frosted devices. A charming issue that
garnered a perfect grade from PCGS free of tone, haze or fog.
With certificate of authenticity serial number 42.
$15,000-$25,000

End of Session B
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GREECE

41004

41001
GREECE. 5 Drachmai, 1833. Munich Mint. Othon. NGC MS-61.
KM-20; Geo-26; Divo-10a. A classic 19th century crown, this coin exhibits bright, silvery surfaces that are crisply defined and accompanied
by pale iridescent highlights. The first and most available year of this
type, and as a result, highly coveted when found in certified Mint State
quality.
$1,200-$1,700

GREECE. 100 Drachmai, ND (1940). Heaton Mint. George II.
PCGS PROOF-66 Gold Shield. KM-75; Geo-1; Sweeny-GR4a. Mintage: 500. Struck to commemorate the 5th anniversary of the Monarchy
Restoration. This eye-catching survivor exudes originality boasting a
needle-sharp strike, frosted devices and hard glassy surfaces that retains much brilliance. The smooth reflective surfaces display a colorful
bouquet of patina adding to its immensely pleasing appearance that is
sure to garner much attention from quality-oriented collectors seeking
beautiful numismatic relics.
$3,000-$4,000

GREENLAND

41002
GREECE. 5 Lepta, 1848. Athens Mint. Othon. PCGS MS-63 Brown
Gold Shield. KM-28. A sharply struck example of this short-lived issue with smooth brown surfaces that display virtually no marks. A
RARITY in this quality, with only five graded at the Mint State tier by
PCGS and NGC combined, this coin being tied with one other for the
finest certified by PCGS.
$2,500-$3,500

41005
GREENLAND. Ostgronland. A. Gibbs & Sons Brass Daler Token,
1863. NGC MS-64. KM-Tn14; Sieg-1.4. Well struck with sparkling
luster dominating the eye-appeal on both sides. A VERY RARE token
in any grade and certainly a candidate for the finest extant in this nearGem quality.
A. Gibbs & Sons, a British company, received the charter for exclusive
trading rights with all settlements on the east coast of Greenland from
the Danish royal government in 1863. The firm conducted several expeditions along the coast in an attempt to locate the “lost East Greenland
colony,” which proved unsuccessful. Today, only a handful of A. Gibbs &
Sons tokens exist to mark this fascinating episode of 19th century exploration the history of early Greenland.
$1,000-$1,500

41003
GREECE. 5 Drachmai, 1876-A. Paris Mint. George I. PCGS MS-61
Gold Shield. KM-46. Two-year type. A lovely Mint State example, this
piece remains mostly white in the centers with soft orange accents at
the edges. Significant vertical die polish lines that appear in the fields
on both sides give this piece an element of sparkle that isn’t commonplace for the type.
$1,000-$1,300
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GUADELOUPE

41006
GREENLAND. Krone, 1926-HCN GJ. Copenhagen Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-67 Gold Shield. KM-8. Virtually perfect, this EXTREMELY RARE presentation striking presents razor-sharp designs
and fields that showcase alluring gleam due to fine vertical die polish
lines. As the only example to have been certified, and the only example
we have seen, a potentially singular opportunity to acquire this potentially previously unrecorded issue.
$1,000-$3,000

41009
GUADELOUPE. Guadeloupe - France. Jeton de 30 Sous par Marteau, ND (1754). Louis XV. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. Lec-45b.
Countermarked for Marie-Galante. An outstanding example of this
VERY RARE countermark issue for a dependency island of Guadeloupe about 12 miles off its coast, gently handled long in the past with
one tiny stain on the reverse barely discernable from the appealing
tone that has settled in amongst the protected areas in the devices.
According to numismatic scholar Jean LeCompte author of numerous
standard French colonial reference books, states that he is aware of two
types of Jetons as host coins for this issue. He speculates that these were
stamps by the Chamber of Commerce of La Rochelle to serve as payment
to sailors leaving for Marie-Galante.

41007
GREENLAND. 50 Ore, 1926-HCN GJ. Copenhagen Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. KM-7. Struck in aluminum-bronze like
the Krone, this issue possesses similar radiance and charm with perhaps slightly more vivid tone. Similar to the Krone as well, this is the
only example we have recorded, making it an important item for the
collector intrigued by elusive 20th century presentation issues.

$1,000-$1,500

$1,000-$2,000

41010
41008
GREENLAND. 25 Ore, 1926-HCN GJ. Copenhagen Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. KM-5. Variety without central hole.
Identical quality to the previous lot, only struck in silver-colored copper-nickel alloy rather than the golden-hued aluminum-bronze of the
Krone and 50 Ore denominations. Considering its obvious RARITY
(this is the only example we can locate), and the technical superiority
in which it was produced, an item that should resonate with the collector of 20th centuries rarities.

GUADELOUPE. Guadeloupe. 9 Livres (9 Shillings), ND (1811).
PCGS VF-20 Gold Shield; Countermark: EF Details. KM-25. A
deeply toned example struck upon a host 1796 8 Reales of Mexico City.
$800-$1,200

$1,000-$2,000
41011
GUADELOUPE. Copper-Nickel Franc Essai (Pattern), 1903. Paris
Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-E3; Lec-56; Gad-48. Fully struck with shallow reflectivity present in the fields. Although it features the adopted
design, this piece is differentiated from the issues intended for circulation by the addition of a cornucopia privy mark as well as MCHOR on
the edge at 9 o’clock. RARE as such.
$700-$1,000
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GUATEMALA

41014

41012
GUATEMALA. 8 Reales, 1808-NG M. Nueva Guatemala Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC AU Details—Cleaned. KM-68. “Proper bust” type.
Highly desirable despite the light cleaning, this true representation of
the new king features great detail and very little in the way of handling.
A gunmetal gray allure simply adds to its already strong desirability.
$4,000-$8,000

GUATEMALA. Central American Republic. 8 Reales, 1826-NG M.
Nueva Guatemala Mint. NGC MS-63. KM-4. Coveted quality, this
classic Latin American crown-sized issue boasts strong reflective qualities in the fields with eye-catching multicolored tone around the edges
on the sun and mountain side with fuller coverage of the same hues on
the ceiba tree side.
$1,500-$2,000

41015

41013
GUATEMALA. Independence Silver Medal, 1821. PCGS Genuine—
Tooled, AU Details Gold Shield. Fonrobert-7206. By José Casildo España. Struck to commemorate the September 15, 1821 declaration of
independence. Worker chiseling inscription at base of obelisk, arms of
Guatemala resting against on top, five other obelisks to right in background representing other American mints in their order of founding;
Reverse: Winged angel touching two globes with broken chains at feet,
the continents on each personified with hands reaching toward each
other. A seldom encountered original version of this commemorative
medal with lovely intricate and meaningful motifs displaying light attractive gray tone with areas of richer coloration amongst the devices.
Upon close inspection scratches are noticed on the reverse, in the
open fields above the design and on the left obelisk as indicated on the
PCGS holder. Despite its shortcomings this important aspect of Guatemalan numismatics is sure to catch the attention of many specialists.

GUATEMALA. Central American Republic. 8 Reales, 1842-NG
MA. Nueva Guatemala Mint. PCGS MS-64 Prooflike Gold Shield.
KM-4. The single finest certified of the date on the PCGS population
report, none finer. This wholly original looking near Gem survivor exhibits sharp frosty devices with hard mirror-like fields offering much
reflectivity and flash that pops out when rotated in the light. The lovely
rich concentric patina radiates from the peripheries indicative of prolonged storage in an old Wayte Raymond cardboard page adding to its
pleasing appearance and originality. A highly attractive example from
this ever-popular series with an abundance of luster and detail that is
seldom seen on these issues sure to catch the attention of many quality
conscious collectors.
$3,000-$6,000

$1,000-$2,000
41016
GUATEMALA. Central American Republic. 1/4 Real, 1844-G. Nueva Guatemala Mint. NGC MS-68 Prooflike. KM-1. An incredibly
impressive and alluring survivor, this superlative Gem radiates with
tremendous brilliance, with the fields offering an immense mirrored
nature. It is unlikely that the connoisseur of this series will encounter
another that equates to the beauty offered here.
$500-$1,000
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HAITI

41017
GUATEMALA. Peso, 1879-D. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-200.
Mintage: 10,000. Date and fineness at top of reverse. Small wreath on
reverse. This wholesome looking survivor exhibits a bold strike with
light signs of handling consistent for the grade displaying light attractive gray patina and remaining luster in the protected areas.
$700-$1,000

41020
HAITI. Silver 15 Sols Pattern, 1808. NGC PROOF-62. KM-Pn7;
Arroyo-HA#P2; Rudman-72. This beautifully preserved and flashy
survivor offers bold devices and slightly subdued surfaces with much
remaining reflectivity displaying delicate pale patina. A nice-looking
example of the type that is sure to add depth to the next collection it
enters.
$900-$1,200
Ex: Rudman Collection.

41018
GUATEMALA. Real, 1894-H. Heaton Mint. NGC PROOF-65. KM166. This lovely little sparkling Gem silver coin displays hard flashy
surfaces that highlight the intricately engraved frosted devices. A thin
veneer of mottled sunset and dusky hued patina complements the attractive design elements adding to its eye appeal. A very pleasing survivor that is sure to catch the attention of many discerning collectors.
$700-$1,000

41021
HAITI. Silver 7-1/2 Sols Pattern, 1808-ES. NGC PROOF-62. KMPn5; Arroyo-HA#P1; Rudman-70. This wholly original looking example displaying rich old cabinet patina that accentuates the bold devices struck on a broad planchet. This attractive looking pattern offers
a pleasing appearance that is sure to excite many collectors.
$900-$1,200

41019
GUATEMALA. Central American Exposition Gold Medal, 1897.
NGC AU Details—Obverse Scratch. Weight: 20.07 gms. By M. Ayala.
Obverse: Bust of President Jose Maria Reina Barrios left; Reverse: Distant view of city landscape with mountains in background. A VERY
RARE medal struck to commemorate the Central American Exposition that took place in Guatemala. The only example we have seen.
Conceived with the intention of showcasing a completed interoceanic
railroad, the project was ultimately left unfinished when the price of coffee, the country’s primary export, plummeted leaving the government
under-funded. The impending crisis resulted in several attempted rebellions, which ultimately resulted in the assassination of President Barrios
on February 8, 1898.
$4,000-$6,000
Ex: John I. Walter Collection.
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41024
41022
HAITI. Aluminum Crown (2 Gourdes) Pattern, 1820. Henry I as
King of North Haiti. NGC AU Details—Excessive Surface Hairlines.
KM-Pn31; Arroyo-HA#P124; Rudman-103. Reeded edge. Laureate
and armored bust of Henri I right, legend around; Reverse: Crowned
arms of Haiti (1811-20), legend around with date written “L’an 17”.
This highly interesting survivor has much to offer the avid student of
the Haitian series, being struck in a metal type that seldom appears
and is sparsely documented about. The strike is bold with good definition of the finer details displaying khaki hued patina amongst the devises. Upon closer inspection evidence of a past cleaning indicated on
the NGC insert as “Excessive Surface Hairlines”, now slightly subdued
by a thin veneer of tone. The peculiar specimen is a real treat for the
specialist looking to add diversity and depth to their collection and is
sure to pique the interest of many potential bidders.
A slave himself, Henri Christophe (Henri I), rose through the ranks of
the Haitian Revolutionary military and was integral to Haiti’s war for
independence from France. After independence Henri founded the State
of Haiti on February 17, 1807 and was elected as President. A few years
later on March 28, 1811 he created the Kingdom of North Haiti adding
nobility and naming his legitimate son as heir to the throne. Under his
policies of corvee, forced labor, the kingdom generated much revenue,
but was resented by the people. Fearing an uprising and coup from his
unpopularity he committed suicide on October 10, 1820; 10 days later
his son and remaining heirs were assassinated.
$1,500-$2,500

HAITI. 2 Centimes, 1881. PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Red Brown Gold
Shield. KM-43; Arroyo-HA#36; Rudman-283. This attractive Gem
exhibits a needle-sharp strike with well-defined intricate devices and
smooth surfaces displaying rich mottled brown patina with plenty of
original mint red that accentuates the devices. When rotating in the
light areas with a delicate iridescent sheen pop out that catches the
eye adding to its pleasing appearance. A very attractive survivor with
a good look that is sure to be a very welcome acquisition for its new
owner.
$700-$1,000

41025
HAITI. 2 Centimes, 1881. NGC PROOF-64 Red Brown. KM-43.
Virtually free from handling, this premium survivor displays a razorsharp strike with fields that possess a gentle gleam. Mellow orange
color throughout also adds to the luxurious overall appearance. Quite
RARE in this proof quality, and as such, a coin that calls out for specialist attention.
$700-$1,000

41026
41023
HAITI. Gourde, 1882. Paris Mint. NGC MS-63. KM-46; ArroyoHA#122; Rudman-305. This highly attractive choice uncirculated
survivor exhibits a bold strike with lovely smooth satiny surfaces displaying light mottled patina in the peripheries adding to its pleasing
appearance.
$700-$1,000
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HAITI. Centime, 1881. NGC PROOF-64 Brown. KM-42; ArroyoHA#19; Rudman-281. This beautifully preserved survivor exhibits a
bold strike with smooth chocolate brown patina. The obverse displays
a glossy sheen with and iridescent that pop out when tilted in the light,
while the reverse is more even with slightly subdued surfaces. A highly
attractive representative of the type that would make a great addition
to many collections.
$700-$1,000
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HONDURAS

41027
HONDURAS. Real, 1830-T F. Tegucigalpa Mint. NGC MS-63. KM19.2. An attractive offering of a coin seldom-seen at auction. Highly
lustrous and with iridescent toning, this choice minor is sure to excite
the bidder. For completeness, a minor planchet flaw near the edge is
noted.
$700-$1,200

HONG KONG

41028
HONG KONG. 10 Cents, 1900-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-65+ Gold Shield. KM-6.3; Mars-C18. Tied for finest certified of
the date/mint mark with three other examples on the PCGS population report, none finer. This lovely little premium Gem exhibits bold
frosty devices and smooth satiny surfaces with a hint of tone adding to
its pleasing appearance and originality.
$1,000-$1,500

41031
HUNGARY. Taler, 1652-KB. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand III. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-3198; KM-107. The single finest certified of
the date on the PCGS population report, none finer. This wholly original looking survivor boasts crisp devices exhibiting lovely old, mottled
cabinet patina displaying a plethora of hues with plenty of underlying
luster in the protected areas. A type that is seldom encountered in the
high state of preservation and is sure to catch the attention of many
quality conscious collectors.
$2,000-$2,500

41029
HONG KONG. 5 Cents, 1895. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS66+ Gold Shield. KM-5; Mars-C8. Blast white and exceptionally dazzling, this radiant minor presents tremendous eye appeal and even offers a subtle prooflike nature to the reverse.
$600-$900

HUNGARY

41032
HUNGARY. 100 Korona, 1907-KB. Kremnica Mint. PCGS Genuine—Cleaning, AU Details Gold Shield. Fr-256; KM-490. Struck to
commemorate the 40th Anniversary of Franz Joseph’s coronation, this
impressive example exhibits light handling and some scattered marks
from the noted cleaning.
$2,000-$2,500

41030
HUNGARY. Goldgulden, ND (1399). Buda Mint. Sigismund. NGC
AU-58. Fr-9; Huszar-572; Rethy-118; Fyrnas-H.27.1. Weight: 3.52
gms. Obverse: St. Ladislaus standing facing, holding axe and orb; M-A
across field; Reverse: Coat-of-arms of Hungary and Brandenburg.
Fairly well centered and struck, with a charming golden-orange hue
on each side.
$700-$1,000
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INDIA

41036

41033
INDIA. Kushan Empire. AV Dinar, ca. 325-345. Shaka. UNCIRCULATED. Fr-44a; MK-589. Diameter: 20mm; Weight: 7.43 gms. Obverse: Shaka standing facing, head left, sacrificing over altar and holding standard; filleted trident to left; Reverse: Ardoxsho seated facing,
holding filleted investiture garland and cornucopia; tamgha to upper
left. The appearance benefits from a fairly sharp and detailed strike,
with a charming golden-orange hue and much brilliance.

INDIA. Mohur, 1885-(C). Calcutta Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. Fr-1604; KM-496; S&W-6.13 Prid-21. Wholesome and
entirely original, this nearly-choice specimen features a golden-orange
allure and a cartwheel nature to the brilliance. Meanwhile, the subtle
marks in the field are minor and also wholly consistent for the designation.
$3,000-$4,500

$600-$900

41037
41034
INDIA. Kutch. 100 Kori, VS 1923 (1866). Pragmalji II. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. Fr-1277; KM-Y-19. Offering golden-yellow hues and a
slightly matte nature to the fields, this alluringly near-choice specimen
certainly dazzles the eye.
$1,250-$1,750

INDIA. Rupee Restrike, 1879-C. Calcutta Mint. Victoria. NGC
PROOF-63. cf. KM-492 (for original); cf. S&W-6.45 (same); cf. Prid117 (same). A fairly RARE restrike issue in proof, this choice specimen glistens with tremendous brilliance and an argent, blast white
nature throughout. The mirrored nature is unbelievably strong and
captivating.
$1,000-$1,500

41035
INDIA. British East India Company. Mohur, 1841. Calcutta Mint.
Victoria. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. Fr-1595; KM-462.1; S&W-3.7.
Variety with large date, plain 4, and dot after date. A fairly RARE and
sought after type, this elegant survivor displays some lightly scattered
marks and hairlines, but remains free from handling and without issue. A great example from early in the reign of Victoria.
$5,000-$7,500

41038
INDIA. Rupee Restrike, 1882-C. Calcutta Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-64 Gold Shield. KM-492; S&W-6.63; Prid-121. Quite vibrant
and glistening, this alluring proof restrike issue offers a great deal of
eye appeal along with a deeper tone with hints burnished olive and
subtle magenta. Includes period envelope from “H. M.’s Mint.”
$1,250-$1,750

41039
INDIA. Sovereign, 1918-I. Bombay Mint. NGC MS-66. S-3998; Fr1609; KM-A525. This dazzling Gem radiates with tremendous lustrous brilliance that offers a rather delightful and captivating cartwheel
nature.
$800-$1,200
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INDONESIA

41040
INDONESIA. 100000 Rupiah, 1974. London or Llantrisant Mint. NGC MS-64. Fr-6; KM-41. Mintage: 5,333. Wildlife Conservation Series:
Komodo Dragon. An ever-popular type, this example presents stunning brilliance and a delightful cartwheel effect to the luster.
$2,000-$2,400

IRAN

41041
IRAN. Persian Visit to London Bronze Medal, 1873. Nasir
al-Din Shah. PCGS SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. BHM-2951;
Eimer-1623. Diameter: 76mm. By A. B. Wyon. City of London
series. Mintage: 400. Obverse: NASSER-ED-DEEN, bust of the
shah facing slightly left, wearing Persian fez; Reverse: Londinia
standing facing, head left, holding scroll and extending arms

over shields of Persia and London; view of St. Paul’s Cathedral
and the Tower of London in background. Struck in exceptional
relief with rich brown coloration that holds some yellow and
blue iridescence. Scattered handling determines the grade.
$800-$1,200
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IRAQ

41045
IRELAND. Silver Gun Money 6 Pence, 1689 (Feb). James II. NGC
PROOF-62. S-6583KK; KM-93a. An exceptional silver striking of this
classic Gun Money issue, beautifully toned with slight striking weakness along the edges. This is the single finest certified by NGC with the
nearest being a PROOF-50.

41042
IRAQ. 100 Dinars, AH 1401//1980. NGC PROOF-66 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-4; KM-151. Struck to commemorate the 15th century since Muhammad’s departure from Mecca to Medina, also known as Hegira.
Highly mirrored and brilliant, though a bit of haziness is evident near
the peripheries.

$2,000-$2,600
Ex: Norman Applebaum Collection.

$2,000-$2,400

IRELAND
41046
IRELAND. Penny, 1805. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. George III.
PCGS MS-66 Brown Gold Shield. S-6620; KM-148.1. Incredibly attractive and engaging, this superb Gem features seemingly flawless
glossy brown surfaces that are enlivened by a startling tone composed
of electrified seafoam green, violet, cobalt, and goldenrod. The eye appeal offered here would undoubtedly be difficult to rival.
$700-$1,000
41043
IRELAND. Crown, ND (1643-44). Charles I. PCGS VF-25 Gold
Shield. S-6544; Dav-3796; KM-64. “Ormonde” type. Deeply toned,
though weak in the centers as is typically the case. A popular type leading up to the English Civil War.
$700-$1,000

41047
IRELAND. Gilt Penny, 1805. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. George III.
NGC PROOF-66 Cameo. S-6620; KM-148.1a. Struck in copper gilt
with engrailed edge. A gorgeous example of this desirable type, exceptionally well preserved with amber tone nestled amongst the needlesharp design elements.

41044
IRELAND. Silver 1/2 Penny, 1681. Charles II. PCGS PROOF-53
Gold Shield. S-6575; KM-91a. Listed as “RARE” in Standard Catalog of World Coins, this proof issue is entirely wholesome and charming. This is also the finest certified by PCGS. A great opportunity for a
fairly difficult coin.

$800-$1,200

$1,500-$2,500
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41048
IRELAND. Gilt 1/2 Penny, 1805. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. George
III. NGC PROOF-65 Cameo. S-6621; KM-147.1a. Struck in copper gilt
with engrailed edge. Attractively toned with contrasting cameo set upon

fields with mere traces of long-past contact.
$700-$1,000

41049
IRELAND. Gilt Farthing, 1806. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. George
III. NGC PROOF-66+. S-6622; KM-146.1. Struck in copper gilt with
engrailed edge. Outstanding. The offering here presents superb surfaces,

lightly toned with frosty devices floating upon bright fields with
mercifully scant evidence of past handling.
$800-$1,200

ISLE DE FRANCE

41050
ISLE DE FRANCE. 10 Livres, 1810. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. KM-1;
Lec-14. This classic Napoleonic issue exhibits the typical weak central
strike commonly seen, but also offers charming gunmetal gray surfaces

with a deeper tone to further accentuate it. About as close to Mint State
status as one can get.
$1,500-$2,000

ITALY

41051
ITALY. Cisalpine Republic. Scudo of 6 Lire, Year VIII (1800). Milan
Mint. NGC MS-63. Dav-199; KM-C-2. Offering a rather deep cabinet
tone and a good deal of underlying brilliance, this crown is undoubtedly

one of the better examples that one could hope to encounter.
$1,000-$1,500
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A Massive Italian Rarity

41052
ITALY. Genoa. 5 Doppie, 1600. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield.
Fr-416, CNI 2, Pl XII:7; MIR-199 (R4). 33.22 grams. Obverse:
Castle gate flanked by 6-pointed stars, date 1600 below, all
in dotted circle, “DVX * ET * GVB * REIP * GEN”; Reverse:
Large flat-end cross with 6-pointed stars in the angles, legend:
“CONRADVS * II * RO * REX* I * V *”. This massive gold piece
is heavier than the two examples of the denomination that are
listed in Corpus Nummorum Italicorum, Vol. III, Liguria, Isole
de Corsica, indicating that no identical specimen was in the
definitive Royal Collection of King Vittorio Emanuele III when
the volume was published in 1912. Displaying the traditional
Castle Gate-Conradus Rex design, this spectacular issue
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remains in marvelous condition, with bright luster in the fields
and minimal marks that catch the eye. Impressively struck
considering its size as well, with only one small area of softness
near DVX in the obverse legend (and the corresponding area
on the reverse) and two understandable small flan cracks, the
first appearing in the area of softness and the second one, even
less noticeable than the first, appearing in the B of GVB. All
considered, a truly awesome RARITY and a beautiful relic of
the period which would have represented amazing amount of
wealth at its time of issue.
$80,000-$90,000
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Lovely 1758 Genoa 50 Lire

41053
ITALY. Genoa. 50 Lire, 1758. NGC AU-53. Fr-441; KM-227;
MIR-271/1. Obverse: Griffins support crowned City Arms,
“DUX. ET. GUB. REIP. GENU.”; Reverse: Madonna and Child
in clouds, “ET. REGE. EOS.”, (And [a Little Child] shall rule
them). The first year of this notably elusive issue, displaying
splendid gold surfaces that possess charming color and minimal

handling for the grade. RARELY offered as a date, the last sold
example (seemingly in low UNC quality) appearing in a May
2016 Sincona auction where it brought 36,000 CHF hammer
(approximately $36,000 at the time).
$20,000-$25,000
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41057

41054
ITALY. Genoa. 8 Lire, 1796. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Dav-1370;
KM-249; Mont-42; MIR-309/5. Nicely preserved this survivor boasts
a strong strike with lustrous satiny surfaces displaying rich mottled
patina. A pleasing example of the type that is sure to excite discerning collectors looking to obtain choice representatives to add to their
numismatic holdings.

ITALY. Milan. Teston, ND (1494-99). Ludovico Maria Sforza. PCGS
AU-50 Gold Shield. MIR-229. An archetypal Italian Renaissance type,
highly prized and desirable in this About Uncirculated designation
with pleasing gunmetal tone and traces of residual luster in the recesses.
$1,000-$1,500

$1,000-$1,500

41058

41055
ITALY. Genoa. 8 Lire, 1796. NGC MS-61. Dav-1370; KM-249. Essentially blast white, this argent crown radiates with great brilliance and
radiance. For completeness, a few die cracks and some die polishing is
noted, as well as a minor planchet flaw near the rim.
$800-$1,200

ITALY. Milan. Ducato, 1588. Philip II (of Spain). NGC AU-50. Dav8309; MIR-308/14; Crippa-13D. This lovely and well-preserved example is vastly superior than normally encountered, struck on a broad
flan with a nearly complete beaded border, bold crisp legends and well
struck central motifs. The surfaces are smooth displaying beautiful
gun-metal patina adding to its originality and pleasing appearance. A
type that is available in lower quality, but is very elusive in this high
state of preservation certain to catch the attention of discerning collectors.
$1,800-$2,400

41056
ITALY. Mantua. Ducatone, ND (1627). Vincenzo II. NGC EF-45.
Dav-3951; KM-94; MIR-623/2. A seldom encountered 17th century
type, this neatly engraved high-relief issue exhibits bold design elements with an expressive portrait and attractive motif. Displaying
attractive light gray tone in the open areas and richer coloration in
the crevasses and legends this piece offers a pleasing appearance. This
VERY RARE Italian crown is destined to excite many collectors as the
opportunity to acquire such a rarity does not present itself often.
$6,000-$8,000
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A Superbly Detailed Example of this Very Rare Issue

41059
ITALY. Modena. 2 Scudi d’Oro, ND (1629-58). Francesco
I d’Este. NGC AU-55. cf. Fr-679; CNI-199 (pl. XX, 9).
Dimensions: 27.4mm x 25.4mm; Weight: 6.36 gms. Obverse:
FRAN I MV REG E C DVX VIII, bareheaded, draped, and
armored bust left; Reverse: AVERTISTI IRAM INDIGACIN
(sic), the Virgin Mary seated left, with Holy Infant seated
to left. An exceptionally pleasing and alluring example, this

VERY RARE specimen was struck on a somewhat oblong
planchet, but nevertheless does not lack any charm as a result.
An important relic from the wealthy ruling Este family, whose
last scion in the 19th century would make Austrian Archduke
Franz Ferdinand his heir.
$15,000-$20,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 3005.
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41063
41060
ITALY. Naples. 120 Grana, 1808. Naples Mint. Joseph Napoleon.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. Dav-165; KM-248. Struck in the same
year Napoleon’s brother Joseph left Naples for Spain to be unpopularly
crowned as king, this barely circulated piece boasts a warm gray tone
with ample brightness in the recesses. Given there are only four graded
higher in the PCGS population report, it is the finest many collectors
can expect to acquire.

ITALY. Papal States. Testone, 1735 Year V. Clement XII. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. KM-853; Berman-2634. Gunmetal gray overall, with
some underlying hints of brilliance and golden toning accentuating
the devices.
$700-$1,000

$800-$1,200

41061
ITALY. Naples. 20 Lire, 1813. Naples Mint. Joachim Murat. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. Fr-860; KM-264; Mont-477. Dot after date, no
dot after denomination. Long stems. An attractive honey gold piece
with a bold strike and wear nearly indiscernible. Luster pools around
the periphery, radiating strong flashes from every angle. Struck just
two years before Joachim Murat, one of Napoleon’s most famous generals and statesmen, was executed by King Ferdinand IV.
$2,000-$2,500

41064
ITALY. Papal States. Scudo, 1816-B Year XVII. Bologna Mint. Pius
VII. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Dav-183; KM-1275. One of just two
of this date in the PCGS census—the other merely grading AU-58—this
charming example features a gunmetal gray allure with pastel iridescence lurking beneath. The fields remains appealing and problem-free,
with some inconsequential adjustment marks on the arms side being
the only aspect of note.
$1,500-$2,500

41062
ITALY. Papal States. Ducat, ND (1431-47). Rome Mint. Eugene IV.
NGC MS-64. Fr-3a; Berman-301. Weight: 3.51 gms. This delightful
offering presents a rather strong strike for the type and a good deal of
shimmering luster remaining. An enchanting issue from the medieval
papacy.
$3,500-$5,000

41065
ITALY. Papal States. Scudo, 1818-B Year XVIII. Bologna Mint. Pius
VII. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Dav-183; KM-1275. Tied with just
one other for the finest in the PCGS census, this glistening near-Gem
crown radiates with dazzling beauty and seemingly unending luster.
The fields are nearly impeccable, save for a few inconsequential adjustment marks on the arms side, as well as a slight spot below the
cathedral model. Cartwheel brilliance is undoubtedly on full display.
$800-$1,200
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41066
ITALY. Papal States. Scudo, 1830-ROMA Year I. Rome Mint. Pius
VIII. NGC MS-64. Dav-189; KM-1310. A sharply struck, near-Gem
crown that exhibits great detail, this specimen offers dark gray toning
with some underlying luster and lighter toning in the protected areas.

Elegant artistry is observed all over, especially within the facial features
of Saints Peter and Paul on the reverse.
$2,000-$3,000

41067
ITALY. Papal States. 10 Scudi, 1835-R Year V. Rome Mint. Gregory
XVI. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Fr-263; KM-1108. Better than most
seen, this Select Mint State example is well struck with fields that border

on prooflike. Presently tied with two other pieces for the finest certified
of the date by PCGS.
$1,500-$2,000

41068
ITALY. Papal States. 50 Baiocchi, 1834-R Year IV. Rome Mint.
Gregory XVI. PCGS MS-64+ Gold Shield. KM-1316; Gig-84. The
finest certified by PCGS, this exceptionally charming minor stands at
the precipice of Mint State status, offering mostly argent surfaces with

some hints of colorful iridescence near the peripheries. Augmenting its
appeal is the reverse design, featuring a kneeling figure of St. Romuald
holding up a crucifix while a skull gazes at the viewer to the right.
$500-$1,000

41069
ITALY. Papal States. 5 Lire, 1870-R Year XXIV. Rome Mint. Pius
IX. PCGS MS-64+ Gold Shield. Dav-195; KM-1385. Displaying even
russet toning with a touch of blues on some parts of the edges, this
alluring crown presents remnants of brilliant underlying luster. A very

charming and enticing near-Gem that is only second to one other on the
PCGS population report.
$700-$1,000
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An Incredibly Rare Gold Issue from Ranuccio I Farnese

41070
ITALY. Parma & Piacenza. 2 Doppie, 1612-PP. Ranuccio I
Farnese. NGC VF Details—Mount Removed, Tooled. Fr-905;
KM-MB-39. Struck for Piacenza. Obverse: RANVT FAR PLA
P DVX IV S R E CONF P, bareheaded and armored bust left;
Reverse: PELLIT ET ATRAHIT, personification of the winds
blowing clouds leftward. Despite having been used previously
in jewelry, this VERY RARE gold issue remains an incredible
survivor from what is undoubtedly a small output of coinage in

1612 and 1613 for this portion of the duchy. Fairly well handled,
it features a pale gold color and a subtle crudeness associated
with the coins of its era. Assuredly, a great opportunity for the
advanced collector of world gold and one which will not likely
present itself again anytime soon.
$18,000-$25,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 3013.

41071
ITALY. Parma & Piacenza. 2 Doppie, 1619-PP. Ranuccio I Farnese.
NGC AU-53. Fr-907; MB-35; Var-1152. Weight: 13.08 gms. Better
preserved than most, with only moderate visible wear, but crudely
produced as was commonly the case for this issue, with some doubling
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appearing in the designs and a large crack appearing in the flan that runs
from the edge around 4 o’clock towards the coin’s center.
$1,500-$2,000
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Outstanding Large Format 17th-Century Gold Issue
One of Three Examples Recorded

41072
ITALY. Parma & Piacenza. 6 Doppie, ND (1622-46). Odardo
Farnese. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, EF Details Gold Shield.
Fr-910; cf. CNI-pl. XXIII, 12-3 (for similar type). Diameter:
45mm; Weight: 39.06 gms. Obverse: ODOARDVS FAR PAR
PLA DVX, bareheaded, draped, and armored bust right,
wearing elaborate collar; Reverse: PENDENT MILLE CLYPI,
the Madonna seated facing, head lowered left, holding Holy
Infant; above, two cherubim hover, placing crown upon her
head. Struck on a rather majestic, yet somewhat crude, flan,
this impressive type—a RARE piece and one of just three
known—offers a pleasing golden-orange appearance that is
re-toning from a prior cleaning. Despite this designation, the
present specimen presents a unique opportunity to acquire an
immense 17th century gold issue that is at the pinnacle of rarity.

Destined to find its way to the finest of Italian or early modern
gold cabinets.
Odardo, the fifth Duke of Parma, Piacenza, and Castro, was the
second son of Ranuccio I and his wife, Margherita Aldobrandini.
In 1628, he married Margherita de’ Medici, and his reign
produced some of the most majestic hammered gold coins of the
time. Long a point of contention between the papacy and other
Northern Italian rulers, Parma passed to the House of Bourbon
on the death of Francesco I Farnese in 1727, but the family’s rule
is well remembered through its coinage.
$120,000-$150,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 3015 @ $150,000.
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41076

41073
ITALY. Parma. 5 Lire, 1815. Maria Luigia. NGC MS-60. Dav-204;
KM-C-30. No evidence of handling or time in circulation is present,
though this crown does display some scattered hairlines in the fields,
most notably in front of and behind the bust of the princess. Nevertheless, attractive and appealing, with a deeper iridescence near a portion
of the peripheries.
$700-$1,000

ITALY. Sardinia. 80 Lire, 1826-L. Turin Mint; mm: eagle. Carlo Felice. NGC MS-60. Fr-1132; KM-123.1. Sharply detailed with numerous marks that on the central design that determine the grade. Despite
those marks, a RARE coin when found in certified Mint State grade,
with only six examples (none of which exceed MS-62) appearing in
the NGC census.
$2,000-$3,000

41077

41074
ITALY. Piedmont-Subalpine Republic. 5 Francs, AN 10 (1802). Turin Mint. NGC MS-63. KM-C-4; Mont-10; Gig-4. This handsome and
nicely preserved example displays bold intricate devices and smooth
satiny surfaces with a thin veneer of light gray patina. Seldom encountered in this high state of preservation this survivor offers a pleasing
appearance that is sure to catch the attention of many collectors.
Although noted on the NGC label as PIEDMONT - SUBALPINE REP.
and listed in the SCWC as from the Piedmont Republic (1798-99), this
coin is actually a product of the Subalpine Republic (“GAULE SUBALPINE”) of 1800-02. Both entities were puppet states of Napoleon, who
annexed the region to France in 1802.
$3,500-$5,000

ITALY. Sardinia. Lira, 1828-P. Genoa Mint; mm: anchor. Carlo Felice. NGC MS-63. KM-121.2. RARE quality for the issue, this example
displays vivid cobalt-blue tone at the edges that transitions to pinkish-orange in the centers. While offerings of superb examples such as
this are absolutely infrequent, another example, also graded MS-63 by
NGC, was sold by MDC in Monaco for 2500 Euros (or approximately
$3,000) hammer in their June 2021 auction.
$1,500-$3,000

41078
ITALY. Sardinia. 100 Lire, 1836-P. Genoa Mint; mm: anchor. Carlo
Alberto. NGC AU-58. Fr-1139; KM-133.2. Far more appealing than
most seen, this example displays significantly fewer noteworthy marks
than are typically observed.
$1,800-$2,400

41075
ITALY. Roman Republic. Scudo, ND (1799). NGC MS-64. Dav1486; KM-11; Mont-1; Gig-1. The single finest certified of the type on
the NGC population report, none finer. This bright and lustrous nearGem example boasts a strong strike with lustrous satiny surfaces and
is seldom encountered in the high state of preservation. An available
type in various conditions, but is quite elusive in this elite grade certain
to pique the interest of many potential bidders.
$3,500-$5,000
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41079
ITALY. Savoy. Teston, ND (1504-53). Bourg-en-Bresse Mint. Carlo
II. NGC EF-40. MIR-339a. Weight: 9.21 gms. Presenting a great
renaissance-style portrait, this minor exhibits some signs of handling,
but nevertheless remains entirely wholesome and rather well struck.
RARE and alluring this pleasing and free from issue.
The enumeration for this duke can be somewhat confusing, as he was
actually the third Carlo to reign over the Duchy of Savoy in name.

Another Carlo ascended to the title in 1490, barely a year old at the time.
As such, his reign was guided by the hand of a regent, and he died before
ever achieving majority at the age of just 6. Given the nature of his “reign,”
he is not officially regarded as having been a full Duke of Savoy, a fact
that can be seen on this very coin. The Carlo in question here, who ruled
for much of the first half of the 16th century, was immediately styled “II
Carolus:” Carlo II.
$4,000-$6,000

Beautifully Preserved and Possessing Incredible Artistic Style

41080
ITALY. Savoy. 4 Scudi d’Oro, 1641. Turin Mint. Carlo
Emanuele II with Cristina di Borbone-Francia as Regent.
NGC AU-55. Fr-1071.1. Obverse: CHR FRAN CAR EMAN
DVCES SAB, jugate draped busts of Carlo and Cristina, his
mother and regent, right; Reverse: P P PEDEMON REGES
CYPRI, crowned and garnished coat-of-arms. A rather
SCARCE piece, this impressive, well struck example is

unsurprisingly the finest in the NGC census. Some minor wear
on the high points is evident, though it is even, and allows for
some brilliance to remain. A minor flan flaw on the obverse is
noted, but not at all distracting.
$10,000-$15,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2010) Lot # 924.
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41081

41083

ITALY. Tuscany. Tallero, 1699/8. Leghorn Mint. Cosimo III de’
Medici. NGC MS-64. Dav-4215; KM-16.4. The single finest certified and only Mint State example of the date on the NGC population
report. This beautiful looking survivor exhibits boldly struck devices
with lovely rich patina that somewhat subdues the lustrous surfaces.
An ever-popular type that seldom appears on the market in this lofty
state of preservation destined for a fine cabinet.

ITALY. Tuscany. Francescone (10 Paoli), 1794. Florence Mint.
Ferdinando III. PCGS MS-63+ Gold Shield. Dav-1521; KM-C-37;
Mont-132; Gig-26a. Obverse legend ends with “ETR” variety. The single finest certified of the date on the PCGS population report, none
finer. This nicely preserved and very attractive survivor exhibits bold
crisp devices, satiny lustrous surfaces and a thin veneer of light attractive tone adding a bit of character and eye appeal. A somewhat more
available type, this legend variant seems to appear far less often and as
such should be considered VERY RARE and desirable. A real treat for
the discerning collector seeking high-grade tough to locate examples
to supplement their numismatic holdings.

Cosimo III de’ Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany, reigned for 53 years and
pretty much ran Tuscany into the ground during the long course of his
tenure. Tuscany would never recover as an international banking and
trade center after his rule. The Tollero offered here is suggestive of that
decline, with the reverse harbor scene bearing little resemblance to the
contemporary Swiss Talers that so exquisitely mastered this numismatic
technique.

$1,500-$2,000

$4,000-$6,000

41084
41082
ITALY. Tuscany. Pezza della Rosa, 1707. Leghorn Mint. Cosimo III
de’ Medici. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-1501; KM-15.4. Tied for
third finest certified of the date with one other example on the PCGS
population report, two finer (MS 64 and MS 65). This beautifully preserved survivor exhibits abundant luster with bold well-formed devices and lovely rich patina displaying dove gray with a blue iridescent
sheen in the open areas complemented by brighter luster amongst the
devices of the obverse and golden hued tone on the reverse. A captivating example of the type that is sure to catch the attention of many
collectors.
$3,000-$5,000
Ex: Canaparo Collection.

ITALY. Tuscany. 10 Lire, 1807. Carlo Ludovico. NGC MS-63+. KMC-49.2; Gig-11; Mont-237. Impressive quality for this broad issue, with
strong reflective qualities in the fields and an elegant arrangement of
orange, mauve, and blue tone that clings to the outer edges.
$1,500-$2,000

41085
ITALY. Venice. Ducat, ND (1365-68). Marco Cornero. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. Fr-1226. Exceptional quality for this early type, the present specimen offers a very sharp strike with golden-orange brilliance
and great centering. Rather unsurprisingly, it is surpassed in the PCGS
census by just one example.
$700-$1,000
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41086
ITALY. Venice. Ducato, ND (1752-62)-GAC. Francesco Loredano.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Dav-1551; KM-611. The finest of four
specimens observed at PCGS, this choice crown radiates with a great
deal of luster remaining and offers a subtle golden hue as one approaches the peripheries. A solid strike for the type merely augments
its already strong allure.
$1,000-$1,500

Resplendent Tallero from Venice

ITALY. Venice. Scudo, ND (1762)-ZD. Marco Foscarini. NGC MS64. Dav-1553; KM-643. Undoubtedly one of the most attractive examples of this crown that one is likely to encounter, the present near-Gem
dazzles with a deep and alluring cabinet tone and rather sharp strike.
Meanwhile, some hints of gold glisten and further enliven the devices.
$2,500-$3,500

Very Rare Silver Design in Gold

41089

41087
ITALY. Venice. Tallero, 1756. Francesco Loredano. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. Dav-1552; KM-625. The only example of this type seen
at PCGS, the present specimen features and alluring strike, majestic
toning, and a great deal of radiant luster abounding throughout. When
cradled back and forth, the shimmering brilliance wholly enlivens its
appeal, making this a crown not likely to be rivaled anytime soon.
$5,000-$10,000

41088

ITALY. Venice. Off-Metal Strike — Gold 1/4 Ducato of 2 Zecchini
Weight, ND (1763-67)-DG. Alvise Mocenigo IV. PCGS Genuine—
Repaired, AU Details Gold Shield. Fr-Unlisted; KM-Pn163; cf. KM657 (silver); Papadopoli-III, p. 786, 77. Weight: 6.81 gms. Obverse:
Doge kneeling left, holding cruciform staff and receiving blessing
from St. Mark seated right; Reverse: Winged and nimbate lion of St.
Mark standing left, head facing, resting forepaw upon open Gospels;
city model to left. An INCREDIBLY RARE off-metal striking, this
interesting and exotic example features a 2 Zecchini flan whereupon
1/4 Ducato dies (a silver issue) were utilized instead. The flan is slightly
wavy, and the noted repair—occurring near the edges—is barely noticeable. Rose gold in color, with a charming overall appearance.
$1,500-$3,000
Ex: Robert W. Miller, Sr. Collection (Bowers & Merena, 11/1992) Lot # 2648.
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An Incredibly Rare
Gold Emission from 1/2 Ducato Dies
Unlisted by Friedberg and KM

41092
ITALY. Kingdom. 5 Lire, 1878-R. Rome Mint. Umberto I. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. Dav-141; KM-20. Hardly ever encountered in
grades of Mint State, this handsome crown is exceeded by just two
other pieces in the PCGS census. Most attractively toned, it offers great
brilliance emanating from the fields and intricate detail in areas such
as the king’s hair. Assuredly destined for a fine cabinet of advanced
Italian or crown-sized issues in general.
$3,000-$5,000

41090
ITALY. Venice. Gold 1/2 Ducato of 4 Zecchini, ND (1789-97)-ZD.
Ludovico Manin. NGC EF Details—Tooled. Fr-Unlisted (though cf.
1443 & 1444 for 5 & 2 zecchini, respectively); KM-Unlisted; CNI-39.
Weight: 13.86 gms. Obverse: S M V LVDOVICV MANIN, St. Mark
seated right, holding cruciform banner and blessing doge kneeling to
right; Reverse: MEDI DVCAT VENET, winged lion of St. Mark left,
head facing, resting forepaw upon open book propped against tower.
This INCREDIBLY RARE denomination, unlisted in both Friedberg
and KM, is mentioned in the Corpus Nummorum Italicorum, with the
exact legend characteristics (stops included) of this piece matching
that of those referenced there. What’s more, the weight of the King’s
example in CNI (13.85 gms) is almost identical to this specimen, with
the difference possibly being a minor accounting error. Given the intense rarity and the fact that so many specifics are a match (or nearmatch), it is entirely possible that this example is that which is referenced in CNI.
$10,000-$15,000

41093
ITALY. Kingdom. Lira, 1935-R. Rome Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-62. Mintage: 50. A VERY RARE issue that represents the
final year of the design and produced solely for the numismatic community, this near-Gem dazzles with great steely gray brilliance and is
exceeded in the PCGS census by just one other example.
$1,000-$1,500

Ex: Stack’s (1/2008) Lot # 3057.

41094
ITALY. Kingdom. 50 Centesimi, 1935-R. Rome Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-61.2. Mintage: 50. A VERY RARE type made exclusively for collectors, this represents the final date of the series. Highly
brilliant and engaging, with PCGS having graded just one finer.
$1,000-$1,500
41091
ITALY. Venice. Ducato, ND (1796-97)-FB. Ludovico Manin. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-1574; KM-746. Incredible quality for this
crown, the present piece stands as the only example seen of the type
at PCGS and offers a rather sharp strike with a subtle pastel tone and
a good deal of original brilliance remaining. For completeness, a few
light edge splits are noted, but are entirely consistent for the issue.
$800-$1,200
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JAMAICA

41095
ITALY. Kingdom. 2 Lire, 1937-R Year XV. Rome Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-78. Mintage: 50. Issued for collectors only and subsequently not legal tender, the matter is rather irrelevant given their
RARITY and zero impetus for use in commerce. Of this miniscule
output, PCGS has seen just two, with this lustrous, steely gray, choice
example offering tremendous brilliance.
$1,500-$2,500

41099
JAMAICA. Jamaica. 6 Shillings 8 Pence, ND (1758). PCGS Genuine—Tooled, Fine Details Gold Shield; Countermark: VF Details.
KM-8.2. An attractively toned piece, firmly stamped with smoothing
present throughout the fields.
$700-$1,000

JAPAN
41096
ITALY. Kingdom. Lira, 1937-R Year XV. Rome Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-77. Mintage: 50. Emanating from a collectors’ only
emission—and accounting for its very small issue—this VERY RARE,
vibrant minor undoubtedly stands as one of the finest extant, with having seen just one other.
$1,500-$2,500
41100

41097
ITALY. Kingdom. 50 Centesimi, 1937-R Year XV. Rome Mint. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-76. Mintage: 50. A VERY RARE issue that
was produced in a small quantity for collectors only, this choice specimen offers steely gray brilliance and is exceeded in the PCGS census
by just one other example.

JAPAN. 10 Yen, Year 4 (1871). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji).
PCGS MS-65+ Gold Shield. Fr-46; KM-Y12, JNDA 01-2. Variety
without raised edge on the flags. Absolutely stunning and seemingly
as struck without close inspection, the result of which reveals minimal contact points which barely disturb the luster and are blessedly
light considering the production and storage methods of the period.
The luster booms and continues from rim to rim without interruption
while the original mint brilliance remains undimmed by tone.
$6,500-$7,500

$1,000-$1,500
41101
JAPAN. 5 Yen, Year 30 (1897). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji).
PCGS MS-64. Fr-52; KM-Y-32; JNDA-01-8. Ceaselessly dazzling and
brilliant, this radiant near-Gem presents a delightful cartwheel nature
to the luster, all while offering a golden-orange hue to the toning. An
ideal specimen for the connoisseur.

41098
ITALY. Kingdom. 20 Centesimi, 1937-R Year XV. Rome Mint.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-75. Mintage: 50. Surpassed in the
PCGS census by just a sole specimen, this tremendously choice piece
presents steely gray surfaces with a hint of olive toning near the peripheries. VERY RARE, as are all of the nickel denominations from
this year, as they were produced for collectors only and held no actual
monetary value.

$1,500-$2,000

$1,000-$1,500
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41102

41105

JAPAN. Yen, Year 28 (1895). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji). PCGS
MS-66. KM-Y-A25.3; JNDA-01-10a. Housed in a somewhat faded old
green holder (OGH), this charmingly toned Gem offers strong hues of
lilac that ultimately yield to a more burnished iridescent nature. Meanwhile, tremendous brilliance glistens with a cartwheel nature.

JAPAN. Yen, Year 3 (1914). Osaka Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-Y-38; JNDA-01-10A. A sharply struck Yen with frosty cartwheel
luster. Always a popular type, this eye catching near-Gem example
displays delicate patina over lustrous surfaces adding to its pleasing
appearance and sure to bring spirited bidding.
$700-$1,000

$1,000-$1,500

41106

41103
JAPAN. Yen, Year 34 (1901). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji). PCGS
MS-65+ Gold Shield. KM-Y-A25.3; JNDA 01-10A. This highly attractive choice Gem offers crisp frosty devices exhibiting full mint bloom
and displays lovely pervasive desert rose patina with areas of richer
coloration adding to its pleasing appearance.
$1,500-$2,000

JAPAN. 1000 Yen, Year 39 (1964). PCGS MS-66 Prooflike Gold
Shield. KM-Y-80; JNDA 03-1. Quite possibly a proof or specimen
presentation striking of this popular commemorative issue that was
struck for the 1964 Olympic games hosted in Tokyo. Unlike any other
we’ve seen, the fields display deep and consistently reflectivity, while
the designs are sharply formed and show light cameo-producing
frost. While admittedly common as a type, this coin is unquestionably RARE in this state, and as such, it should excite the collector that
treasures modern issues in highly unusual quality.
$500-$1,500

KOREA

41104
JAPAN. Trade Dollar, Year 8 (1875). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji).
PCGS MS-64 Prooflike Gold Shield. KM-Y-14; JNDA-01-12. A visually stunning example of this iconic issue, most probably a longtime
cabinet piece with an obverse featuring warm golden hues cooling into
lilacs at the peripheries and a more even blue-gray blanketing the reverse. The tone obscures most evidence of past handling while flashes
of vibrant luster are noted amongst the legends and central motifs.
$6,000-$8,000
From the Q. David Bowers Collection.

41107
KOREA. 50000 Won, 1986. NGC PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Fr-7;
KM-59. Olympic issue depicting a Turtle Boat, also known as a Geobukseon dating to the 15th century in Korea during the Joseon dynasty. Immaculate quality, this stunning proof issue shows fine, unbroken
frost over the designs and endless mirror-like reflectivity in the fields.
$2,000-$2,500
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KUWAIT

41108
KUWAIT. 100 Dinars, AH 1401 (1981). NGC PROOF-66 Ultra Cameo. Fr-2; KM-19. Mintage: 10,000. Commemorating the beginning of the
15th AH century, this vibrant specimen radiates with mirrored brilliance and great eye appeal.
$1,000-$1,500

LATVIA

Tremendous 5 Lati in Presentation Quality

41109
LATVIA. 5 Lati, 1931. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-64
Gold Shield. KM-9. A wonderfully toned example of this very
SCARCE proof striking, featuring flashy surfaces and radiant
luster. While the central portions are a lighter gray/argent hue,
the peripheries yield to a deeper tone that seemingly envelopes
the overall coin. Just one has been certified finer at PCGS,
making this a desirable piece.

According to A New History of the Royal Mint, the mint in
London sought contracts from foreign countries instead of just
those within her empire following World War I. Fortunately,
some of the countries were newly created and independent due
to the Treaty of Versailles, including Latvia, were in need of coin
making services.
$15,000-$20,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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An Extremely Rare Proof of Record Issue
Ex Melbourne Mint Collection

41110
LATVIA. 5 Lati, 1932. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-65 Gold
Shield. KM-9. Unmatched in quality, this Proof example is
the finest certified by either PCGS or NGC. Though no record
exists pertaining to the number produced, they are undoubtedly
VERY RARE, with this Gem, nearly blast white with reflective
fields and soft cameo devices, at the top of the list. A needlelike, sharp strike creates an exquisite and beautiful piece that
anyone would be lucky to add to their cabinet.
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According to A New History of the Royal Mint, the mint in
London sought contracts from foreign countries instead of just
those within her empire following World War I. Fortunately,
some of the countries were newly created and independent due
to the Treaty of Versailles, including Latvia, were in need of coin
making services.
$20,000-$25,000
Ex: Melbourne Mint Collection.
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41114
41111
LATVIA. 2 Lati, 1926. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-64 Gold Shield.
KM-8. EXTREMELY RARE as a proof, and potentially UNIQUE, this
presentation striking presents complete detail through the designs and
strong gleam in the fields that is the result of intentional polishing of
the dies. Pale mottled patina that consists of rainbow-hued shades
adds an element of unique character to the appearance. Considering
the provenance, as well as the rarity, an item that should be of utmost
importance to collectors seeking to assemble a world-class collection
of Latvian coinage.

LATVIA. 5 Santimi, 1923. Le Locle (Huguenin) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Red Brown Gold Shield. KM-3. Mintage: 2 (reported).
Sharply struck with light mottled toning, this represents an incredible
opportunity for an undoubtedly RARE coin, and one that verges upon
UNIQUE status. The only other recent sales record for the type, presumably the other piece from the dual emission—an NGC MS-64—
selling in January 2017 for a total of $6,240.
$5,000-$7,000

$7,000-$10,000
Ex: Melbourne Mint Collection.

41115
LATVIA. Santims, 1923. Le Locle (Huguenin) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Red Brown Gold Shield. KM-1. Mintage: 10 (reported).
One of just two graded at PCGS, this example represents a great opportunity for an extremely difficult coin from a paltry output. Quite
dazzling and brilliant, with orange-brown surfaces and hues of cobalt.

41112
LATVIA. 20 Santimu, 1922. Le Locle (Huguenin) Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-65 Gold Shield. KM-5. The only example of this VERY
RARE specimen striking seen at PCGS, the present piece offers immense brilliance and luster, with just some light die polishing noted
for completeness.
$2,500-$3,000

$2,000-$2,500

41116
LATVIA. Santims, 1932. Le Locle (Huguenin) Mint. PCGS
PROOF-65 Brown Gold Shield. KM-1. VERY RARE as a proof (with
reportedly just one other specimen known), this charming specimen
does exhibit some mottled brown color, but nevertheless radiates with
brilliance when cradled back and forth.
$3,500-$5,000

41113
LATVIA. 10 Santimu, 1922. Le Locle (Huguenin) Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. KM-4. This EXCEPTIONALLY RARE
striking as a specimen—the only of its kind seen at PCGS—offers
seemingly endless brilliance and a hint of a cameo nature through its
frosted devices.

Ex: South African Mint Collection.

LIBERIA

$2,000-$2,500

41117
LIBERIA. Silver 1/4 Dollar (25 Cents) Pattern, 1865. PCGS SPECIMEN-65+ Gold Shield. KM-Pn9. The single finest certified on the
PCGS population report, none finer. This seldom encountered patten
issue exhibits a lovely motif with fine engraving of the bold devices and
smooth surfaces that retain much reflectivity. Clearly this survivor sat
for a prolonged period and was given great care now displaying beautiful rich cabinet patina with a plethora of iridescent hues. Dripping
with originality, this survivor is destined to be obtained by a discerning collector.
$2,000-$3,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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LITHUANIA

Three Exceptionally Rare
Proofs of Record

41118
LIBERIA. 25 Cents, 1896-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-8. Mintage: 15,000. The first year in a SCARCE two-year
type, this charming minor presents a steely gray tone with hints of
olive and a deeper nature near the peripheries. Meanwhile, glistening
brilliance offers a delightful cartwheel appeal, making this near-Gem
come to life.
$700-$1,000
Ex: John Work Garrett/John Hopkins University Collection, Part I (Bank Leu/Numismatic Fine Arts - 5/1984) Lot # 1405 (part of).

41121

LIECHTENSTEIN

LITHUANIA. 5 Litai, 1925. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-63 Gold
Shield. KM-78. Mintage: 11 (or less). Dazzling and fully brilliant, this
choice proof issue offers an INCREDIBLY RARE chance at a piece
issued solely as a ‘proof of record’ by the Royal mint in London. A
charming golden-olive nature accentuates what is already robust eye
appeal.
$10,000-$12,000
Ex: South African Mint Collection.

41119
LIECHTENSTEIN. 10 Ducats Restrike, “1616” (1966). Karl I. NGC
MS-68. Fr-1A. A highly impressive restrike issue offering a combination of the mastery of modern minting paired with the charm of early
modern designing. Exceptionally lustrous with a pleasing matte nature
to the surfaces, this RARE piece will assuredly captivate the viewer.
$2,000-$3,000

41122
LITHUANIA. 2 Litu, 1925. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-63 Gold
Shield. KM-77. Mintage: 11 (or less). An EXCEEDINGLY RARE issue that exists through the Royal mint produced a small handful of
‘proof of record.’ For the advanced collector of Lithuanian or Baltic
states in general, this undoubtedly represents a mesmerizing opportunity.
$7,000-$10,000
Ex: South African Mint Collection.

41123

41120
LIECHTENSTEIN. 100 Franken, 1952. Bern Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. Fr-19; KM-Y-17. Mintage: 4,000. Seemingly a bit conservatively graded, this robust specimen radiates with tremendous allure and lustrous brilliance, along with a golden-orange hue glistening
throughout.
$2,500-$3,500
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LITHUANIA. Litas, 1925. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-63 Gold
Shield. KM-76. Mintage: 11 (or less). INCREDIBLY RARE as a proof,
with the Royal mint producing these merely as ‘proofs of record.’ Lustrous and shimmering, with great brilliance and elegant eye appeal
abounding throughout.
$4,000-$6,000
Ex: South African Mint Collection.
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MALDIVES

41124
LITHUANIA. Uniface Aluminum-Bronze 10 Centu Trial Strike,
ND (1925). PCGS SPECIMEN-67 Gold Shield. KM-TS6. A trial
strike showing the reverse of the regular issue (KM-73), this alluring
specimen features a hint of magenta toning near the peripheries, while
also being fully struck and spotless. RARE and extremely attractive.
$700-$1,000

41127
MALDIVES. 100 Rufiyaa, AH 1405//1985. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-4; KM-78. Mintage: 100. Rather dazzling and brilliant,
this example celebrates the opening of the Grand Mosque and Islamic
Centre. Incorrectly noted on the holder as AH 1404/1984.

Ex: Kings Norton Mint Collection.

$1,500-$2,000

MARTINIQUE

41125
LITHUANIA. Uniface Aluminum-Bronze Centas Trial Strike, ND
(1925). PCGS SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. KM-TS2. Showing the
reverse of the regular issue (KM-71), this specimen presents spotless
surfaces that are fully struck. RARE and highly alluring.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Kings Norton Mint Collection.

41128

MACEDONIA

MARTINIQUE. Copper Nickel 50 Cents Piefort Essai (Pattern),
1897. NGC MS-63. KM-PE1; Lec-5. A nicely preserved and attractive double thick patten that displays rich brassy patina with plenty of
original mint bloom amongst the intricate devices. A pleasant looking
example of the type that is sure to add depth to the next collection it
enters.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.

MAURITIUS

41126
MACEDONIA. Denar, 1996. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. Fr-1;
KM-8. Mintage: 1,100. Commemorating the 5th anniversary of U.N.
membership, this alluring animal type features two storks in a marshland. Exceptionally mirrored and alluring, with a golden-orange hue
throughout.
$1,000-$1,500
41129

MAURITIUS. 200 Rupees, 1971. London Mint. NGC PROOF-69
Ultra Cameo. Fr-1; KM-39. Mintage of 750 pieces in Proof. A nearperfect example of this Independence issue, with deeply mirrored
fields contrasting beautifully with the heavily frosted design features.
$1,000-$1,200

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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MEXICO

Attractive Three Dots 3 Reales

41130
MEXICO. Cob 3 Reales, ND (ca. 1536)-R. Mexico City,
Assayer R (oṘo/Mo-oMo). Charles and Johanna. NGC VF30. KM-Unlisted; Cal-Unlisted; Nes-Unlisted. Weight: 10 gms.
Early Series. Three annulets variety. This highly interesting
short-lived denomination is always heavily sought after with
several major variations, the present example being baring the
three dots for the denomination and is similar in design to that
of Nesmith-5c, but has been modified to add three annulets

in a triangular arrangement around the Gothic ‘R’ assayer’s
initial. This attractive example offers rich old cabinet patina on
a somewhat unevenly struck planchet exhibiting a few areas of
flatness. A type that seldom appears on the market and is always
in demand that is certain to be a highlight of any collection of
Carlos and Johanna.
$20,000-$30,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.

41131
MEXICO. Cob 4 Reales, ND (ca. 1538-41) oMo-oPo. Mexico City
Mint. Charles and Johanna. NGC AU Details—Surface Hairlines.
KM-17; cf. Nes-26c. Late Series. Dotted circles in left rhomboid. VERY
RARE with assayer’s letter to the left of the shield. Struck on a broad flan
with nearly complete legends and minimal signs of doubling. Attractive
light gray patina with area of brightness atop of the devices adding to its
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pleasing appearance. Upon close inspection the surfaces do exhibit signs
of a past cleaning now slightly subdued by the light patination. Despite
its shortcomings this handsome representative of the type is sure to be a
welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,000-$1,500
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41132
MEXICO. Cob 2 Reales, ND (1542-55)-O M. Mexico City Mint.
Charles & Johanna. NGC EF-45. KM-12. Late Series. Great quality for
this later series minor, the present specimen offers a rather deep gray
color along with a strong strike for the type. A few edge splits are noted,

but entirely consistent for the overall fabric and series.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.

Very Rare Jeweled Cross Cob 4 Escudos of Charles II

41133
MEXICO. Cob 4 Escudos, ND (1679-95)-MXo L. Mexico
City Mint. Charles II. NGC MS-63. KM-54, Cal-Type 23a.
Jeweled Cross variety. Crudely produced as is always the case,
with a full cross remaining on flan as well as the denomination
and much of the shield on the other side. Free from wear,
this piece exhibits a fine sandblasted appearance that results

from prolonged saltwater exposure. Even so, the single finest
example of this VERY RARE Charles II 4 Escudos issues, sure
to thrill the collector that has been patiently waiting for a choice
example to come to market.
$10,000-$15,000
Ex: 1715 Plate Fleet.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Exceptional Fully Dated 1714 Cob 8 Escudos
Ex Plate Fleet

41134
MEXICO. Cob 8 Escudos, 1714-Mo J. Mexico City Mint.
Philip V. NGC MS-64. KM-57.2, Cal-Type 24 #108. Weight:
26.88 gms. Variety with date on obverse. Impressively lustrous,
this near-Gem survivor is well-centered for the type, displaying
a full cross on the reverse and superb legibility of the mintmark,
assayer initial and date on the obverse. Seldom rivaled in
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quality, it represents one of only five examples (of this variety)
to have been graded MS-64 by NGC, with a single MS-65 also
appearing in their census.
$10,000-$15,000
Ex: 1715 Plate Fleet.
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41135
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1747-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V. NGC
AU Details—Polished. Fr-8; KM-148; Onza-446. This VERY RARE
and seldom encountered last date of the type appears with far less
frequency than the “Cave Man” bust type of the same year. Boasting a
strong strike with bold design features and attractive patina amongst
the devices, this example is sure to excite many collectors. Upon close

inspection signs of an old cleaning where the open areas are brilliant
and flashy indicative being polished now slightly subdued. Despite its
shortcomings a presentable example of the type that is sure to excite
many date collectors.
$4,000-$8,000
Ex: Rudman Collection.

41136
MEXICO. 4 Escudos, 1736-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V.
NGC EF-45. Fr-9; KM-135; Cal-Type 53 #242. Lightly circulated, yet
quite wholesome for the grade, with no noteworthy flaws, evident flash

remaining around the protected outer designs, and pleasing blushes of
burgundy color that accent both sides.
$2,500-$3,500

41137
MEXICO. 4 Escudos, 1738-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V.
NGC EF-45. Fr-9; KM-135; Cal-Type 53 #244. Tremendously appealing
for the type, this example displays sharper-than-average detail in the
centers as well as surfaces that are free of eye-catching marks and hold

antiqued orange tone around the protected designs. The single finest
example of the date thus far certified by NGC, and just about as lovely
an example of the type as one is bound to find.
$2,500-$3,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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The First Milled ‘Dollar’ of Mexico

41138
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1732-Mo F. Mexico City Mint. Philip
V. NGC AU-55. KM-103; Cal-type-146 #774; Gil-M-8-1; FC1. Legendary among Mexican coins, the coinage output of
1732 marked the transitory year from the crude ‘cob’ style of
production to milled or machine-struck, which resulted in coins
that were nearly fully round and far more evenly struck. Because
the year was one of transition, and cruder styles continued
to be struck as well, the milled issues that were produced are
considered RARE. Adding to that, many that survive show
evidence of having been recovered from shipwrecks, leaving
few examples without major damage or saltwater corrosion.
This piece however has avoided both maladies, placing it in
absolutely rarified company. Sharp struck, this example has
deeply toned in antiqued gray and gold color, yet despite the
tone, exceptional gleam is present in the fields. Some of the
legends are observed running off the flan, however all remain
legible. While no marks of individual concern are seen, an old
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spot to the left of the crown on the denomination side is worthy
of mention. All considered, an incredibly wholesome coin, with
only a handful that can claim “finer” status. Sure to attract broad
attention as a result, as coins such as this justifiably belong at
the cornerstone of great collections.
Also included with this lot is what appears to be an original
correspondence to the Real Audiencia explaining in detail the
new specie to be produced, the 1732 milled coinage, and that it
was to be to the same specifications as the previous coinage. It
also states that in November of that year the amount of 200,000
pesos of silver was deposited with the Real Audiencia to be used
to produce the new coinage. The following month on December
17th and 20th bandos (proclamations) were distributed across
the land informing the populace of the new coinage and that they
were to be accepted just as the previous (Cob) coinage.
$20,000-$30,000
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41141

41139
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1733-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V. NGC
Unc Details—Saltwater Damage. KM-103; Cal-Type 146 #776; GilM-8-5; FC-3a. Struck during the second year of milled coinage from
Mexico, this piece displays excellent detail in the designs and retains
significant original flash on the important Pillar side. Prolonged
saltwater emersion becomes more apparent when the Shield side is
viewed, with little loss of detail, but consistent granularity, suggesting
it was this side that remained exposed during most of its life on the
sea bed.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1745-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V. NGC
MS-64+. KM-103; Gil-M-8-17a. RARE quality for the Pillar Dollar
series, this example remains exceedingly vibrant, with sparkling luster
throughout the fields and charming blushes of tone over both sides.
A bold strike confirms the quality, all but guaranteeing that its next
owner will be enamored by its immense beauty.
$5,000-$8,000

$1,500-$2,000
Ex: 1733 Plate Fleet.

41142
MEXICO. 1/2 Real, 1738-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V. NGC
MS-63. KM-65. A bold and brilliant minor, this choice piece dazzles
the eye with incredible argent surfaces and a decided lack of color
throughout.
$700-$1,000

41140
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1741-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V. NGC
MS-62. KM-103; Gil-M-8-13. Lustrous, lightly toned, and very original looking. A rather inconsequential adjustment mark across the
globes is noted merely for completeness.
$1,500-$2,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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The Ever-Popular One-Year Ferdinand VI “Dog Face” Type

41143
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1747-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint.
Ferdinand VI. NGC AU-53. Fr-13; KM-149; Cal-Type 12
#33; Onza-596. Charming quality, this coin displays pleasing
detailing of the unique bust design and retains exceptional
gleam around the legends. Because of its single-year status as a
type, and due to its general elusiveness, a coin that remains one
of the most desired coins in the entire Mexican series.
Growing up with a rather rough and troubled childhood,
Ferdinand VI ascended to the Spanish throne upon the death
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of his father, Philip V, in 1746. The introverted and melancholic
nature of his youth did not prepare him well for life as a king,
as his fairly brief reign was dominated by maintaining a steady
balance between other European powers and influences. One of
the few aspects which brought him joy was a love of music, and
he acted as a very generous patron to this art form. His final
year saw a rapid decline in cognitive function and overall mental
health, with his death in 1759-at the age of just 45-still a cause of
uncertainty among historians.
$20,000-$30,000
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41144
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1753-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VI. NGC AU-53+. Fr-17; KM-151; Onza-604. This wholly original
looking survivor exhibits a bold strike with even wear displaying
lovely rich orange patina with luster in the protected areas. A very attractive representative of the type that is sure to catch the attention of
many collectors seeking good looking pieces to add to their numismatic holdings.

41147
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1752-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand VI.
NGC AU-58. KM-104.1. Displaying just a hint of light handling, this
impressive specimen presents a good deal of luster remaining in the
fields along with a solid strike. Undoubtedly, a premium-quality piece
for the grade assigned.
$800-$1,200

$2,000-$3,000

41148

41145
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1753-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VI. NGC AU Details—Surface Hairlines. Fr-17; KM-151; Onza-604.
This wholesome example offers a decent strike with remaining luster
in the protected areas. Upon inspection evidence of past cleaning prevent a numeric grade, though the surfaces are now slightly subdued.
Despite its shortcomings a presentable example for the collector on a
budget.
$2,000-$2,500

$700-$1,000

41146
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1756-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VI. NGC AU-53. Fr-17; KM-151; Onza-607. This nicely preserved
and wholly original looking survivor exhibits a bold strike with even
wear displaying very attractive rich orange patina amongst the devices.
This lovely example is destined to catch the eye of discerning collectors seeking originality and a pleasing appearance sure to see spirited
bidding.
$3,000-$4,000

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1757-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VI. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-104.2; FC-33a; El-45; Gil-M-833b. A nicely preserved and very attractive example of this prolific type
exhibiting light signs of handling consistent for the grade displaying
lovely rich concentric patina on the obverse with lighter coloration on
the reverse. Clearly and example that sat for a prolonged period undisturbed offering much originality and a pleasing appearance sure to be
a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.

41149
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1758-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VI. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-104.2; Cal-Type 86 #343; FC-34;
El-46; Gil-M-8-34. Carefully preserved, this exemplary Pillar Dollar
possesses a strong strike with charming gleam retained in the fields. A
ring of rainbow-hued tone around the outer edges really promotes the
appearance of originality and sets this piece apart from most others.
$1,500-$2,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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41152

41150
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1760-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Charles
III. NGC EF-45. KM-153; Onza-740 (“muy rara”). Two-year type. A
sharply struck example of this famous and short-lived style that depicts Charles III with an order that extends below his bust. Upon close
inspection, strong flash appears at the legends and pleasing toning accents are noted. Marks are observed over the surfaces, but none are of
significant visual detriment. Altogether, an entirely presentable coin
that should give great pride of ownership to the next person that acquires it.
$7,000-$10,000

$7,000-$10,000

41151
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1761-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC EF Details—Obverse Spot Removed. Fr-25; KM-154; Onza743. Variety with Order of the Golden Fleece on chest, struck only
in this year. Some faint doubling of the obverse is noted, and the only
strike weakness is seen on the reverse shield center. Upon close inspection we note fine scratching from long ago in and around “REX”
as indicated on the NGC insert as “Obverse Spot Removed” that becomes apparent when rotating in the light. Despite its shortcoming
this elusive type is always a collector favorite exhibiting a well-detailed
obverse with faint orange-peel toning in the peripheries.
$2,000-$4,000
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MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1766-Mo MF. Mexico City. Charles III. NGC
AU-58. KM-155; Onza-752 (“rarisima”). Bordering on Mint State, this
impressive coin exhibits entirely fresh luster in the fields and stunningly bold designs that make the presence of highpoint friction, albeit very slight to begin with, seem invisible. The appearance of no
mention-worthy marks solidifies it as an ideal representative of this
famous “Rat Nose” type, with no imperfections that interfere with the
aforementioned sharp designs. As a date, even RARER than most for
this already elusive type, with this example remaining unsurpassed in
grade at either NGC or PCGS.

41153
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1767-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC AU-53. Fr-29; KM-155; Onza-753. Far above average for this
elusive “Rat Nose” type, this coin shows a nice strike that runs from
center to edge with significant luster in the fields as well. As one would
expect from the grade, a number of marks do reside over each side,
but they are uniformly distributed with no single instance capturing
the eye’s attention. Because of this, an entirely appropriate example to
consider for a high-end type collection.
$5,000-$7,000
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41154
MEXICO. 4 Escudos, 1760-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC VF Details—Mount Removed, Private Countermark. Fr-26;
KM-140. A RARE transitional type, struck for only two years. The
mount removal is visible on the shield side, at 3 and 9. A bright coin
with some marks and scratches noted, along with the presence of a
small countermark to left of the shoulder. Despite its shortcomings a
presentable example of the type that is perfect for the collector on a
budget.
$1,000-$2,000

41157
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1777-Mo FM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-106.2; El-83; Cal-type-103 #923; FC58a. Exceptionally luxurious, this elusive Mint State offering displays
shimmering luster throughout with a sublime arrangement of deep
tone. On the obverse, the centers are a consistent rich gray and transition to a hardened teal color that possesses unmistakable metallic
characteristics at the edges. The reverse, while displaying the same
hues, is more mottled, allowing for more original brilliance to shine
through. Combined, the quality is absolutely RARE for this date, this
being the single finest example thus far graded by PCGS.
$1,400-$1,800

41155
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1766-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC MS-62. KM-105. Stunningly great quality for the type, this nearly-choice specimen features a rather intense cabinet tone highlighted
by hints of cobalt and burgundy. Undoubtedly worthy of a very strong
bid and tremendous enthusiasm.
$1,500-$2,000

41158
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1778-Mo FF. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC MS-62. KM-106.2; Yonaka-M8-78a. Exceptionally brilliant and
lustrous, this dazzlingly near-choice specimen radiates with appeal
and certainly excites when in hand.
$1,000-$1,500

41156
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1769-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC AU-58. KM-105; FC-48; El-70; Gil-M-8-49. Very nearly Mint
State with significant gleam residing in the fields and instances of complimentary tone along portions of the edges.
$800-$1,200

41159
MEXICO. Charles III Proclamation Silver Medal, 1760. Charles III.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. Grove-K-5. El Arzobispo issue. A genuinely RARE medal, almost never seen without a piercing and certainly
not in this remarkable level of preservation. Although light wear and
handling are present, there is no evidence of tooling, chasing, or large
annealing pits. Eminently desirable thus and deserving of pride of
place in an advanced cabinet of Spanish Colonial medals.
$1,000-$2,000
Ex: John J. Ford Jr. Collection (Stacks - 1/2006) Lot # 0646 @ $850.
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41162

41160
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1791-Mo FM. Mexico City Mint. Charles IV.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-109; Calico-953. Immensely dazzling
and attractive, this enticing crown is assuredly one that will generate tremendous enthusiasm from the advanced collectors of Mexican
portrait issues. Presenting mostly argent surfaces and a subtle cameo
nature through frosted devices, this example’s obverse yields to a burnished iridescence at the extremes of the peripheries, while the reverse
is dominated by a golden-amber nature nearly throughout. It should
come as no surprise that it stands alone as the single finest graded example of the date at PCGS.

MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1821-Mo JJ. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VII. NGC MS-62 Prooflike. Fr-52; KM-62.2; Cal-Type 20 #62. The
only certified example of the date with the “PL” designation on the
NGC population report. This handsome survivor boasts lustrous surfaces with much brilliance that accentuates the expressive portrait and
crisp legends exhibiting signs of handling consistent for the grade. Seldom are example from this series give the “PL” designation and is a
real treat for many collectors.
$2,500-$3,500

$1,000-$2,000

41163

41161
MEXICO. Charles IV Proclamation Silver Medal, 1789. Charles IV.
PCGS Genuine—Tooled, EF Details Gold Shield. Grove-C61; Med149; Her-134. Obverse: Armored and laureate bust right, flanked by
mint applied countermarks “FOR-CADA” and crowned “GA.”, both
within shaped borders all within a corded border, legend around;
Reverse: Coat of arms of Guadalajara within a tulip border, legend
around. A seldom-encountered medal, produced by local silversmith
Forcada. VERY RARE and sharply detailed for the type, the present
offering displays heavy tooling throughout the fields but the devices
have been mercifully spared and retain very sharp details for this
charmingly crude issue.

MEXICO. 4 Escudos, 1810-Mo HJ. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VII. NGC AU-55. Fr-48; KM-145; Cal-Type 410 #1720; Cayon-16313;
Grove-1865. Tied for the finest certified of the date on the NGC population report, none finer. This gently circulated survivor exhibits a bold
strike with even wear primarily contained to the high points displaying lovely rich patina amongst the devices with plenty of remaining
luster in the protected areas.
$1,200-$1,600

$2,000-$3,000
Ex: John J. Ford Jr. Collection (Stacks - 1/2006) Lot # 0657 @ $1,700.
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The Only 8 Reales of King
Ferdinand VII Graded MS-65 by PCGS

41166

41164
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1809-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VII. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-110; Cal-Type 143 #539; Yonaka-M8-109. An unbelievable survivor of this popular Imaginary Bust
type, this Gem-quality showpiece displays intense, sparkling luster
that is virtually unimpeded in the fields, with the addition of wellstruck designs and surfaces that are free from the issue’s frequentlyoccurring planchet imperfections. A thin ring of mostly gold tone
circles the edges, and affirms that this coin has long been kept with
care. A clear standout item, so much so that not only is it the only MS65 graded of the date by PCGS, but it’s also the only MS-65 that PCGS
has graded of any Ferdinand VII 8 Reales. As such, a real prize for the
quality-focused collector!

MEXICO. Sombrerete. War of Independence. 8 Reales, 1811. Ferdinand VII. PCGS FINE-15 Gold Shield. KM-176; Cal-Type 170
#648. Royalist issue type. Despite its obvious crudeness, an incredibly
charming example of the type, with a partial large circular punch on
one side, which is typical of the type, and small punches that remain
bold on the other, revealing both the date and mentioning Vargas,
whose authority these types were struck under.
$700-$1,000

$2,500-$5,000
41167
MEXICO. Sombrerete. War of Independence. 8 Reales, 1812. Ferdinand VII. PCGS FINE-12 Gold Shield. KM-177; Cal-Type 172 #651.
Showing less wear than the grade suggests, with bold centers that display a crisp shield and date and blunt edges due to a typically crude
strike.
$700-$1,000

41165
MEXICO. Ferdinand VII/Zamora Silver Medal Restrike, “1808”
(ca. 1860’s). NGC AU-58. cf. Grove-F-211 (for prototype). Diameter:
37mm. Plain edge. Offering a deep cabinet tone and underlying brilliance, this issue stands as a rather RARE, desirable, and interesting
restrike, though technically it doesn’t mimic the original completely
and presents slight differences in its layout.
$700-$1,000
41168
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1823-Mo JM. Mexico City Mint. Augustin
I Iturbide. NGC MS-63. KM-310. Type V, continuous legend with
short irregular truncation. Tied for second finest certified of the type
with two other examples on the NGC population report, one finer
(MS 64). A beautiful representative of the type, this attractive example
exhibits a bold strike with lovely rich patina over lustrous surfaces.
A type that appears on the market with some frequency, but is quite
elusive in this high state of preservation sure to see spirited bidding
from many collectors.
$2,500-$3,500
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41170

41169
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1823-Mo JM. Mexico City Mint. Augustin I
Iturbide. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-310. An attractive Mint
State example of this ever-popular type, this example exhibits surfaces
that are virtually tone-free save for a little color along portions of the
edges. Upon close inspection, evidence of light handling is noted in
the fields, however fewer than expected marks result in a premium
appearance for the grade.

MEXICO. 2 Reales, 1823-Mo JM. Mexico City Mint. Augustin I
Iturbide. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-303. The finest of just four
certified in the PCGS census, this delightful minor boasts a solid strike
with some underlying brilliance and an attractive iridescence when
cradled back and forth.
$800-$1,200

$1,500-$2,000

Iconic Hookneck 8 Escudos

41171
MEXICO. “Hookneck” 8 Escudos, 1823-Mo JM. Mexico
City Mint. NGC AU-50. Fr-63; KM-382.1; HO-type-1. Oneyear type; variety with cap pointed to A in LIBERTAD. A
SCARCE and popular type, this representing the first gold coin
of the newly founded Republic is always a collector favorite.
The iconic imagery is instantly recognizable elevating its
desirability and interest across generations of collectors. The
strike is bold and even exhibiting signs of handling consistent
for the grade with wear primarily contained to the high points
and open areas, though the eagle’s breast is slightly flat as is
commonly encountered on these heavily sought-after issues.
This attractive representative displays a pale golden color with
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luster in the protected areas of the legends adding to its pleasing
appearance. A type that is always in demand sure to excite
many collectors for the chance to obtain one of Mexico’s most
important gold coins.
Struck shortly after the abdication and exile of the Emperor
Iturbide. It is also noted as the first use on a coin of the Mexican
eagle perched on a cactus devouring a snake or “profile eagle” (the
current arms of Mexico). The roots of this symbolism date to before
the founding of the Republic, in this case it was adapted to represent
Mexico’s triumph over evil and the expulsion of European powers.
$10,000-$15,000
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Magnificent Durango Mint Hookneck 8 Reales

41172
MEXICO. “Hookneck” 8 Reales, 1824-Do RL. Durango
Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-376.4; DP-Do01; HOD8/S4. “Hookneck” type; Defiant Snake/Small “Libertad”
variety. Monumental quality for the this short-lived transitional
type. Far better struck than most, it exhibits full detail within
the cap and rays design, which includes a bold rendering of
‘Libertad’, while the eagle side, which almost always displays
considerable weakness, shows only trivial incompleteness on
the highest point of the eagle’s leg. Adding to that, mesmerizing

gleam is present in the fields, and enlivens the surfaces. The
originality appears unmatchable, with a full compliment of
tone that is comprised of aged gold and blue hue in the fields
with hardened yellow and russet-orange color around many
of the designs that has acquired a fiery, metallic appearance.
All considered, a coin with absolutely unique character and
condition to match. Worthy of careful attention from the
collector who seeks elite quality.
$15,000-$30,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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41173
MEXICO. “Hookneck” Real, 1824-Do RL. Durango Mint. PCGS
VG-8 Gold Shield. KM-371.1; H/O-pg. 121, type 1. “Hookneck” eagle; retrograde superscript S. Though quite well worn and circulated,
this charming minor nevertheless remains INCREDIBLY RARE and
popular, and rather difficult to locate in problem-free states of preservation such as is the case here.
$1,000-$1,500

41176
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1851-GC MP. Guadalupe y Calvo Mint. NGC
AU-58. Fr-71; KM-383.6. Tied for third finest certified of the date with
one other example on the NGC population report, only two finer (MS60 and MS-62). This nicely preserved and wholly original looking example exhibits bold devices with gently circulated surfaces consistent
for the grade. The classic motif is accentuated by pale golden color
with richer patination in the protected areas offering much originality
and is pleasing to the eye.
$2,000-$3,000

41174
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1864-A PG. Alamos Mint. NGC AU-58. Fr-65;
KM-383. First year of issue. The third finest certified of the date on the
NGC population report, only two finer (MS-60 and MS-62). A wholesome and gently circulated example of this six-year type exhibiting a
bold strike with much remaining luster. Survivors from this always in
demand mint are seldom encountered in the marketplace and garner
much attention from collectors for the opportunity to acquire such a
desirable numismatic treasure.
$3,000-$4,000

41177
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1847-Go PM. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS62+. Fr-72; KM-383.7. Presenting sunning quality that is seemingly
never encountered, this piece presents dazzling brilliance and wholesome fields free from issue. Rather unsurprisingly, the finest seen at
NGC for the date, with the next best merely being an AU-58. Worthy
of great consideration and a robust pursuit.
$3,000-$4,500

41175
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1841/30-Do RM. Durango Mint. PCGS MS62. Fr-68; KM-383.3. Struck using reused dies that reveal surface undulations in the fields, several larger die crack near the edges and evidence of a 30 beneath the last two digits of the date. Despite all this,
fine luster remains present, with an endowment of rich golden color
being an additional aid to the appearance. A premium example overall, tied with one other example for the finest certified of the variety
at PCGS.
$2,500-$3,500

41178
MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1857-Mo GF. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-64.
Fr-64; KM-383.9. Incredible quality for the type, this glistening nearGem radiates with prooflike brilliance and luster, all while the devices
elicit a subtle frosted nature yielding a cameo feel. Some scattered burnished spots are evident near the peripheries, but do not distract from
the dazzling experience that is otherwise provided. Rather unsurprisingly, the finest graded in the NGC census, with the next best merely
attaining the grade of MS-61.
$3,000-$4,500
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41179
MEXICO. 4 Escudos, 1857/6-Mo GF. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS61. Fr-77; KM-381.6. Overdate variety. A fairly SCARCE date, this
Mint State specimen yields dazzling brilliance with a somewhat matte
nature to the central fields. The overdate is rather bold and is observable without magnification.
$1,600-$2,000

41182
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1849-GC MP. Guadalupe y Calvo Mint. NGC
MS-62. KM-377.7; DP-GC06. Tied with just two others for the top
spot in the NGC census, this nearly-choice crown radiates with seemingly endless appeal, offering intense cartwheel luster, a light olivegray tone speckled throughout, and an overall solid strike for the type.
$2,000-$4,000

41180
MEXICO. 2 Escudos, 1862-Go YE. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-62.
Fr-93; KM-380.5. A highly pleasing, flashy example from the final year
of the type at Guanajuato. Radiant and golden-orange, though some
typical striking weakness is noted.
$1,000-$1,500

41183

41181
MEXICO. 2 Escudos, 1825-Mo JM. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-62.
Fr-87; KM-380.7. First year issue for the type. Tied for the second finest certified of the date with two other examples on the NGC population report, one finer (MS 63). This handsome and original looking
survivor exhibits a sharp strike with bold devices and lustrous surfaces. An attractive pale orange patina in the open fields and crevasses
accentuated by brighter coloration in the amongst the devices.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1837-Go PJ. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-65.
KM-377.8; DP-Go19. The single finest certified of the date on the
NGC population report, none finer. This bright and lustrous example
offers smooth satiny surfaces displaying light delicate patina. Upon
close inspection both sides show evidence of clashed dies, primarily seen around the bottom half of the eagle and above the cactus. A
highly attractive example of the type with an interesting characteristic
that appears from time to time throughout this series sure add depth
the next collection it enters.
$1,000-$1,500

$900-$1,200

41184
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1868-Go YF. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-67.
KM-377.8; DP-Go50. Superb Gem quality, this lovely 8 Reales features
intense luster in the centers with pale mauve accents that cling to the
outer edges. Highly coveted quality for the type, and even more so for
the date, with this coin representing the single finest example graded
for the date at either NGC or PCGS.
$1,500-$3,000
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41185

41188

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1868-Go YF. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS MS-65+
Gold Shield. KM-377.8; DP-Go50. Exceeded in the PCGS census by
just two examples, this immensely pleasing specimen offers a delightful iridescent tone mixed throughout along with a tremendous degree
of cartwheel brilliance as one cradles it back and forth. Sharply struck
and exceptionally attractive, and assuredly worthy of a strong bid.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. Particularly engaging and enticing, this specimen exhibits flashy silver base color with slashes of russet toning, and even more so on the reverse. The fields are exceedingly
reflective and brilliant, essentially at a prooflike level. Tied as the finest
certified by PCGS.

$700-$1,000

$700-$1,000

41186
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1891-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS65+ Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo77. The single finest certified
of the date on the PCGS population report, none finer. An outstanding representative of the type boasting crisp frosty devices, fully lustrous surfaces and beautiful rich patina in the peripheries displaying a
plethora of hues. This captivating survivor exudes originality and was
clearly give great care to preserve its elite condition.
$2,000-$2,500

41189
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. Despite not featuring a prooflike
designation, it is abundantly clear that this shimmering example is, as
it is mostly blast white and flashy. A brilliant luster with just the smallest amount of toning is noted near the bottom, all while being tied for
the finest certified at PCGS.
$700-$1,000

41190
41187
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. A beautifully toned Gem example, this extraordinary piece offers a flashy, brilliant nature, along with
a yellow to red tone in the center and blue on the edges.
$700-$1,000
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MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1827-Zs AO. Zacatecas Mint. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. KM-377.13; DP-Zs05. Medal alignment. Extraordinarily
difficult to locate in grades of Mint State as is the case here, the present
specimen features an olive-gray tone throughout along with a delightful underlying luster. Unsurprisingly, the finest certified in the PCGS
census.
$800-$1,200
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41194

41191
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1887-Zs FZ. Zacatecas Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-377.13; DP-Zs73. Soft cartwheel luster abounding
throughout, with a champagne central toning that yields to a seafoam
blue toning near the edges.
$700-$1,000

41192
MEXICO. 4 Reales, 1840-Zs OM. Zacatecas Mint. NGC VF-30. KM375.9. A VERY RARE date, this example stands as a delightful, problem free specimen with steely gray toning and some muted hints of
burgundy in the fields.
$700-$1,000

MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1866-Mo. Mexico City Mint. Maximilian. NGC
AU Details—Removed from Jewelry. KM-389; Fr-62. Despite its
prior use in jewelry, this specimen nevertheless stands as an always
sought after one-year type from the brief Habsburg Empire in Mexico.
$2,000-$3,000

41195
MEXICO. Peso, 1866-Mo. Mexico City Mint. Maximilian. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-388.1. Impressively original, this near-Gem
Peso displays deep multicolored tone on the obverse that is mostly
smooth over the surfaces, while the reverse presents a more mottled
appearance. Beneath the tone, few marks are seen, and the designs
remains impeccably sharp. VERY SCARCE quality for this issue, so
much so that PCGS has only graded six examples at this lofty grade,
with a single coin having been deemed finer.
$2,000-$3,000

41193
MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1866-Mo. Mexico City Mint. Maximilian. NGC
AU-58. Fr-62; KM-389. A popular type from the brief, French-backed
Empire of Maximilian, this large gold issue exhibits just the slightest
degree of handling along with wholesome, problem-free surfaces that
yield a subtle matte nature. The color is a rather dazzling golden-orange, while the lustrous brilliance radiates seemingly throughout.
$3,000-$4,500

41196
MEXICO. Peso, 1866-Mo. Mexico City Mint. Maximilian. NGC
MS-63. KM-388.1. A choice specimen with tremendous luster emanating from the fields and a light gray tone, this example stands as a
quality example of a popular type. Some central striking weakness is
noted, but entirely consistent for the issue.
$1,500-$2,500
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41197
MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1872-CH M. Chihuahua Mint. NGC Unc Details—Cleaned. Fr-121; KM-414.1. A nicely preserved example of
the type with a decent strike, though slightly uneven with somewhat
muddled details on the wreath. The surfaces display a pale golden tone
with underlying luster in the protected areas adding to its pleasing
appearance. Upon close inspection evidence of a past cleaning, now
subdued, prevents this charming example from garnering a straight
grade. Despite its shortcomings a presentable example of the type with
a good look that is sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection
it enters.

41200
MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1876-Mo B. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-63.
Fr-119; KM-414.6. The single finest certified for the date on the NGC
population report, none finer. Seldom encountered in this high state of
preservation, the strike is bold with well-defined motifs. The lustrous
surfaces display a thin veneer of tone adding to its pleasing appearance. This highly desirable and attractive survivor offers much originality sure to catch the attention of quality conscious collectors.
$2,000-$3,000

$1,500-$2,500

41201
41198
MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1874-Ho R. Hermosillo Mint. NGC Unc Details—Reverse Cleaned. Fr-125; KM-414.5. A VERY RARE and
heavily sought-after four-year type and the first year of issue for the 20
Pesos from Hermosillo. This boldly struck and well-detailed survivor
exhibits strong design features with a thin veneer of pale golden tone.
Upon inspection evidence of being cleaned becomes apparent when
rotated in the light now somewhat subdued. Despite its shortcomings
a wholesome example of the type sure to excite many date collectors.

MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1889-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-63
Prooflike. Fr-119; KM-414.6. A few light marks, as to be expected, but
very flashy and lustrous with no hairlines. An immensely pleasing and
brilliant example as the prooflike designation would indicate.
$2,500-$3,500

$4,000-$6,000

41202
MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1890-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-62★.
Fr-119; KM-414.6. Mintage: 7,852 (reported). Offering an elegant,
prooflike nature, this shimmering example radiates with allure and eye
appeal—as evidenced by its star designation. Merely for completeness,
some light hairlines in the fields are noted, though rather expected
given the high degree of glistening luster abounding throughout.

41199
MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1871-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-62.
Fr-119; KM-414.6. Vibrant and alluring, this nearly-choice specimen
dazzles with a golden-orange allure throughout along with problem
free surfaces.

$2,000-$3,000

$1,800-$2,200
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41203
MEXICO. 10 Pesos, 1904-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Prooflike Gold Shield. Fr-128; KM-413.7. Mintage: 694. A beautifully
produced example of this very scarce emission, unintentionally struck
to a Prooflike quality and bearing few marks indicative of past handling. Some die polish is present in the fields over which light tone
has developed, more advanced in areas with heavier copper and silver
concentration in the alloy.
$2,000-$2,500

41206
MEXICO. Peso, 1899-Go RS. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-409.1. Wholly immaculate and majestic, this handsome
specimen, emanating from the final year of the 19th century, features
a subtle matte nature to the fields with a charming iridescence and miraculous brilliance abounding throughout. Undoubtedly a specimen
that must be seen in hand in order to fully appreciate all of the beauty
that it has to offer.
$700-$1,000

41204
MEXICO. 10 Pesos, 1904-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64.
Fr-128; KM-413.7. Mintage: 694. Bold quality, this lovely low mintage 10 Pesos exhibits vibrant luster in the fields with complimentary
apricot tone sprinkled over both sides. Seemingly very close to full
Gem quality.
$1,500-$2,500

41207
MEXICO. 50 Centavos, 1879-Do B. Durango Mint. PCGS AU-55
Gold Shield. KM-407.3. An EXTREAMELY RARE date in any grade,
this example is the finest certified by PCGS. Dark gray in color overall, there is some iridescent toning observed. For completeness, some
horizontal adjustment marks are noted across the liberty cap.
$800-$1,200

41205
MEXICO. 10 Pesos, 1891-Zs Z. Zacatecas Mint. NGC MS-64. Fr138; KM-413.9. Mintage: 1,930. Stunning quality, this near-Gem possesses razor-sharp central details and intense color that propels the
appearance to unusual heights.
$1,500-$2,500

41208
MEXICO. 25 Centavos, 1875-Ho R. Hermosillo Mint. NGC VF-20.
KM-406.6. A VERY RARE date, and one that is KEY to the series
from Hermosillo, this wholesome, moderately handled example is a
charming gunmetal gray in color. Compare to a similar specimen—a
PCGS F-12—that realized a total of $960 in our June 2020 CCO (lot
73225).
$1,000-$1,500
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41209
MEXICO. Chihuahua. Peso, 1913. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM611; GB-79; Grove-7781. Variety with 1 over PESO. Tied with just two
others for the top spot in the PCGS census, this tremendous near-Gem

offers quality that is extremely difficult to encounter for the type. Lightly
toned and appealing, with a lustrous brilliance radiating beneath as well.
$2,000-$3,000

41210
MEXICO. Guerrero. 2 Pesos, 1915-GRO. NGC MS-64. KM-644. A
well struck example for the type. Mostly molten gray toning with some
blue hues on the reverse. A lustrous near-Gem, it is no surprise that it

is tied for finest certified with one other example on the NGC census.
$700-$1,000

41211
MEXICO. Guerrero. Peso, 1914. NGC MS-63. KM-641. Variety with
dot after Peso. The single second finest certified of the type on the NGC
population report. Mostly steel gray in color with areas of delicate
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patination adding to its pleasing appearance.
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The Largest Mexican Gold Coin Struck for Circulation
Estimated Mintage Between 21 and 45 Coins

41212
MEXICO. Oaxaca. 60 Pesos, 1916-TM. Oaxaca Mint.
NGC MS-62. Fr-174; KM-755; Guthrie & Bothamley-379;
A-OX.178. Estimated Mintage: 21-45. One of Mexico’s most
iconic coins, struck by the provisional government of Oaxaca
during the Mexican Revolution that took place during the first
part of the 20th century. Borrowing from earlier coinage, the
type depicts the familiar balance scale and radiant cap motif
on one side, while the other pays tribute to Benito Juarez
(1806 - 1872), a cultural hero of this southern Mexican state
who rose from poverty to become Mexico’s first indigenous
president from 1858 until his death. Although a great rarity as
well, it is perhaps this coin’s size that captures the most collector
attention as it weighs an impressive 50 grams and contains
nearly 1.4 ounces of gold, making it the largest gold struck for
circulation in Mexico’s illustrious numismatic history. While
several survivors of this issue now show significant forms of
handling, most are nicely kept. This example, like most, exhibits
bold designs and bright gold surfaces. A few grazes determine
the grade, but their overall impact on the appearance is trivial.
A landmark offering for the type collector or specialist, and a
coin that is certain to become a cornerstone highlight in the
next collection it enters.

Because of its obvious rarity and impressive size, there has been
significant conjecture over the last 100 years concerning the true
mintage for this type. In perhaps its earliest citation, Howland
Woods, who was the curator at the American Numismatic
Society, referenced 21 pieces in his 1921-dated monograph
on the subject entitled The Mexican Revolutionary Coinage.
Not long after in 1932, Woods, in collaboration with Sanchez
Garza published La Moneda Revolucionaria de Mexico, and the
number was adjusted to an estimate between 40 and 45 pieces.
More recently in 1997, researcher David Hughes suggested the
21 mintage again, perhaps borrowing it from previous works. In
reality, it’s unlikely that any government documentation, if it were
ever made to begin with, exists from this turbulent period. Even
if it did, the dies for this issue are known to have survived, and
are presently in the care of the American Numismatic Society,
which allows for a period before their residency there when their
whereabouts were unknown. What is known for certain is that
few exist today, and when they are sold, they are almost always
part of a prominent collection. The circumstances are no different
for this offering.
$50,000-$70,000
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41213
MEXICO. Oaxaca. 5 Pesos, 1915-TM. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-751. Presenting incredible quality for the type, this elegant survivor
features a sharp strike with great iridescent color and dazzling brilliance

emanating from the fields. The finest graded example seen at PCGS, and
assuredly worth a strong bid.
$700-$1,000

41214
MEXICO. Oaxaca. 5 Pesos, 1915-TM. NGC MS-62. Fr-177; KM-750;
GB-372. Struck by the provisional government of the state of Oaxaca.
Crudely produced, as is typical of the issue, with pale yellow surfaces

that retain significant flash. Altogether, a pleasing example of this
sought-after revolutionary type.
$700-$1,000

41215
MEXICO. Oaxaca. 2 Pesos, 1915-TM. NGC MS-67. KM-744. The
single finest graded example of this type across both services, the
present specimen—an absolutely breathtaking Gem—radiates with
immense brilliance and yields an appealing golden-pastel tone. For the

connoisseur of this period, an absolute must that undoubtedly will not
be rivaled.
$700-$1,000
Ex: Demar Collection.

41216
MEXICO. 2 Pesos, 1921-Mo. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-65. KM462. Commemorating the centennial of the Republic, this delightful
Gem features blast white, argent surfaces, with some light tinges of
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toning near portions of the peripheries. Cartwheel luster abounds
throughout, further entrancing the gaze of the viewer.
$1,000-$1,500
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41219
41217
MEXICO. Peso, 1911. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-453. Caballito type; Long ray variety. Tied with just one other example for the
top spot in the NGS census, this resounding Gem radiates with tremendous brilliance and offers a charming burnished tone that deepens
as one approaches the peripheries. Undoubtedly, one of the more attractive specimens of the type that one is likely to encounter.
$1,000-$1,500

MEXICO. 500 Pesos, 1988-Mo. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-65. Fr190; KM-534. Mintage: 611. Commemorating the 50th anniversary of
the nationalization of the oil industry. The only example at this level,
and exceeded by just one other in the NGC census, this VERY RARE
celebratory issue presents great brilliance and radiance, along with a
hint of frosting to the devices. Its counterpart, the 1000 Pesos denomination, recently realized a total of $5,280 in our February 2021 CCO
auction (lot 74188).
$3,000-$5,000

MONACO

41220
41218
MEXICO. Peso, 1913. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-453. A
superlative example of the ever-popular “Caballito” issue with pristine
surfaces amplified by booming luster and frosty devices. A stunning
piece.

MONACO. Gold 20 Centimes Essai (Pattern), 1962. Paris Mint.
NGC MS-62. Fr-31i; KM-E48. Mintage: 502. Emanating from a fairly
RARE issue, this delightful, nearly-choice specimen radiates with a
pale golden allure and tremendous luster.
$800-$1,200

$1,500-$2,000
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MONTENEGRO

Low Mintage “Bare Head” Nicholas I 100 Perpera Rarity

41221
MONTENEGRO. 100 Perpera, 1910. Vienna Mint. PCGS
PROOF-62 Cameo Gold Shield. Fr-1; KM-12. Mintage: 25. A
true RARITY from the 20th century, this tremendous proof
striking emanates from an incredibly small mintage. As such, a
piece that always generates tremendous fanfare and excitement
whenever it makes an appearance. Some light frosting to the
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devices allows for a charming cameo nature, while just a few
scattered marks in the fields prevent an even higher designation.
Nevertheless, immensely majestic and powerful, and a veritable
show-stopper in gold.
$20,000-$25,000
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41222
MONTENEGRO. 5 Perpera, 1914. Vienna Mint. PCGS MS-61 Gold
Shield. KM-15. A nicely preserved, lustrous and attractive survivor of
the type sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$500-$1,000

NETHERLANDS

41224
NETHERLANDS. Brabant - Breda. Uniface Siege 60 Stuivers
Klippe, 1625. PCGS EF-45. KM-6.1. Dimensions: 28 x 29 mm. Siege
of Breda coinage. Deeply toned with an exceptionally sharp circular
center punch as well as four accompanying smaller punches at the angles. Both elusive and representing the highest denomination struck,
this example represents a great opportunity for the advanced collector
of siege issues.
Struck by the city of Breda during the Spanish siege that began on August 28, 1624 and concluded on June 5, 1625 with the Spanish emerging
victorious. The victory marked one of the last major victories for the
Spanish during the Eighty Years’ War.
$1,200-$1,700

41223
NETHERLANDS. Rozenobel (Flemish Noble), ND (ca. 16th Century). Gorinchem Mint. EXTREMELY FINE Details. Jewelry. Fr133; S-1952. Diameter: 39mm; Weight: 10.56 gms. Imitating an English Noble of Edward IV, this piece was converted into jewelry by the
addition of a bezel around the edge and with a clasp attached at the
top. An alluring golden-orange tone has started to develop near the
peripheries.
$800-$1,200

41225
NETHERLANDS. Gelderland - Batenburg. Daalder, 1577. Herman
Diederik. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. Dav-8571; Delm-550. A nicely
preserved example of the type with bold central design elements and
clear legends, though a few areas of weakness and a planchet crack
are noticed. The obverse displays mottled patina while the reverse is
more of an even coloration. An example that is better than normally
encountered with some remaining luster in the protected areas.
$700-$1,000
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41226
NETHERLANDS. Gelderland - Batenburg. 1/2 Daalder, ND (155673). Wilhelm von Bronkhorst. PCGS FINE-15 Gold Shield. Delm540. Obverse: Double-headed eagle with coat of arms of BronkhorstBatenburg; Reverse: Lion facing left. A seldom encountered type, this
well-worn example exhibits a crude uneven strike as is typical from
this series displaying attractive rich gray patina with minor earthen
deposits amongst the devices. This wholly original looking survivor
is pleasing to the eye and is sure to excite many collectors seeking this
tough to locate denomination.
$700-$1,000

41229
NETHERLANDS. Holland. Lion Daalder, 1576. NGC MS-63. Dav8838; Delm-831. Always encountered as a crude type, this example
presents quality that would seemingly be unrivaled. The legends are
complete and the devices are quite sharp, with the fields retaining great
brilliance and the overall color offering some light blue and golden
hints. Ever-popular with American collectors on account of its colonial role, it will assuredly generate a good deal of enthusiasm and,
rather unsurprisingly, stands as the finest seen at NGC for the date.
$1,000-$2,000

41230
NETHERLANDS. Holland. Ducat, 1776. NGC MS-61. Fr-250; KM12.3. Well centered and pleasingly struck, this shimmering Mint State
specimen is free from issue and exhibits only lightly scattered hairlines. An important and popular year for American collectors.
41227

$700-$1,000

NETHERLANDS. Gelderland. Rijksdaalder, 1648. PCGS AU-50
Gold Shield. Dav-4828; KM-16.1; Delm-938. The only certified example of the date on the PCGS population report. This wholly original
looking survivor exhibits a bold strike for the type displaying lovely
rich old cabinet patina indicating prolong storage undisturbed.
$700-$1,000

41231
41228
NETHERLANDS. Groningen (Besieged). Uniface 6-1/4 Stuivers
Klippe, 1672. ANACS EF-45. KM-24; Del-738. Struck after the siege
to commemorate the defeat of the French forces. Strong detail overall,
with attractive tone and some random marks on the reverse.
$700-$1,000

NETHERLANDS. Overijssel. Lion Daalder, 1641. NGC MS-63.
Dav-4860; KM-12; Delm-856. Always a popular issue, this choice example is the finest certified by NGC or PCGS for the type from Overijssel. Brilliant and lustrous, with almost no sign of distracting scuffs
or marks.
$700-$1,000

Ex: Ponterio 168 (4/2008) Lot # 2214.
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41232
NETHERLANDS. Utrecht. 14 Gulden, 1760. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. Fr-288; KM-104; Delm-970. The single finest certified of the
date on the PCGS population report, none finer. A bright and lustrous
example displaying deep golden color with an amber orange iridescent
hue that pops out when tilted in the light. This highly attractive nearGem survivor offers much originality with fantastic eye appeal worthy
or serious consideration from advanced collectors.
$3,000-$5,000

41233
NETHERLANDS. Utrecht. Ducaton, 1766. NGC MS-63. Dav-1832;
KM-92.1; Delm-1031. Unquestionably special quality for the issue,
this example was boldly struck on a problem-free planchet with unimpeded reflectivity in the fields that imparts a fully prooflike appearance. Quite possibly struck for presentation, this piece has evidently
been handled with great care since its creation, as the surfaces hold
only faint evidence of gentle handling, with virtually no contact marks
to speak of. The appearance of electric blue tone with softer red and
orange compliments along the upper portions of both sides solidifies
the exceptional visual nature of this piece. For the collector who has
been seeking a impressive example of this classic “Silver Rider” type,
look no further — this is your coin!
$3,000-$6,000

41234
NETHERLANDS. Zeeland. 2 Daalders (10 Schelling - 60 Stuivers),
1687. NGC MS-62. Dav-4973; KM-63; Delm-1074. A flashy and lustrous example, with a thin layer of toning hat just adds to the attractiveness of this piece. It is no surprise that it is the finest certified by
NGC and PCGS.
$700-$1,000

41235
NETHERLANDS. Zwolle. Lion Daalder, 1649. NGC MS-63. Dav4885; KM-46; Delm-866b. A relatively detailed strike with great detail
in the lion on the reverse. Bright and lustrous, with a thin skin of toning and standing as the finest certified by either services.
$700-$1,000

41236
NETHERLANDS. Kingdom of Holland (Napoleonic). 50 Stuivers,
1808. Utrecht Mint. Louis Napoleon. PCGS MS-66+ Gold Shield.
Dav-228; KM-28; Sch-148. Generally available as a type in Mint State,
but EXTREMELY RARE in the present quality, this being the single
finest example that PCGS has graded, with the next finest being a MS65. As one might expect therefore, the overall quality and presentation
is outstanding, with central designs that are fully formed and surfaces
that are lustrous and show no major instances of handling. Attractive
tone solidifies this coin’s premium nature, with centers that display soft
olive-brown tone and edges that deepen ever so slightly in hue, adding elements of multicolored iridescence. An ideal coin for either the
Dutch specialist or Napoleonic collector that cherishes coins in virtually impossible to replace quality.
$1,500-$3,000

41237
NETHERLANDS. Kingdom of Holland (Napoleonic). 50 Stuivers,
1808. Utrecht Mint. Louis Napoleon. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.
Dav-228; KM-28; Sch-148. Boldly struck with depth of the design for
this popular Napoleonic issue. This piece also showcases original tone
that comes to life with patches of sapphire and violent iridescence
when rotated under light. Exceptional eye appeal is present for the
assigned grade.
$800-$1,200
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41239

41238
NETHERLANDS. Kingdom of Holland (Napoleonic). 50 Stuivers,
1808. Utrecht Mint. Louis Napoleon. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.
Dav-228; KM-28; Sch-148. Bright and lustrous, this boldly struck and
handsome example offers a pleasing appearance with lovely rich mottled patina in the peripheries near the edges. An attractive representative of the type that would make a great addition to many collections.

NETHERLANDS. Kingdom. 10 Gulden, 1851. Utrecht Mint. William III. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Fr-340; KM-95. Tied for second
finest certified of the date on the PCGS population report, only one
finer (MS-64). This attractive and nicely preserved survivor exhibits a
bold strike with crisp devices and satiny cartwheel luster.
$2,500-$3,500

$800-$1,200

Low Mintage Modern Dutch Rarity

41240
NETHERLANDS. Gold Ducaton (2 Ounces) Mint Medal,
2021-R. Royal Dutch Mint. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
Mintage: 20. Reeded Edge. This beautifully preserved low
mintage modern issue, inspired by the prolific Dutch trade
coin the Ducaton Rider, boasts intricate frosted devices with
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deeply mirrored fields. Free of tone, haze or fog. With original
earthenware case of issue serial number 17 and certificate of
authenticity.
$10,000-$15,000
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NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES

41243

41241
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. West Friesland. 3 Gulden, 1786.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Dav-1853; KM-140. The finest seen in the
PCGS census for the date—the next best being merely an MS-62—this
shimmering, near-Gem crown radiates with dazzling eye appeal and
brilliance, all while offering a subtle pastel tone in the background and
a somewhat darker nature as one approaches the peripheries.

NEW ZEALAND. Crown, 1935. ANACS VF-20 Details—Damaged,
Cleaned. KM-6. Mintage: 660. Struck to commemorate the Treaty of
Waitangi in 1840, this ever-popular type can be rather difficult to acquire given its RARITY and price point. As such, this example, exhibiting a few noted issues, acts as a great budget representation.
$1,000-$1,500

NICARAGUA

$2,000-$4,000

NEW ZEALAND
41244
NICARAGUA. 10 Centavos, 1880-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. KM-3. A superb Gem with flashy, mirrored
fields and soft cameo devices, this lovely example is tied for the second
finest certified by PCGS and presents a blast white, wholly argent nature on each side.
$700-$1,000

41242
NEW ZEALAND. Crown, 1935. PCGS PROOF-64 Gold Shield.
KM-6. Mintage: 468. Struck to commemorate the Treaty of Waitangi
in 1840. This ever-popular one-year type exhibits bold intricate frosty
design features and flashy fields that display attractive light patina with
areas of richer coloration in the top half of the coin. This in demand
type is always a collector favorite that tells an interesting story.
$4,000-$6,000

41245
NICARAGUA. 10 Centavos, 1952. PCGS PROOF-66 Gold Shield.
KM-17.1. A VERY RARE proof-of-record striking, this coin represents one of only two examples certified by PCGS and NGC combined,
and is the first to have surfaced at public auction. True to its assigned
grade, limited handling is apparent, with a soft golden tone visible on
both sides. An ideal coin for the collector specializing in hard to find
Central American issues.
$1,000-$2,000
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NORWAY

PARAGUAY

41248

41246
NORWAY. Speciedaler, 1821-IGP. Kongsberg Mint. Carl XIV.
PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield. KM-290; Sieg-16; NM-2. This wholesome
survivor exhibits a bold strike displaying even wear and light attractive
tone with richer patination in the protected areas of the legend.
$1,000-$1,500

$2,000-$3,000

41249

41247
NORWAY. Speciedaler, 1857. Kongsberg Mint. Oscar I. NGC MS64. Dav-243; KM-317. An attractive example with needle-like, sharp
details, this specimen offers deep cabinet toning with gold-hued, cartwheel luster. It is no surprise that this is the finest certified example at
NGC for the year.
$2,000-$4,000

PARAGUAY. Peso, 1889. Buenos Aires Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-5. A radiant and rather majestic offering, this near-Gem
crown presents steely gray surfaces with a great deal of pastel iridescence shimmering on each side. Just three have been graded finer in
the PCGS census.

PARAGUAY. 70000 Guaranies, 1983. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. Fr-25; KM-168. Mintage: 300. AGW: 1.3310 oz. Seemingly flawless
and ceaselessly attractive, this large, tremendous specimen radiates
with great beauty on each side and should undoubtedly generate spirited competition.
$2,500-$3,500

PERU

41250
PERU. Cob 8 Reales, 1725-L M. Lima Mint. Luis I. NGC FINE-12.
KM-39. Weight: 26.68 gms. Struck during the short-lived reign of Luis
I, this survivor is far better than most seen, displaying a clear date and
astonishingly original surfaces. RARE in problem-free quality, this
piece carries a valuation of $1,500 in Very Good, $3,000 in Fine, and
$5,000 in Very Fine condition in the Standard Catalog of World Coins.
$1,000-$2,000
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Rare Quality Late Date Cob 8 Escudos

41251
PERU. Cob 8 Escudos, 1727-L M. Lima Mint. Philip V. NGC
MS-63. KM-38.2; Cal-Type 6 #40. Weight: 27.00 gms. The single
finest certified of the date on the NGC population report, none
finer. This lovely choice uncirculated survivor exhibits a bold
strike on a somewhat compact flan displaying a nearly complete

41252
PERU. 8 Escudos, 1757-LM JM. Lima Mint. Ferdinand VI. NGC
AU-55. Fr-20; KM-59.2; Onza-585. Quite charming and alluring, this
original survivor exhibits very little in the way of time in circulation,
all while maintaining solid brilliance and eye appeal. For completeness, a few planchet flaws are noted on the peripheries of the reverse.
$3,500-$4,500

full cross and castles and lions with minimal doubling on both
sides. A highly sought-after type, especially so in the elite state
of preservation sure to excite many advanced collectors.
$10,000-$15,000

41253
PERU. 8 Reales, 1753-LM J. Lima Mint. Ferdinand VI. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-55.1; Cal-Type 84 #307; FC-2; El-2; Gil-L-8-3; Yonaka-L8-53. Elusive quality for any Pillar Dollar, this example is further
elevated by alluring tone that features significant soft orange hues in
the centers with lovely blue and green color around the outer legends.
As the single finest graded for the date by PCGS or NGC, a coin that is
sure to generate much excitement among collectors focused on the elite.
$2,000-$4,000
Ex: UBS Auction (9/2001) Lot # 3133.
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41254
PERU. 8 Reales, 1757-LM JM. Lima Mint. Ferdinand VI. NGC MS-61.
KM-55.1; Yonaka-L8-57; Gil-L-8-8. Well struck and with bold details,
this exceptional Mint State specimen offers toning with a mother of
pearl effect, all set upon steely gray surfaces that create great eye appeal.
Seldom offered in this state of preservation.

$1,250-$1,750
Ex: Millennia Collection (Goldberg 46 - 5/2008) Lot # 1157.
Ex: Irving Goodman Collection (Goldberg 15 - 6/2002) Lot # 966.

A Premium Example of this Extremely Rare and Uniquely Styled Type

41255
PERU. 4 Escudos, 1770-LM JM. Lima Mint. Charles III. NGC
AU-58. Fr-29; KM-71.2; Cal-type-34#275. This EXTREMELY
RARE type exhibits a portrait that is unique to the Lima mint.
It can best be described as somewhat of a hybrid portrait.
While the drapery and armor cuirass used for this bust are
typical of the earlier young bust or “rat-nosed” type, the head
is more indicative of a middle aged or older portrait of Charles
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III, which is normally associated with coinage in the later
1770s-1780s. This portrait was not used by the other Spanish
colonial mints and was only produced at Lima, Peru for a very
brief period of time.
$12,000-$16,000
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41256

41259

PERU. 8 Reales, 1780-LM MJ. Lima Mint. Charles III. NGC MS-62.
KM-78. The finest of seven graded for the date at NGC, with only one
other even attaining Mint State status (MS-60), this argent specimen
dazzles with a good deal of brilliance and fairly clean fields. For completeness, a die crack is noted in front of the king’s bust, as well as one
running through a portion of the obverse legend.

PERU. 8 Reales, 1810-LM JP. Lima Mint. Ferdinand VII. PCGS MS63 Gold Shield. KM-106.2; Cal-1241. Featuring the imaginary bust
of the new king, this choice crown dazzles the eye with tremendous
brilliance and luster radiating throughout. Tied with just three other
examples for the finest in the PCGS census.

$700-$1,000

$1,250-$1,750

Ex: Ponterio 148 (1/2009) Lot # 1939.

41260
41257
PERU. 8 Reales, 1808-L JP. Lima Mint. Charles IV. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-97; Cal-Type 76 #665. Struck from aged dies, this
superb near-Gem example maintains sparkling flash in the fields and a
unique arrangement of tone that contributes to its originality. Tied for
the finest graded example at PCGS with three other pieces.
$1,000-$2,000

41258
PERU. 8 Escudos, 1809-LM JP. Lima Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC
AU-55. Fr-44; KM-107; Onza-1211. Imaginary Bust type. Flashy for
the grade, this nearly Mint State survivor highlights the crudeness of
technique employed by the Lima Mint during this period, as several
laminations appear on the obverse side of the planchet and significant
doubling of the strike muddles the clarity of the date. Despite those
natural imperfection, limited handling is seen, and the reverse, with its
light reddish toning accents, remains tremendously appealing.
$2,300-$2,600

PERU. 8 Reales, 1824-LIMA JM. Lima Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC
MS-63. KM-117.1; Cal-Type 119 #491. Small bust. Tied for the finest
example certified at either NGC or PCGS, this remarkable specimen
exhibits superb detail, minimal doubling in the legend, and spectacular tone. Absolutely the finest example of this date this cataloger has
handled and certain to elicit spirited bidding.
$2,000-$3,000

41261
PERU. Provisional Government. 8 Reales, 1822-LIMA JP. Lima
Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-136. Tied with just two others, this engaging
crown dominates the top of the NGS census, and offers an immensely
charming light gray hue. Meanwhile, a strong cartwheel brilliance dazzles the eye as one cradles it back and forth. A hint of typical striking
weakness is noted near the central portions, but does not detract from
its overall beauty.
$3,000-$5,000
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41264
41262
PERU. Simon Bolivar/Liberator of Cuzco Silver Proclamation
Medal, 1825. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. Fonrobert-9205. Weight:
28.53 gms. Obverse: SIMON BOLIVAR LIBR DE COLOMB Y DEL
PERU, uniformed bust right; Reverse: EL CUZCO A SU LIBERTADOR, native seated before Incan ruins; rising sun upon the horizon
in background. Weighing slightly more than a standard 8 Reales, and
perhaps used in commerce because of this, this slightly worn example depicts a wonderfully folky bust of Simon Bolivar on the obverse,
while the reverse features a charming pictorial scene. Adding to the
appearance are sunset-hued shades of orange, blue, and purple tone,
which entirely engulf the reverse designs, adding an element of unique
character to the appearance.

PERU. North Peru. 8 Escudos, 1838-LIMA M. Lima Mint. PCGS
AU-53. Fr-87; KM-156. The second year in a RARE two-year type, just
two have been graded finer by PCGS. Pale yellow in color with some
honey-orange toning on the peripheries, this lovely specimen offers
some original underlying luster remaining in the protected areas.
$4,000-$6,000

$700-$1,000

41265

41263
PERU. 8 Reales, 1826-L JM. Lima Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-142.1. Minimally marked and better struck than most with satiny luster in the fields and a gorgeous compliment of antique copper
and blue tone that hugs the Liberty figure and clings to the outermost
edges. A RARE coin in this engrossing quality, it being tied for the finest certified at PCGS with one other example.

PERU. North Peru. 8 Reales, 1839-LM MB. Lima Mint. PCGS AU58 Gold Shield. KM-164. The only certified example of the date on
the PCGS population report. An attractive example of this one-year
type with somewhat flat central strike, a commonly encountered occurrence on coins of this era displaying attractive pervasive gray patina with areas of richer coloration. Vastly superior to what is normally
seen in the marketplace, this survivor offers a pleasing appearance indicative of prolong storage undisturbed and is sure to be a welcome
addition to the next collection it enters.
$3,000-$4,000

$1,000-$1,500
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Flashy and Lustrous “Volcano & Sunface” 8 Escudos

41266
PERU. South Peru. 8 Escudos, 1838-CUZCO MS. Cuzco
Mint. NGC MS-61. Fr-92; KM-171. An extremely attractive
issue, offering light yellow on the bottom that fades into a
darker orange, almost red, tone at the top. This exceptionally
alluring example presents a bold strike with highly flashy
surfaces. Between its RARITY in this quality and its iconic

design, this is one of the most sought after issues in the entire
series of Latin America. A specimen with same grade (though
not nearly as attractive as that which is offered here) realized a
total of $13,200 in our February 2021 CCO auction (lot 74310).
$10,000-$15,000

41267
PERU. 8 Escudos, 1840-C A. Cuzco Mint. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield.
Fr-63; KM-148.3. A wholesome specimen, this dazzlingly brilliant

example offers great luster remaining as well as a charming goldenyellow hue throughout.
$1,500-$2,000
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41268
PERU. 8 Escudos, 1843-A. Cuzco Mint. NGC AU-58. Fr-63; KM148.3. Tied for second finest certified of the date with one other example on the NGC population report, only one finer (MS-63). A nicely
preserved and very attractive example of this popular and elusive type
exhibiting bold frosty devices with plenty of original mint luster. This
eye-catching survivor offers a pleasing appearance with much flash
that pops out when tilted in the light.
$1,500-$2,500

41271
PERU. Sol, 1875-LIMA YJ. Lima Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-196.3. A
dark and rich amber color toning with underlying cartwheel luster
that is sure to catch any eye. Not often seen at auction, this is an excellent opportunity to obtain the finest certified of the date and as a type
it is tied for second finest certified with sixteen other pieces with only
two finer (MS-66+ and MS-67) on the NGC population report. Clearly
an example that was plucked from circulation early on given great care
and proper storage dripping with originality. This stellar looking survivor is destined for an advanced quality conscious collector.
$700-$1,000

41269
PERU. 8 Reales, 1841-MB. Lima Mint. NGC MS-62. KM-142.8. Tied
for third finest certified of the date with one other example on the
NGC population report, two finer (MS-63 and MS-65). This bright
and flashy well-preserved example exhibits crisp frosty devices with
lovely satiny surfaces and a hint of light mottled tone adding a bit of
character. Seldom encountered in the high state of preserved, a real
treat for advanced collectors seeking high grade survivors to add to
their numismatic holdings.

PERU. 5 Pesetas, 1881-M B. Ayacucho Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-201.3. The only certified example of the date on the PCGS
population report. This attractive near Gem survivor exhibits bold intricate devices and satiny surfaces with a thin veneer of smokey gray
tone. This pleasing example offers much originality sure to make a
great addition to the next collection it enters.
$3,000-$4,000

$800-$1,200

41270
PERU. 20 Soles, 1863-YB. Lima Mint. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.
Fr-70; KM-194. An important type coin for Peru, as it represents the
highest denomination of coinage issued after the decimal reform
which began in 1863 and lasted until 1930, when the ‘Inca’ 50 Soles
were struck. Soft yellow-orange surfaces, with great radiating luster
and brilliance.
$3,500-$4,500

41272

41273
PERU. 5 Pesetas, 1882-M-LM. Ayacucho Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. KM-201.3. The short-lived ‘Ayacucho’ 5 Pesetas type, this example remains far better preserved than most, with few marks atop
the surfaces and attractive blue, peach, and yellow iridescent tone that
sporadically appears over both sides.
An intriguing type that was struck in alignment with the Spanish 5 Pesetas weight and fineness standard all while the familiar Sol denomination
continued to be produced.
$3,000-$4,000
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PHILIPPINES

The Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection
Angelita F. Ganzon (August 2, 1934 - October 5, 2015) and
Benito J. Legarda (August 6, 1926 - August 26, 2020) married
on April 3, 1971 in a tiny ceremony at the Most Holy Trinity Parish in Sampaloc, Manila. The match was recognized
then and in the years since as “the marriage of true minds,”
as Shakespeare described in his 116th sonnet. Educated at
Stanford and the University of the Philippines, she was a respected pediatrician with a love of books, music, and collections of various kinds –coins, ceramics, stamps, shells, and
beads. He, also a bibliophile and music-lover educated abroad
at Georgetown and Harvard, was an economist by training
but a historian and collector of coins, antique maps and fine
art by avocation. He authored works on Philippine colonial
church architecture, the galleon trade, the Spanish-American
War, and the Japanese Occupation of
the Philippines during World War II, of
which they were both survivors. Over
his lifetime he amassed what has been
described as one of the country’s finest
private collections of Philippine painting and religious art.
Angelita and Benito’s intellectual parity was a hallmark of their relationship.
Known as Lita and Ben to their friends,
their shared love of history and art came
together in numismatics. Together they
founded the money museum of the
Central Bank of the Philippines, considered one of the premier numismatic
museums in the world. During their
stewardship they amassed a remarkable
collection of Philippine coins featuring
some of the greatest rarities of Philippine numismatics.
Lita elevated Philippine numismatics
to the world stage by participating in
exhibits in Mexico and in Madrid with
the museum Spanish Mint (Fabrica Nacional de Moneda y Timbre). A testament to their legacy and foresight is the
fact that every week hundreds of school
children visit the Central Bank’s Money

Museum and receive an introduction to numismatics. Lita
was president of the Philippine Numismatic and Antiquarian
Society (PNAS) for two terms. In this capacity she promoted
Philippine numismatics through international conventions
that brought renowned numismatists from around the world
to the Philippines. Ben authored an article on Mexican coins
in the Philippines for the PNAS journal, Barilla, in the same
year that Angelita’s pioneering book Piloncitos to Pesos: a brief
history of coinage in the Philippines was published (1976). Lita
continued her numismatic contributions by authoring, coauthoring, and collaborating on numerous articles and publications.
As collectors they hunted together for Dos Mundos coins
in an effort to procure one from every year in which they were
minted. Like almost everything else
they attempted, they were successful in
this quest. Whether admiring a sculpture on a cathedral wall or celebrating
a new “find” for their collections, their
excitement over things beautiful or
historic was palpable to those around
them. Their life together was infused
not only with a respect for the scholarly work needed to be truly informed
as collectors but also with the deep awe
and enjoyment of objects that told the
story of humanity in clues and glimpses. Though their collections may now
pass into other hands, their love of history and art remains part of their legacy
for their family and fellow Filipinos.
A remarkable couple whose love of
life, arts, culture, and history enriched
their lives and the lives of many others.
Their innumerable and important contributions to the history and culture of
the Philippines will be valued and appreciated for generations to come. All
who were privileged to know Lita and
Ben realized how fortunate they were
and how much richer they were for the
experience.
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Manila Overstrikes 1828
Issued by Decree of 13 October 1828, ceasing production 30 May 1829

41274
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, 1828. Manila Mint.
Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-25. KM-16; Basso-52; PNM#6-18; PNM#16-1;
PNM#21-I-1; Cacho-I-CS-001. Type I Manila Overstrike, with serrated
boarders and reverse legend. Overstruck on a 1827-PTS JM Bolivia
Republic 8 Soles. A surprisingly SCARCE under coin for this issue when
compared to either Mexico or Peru Republican hosts, we have recorded
only about nine examples for this host coin under-type (all 1827-PTS
JM). A somewhat weak strike as is commonly encountered for this issue
with plenty of original design elements such as date, denomination,
mintmark and assayer’s letters are clearly visible, but the overstriking is

more evenly applied than normally seen. Both the date and “MANILA”
are bold and fully struck up with nice even wear and remnants of the
serrated boarder at 9 on the obverse. The arms of Spain are nearly
complete only missing the arms of Granada and the bottom point of the
shield with portions of the legend are easily distinguishable around. This
wholesome and nicely preserved survivor displays lovely rich mottled
golden-gray tone with areas of slate in the protected areas and brighter
coloration atop of the devices adding to its pleasing appearance.
$3,000-$6,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41275
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, 1828. Manila Mint.
Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Cleaned. KM-24; Basso-52; PNM#612; PNM#16-24; PNM#21-I-15; Cacho-I-CS-011. Type I Manila
Overstrike, with serrated boarders and reverse legend. Overstruck on a
1826-LIMA JM Peru Republic 8 Reales. A somewhat more available host
under-type, for this date (1826-LIMA JM) we have only 11 examples
recorded. The strike is strong with bold four-digit date and “MANILA”
fully struck up with minor remnants of the serrated boarder to the left
of the central design, though slightly unevenly struck with much of the
original host design elements such as the mint mark, denomination and
assayer’s letters being clear. The arms of Spain are nicely detailed and
clear with only minor portions of the shields bottom frame missing. A
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small section of the legend on the left side “LITADO” is mostly clear
with other faint remnants around. Evidence of being cleaned long ago
as indicated on the NGC insert, now attractively toned displaying light
smokey gray patination with areas of slate in the protected areas. A
handsome and wholesome looking example with a good amount of the
under-type visible and nicely detailed overstrike.
$2,000-$3,000
From the Benito and Angelita de Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Monetario de Las Islas Filipinas” by Angelita G. de Legarda and Jose P.
Bantug pg. 9, published Banco Central de Filipinas, Manila 1979.
Plated in “Piloncitos to Peso: A brief History of Coinage in the Philippines” by
Angelita Ganzon de Legarda, M.D. pg. 31 Published Manila, Philippines July 1976.
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F.7.0 Countermark

Issued by decree of 2 October 1832,
commencing 5 October 1832, officially
ending 20 December 1834
41276
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, 1828. Manila Mint.
Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Cleaned. KM-24; Basso-52;
PNM#6-14; PNM#16-27; PNM#21-I-18; Cacho-I-CS-013. Type I
Manila Overstrike, with serrated boarders and reverse legend. Overstruck on a 1827-LIMA JM Peru Republic 8 Reales. Perhaps the most
encountered host date, we have more than 40 examples recorded of
the 1827-LIMA JM as a host coin for this issue. The strike is nice and
fairly even for this issue with a bold four-digit date fully struck up and
“MANILA” nearly so with remnants of the serrated boarder between 8
and 11 atop of the devices. The arms of Spain, save for a small portion
on the lower right side of the shield, is strong and exhibits well-formed
devices; a small section of the legend “ADO PO” to the left of the shield
is struck up and clear. This richly toned survivor offers lots of character
with much of the original host design and legends easily visible and
the pertinent information such as the bold four-digit date, assayer’s
letters and denomination are unobscured. Upon close inspection evidence of a past cleaning is noticed as indicated on the NGC insert, but
is now mostly subdued by attractive rich mottled light gray to slate
patina with a golden sheen in the open areas and blue sheen in some
of the protected areas.
$2,000-$3,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41278
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Strong. KM-51;
Basso-55; PNM#6-76; PNM#16-39; PNM#21-VI-10; Cacho-VIIICS-055; Gil-5-4-1-C (1 over *). Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0
within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1828PTS JM Bolivia Republic 8 Soles. A somewhat more available host
type. For this date we have only six recorded examples for all F.7.0
crown variations. This very attractive survivor exhibits nice honest
wear with beautiful, mottled patina displaying medium gray on the
high points, dove gray in the open areas and graphite in the protected
areas with a blue iridescent sheen on the reverse. This is an example
where the designated grade does not reflect the quality. Free of planchet defects, the host is nicely preserved with a deeply impressed bold
countermark. Clear diagnostics of the countermark show the characteristic crack at the very edge of the punch directly across from the “F”
in the King’s ordinal as well as the re-punching of the central pearl in
the crown of a lozenge over a single bead. A lovely example boasting
great eye appeal.
Interesting to note that the central pearl of the crown in the shape of a
lozenge has been re-punched over a single pearl. This can be further confirmed by the shape and style of the letters and crown and proves that the
order of the F.7.0 countermarks is in fact 5-4-* (1832), 5-4-1 (1832-34)
and then finally 5-4-!(2) (1833-34).
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41277
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, 1828. Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-20. KM-26.1; Basso-52; PNM#6-13; PNM#1625; PNM#21-I-16; Cacho-Not listed. Type I Manila Overstrike, with
serrated boarders and reverse legend; dies prepared by Don Benito de
los Reyes. Overstruck on a 1826-CUZCO G Peru Republic 8 Reales. A
VERY RARE and popular early Cuzco mint issue, we have only four
examples of this date as a host coin recorded. This wholesome survivor exhibits a good strike, nice even wear and bold fully struck up
four-digit date and “MANILA”, faint evidence of the serrated boarder
is noticed at about 7 near the second “N” of “UNION”. The arms of
Spain are nearly fully struck up with faint areas of the crown, which
is a bit flat. The section of the legend with the kings name and ordinal
“ERN. VII” is clearly seen in the lower right quadrant adding to its desirability. This highly attractive and original looking survivor offers a
pleasing appearance displaying lovely rich mottled gray to slate patina
that is complemented by a golden gray sheen on the obverse while the
reverse displays an iridescent blue sheen adding to its eye appeal.
$3,000-$6,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Extremely Rare Brazilian Host

41279
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Brazil - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 183234). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC AU Details—Cleaned; C/S:
UNC Strong. KM-52; Basso-55; PNM#6-84; PNM#16-47; PNM#21VI-20; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned
F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1815-B Brazil 960 Reis of Joao (VI) as Prince Regent which is overstruck
on an 1803-08-Mo TH Mexico colonial bust 8 Reales of Charles IIII (IV).
An EXTREMELY RARE host type from this with very few examples
known bearing a Philippine countermark. We only have six examples
documented for this host country, all are F.7.0 (5-4-1-C crown variety)
evenly split between the Rio De Janeiro and Bahia Mints. This nicely
preserved example boasts a strong strike obliterating all, but minor
traces of the under-type. The pertinent details of the original host such
as the mint mark, denomination and partial king’s name and ordinal,
although faint, are legible under magnification. Upon close inspection
remnants of the mint mark and denomination are noticed at 12:00 at the
end of the cross, while a portion of the king’s name and ordinal “OLUS .

I” can be seen at 6:00 on the reverse below the shield. The countermark
is even and boldly applied with crisp definition of the fine details. This
attractive representative of the type displays rich slate patina with areas of
brighter coloration atop of the devices adding to its pleasing appearance
and originality. Upon close inspection the open areas do show evidence
of an old cleaning, as indicated on the NGC insert, now subdued by the
lovely patination. A handsome survivor of this immensely popular and
highly desirable type, the seldom encountered Brazilian host is one of
the more interesting issues from this series.
It is interesting to note that foreign countermarks appearing on Brazilian
host coins is a rather rare occurrence. The reason being was that the 960
Reis, intrinsically an 8 Reales equaling 870 Reis, was worth more in Brazil
than abroad. For all intents and purposes when the present piece made its
way to the Philippines it’s value was decreased back down to that of an 8
Reales.
$5,000-$10,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41280
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Chile. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF Details—Cleaned; C/S:
AU Standard. KM-56; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not
listed; PNM#21-Not listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V
Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark
applied to the reverse of a 1822-SANTIAGO FI Chile Volcano Peso. An
EXTREMELY RARE and possibly UNIQUE host coin/countermark
combination. Very few countermarked examples are known for early
date Chile Volcano Pesos. We have only two other examples recorded
of this host type bearing the F.7.0 countermark, an 1817-FJ and 1833I. This popular host type is heavily sought after and highly prized
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by collectors, given the fact that so few survivors are known bearing
the F.7.0 countermark. This nicely preserved and very attractive
representative offers a pleasing appearance displaying a lovely mottled
gray patina with richer coloration in the protected areas and faint
iridescent sheen that pops out when tilted in the light. The obverse does
exhibit mild signs of a past cleaning as indicated on the NGC insert,
now subdued by the attractive patination.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Piloncitos to Peso: A brief History of Coinage in the Philippines” by
Angelita Ganzon de Legarda, M.D. pg. 32 Published Manila, Philippines July 1976.
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41281
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Guatemala. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-45; C/S: AU Strong. KM-55;
Bass0-55; PNM#6-92; PNM#16-60; PNM#21-VI-32; Cacho-VIIICS-008; Gil-5-4-1-C (1 over *). Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0
within circular indent. Countermark applied to the reverse of a 1826NG M Guatemala (Central American Republic) 8 Reales. A SCARCE
and popular host type with a rather interesting countermark variety
that shows the characteristic crack at the very edge of the punch directly
across from the “F” in the King’s ordinal as well as the re-punching of
the central pearl in the crown of a lozenge over a single bead. Though
one of the more available dates for this host type, for this date we only
have 16 recorded examples all of which are the 5-4-1-C (1 over *) crown

variety. The countermark is deep and evenly impressed with bold details
of the punch just slightly off center. The richly toned surfaces display a
lovely slate patination with areas of lighter coloration and an iridescent
sheen that pops out when tilted in the light adding to its originality and
eye appeal.
Interesting to note that the central pearl of the crown in the shape of
a lozenge has been re-punched over a single pearl. This can be further
confirmed by the shape and style of the letters and crown and proves that
the order of the F.7.0 countermarks is in fact 5-4-* (1832), 5-4-1 (1832-34)
and then finally 5-4-!(2) (1833-34).
$6,000-$8,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41282
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Chopmarked;
C/S: XF Strong. KM-63; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-80;
PNM#21-VI-51; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark,
crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the
obverse of a 1799-Mo FM Mexico bust 8 Reales of Charles IIII (IV).
Though one of the more available bust types from the Mexico City mint
with 33 examples in our records for all dates of this ruler bearing the F.7.0
countermark, for this date we only have the present piece documented.
This beautifully toned and fully original looking numismatic relic is
an eye-catching representative of the type. The countermark is deeply
impressed and even with crisp details of the punch. This moderately
worn survivor exhibits nice even wear with smooth surfaces and about
eight small unobtrusive chopmarks, as indicated on the NGC insert,
adding lots of character. This gorgeous example displays lovely rich gray

patina with a plethora of iridescent hues that accentuate the devices.
It is interesting to note that chopmarked Spanish coins were placed into
three classes determined by the amount of defacement and lose of integrity.
Those found to be mostly intact and of good weight were categorized as
Class I, set aside to be countermarked later and charged a 1% surcharge.
While those that saw significate circulation and damage were included into
Class II or Class III, which were only able to enter the country as bullion,
subject to 2% import duties. The decree of 13 September 1831 states that
those of Class I admitted to the Reales Cajas were to be charged a 1%
countermarking tax. While those of Class II and III were deposited into the
Real Aduana being charged 2% according to the bullion regulations. The
decree goes on to state that the surcharge on insurgent coinage was being
lowered to 1% making it equal to those of Class I Spanish coins.
$1,500-$2,500
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41283

41285

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Chopmarked; C/S:
XF Standard. KM-63; Basso-55; PNM#6-34; PNM#16-86; PNM#21VI-57; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned
F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of
a 1806-Mo TH Mexico bust 8 Reales of Charles IIII (IV). One of the
more available bust types from this mint we have recorded 33 examples
for all F.7.0 crown variations, for this date we only have four recorded.
Though the countermark is deeply impressed with good definition of
the fine details, some of the design elements are somewhat obscured
by several chopmarks. This moderately worn example displays attractive mottled gray tone with richer coloration in the protected areas
and crevasses adding to its pleasing appearance. As indicated on the
NGC insert, both sides display numerous small chopmarks with a few
larger chops on the obverse indicating prolonged circulation over a
wide geographic area. Though numerous chopmarks appear on both
sides, the surfaces are relatively smooth and are quite pleasing.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Mount Removed;
C/S: XF Standard. KM-66; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#1694; PNM#21-VI-65; Cacho-VIII-CS-031; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied
to the obverse of a 1822-Mo JM Mexico 8 Reales of the Empire of Iturbide, first bust type with upright eagle. An VERY RARE and popular one-year type that seldom appears on the market bearing the F.7.0
countermark, we have only four documented examples all with the
5-4-1-C countermark variation. This highly attractive survivor exhibits even wear with trivial marks and abrasions one would expect to see
from the designated grade. The surfaces display a light gray in the open
areas and atop of the devices while the peripheries and crevasses show
more of an ash coloration with an iridescent sheen that radiates from
the edges adding to its pleasing appearance. As indicated on the NGC
insert remnants of a mount removal can been seen, though hardly a
distraction for such a desirable host.

$1,500-$2,500

$1,000-$2,000

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41284

41286

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1833-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Chopmarked; C/S:
XF Standard. KM-64; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not
listed; PNM#21-Not listed; Cacho-VII-CA-008; Gil-5-4-!(2)-B. Type
V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark
applied to the obverse of a 1810-Mo HJ Mexico armored bust 8 Reales of Ferdinand VII. A surprisingly RARE host type/countermark
combination that is seldom seen. For all dates of this four-year host
type we only have five examples documented for all F.7.0 countermark
varieties (5-4-1-C [4] and 5-4-!(2)-B[1, the present piece]). As with
all hosts that bare the effigy of Ferdinand VII, an interesting aspect is
that the countermarking office authorized a current coin of the ruler
with his own official mark seemingly issuing these pieces twice by the
same monarch. This lovely survivor exhibits even wear on the high
points with smooth surfaces and very attractive dove gray patina that
is accentuated by an iridescent sheen that pops out when tilted in the
light. The obverse and reverse both show several small chopmarks, as
indicated on the NGC insert, but are hardly a distraction.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1833-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-45; C/S: AU Standard. KM74; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-122; PNM#21-VI-90;
Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-!(2)-B; DP-Do10. Type V Countermark,
crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-Do RM/L Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 183242, clean date variety. A VERYRARE and popular mint with very few
examples bearing the F.7.0 countermark of which we have only eight
documented coins. For this date we have only one recorded, the present piece. This wholly original looking survivor exhibits bold host design elements, smooth surfaces and light signs of handling consistent
for the grade. The surfaces display a lovely graphite hued patina that
is complemented by an iridescent sheen with minor earthen deposits
amongst the devices adding to its originality and pleasing appearance.
The countermark is boldly applied with good definition of the fine details, though slightly uneven.

$2,000-$3,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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The outstanding reference on the “Cap & Ray” series “Resplandores”
mentions that the clean date of this host is scarcer than the overdate.
$1,000-$2,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41287
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC AU Details—Damaged; C/S:
AU Standard. KM-74; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-110;
PNM#21-VI-80; Cacho-VIII-CS-043; Gil-5-4-1-C; DP-Ga06. Type
V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark
applied to the obverse of a 1830(3/2)-Ga FS Mexico Republic 8 Reales;
Die style of 1825-45. As a year this is one of the more available issues
with our records indicating 22 examples (Assayer FS[17] and Assayer
LP[5]) all bearing the same F.7.0 countermark, Gil-5-4-1-C crown
variety. The countermark is bold and nearly complete on a nice looking
well detailed host. A small area of the obverse and reverse exhibit a slight
flat area that occurred post-mint which accounts for the “Damaged”
designation, but is hardly a distraction. This pleasing survivor is very
attractive displaying lovely mixtures of dusky hues.

According to the standard reference on the Mexican Republic 8 Reales,
Resplandores, virtually the entire mintage of the 1830 Guadalajara’s (FS &
LP) was shipped to the Philippines and is the reason this host without the
countermark is much scarcer. This interesting piece of information gives
incite as to why this issue is often found with a single F.7.0 countermark
variety. A most intriguing issue because once the time the coins were
received by the countermarking office in Manila is uncovered, the date
of the countermark becomes more accurate. A real treat for the research
specialist, an opportunity to place an actual time and place to a specific
countermark in this series does not present itself often. To pinpoint exact
dates of when the countermarking took place further research should be
conducted to ascertain when the coins arrived in Manila.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41288
PHILIPPINES. Philippines- Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-30; C/S: AU Standard. KM-74;
Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-110; PNM#21-VI-80; CachoVIII-CS-043; Gil-5-4-1-C; DP-Ga06. Type V Countermark, crowned
F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1830(3/2)-Ga FS Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-45. As a
year this is one of the more available issues in various conditions with
our records indicating 22 examples (Assayer FS[17] and Assayer LP[5])
all bearing the same F.7.0 countermark, Gil-5-4-1-C crown variety.

Though the countermark is deeply impressed on an attractive host,
it is slightly uneven with a small area of the king’s ordinal somewhat
obscured. The surfaces display a lovely dove gray patina with areas of
richer coloration amongst the devices and crevasses. The minor earthen
deposits in some of the protected areas add character to its pleasing
appearance. A wholesome and attractive representative that tells and
interesting story.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41289

41291

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-45; C/S: AU Weak. KM-74;
Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-108; PNM#21-VI-70; CachoVIII-CS-041; Gil-5-4-1-C; DP-Go10. Type V Countermark, crowned
F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1829-Go MJ Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1829-30. Slightly
better as an early date from this mint. Our records indicate only seven
examples for all dates from this mint bearing an F.7.0 countermark
(5-4-1-C[5] and 5-4-!-B[2]). For this date we have only four pieces
recorded all bearing the 5-4-1-C crown variety. This nicely preserved
survivor displays lovely rich gray patina with iridescent hues amongst
the devices and some remaining luster in the protected areas. This
wholly original looking example offers a pleasing appearance and high
state of preservation.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF Details—Cleaned; C/S: XF
Standard. KM-74; Basso-55; PNM#6-44; PNM#16-109; PNM#21VI-78; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-C; DP-Zs08. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to
the obverse of a 1829-Zs OV Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of
1825-42. A somewhat sneaky rarity from this mint. Although a more
available mint, with 12 examples in our records, for this date we have
only the present piece documented. The countermark is deeply impressed, though uneven with the bottom of the king’s cipher not struck
up. This nicely preserved example exhibits even wear displaying light
attractive gray patina with minor earthen deposits amongst the devices adding to its originality. Upon close inspection evidence of a past
cleaning, long since toned over and pleasant, become apparent as indicated on the NGC insert.

$1,000-$2,000

According to the standard reference on Mexican Republic era 8 Reales,
“Resplandores”, this date/assyer’s letters combination is very SCARCE.
Combining the scarcity of the host and the fact that we have so few
examples documented of this issue add to the importance of this coin.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$700-$1,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41290
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF Details—Cleaned; C/S: VF
Standard. KM-74; Basso-55; PNM#6-44; PNM#16-101; PNM#21VI-70; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-C; DP-Zs01. Type V Countermark,
crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1825-Zs AZ Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-42.
A VERY RARE and popular date, this the first year of issue for this
mint. Scarce on its own, combined with the rarity as a Philippines host
elevates its desirability. We have 12 examples of this mint documented
for all F.7.0 countermark varieties (5-4-1-C[10] and 5-4-!(2)-B[2]).
For this date we have only the present piece in our records. The countermark somewhat shallow and is slightly uneven, though most of the
pertinent details are clear. This attractive survivor displays nice even
wear atop of the devices with signs of have handling consistent for the
grade. Upon close inspection signs of an old cleaning, long since toned
over, become apparent as indicated on the NGC insert.
$700-$1,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Very Attractive
High Grade Early Cuzco

41292
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila
Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC AU-50; C/S: AU Standard. KM-A84;
Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-147; PNM#21-VI-123; CachoNot listed; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within
circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1826-CUZco
G Peru Republic 8 Reales. Always in demand mint, the early dates
(1826-29) are scarce to EXTRMELY RARE, especially in this high
state of preservation. For this early type we have only eight examples
documented bearing the F.7.0 countermark, all 5-4-1-C crown variety,
for this date we have only the present piece recorded. The countermark

is deeply impressed with bold details and hints of remaining luster in
the protected areas. This highly attractive representative of the early
type exhibits light signs of handling consistent for the grade with wear
primarily confined to the high points and exposed fields. The surfaces
are relatively smooth with trivial marks or abrasions as would be
expected from its preservation, displaying lovely cabinet patina with
plenty of underlying luster.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41293
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-45; C/S: XF Standard. KM80; Basso-55; PNM#6-55; PNM#16-142; PNM#21-VI-104; CachoVIII-CS-018; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within
circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1822-LIMA
JP Peru “Libre” 8 Reales; long tassels above date variety. A SCARCE,
popular and always in demand two-year host type struck for less than
a year. A type that when combined with a Philippines countermark
becomes a highly prized and treasured numismatic relic, especially
so in this high state of preservation free of planchet defects that
normally plague this host. As a type we have 25 examples recorded with

multiple varieties and sub-varieties, for this date we have documented
16 pieces bearing the F.7.0 countermark all are the 5-4-1-C crown
variety (countermark applied to the obverse [11] or reverse [5]). The
countermark is somewhat uneven with a slightly weak strike obscuring
a small portion of the crown, but with all the pertinent details being
clear. The surfaces are smooth and glossy with lovely rich mottled dove
and graphite gray patina complemented by an iridescent sheen that
accentuates the bold intricate devices.
$5,000-$7,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41294

41296

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-40; C/S: XF Standard. KM-82;
Basso-55; PNM#6-60; PNM#16-148; PNM#21-VI-111; Cacho-VIIICS-022; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1826-LIMA JM
Peru Republic 8 Reales. A somewhat more available early date from
this mint we have 18 examples recorded for all dates (1825-28) bearing an F.7.0 countermark, all being the 5-4-1-C crown variety. For this
date we have nine pieces documented. This nicely preserved survivor
displays lovely soft gray tone in the smooth open fields and atop of the
devices with graphite patina in the protected areas and crevasses adding to it pleasing appearance.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-45; C/S: XF Standard. KM-83;
Basso-55; PNM#6-68; PNM#16-159; PNM#21-VII-CS-026; Gil-54-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent.
Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1831-LIMA JM Peru Republic 8 Reales. A somewhat SCARCE host date, we have 8 examples
recorded for this countermark variety. This original looking survivor
displays evenly worn high points displaying lovely rich old cabinet
patina with plenty of underlying luster in the protected areas. Minor
earthen deposits are noticed in the crevasses and amongst the devices
adding to its pleasing appearance.

$600-$800

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41297

41295
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-40; C/S: XF Standard. KM-83;
Basso-55; PNM#6-66; PNM#16-157; PNM#21-VI-119; Cacho-VIIICS-025; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1830-LIMA JM
Peru Republic 8 Reales. Though a common type, for this date we have
only 10 examples recorded with the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown variety. This
attractive and nicely preserved survivor offers a pleasing appearance
and a nicely detailed countermark. The surfaces are smooth and glossy
with a faint iridescent sheen that catches the eye when tilted in the
light.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$600-$800

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC AU-55; C/S: UNC Standard.
KM-83; Basso-55; PNM#6-70; PNM#16-161; PNM#21-VI-123; Cacho-VIII-CS-027; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0
within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1832LIMA JM Peru Republic 8 Reales. One of the more abundant dates
they become RARE and desirable in nicer states of preservation. We
have more than 30 examples recorded bearing the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown
variety. Most examples of this date can be found in very fine condition
or thereabouts. To find an example above extremely fine is a difficult
task and may not occur for a long time. The countermark is deeply
impressed with good definition of the fine details on a high-grade host.
The surfaces are smooth with light signs of handling primarily confined to the high points and exposed areas with plenty of remaining
luster in the legends and amongst the devices. A coin that is dripping
with originality it is apparent that this piece was plucked from circulation early and given great care.
$2,000-$3,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Only Known Countermarked Minor from Ferdinand VII

41298
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 2 Reales, ND (ca. 1832).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-25; C/S: XF Strong.
KM-42; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed;
PNM#21-XII-1 (plate coin); Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-*(1)-A.
Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent.
Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1826-LIMA JM Peru
Republic 2 Reales. This great rarity, unknown to many of the
early Filipino numismatists, made its first public appearance in
late 1980 at the annual PNAS convention auction (11/1980),
more than 40 years ago. The fact that no other minor coins
bearing legitimate F.7.0 countermarks have surfaced during this
time span attests to its immense importance and significance to
the countermark series. To our knowledge the present survivor
is the only known minor silver coin from this monarch and
for all intents and purposes is UNIQUE! The countermark is
evenly applied and bold with clear definition of the fine details
of the 5-4-*(1) crown variety on a nicely preserved moderately
worn host coin. The surfaces are pleasing smooth displaying
lovely light gray coloration atop of the devices and exposed
fields that transitions to richer patination towards the protected
areas and crevasses. Seldom do items of this magnitude from
this series appear on the market.
It is interesting to note that the decree for countermarking minor
coinage was not issued until 14 December 1835, after the change
from the F.7.0 punch to the Y.II. punch for Isabell II. There are

several probable explanations as to why the F.7.0 countermark
was applied to this host, but nothing concrete. The first scenario
being that the person who applied the countermark was not
familiar with the specifications of the original decree where minor
coinage was exempt from revalidation and applied countermarks
to all the coins in front of them. Though if this were the case there
would be a higher likelihood of other minors appearing on the
market. The second scenario could be that it was done as a keep
sake from one of the mint employees and then somehow found
its way into circulation, as seen by the post countermark wear.
This seems as much of a likelihood as the first scenario, but is not
a definitive answer. The third scenario was that it was made as
a presentation piece of some nature and given to some unknown
official after which it made its way back into circulation. Though
this cataloger finds this to be the least likely of all the theories, it is
still a distinct possibility. Due to the lack of specific documentation
pertaining to why this was done, we are unfortunately left with
more questions than answers.
$10,000-$20,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Ex: PNAS Annual Convention Auction (11/1980) Lot # 21
Plated in “History and Mintage Philippine Counterstamp coins 1828-39”
by Quint Jose Ma. Oropilla Y Fortich, M.D. pg. 164 Fig. 10-4d
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Y.II. Countermarks
Issued by decree of 20 December 1834, suppressed 31 March 1837,
by decree of 1 February 1836

41299
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Argentina. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: VF Standard. KM-93.1;
Basso-56; PNM#6-207; PNM#16-168; PNM#21-VIII-1; Cacho-IXCS-001; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle.
Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1813-PTS J Argentina “Sun
Face” 8 Reales. A popular and always in demand host type, the “Sun Face”
coinage from Argentina ranks high in collector desirability. The visually
appealing symmetrical design draws much attention as an instantly
recognizable and coveted issue. Considered to be a RARE and sought

after host type, our records tend to confirm this with only 15 recorded
examples for all dates and Y.II. countermark varieties. For this date we
have only five documented for the 5-4-1-II crown variety (applied to
obverse[3] and reverse[2]). The countermark is strong, though some of
the designs of the punch were not struck up. The surfaces are smooth
with even wear on the high points and rich pervasive slate patina in the
fields and crevasses with a slight iridescent sheen. An attractive example
with pleasing old patina.
$3,000-$5,000

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Piloncitos to Peso: A brief History of Coinage in the Philippines” by
Angelita Ganzon de Legarda, M.D. pg. 32 Published Manila, Philippines July 1976.

41300
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Chopmark; C/S: XF Strong.
KM-97; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21Not listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1790-PTS PR Bolivia transitional bust 8 Reales of Charles IV, ordinal
IV, but with the portrait of Charles III. This is an EXTREMELY RARE
two-year type found with a countermark. Not fully understood by many
collectors outside the Spanish colonial series, the transitional bust types
show up with far less frequency than other bust issue from any mint for
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either the F.7.0 or Y.II. countermarks. Our records indicate that only
three transitional bust types are documented, F.7.0 (Ordinal IV[1] and
Ordinal IIII[1]) and Y.II. (Ordinal IV[1], this coin). The countermark is
deeply impressed with good definition of the fine details on a moderately
worn host. The surfaces show signs of handling as would be expected
from the designated grade with attractive mottled light gray to slate
patina and a few small unobtrusive chopmarks adding to its originality.
$2,000-$3,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41301
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Chile. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-40; C/S: AU Weak. KM-108; Basso-56;
PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not listed; CachoNot listed; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1819-SANTIAGO FD
Chile Peso. An extremely rare and probably UNIQUE early date host
type with very few known countermarked examples, F.7.0 or Y.II., on
dates prior to 1834. This popular host type appears on the market with
frequency, dated 1834-IJ. We have well over 100 examples documented
for this type, few other dates recorded, with about 75% of recorded
examples bearing the countermark on the obverse. To our knowledge for

this date the 1819-FD is the only known example with a countermark.
The countermark is unevenly applied somewhat obscuring the left side
of the crown to a beautifully preserved host. The surfaces are relatively
smooth displaying lovely rich patina with areas of brighter coloration
atop of some of the devices complemented by medium gray to slate
patina in the open fields and protected areas. Iridescent hues radiate
from many of the devices adding to this visually appealing survivor and
offering much originality.
$3,000-$4,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41302
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Chile. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37). Manila
Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM-108; Basso-56;
PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not listed; CachoNot listed; Gil-5-3-1-I. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1834-SANTIAGO IJ
Chile Peso. This extremely rare and possibly UNIQUE example exhibits
two of the same countermarks applied to the obverse. This is more
commonly referred to as a “Double Countermark”. Few survivors are
known today bearing more than one countermark. All are on different
hosts, some show both an F.7.0 and Y.II. while others like the present
piece consist of two Y.II. punches. To our knowledge this is the only
Chile host coin that exhibits two countermarks. Both countermarks are

uneven with sort of a flat strike on one and about half of the other. The
probable reason why this piece was struck twice, attention should be paid
to the poor attempt of the countermark in the right field. Missing more
than half of the design elements it would seem to make sense that the
countermarking office would have made another attempt at application.
This beautifully preserved example displays lovely gray patina with a
lovely mottled iridescent sheen and underlying luster in the protected
areas. This wholly original looking survivor offers good eye appeal and
a variety not normally encountered in this series.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41303

41305

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Chile. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC AU-53; C/S: AU Standard. KM-108;
Basso-56; PNM#6-211; PNM#16-190; PNM#21-VIII-22; Cacho-IXCS-004; Gil-5-3-1-I. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the reverse of a 1834-SANTIAGO IJ
Chile Peso. An ever popular and always in demand host, this date is
available in various states of preservation. Normally found in very fine
to extremely fine conditions with AU examples, such as the present
piece, few and far between. The countermark is boldly applied with
good definition of the fine details, exhibiting slight signs of degradation in the upper pearls of the crown. The surfaces show light signs of
handling as would be expected from the designated grade displaying
lovely rich pervasive gray patina with a few areas of lighter coloration
atop of the devices and plenty of underlying luster in the protected
areas.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Colombia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC AU-53; C/S: AU Standard. KM-109;
Basso-56; PNM#6-217; PNM#16-199; PNM#21-VIII-28; Cacho-IXCS-006; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1835-Ba RS Colombia
Republic 8 Reales. Another ever-popular host type, this issue appears
on the market with some frequency and can be obtained in various
states of preservation. For this date we have more than 50 pieces documented. Mostly appearing in very fine to extremely fine conditions
higher grade survivors, such as the present piece, seldom appear in the
market. The countermark is somewhat unevenly applied with a couple
of areas of weakness in the crown on a high-grade host coin. The attractively toned surfaces show light signs of handling consistent for the
grade with underlying luster in the protected areas.

$3,000-$4,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Piloncitos to Peso: A brief History of Coinage in the Philippines” by
Angelita Ganzon de Legarda, M.D. pg. 32 Published Manila, Philippines July 1976.

$3,000-$4,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41304
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Chile. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: XF Standard.
KM-108; Basso-56; PNM#6-212; PNM#16-191; PNM#21-VIII-23;
Cacho-IX-CS-005; Gil5-3-1-I. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1834-SANTIAGO IJ Chile Peso. A wholesome example of this abundant host
date. This ever-popular type is a favorite amongst collectors. We have
well over 100 examples recorded bearing a Y.II. countermark, but only
about 30 of them are documented with the countermark on the reverse. The countermark is evenly applied with good definition. On a
moderately worn host displaying attractive light mottled gray patina
with a slight iridescent sheen and minor earthen deposits amongst the
devices. Upon close inspection evidence of an past cleaning becomes
apparent, now slightly subdued by the attractive patination. Also, noticed is a small thin shallow “X” on the reverse at 12:00 mentioned for
accuracy.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Magnificent Looking Costa Rican Host
From the Central American Republic
Possibly Unique

41306
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Costa Rica. 8 Reales, ND (ca.
1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC AU-53; C/S: UNC
Strong. KM-107; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not
listed; PNM#21-Not listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type
VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark
applied to the reverse of a 1831-CR F Costa Rica (Central
American Republic) 8 Reales. This EXCEEDINGLYRARE
and possibly UNIQUE host is captivating. Displaying light
attractive mottled gray tone with a visual array of iridescent
hues that complement the popular motif. By comparison, the
other Central American Republic (Guatemala) issues found
with Y.II. countermarks appear on the market with some
frequency and are always heavily sought after. For all dates

(1824-31) bearing Y.II. countermarks we have more than 30
examples recorded (countermark on the obverse[24] and
reverse [9]), but only the present piece that displays the “CR”
mint mark. The countermark is deeply applied and bold with
good definition of the fine details on a wonderful looking host.
It is important to point out that the Costa Rican mint had a
significantly smaller output of silver, for local use not meant
for trade, and is far less encountered than its Guatemalan
counterparts. This would explain why others from this mint have
not come to light with countermarks.
$9,000-$12,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41307

41309

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Guatemala. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 183437). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM106.1; Basso-56; PNM#6-198; PNM#16-206; PNM#21-VIII-34; Cacho-IX-CS-009; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1825-NG M
Guatemala (Central American Republic) 8 Reales. This popular host
appears on the market occasionally with our records indicating more
than 30 examples as a type bearing the Y.II. countermark. For this date
bearing the 5-4-1-II crown variety we have only two recorded pieces
(countermark applied to obverse[1], reverse[1]). The countermark is
deeply impressed, though slight obscured by the original design on
a nicely preserved and richly toned host. The surfaces exhibit moderate signs of handling consistent for the grade displaying rich slate
patina with lighter coloration atop of the devices offering a somewhat
handsome two-tone effect and hints of an iridescent blue sheen that
complements this popular design.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-45; C/S: AU Strong. KM-117.1; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not listed;
Cacho-VII-CS-014; Gil-5-3-1-I. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
with circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1812-Ca RP Chihuahua Mexico War of Independence armored bust cast 8 Reales of
Ferdinand VII. An EXTREMELY RARE host type with few known
examples bearing the Y.II. countermark, our records indicate only five
documented pieces for all Y.II. crown varieties and dates. For this date
(1812) only two examples are known to us (5-3-1-I[1] and 5-4-1-II[1]).
This interesting host seldom appears on the market and is dramatically
different than most type coins encountered from the series. The most
obvious difference is the style of manufacture, being a cast emergency
issue from Mexico’s War of Independence. Additional markings were
added to all cast issues from this mint at time of manufacture authorizing their issuance. Certainly, the Mexican War of Independence issues exhibit unique qualities, most of which are crude in nature. The
countermark is crisp and bold with good definition of the fine details
on a nicely preserved crude host with even wear. The surfaces have
a slightly grainy texture as a result of the casting process. Displaying
silvery coloration with areas of richer patination amongst the devices.
A real treat for the specialist of the series.

$5,000-$7,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$1,500-$2,500
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41308
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Guatemala. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 183437). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-45; C/S: AU Standard. KM106.1; Basso-56; PNM#6-201; PNM#16-210; PNM#21-VIII-38; Cacho-IX-CS-014; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the reverse of a 1829-NG M
Guatemala (Central American Republic) 8 Reales. An always in demand host type, this date is slightly more available bearing the Y.II.
countermark with our records indicating 10 documented examples for
all Y.II. crown varieties (5-3-2-II[reverse{1}], 5-4-1-II[obverse{3} and
reverse{1}] and 5-4-3-III[obverse{3} and reverse{2}]). The countermark is deeply applied, though a small portion of the crown is slightly
obscured, to a nicely preserved host that displays rich mottled light
gray to slate patina with a slight iridescent sheen adding to it pleasing
appearance and originality.
$7,000-$9,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Highly Unusual Sombrerete de Vargas Host

41310
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca.
1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-40; C/S: AU
Standard. KM-A118; Basso-56; PNM#6-103; PNM#16-228;
PNM#21-VIII-53; Cacho-VII-CS-013; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type
VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark
applied to the obverse of a 1812 Sombrerete de Vargas Mexico
War of Independence 8 Reales. This charmingly crude issue
is a wonderful host for the countermark series with very few
examples known bearing countermarks. An EXTREMELY
RARE combination, we have only four survivors documented
for all Y.II. crown varieties (5-4-1-II[1], 5-3-2-IV[1] and
5-3-1-I[2]). The countermark is deeply impressed, though
slightly uneven, with good definition of the fine details on a
nicely preserved host. Rich slate patina with a slight iridescent

sheen that pops out when tilted in the light. The surfaces
exhibit planchet adjustments and tiny voids due to the crude
nature of the manufacturing process, but nothing out of the
ordinary is noticed. Truly an awesome example of a Philippines
countermark.
$7,000-$10,000
From the Benito and Angelita de Legarda Collection.
Ex: Ponterio & Associates Auction # 11 (9/1983) Lot # 203 (with lot ticket)
Ex: NASCA Auction (7/1979) Lot # 2431
Ex: H.M.F. Schulman Auction (5/1968) Lot # 865
Ex: H.M.F. Schulman Auction “The Howard D. Gibbs Collection” (3/1966)
Lot # 1169
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41311
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC FINE-15; C/S: VF Standard. KM-118;
Basso-56; PNM#6-108; PNM#16-237; PNM#21-VII-61; Cacho-Not
listed; Gil-5-3-2-IV. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. with circle.
Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1817-Zs AG Zacatecas Mexico
War of Independence bust 8 Reales of Ferdinand VII. Another crudely
made host from Mexico’s War of Independence. Somewhat more
abundant as a type our records indicate more than 20 examples for all
dates from this mint bearing the Y.II. countermark. For this date we
have only three documented survivors of all Y.II. crown varieties (5-32-IV[2] and 5-2-2[1]). The countermark is bold, though showing the
beginning stages of degradation, on a very crudely made host missing

much of the central designs on both sides. The richly toned surfaces are
pleasant with minor earthen deposits amongst the devices adding to its
originality.
It is interesting to note that although the War of Independence issues would
have been able to circulate freely. Dependent on the state of preservation
such as wear, damage or crudeness of strike they would be categorized into
Class I, II or III as with other Spanish coinage. Pieces placed into Class I
would have been submitted for countermarking while those in Class’ II
and III would be considered bullion only.
$600-$900
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41312
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: VF Standard.
KM-121; Basso-56; PNM#6-116; PNM#16-250; PNM#21-VIII-70;
Cacho-IX-CS-070; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned
Y.II. within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1822-Mo JM Mexico 8 Reales of the Empire of Iturbide, first bust type
with upright eagle. The Iturbide issues are a popular host type with
several iterations to the design. Highly regarded and desirable amongst
countermark collectors, this SCARCE host appears from time to time
with our records indicating just ten examples bearing the Y.II. 5-4-3-III
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crown variety. The countermark is deeply impressed with early stages of
degradation most prominently on the left half of the design in the pearls
and “Y” of the queen’s cipher. Usually appearing with a soft central
strike, both sides retain much of the fine details seldom encountered
on this host. The surfaces are smooth with minor marks and abrasions
consistent for the grade displaying attractive gray patina throughout.
Upon close inspection evidence of a past cleaning becomes apparent as
indicated on the NGC insert, now subdued and quite pleasant.
$1,000-$2,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41313

41315

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC FINE-15; C/S: VF Standard. KM-123;
Basso-56; PNM#6-117; PNM#16-Not Listed; PNM#21-Not listed;
Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1822-Mo JM
Mexico 8 Reales of the Empire of Iturbide, second bust type with abbreviated obverse legend and large eagle. This EXTREMELY RARE
host seldom appears on the market with few recorded examples of either variant, abbreviated or continuous legends, becoming available.
Our records indicate just three pieces are documented for all Y.II.
crown varieties with the abbreviated obverse legends. The countermark is evenly applied with clear details on a well-worn host displaying light attractive mottled gray patina with areas of richer coloration
amongst the devices.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Strong. KM-Not listed;
Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-VIII-134;
Cacho-IX-CS-033; Gil-5-3-2-IV; DP-Ca02. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1832-Ca MR Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Cap of 1832. An EXTREMELY RARE mint for this type with very few recorded examples. Our
records have only four pieces documented for all dates bearing the
Y.II. countermark, for this date only two pieces each with different Y.II.
crown variants (5-4-3-III[1] and 5-3-2-IV[1]) have been recorded.
The countermark is deeply impressed with early signs of degradation
in the crown applied to a moderately worn handsome host. When the
countermark was applied, a crack on the left side of the obverse developed adding character to this seldom encountered host. This charming survivor displays light attractive gray tone with areas of richer coloration amongst the devices and when rotated in the light accents of
iridescent patina.

$800-$1,200
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

The standard reference on this host type “Resplandores” states that the
dates of 1832, 1836 and 1838 are the most readily available of the 1830’s,
but are still very SCARCE.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41314
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Strong. KM-127;
Basso-56; PNM#6-118; PNM#16-254; PNM#21-VIII-73; Cacho-IXCS-071; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1822-Mo JM Mexico
8 Reales of the Empire of Iturbide, fifth bust type. This very SCARCE
and popular type occasionally appears on the market, though usually
in lower states of preservation with signs of mistreatment. Our records
indicate 16 survivors for all Y.II. countermarks, with only six bearing
the 5-4-1-II crown variety. The countermark is deep with bold details
exhibiting the beginning signs of degradation in center of the punch.
The host is nicely preserved with even wear displaying rich slate patina.
$1,000-$2,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Piloncitos to Peso: A brief History of Coinage in the Philippines” by
Angelita Ganzon de Legarda, M.D. pg. 32 Published Manila, Philippines July 1976.

41316
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-40; C/S: AU Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-315; PNM#21-VIII-127;
Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Do10. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1833/2-Do RM/L Mexico Republic 8 Reales; European dies, die style
of 1832-42. A SCARCE date host from this popular mint, we have
recorded only five examples of this date bearing a Y.II. countermark
(5-3-1-I[1], 5-4-1-II[1] and 5-4-3-III[3]). The countermark is evenly
applied with bold central details of the punch on a beautifully preserved host exhibiting wear consistent for the grade. Both sides display
wonderful rich cabinet patina with hints of underlying luster in the
protected areas adding to its immense eye appeal.
$1,000-$2,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Seldom Encountered Estado de Mexico 8 Reales

41317
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Obverse Scratched; C/S:
VF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-127; PNM#16-281;
PNM#21-VIII-98; Cacho-IX-CS-044; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-EoMo02. Type
VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to
the obverse of a 1829-EoMo LF Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style
of 1828-30. This EXTREMELY RARE three-year host is a collector
favorite with just seven documented examples for all dates with a Y.II.
countermark. For this date we have five recorded bearing a Y.II. punch
(5-4-1-II[1] and 5-4-3-III[4]). The countermark is bold with clear details

on a nicely preserved moderately worn host displaying lovely patina and
plenty of remaining luster in the protected areas. Upon close inspection
a single short scratch long since toned over matching the rest of the coin
prevents this lovely piece from garnering a numeric grade. Considering
the pleasing appearance and originality of this rarity the cause of the
details designations is hardly a distraction. Seldom encountered, this
attractive survivor is certain to draw much attention from advanced
collectors of Philippines counterstamps or Mexican coins.
$1,000-$1,500

41318

41319

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not
listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-4-5-1-II; DP-Ga06. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse
of a 1830-Ga FS Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-45. This
surprisingly sneaky host is unassuming since nearly the entire mintage
of the 1830-Ga was shipped to the Philippines, and most were given an
F.7.0 countermark. With more than 20 examples in our records, all the
same crown variant. However, we have only the present survivor documented bearing a Y.II. countermark and should be considered EXTREMELY RARE. The crown of the countermark is bold with signs of
degradation around the central pearl and parts of the queen’s cipher is
somewhat obscured by the host devices. The surfaces are smooth with
even wear on the high points and minor earthen deposits amongst
the devices. This wholly original looking coin displays rich old cabinet
patina with a pleasing appearance.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-20; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not
listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Ga10. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse
of a 1832/1-Ga FS/LP Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-45.
As with all dates from this mint that bears a Y.II. countermark, limited
quantities appear to have survived and should be considered RARE
and desirable. For this mint we have only 12 examples recorded for all
dates, with only three dated 1832 (clean date[1] and overdate[2]). The
countermark is boldly applied with good definition of the fine details
on a moderately worn host displaying light attractive mottled patina.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

It is interesting to note that since nearly the entire mintage was shipped to
the Philippines it is an amazing happenstance that the present example
escaped the previous countermark.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41320

41322

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not
listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Ga10. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse
of a 1832/1-Ga FS/LP Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-45.
Seldom encountered, this host mint should be considered RARE with
a Y.II. countermark. We have documented only 12 examples for all
dates with this countermark type and for this date, 1832, only three
have been recorded (clean date[1] and overdate[2]) with two different crown varieties. Both overdates are contained in this collection,
with the present piece being more attractive and the finer of the two.
The countermark is deeply impressed and bold with an interesting die
crack in the lower right quadrant of the punch adding a bit of character
and identifying diagnostics. The host is pleasant with moderate even
wear displaying lovely rich gray patina with an iridescent sheen offering much originality. This wholesome looking survivor has a good
look with plenty of remaining details.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-20; C/S: VF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not
listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Ga12. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse
of a 1834/2-Ga FS Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-45. This
final example of a Guadalajara mint host from the Legarda collection
is the only one we have recorded and is the second to last date that we
have documented with the last date being an 1835, of which we have
only one recorded. The countermark is bold with good definition of
the fine details on a moderately worn host. The surfaces are smooth
with minor nicks and abrasions, as would be expected from its state of
preservation displaying mottled light gray to slate patina with a light
golden sheen.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

It is interesting to note that according to the standard reference “Resplandores” the overdate for this issue is scarcer than the clean date.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41323

41321
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: AU Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-143; PNM#16-318; PNM#21-VIII-129; CachoNot listed; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Ga11. Type VI Countermark, crowned
Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-Ga
FS Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-45, normal date with
coin axis. Another sneaky host date from this series. The present example is the only one that we have documented bearing a countermark
of this monarch. The countermark is boldly applied with strong clear
details on a nicely preserved host. Lovely light to medium gray tone
graces the surfaces with richer coloration in the peripheries and protected areas adding to it pleasing appearance. Upon close inspection
the obverse does exhibit a small planchet defect hardly worth mentioning, but done for the sake of accuracy.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-25; C/S: XF Weak. KM-129; Basso-56; PNM#6-128; PNM#16-282; PNM#21-VIII-99; Cacho-IXCS-056; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Go10. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1829-Go MJ
Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1829-30. The die style of 182930 was short lived and distinctly different in style than those of earlier
dates or later dates. Though one of the more available host mints for
this ruler some of the earlier dates do not appear as frequently. For this
date we have just seven recorded examples with three different crown
varieties (5-2-2[1], 5-3-1-I[1] and 5-4-3-III[5]). The countermark is
strong, though slightly uneven, missing the last “I” in the queen’s ordinal, on a handsome moderately worn host. The surfaces are smooth
and glossy displaying attractive rich pervasive gray patina with areas
of brighter coloration on the high points.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41324

41326

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC AU-55; C/S: UNC Standard. KM-129;
Basso-56; PNM#6-149; PNM#16-329; PNM#21-VIII-138; Cacho-IXCS-061; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Go16. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1834-Go MJ
Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1830-43, three periods “:.” after
date variety. One of the more abundant dates from this mint. We have
14 documented examples with three different crown varieties. Typically found in very fine to extremely fine conditions when discovered
in an ALMOST UNCIRCULATED state of preservation its is immediately elevated to an elite status and should be considered VERY RARE.
The countermark is boldly applied with mostly clear details on a highgrade host coin that displays lovely light gray patina with a somewhat
golden sheen and areas where the underlying luster shines through
when rotated in the light. An outstanding representative of the type.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not
listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-266; PNM#21-VIII-84;
Cacho-IX-CS-076; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Mo05. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1826-Mo JM Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1824-47, normal
date variety. Another sneaky RARE host date from this somewhat
available mint. We have more than 30 documented examples for all
dates and Y.II. crown variants, for this date we have only the present
example documented. The countermark is deeply impressed, though
slightly uneven. On a moderately worn host displaying attractive mottled gray patina with areas of brighter coloration atop of the devices
and hints of an iridescent sheen. Original with good eye appeal.

$2,000-$3,000

$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Ex: CWNA Auction (6/1977) Lot # 621.

41327
41325
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 183437). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—Cleaned; C/S: VF
Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-122; PNM#16-258;
PNM#21-VIII-78; Cacho-IX-CS-074; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Mo03. Type
VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to
the obverse of a 1824-Mo JM Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of
1824-47; normal eagle variety, first date of issue. This is an example of
an EXTREMELY RARE sneaky date as a host coin. Even without the
countermark it is much scarcer than its “Hookneck” counterpart of the
same year. We have only three examples recorded of this date, all with
different crown varieties, whereas we have 13 documented “Hookneck” types of the same date. The countermark is somewhat unevenly
applied with all the pertinent details clear and bold. The host is nicely
preserved with light signs of handling consistent for the grade and
hints of luster in the protected areas. Upon close inspection evidence
of a past cleaning become apparent, now subdued and attractive.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-25; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-124; PNM#16-270; PNM#21-VIII-88; CachoIX-CS-077; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Mo06. Type VI Countermark, crowned
Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1827-Mo
JM Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1824-47, normal date variety. Another SCARCE early date from this somewhat abundant mint.
We have only three documented examples all with the same crown
variant (5-4-3-III). The countermark is deeply impressed with good
definition of the fine details on a nice wholesome host coin displaying
attractive rich patina.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Ex: Kagin’s ANA Auction (8/1977) Lot # 2312.
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41328
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not
listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-129; PNM#16-283; PNM#21-VIII-100;
Cacho-IX-CS-079; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Mo08. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1829-Mo JM Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1824-47, normal
date variety. The dates prior to 1830 are a bit more elusive than 1830
and beyond, we have just two examples documented of this date, each
with different crown varieties. The countermark is bold, though the
top of the crown is somewhat obscured. The pertinent details are clear
with a few die cracks offering interesting diagnostics for the punch.
The surfaces show signs of handling consistent for the grade and are
somewhat glossy with minor earthen deposits amongst the devices
adding to its originality.
$600-$800

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-134; PNM#16-300; PNM#21-VIII-115; CachoIX-CS-081; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Mo10. Type VI Countermark, crowned
Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1831-Mo
JM Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1824-47. A handsome example from this mint, we have just three recorded survivors with two
different crown varieties. The countermark is deep and bold with an
interesting diagnostic crack, where the queen’s ordinal “II” appears as
“И”. The host is attractive and moderately worn as the grade would
suggest displaying attractive rich mottled patina with minor earthen
deposits amongst the devices. This original looking survivor is pleasing to the eye with an interesting countermark variety.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41331

41329
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-291; PNM#21-VIII-106;
Cacho-IX-CS-80; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Mo09. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1830-Mo JM Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1824-47, normal
date with standard eagle variety. We have only five examples documented with two different crown varieties (5-4-1-II[1] and 5-4-3III[4]). The countermark is bold and clear with good definition of the
fine details on a wholesome, nicely preserved host. The surfaces exhibit a few marks and abrasions, but nothing noteworthy, with wear
primarily contained to the high-points and exposed areas. The minor
earthen deposits amongst the devices lend to its originality.
$600-$800

41330

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—Cleaned; C/S: AU Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-145; PNM#16-320; PNM#21VIII-Not listed; Cacho-IX-CS-083; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Mo12. Type VI
Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the
obverse of a 1833-Mo MJ Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 182447. One of the more abundant dates for this mint. We have seven recorded examples with two different crown varieties. The countermark
is clear and crisp with bold design elements on a nicely preserved host
displaying light attractive gray patina with areas of brighter coloration
on the high points. Upon close inspection evidence of a past cleaning,
long since toned over matching the rest of the coin, prevents this survivor from garnering a numeric grade.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41332

41334

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Strong. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-150; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-VIII-139;
Cacho-IX-CS-084; Gil-5-4-1-I; DP-Mo14. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of
a 1834-Mo ML Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1824-47, normal date variety. One of the more available dates from this mint. We
have six recorded examples with three different crown varieties. The
countermark is bold, crisp and clear with the beginning signs of degradation offering interesting diagnostics for this punch. Upon closer
inspection of the punch, several small cracks can be seen in the queen’s
cipher, adding a bit of character for the countermark variant. The host
coin is nicely preserved with even wear and attractive rich pervasive
patina lending to its originality and eye appeal.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-20; C/S: VF Standard. KM-Not
listed; Basso-56; PNM#6- Not listed; PNM#16-278; PNM#21-VIII-96;
Cacho-IX-CS-086; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Zs06. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1828-Zs AO Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-42, normal
date. A sneaky, VERY RARE host date. We have nearly 50 recorded examples of this mint. This early date seldom appears on the market with
just two documented examples in our records, both the same crown
variant. The countermark is partially obscured on the left half of the
crown, but with the pertinent details for proper attribution. The host
exhibits signs of a soft, uneven strike, most apparent along the obverse
legend and corresponding weakness on the reverse. This wholesome
crudely made issue is attractive and very original looking displaying
rich patina with minor earthen deposits amongst the devices.

$600-$800

$600-$800

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41333
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: VF Standard. KM-A130;
Basso-56- PNM#6-146; PNM#16-322; PNM#21-VIII-132; Cacho-IXCS-067; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-DP-Pi08. Type VI Countermark, crowned
Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-Pi
JS Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1827-39, normal date. Issues
from this mint are always popular with countermark collectors. They
seldom appear on the market and should be considered VERY RARE
as a host coin. The countermark is bold exhibiting good definition of
the details on a nicely preserved host displaying mottled light gray to
slate patina with minor earthen deposits amongst the devices.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41335
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-40; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-287; PNM#21-VIII-102;
Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Zs07. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a
1829-Zs AO Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-42. The early
dates from this mint should be considered VERY RARE and desirable.
We have nearly 50 documented examples from this mint, but we only
have two of this date recorded with two different Y.II. crown varieties
(5-2-2[1] and 5-4-3-III[1]). The countermark is somewhat flat with the
pertinent details well defined, though a portion of the queen’s ordinal
is slightly obscured. The host is very attractive exhibiting beautiful old
cabinet patina displaying a plethora of hues that complement the coin.
$1,000-$2,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41338

41336
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Strong. KM-Not listed;
Basso-56; PNM#6-135; PNM#16-302; PNM#21-VIII-117; Cacho-IXCS-089; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Zs11. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1831-Zs OM
Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-42. One of the more interesting dates from this mint, assayer’s letters for this year are OM or
OV. We have eight documented examples with two different crown
varieties (Assayer OM 5-4-3-III[6] and Assayer OV 5-4-1-II[2]). The
countermark is deeply impressed and bold with good definition of the
fine details applied to a wholesome host with plenty of detail displaying light attractive mottled patina.
$600-$800

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-25; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-154; PNM#16-338; PNM#21-VIII-147; CachoIX-CS-093; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Zs15. Type VI Countermark, crowned
Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1835-Zs
OM Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-42. A less encountered date from this available mint, we have only four documented
examples with two different crown varieties. The countermark is bold
with clear definition of the fine details on a nicely preserved host displaying rich mottled gray patina. A handsome survivor of the type
with plenty of remaining detail.
To our knowledge it is important to note that 1835 is the last known date
for countermarked Mexican coinage in this series.
$600-$800

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41337
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—Cleaned; C/S: XF Weak.
KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-224; PNM#21VIII-133; Cacho-IX-CS-091; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Zs13. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-Zs OM Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1825-42.
This host is encountered about as often as other late dates from this
mint. We have eight recorded as hosts with five different crown varieties. The countermark is somewhat uneven with good definition of the
crown on a wholesome decently preserved host. Upon close inspection evidence of a past cleaning becomes apparent, though now subdued by light attractive patina with minor earthen deposits amongst
the devices.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41339
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-45; C/S: AU Standard. KM-136;
Basso-56; PNM#6-161; PNM#16-351; PNM#21-VIII-151; CachoIX-CS-021; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1822-LIMA JP Peru
“Libre” 8 Reales; Long tassels variety. This RARE and popular twoyear host type, struck for less than a year, with its attractive design is
always a collector favorite. Seldom appearing on the market we have
just seven examples recorded for this date, all are the same Y.II. crown
variant (5-4-1-II obverse[6] and reverse[1]). The countermark is deeply impressed and bold on a very attractive and nicely preserved host.
This lovely example is beautifully toned displaying a rich slate patina
that is complemented by gorgeous multicolored iridescent hues on the
obverse.
$4,000-$6,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Piloncitos to Peso: A brief History of Coinage in the Philippines” by
Angelita Ganzon de Legarda, M.D. pg. 33 Published Manila, Philippines July 1976.
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41340
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: VF Standard. KM-136;
Basso-56; PNM#6-163; PNM#16-354; PNM#21-VIII-152; CachoIX-CS-022; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1823-LIMA JP Peru
“Libre” 8 Reales; Short tassels variety. Here we have a nice companion piece for the previous lot. This RARE host appears on the market about as frequent as it’s counterpart, the 1822, bearing either an
F.7.0 or Y.II. countermark. When compared to the 1822 without the
countermark it becomes clear that the 1823 is much scarcer. We have
seven documented for this date with three different crown varieties
(5-4-1-II[5], 5-4-2[1] and 5-4-3-III[1]). This lovely example exhibits a
bold countermark with good definition of the details, though slightly
uneven in its application, all the details are strong and clear. The host is
unusually well struck for this type exhibiting bold devices with plenty
of remaining detail and nice honest wear. The surfaces are smooth and
beautifully toned displaying lovely old cabinet patina. This is an example where the grade does not necessarily reflect the quality. This
example is choice for the grade and exhibits great eye appeal.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41342
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM-138.1;
Basso-56; PNM#6-166; PNM#16-361; PNM#21-VIII-157; CachoIX-CS-024; Gil-5-3-1-I. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1827-LIMA JM Peru
Republic 8 Reales. Another SCARCE early date from this mint. We
have seven documented examples with three different crown varieties
(5-3-1-I[4], 5-4-1-I[1]; and 5-4-3-III[2]). The countermark is bold and
clear, but slightly uneven, with sharp details on a nicely preserved host
with plenty of remaining design elements. The surfaces are toned and
attractive soft gray color with areas of lighter patination on the high
points offering a pleasing appearance.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

Highly Sought-After Spelling Error
“Por Al Union”

41343
41341
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Standard. KM-138.1;
Basso-56; PNM#6-165; PNM#16-359; PNM#21-VIII-155; Cacho-IXCS-023; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1826-LIMA JM Peru
Republic 8 Reales. The early dates of Lima and Cuzco appear on the
market with much less frequency than the later dates and are much
more desirable, especially so in higher states of preservation. We have
six recorded examples of this date with four different crown varieties
(5-3-1-I[1], 5-3-2-IV[1], 5-4-1-II[2] and 5-4-3-III[2]). The countermark is boldly applied, though a small portion of the crown on the left
side is a bit obscured. A beautifully preserved host coin, the surfaces
are smooth with nice even wear are gorgeous patina.
$600-$800
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-40; C/S: AU Strong. KM-138.2; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not listed;
Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-2-2. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1835-LIMA
MM Peru Republic 8 Reales; Spelling error “POR AL UNION” variety.
This EXTREMELYRARE host seldom appears on the market with or
without the countermark and is highly desirable either way. Our records indicate just five examples with three different crown varieties
(5-2-2[1], 5-4-1-II[1] and 5-4-3-III[3]). The countermark is crisp and
boldly applied to a high-grade host coin with remaining luster in the
protected areas displaying a pleasing light gray patina. The surfaces are
smooth with light signs of handling consistent for the grade with even
wear. A recognized and important rarity.
It is interesting to note that though this host is extremely rare, we have
seen several come to market over the last couple of years. This seems to
be an anomaly, since prior to recent times the market may go five years
or longer without seeing another.
$4,000-$6,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Exceptional Spanish 20 Reales De Vellon
Extremely Rare Assayer's Letters

41344
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Spain. 8 Reales, ND (ca.
1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC FINE-12; C/S: XF
Strong. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-204; PNM#16-388;
PNM#21-VIII-178 (obverse plated, wrong reverse imaged);
Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark,
crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the
obverse of a 1810-M IA Spain 20 Reales de Vellon of Joseph
Napoleon. Countermarked coins from this series found on
unusual host are always highly prized, especially so when they
are EXCEEDINGLY RARE and attractive looking. It’s rarity is
further elevated by the “IA” Assyer’s letters, normally seen as
“AI”, which is one of the KEYS to the Reales de Vellon series.
Hosts from Spain are seldom encountered and rarely appear

on the market. The countermark is bold, even and easily
recognizable on a well worn host coin that displays beautiful
rich cabinet patina. The surfaces are smooth with no major
marks or abrasions to speak of, just nice honest even wear with
plenty of remaining details. For all hosts from this country we
only seven examples for all types and rulers all bearing a Y.II.
countermark. Only three of these are of the 20 Reales de Vellon
type with one of each 1809-M AI, 1810-M IA (the present
piece, extremely rare without the countermark) and an 1812-M
AI. This pleasant example is UNIQUE as a date on a rare host
type from this mint.
$10,000-$15,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Countermarks on Perforated Coins
Issued by special decree of 4 September 1834

41345
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-25. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not listed; Cacho-Not listed;
Gil-5-4-1-II/5-3-2-IV. Type VI countermark crowned Y.II. within circle.
Countermarks applied to both sides of the perforation on a 1786-Mo
FM Mexico bust 8 Reales of Charles III. This VERY RARE type is always
popular and heavily sought after, it is integral to the understanding of the
series and is very important. The punches used for this countermarking
action changed during the active period while these were in use. There
are different crown varieties known with multiple pairings that can be
linked to both perforated and none perforated host coins. The present
example is very desirable for several reasons. The first and probably
most important is that the crown varieties on both sides are clearly
applied and distinct. This is a highly unusual characteristic as most of
the time you can barely make out one pearl sequence let alone both. For

all combinations of the perforated types we have about 70 documented
example, but only four of them are recorded on host coins of Charles III
for all mints.
On 27 August 1834, a special decree was issued stating that pierced coins
were no longer acceptable legal tender. This did not sit well with the local
populace and nearly caused an uprising. Due to the disgruntled locals,
the government at Manila issued the 4 September 1834 decree where
holed coins with countermarks over both sides would again become legal
tender. When the 4 September decree was issued it was specific in that
the countermarks were to be applied over both sides of the perforations.
Occasionally examples can be found where the countermark was only
applied over only one side of the perforation.
$4,000-$6,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

Extremely Rare Single Countermark Over Perforation

41346
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-20; C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed;
Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed; PNM#21-Not listed;
Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI countermark crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermarks applied to obverse of the perforation on a
1832-LIMA MM Peru Republic 8 Reales. The perforated variants with
countermarks over only one side of the hole are far less encountered
than their counterparts that shows both sides have been countermarked.
Of the nearly 70 documented examples of countermarked holes, only
six of them display a single countermark over the perforation for all
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dates and types of host coins. These issues, with the single punch over
the hole are all EXTREMELY RARE and seldom appear on the market
usually with decades between citing’s. The countermark is bold with
easily identifiable characteristics making the crown variant attributable.
The host is pleasing with nice host wear and lovely mottled gray patina
with areas of richer coloration. This attractive example displays good eye
appeal with a nicely preserved host.
$4,000-$6,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Countermarking of Minor coinage
Issued by special decree of 14 December 1835, suppressed 31 March 1837,
by Decree of 1 February 1836

41347
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 4 Reales, ND (1835-37). Manila
Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-20; C/S: XF Standard. KM-92; Basso-56;
PNM#6-142; PNM#16-312; PNM#XIII-2; Cacho-VI-CS-003; Gil-5-41-II. Type VI countermark crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark
applied to the obverse of a 1832-Zs OM Mexico Republic 4 Reales. This
VERY RARE host type seldom appears on the market and is the second
rarest denomination from the series. The 4 Reales is the second rarest
silver denomination from the countermark series with a combined total

of just 18 examples that we have recorded for all dates, mints and types.
The rarest silver denomination is the 1 Real which we have only 12
examples recorded. The countermark is bold, but somewhat obscured
by the design, on a wholesome and attractive looking host coin. The
surfaces exhibit light attractive gray patina with areas of richer coloration
amongst the devices adding to its pleasing appearance and desirability.
$7,000-$10,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41348
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 2 Reales, ND (ca. 1835-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: VF Standard.
KM-88; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-311; PNM#21-XIII-15;
Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI countermark crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1832-Zs OM
Mexico Republic 2 Reales. Minors from this series seldom appear
and are highly coveted by collectors. When this RARE type becomes
available it always draw lots of attention. We have documented nearly

40 different examples of this denomination on a Mexican host coin with
all other host type rare to extremely rare. The countermark is bold and
even, though slight obscured from the design, on a wholesome looking
host. Upon close inspection minor evidence of a past cleaning has
prevented to attractive survivor from garnering a numeric grade. A date
and mint match to the 4 Reales in the previous lot.
$3,000-$5,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

41349
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 2 Reales, ND (ca. 183537). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: VF
Standard. KM-88; Basso-56; PNM#6-147; PNM#16-323; PNM#21XIII-18; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI countermark crowned
Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-Zs OM
Mexico Republic 2 Reales. Another highly desirable minor coins from
this series. The 2 Reales are the most abundant of all the minors, but
show up so infrequently many collectors do not get the opportunity to
acquire one. All minors from this series are highly coveted with the 2
Reales being RARE. The countermark is bold with good definition of

the fine details on a nicely preserved host coin with pleasing mottled
patina. Upon close inspection evidence of past cleaning now slightly
subdued by the patination that prevents it from garnering a numeric
grade.
$3,000-$5,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Extremely Rare Countermarked 1 Real

41350
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. Real, ND (ca. 1835-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC FINE-12; C/S: VF Standard.
KM-87; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed;
PNM#21-XIII-26; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI
countermark crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied
to the obverse of a 1830-Go MJ Mexico Republic 1 Real. This
EXTREMELY RARE denomination is one of the KEYS to
the series, seldom appearing on the market. We have only 12

documented examples for all host types. The countermark is
bold on this tiny coin with good definition of the fine details.
The host is nicely preserved and very pleasing to the eye
displaying lovely medium gray patina with areas of richer
coloration. A counterstamped coin of the highest importance.
$10,000-$15,000
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Barrilla” Vol. 1 # 2 (10/1974) pg. 5 Fig. 6

This concludes our offering of the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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41353

41351
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, 1828. Manila Mint.
Ferdinand VII. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, VF Details Gold Shield.
KM-25; Cal-1303. Issued by decree of October 13, 1828. Type I Manila
overstrike, with serrated boarders and reverse legend; dies prepared by
Don Benito de los Reyes. Overstruck on an 1826-CUZco GM 8 Reales
from Peru (KM-142.2). Typical crude manufacture, with a somewhat
flat and uneven strike, leaving little of the host coin’s details remaining,
though the assayer’s letters are clear, and the final digit of the date offers just enough to discern.
$1,500-$2,500

PHILIPPINES. 4 Pesos, 1863. Manila Mint. Isabel II. PCGS AU-58
Gold Shield. Fr-1; KM-144; Basso-70. This nicely preserved and lustrous survivor exhibits a bold strike with frosty devices and plenty of
original mint luster. A handsome example of the type that is pleasing
to the eye with much remaining flash that is sure to catch the attention
of many collectors.
$700-$1,000

41354
PHILIPPINES. 4 Pesos, 1866. Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC AU55. Fr-1; KM-144; Basso-70. A SCARCE date, this example is about
as nice at they come, as it is virtually unobtainable in grades of Mint
State. Lustrous with a trace of light handling.
$1,500-$2,500

41352
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Ferdinand VII. PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield; Countermark: EF Details.
KM-74; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-110; PNM#21-VI-80;
Cacho-VIII-CS-043; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned
F.7.0 within circular indent. Issued by decree of 2 October 1832, commencing 5 October 1832 until 20 December 1834. Countermark applied to the obverse of an 1830-Ga FS Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die
style of 1825-45. One of the more available dates as a host from this
series, the countermark is slightly uneven with last part of the king’s
cipher obscured. The host is nicely preserved with very attractive rich
patination that is complemented by iridescent hues with underlying
luster in the protected areas. This wholly original looking example is
sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.

41355
PHILIPPINES. 4 Pesos, 1868/58. Manila Mint. Isabel II. PCGS MS63 Gold Shield. Fr-1; KM-144; Basso-70. Tied for second finest certified of the date with two other examples on the PCGS population
report, only one finer (MS 63+). This wholly original looking example
boasts lustrous satiny surfaces with a nice cartwheel effect and frosty
devices. The surfaces exhibit light signs of handling consistent for the
grade with a hint of pale gold color adding to its pleasing appearance
and desirability. Though one of the commonly encountered restrike
dates, seldom do they appear on the market in this choice condition
sure to pique the interest of many quality conscious collectors.
$2,000-$3,000

$1,000-$1,500
Ex: Aureo & Calico (9/2014) Lot # 1541.

41356
PHILIPPINES. 4 Pesos, 1868/58. Manila Mint. Isabel II. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. Fr-1; KM-144; Basso-70. Tied for third finest certified
with one other example on the PCGS population report, only three
finer (MS 63 & MS 63+). This bright and lustrous example displays
satiny surfaces with a bit of flash that pops out when rotated in the
light. Though one of the more available restrike dates, seldom are examples found in uncirculated conditions sure to see spirited bidding
from many collectors.
$1,500-$2,000
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41359
41357
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Guatemala. 8 Reales, ND (1834-37).
Isabel II. PCGS Genuine—Gouged, EF Details Gold Shield. Countermark: AU Details. KM-106.1; Basso-43; PNM#6-199; PNM#1660; PNM#21-35; Cacho-Type IX CS-011; Gil-Crown variety 5-4-1-II.
Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. with circle. Issued by decree of
20 December 1834, suppressed 31 March 1837, by decree of 1 February 1836. On an 1826-NG M Guatemala (Central American Republic)
8 Reales. A SCARCE host coin, this example does exhibit the noted
gauge (occurring near the top of the middle mountain) as well as numerous light scratches. Nevertheless, a great overall representation of
the type.
$1,500-$2,500

PHILIPPINES. 4 Quartos, 1835-MA F. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—
Environmental Damage. KM-15; Basso-46; Cal-Type 179 #713.
Globes widely spaced. This VERY RARE type seldom appears on the
market in any condition, let alone in higher grades. The strike is somewhat uneven with a bold central lion and well-defined crowned Spanish arms on the reverse, though a couple of small flat spots are noticed
in the legends. Upon close inspection the surfaces do exhibit a slight
granularity as is commonly encountered on the early copper series
with the usual planchet defects that were caused from the manufacturing process. Despite its shortcomings this handsome and presentable
survivor displays attractive brown patina with areas of richer coloration is sure to excite many collectors for the chance to obtain one of
the most desirable types from this highly collected area.
$3,000-$6,000

41360
PHILIPPINES. 10 Centimos, 1865. Isabel II. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-145. Mintage: 82,000. A SCARCER date in the series, this
shimmering minor features flashy surfaces and iridescent toning. Seldom seen in this preservation, it is no surprise it is tied for the finest
certified at PCGS.

41358
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (1834-37). Isabel
II. PCGS VF-30 Gold Shield; Countermark: EF Details. KM-Unlisted; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-321; PNM#21-VIII-131;
Cacho-IX-CS-Not listed; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Mo13. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. with circle. Issued by decree of 20 December
1834, suppressed 31 March 1837, by decree of 1 February 1836. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-Mo ML Mexico republic 8
Reales; Die style of 1824-47. This surprisingly RARE host is not to
be confused with the 1833-Mo with assayer’s letter “JM” of which we
have seven recorded examples, but is in fact much rarer, more desirable and is considered the second rarest date from this mint baring the
“ML” assayer’s letters. We have only two documented examples in our
records with two different crown variants. The countermark is deeply
impressed and bold with good definition of the fine details applied to
a moderately worn host with a somewhat soft strike. The surfaces are
relatively smooth with signs of handling consistent for the grade displaying lovely dove gray patina with areas of brighter coloration atop
of the devices and a beautiful blue iridescent sheen that pops out when
tilting in the light. A highly interesting host coin/countermark combination with lots of cross over potential that is sure to excite many
advanced collectors.

$3,000-$4,500

41361
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1903-S. San Francisco Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-168; Allen-16.02. A fully lustrous example with
satiny gray surfaces and just a few hints of golden-champagne toning
nearest the peripheries.
$700-$1,000

$700-$1,000
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41362
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1905-S. San Francisco Mint. PCGS AU-50
Gold Shield. KM-168; Allen-16.06a. Variety with straight serif 1. A
popular and sought after variety, this crown features gunmetal gray
surfaces accentuated by subtle pastel hues and some remaining brilliance in the protected areas.
$2,000-$3,000

41363
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1906. Philadelphia Mint. PCGS PROOF-63
Gold Shield. KM-168; Allen-16.07. Mintage: 500. Yielding a fairly
deep gunmetal gray tone as one moves from the central portions, this
choice proof striking also offers some dazzling brilliance radiating
throughout as one cradles it back and forth.
$2,000-$4,000

41364
PHILIPPINES. Proof Set (7 Pieces), 1906. All PCGS Gold Shield
Certified.
1) Peso. PCGS PROOF-63.
2) 50 Centavos. PCGS PROOF-64.
3) 20 Centavos. PCGS PROOF-66.
4) 10 Centavos. PCGS PROOF-64.
5) 5 Centavos. PCGS PROOF-66.
6) Centavo. PCGS PROOF-64 Brown.
7) 1/2 Centavo. PCGS PROOF-64 Red Brown.
KM-PS4. Mintage: 500 sets. Broadly sought due to its low mintage,
this set contains lightly toned silver denominations (Peso through 10
Centavos), with a superb 5 Centavos (in nickel) and pale bronze colored copper issues (Centavo and 1/2 Centavo). As a set, infrequently
available in finer quality.
$2,500-$5,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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41369

41365
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1910-S. San Francisco Mint. NGC MS-61.
KM-172; Allen-17.05. Cartwheeling luster glows gently beneath
slightly uneven tone which serves to soften a smattering of light contact marks.

PHILIPPINES. 5 Centavos, 1934-M. Manila Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-175; Allen-5.04aa. Double Die Obverse and Repunched “1”. A rather RARE variant with the repunched first digit of
the date showing a split serif. Nicely preserved and lustrous, with a
charming “woodgrain” nature to the toning.
$2,000-$2,500

$700-$1,000

41366
PHILIPPINES. 50 Centavos, 1907. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS62+. KM-171; Allen-14.01. An appealing piece, lustrous with no obviously distracting surface marks and splotches of light-orangish tone.
$700-$1,000

41370

41367
PHILIPPINES. 50 Centavos, 1918-S. San Francisco Mint. PCGS
MS-64. KM-171; Allen-14.07. Featuring blazing luster with faint blue
and gold toning, this exceptionally alluring and dazzling minor presents great eye appeal and stands as one of the finest seen at PCGS.
Compare to a similar specimen—a PCGS MS-65 from the Pasig River
Collection—which realized a total of $4,200 in our 2019 ANA auction
(lot 23400).

PHILIPPINES. Type Set in Capital Plastics Holder (28 Pieces),
1903-44. Grade Range: EXTREMELY FINE to UNCIRCULATED.
An interesting set consisting of the various copper, nickel and silver
denominations and types from the U.S. administration inclusive of the
1918 5 Cent Mule and 1928 20 cent Mule. Many choice and problem
free circulated examples are present, but does also includes several that
have been cleaned, corrosion and/or have other defects. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward the diligent bidder. Many display varying degrees of tone from a thin veneer on the silver and nickel
issue to rich patina on the copper minors and Wilson medal. A great
set for the intermediate collector looking to expand their knowledge
and appreciation of the series.
$1,500-$2,500

$700-$1,000

41368
PHILIPPINES. 20 Centavos, 1913-S. San Francisco Mint. NGC MS65. KM-170. An exquisite example, flashy and lustrous with just a hint
of russet-gold tone.
$1,000-$1,500
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41374
41371
PHILIPPINES. Bronze Wilson Medallic “Dollar,” 1920. Manila
Mint. NGC MS-63 Brown. KMX-11a; HK-450; Allen-M-2. Commemorating the opening of the Manila mint. A handsome example of
this scarce issue, made more so by the fact that much of the montage
was dumped into the harbor to avoid its seizure in the Japanese invasion of WWII. Marbled chocolate-brown surfaces are accentuated
here by mint bloom clinging to the devices.

PITCAIRN ISLANDS. 250 Dollars, 1990. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-3; KM-9. Mintage: 500. Celebrating the bicentennial of a
settlement being established, this immensely pleasing issue presents a
high degree of mirrored brilliance in the fields and charming frosting,
along with a deep orange hue to the gold.
$1,000-$1,300

POLAND

$1,500-$2,000

PITCAIRN ISLANDS

41375

41372
PITCAIRN ISLANDS. 250 Dollars, 1988. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-1; KM-2. Mintage: 2,500. Featuring the Bounty landing
party and celebrating the drafting of the Constitution, this nearly flawless specimen radiates with allure and offers a great cameo nature.
$1,000-$1,300

POLAND. Taler, 1630-II. Sigismund III. PCGS Genuine—Repaired, EF Details Gold Shield. Dav-4315; KM-48.1; Gum-1219;
cf.HCz-1617/18. An interesting example of this seldom encountered
type with an apparently unlisted obverse legend variant, a singular
stop without florette at the end of the obverse legend coupled with
the known reverse legend which exhibits “HR” instead of the normal
“HB”. This decently preserved survivor offers a good strike with bold
details and mostly even wear. Unfortunately, the open field in front
of the intricate portrait appears to have been repaired and remnants
of a mount removal are noticed at 12 o'clock near the rim. Despite its
shortcomings this desirable type is sure to be a welcome addition to
the next collection it enters.
$700-$1,000

41373
PITCAIRN ISLANDS. 250 Dollars, 1989. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-2; KM-6. Mintage: 2,500. Commemorating the 250th anniversary of the mutiny on the Bounty, this dazzling specimen features
a hint of a rose-gold color while presenting immense mirrored brilliance and delightful frosting to the devices.
$1,000-$1,300
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Extremely Rare Medallic Double Ducat

41376
POLAND. Gold Medallic 2 Ducats, 1772. Princess
Isabella Czartoryska. NGC AU-55. Hutten-Czapski-3876.
Diameter: 22.9mm. Weight: 6.94 gms. Diagonal edge reeding.
EXTREMELY RARE with few examples known. Bust right
in high—piled coiffure, lacy choker, “ISABELLA. PRINCEPS.
CZARTORYSKA.”; Reverse: Princely crown rests on mantle
holding twin oval shields of Czartoryski and Fleming, legend
“NAT: COM: DE. FLEMING. DOMINA. IN. BORKLO.”. It is
one of perhaps only two known, and its great beauty is matched
only by its breath-taking rarity. Minor abrasions are noticed as
one would expected from the designated grade, but this wholly
elegant piece must be recognized as one of the legendary
beauties of the Polish series.
Born Countess Fleming, Lady in Borclo. Isabella was the daughter
of Count Georg Detloff Flemming (1699-1771). She married
Prince Casimir Czartoryski of the great Polish noble family.
Borclo was a domain in the Achterhoek area of the Province of
Gelderland in the Netherlands, consisting of a small castle and
surrounding property then owned by Count Leopold of LimburgStirum. The Count sold the property in 1727 to Carl Philipp
von Flodorf-Wartensleben who acted as agent for Field Marshal
Jacob Heinrich Count von Flemming. In 1742 the domain
was transferred to Georg Detleff Count von Flemming, whose
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daughter was the Isabella portrayed here. Her husband Prince
Casimir was offered the elective Polish crown in 1764 but he
refused it in favor of his cousin, Poland’s last King Stanislas August
Poniatowski. Casimir and Isabelle were benefactors of education
and the arts, and the Czartoryski Museum is still known today
for her Copernicus collection and Leonardo da Vinci’s painting
“The Lady with an Ermine.” Isabelle inherited Borclo from her
father in 1771 but sold it in 1777 to Dutch Stadholder Willem V
who established a stud farm on the property. This was dissolved
in 1850 and the castle was demolished in 1850.
According to Simon Konarski, Armorial de la Noblesse Polonaise
Titrèe, the noble family of Czartotyski was in the highest ranks of
the Polish Nobility, tracing its origin to Gediminas Constantin,
son of Grand Duke Olgerd of Lithuania around 1383; granted
the princely title in Poland-Lithuania in 1569, in Hungary 1442.
The family Arms depicts Vytis (Polish: Pogon), the White Knight
of Lithuania. The Counts Flemming appeared in Pomerania as
early as 1279 and one of the family was chief minister of the court
of Saxony when the Duke-Elector was also August III, King of
Poland. Thus the stunning beauty Isabella portrayed here enjoyed
a semi-regal position during the last years of the Polish kingdom.
$25,000-$35,000
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41377
POLAND. 25 Zlotych, 1818-IB. Warsaw Mint. Alexander I of Russia. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. Fr-106; KM-C-102; P-1047b; Bit-792.
No collar. Lightly handled, but still rather brilliant and pleasing, and a
SCARCE overall type.
$1,500-$2,000

41380
POLAND. Danzig. 5 Gulden, 1927. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM147; Par-65b. The wholly original looking example boast cartwheel
luster with lovely concentric patina on the obverse while the reverse
displays lighter mottled tone amongst the devices. An attractive survivor of this popular type with good eye appeal sure to be a welcome
addition to the next collection it enters.
$2,000-$2,500

PORTUGAL
41378
POLAND. Silver 10 Zoltych Proba (Pattern), 1932-(W). Warsaw
Mint. PCGS PROOF-62 Gold Shield. KM-Pn330; Par-P152a. Mintage: 100. This bright and lustrous pattern exhibits bold intricate devices with much brilliance in the centers displaying lovely rich concentric
adding to its pleasing appearance.

A Masterpiece of Portuguese Coinage!
The Lone MS-67 Certified

$3,000-$4,000

41381
41379
POLAND. 2000 Zlotych, 1989-MW. Warsaw Mint. NGC PROOF-69
Ultra Cameo. Fr-Unlisted; KM-Y-187; P-354. An alluring design featuring Poland’s native son, Pope John Paul II, this piece radiates with
tremendous brilliance and alluring frosting, ultimately yielding a great
cameo effect.
$700-$1,000

PORTUGAL. 4000 Reis, 1702. Lisbon Mint. Pedro II. NGC MS-67.
Fr-76; KM-156; Gomes-33.12. Immaculate quality, this Superb Gem
boasts a full strike and stunningly preserved surfaces with the addition
of absolutely mesmerizing luster that dances around the fields on both
sides. While immediately evident upon viewing, instances of light reddish tone along portions of the edges confirm full originality. A true
miracle of survival, this coin is a masterpiece of Portuguese coinage
and as such, it deserves placement within an elite collection — perhaps
ideally one focused on showpieces of the world!
$5,000-$10,000
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41382

41384

PORTUGAL. 1/2 Peca (2 Escudos - 3200 Reis), 1807. Lisbon Mint.
Joao as Prince Regent. PCGS MS-63+ Gold Shield. Fr-124; KM-342.
Mintage: 483. A dazzlingly choice RARITY, this majestic example exudes great brilliance and beauty, along with a pleasing golden-yellow
hue and wholesome originality. For completeness, a hint of striking
weakness is noted near the lower left portion of the shield on the reverse.

PORTUGAL. 1/2 Peca (2 Escudos - 3750 Reis), 1831. Lisbon Mint.
Miguel I. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Fr-139; KM-396. A RARE and
exceptionally difficult coin in any grade, this piece survives from an
emission of just 225 pieces. A brilliant example, lustrous with pleasing
old-collection tone marred only by a small dig in the field just behind
the portrait of the monarch.

$2,000-$3,000

$3,000-$3,600

Ex: Lester Merkin (12/1972) Lot # 74.

41383
PORTUGAL. 1/2 Peca (2 Escudos - 3200 Reis), 1827. Lisbon Mint.
Pedro IV. NGC MS-64. Fr-135; KM-379. Mintage: 1,713. One-year
type. VERY RARE quality for the issue, this near-Gem displays a bold
strike with strong reflective characteristics in the fields. Mesmerizing
orange tone that concentrates at the edges propels this coin to extreme
heights, ensuring that it is one of, if the not the most desirable survivor
of this elusive type.

41385
PORTUGAL. 1/2 Peca (2 Escudos - 3750 Reis), 1828. Lisbon Mint.
Miguel I. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. Fr137; KM-387. Mintage: 242. An INCREDIBLY RARE one-year type
with a very paltry mintage figure, this alluring specimen is highly desired no matter the details designation. Some very light cleaning as
noted is observed, but does not distract from this majestic canvas.
Worthy of a strong bid and great consideration.
$1,500-$2,500
Ex: Lester Merkin (12/1972) Lot # 85.

$2,000-$4,000

PUERTO RICO

41386
PUERTO RICO. Peso, 1895-PG V. Madrid Mint. Alfonso XIII. NGC
MS-60. KM-24. White in the centers with a few areas along the edges
where tone appears. As the lone crown-sized issue of Puerto Rico
(excluding the earlier countermarked types), an extremely important
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and constantly demanded issue, especially when located in certified
Mint State grade.
$1,000-$1,500
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ROMANIA

41387
ROMANIA. 5 Lei, 1884-B. Bucharest Mint. Carol I. PCGS Genuine—
Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-17.1. This richly toned example
exhibits a bold strike with lovely rich concentric patination in the
peripheries while mottled gray tone accentuates the central devices.
Upon close inspection evidence of a past cleaning, now subdued,

prevents this wholesome looking survivor from garnering a numeric
grade. Despite its shortcomings a presentable representative of the type
with a pleasing appearance that is sure to be a welcome addition to the
next collection it enters.
$700-$1,000

41388
ROMANIA. 2 Lei, 1894. Brussels Mint. Carol I. NGC MS-64+.
KM-25. Featuring a thin layer of golden-olive toning and a delightful,
underlying cartwheel luster, this attractive near-Gem minor is surpassed

by just one example certified by NGC.
$3,500-$4,000

41389
ROMANIA. Lead 2 Lei Pattern, 1910. Brussels Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-65 Gold Shield. KM-Pn171; S&S-069-1-12. A VERY
RARE offering, this pattern issue presents a metal not often encountered

in coins. Deep graphite gray in color, with great underlying brilliance
and a slightly wavy nature to the planchet owing to the composition.
$1,000-$1,500

41390
ROMANIA. Lead Leu Pattern, 1910. Brussels Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. KM-Pn163; S&S-068-1-14. Another
VERY RARE pattern offering in lead, this example instead exhibits light

steely gray surfaces with a subtle frosting to the devices and alluring
brilliance radiating throughout.
$800-$1,200
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RUSSIA

Highly Enticing Novodel Issue of 4 Ducat Weight

41391
RUSSIA. Gold 4 Ducats Novodel, ND (“1613-45”) (struck ca.
19th Century). St. Petersburg Mint. Michael I Feodorovich.
NGC MS-63. Fr-27; Kaim-1410. Both sides of this engaging
later striking feature a crowned imperial double eagle, with the
difference being the design of the shield on the breast feathers.
While one side exhibits St. George on horseback slaying the
dragon, the other displays what appears to be a unicorn. This
latter imagery, however, likely relates to Russian folklore, in

which the “indrik-beast” (индрик-зверь) is believed to be the
king of all animals, having the body of a bull, the legs of a deer,
the head of a horse, and a horn near its snout—ultimately
yielding a pseudo-unicorn flair. Quite sharply struck and
exceptionally brilliant, with charming eye appeal and a great
deal of RARITY.
$12,000-$18,000

41392
RUSSIA. Ruble Novodel, “AM 7162 [1654]” (ca. 1775). Moscow
Mint. Aleksei Mikhailovich. NGC MS-64. KM-N-AA2. Dated in Old
Cyrillic. Quite alluringly toned and charming, this dazzling near-Gem
crown radiates with great eye appeal and an exacting strike. Despite
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being a novodel issue from a century later, this captivating appeal is
obvious, while the pullaway peripheral toning augments its already
strong character.
$6,000-$9,000
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41394

41393
RUSSIA. Ruble Novodel, “AM 7162 [1654]” (ca. 1775). Moscow
Mint. Aleksei Mikhailovich. NGC AU Details—Scratches. KM-NAA2. Dated in Old Cyrillic. Quite pleasantly toned and alluring, this
broad re-issue exhibits some noted on the obverse behind the riding
figure of the tsar. Otherwise, it stands as a terrific and lustrous example
of Russia’s first western-style crown presented as a late-18th century
Novodel.

RUSSIA. Silver Polupoltinnik (1/4 Ruble) Novodel, ND (1652).
Aleksei Mikhailovich. PCGS SPECIMEN-58 Gold Shield. KMNAA1. A handsome example of this 19th Century collector’s copy,
exhibiting crisp bold details with smooth lustrous surfaces. A type the
seldom appears on the market in any form, Novodel or contemporary,
sure to see spirited bidding from interested collectors.
$1,000-$1,500

$1,250-$1,750

Choice Quality for this Rare Type

41395
RUSSIA. 2 Rubles, 1722. Red (Moscow) Mint. Peter I (the
Great). NGC AU-53. Fr-91; KM-158.6; Bit-141. A fairly RARE
and attractive example of this smaller gold denomination
featuring St. Andrew and his eponymous cross. Lightly handled

and pleasantly toned overall, with an orange-burgundy nature
highlighting the devices.
$18,000-$24,000
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41396
RUSSIA. 2 Rubles, 1724. Red (Moscow) Mint. Peter I (the Great).
PCGS Genuine—Polished, AU Details. Fr-91; KM-158.6; Bit-163. No
cross beam on sleeve. There are some contact marks in the fields and a
few on the bust, mostly subdued by an old polishing. A VERY RARE

and seldom offered piece from late in the rule of Peter the Great, and
from the same year that he had his wife, Empress Catherine I, crowned
as co-ruler.
$10,000-$15,000

Stunning 2 Rubles Pattern of Peter the Great

41397
RUSSIA. Silver 2 Rubles Novodel, 1722. Kadashevsky
(Moscow) Mint. Peter I (the Great). NGC AU-53. Bit-H3742
(R2). A majestic and rather important RARITY, this alluring
double-sized crown presents a captivating rendition of the
czar, with elegantly refined hair detail and a stern gaze. The
surfaces are a deep gray in color, with only a very light degree
of handling and some hints of brilliance remaining in the
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protected areas. Some light die rust and roughness is noted,
but entirely consistent with the novodel nature of the striking.
Undoubtedly, a keystone addition to any collection of Peter the
Great, Russian coinage more broadly, or crown-sized issues in
general.
$10,000-$20,000
Ex: Prokop Collection.
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Seldom Seen Peter I Ruble Issue

41398
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1714/3. Red (Moscow) Mint. Peter I (the
Great). NGC VF Details—Mount Removed. Dav-1651; KM149; Bit-810 (R2). Overdate variety. Despite exhibiting a mount
removal, this crown stands as an INCREDIBLY RARE type

that is always much desired. The overdate is rather clear, and
the level of detail remaining is highly pleasing.
$30,000-$40,000

41399
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1721 (Dated in Cyrillic). Kadashevsky (Moscow)
Mint. Peter I (the Great). NGC AU-58. Dav-1655; KM-157.5; cf. Bit444-5. Dated in Old Cyrillic. Incredibly attractive and alluring for a
type that is generally always encountered with an issue or two. Here, the
surfaces remain rather pleasing and wholesome, with a gunmetal gray

cabinet nature and glistening golden brilliance highlighting the devices.
A few minor planchet splits and impurities are noted, but not in any way
distracting. An assured cut above that which is seen in the marketplace.
$1,250-$1,750
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41400
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1721 (Dated in Cyrillic). Kadashevsky (Moscow)
Mint. Peter I (the Great). PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details
Gold Shield. Dav-1655; KM-157.5; Bit-435. Dated in Old Cyrillic.
Despite the light cleaning, this example remains rather alluring and
boldly struck for the type, with a golden-olive tone starting to take
hold near the peripheries. For completeness, some minor die rust is
observed in parts of the fields and around the legends.
$1,000-$1,500

41401
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1723. Red (Moscow) Mint. Peter I (the Great).
PCGS Genuine—Tooled, EF Details Gold Shield. Dav-1658; KM162.3; Bit-873. Variety with initials “OK” on shoulder and small cross.
A well struck and wholesome representative of this popular type depicting the stylized expressive portrait of Peter I (The Great) with bold
intricate details and nice even wear. Upon close inspection a few minor marks, abrasions and scratches are noticed, but this cataloger is
failing to see the designated details of being “Tooled” as indicated on
the PCGS insert. Despite its shortcomings this attractive example is
quite nice with much to offer collectors.
$700-$1,000

High Grade Peter I “Seaman” Ruble with Engraver's Mark

41402
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1723-OK. Red (Moscow) Mint. Peter I (the
Great). PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield.
KM-162.3; Bit-920; Dia-64; Sev-606; Uzd-0609. Seaman type
with antique armor and initials “OK” below shoulder. An
EXTREMELY RARE offering of this short-lived issue boasting
strong design features, better than normally encountered, and
light even wear displaying rich mottled gray patina with plenty
of underlying luster amongst the devices. Minor evidence of
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being cleaned long ago as indicated on the PCGS insert but is
hardly distracting and easily overlooked. Upon close inspection
the reverse does exhibit some minor planchet defects as is
commonly encountered on coins of this ruler mentioned for
accuracy. Despite its shortcomings this highly prized Russian
numismatic relic is destined for an advanced collection seeking
difficult to locate issues.
$10,000-$20,000
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41403
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1724. Red (Moscow) Mint. Peter I (the Great). NGC
EF-45. Dav-1660; KM-162.4; Bit-931. Remaining quite wholesome and
pleasing, this charming survivor presents a rather deep tone with hints

of olive and cobalt atop a gunmetal gray color. An overall great offering
from the penultimate year of Peter’s lengthy reign.
$700-$1,000

41404
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1724-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint. Peter I (the Great).
NGC EF Details—Obverse Scratched. Dav-1659; KM-166.1; Bit-1315.
“Sun” type. A popular and rather RARE design featuring a cross at the
beginning of the obverse legend and a sun (giving it the name of the “Sun
Ruble”) at the center of the reverse. This specimen does exhibit some

unfortunate scratches in front of the bust, but it nevertheless features
and enchanting tone that mixes a delightful palette of gunmetal gray,
golden-olive, and burnished amber.
$3,000-$4,500

41405
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1725-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint. Peter I (the Great).
NGC EF-40. Dav-1659; KM-166.1; Bit-1373. Somewhat mottled in its
overall tone, this otherwise alluring example of the popular “Sun Ruble”
(so named because of the small sun at the center of the reverse) features

a solid strike and a good deal of originality remaining. Additionally,
some hints of brilliance emanate from the protected areas.
$3,000-$4,500
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Extremely Rare “Sun” Ruble Without Mint Mark

41406
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1725. St. Petersburg Mint. Peter I (the
Great). PCGS Genuine—Graffiti, EF Details Gold Shield.
KM-162.5; Bit-1331; Dia-5; Sev-not listed; Uzd-not listed. This
nicely preserved survivor of the ever popular and highly sought
after “Sun” Ruble without mintmark. Exhibiting a strong strike
featuring bold design elements, even wear and light attractive
mottled gray patina that is accentuated by an iridescent sheen

in the protected areas. Upon close inspection of the reverse
several old thin pin scratches become apparent when tilted in
the light long since toned over matching the rest of the coin.
Despite its shortcomings a wholesome example of this shortlived issue bound to catch the attention of advanced collectors
seeking difficult to locate numismatic treasures.
$10,000-$20,000

41407
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1725-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint. Catherine I. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, EF Details Gold Shield. KM-169; Bit-108; Dia60. “CNB” mintmark on both sides. This decently preserved example
displays attractive rich mottled patina and well struck devices. Evidence
of a past cleaning as indicated on the PCGS insert is now subdued by the
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old toning offering a pleasing appearance. Despite its shortcoming and
handsome and wholesome survivor sure to be a welcome addition to the
next collection it enters.
$2,000-$3,000
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41411

41408
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1725. St. Petersburg Mint. Catherine I. NGC VF25. Dav-1663; KM-167; Bit-71. “Mourning” Ruble type with legend
unbroken. An elusive type, this example displays a nice portrait and
surfaces that are wholly original. While planchet issues are relatively
commonplace for the issue, a natural edge flaw around 1 o’clock, as
well as a planchet lamination that runs across the eagle on the reverse,
are observed on this coin and are noted for the sake of accuracy.

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1729. Kadashevsky (Moscow) Mint. Peter II. NGC
EF-40. Dav-1669; KM-182.3; Bit-119. Quite wholesome and original,
this crown features gunmetal gray surfaces that are free from issue and
even offer a hint of amber toning near the edges. A minor flan flaw is
noted at the top, but it does not interfere with the overall eye appeal
that is on display.
$1,000-$1,500

$3,000-$5,000
Ex: World-Wide Auction (11/2006) Lot # 443.

41412
41409
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1726. Red (Moscow) Mint. Catherine I. NGC AU58. Dav-1664; KM-168; Bit-22. Featuring a left-facing bust, this wholesome example is mostly free from handling and presents surfaces that
are free from issue. The only aspects of note are some scattered patches
of lamination on the czarina’s forehead and in front of her face.
$1,250-$1,750

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1732. Kadashevsky (Moscow) Mint. Anna. NGC
Unc Details—Cleaned. Dav-1670; KM-192.1; Bit-56. Though displaying some scattered hairlines as well as a fairly bright nature from
the noted light cleaning, this example otherwise offers tremendous detail remaining as well as a rather bold strike. A great specimen from
early in the reign of Anna no matter the minor distraction of the prior
cleaning.
$800-$1,200

41413
41410
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1726. Kadashevsky (Moscow) Mint. Catherine I.
NGC AU-55. Dav-1664; KM-168; Bit-14. Exceptionally alluring and
charming, this elegant crown features some brilliance remaining as
well as offers wholesome originality. With the left-facing bust, this
piece does exhibit minor die rust and a few light planchet flaws, but
nothing is obtrusive or distracting.
$1,000-$1,500

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1732. Kadashevsky (Moscow) Mint. Anna. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. Dav-1617; KM-192.1; Bit-53. Variety with eagles
without tongues. On the verge of Mint State status, this alluringly
wholesome crown offers mostly argent surfaces with some glistening
hints of brilliance and a few minor spots of deeper iridescence near
a portion of the peripheries. Generally featuring eagles with tongues,
this variety presents them without.
$800-$1,200
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Virtually Never Seen Peace with Turkey Gold Medallic Ducat/Jeton

41414
RUSSIA. Peace with Turkey Gold Medallic Ducat/Jeton, 1739.
St. Petersburg Mint. Anna. PCGS Genuine—Cleaning, AU
Details Gold Shield. Fr-108; Bit-J417; Dia-81.5. Weight: 3.44
gms. Obverse: Crowned and draped bust right; Reverse: Eagle,
with head right, wreath in beak, and wings spread, standing left
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on musical and military instruments and implements. Though
exhibiting some lightly scattered cleaning marks and hairlines,
this VERY RARE and interesting type nevertheless remains
highly attractive.
$15,000-$20,000

Stack’s Bowers Galleries
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Extremely Rare Dated Ducat of Elizabeth

41415
RUSSIA. Ducat (Chervonets), 5 February 1753. Red
(Moscow) Mint. Elizabeth. PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield. Fr-113;
KM-C30.2; Bit-27 (R2). Bearing a specific date of issue (day and
month in addition to year), this VERY RARE minor gold issue
offers a mild handling with an alluring golden-orange color and

tremendous originality. Very few of this difficult type make it
to the marketplace, especially as wholesome and problem as is
the case here. Undoubtedly a tremendous opportunity for the
advanced collector of Russian or world gold in general.
$40,000-$50,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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41416
RUSSIA. 2 Rubles, 1756-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint. Elizabeth. NGC
AU Details—Removed from Jewelry. Fr-115; KM-C-23.2; Bit-94.
Some disturbances appear at the edges from past usage in jewelry, but

the centers remain sharp, making this an appealing and affordable
representative of a very challenging type.
$800-$1,200

41417
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1754-CNB IM. St. Petersburg Mint. Elizabeth. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. Dav-1679; KM-19c.2;
Bit-273. “Benjamin Scott bust”. A popular and charming type, this
specimen features rather elegant engraving and is free from any signs of

handling, though a bit of minor cleaning has taken place. Nevertheless,
this crown offers some pleasing hints of golden-olive toning as one
approaches the peripheries.
$800-$1,200

41418
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1762-CNB HK. St. Petersburg Mint. Peter III. NGC
MS-61. Dav-1682; KM-C-46.2; Bit-11. A great offering from this brief
tsar, the present example—offering a charming cabinet tone and hints of
brilliance emanating from the fields—features tremendous appeal and
is rather difficult to encounter in this wholesome state of preservation.
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Peter reigned for just six months in 1762, with his marriage to future
tsarina, Catherine II (the Great), always being tenuous at best. His
decided unpopularity and her overt ambitions have ceaselessly fueled the
belief that she was behind his murder, though direct links have remained
unclear.
$8,000-$12,000
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Exceptionally Rare “Coronation Jeton” for Catherine the Great

41419
RUSSIA. Coronation Gold Medallic Ducat/Jeton Novodel,
1762. St. Petersburg Mint. Catherine II (the Great). PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. Fr-137; KM-Unlisted; Bit-J1358 (R2); Dia117.8. A VERY RARE and alluring type, this novodel issue in
gold features intense brilliance in the surfaces and a charming
golden-orange tone to the color. Virtually no evidence of

handling is present, though some scattered hairlines are
observed, along with a minor planchet flaw near the rim of
the crown side. With very few other examples traceable by this
cataloger, it is unlikely that another this attractive will emerge
anytime soon.
$22,000-$30,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Magnificent Quality for this First Year Issue of the Narrow Portrait Type

41420
RUSSIA. 10 Rubles, 1766-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint.
Catherine II (the Great). NGC AU-55. Fr-129a; KM-C-79a;
Bit-12. Narrow Portrait type. Absolutely stunning quality, this
briefly circulated early date 10 Rubles of Catherine II displays a
wisp of friction on the high points of the designs, however the
fields remain lustrous and without the larger marks that can

at times accompany the grade. Vibrant reddish-orange tone
pushes this coin into elite territory, giving it eye-appeal that
would be tough to rival even in finer grades. As such, a coin
that we expect will generate spirited bidding.
$8,000-$12,000

41421
RUSSIA. 10 Rubles, 1774-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint. Catherine
II (the Great). NGC AU-53. Fr-129a; KM-C-79a; Bit-29. Enticingly
wholesome and appealing, with some hints of brilliance remaining and
a burnished orange nature to the peripheral toning. Some scattered
marks are light handling are noted, but not distracting. There are a few
minor spots of staining in front of the czarina’s bust, but they are rather
easily overlooked as well.
$5,000-$7,000

41422
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1776-CNB RY. St. Petersburg Mint. Catherine II
(the Great). PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-1684; KM-C-67a.2; Bit221. An ever-popular date owing to its importance with American collectors, this year also represents the final year of issue for the type.
Delightfully attractive and seemingly a bit conservatively graded, this
piece presents a good deal of shimmering brilliance as well as an alluring pastel palette dominated by a charming seafoam green nature.
$1,500-$2,000
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41426

41423
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1778 CNB-OA. St. Petersburg Mint. Catherine II
(the Great). NGC AU-58. Dav-1685; KM-C67b; Bit-226. Very nearly
Mint State, this example displays strong luster with blushes of pale
champagne tone over both sides. Evidence of wear appears to be entirely confined to the highest point of Catherine’s head and shoulder.

RUSSIA. 5 Rubles, 1798-CM OU. St. Petersburg Mint. Paul I. NGC
AU-55. Fr-144; KM-C-104.1; Bit-1. The VERY RARE first year of
issue for what would be a brief type under the short reign of Paul,
this wholesome and entirely original specimen features a good deal
of shimmering brilliance and very little evidence of handling. Some
scattered marks and hairlines are noted, but do not at all detract, and
it remains a great representative type of an incredibly difficult coin.
$15,000-$25,000

$700-$1,000

41424
RUSSIA. 1/4 Kopek (Polushka) Novodel, 1765. Ekaterinburg Mint.
Catherine II (the Great). PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Brown Gold Shield.
KM-N81; Bit-H774 (R2). The finest certified at PCGS with the brown
designation, this glistening near-Gem features a rich chocolate brown
patina with some original mint red remaining in the protected areas.
$700-$1,000

41427
RUSSIA. “Heavy” Ruble, 1797-CM OU. St. Petersburg Mint. Paul
I. NGC AU Details—Harshly Cleaned. KM-C-101; Bit-18. Conservatively graded, this popular “Heavy” Ruble type displays Mint State
detail atop the designs and field that, despite an aggressive past cleaning, retain some original luster. Since that cleaning, a ring of rainbow
tone has formed along the edges, providing a pleasing element to the
appearance.
$3,000-$5,000

41425
RUSSIA. Bronze Bravery Medal, “1788.” Catherine II (the Great).
NGC MS-64 Brown. Dia-208.1. An absolutely stunning survivor of
this very scarce novodel issue, featuring brindled chocolate tones
throughout the fields with lilac and bluish highlights clinging to the
legends. This medal was instituted on July 15, 1788 for presentation
in gold and silver, but none in those metals are known of this specific
type.
$800-$1,200

41428
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1798-CM MB. St. Petersburg Mint. Paul I. NGC
AU-53. Dav-1688; C-101a; Bit-32. The first year in a brief, four-year
series, this example exhibits just a light degree of handling and contact
marks, all while retaining great originality and subtle brilliance, with a
hint of deeper iridescence observed near a portion of the peripheries.
$1,000-$2,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Struck to Commemorate Alexander I’s Coronation

41429
RUSSIA. Coronation of Alexander I Gold Jeton Novodel,
1801. St. Petersburg Mint. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. Bit-J937
(R3). Already an INCREDIBLY RARE type, this novodel issue,
featuring a plain edge with a fairly thick and pronounced rim,
is exceedingly difficult and virtually unseen in the marketplace.
A few stronger marks in the obverse field to the right of the
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crowned monogram likely are what prevents Mint State status,
though the dearth of other examples makes this minor aspect
rather inconsequential. Definitely a piece for the specialistconnoisseur, and one that won’t likely make an appearance
again anytime soon.
$30,000-$35,000
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41430
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1813-CNB NC. Alexander I. NGC Unc Details—
Obverse Scratched. Dav-281; KM-C-130; Bit-105. Type with large
crown and long scepter. The very minor and somewhat hidden scratch
occurs near the end of the denomination on the obverse. Otherwise, this

enchanting specimen offers great lustrous brilliance, a sharp strike, and
some alluring, burnished toning at the edges.
$800-$1,200

41431
RUSSIA. Alexander I/Visit of Grand Duchess Catherine Pavlovna
to England Gold Medal, 1814. London Mint. NGC MS-62. Dia383.1 (R3). Diameter: 34mm; Weight: 28.30 gms. By T. Wyon. Obverse:
Laureate head right; Reverse: Britannia seated left on globe, holding
branch and trident; draped Union shield to right. Edge: Plain. A VERY
RARE medal, this example one of just four or five specimens to cross

the auction block over the past few decades, further attesting to its
RARITY and assured desirability. Some scattered marks and hairlines
are noted, but are fairly consistent with the grading designation. A good
deal of shimmering, radiant luster is also beaming throughout the fields.
$12,000-$18,000
Ex: Grand Duke George Mikhailovich Collection.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Flashy Rare Date 5 Ruble

41432
RUSSIA. 5 Rubles, 1827-CNB NA. St. Petersburg Mint.
Nicholas I. NGC AU-58. Fr-154; KM-C-174; Bit-2; Sev-402;
Uzd-202. The single second finest certified of the date on the
NGC population report, one finer (MS 61). An EXTREMELY
RARE date and the key to the series with an unknown mintage,
this handsome survivor exhibits semi-prooflike luster in the
protected areas offering much flash and reflectivity, while the
open fields are a bit more subdued. Upon inspection the surfaces
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show light signs of handling consistent for the grade with minor
marks and abrasions adding a bit of character to this wholesome
piece. Seldom are examples of this date encountered, auctions
records indicate only fourteen appearances of different pieces
since 1910. The chance to acquire such an awesome rarity
occurs infrequently and should be given serious consideration
from advanced collectors.
$40,000-$60,000
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41433
RUSSIA. 5 Rubles, 1840-CNB AY. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I.
NGC MS-63. Fr-155; KM-C-175.1; Bit-17. Featuring a fairly sharp and
robust strike, this choice specimen dazzles the eye with great brilliance

and luster radiating throughout. For completeness, some light die
polishing is noted on each side.
$1,250-$1,750

The Standard Catalog of World Coins Plate Coin for the Type

41434
RUSSIA. Platinum 3 Rubles, 1828-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint.
Nicholas I. NGC MS-63★ Prooflike. Fr-160; KM-C-177; Bit-73.
Mintage: 20,023. An immensely attractive example of this first platinum
Ruble date, this piece display fully reflective fields with sharply detailed
designs that are evidently frosted, imparting a cameo-like appearance on

both sides. Several light diagonal streaks in the planchet on the reverse
help to positively identify this coin as the example used by the Standard
Catalog of World Coins when illustrating the type.
$6,000-$9,000

41435
RUSSIA. Platinum 3 Rubles, 1833-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint.
Nicholas I. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Fr-160; KM-C-177; Bit-79. A
Choice survivor of this scarce and ever-popular type, lightly marked in
places but beautifully preserved overall. The heraldic design elements

are frosty and sharply detailed, contrasting nicely with the bright fields
radiating flow lines.
$6,000-$8,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Very Rare Final Date Platinum 3 Rubles

41436
RUSSIA. Platinum 3 Rubles, 1845-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint.
Nicholas I. PCGS MS-64 Prooflike Gold Shield. Fr-160; KMC-177; Bit-91. Mintage: 50,000. A low mintage date with few
examples that survive. Of those survivors, this is perhaps the
finest, and it exists as the only Mint State graded example at
either PCGS or NGC. A deeper inspection into archived auction
records compiled on Russia’s “Mint” portal seems to confirm
this coin’s EXTREME RARITY, as only seven auction records
appear, the most recent being in 2017 and the earliest cited
being 1969. Of those, three examples are recorded as proofs,
while none of the examples cited as business strikes have been
cataloged above Extremely Fine quality. This example easily
exceeds those standards however, with strong gleam appearing
in the fields and pleasing contrast on the devices. A few instances
of trivial handling are noted upon close inspection, but no
instance is bothersome. As such, a tremendous opportunity for
the advanced collector of Russian rarities.
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The discovery of platinum in the Urals of Western Siberia
resulted in the production of three new Russian decimal coinage
denominations. By the imperial decree of April 24, 1828,
platinum coinage was initiated for circulation. The minting of
platinum coinage in 19th century Russia was done on a very
limited basis and for a period of less than two decades. The new
coinage denominations were not well-received by the public, as
they were produced in a pale white metal that was unfamiliar in
circulation. In 1845, an imperial decree was issued ordering the
minting of platinum coinage to cease. Simultaneously, the existing
pieces were ordered to be recalled within a six month period. For
this reason, much of the original mintages were redeemed and
destroyed, which accounts for their rarity today. As the allowable
six month period was too short for all the platinum issues to be
redeemed and destroyed, it is largely responsible for the examples
known today.
$10,000-$20,000
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41439

41437
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1829-CNB HT. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Dav-282; KM-C-161; Bit-107. Very vibrant and alluring, this near-Gem crown radiates with intense brilliance and cartwheel luster, while a hint of deeper iridescence occupies
a portion of the peripheries. Difficult to encounter any finer, it represents the sole finest graded in the PCGS census.
$4,000-$6,000

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1841-CNB HT. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I.
PCGS MS-65+ Gold Shield. Dav-283; KM-C-168.1; Bit-192. A superb Gem of the date that benefits from strong luster in the fields and
soft, complimentary tone that ranges from a mixture of pale silver and
coppery-gold in the centers to delicate greenish-blue along the edges.
Despite the appearance of numerous die cracks that run over the surfaces on both sides, very few actual disturbances from handling exist,
with the most notable exception being a very faint inked ‘15’ to the
right of the crown on the reverse that perhaps refers to an old collector
of museum inventory number. All considered, an extremely pleasing
coin, and tied with one other for the finest graded at PCGS, which is
sure to excite its next owner.
$2,500-$5,000

41438
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1832-CNB HT. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I.
PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. KM-C-168.1; Bit-158. Immaculate quality for the date, which happens to be the first of the wings-up type for
Nicholas I. On both sides, the surfaces appear refreshingly clean, with
no marks interfering with the satiny-smooth luster that sparkles in the
fields. Fully formed designs also contribute to the exceptional allure,
as no instance of softness is detected. While approaching white, light
golden tone does accent both sides, with evidence thereof strengthening ever so slightly at the edges. A truly remarkable Gem example of
the type, it represents the single finest example that has been certified
by PCGS, considering the appearance, it could very well be the finest
example of this issue to survive.
$5,000-$10,000
Ex: Lester Merkin Auction (6/1971) Lot # 155 (tag included).

41440
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1842-CNB AY. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I.
PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. Dav-283; KM-C-168.1; Bit-184. Preserved
in immaculate quality, this premium Gem survivor showcases flashy
luster with exotic toning, the likes of which shoots flares of copperygolden tone into the centers on the eagle side with deep multicolored
hues around portions of the far edges. Unsurpassed in certified grade
at PCGS or NGC, this coin is sure to excite, as it’s hard to believe another example of this issue displays such immediately captivating eye
appeal as this one.
Bitkin notes two obverses for this date, Bit-192 and Bit-184 (shown here).
The most notable difference is the location of the “4” under the eagle’s tail;
on Bit-184, the “4” is to the right; on Bit-192, the “4” is more centered.
$4,000-$7,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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41441
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1846-CNB NA. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Dav-283; KM-C-168.1; Bit-208. Assuredly
one of the finest examples that one can locate, this choice specimen
is exceeded in the PCGS census by just two others. Mostly argent, it
dazzles and radiates with an intense cartwheel luster that verges upon
a prooflike quality, all while a charming golden tone accentuates the
extremes of the peripheries.
$1,000-$1,500

41443
RUSSIA. Copper 10 Kopeks Novodel, 1830-EM. Ekaterinburg
Mint. Nicholas I. NGC MS-64. KM-N499; Brekke-275; Bit-H456.
Fully struck and problem free, with traces of mint red in the protected
areas. A RARE and rather desirable offering with pleasing eye appeal.
$1,000-$1,500

41444

41442
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1849-CNB NA. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I.
PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. Dav-283; KM-C-168.1; Bit-224. This incredibly alluring Gem crown presents steely gray-amber surfaces with
a great prooflike nature and subtle iridescence. The fields remain impeccable and quite majestic, and allow this piece to have eye appeal
that is entirely off the charts.

RUSSIA. Copper 5 Kopeks Pattern, 1830-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint.
Nicholas I. NGC MS-65. KM-Pn96; Brekke-238; Bit-H924. Presenting a smooth, red-brown color, this alluring Gem features great underlying brilliance and tremendous eye appeal. A rather difficult piece,
especially so attractive.
$800-$1,200

$5,000-$7,500
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41445
RUSSIA. Nicholas I/25th Anniversary of the Czar as the Head of the 6th Prussian Regiment in Brandenburg Silver Medal, 1842. PCGS
SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. Dia-566.1 (R3). Diameter: 42mm. By K. Fischer. Obverse: Bare head left; Reverse: Crowned coat-of-arms. A fairly
RARE medallic issue in silver, this alluring specimen features intense relief on the portrait and is largely free from toning, though some scattered,
light hairlines are noted, as well as a subtle smoky nature as one approaches the obverse peripheries.
$1,000-$1,500

41446
RUSSIA. Silver Construction of the Blagoveshchensk Bridge of the Neva River Medal, 1850. PCGS SPECIMEN-61 Gold Shield. Dia-594.1;
Smir-549. Diameter: 75mm. By A. Klepikov & A Lyalin. Obverse: Double-headed Imperial eagle soaring over completed bridge; Reverse: Hercules
and Minerva walk together across flowing water that originates from a river goddess’s urn. Part of an exceedingly popular and RARE issue, the
present silver medal is the first to have been certified by PCGS. Featuring pewter gray surfaces that blend with cooler olive-charcoal toning in the
recesses, this original piece demonstrates a subdued flashy appearance because of its underlying prooflike brilliance. The motifs are embellished to
such an extent that one would never tire from examining their intricate detail. Sold with the original presentation box.
$4,000-$6,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Alluring Large Format Coronation Medal in Gold
Struck in 50 Ducat Weight

41447
RUSSIA. Coronation of Alexander II Gold Medal, 1856. NGC
MS-61. Dia-653.1 (R3). Diameter: 65mm; Weight: 175.83 gms.
By A. Lyalin & M. Kuchkin. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse:
Crowned imperial double eagle, with coat-of-arms on breast
and holding scepter and orb; garlanded crown above. VERY
RARE in gold and in this larger module, the present specimen
offers great quality for the overall grade, featuring tremendous
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brilliance and a light frosting to the devices. Some scattered
hairlines are noted in the fields, though they are not very
distracting, and undoubtedly make this example a premiumquality piece for the grade assigned. Exceptionally impressive
and truly a sight to behind when held.
$65,000-$70,000
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41448
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1856-CNB OB. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander II.
PCGS PROOF-63 Gold Shield. KM-C-168.1; Bit-46; Dav-283. Struck
during the year of Alexander II’s coronation, and the first full year of
his reign, this delightful proof striking exhibits pinpoint sharpness as
one might expect, with watery reflectivity in the fields. Unique in its

appearance, both sides are blanketed in rich tone that includes instances
of green, red, orange and amber iridescence. As a proof, RARE in this
or any quality.
$5,000-$10,000

Tremendous “Opening of the Nicholas I Monument”
Proof Commemorative Ruble

41449
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1859. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander II.
PCGS PROOF-64 Cameo Gold Shield. Dav-290; KM-Y-28;
Bit-567. Gorgeous quality for this beloved commemorative
type, boasting glass-like smoothness in the fields and designs
that are fully formed with delicate and consistent frost.
Impressive tone adds to the appearance, with significant

multicolored iridescence that becomes apparent upon close
inspection. VERY RARE in this quality, no finer examples with
the Cameo designation have been certified by either PCGS
or NGC, making this coin an absolute trophy piece for the
collector of world-class Russian coins.
$15,000-$30,000
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41450
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1859. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander II. NGC
PROOF-61. Dav-290; KM-Y-28; Bit-567. Commemorating the dedication of the Nicholas I Memorial. An attractive overall specimen, offering a charming tone and great brilliance, though a few scattered
hairlines prevent a higher designation.
$4,000-$6,000

41451
RUSSIA. Copper-Nickel 2 Kopeks Pattern, 1863-EM. Brussels
Mint. Alexander II. PCGS SPECIMEN-65+ Gold Shield. cf. KMPn129/130; Bit-599 (R2). A fairly RARE type, this pattern issue presents superb Gem quality though its radiant, amber-gray surfaces and
cartwheel brilliance and luster shimmering throughout. A clear departure from the usual style of the Russian imperial double eagle, with
seemingly more of a ‘Germanic’ feel to the eagle, especially given the
distance between wing feathers.
$2,500-$3,000

41452
RUSSIA. Alexander II/Consecration of St. Isaac’s Cathedral in St.
Petersburg Silver Medal, 1858. NGC MS-61. Dia-677.2 (R3). Diameter: 65mm. By N. Kozin & V. Alexeev. Obverse: Central medallion containing laureate and draped bust of Peter I (the Great); around, smaller
medallions containing the busts of Catherine II (the Great), Paul I,
Alexander I, Nicholas I, and Alexander II; oak and laurel branches
in angles; Reverse: View of the St. Isaac’s Cathedral. A VERY RARE
and alluring architectural type, this impressive silver type features
mostly gunmetal gray surfaces with a charming iridescence sprinkled
throughout. Some lightly scattered marks are noted in the fields and
near the rims, but nothing is obtrusive or distracting.
$5,000-$7,500
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41453
RUSSIA. Alexander II/Unveiling of the Nicholas I Monument in St. Petersburg Silver Medal, 1859. NGC Unc Details—Rim Damage. Dia681.1 (R2). Diameter: 86mm. By P. Brusnitsyn. Obverse: Bust of Alexander II left, wearing military attire and helmet surmounted by crowned
eagle; Reverse: Equestrian statue of Nicholas I left, set upon highly ornate base decorated with musical and military implements and instruments,
seated figures, and friezes. This incredibly massive and exceptional issue features intricate artistry and impressive relief, all while the surfaces offer
an alluring gunmetal gray tone with hints of brilliance emanating from the protected areas. A few scattered marks are noted in the fields, but not
too distracting, while the noted rim damage—accounting for the details designation—is fairly minor as well.
$5,000-$7,500
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Incredibly Rare 50th Year of Service Medal in Gold

41454
RUSSIA. Nicholas Ivanovich Utkin/50 Years of Service Gold
Medal, 1859. PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Dia-680.1
(R5); Smirnov-631. Diameter: 42mm. By A. Lyalin. Obverse:
Bust left; Reverse: Radiant star above legend in six lines; all
within wreath. An INCREDIBLY RARE issue in gold, this
medal was struck to commemorate 50 years of service in
engraving for Utkin, as he had served as a professor, curator of
prints and graphics at the Hermitage, and superintendent of the
museum at the Imperial Academy of Arts. Already incredibly
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difficult in bronze and silver, this is the only such example in
gold seen across both major services. Some light hairlines are
noted in the fields, as one would expect given the high degree
of brilliance. Nevertheless, incredibly bold and brilliant, in
addition to its potential unique status. Of further note, this
Professor Utkin may well have been a relative of Pavel Petrovich
Utkin, the designer of the famed “family ruble” issued in 1836
under Nicholas I.
$20,000-$30,000
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41455
RUSSIA. Alexander II/Opening of the Monument for the Millennium
of the Russian State in Novgorod Silver Medal, 1862. PCGS
SPECIMEN-61. Dia-707.1 (R3). Diameter: 86mm. By P. Brusnitsyn.
Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: View of the monument celebrating
the Millennium of the Russian State in Novgorod. An exceptionally
dazzling and VERY RARE issue in silver, this impressive piece offers
incredible artistry and intricacy upon the reverse, with numerous facets

on display within the makeup of the monument. Hints of cobalt and
violet add appeal throughout, all while a golden-amber nature combines
with gunmetal gray for a delightful background hue. For completeness,
some scattered hairlines are noted in the fields, but blend rather well
with the inviting palette.
$2,000-$4,000

41456
RUSSIA. Count Sergey Semenovich Uvarov/Academy of Sciences
Gold Award Medal, “1863” (issued ca. 1883). St. Petersburg Mint.
PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Dia-711.2 (R4). Diameter: 41mm;
Weight: 38.69 gms. By I. Chukmasov & N. Prokofiev. Obverse: Bust
of the count facing slightly left; Reverse: Two muses, Melpomene and
Clio, between female personification of Fama standing right, holding
laurel wreath and blowing trumpet. Exceptionally attractive and
EXCEEDINGLY RARE, this alluring award medal served as prize for
excellence in academic work, and was a renewal of the type originally

created in 1863 under the auspices of Uvarov’s son. Some light hairlines
in the fields are noted, but this piece nevertheless presents great
brilliance and a hint of a cameo nature, all while sporting an elegant and
enticing burnished tone nearer the peripheries. Includes certificate of
authenticity, no. 005212, from the State Historical Museum in Moscow,
signed by A. S. Shkurko, the resident expert on cultural valuables.
Incorrectly labeled on the holder as Dia-680.1
$20,000-$30,000
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41457
RUSSIA. Moscow Ethnographic Exposition Gold Award Medal,
1867. NGC MS-63. Dia-749.2 (R4); Smirnov-683b. Diameter: 46mm;
Weight: 62.17 gms. Obverse: Crowned imperial double eagle facing,
with crown above and with scepter and orb in talons; Reverse: Legend
in eight lines within wreath. This rather large and brilliant specimen

exhibits a sharp strike with prooflike fields and frosted devices. Despite
a few light carbon spots, a VERY RARE piece that remains an excellent
survivor with great eye appeal overall.
$10,000-$15,000

41458
RUSSIA. Ministry of Public Education/Peter I (the Great) &
Alexander II Gold Award Medal, 1872. NGC MS-62. Dia-787.1 (R4);
Smirnov-741. Diameter: 44mm. By L. Shteinman. Obverse: Jugate busts
right of Alexander II and Peter I within garlanded oak and laurel wreath;
Reverse: Legend in five lines within circular legend. INCREDIBLY
RARE and highly appealing, this impressive medal was issued for the
Peter the Great Prize and the 200th anniversary of the czar’s birth.
Based upon the obverse legend in the garlands of the wreath, the medal

would appear to have been a token of appreciation to those involved
with the reviewing of the essays submitted for the Peter the Great Prize.
In this case, the type would serve a similar role to the modern Nobel
Nominating Committee medals, though with this type existing in
exceptionally small quantities—especially in gold as here. A few light
marks in the fields, but otherwise highly brilliant and attractive.
$10,000-$15,000

41459
RUSSIA. Alexander II/Moscow Main Archives Gold Medal, 1874.
St. Petersburg Mint. NGC MS-60. Dia-808.1 (R5); Smirnov-732.
Diameter: 40mm; Weight: 49.76 gms. By P. Brusnitsyn. Issued for the
consecration of the Moscow Main Archives of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs Building. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Legend in five lines.
A number of scattered scuffs and hairlines are noted in the fields, as
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well as some light deposits around the bust of the czar, but this Mint
State specimen nevertheless remains free from handling while offering
a great deal of minty brilliance glistening throughout. VERY RARE and
highly desirable.
$8,000-$12,000
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Majestic Gold Alexander III Coronation Medal
Struck in 30 Ducat Weight!

41460
RUSSIA. Coronation of Alexander III & Maria Feodorovna
Gold Medal, 1883. PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Dia931.2 (R3). Diameter: 51mm; Weight: 108.16 gms. By A.
Griliches, Jr. Obverse: Conjoined heads right of Alexander
and Maria Feodorovna, diademed; Reverse: Crowned imperial
double eagle, with coat-of-arms on breast and holding scepter
and orb; garlanded crown above. A VERY RARE and highly

impressive coronation issue, this nearly-choice medal presents
a subtle frosting to the devices that, when combined with the
elegant brilliance of the fields, yields an alluring cameo nature.
Some scattered hairlines in the fields are noted, but quite typical
given the resounding brilliance. A tremendous opportunity for
a type that does not present itself all that often.
$25,000-$35,000
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Dazzling 10 Rubles of Alexander III

41461
RUSSIA. 10 Rubles, 1887-AT. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander
III. NGC MS-63. Fr-167; KM-Y-A42; Bit-16. This rather
enticing, choice specimen presents a great deal of shimmering
brilliance along with delightful cartwheel luster abounding
throughout. The color verges upon a pale golden hue, with the

reverse devices offset slightly by a very subtle matte nature. Tied
with just two other specimens for the finest in the NGC census.
$22,000-$26,000
Ex: Sobolin Collection.

41462
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1885-CNB AT. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander III.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Bit-46; KM-Y-25. An absolutely stunning
example of this type, highly scarce in such a fine level of preservation
with near-gem surfaces featuring frosty luster and razor-sharp devices.
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The blast-white centers hold all the way to the rims where deepiridescent tone is noted, likely from long term safekeeping in its issued
bank roll.
$3,000-$4,000
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A Spectacularly Toned Alexander III Proof Ruble

41463
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1886-AT. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander
III. PCGS PROOF-64+ Gold Shield. Dav-292; KM-Y-46; Bit60. Large Head type. RARE in proof format, this example has
been impressively preserved as well, displaying undiminished
mirror-like qualities in the fields, razor-sharp detailing on the
designs, and only a few instances of past contact which surely

prevented an even higher grade. Vibrant orange, blue, and
mauve toning highlights on both sides contribute mightily to
the appearance too, and undoubtedly place this piece in elite
company. As such, strong competition for this beauty is all but
assured.
$15,000-$30,000

41464
RUSSIA. 25 Kopeks, 1887 (AT). St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander III.
NGC MS-63 Prooflike. KM-Y-44; Bit-90. A highly choice example of
this minor, presenting a deep prooflike allure with tremendous radiance

throughout. Just a few scattered marks in the fields prevent an even
higher designation.
$1,500-$3,000
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41465
RUSSIA. Alexander III/50th Anniversary of Meschanskoe College
Silver Medal, 1885. NGC MS-61. Dia-958.1 (R3). Diameter: 95mm.
By A. Griliches, Jr. Obverse: Bare head right within laurel wreath;
Reverse: Perspective view of Meschanskoe College; in exergue, two
round shields bearing the dates 1835 and 1885, and decorated with
garnishing. Presenting immensely alluring relief on the obverse portrait

and intricate architectural detail on the reverse, this highly vibrant
and appealing specimen offers an enchanting and enlivened toning
composed of cobalt, amber, and burnt sienna. Incredibly majestic and
beautiful to the eye, along with being rather RARE.
$2,000-$4,000

41466
RUSSIA. Alexander III/Survival of the Imperial Family in the Borki
Railway Crash Bronze Medal, 1888. NGC MS-63 Brown. Dia-1010.1.
Diameter: 89mm. By A. Griliches, Jr. Obverse: The czar and his family
standing facing, embracing; Reverse: Female personification of Russia
kneeling right, beseeching aid from an angel who extends her hand over
Russia’s head and points toward heaven; in exergue, scene of the railroad
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crash which involved the imperial family. A rather large and impressive
medal, this deep brown specimen offers fairly clean, choice surfaces and
some underlying luster, along with solid relief and a fairly ambitious
overall design.
$1,600-$2,000
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41469
41467
RUSSIA. Alexander III/First Pan-Russian Hygiene Exhibition Gold
Award Medal, 1893. St. Petersburg Mint. NGC MS-62. Dia-1083.2
(R5); Smirnov-1028/b. Diameter: 45mm; Weight: 57.74 gms. By A.
Griliches, Jr. & V. Nikonov. Issued by the Russian Society for Protection of Public Health [unawarded]. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse:
Crowned shield and area left blank for engraving within wreath. An
INCREDIBLY RARE and hefty award medal, this impressive piece
offers an imposing portrait of the czar in the penultimate year of his
reign. A hint of burnished orange-gold toning takes hold at the peripheries, with some scattered hairlines observed in the fields.

RUSSIA. Silver “Unveiling of the Alexander II Monument in Liubech” Medallic Ruble, 1898-AT. St. Petersburg Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-Y-61; Bit-323; Dia-1262.1 (R2). Diameter: 32mm.
By A. Griliches, Jr. Obverse: Bare head of Alexander II left; Reverse:
View of Alexander’s monument in Liubech. A VERY RARE and enticing medallic issue, this piece commemorates the monument dedicated to the grandfather of czar Nicholas II, Alexander II. Quite deeply
toned, with strong hues of cobalt and olive, and a great deal of shimmering luster radiating from beneath.
$7,000-$10,000

$10,000-$15,000

41470

41468
RUSSIA. 15 Rubles, 1897-AT. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas II.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Fr-177; KM-Y-65.2; Bit-2. Narrow Rim
variety. An attractive Mint State example with very few large marks for
the grade and attractive orange-gold coloration.
$1,000-$1,500

RUSSIA. Copper “Inauguration of the Alexander II Monument in
Moscow” Medallic Ruble/Ruble Pattern, 1898-AT. St. Petersburg
Mint. Nicholas II. NGC PROOF-63 Brown. KM-Pn159; Sev-4057;
Bit-M326; Dia-1261.2 (R1). By A. Griliches, Jr. Obverse: Bare head of
Alexander II left; Reverse: View of Alexander’s monument in Moscow. Though bearing the effigy of Alexander II, this issue is, in fact,
one from his grandson, Nicholas—the final czar of Russia. A RARE
and engaging issue, this piece is sometimes considered to be a pattern
Ruble, and other times simply a medallic issue in the module of the
Ruble. Deep brown in color, with a great deal of brilliance emanating
from the fields when rotated.
$9,000-$12,000
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A Magnificent Key Date Proof Ruble of Nicholas II

41471
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1913-EB. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas
II. PCGS PROOF-66+ Gold Shield. KM-Y-59.3; Bit-67. An
astonishing proof striking of this KEY DATE Ruble of Nicholas
II. Preserved in near-pristine state, the central rendering of
Nicholas II on the obverse and the Russian imperial eagle on the
reverse showcase subtle frost. When set against the fields, which
are both highly mirrored and display strong concave qualities
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on the obverse, the appearance is undoubtedly sublime. Tingles
of vivid copper and plum tone appear along portions of the
edges and complete the presentation. Unquestionably a coin
of immense magnitude, this piece is sure to resonate with the
collector that seeks items of true museum quality; an absolute
masterpiece in the Russian series!
$20,000-$40,000
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41472
RUSSIA. Civil War. White Movement. Copper 3 Rubles Token,
1918. Armavir State Bank. PCGS MS-65 Brown Gold Shield. KM2.2; Bit-8; Brekke-5. A VERY RARE and alluring type, this example
features a small monogram under the claw of the double-headed Kerensky eagle, emblematic of the provisional government. Emanating
from the last stronghold of the White Army in their stand against
communism before being conquered by the Bolsheviks, thus the last
coinage with a link to Imperial Russia. Struck from salvaged roofing,
plumbing, and other sources of scrap in January 1918.
$1,000-$1,500

41475
RUSSIA. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Ruble, 1924-NA. Leningrad (St. Petersburg) Mint. PCGS PROOF-65+ Cameo. KM-Y90.1. An INCREDIBLY RARE offering in proof, this dazzling Gem
presents lightly frosted devices and exceptionally mirrored fields, ultimately forming a great cameo effect. Undoubtedly, this “workers of
the world, unite!” issue is immensely worthy of a very strong bid and
much focus from the community.
$5,000-$7,500

41473
RUSSIA. Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic. 20 Kopeks,
1923. Petrograd (St. Petersburg) Mint. NGC PROOF-66. KM-Y-82.
Approaching pristine, this lovely proof silver minor showcases crisply struck designs and extreme reflectivity over the carefully handled
surfaces. Tone over both sides adds a touch further to the exemplary
character, with pale color that is mostly orange in the centers with the
addition of purple hue at the edges. RARE as a proof, and especially so
in this alluring Gem quality, with a single example having been graded
finer by NGC.

41476
RUSSIA. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Gold 50 Grams Ingot,
ND (ca. 1970). AS MADE. AGW: 1.6076 oz. Diameter: 19 x 31.5 x
5mm. Obverse: Insignia with CCCP and fineness (999.9), along with
hammer and sickle; 50г (= 50 grams); Reverse: Serial number: БЯ
0794. Bright gold surfaces are well preserved and visually appealing.
$3,000-$3,500

$1,500-$3,000

41477
41474
RUSSIA. Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic. 15 Kopeks,
1922. Petrograd (St. Petersburg) Mint. NGC PROOF-65. KM-Y-81.
The middle year in a brief, three-year type, this glistening Gem offers
a great deal of shimmering brilliance and some light frosting to the
devices, all while a slight golden-olive tone is sprinkled throughout.

RUSSIA. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Chervonetz (10 Rubles), 1981-(M). Moscow Mint. NGC MS-67. Fr-181a; KM-Y-85.
Though it merely grades as a choice Gem, this tremendous specimen
is seemingly without issue and offers a great cartwheel brilliance to
the luster.
$700-$1,000

$800-$1,200
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SARAWAK

SAUDI ARABIA

41480

41478
SARAWAK. Cent, 1937-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-66
Red Gold Shield. KM-18; Prid-56. With just four having been graded
finer at PCGS, this resounding Gem—fully awash in an original red
nature—is undoubtedly one of the best of the type that one can hope to
encounter. Radiant and appealing, with some hints of violet scattered
about the lustrous surfaces.
$700-$1,000

SAUDI ARABIA. Sovereign (Pound), ND (1947). Philadelphia
Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Fr-191; KM-35. AGW: 0.2354 oz.
The SCARCER small denomination of the ARAMCO concession
payment coinage, issued to pay the Saudi Arabian government for oil
rights. Quite choice and brilliant, with a minimum degree of subtle,
innocuous contact marks.
$1,500-$2,000

Ex: Kings Norton Mint Collection.

41481
41479
SARAWAK. Cent, 1941-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-66
Red Gold Shield. KM-18. Nearing flawless, this coveted issue displays
pinpoint detailing on the designs, gleaming fields, and color that is
consistent throughout and without instances of noteworthy spotting.
In this specimen quality, only surpassed by a single coin in the PCGS
population report.

SAUDI ARABIA. Sovereign (Pound), ND (1947). Philadelphia
Mint. NGC AU-58. Fr-191; KM-34. AGW: 0.2354 oz. The SCARCER
denomination from the ARAMCO concession payment coinage, this
token issue is an attractive and wholesome example with very light
toning.
$1,200-$1,500

$3,000-$4,000
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SCOTLAND

The Loch Ness Collection of Scottish Coins
The Loch Ness Collection of Scottish Coins is a landmark
cabinet that will stand as a reference of quality and rarity for
generations to come. It offers a magnificent showcase across
six centuries of coinage, spanning from the primitive sterling
issues under David I in the 12th century to the final emissions of the Edinburgh Mint under Anne in the beginning of
the 18th. This historic tour touches upon some of the most
pivotal periods in Scotland and the British Isles, illustrating
themes of the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and the Enlightenment in dazzling gold and silver. Even the most recent of
these coinages predate the American and French Revolutions
by nearly a century.
This comprehensive offering of types and denominations
includes over 100 coins and medals, ranging from the minuscule John Baliol halfpenny to the magnificent gold 20 pound
piece of James VI, the largest gold issue of the British Isles.
This 20 pound piece, with provenance to the Bridgewater
House Collection begun in the 17th century, plays the leading
role amid an ensemble of historic treasures, many of which
are world-class rarities in their own right.
Other monumental offerings in the Loch Ness cabinet include an exceptional 1555 portrait ryal of Mary, a 1592 gold

hat piece of James VI, a gold double crown of Charles I, and
a 1701 gold pistole of William II. Each of these pieces would,
on their own, signify a world-class cabinet. In some cases, it
has been decades since collectors have had an opportunity to
acquire these types and we suspect that it could be many more
years before they are offered again.
The attention to quality and rarity places the Loch Ness
Collection among the most accomplished cabinets of Scottish
coins ever formed. It joins the ranks of such landmark collections as Murray, Lockett, Dundee, and LaRiviere, through
which many of the present pieces can be traced. Not since our
1976 offering of the Dundee Collection, in association with
Spink, have we had the pleasure of presenting such a masterful assemblage. The royal biographies from that catalog have
been reprinted in the pages that follow, providing the crucial
context behind these coinages and bridging the gap between
these landmark offerings.
We are greatly honored to present the Loch Ness Collection of Scottish Coins at auction. It will be remembered as a
milestone in this series and its provenance will be a hallmark
of quality among future collectors. It is doubtful that such an
accomplishment will be matched for many years.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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David I (1124-1153)
One of the most important reigns in Scottish history began
when David succeeded his brother, Alexander I. Taking advantage of the civil wars in England to gain control of several
English counties, David captured Carlisle in 1136 and thereafter encouraged the settlement of Anglo-Norman families,
principally in southwestern Scotland. In this way the population of the lowlands was converted from Gaelic into an English-speaking community.
The feudal system steadily gained prominence under David’s reign and the earliest burghs were established. The court,
the Church, the law and Scottish trade were much under
English influence, yet David created or re-founded numerous
bishoprics and religious houses and introduced the diocesan
system. In the end too great a proportion of the best land
came to be owned by the Church, and the crown was impoverished by the king’s lavish grants to the Church.
More important to us perhaps is that David inaugurated a
Scottish coinage.
Ian Stewart in The Scottish Coinage (2nd edition, 1967) has
arranged David’s sterlings (pence) into four periods:
A. Before the outbreak of the English civil war and including the early civil war years (1136 to the early 1140s),
when Carlisle was the main mint.

C. The later civil war years up to 1153. Struck at Roxburgh,
Berwick, and Carlisle. The coins usually have a cross fleury with a pellet in each angle.
D. Posthumous coins issued in David’s name after his death
in 1153. Blundered or meaningless legends, although
Roxburgh has been identified as a mint. Reverses similar
to those in period C.

B. The middle and later 1140s. The coins have blundered
legends, so the mints are uncertain, but they may include
Edinburgh and Roxburgh.

Rare David I Penny

Among the Earliest Scottish Coins

41482
SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1124-53). Carlisle Mint; Moneyer: Erebald.
David I. NGC EF Details—Environmental Damage. S-5002; M&CGroup B (fig. 7). Weight: 1.32 gms. Period A, in the name and types
of Stephen of England. Deeply toned with glints of olive-gold luster
surrounding the design elements. The obverse is somewhat rough with
minor flan flaws near the center but only minimal friction. The reverse
is very sharp and well composed, displaying full legends and a bold
central cross. Superior for the type and RARE in all grades.
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Dating to Period A under David I, this piece was struck circa 1136 to
about 1140, making it among the earliest issues of Scottish coinage. This
coinage is a result of the Treaty of Durham between David I and King
Stephen of England, who required an oath of allegiance from David’s son,
Prince Henry. Beginning in 1139, Henry would issue coins himself, as Earl
of Northumberland and Huntingdon.
$3,500-$5,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Spink (4/2014) Lot # 1506.
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William I the Lion (1165-1214)

Alexander II (1214-1249)

William was the
brother of Malcolm IV.
In 1174 William joined
a conspiracy with Henry II’s son, who promised him Northumbria
as far as the Tyne. English forces, however,
captured William near
Alnwick and by the
Treaty of Falaise he was
forced to acknowledge
the English king as his
feudal superior and to
hand over the principal
Scottish castles. In 1189,
by the Treaty of Canterbury, the Treaty of Falaise was revoked
in return for payment of 10,000 merks needed by Richard I (the
successor to Henry II on the English throne) for his crusade. In
1209 William nearly succeeded in the recovering of Northumbria for 15,000 merks, but the negotiations broke down.
Apart from some extremely rare sterlings issued early in the
reign, the main coinages are:
1. Crescent and pellet coinage, 1174-1195. The sceptre head
may be either a square cross or a cross composed of four
pellets (cross pommee), the former being the earlier.
2. Short voided-cross coinage, 1195-1214.
The principal mints were Roxburgh, Perth and Edinburgh.
Much of the sterlings are without mint names. Most of William’s coins have the French REI or LE REI preceding the
king’s name instead of the Latin REX after the name.

Enlargement of a penny of Alexander II.

The son of William the Lion, Alexander sided with the English barons against King John at the time of the Magna Carta
in 1215. Friendship with the English king, Henry III, was restored and in 1221 William married Joan, Henry’s sister. Henry opposed, at Rome, the efforts of the Scots king to obtain
papal approval for his coronation and later Henry revived the
old claim of suzerainty. War was averted and a “firm peace”
concluded in 1237, at which time Alexander abandoned his
claim to the northern English counties.
The short voided-cross sterlings continued to be struck
throughout the reign, though for perhaps the first 20 years
they were in William’s name. Coins in Alexander’s name are
very rare, most of them struck at Roxburgh. The names of
two or even three moneyers are found together on some of
Alexander’s sterlings.

41483
SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1174-95). Roxburgh or Berwick Mint;
Moneyer: Radulfus and Raul Derling. William I “The Lion”. PCGS
AU-50 Gold Shield. S-5026. Weight: 1.52 gms. Crescent and Pellet
Coinage. Beautiful old tone with warm golden patina in the protected
areas. A bit weak at the borders but impressively sharp at the centers,
with an incredibly intricate portrait for the type. Glossy and free of
notable abrasions, this is a SCARCE type with only a handful offered
in the past two decades.
$800-$1,200
From the Loch Ness Collection.

41484
SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1214-49). Roxburgh Mint; Moneyers:
Peris and Adam. Alexander II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned. S-5034;
Burns-6b (fig. 67A). Weight: 1.47 gms. Short Cross Phase C, as William I “the Lion.” Bright from an old cleaning but nicely recovered.
Well centered with full legends and considerable luster. A very RARE
issue and seldom seen with this sharpness.
$600-$1,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Robert Bruce (1306-1329)

Robert II (1371-1390)

After Balliol’s departure
there was an interregnum
of ten years during which
Scotland was ruled by
English governors and the
country seethed with revolt. In 1297 Sir William
Wallace routed an English
army at Stirling, but a year
later Edward defeated the
Scots at Falkirk. Wallace
was eventually taken in
1305 and executed.
Robert Bruce was the
grandson of one of the contenders for the Scottish throne after the death of the Maid of Norway. He had himself crowned
in 1306, although with limited support. He was then mercilessly hunted by the English. When Edward I died in 1307
the tide began to turn. Robert crushed his Scottish opponents
and expelled English garrisons from Scottish strongholds. At
Bannockburn in 1314 he defeated the English under Edward
II and secured Stirling Castle. In 1320 the Scottish barons sent
Pope John XXII their famous letter from Arbroath acknowledging Robert as king and pledging themselves to resist English aggression. A truce with England followed in 1328.
Ian Stewart considers it likely that coinage in Scotland
ceased from 1296 until the middle years of Bruce’s reign,
when Berwick was recovered from the English (1318). Probably all of Bruce’s coins were struck there. The coins themselves
show little variety, except for the stops dividing the words on
the obverse, which may be one, two or three pellets. Very rare
halfpennies and farthings were also struck.

The son of Walter Stewart and Marjorie (only daughter of
Robert I) was 55 when he succeeded, becoming the first king
of the House of Stewart. He was a feeble ruler, allowing control of the country to be held by the most powerful magnates.
Intermittent warfare against England, with invasions by both
sides, concluded with an engagement at Otterburn in 1388,
at which the Scots captured Henry Hotspur. With French assistance the Scots retook most of Scotland that had been occupied by the English, Roxburgh and Berwick excepted.
Four silver denominations were struck during this reign – a
groat, half groat, penny and halfpenny – all struck at the three
mints of Edinburgh, Perth and Dundee. No Perth halfpenny
is known. Some coins have a B behind the king’s head, which
is thought to stand for Bonagius, a Florentine moneyer who
was employed at Edinburgh by 1364. The reign’s end saw the
lightweight Scottish groat being accepted in England for no
more than two pence. There was no gold coinage.

Rare Robert Bruce Penny
41486
SCOTLAND. Halfpenny, ND (1371-90). Edinburgh Mint. Robert
II. NGC VF-30. S-5152; Burns-1 (fig. 315). Weight: 0.46 gms. Pleasing
old tone with good detail and glossy surfaces.

41485
SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1306-29). Berwick Mint (?). Robert
Bruce. NGC VF-35. S-5076; Burns-1 (fig. 225). Weight: 1.23 gms.
Class I. Pleasing old tone with golden iridescence in areas. Well centered with sharp detail throughout, the obverse exhibits minor roughness while the reverse shows old marks across the high points. While
crowned king in 1306, it is thought that Robert Bruce did not issue
coins until just before 1320, and he died in 1329. As such, all the coins
of Robert Bruce remain RARE today.

$500-$1,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.

$1,000-$1,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Robert III (1390-1406)
The son of Robert II had been named John but adopted the name of Robert. He succeeded late in
life (age 53) and soon became senile and ineffective; government fell to the hands of his
brother, Robert, Duke of Albany.

these coins were struck at Edinburgh, Aberdeen and
Dumbarton. They were issued for just a short time
from about 1403 until his death in 1406 and all
are rare. There are no “light” half groats, and
the pennies and halfpennies struck during
the reign are of debased silver.

While lighter than the issues of his predecessors, the first coins of Robert III are
termed the “heavy” coinage and were struck
at Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Perth; most of
Robert’s coins belong to this heavy class issued from 1390 until circa 1403. At the turn
of the century, as a result of economic and other troubles, the weight of the groat was further
reduced to about 28 grains (the “light” coinage);

Early in this reign, or just before, the profile portrait was replaced by a facing head,
normal on English coins, and a regular gold
coinage was begun. The gold coinage consisted of lions (or crowns, current at 5 shillings),
inspired by the French ecu a la couronne, and
demy-lions. These too suffered a reduction in
weight, the lions from 61 to about 38 grains.

Rare Robert III Gold Lion

Impressive Robert III
Short Cross Lion

The Jenks-Garrett Specimen
Pedigree to 1921

41488

41487
SCOTLAND. Long Cross Lion (Scottish Crown or St. Andrew), ND
(1390-1406). Robert III. NGC EF-45. S-5154; Fr-2; Burns-4 var. (fig.
351). Weight: 3.86 gms. Heavy Coinage. An impressive survivor from
one of Scotland’s first gold coinages. Vibrant yellow-gold tone with
warmer apricot patina in areas. Scattered reddish encrustations are
visible on both sides. Well centered and bold with remarkable sharpness to St. Andrew’s face. A few minor marks are noted under a glass
including a thin scratch at St. Andrew’s knee.
Robert III was born John, Earl of Carrick, but changed his name to Robert
after the death of his father, Robert II. Injured by a horse before his father
died, he was apparently badly disabled and yielded most aspects of his
ruling authority to his brother Robert Stewart, the Duke of Albany. He fathered a single male heir, the Crown Prince James. Robert III died shortly
after James was captured and imprisoned by the English, a captivity that
would continue for 18 years. Robert’s distress over his failed reign and the
capture of his son depressed him enough that he requested that his wife
bury him in a dunghill with an epitaph reading “Here lies the worst of
Kings and the most miserable of men.” He was not buried alongside other
Scottish monarchs at Scone, but he was saved the embarrassment of being
buried in a dunghill, finding his eternal rest instead at Paisley Abbey.

SCOTLAND. Short Cross Lion (Scottish Crown or St. Andrew),
ND (1390-1403). Robert III. NGC EF-40. S-5155; Fr-4; Burns-11 (fig.
384). Heavy Coinage, Second Issue. Bright yellow-gold surfaces with
strong luster in the protected areas. Somewhat weak at the centers but
sharp at the borders with intact legends. Strong eye appeal despite minor friction in the fields. A RARE issue with fewer than a half-dozen
examples sold publicly in the past 15 years.
Ordered by the Act of October 24th, 1393, the lion or Scottish crown was
to be made of “good gold” with presumably equal fineness to the English
noble at 23 and 7/8 carats fine. These coins are sometimes called a gold
“St. Andrew” after the eponymous crucifixion portrayed on the reverse.
Burns points out that this nickname was a modern phenomena, as “the
name commonly given to these pieces when they were current coins was
lions or Scottish crowns.” Survivors remain RARE in all grades, and this
piece is surely among the finest known.
$3,500-$5,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.

$3,500-$5,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: David McDonald Collection (Dix Noonan Webb - 10/2004) Lot # 683.
Ex: Marian A. Sinton Collection (Triton III - 11/1999) Lot # 1623.
Ex: John Work Garrett Collection, Part II (Bank Leu/NFA - 10/1984) Lot # 804.
Ex: John Story Jenks Collection (Henry Chapman - 12/1921) Lot # 1635.
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Rare Robert III Demy-Lion
The LaRiviere Specimen
Plated in Spink

41489
SCOTLAND. Demy-Lion, ND (1390-1403). Robert III. NGC EF45. S-5157; Fr-7; Burns-6 (fig. 370) Weight: 2.04 gms. Heavy Coinage,
Without Tressure. The pale yellow tone across the high points is
complemented by warmer apricot patina in the protected areas. Boldly
struck from rusted dies and well centered on both sides. Remarkably
lustrous and free of any notable abrasions. An EXCEPTIONAL specimen
that is plated in Spink and pedigreed to the LaRivire Collection. One of
just five distinct examples sold at auction in the past 15 years.
Burns remarks that each variety of these demy lions, or “demies,” is
associated with a corresponding silver issue as indicated by the lettering

and ornamentation. While some varieties can also be matched to issues of
the full lion, it seems these demies were also issued “while no corresponding
coinage of pieces of the larger denomination took place.”
$6,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 38.
Ex: Seaby’s Bulletin (5/1949) Item # G481.
Plated in Spink (4th ed., 2020).

Rare Robert III Light Lion
The McDonald Specimen

41490
SCOTLAND. Lion, ND (1390-1406). Robert III. NGC EF-45. S-5160;
Fr-6; Burns-17 (fig. 420). Weight: 2.51 gms. Light Coinage, Type II.
Delightfully smooth surfaces with good luster in the protected areas.
The surfaces feature warm olive-gold color with traces of darker patina
throughout the legends. Somewhat soft at the lower elements but well
centered overall. An old mark to the right of the shield is unnoticeable
to the naked eye. A RARE issue with fewer than 10 pieces sold publicly
over the past two decades, of which this piece is surely among the most
desirable.
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Burns suggests that this issue of light lions corresponds with the light groats
of Robert III, as indicated by the style of the lettering and ornamentation.
While most often seen without a cross supporting St. Andrew, the cross is
visible on several varieties as seen on the heavy issues.
$5,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: David McDonald Collection (Dix Noonan Webb - 10/2004) Lot # 686.
Ex: Dr. J. Davidson Collection, Part I (Dix Noonan Webb - 10/2003) Lot # 850.
Ex: Bt. Spink (date unrecorded).
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James I (1406-1437)
The son of Robert III, James was the ablest
of the Stewart sovereigns. He succeeded as
a boy of eleven, but in that year, he was kidnapped by the English at sea and was not
returned to Scotland from captivity until
1424. Robert, Duke of Albany, was regent
until 1420, succeeded by his son, Murdoch.
When James returned, he instituted a policy
of severe repression against the more powerful magnates. Most of southern Scotland
was recovered from the English by 1430, although Roxburgh Castle and Berwick were
still held. James’ measures against the nobles
gave rise to a plot which ended in James being murdered at Perth in 1437.
James did much to restore the authority
and prestige of the monarchy while endeavoring to introduce
into parliament the principal of representation and to im-

prove the administration of justice. St. Andrews University was founded in 1412.
Until James’ return to Scotland in 1424 no
coins were struck except for some pennies.
The gold coinage consists of a long series of
demies, current at nine shillings, and much
rarer half demies, 22 carats fine.
Groats, current at sixpence and weighing
about 36 grains, were struck at Edinburgh,
Perth, Linlithgow and Stirling. The groats
now have a facing head with a sceptre and,
on the reverse, there is a fleur-de-lis in two
angles of the cross. No half groat is known.
Pennies were struck at Edinburgh, Aberdeen
and Inverness, but halfpennies are known
only of Edinburgh; both pieces were heavily debased. The smaller denominations also have the facing
head but are without a sceptre.

Exceptional Near-Mint
James I Demy

Rare James I Half Demy
Among the Finest Known

41492
41491
SCOTLAND. Demy, ND (1406). Edinburgh Mint; mm: crown/
cross. James I. NGC AU-58. S-5192; Fr-8; Burns-21 (fig. 484). Weight:
3.33 gms. Type III. Radiant and incredibly lustrous with only trivial
handling across the highest points. Bright yellow-gold tone with superior sharpness throughout. Well centered and visually impressive.
The James I demies are a somewhat enigmatic coinage for which “none
of the acts relating to [their] coinage have been preserved,” as noted by
Burns. He goes on to observe that “No Scottish gold coins are known of
which these can be regarded as the halves,” leaving the origin of their
name a mystery. Survivors are somewhat SCARCE and this example is
among the finest extant.
$7,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Arthur M. Fitts III Collection (Classical Numismatic Group 103 - 9/2016) Lot
# 1221.

SCOTLAND. Half Demy, ND (1406-37). Edinburgh Mint; mm:
crown/cross. James I. NGC EF-45. S-5194; Fr-9; Burns-2 (fig. 445).
Weight: 1.77 gms. Type II. A beautiful example of this historic rarity, the surfaces are pleasantly glossed with warm lemon-yellow tone.
Somewhat weak at the centers but sharp at the borders with virtually
full legends.
As enigmatic as their larger counterpart, the James I half demies represent a fraction of an unknown basis. Their issue seems to correspond
with the first issue of fleur-de-lis groats, as noted by Burns. Survivors
are VERY RARE in all grades. The present piece is among the finest
extant and ranks superior to the Dundee-LaRiviere specimen (Nearly
Very Fine), which appears to be the only example of this type sold in
the past 15 years. A truly significant offering.
$7,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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James II (1437-1460)
James II succeeded at the age of six, and a
power struggle with the nobles, particularly
the Douglas’s, brought the country to the
verge of ruin. In wars against England, Roxburgh Castle was recovered in 1460 just after James’ accidental death during the siege.
The castle’s fall marked the end of the War
of Independence, for no English garrison,
except that at Berwick, was left on Scottish
soil. Berwick was surrendered to Scotland
in 1461. As a result of his marriage to Mary
of Guelders, James acquired from the Low
Countries some artillery, including the famous cannon Mons Meg, which can still be
seen in Edinburgh Castle.
There were two coinages. For the first 14
years of the reign the coinage was a continuation of James I’s issues and consisted

of demies (but not half demies), fleur-de-lis
groats and billion pennies. These were struck
at Edinburgh, Linlithgow and Stirling.
In 1451 a new coinage was created consisting of gold lions (crowns) and half lions,
silver groats and half groats having a crown
in two angles of the cross, and billion pennies. The weight of the groat was increased
from 36 to 59 grains and it was tariffed at
12 pence, whereas the lion was current at
10n shillings. There were two easily distinguishable issues of this second coinage.
Edinburgh was the principal mint, and late
in the reign subsidiary mints were opened
at Aberdeen, Perth, Stirling and Roxburgh.
Since the last-named place was captured
only in 1460 and destroyed, Roxburgh
coins must belong to that year.

Choice Mint State James II Demy

Elusive James II Gold Lion Mule

The Cochran-Patrick Specimen (1936)

41493
SCOTLAND. Demy, ND (1437-51). James II. NGC MS-63. S-5217;
Fr-10; Burns-2 (fig. 798). 3.34 gms. First Coinage. Visually impressive
with bountiful satiny luster and radiant yellow-gold tone. Well centered and sharp for the type, displaying full legends on both sides. Inspection reveals an old mark at the central obverse and minor friction
at on St. Andrew’s cross. Absolutely among the FINEST KNOWN.
James II took over for his father at the age of seven, though he was tragically killed by a misfiring cannon at 29. In between, the king, and those
who represented him during his minority, oversaw a chaotic kingdom
rife with disputes and jealousies. These included many conflicts with
the so-called “Black Douglasses,” most of whom were eventually slain in
1455 at the Battle of Arkinholm.
$6,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.

41494
SCOTLAND. Lion (Scottish Crown), ND (1451). mm: crown/cross.
James II. NGC AU-55. cf. S-5220/5221 (mule; for obv./rev.); Fr-11;
Burns-1a (fig. 519A). Weight: 3.44 gms. Second Coinage, Second /First
Issue Mule. An attractive example with pale yellow color and areas
of warm pinkish luster. Scattered traces of darker patina are noted in
the protected areas. Struck on a tight flan with the upper obverse and
lower reverse legends pushed off the edge, but very sharp otherwise.
Double struck on the reverse with a thin hairline scratch seen to the
right of St. Andrew under a glass. A VERY RARE variety of an already
elusive type.
Similar to the coinage of his predecessor, these lions can be associated
with issues of crown groats, linked by their style and ornamentation.
While the obverse of the present variety is linked to the second variety
of groats, the reverse is linked to the first variety. As such, this represents
a transitional mule that Burns calls “very rare.” Irrespective of variety,
the James II lions are incredibly elusive, with only about eight to ten examples sold over the past two decades.
$7,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Marshall Collection (Spink - 4/2004) Lot #292.
Ex: Spink Numismatic Circular (4/1943) Item # 19212.
Ex: R.W. Cochran-Patrick (Sotheby’s - 4/1936) Lot # 28.
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James III (1460-1488)
The reign of James III was troubled. He
succeeded at the age of nine and at first the
king’s mother, Mary of Guelders, was regent. After her death in 1463, Bishop Kennedy of St. Andrews assumed control, but
his death two years later left Scotland to the
rival ambitions of the nobles. The king’s interests were more intellectual than practical, yet his defects as a ruler were probably
exaggerated by partisan chroniclers. By
James’ marriage to Margaret of Denmark
in 1469, the crown’s rights over Orkney
and Shetland were surrendered to Scotland
in pledge of her dowry.
The disloyalty of the king’s brother, the
Duke of Albany, who allied with Richard
of Gloucester (from 1483 on, Richard III
of England), exacerbated the situation, and the English recovered Berwick in 1482. In the same year rebellious nobles
hanged several of the king’s favorites. James himself was defeated and killed during another rebellion in 1488.
This was a reign of great numismatic change, including the
introduction of a larger billion coin – the plack – and regular
copper farthings. There were complicated revaluations, but
only the normally quoted values are mentioned here.
Two new gold types were introduced: the rider in 1475,
valued at 23 shillings, with half and quarter riders included
in the later issue, and the unicorn, at 18 shillings, issued
from 1484.

The first change in the groats and half
groats was a light coinage begun in 1467,
distinguishable by mullets in two angles of
the reverse cross, and there were silver pennies of this type, worth three pence. Half
groats are known with the regnal numeral,
the earliest occurrence of this on a Scottish
coin. Edinburgh was the main mint, but
Berwick also emitted strikings of this light
silver while it was in Scottish hands from
1461 to 1482. Other groats and half groats,
in base silver, were to some extent issued
concurrently with the fine silver ones and
were perhaps tariffed at half their value, i.e.,
sixpence for the baser groat. Their type is
easily distinguished, with thistles and mullets on the reverse and the king depicted
three-quarter face to the right on the obverse.
The other new forms of petty coinage, the billion plack similar to the French blanc and the black farthings and other copper money, together with large issues of billion pennies mostly of the old 3-pellet type, gave rise to much dissatisfaction,
and some issues had to be called in or drastically devalued.
In 1484 there was a major coinage reform in which heavier
groats and half groats were issued, with the groat valued at 14
pence. The portrait of these coins, three-quarter face left, is undoubtedly a true likeness of James III and a remarkable early
instance of Renaissance coin portraiture. Groats of this coinage
were struck at Aberdeen (in 1488) as well as Edinburgh.
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Scarce James III Gold Rider
The LaRiviere Specimen

41495
SCOTLAND. Rider, ND (1460-88). James III. NGC VF-35.
S-5256; Fr-13; Burns-2 (fig. 600). Weight: 5.15 gms. Type I,
King to Right. Well centered on a tight planchet with notable
doubling on the obverse. The surfaces are pleasantly glossy
and smooth, with minor friction on the obverse that has long
blended into the complexion. Warm pinkish luster in the
protected areas is complemented by pale yellow tone elsewhere.
Featuring bold definition and strong eye appeal, this piece also
offers a great pedigree for advanced collectors.
James III took the throne at age 9 in Kelso and watched helplessly
as factions pushed and pulled the government during his
minority. He was not much more powerful when he came of age,
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a fact that seemed to bother him little, though a flurry of new
denominations were introduced under his rule. As an alliance
with England ended in conflict, James III managed to alienate
much of the nobility before eventually being murdered by Scottish
nobles led by his own 15-year old son at the Battle of Sauchiebrun.
He was perhaps 37 at the time of his death.
$10,000-$15,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Triton XIII (1/2010) Lot # 2107.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 58.
Ex: Glendining (4/1983) Lot # 7.
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Superb James III Gold Half Rider
Among the Finest Known

41496
SCOTLAND. Half Rider, ND (1475-83). James III. NGC EF45. S-5260; Fr-14; Burns-2. (fig. 620). Weight: 2.41 gms. Type
II, King Left, Lis Below Arm. Impeccably executed with ideal
centering and superior sharpness. Struck from rusted dies with
a small striking split at 1 o’clock on the obverse. The beaded
borders are virtually complete on both sides and the legends
are fully intact. Pleasing warm apricot tone with considerable
luster in the protected areas. An IMPORTANT RARITY
among Scottish gold.
The gold rider represented an entirely new denomination issued
by James III, though it was short lived and was replaced by the

Unicorn circa 1484. Burns associated these half riders with
the issue of five-pointed mullet groats introduced circa 1482,
indicating a very short window of production of perhaps three
or four years. This could explain the great rarity of this issue, of
which only four distinct specimens can be traced over the past two
decades. This example is surely one the finest extant, comparing
favorably to both the Murray coin (Very Fine) and the LaRiviere
coin (Good Fine).
$12,000-$18,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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James IV (1488-1513)
James IV encouraged trade and the
country became economically prosperous. He created a Scottish navy and the
reign saw the building of the “great” Michael and other powerful vessels. He supported the cause of Perkin Warbeck, the
pretender to the English throne, and invaded England on his behalf in 1496. After a truce, a settlement was reached, and
in 1503 James married Margaret, daughter
of Henry VII of England. A century later,
this marriage brought about the union of
the crowns of England and Scotland. The
marriage treaty involved an English recognition of the independence of the Scottish crown.
James tried to maintain peace with England, but when Henry VIII prepared for
war against France he supported the Scottish alliance with
the French and invaded England. In 1513 the Scots were di-

sastrously defeated at Flodden and James
himself was slain.
The coinage of heavy groats and half
groats continued, the groat weighing 47
grains and passing for 14 pence, with type
changes in 1489 and 1490. About 1496
these were replaced by light coinage, with
a groat of 39 grains, worth 12 pence, as
well as half goats and silver pennies.
The gold coinage consisted of unicorns
and half unicorns, lions (or crowns) and
half lions of various types. Billion placks
(at four pence), half placks and pence were
also issued in large quantities.
All of the coins were minted at Edinburgh. The king’s regnal numeral appears on some and was placed at the end
of the obverse legend, taking such forms
as QR, QRA, or QT (for QUARTUS), a Roman IIII or medieval form of 4.

Important James IV Unicorn
The Murray-Davidson Specimen

41497
SCOTLAND. Unicorn, ND (1488-1513). Edinburgh Mint; mm:
lis. James IV. NGC VF-30. S-5315; Fr-18; Burns-5 (under James III).
Weight: 3.72 gms. Type I, Three Lis in Crown. Pale olive-gold with
darker patina in the protected areas. A small split in the planchet and
natural irregularity is noted at the lower obverse. While the centers are
weak from worn dies, evidence of true friction remains minimal. An
attractive example of this SCARCE type.
Burns original placed this variety under James III due to an association
with groats of a similar style, though modern scholarship suggests an
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attribution to James IV. Either way, it is certain that these were among
the earlier issues of this denomination, as they were soon replaced by the
Type II design with five lis in the crown. This piece is among the most
important survivors from this issue, with a pedigree to the Murray and
Davison collections.
$3,500-$5,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Dr. James Davidson Collection (Dix Noonan Webb - 10/2003) Lot # 984.
Ex: Mrs. Joan E.L. Murray Collection (5/2001) Lot # 1966.
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Spectacular Mint State James IV Half Unicorn
The Davidson-McDonald Specimen

41498
SCOTLAND. Half Unicorn, ND (1488-1513). Edinburgh
Mint; mm; lis. James IV. NGC MS-62. S-5320; Fr-19; Burns-1
(fig. 660). Weight: 1.88 gms. An absolutely magnificent
survivor of this fantastical type, with surfaces that glow with
satiny luster and warm yellow-gold tone. The reverse is ideally
centered while the obverse is double struck and slightly drawn
toward 12 o’clock. Very sharp across all elements and free of all
but the most trivial friction. Perhaps the sole finest of this type,
it shares the condition census with the Murray coin (Good Very
Fine) and the LaRiviere specimen (Very Fine).
James IV’s most notable achievement would not pay dividends for
generations: his marriage to Henry VII’s daughter Margaret bore
fruit and paved the way for his grandson, James VI of Scotland,
to become James I of England as a result of the Tudor blood in

his veins. Despite this important alliance with England, James IV
sided with France when England crossed the Channel to invade.
Though the Scottish-French connection was made law through
an older alliance, it proved disastrous: James IV was killed at
Flodden when he invaded England in 1513. James IV was the
last Scottish king to speak Scottish Gaelic and the last British
monarch to be killed in battle.
$10,000-$15,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: David McDonald Collection (Dix Noonan Webb - 10/2004) Lot #695.
Ex: Dr. James Davidson Collection, Part I (Dix Noonan Webb - 10/2003)
Lot # 876.
Acquired from Baldwin's (10/1969).
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James V (1513-1542)
On the death of his father, James V was
less than two years old, and the country’s
government fell to John, Duke of Albany,
until 1524. The “auld alliance” with France
was renewed and James married a daughter of Francis I, and after her death, Mary
of Guise-Lorraine, who became the mother of Mary, Queen of Scots. James alienated the nobility, but he received strong
support from the church and was much
under its influence. At first relations with
England were peaceful, but his friendship
with France and his refusal to suppress
the monasteries enraged the English king,
Henry VIII, who invaded Scotland and
routed the Scottish forces at Solway Moss
in 1542. Soon after the battle James died.
A wide variety of issues came forth
during the reign of this strong ruler who
acted firmly to maintain law and order.

Gold unicorns (of 20 shillings) and half
unicorns were issued from early in the
reign, as were eagle crowns, of which no
specimen is now extant. From 1526, there
was a large issue of crowns also worth 20
shillings. From 1539, there were issues of
ducats (or bonnet pieces), worth 40 shillings or three merks, two-third ducats and
one-third ducats. The ducats are dated
1539 and 1540; the two smaller values,
1540 only.
Current with the unicorns was a large
issue of billon placks. Silver groats of
18 pence began to be minted only from
1526 and they are of four types. Onethird groats were also struck. A new billon denomination – the bawbee of sixpence – was struck during the last years
of the reign, together with half and quarter bawbees.

Historic James V Unicorn

Ex Murdoch Collection (1903)

41499
SCOTLAND. Unicorn, ND (1513-42). Edinburgh Mint; mm: x/
crown. James V. NGC VF-30. S-5365; Fr-22; Burns-5 (fig. 733). Weight:
3.85 gms. First Coinage, Without Countermark. A beautiful piece with
rich honey-gold tone and hints of powder-blue iridescence. The surfaces
are smooth and glossy without any notable blemishes throughout. Off
center towards 12 o’clock on both sides but otherwise well defined.
The unicorn and shield on the obverse are dramatically echoed from a
multitude of strikes. Perhaps one of the most historic examples available,
this coin has been mistakenly identified as S-5364 (with countermark)
on the NGC label.
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The gold unicorn was issued for roughly the first decade of James V’s
technical rule before being replaced by the crowns of the second coinage
circa 1526. While his official coronation was in 1512 at the age of one,
James V did not fully embrace the kingship until 1528, after dismissing his
regents and escaping from the custody of Archibald Douglas, the 6th Earl
of Angus.
$3,500-$5,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: St. James’s Auctions (6/2007) Lot # 464.
Ex: WAG (6/2005) Lot # 5060.
Ex: Leu (10/2004) Lot # 512.
Ex: John G. Murdoch Collection (Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge - 5/1903) Lot # 166.
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Superb Mint State James V Crown

41500
SCOTLAND. Crown (20 Shillings), ND (1526-39). James V.
NGC MS-61. S-5370; Fr-24; Burns-2 (fig. 739). Second Coinage,
Type III, Rounded Shield. A magnificent piece showing both
superior execution and preservation. Rich yellow-gold tone
is accented by vibrant satiny luster across the surfaces. Well
centered and very sharp, featuring intact legends and nearly
complete beading at the borders. Natural irregularity is noted
at the upper obverse edge, but there are no significant abrasions
throughout. Surely among the finest survivors and VERY
RARE in such condition.

James V was just 17 months old when his father was killed at
the Battle of Flodden on September 9th 1513, thrusting him into
the kingship. Imprisoned by his regent until late adolescence, he
married for the first time at 24. His bride, the daughter of King
Francis I of France, helped strengthen the old French alliance, but
alienated England even more — a process aided by the death of
his English mother and his strict Catholic adherence. His second
bride bore him the only child who would survive infancy, a little
girl named Mary who would be queen just six days after her birth.
$10,000-$15,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Impressive 1540 James V Ducat or “Bonnet Piece”
Rare Two-Year Type

41501
SCOTLAND. Ducat (Bonnett Piece), 1540. Edinburgh Mint;
mm: saltire. James V. NGC VF-35. S-5373; Fr-25; Burns-4
(fig. 754). Weight: 5.71 gms. Third Coinage. A splendid and
exceptionally sharp example of this RARE two-year type.
Pleasing pale-yellow tone with warmer honey color in the
protected areas. Ancient graffito, in the form of an offset X, is
noted behind the portrait as is commonly seen for this issue. The
obverse is well centered on the flan while the reverse is drawn
slightly to 12 o’clock. The overall definition is exceptional, with
strong detail to the hair and profile of the portrait. A notable
glossy texture is apparent to the central obverse, though the
borders remain untroubled and very lustrous. Attractive and
distinctly SUPERIOR for the type.
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The ducats, or bonnet pieces, of 1539 and 1540 represent the
earliest dated coins of Scotland and the British Isles, and England
did not begin dating coins until 1547. As is the case with much
early Scottish gold, no official records of this issue survive. Burns
remarks that they were struck of “native gold, obtained from
Crawford Muir and the lands of Corehead.” The ducats of 1540
are readily distinguished from the 1539 issue by an open annulet
behind the head, as opposed to the solid pellet on the earlier date.
They remain RARE in all grades and the present piece is among
the finer specimens.
$12,000-$18,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Rare James V 2/3 Ducat

41502
SCOTLAND. 2/3 Ducat, 1540. Edinburgh Mint; mm: lis.
James V. NGC VF-20. S-5374; Fr-26; Burns-1 (fig. 755). Third
Coinage. Hints of warm bronze color accent the overall pale
olive-gold tone. The obverse is well centered, with just the tips
of the lower legends pushed off the flan. Trivial friction is noted
around the portrait but the surfaces are otherwise smooth and
without significant abrasions. The reverse is drawn towards 12
o’clock with uniformly bold detail. Traces of residue are noted
at the right border around HONOR REGIS. A wholesome and
EXCEPTIONAL example of this RARE fractional.

The James V two-thirds ducat is of even greater rarity than
its whole counterpart and was called “very rare” by Burns in
1887. It retains this elusive status over a century later. Just four
distinct examples have been sold at auction over the past decade,
most of which have impairments, including the Lockett (Very
Fine, Scratch), Dundee (NGC VF Details-Graffiti), LaRiviere
(Very Fine, Edge Knock) and Douglas (NGC EF-45) coins. This
problem-free piece, now the fifth example, is the first that we
have handled since our sale of the Dundee coin in 2011 and it
represents a truly significant opportunity for advanced specialists.
$10,000-$15,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Extremely Rare James V 1/3 Ducat
The Douglas-LaRiviere Specimen
Plated in Spink

41503
SCOTLAND. 1/3 Ducat, 1540. Edinburgh Mint; mm: lis.
James V. NGC VF-35. S-5375; Fr-27; Burns-1 (fig. 756).
Weight: 1.90 gms. Third Coinage. An absolute treasure among
Scottish gold and one of the most noteworthy offerings in this
cabinet. Overall olive-gold tone is accented by warm honey
color and traces of dark patina at the borders. Nicely centered
with intact legends and virtually complete beaded borders.
Scrutiny reveals a masterful repair at the portrait’s jaw and
corresponding shield, though this is largely unnoticeable to
the naked eye. The surfaces are otherwise smooth and without
distractions. This coin offers a magnificent coalescence of rarity
and eye appeal for this historic type.
Issued in the twilight years of James V’s reign, this 1540 issue is
a monumental rarity among Scottish coinage. As with the larger
counterpart, the one third ducat is part of the first dated issues
of the entire British Isles, preceding England’s first dated issues
by nearly a decade. While the full denomination was issued for
1539 and 1540, the fractional ducats were only issued for 1540
contributing to their extreme rarity. Curiously, Burns points out
that “coinages of Bonnet pieces took place during 1541 and 1542...
but neither of these dates appear upon the coins.” The later coinage

coincides with the King’s death in the same year, with his daughter
Mary being just six days old. The next day, she was crowned as
Queen of the Scots, ruling in the north and becoming the key
player in the political intrigues of England or the next 30 years.
Between the full ducat, the two-thirds ducat, and the one-third
ducat, the one third fractional offered here is the rarest by several
magnitudes. In fact, this example is the only one we can trace
through a public auction over the past two decades. It was last
sold as part of the Lucien LaRiviere Collection in 2006 and was
previously featured in the Douglas Collection in 1997. With an
average appearance of less than once per decade for examples of
the issue, the significance of this offering cannot be overstated.
It was also selected as the plate coin for the most recent Spink
reference (4th ed., 2020), immortalizing it as an exemplary
specimen for generations to come.
$15,000-$25,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 87.
Ex: Douglas Collection (Spink - 4/1997) Lot # 283.
The Spink plate coin (4th ed., 2020).

41504
SCOTLAND. Groat (4 Pence), ND (1526-39). James V (1513-42).
NGC EF-45. S-5378; Burns-4. Second Coinage, Type III. Impressively
sharp with trivial doubling and lovely original toning that ranges from
olive brown to steely blue. Well centered with only the tips of the legends
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pushed to the edge on the lower obverse. As a type, extremely desirable
and highly coveted in this lovely quality.
$1,200-$1,800
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Mary Queen of Scots (1542-1567)
Mary was less than a week old when
her father died. At first the Earl of Arran
was governor and on his resignation in
1554. Mary of Guise, the queen’s mother, was appointed regent. Henry VIII of
England hoped that Mary would marry
his son, the Prince of Wales. When this
plan dissolved, Henry sent the Earl of
Hertford to ravage southern Scotland in
1544 and 1545, at which time Mary and
her mother resided in Stirling for safety.
Incursions by English forces were not
finally repulsed until 1550 with the help
of French troops. Mary had been sent to
France in 1548 to live at the French court,
and ten years later she married the Dauphin, who became Francis II on the death
of his father in 1559. Francis died in 1560,
however, and the following year Mary returned to Scotland.
Meanwhile in Scotland, advocates of religious reform had
become increasingly strong and had formed a militant league
for the establishment of the reformed faith. This was ably
supported by John Knox. A parliament of 1560, irregularly
convened, abolished the authority of the Pope and recognized
Protestantism as the only legal form of belief. On her return,
Mary had no alternative but to recognize the ecclesiastical
revolution.
As a result of Queen Elizabeth’s intrigue to enervate Mary’s
authority, Mary married her cousin, Henry, Lord Darnley in
1565. After his murder in 1567, Mary made the error of marrying the Scottish Earl of Bothwell, widely regarded as Darnley’s murderer. This discredited her, she lost support throughout the kingdom, and her enemies imprisoned her in Loch
Leven Castle, where she was forced to abdicate. She escaped,
but after the defeat of her army at Langside she fled to England to seek Elizabeth’s protection. Elizabeth, however, had
her imprisoned, and in 1587 ordered her execution.
Mary’s changing status as spinster, married woman and
widow was reflected in the coinage. On her earliest coins she
was simply Queen of Scots. After her marriage to Francis the
titles changed, and they changed again when Francis became
King of France. Her subsequent widowhood, her marriage to
Henry Darnley and her second widowhood are all evident
from her coins.
Few of Mary’s coins bear her portrait and all such pieces are
rare. The most desirable of the silver coins are the testoons of

1561–1562, which have a beautiful representation of the young queen, probably
after her portrait by Francois Clouet.
All of Mary’s gold coins are very rare,
some extremely rare. The earliest are the
abbey crowns and 20-shilling pieces,
followed in 1553 by the 44-shilling and
22-shilling pieces. During 1555-1558
there was a coinage of 3-pound and
30-shilling pieces with an unflattering
portrait of the queen, and finally in 1558,
just after Mary’s marriage, there was an
issue of ducats that have facing portraits
of Francis and Mary.
The first silver coins were the very rare
testoons of 1553 bearing Mary’s portrait,
issued at 4 shillings These were followed
by further issues of testoons, valued at 5
shillings, until the final one of 1561-1562. Of all these varied
issues, that of 1556-1558 is the most commonly seen today.
After 1562 no coins were struck in Scotland until the large issue of ryals (valued at 30 shillings) and of two-third and onethird ryals dated 1565-1567.
Billon coins, sometimes containing virtually no silver, were
produced in great quantity until 1560. The first of these the
undated bawbees and half bawbees-formed the great bulk
of the coinage up to 1554. The pennies, lions (or hardheads)
and placks are all very base, and many counterfeit coins were
made. The heart-and-star counterstamp found on the placks
and lions was ordered by the Scottish parliament on 5 March
1574/5 to be added to all genuine coins to distinguish them
from the many forgeries in circulation. Lions with the legend
starting ET MA and with the date “58” are never countermarked and must be forgeries.
Up to 1554 Mary’s coins show a cinquefoil, one of the emblems of her regent, the Earl of Arran. After Mary of Guise replaced him, the cinquefoil disappeared and a cross potent was
put on the coins, either as a major part of the design or, less
conspicuously, as a mint mark. The cross potent disappeared
soon after Mary of Guise died in 1560.
Another counterstamp commonly found on testoons and
also on Mary and James ryals and their parts is a crowned
thistle. This stamp was ordered by the Scottish privy council
in July 1578 with the object of raising the values of the coins,
the ryal to 36 shillings and ninepence, and the testoon to 7
shillings and fourpence.
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Exceptional First Period Abbey Crown
The Lockett-LaRiviere Specimen
Plated in Spink

41505
SCOTLAND. Abbey Crown (Ecu or 20 Shillings), ND (15421558). Edinburgh; mm: star/crown. Mary. NGC AU-55.
S-5390; Fr-28; Burns-3 (fig. 808 var.). Weight: 3.37 gms. First
Period, Before Marriage. Visually stunning with copious luster
and intricate detail to all elements. The warm yellow-gold
tone boasts colorful iridescence of crimson and violet. Nicely
centered with nearly intact legends and a rounded planchet
irregularity at 2 o’clock. A fantastic showcase of condition and
RARITY.
Burns points out that the Abbey crowns, or ecus, were undoubtedly
the earliest gold coins struck by Mary, representing a virtual
continuation of the crowns issued by her father, James V. He also
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notes similarities to the rare bonnet pieces issued for 1539 and
1540. While first issued at 20 shillings in 1542, they were quickly
raised to 22 shillings 10 pence in 1543. Survivors of this coinage
remain very rare, with only about a half-dozen specimens sold at
auction in the past 15 years. Plated in Spink, it is an irresistible
offering for advanced collectors.
$10,000-$15,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 96.
Ex: Sotheby’s (5/1994) Lot # 117.
Ex: Lockett Collection (Glendining - 6/1957) Lot # 304.
The Spink plate coin (4th ed., 2020).
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Superior Mary 44 Shillings

41506
SCOTLAND. 44 Shillings (Lion), 1553. Edinburgh Mint. Mary.
NGC AU-55. S-5394; Fr-30; Burns-5. First Period, Before Marriage.
An impressive piece with warm olive-gold tone and sharp detail
throughout. The surfaces display considerable satiny luster and appear
fully Mint State upon first glance. Nicely centered on the obverse and
pulled slightly to 4 o’clock on the reverse, with signs of double striking on
both sides. Natural irregularity in the flan is noted at the lower obverse
edge. A trivial old mark is noted below E of DEI, but the complexion is
otherwise undisturbed. As beautiful as it is RARE.

Issued partway through Mary’s first period coinage of 1542 through 1558,
the 44 shillings were the second heaviest gold coin of this era, dwarfed by
only the massive 3 pound pieces introduced for 1555. Burns reported in
1887 that these were commonly referred to as “lions” by collectors, even
though it is unlikely they were ever officially regarded as such. Instead, he
goes on to point out that “lion” was the contemporary nickname given to
“small billon coins of one penny fine.”
$8,000-$12,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.

Exceptional Choice Mint State 1553 Half Lion
The Finest Available in Recent Years

41507
SCOTLAND. 22 Shillings (Half Lion), 1553. Edinburgh
Mint; mm: cross. Mary. NGC MS-63. S-5396; Fr-31; Burns-2
(fig. 815). Weight: 2.55 gms. First Period, Before Marriage.
Pale yellow-gold tone with intense pearly luster. Masterfully
centered on the flan with full beaded borders and complete
legends. Beautiful and virtually pristine to the naked eye, only a
touch of friction is noted on the reverse legends beneath a glass.
A marvel of execution and preservation.
The 22 shillings of 1553 were issued just over a decade into Mary’s
rule and only a short while before her 1558 marriage to Francis,

the Dauphin of France. Among the very finest offered in the past
two decades, this example it is distinctly superior to both the
LaRiviere (Good Very Fine) and Dundee (About Extremely Fine)
coins. It is numerically tied with the Green-Newman coin (also
NGC MS-63), though it compares favorably in many respects.
For the absolute connoisseur of top quality, we expect it will be
difficult to improve on this offering in this, or any, decade
$12,000-$18,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Spink (June 2007) Lot # 142.
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Rare 1555 3 Pound “Portrait” Piece

41508
SCOTLAND. 3 Pound Piece (Portrait Ryal), 1555. Edinburgh
Mint. Mary. NGC F-15. S-5397; Fr-33; Burns-1 (fig. 819).
First Period, Before Marriage. Pale yellow-gold at the centers
with richer violet and crimson iridescence at the borders. The
obverse is well centered with broad doubling to most of the
legends and shallow irregularities at 6 and 9 o’clock. Traces
of old residue are visible in the right field and throughout
REGINA. The crown is tight to the edge on the reverse but the
legends remain intact. An old scratch to the right of the shield
has long worn into the complexion. Overall pleasing sharpness
for this RARE type.
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The tree pound piece, and its fractions, displays one of the earliest
numismatic portraits of Mary and the only individual portrait
ever rendered in gold. While designated as “nobles” in the official
records, “three pound piece” soon became the shorthand for this
regal issue. Burns reports early references to them as “the pund
piece with the quenis face” in 1591 and as the “Scotis thrie pund
peces” in 1596. Also called a portrait ryal by modern collectors,
this issue remains incredibly elusive with only about a half-dozen
offered publicly in the past two decades.
$12,000-$18,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Incredibly Rare “Portrait” 30 Shillings
The Dundee-LaRiviere Specimen
Only 3-4 in Private Hands

41509
SCOTLAND. 30 Shillings (Portrait Half Ryal), 1555. Edinburgh
Mint. Mary. NGC F Details—Surface Hairlines. S-5398; Fr-34;
Burns-8 (fig. 822-2). Weight: 3.03 grams. First Period, Before Marriage.
An historic specimen of this INCREDIBLY RARE issue from Mary’s
first period coinage. Bright lemon-yellow tone with uniform hairlines
across the surfaces. Evidence of an old repair can be seen at 12 o’clock,
as well as signs of smoothing throughout. Even so, the remaining detail
is bold and uniform. The legends have fallen off the right edge on both
sides but are otherwise very sharp.
The 1555 30 shillings, or half portrait half ryal, is a formidable rarity
among Scottish gold with only about a dozen examples known. Among
this scant population, at least eight are permanently impounded in

institutional collections and only three or four are in private hands. The
present piece is one of just two that have appeared at auction in the past 15
years and it is the finer of the pair. We first handled this piece over 45 years
ago as part of the Dundee Collection, where it was cataloged as “extremely
rare.” It next appeared as part of the LaRiviere cabinet in 2006 which was
its last public offering. We caution that it could be many decades before
this type appears once again.
$8,000-$12,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot #102.
Ex: Spink (4/1991) Lot # 26.
Ex: Dundee Collection (Bowers & Ruddy/Spink - 2/1976) Lot # 125.

41510
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Testoon, 1558. Edinburgh Mint. Mary. NGC EF
Details—Environmental Damage. S-5413; Burns-13 (fig. 802). Weight:
2.75 gms. First Period, Before Marriage, Type III. Sharply struck with
the date pushed over the edge on the obverse. The surfaces display dark
old tone with scattered roughness under a glass. Overall pleasing for
the type.

$500-$1,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Dr. James Davidson Collection, Part II (Dix Noonan Webb - 12/2003) Lot #
451.
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James VI (James I of England) (1567-1625)
After her abdication Mary still had
many adherents, but their last stronghold – Edinburgh Castle – was captured
in 1573. At the beginning of James’ reign,
Scotland was ruled by a succession of four
regents, all supported by England. When
Morton, the last of these, resigned in 1578
James began to take the government into
his own hands. His great ambition was to
succeed Elizabeth on the English throne.
He posed as her Protestant ally and married a Protestant bride, Anne of Denmark,
but there was little serious persecution of
Roman Catholics. After Elizabeth’s death
in 1603, when James became King of
Great Britain, he urged a complete union
of Scotland and England, a proposal that the English opposed,
although some concessions were made to the Scots. For the
time being, therefore, Scotland remained a separate country
with its own parliament and privy council. Towards the end of
his reign James attempted to establish a colony in Nova Scotia
and nearby lands, but this enterprise failed.
A notable feature of the reign of James VI, which lasted for 58
years, is the unusually large number of varieties of coins produced at the Scottish mint. These were distributed over eight
pre-union and two post-union coinages of gold and silver, and,
in addition, there were three issues of billon and three of copper coin. Many of the coins are of great beauty and interest and
some, particularly those of the early gold issues, have survived

in very small quantities. The numerous preunion coinages were the result of the king’s
efforts to make as much profit for himself as
possible at each change by issuing money in
excess of its intrinsic value, for he was perennially short of money. This overvaluation of
Scottish money led increasingly to the loss of
faith in Scottish currency, so that by 1603 the
English pound equaled 12 Scottish pounds
and the English penny was the equivalent of
a Scottish shilling.
During the reign, continuous efforts were
made to call in old money and this served
in some measure to provide bullion for new
coinages. These withdrawals were only partially successful, so that by the end of the
sixteenth century there was in circulation in Scotland a confusing mass of coins of different denominations and fineness,
including many of foreign origin.
After the union, Scottish and English coin types are very
similar to each other, with minor differences in detail only.
There were five gold denominations – the unit, double crown,
crown, half crown and thistle crown (worth 48 Scottish shillings) – and seven silver denominations, from a piece of 60
shillings down to a sixpence (the equivalents of the English
silver crown and halfpenny respectively).
Before the union, the king’s title on Scottish coins was simply
King of Scots, but after Elizabeth’s death this was changed to King
of Great Britain, France and Ireland – the normal English style.

Exceptional Revaluation of 1578 Countermarked Ryal

41511
SCOTLAND. Ryal, 1566. Revaluation of 1578. Crowned Thistle
Countermark. James VI. NGC VF-30. Countermark: AU Strong.
S-5425; Burns-6 (Mary and Lord Darnley). Weight: 30.23 gms. Pleasing
dark tone with blended gold and steel blue iridescence throughout.
The host coin is well centered with strong detail and attractive glossy
surfaces. The crowned thistle countermark is evenly punched and very
sharp, showing only minimal traces of wear on the high points.
This dramatic countermarked issue was a response to the skyrocketing
price of silver, which required the earlier ryals of Mary and James to be
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recalled and reissued at 36 shillings 9 pence. The present host coin was
issued under Mary and Lord Darnley in 1566 as part of their fourth
period, Type II coinage, just before Mary’s second widowhood in 1567.
With active roles in circulation both before and after the revaluation, these
coins are most often found with considerable wear and impairments. The
present piece represents a truly delightful survivor, offering both strong eye
appeal and superior sharpness.
$1,500-$2,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Scarce 1578 Revaluation 2/3 Ryal

41512
SCOTLAND. 2/3 Ryal, 1566. Revaluation of 1578. Crowned Thistle
Countermark. James VI. NGC VF-35. Countermark: AU Strong.
S-5426; Burns-14 (Mary and Lord Darnley). Weight: 20.21 gms. Deeply
toned in slate-grey patina with gold and violet iridescence in areas. The
crowned thistle countermark is evenly and deeply punched, showing
only minor wear. Scattered old marks are noted in the fields but these
have long blended into the complexion. The surfaces remain smooth
and pleasantly glossed, contributing to superior eye appeal for the type.

As with the full ryals, the fractional ryals of Mary and James were recalled
and revalued in 1578 due to rising silver prices. The present host coin was
issued in 1566 under Mary and Lord Darnley, just a year before Darnley
was murdered in an explosion in Edinburgh. While most often seen with
significant wear and damage, this piece is an absolutely superior example
of the type.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.

41513
SCOTLAND. Ryal (Sword Dollar), 1570. Edinburgh Mint. James
VI. NGC VF-35. S-5472; Burns-5 (fig. 921). Weight: 30.18 gms. First
Coinage, Before Accession to the English Throne. Delicately toned in
shades of powder-blue, peach, and golden iridescence. Considerable
luster glows from the protected areas and the surfaces remain overall

untroubled. Well centered and very attractive. Minor striking splits
noted at the reverse borders.
$900-$1,200
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Legendary 1576 James VI Twenty Pound Piece
The Bridgewater-LaRiviere Specimen
One of Seven in Private Hands

41514
SCOTLAND. 20 Pound Piece, 1576. Edinburgh Mint.
James VI. NGC VF-20. S-5451; Fr-37; Burns-1 (fig. 947).
Weight: 30.48 gms. Second Coinage, Before Accession to the
English Throne. The 1576 20 pound piece is a LEGENDARY
RARITY among Scottish gold and a hallmark of only the most
sophisticated cabinets. The present specimen is as impressive
as it is rare, representing one of only seven thought to exist in
private hands. Pale olive-gold tone dominates the complexion,
with subtle hints of satiny luster in the protected areas. Sharply
defined and expertly centered, leaving the legends completely
intact on both sides. Minor edge bruises are noted at 4 and 5
o’clock on the obverse, as are thin hairline scratches at the head
of the portrait. It is a physically imposing piece whose heft is
only eclipsed by its historic significance. This specimen is traced
back to the famed Bridgewater House Collection, assembled
beginning in the 17th century, only a handful of decades after
this piece was struck. More recently it was included in the
collection of Lucien LaRiviere, which is synonymous with
the utmost quality and rarity. Even considering the density
of rarities in the Loch Ness Collection, it remains a standout
offering and is surely destined for another world-class cabinet.
The gold 20 pound pieces were struck from dies by John Achesoun
and were the largest denomination in the Scottish series. This
issue was produced as part of the second coinage under James VI,
one of ten distinct coinages spanning from the earliest issues dated
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1567 and lasting until his death in 1625. They also represented
the highest face value in the English, Scottish or British series,
with a value even greater than the famed Triple Unites struck by
James IV’s grandson, Charles I of England, some 70 years later.
Burns points out that “from their great rarity and exceptional
weight, so greatly exceeding that of any other Scottish coins,
[the twenty pound pieces] were formally regarded as medals
or pattern pieces.” Their mythical status is compounded by the
reverse legend, which borrows from Virgil’s Aeneid and translates
as To show mercy to the defeated and crush the overbearing.
This issue was to be accompanied by 10 and five pound pieces, but
none of these are known to have been struck.
In 1603, at the age of 36, James VI of Scotland succeeded to the
English throne on the death of Elizabeth I and was proclaimed
“James I, King of Great Britain, France and Ireland.” During this
reign, the Authorized, or “King James,” version of the English
Bible was completed and a start was made toward the ultimate
unification of his native Scotland with England. This 1576 20
pound piece is surely one of the most significant surviving relics of
this crucial era in European history.
$70,000-$100,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 146.
Ex: Spink (6/1988) Lot # 112.
Ex: Bridgewater House Collection (Sotheby’s - 6/1972) Lot # 112.
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Elusive James VI Gold Ducat

41515
SCOTLAND. Ducat (4 Pound Piece), 1580. Edinburgh Mint.
James VI. NGC VF-25. S-5452; Fr-38; Burns-1 var. (fig. 948).
Third Coinage, Before Accession to the English Throne. Pale
yellow-gold tone with hints of olive at the borders. The strike
is well centered across both sides and the legends are complete.
The overall detail is very sharp and bold traces of doubling
are visible to the central elements. Magnification reveals old
pin scratches in the fields, but the eye appeal remains very
attractive in-hand and is clearly superior for the type. A VERY
RARE specimen and the first example we have offered in recent
decades.

These Scottish ducats were finally authorized by the Act of
Privy Council of April 28th, 1580 after being foreshadowed in
legislation the year prior. As with most issues of James VI, the gold
ducat is a considerable rarity and only five distinct examples have
been sold at auction in the past 15 years. Most of these display
significant surface impairments and extensive wear. This piece,
now the sixth coin, ranks near the middle of this census but offers
perhaps the most favorable balance of eye appeal and sharpness.
An important opportunity for advanced collectors.
$15,000-$25,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Elusive James VI 1584 Lion Noble
Missing from Dundee

41516
SCOTLAND. Lion Noble (Scottish Angel), 1584. Fourth
Coinage. Edinburgh Mint. James VI. NGC VF-25. S-5453;
Fr-39; Burns-1 (fig. 959). Fourth Coinage, Before Accession
to the English Throne. A very attractive RARITY with pale
yellow tone and warmer olive-gold near the borders. A shallow
irregularity trims the legend at 9 o’clock on the obverse. The
detail is otherwise sharp and uniform, rendered by wellcentered strikes on both sides. Old pin scratches are noted
in the obverse fields but they fail to distract from the overall
appeal. Smooth and glossy with strong eye appeal, this is a
remarkable coalescence of beauty and rarity.
Authorized by the Act of Parliament of May 19th 1584, the
lion noble was part of the brief fourth coinage under James VI,
which spanned from 1584 through 1588. These nobles, and their
fractions, were the only gold issues from this period and survivors
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are rare in all grades. Burns points out that while they were
designated “lyoun noblis” as early as 1586, they were also referred
to as “Scottis angell[s]” by 1597. He attributes the latter nickname
to “their nearly corresponding in module and weight with the
English angel, which, however, was of much superior quality,
being almost pure gold, or 23 and 1/8th carats fine.” We are able
to trace just a single example that has sold at public auction in
the past 15 years; the Lockett-LaRiviere specimen last offered in
2006. This type was notably missing from the legendary Dundee
sale, which further emphasizes its formidable rarity. This piece,
with excellent eye appeal and sharpness, represents a significant
and seldom encountered opportunity that may not occur again
this decade.
$18,000-$22,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Exceptional James VI 30 Shillings
Pedigree to 1941

41517
SCOTLAND. 30 Shillings, 1582. Edinburgh Mint. James VI. NGC
EF-45. S-5487; Burns-2 (fig. 933). Weight: 22.07 gms. Fourth Coinage,
Before Accession to the English Throne. An appealing piece, especially
beautiful beneath a light source. The purple-grey patina reveals intense
colorful iridescence in the protected areas. Sharply struck and well
centered, displaying intricate detail to all elements. Striking splits in
the flan are noted at 12 and 6 o’clock; the lower edge with a somewhat

ragged texture. Nevertheless, long recognized as an important survivor.
EXCEPTIONAL for the issue.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Dix, Noonan, Webb (10/2002) Lot # 765.
Ex: Revd. W.L. Gantz Collection, Part II (Glendining - 6/1941) Lot # 1559.
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Exceptional Mint State James VI Thistle Noble
The LaRiviere Specimen
Plated in Spink

41518
SCOTLAND. Thistle Noble, ND (1588). Edinburgh Mint.
James VI. NGC MS-61. S-5456; Fr-42; Burns-1 (fig. 951).
Weight: 7.61 gms. Fourth Coinage, Before Accession to the
English Throne. The radiant yellow-gold tone is complemented
by intense satiny luster across the surfaces. The focal elements
are intricately rendered with minimal traces of doubling
and only occasional weakness at the lower obverse. Overall
centered but drawn slightly to 6 o’clock on the reverse. Scrutiny
reveals a minor waviness to the flan and negligible indications
of friction. A visually delightful example.
The thistle nobles of James VI, officially regarded as the
“Scottis Roisnobillis,” were authorized by Act of Privy Council
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on September 13th, 1588. They were intended to be a direct
counterpart to the English Rose Noble in “wecht and fnness”.
Survivors are SCARCE overall and most examples show
considerable wear or impairments. This piece is distinctly
superior to most, with astounding Mint State preservation and
a pedigree to the famed LaRiviere Collection. It is also plated in
the Spink reference, further emphasizing the exemplary quality.
$15,000-$25,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 150.
Ex: Sotheby’s (10/1990) Lot # 388.Ex: Spink (2/1979) Lot # 1103.
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Beautiful 1592 Gold Hat Piece

41519
SCOTLAND. Hat (4 Pound) Piece, 1592. Edinburgh Mint.
James VI. NGC AU-50. S-5457; Fr-43; Burns-2 (fig. 952). Sixth
Coinage, Before Accession to the English Throne. The pale
yellow tone across the high points is framed by rich crimson
and tangerine iridescence in the protected areas. The strike is
ideally centered and intricately detailed, with complete beaded
borders on both sides. Minor hairlines are found under scrutiny
but the surfaces remain well composed and smooth. A minor
edge split is visible at 1 o’clock and a flaw is noted in the field
below A of IACOBVS. Very attractive and remarkably sharp for
the type.
The hat piece, or Scottish 4 pounds, was a proposed solution to the
disarray of obsolete gold coinage in circulation at the time. With
a wide variety of weights, finenesses, and even excessive clipping,

they placed a troublesome “inconvenience” upon commerce,
as noted by Burns. He goes on to explain that under the Act of
Parliament of August 6th 1591, all the gold coins in circulation
were directed to be recalled and “reduceit and stricken” into these
new hat pieces, with the exception of the “new” thistle nobles.
Together, the hat pieces and thistle nobles corresponded with
the two coinage standards employed in England, and aimed to
create a more unified system. However, this plan was evidently
ineffective, as the hat piece was produced for just three years
before being replaced by the gold rider in the seventh coinage. As
such, survivors are rare in all grades and only about a half dozen
examples have sold at auction in the past 15 years. This specimen
represents an absolutely significant opportunity for specialists.
$25,000-$35,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Extremely Rare 1598 James VI Rider

41520
SCOTLAND. Rider (5 Pound Piece), 1598. Edinburgh Mint. James
VI. NGC AU-50. S-5458; Fr-44; Burns-10 var. (fig. 954). Seventh
Coinage, Before Accession to the English Throne. An impressive
specimen of utmost RARITY and eye appeal. Warm olive-gold tone is
accentuated by vibrant flashes of satiny luster in the fields. The surfaces
are smooth and well composed, despite scattered minor marks around
the eponymous horseman. Generally well-centered on a tight flan, with
curving irregularities around the edge in several areas. The top of R has
been pushed off the edge at the lower obverse and most of IACOBVS is
obscured.
The gold rider was issued under James VI as part of the seventh coinage,
the final coinage of the 16th century. Issued sporadically from 1593

through 1601, all dates are rare but the 1598 and 1601 are considered the
most elusive of this series. Neither issue is given an attribution number
by Burns, though he references the British Museum specimens from each
date. The famed Dundee Collection contained two gold riders, but neither
of these dates. Just two examples of the 1598 issue have been traced to
auction appearances over the past two decades including the LaRiviere
coin (Good Very Fine) and the Stinton coin (Nearly Extremely Fine). With
remarkable sharpness and strong luster, the present piece is an exceptional
representative of this VERY RARE date and ranks among the finest
available for public ownership.
$8,000-$12,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.

Superior James VI Half Rider
Just Four Sold in the Past 15 Years

41521
SCOTLAND. Half Rider (50 Shillings), 1594. Edinburgh Mint.
James VI. NGC EF-45. S-5459; Fr-45; Burns-2 (fig. 955). Seventh
Coinage, Before Accession to the English Throne. The strike is ideally
centered over a tight planchet, pushing the tips of most legends over
the edge. The focal elements show intricate detail and are framed by
sharp beaded circles, while the first portion of SCOTORVM is a tad soft.
Warm honey-gold tone is complemented by pale yellow across the high
points. A few faint hairlines are noted to the left of the reverse shield, but
the surfaces are otherwise smooth and lustrous.

Similar to their larger counterpart, the half riders of James VI represent an
historic transition in Scottish coinage. First issued in 1593, their production
spans two centuries, ending in 1601, just two years before James VI took
the English throne as James I. Survivors are VERY RARE and most show
considerable surface impairments. For the 1594 issue, we are able to
identify just four individual examples sold in the past 15 years, the best
of which is likely the LaRiviere coin graded Good Fine. With problem-free
surfaces and exceptional sharpness, this piece is likely one of the very finest
in private hands.
$6,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Superior 1601 Sword and Sceptre

41522
SCOTLAND. Sword and Sceptre (6 Pound Piece), 1601. Edinburgh
Mint. James VI. PCGS AU-55. S-5460; Fr-46; Burns-1 (fig. 956).
Eighth Coinage, Before Accession to the English Throne. An absolutely
beautiful piece with satiny luster framing the devices on both sides. The
obverse is pulled toward 1 o’clock and most of IACOBVS is left off the
edge. The centering is ideal on the reverse where the legends remain
complete. Somewhat soft at the centers but overall bold, with delightful
intricacy to the thistles flanking the eponymous sword and sceptre. A
glass reveals only minimal marks in the fields and no significant friction.
Impressive in every sense and likely approaching the condition census
for the issue.
The sword and sceptre pieces, and its fractions, represent the final coinage
under James VI before his accession to the English throne in 1603. They

were another attempt to organize and update the gold coinage circulating
in Scotland at the time, which was increasingly being exported in trade.
Burns points out that the Act of Parliament of September 11th, 1601
ordered that “all the gold and silver money in the kingdom, as well native
as foreign, was called in...to be [re]issued” as these new sword and sceptre
pieces. As before, this type was soon replaced by the heavier gold unit of
the ninth coinage beginning in 1604. While scarce overall, most survivors
show evidence of heavy circulation and significant impairments. This
lustrous and sharp specimen is a delightful exception and is sure to attract
considerable interest.
$3,500-$5,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.

Exceptional Choice Mint State 1601 1/2 Sword and Sceptre

41523
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Sword and Sceptre (3 Pound Piece), 1601.
Edinburgh Mint. James VI. NGC MS-63. S-5462; Fr-47; Burns-2 (fig.
957). Eighth Coinage, Before Accession to the English Throne. An
incredible Mint State survivor from the turn of the 17th century. Vibrant
yellow-gold tone is accented by warmer honey color near the borders.
Struck from rusted dies with a matte-like texture on the obverse and
much of IACOBVS pushed off the edge. The reverse is ideally centered
with full legends and satiny luster in the fields. Scrutiny reveals just
a microscopic mark to the right of the obverse crown and a few faint
hairlines in the reverse fields. A superior coalescence of execution and
preservation.

The 1601 half sword and sceptre is scarce in all grades and the vast
majority or survivors exhibit considerable handling and impairment. The
LaRiviere specimen was graded Very Fine with light creases and even the
Eliasberg coin was “merely” a NGC VF-35. At the Choice Mint State level,
this specimen remains largely unchallenged by any of those sold in the past
decade. It represents our first offering of the issue since 2014 and is sure to
command significant attention among specialists.
$4,500-$6,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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41524
SCOTLAND. Unite (Sceptre), ND (1567-1625). Edinburgh Mint;
mm: thistle. James VI. NGC EF-45. S-5464; Fr-48; Burns-4 (fig. 990).
Weight: 9.97 gms. Tenth Coinage, After Accession to the English Throne.
Well centered with considerable satiny luster glowing in the protected
areas. Vibrant yellow-gold with scattered darker patina. Overall bold
with minor weakness at the lower portrait and the corresponding

reverse shield. Old scratches are noted in the obverse field and across
the reverse crown. Struck in the second half of James VI’s rule after his
accession to the English throne in 1603.
$2,500-$3,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Dix Noonan Web (10/2004) Lot # 736.

Rare James IV Double Crown
The Lucien LaRiviere Specimen

41525
SCOTLAND. Double Crown (Half Unite), ND (1609-25). Edinburgh
mint; mm: thistle. James VI. NGC AU-58. S-5466; Fr-49; Burns-pg.
434. Weight: 4.98 gms. Tenth Coinage, After Accession to the English
Throne. Supremely attractive with tangerine patina near the borders and
pale yellow hues across the high points. Perfectly centered with intact
legends and considerable beading at the edges. The surfaces exhibit
tremendous luster and only the faintest trace of friction, rendering this
piece very close to Mint State in many respects. The obverse shows a
dramatic series of multiple strikes, creating an echo of James VI’s beard
into the right field. A truly exceptional example of this VERY RARE
issue.
The double crown, or half unite, was confined to the second chapter of
James VI’s rule, once he had accessioned to the English throne in 1603. This
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type from the tenth coinage was struck beginning in 1609 and lasted until
his death in 1625. It remains an incredibly elusive issue with only three
distinct examples sold in the past 15 years. Missing from the comprehensive
Coats Collection, this type was called a “rare coin” by Burns but it was
not assigned a variety number. The present example is arguably the most
desirable of survivors, with superior preservation and a pedigree to the
LaRiviere cabinet.
$9,000-$14,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 159.
Ex: Bt. Baldwin (10/1984).
Ex: Spink (4/1982) Lot # 186.
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Exceptional James VI Britain Crown
The Spink Plate Coin (2020)
Ex Lucien LaRiviere Collection

41526
SCOTLAND. Britain Crown, ND (1609-25). Edinburgh Mint; mm:
thistle. James VI. NGC AU-55. S-5468; Fr-50; Burns-5 (fig. 991).
Weight: 2.47 gms. Tenth Coinage, After Accession to the English
Throne. Well centered on an irregular flan with a scalloped appearance
at the left obverse edge. The complexion is bright and yellow-gold with
scattered traces of pinkish patina. Incredibly lustrous at the borders and
in the protected areas, with only trivial handling across the high points.
A VERY RARE issue with strong eye appeal and sharp definition.
Struck from 1609 through 1625, these issues of the tenth coinage represent
an attempt to bridge the economic systems of Scotland and England
once James VI became the simultaneous ruler of both. Offering similar

rarity as the larger double crown, the Britain crowns of James VI are very
elusive with only four specimens sold since 2003 and most well-worn. This
piece clearly ranks at the top of this small population and was selected as
the plate coin for the issue in the Spink reference (4th ed., 2020). It also
features a desirable provenance to the collection of Lucien LaReviere, in
itself a hallmark for superior quality.
$3,000-$6,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 160.
Ex: Bt. Baldwin (10/1984).
Plated in Spink (4th Ed., 2020).

Historic James VI 1/2 Crown

The Spink Plate Coin
Ex Murray and LaRiviere Collections

41527
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Crown, ND (1609-25). Edinburgh Mint; mm:
thistle. James VI. NGC AU-55. S-5469; Fr-51; Burns-pg. 433. Weight:
1.23 gms. Ninth Coinage, After Accession to the English Throne.
Brilliant pale-yellow surfaces with strong luster and scattered green
encrustations. Well centered on the obverse and drawn slightly to 7
o’clock on the reverse. Boldly struck on a somewhat irregular flan. A
VERY RARE example with tremendous eye appeal.
The James VI half crown from the ninth coinage is an historic rarity
among Scottish gold and just three distinct examples have been sold since
2003, including the present specimen. Struck during a small window after
accession from 1604 through 1609, these small coins were overlooked in
favor of the larger gold pieces emerging from Edinburgh. Burns explains

that “out of every twenty pounds weight of crown gold” struck it was
ordered that at least one pound of minor gold coins were struck including
these “threttie schilling pieces.” Burns goes on to note that this is “a very rare
piece, and is not yet represented in [the Coats] cabinet.” With exceptional
preservation, and provenance to the Murray and LaRiviere collection, this
offering is an important opportunity for advanced specialists.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 157.
Ex: L.K.R. Murray Collection (Spink - 4/1987) Lot # 24.
The Spink plate coin (4th ed., 2020).
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Historic James VI Thistle Crown
Provenance to 1936
The Spink Plate Coin

41528
SCOTLAND. Thistle Crown, ND (1609-25). Edinburgh Mint; mm;
thistle. James VI. NGC EF-45. S-5471; Fr-52; Burns-2 (fig. 988).
Weight: 2.04 gms. Ninth Coinage, After Accession to the English
Throne. An piece that offers outstanding execution and preservation.
Sharply struck and well centered, with satiny luster glowing from the
fields on both sides. Richly toned in yellow-gold and with only minimal
friction across the high points. A thin mark in the right reverse field
serves as a convenient pedigree marker for this RARE specimen.
The Thistle crown was struck in a small window during the ninth coinage
from 1604 through 1609. As with most minor gold of this period, survivors
are few and most are well worn. Burns goes on to note that “thistle crowns
of the Scottish type are very rare,” while those of the English type remain

“very common.” This piece has long been recognized as one of the most
significant survivors, with a provenance back to the Cochran-Patrick
Collection sold in 1936. More recently, it was included in the cabinet of
Lucien LaRiviere and was selected as the plate coin in the 4th edition of
the Spink reference (2020).
$3,500-$5,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 161.
Ex: Beresford-Jones Collection (Spink - 4/1995) Lot # 506.
Ex: H.M. Lingford Collection (Glendining - 6/1951) Lot # 861.
Ex: R.W Cochran-Patrick Collection (Sotheby’s - 4/1936) Lot # 82.
The Spink plate coin (4th ed., 2020).

41529
SCOTLAND. 60 Shillings (Crown Sterling), ND (16041609). Edinburgh Mint; mm: thistle. James VI. NGC EF-40. S-5501;
Burns-1 (fig. 972). Weight: 30.00 gms. Ninth Coinage, After Accession
to the English Throne. Darkly toned in steel and plum shades with
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lighter silver patina on the high points. Glossy and smooth without any
significant abrasions to note. Remarkable sharpness for the issue.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Charles I (1625-1649) and The Commonwealth (1649-1660)
Charles had a taste for sweeping reforms, but he lacked the cautious wisdom
of his father. His visit to Scotland in 1633
for his coronation did not increase his
popularity, and he even promoted episcopacy at the expense of the kirk session
and presbytery and introduced a new
Scottish prayer book which was heartily disliked. Enthusiasm for the National
Covenant and religious differences led
to the Bishops’ Wars of 1639-1640. During the devastating Civil War, the Scottish
army took part in the important battle of
Marston Moor against royalist forces in
1644. Two years later Charles surrendered
to the Scots, who handed him over to the
English. He was imprisoned and finally
executed at Whitehall in 1649.
In general Scotland benefited during the Commonwealth under Cromwell, particularly by the grant of free trade with England, but the Scots found the taxation onerous. An enforced
union with England, complete with Scottish representatives in
Parliament in London, was not welcomed in either country.
Four coinages occurred in Scotland during the reign. The
first of these, composed of both gold and silver coins, was simi-

lar to the post-union coinages of James VI.
The second coinage, produced in 1636 and
now referred to as Briot’s hammered issue,
shows a marked departure from the first,
for the denominations and style are purely
Scottish and the king’s title becomes King
of Scotland, England, France and Ireland.
Nicholas Briot, who also worked at the
London mint, was soon appointed joint
mint master at Edinburgh with his sonin-law, John Falconer, and for the third
coinage they produced a series of machinemade issues of both English and Scottish
styles, some coins having King of Great
Britain, others having King of Scotland,
England, etc. When Briot returned to London in 1638, work at the mint was carried
on by Falconer alone, with a gradual falling away from Briot’s
superb workmanship. The final coinage in 1642 was an unimpressive one of silver 2-shilling and 3- shilling pieces.
There were also issues of copper two penny pieces (turners)
and pennies in 1629, lightweight “Stirling” turners in 1632–
1639, and turners of good weight in 1642–1650. No coins
were struck in Scotland during the Commonwealth period
after the turners of 1650.

Superb First Coinage Charles I Unit
Ex Murray and LaRiviere Collection

41530
SCOTLAND. Unit, ND (1625-1636). Edinburgh Mint; mm: thistle.
Charles I. NGC AU-55. S-5527; Fr-53; Burns-1 (fig. 1030). First
Coinage. A visually spectacular example with warm honey-gold tone
and brighter yellow highlights. Very lustrous and entirely without
significant abrasions. The reverse show a chorus of multiple strikes
with broadly doubled legends at the right border. Stuck on a somewhat
irregular flan with ragged areas at the right obverse and a minor edge
chip at 3 o’clock. Very attractive and RARE at this level of preservation,
appearing very close to Mint State upon first glance.
Charles I was, despite being primarily remembered as an English king,
born a Scot. He was the second eldest son of James VI of Scotland and
Anne of Denmark, born at Fife in 1600. Upon the death of his brother

Henry in 1612, he became the heir to the throne. While he inherited the
throne in 1625 upon the death of his father, Charles I did not receive his
Scottish coronation until 1633. This type, struck during the first coinage
from 1625 through 1635, was issued until Frenchman Nicholas Briot was
appointed as master of the Scottish mint in the end of 1834. Gold Units of
this period are very scarce and are seldom seen in such high grades as the
present piece. With pedigree to the Murray and LaRiviere collections, this
is certainly among the most desirable survivors.
$6,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 209.
Ex: J.K.R. Murray Collection (Spink - 4/1987) Lot # 31.
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Extremely Rare Charles I Double Crown
The Spink and Friedberg Plate Coin
Ex Murray-LaRiviere Collections

41531
SCOTLAND. Double Crown (1/2 Unit), ND (1625-36). Edinburgh
Mint; mm: thistle. Charles I. NGC EF-45. S-5528; Fr-54; Burns-2 (fig.
1031). Weight: 5.01 gms. First Coinage. An exceptional example of this
EXTREMELY RARE issue. Attractively toned in vibrant lemon-yellow
hues with blooms of satiny luster in the protected areas. Well centered
and entirely devoid of notable abrasions. Somewhat darker patina in the
right obverse field.
The Charles I first coinage double crown, or half unit, is a significant rarity
among early Scottish gold. Just two examples have been sold in the past 15
years including the present specimen; the other was the Cochrane-Patrick
specimen graded “good very fine.” The inclusion of a Charles I double
crown is a hallmark of only the most accomplished collections, private or

otherwise. This piece represents an astounding opportunity for specialists
and has been offered for sale on average only once every two decades.
Plated in the Spink and Friedberg references and traced to the cabinets
of Murray and LaRiviere, it is doubtful that a more desirable example is
available for public custodianship.
$8,000-$12,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 210.
Ex: J.K.R. Murray Collection (Spink - 4/1987) Lot # 8.
The Spink plate coin (4th ed., 2020).
The Friedberg plate coin (9th ed., 2017).

Exceptional Charles I Gold Unit

41532
SCOTLAND. Unit, ND (1637-42). Edinburgh Mint; mm; thistle
and B. Charles I. NGC EF-45. S-5531; Fr-56; Burns-3 (fig. 1032).
Third Coinage, Briot’s issue. Vibrant lemon-yellow shades blend with
warmer honey patina to deliver exceptional eye appeal. Richly lustrous
throughout the fields and only minor friction is observed across the
high points. Well centered with nearly complete beaded borders on both
sides. An historic and impressive issue that is very RARE in this level of
preservation.
The gold units from the third coinage of Charles I represent a revolutionary
leap in artistry and execution. With French engraver Nicholas Briot
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appointed master of the Scottish Mint in late 1634, the mill and screw
press was soon adopted and with it came consistent quality. This coinage
was cut short in 1642 by the English Civil War, during which only copper
coins were produced. The war ended with the execution of Charles I in
1649. Soon after the execution, his son Charles II followed in his father’s
footsteps and was crowned in Scotland—a failed attempt at that time to
regain the reins of power which the elder Charles had lost, as Charles II
was quickly pushed into exile in 1651.
$7,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Rare Charles I Gold Half Unit

41533
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Unit (Double Crown), ND (1637-42). Edinburgh
Mint; mm: B. Charles I. NGC AU-55. S-5534; Fr-57; Burns-5 (fig.
1034). Third Coinage, Briot’s issue. A marvel of production and
preservation, this piece is absolutely astonishing to view in-hand. It
is expertly centered on both sides with remarkable definition to all
elements. Considerable luster glows in the fields, appearing nearly
prooflike on the reverse. Warm honey-gold patina in the protected areas
contrasts with pale yellow color across the high points. A minor flan
flaw is seen across the eyes of the portrait and a trivial waviness is noted
under scrutiny. Incorrectly identified as S-5535 (Falconer’s coinage) on
the NGC label.
The half units, or double crowns, of the Charles I third coinage exemplify
the monumental shift in quality introduced by Briot’s mill and screw press.

Sanctioned for use by the Lord of Secret Council on January 12th, 1637,
the new press began production with the silver issues and it wasn’t until
December 14th that direction was given to begin striking gold. The half
units are seen with both English and Scottish crowns atop the portrait,
which seem to be of about equal rarity. The Scottish variants were evidently
struck second as they feature a fleur de lis punched over the central cross
of the English variety. Survivors of any variety remain VERY RARE, with
only five examples sold publicly in the past 15 years. The present piece is
among the very finest from this group and is traced to the 2006 sale of
the Emile A. Tartakow Collection.
$7,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex Emile A. Tartakow Collection (Goldberg - 5/2006) Lot # 1265.

Extremely Rare Charles I Britain Crown
The Dundee-LaRiviere Specimen
Plated in Spink

41534
SCOTLAND. Britain Crown (1/4 Unit), ND (1637-42). Edinburgh
Mint; mm: B. Charles I. NGC EF-45. S-5536; Fr-58; Burns-7 (fig.
1036). Weight: 2.42 gms. Third Coinage, Briot’s issue. An exceptional
example of this IMPORTANT RARITY among Charles I gold. Pale
lemon-yellow color shows across the high points, accented by warmer
honey-gold in the fields. Ideally centered on the obverse while the
reverse is drawn slightly toward 9 o’clock. Uniformly sharp and free of
any notable imperfections.
This rarity is an old friend of our firm, as we first offered it over 45 years
ago as part of the comprehensive Dundee Collection of Scottish Coins
in February 1976. It was described therein very succinctly as “quite
rare.” More recently, it was included in the impressive cabinet of Lucien

LaRiviere sold in 2006, which was its last public trade. In fact, we are
unable to identify any other examples of this type sold in the past 15 years,
emphasizing the significance of this offering for advanced collectors. Plated
in the Spink reference, it is hard to overstate the combination of rarity and
quality presented by this specimen.
$6,000-$10,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Lucien LaRiviere Collection (Spink - 4/2006) Lot # 214.
Ex: Bt. Spink (8/1985).
Ex: Dundee Collection (Bowers & Ruddy/Spink - 2/1976) Lot # 292.
Plated in Spink (4th ed., 2020).
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Impressive Charles I Half Crown

41535
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Crown, ND (1637-42). Edinburgh Mint; mm: B.
Charles I. NGC AU-53. S-5538; Fr-59; Burns-8 (fig. 1037). Weight:
1.26 gms. Third Coinage, Briot’s issue. Warm yellow-gold tone with
tremendous satiny luster throughout. Nicely centered on both sides
with a distinct wire fin at the edges. A minor flan split at 10 o’clock on
the obverse is visible on the reverse. Sharp and attractive, this is surely
among the finer survivors known. Traced to the stock of late specialist
Patrick Finn that was offered publicly in 2004.
$3,000-$6,000

41537
SCOTLAND. 30 Shillings (1/2 Crown), ND (1637-42). Edinburgh
Mint; mm: B and flower/B and thistle. Charles I. NGC EF-45.
S-5553; KM-87; Burns-6 (fig. 1006). Weight: 14.82 gms. Third Coinage, Briot’s issue. Pleasing olive-grey tone with steel-blue shades near
the borders. Drawn slightly toward 5 o’clock on the obverse though the
legends remain intact throughout. Well defined and free of any notable
blemishes.
$1,000-$2,000

From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: The Stock of Late Patrick Finn (Baldwin’s - 10/2004), Lot # 13.

From the Loch Ness Collection.

41538
SCOTLAND. 30 Shillings (1/2 Crown), ND (1637-42). Edinburgh
Mint; mm: F. Charles I. NGC AU-55. S-5556; KM-90.1; Burns-40.
Weight: 14.79 gms. Third Coinage, Falconer’s second issue. Attractive
old tone with dark steel-blue color around the devices. Nicely centered
on the obverse and drawn towards 1 o’clock on the reverse. Struck from
worn dies with strong underlying luster enhancing the eye appeal.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.

41536
SCOTLAND. 60 Shillings (Crown Sterling), ND (1625-34). Edinburgh Mint; mm: thistle. Charles I. NGC VF-25. S-5540; KM-47;
Burns-1 (fig. 996). Weight: 29.67 gms. First Coinage. Deep lavendergrey tone with vibrant colorful iridescence glowing from the protected
areas. Well centered but somewhat weak at the central obverse, with a
remarkable die flaw at the obverse border near 8 o’clock. Only trivial
marks noted beneath a glass and the eye appeal remains very strong.
$1,500-$2,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.

41539
SCOTLAND. 12 Shillings (Shilling Sterling), ND (1637-42). Edinburgh Mint; mm: thistle. Charles I. NGC AU-50. S-5559; KM83; Burns-21. Weight: 5.87 gms. Third Coinage, Intermediate issue.
Delicate pearl-grey tone with warmer golden patina near the borders.
Sharply struck with full legends and good central detail. Tremendous
satiny luster glows in the fields. Trivial marks noted around the denomination on the obverse.
$500-$1,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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Charles II (1660-1685)
Charles returned to England in 1660
on the fall of the Protectorate. Religious
difficulties in Scotland continued with
the appointment of Scottish bishops and
the king’s desire for complete supremacy
over the Church. Repressive action gave
rise to much discontent, but rebellion
following the murder of Archbishop
Sharp of St. Andrews in 1679 was easily
suppressed. In the same year, the Duke
of Lauderdale, the Scottish Secretary,
was replaced by the king’s brother, James,
Duke of York, who fiercely repressed the
Covenanters. During his effective reign,
the king never visited Scotland, though
he had stayed there briefly in 1651 when
he was crowned at Scone, an event commemorated by a rare medal.
After the restoration, Scotland and England again became
two separate countries under one king with separate parliaments, and free trade with England came to an end.
There were two substantial coinages of silver for which the
punches were made by Thomas Simon and the Roettiers, re-

spectively. All of the coins were machine
made, but no attempt was yet made to
give the coins grained or lettered edges.
The first coinage began in 1664 and consisted of four values – 4 merks, 2 merks,
merk, and half merk. In 1675, after the
mint had been largely rebuilt and new
machinery installed, a new coinage was
ordered which lasted until 1682. In this
coinage a new value was added – a quarter merk of 40 pence, or 1/16 dollar. Although it is usual to call the coins of the
second coinage dollars, half dollars, etc.,
their correct names at the time of issue
were 4 merks, 2 merks and so on, as in the
first coinage. No gold coins were struck,
although it was planned to have some in
both coinages and a few dies were made.
There were also two issues of copper coins: turners (or
bodles) in 1663–1668 and sixpenny pieces (bawbees) and
turners in 1677–1679. The mint was closed in 1682 for the
investigation of abuses, marking the end of Charles II’s Scottish coinage.

Historic 1664 Charles II Half Merk
Pedigree to 1903

41540
SCOTLAND. 4 Merks, 1664. Edinburgh Mint; mm: thistle. Charles
II. NGC F Details—Obverse Damage. S-5604; KM-104.1; Burns-1 (fig.
1048). Weight: 26.35 gms. First Coinage. Very attractive with dark lilacgrey tone and smooth surfaces. Well centered with nearly full denticles
and uniform detail throughout. A pair of small but deliberate punches
are noted at the portrait’s jaw line. These marks are undoubtedly ancient
and now serve as convenient pedigree markers. A RARE issue with
perhaps fewer than 10 distinct pieces sold at auction in the past 15 years.
This is among the more desirable survivors with an impressive pedigree
stretching back to 1903 through many significant collections.
$1,000-$1,500

From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Spink (9/2006) Lot # 502.
Ex: Harrington Manville Collection.
Ex: Clonterbrook Trust Collection (Glendining - 6/1974) Lot # 341.
Ex: Lockett Collection (Glendining - 10/1960) Lot # 950.
Ex: Bearman Collection (Baldwin 1922) purchased en bloc.
Ex: Wakley Collection (Sotheby’s - 12/1909) Lot # 347 (part).
Ex: Murdoch Collection (Sotheby’s - 5/1903) Lot # 342 (part).
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41541
SCOTLAND. Dollar (4 Merks), 1682. Edinburgh Mint; mm: F.
Charles II. PCGS VF-30 Gold Shield. S-5618; KM- 113; Burns-3.
Second Coinage. Deeply toned with above average sharpness for the

type. Areas of darker patina noted at the reverse border. Overall pleasing.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.

41542
SCOTLAND. Dollar (4 Merks), 1676. Edinburgh Mint; mm: F.
Charles II. NGC F-12. S-5618; KM-113; Burns-1 (fig. 1054). Weight:
26.14 gms. Second Coinage. Smooth and nicely glossed, with only
minor marks visible under a glass. The denticles remain virtually full on
the obverse, while the reverse is pulled to 6 o’clock. Old slate-grey tone
with an area of dark patina noted below R of GRA. An historic piece

that was struck a full century before the signing of the Declaration of
Independence in America. While the 1682 is the most common of this
type, those of 1676 are remarkably SCARCE with fewer than 10 distinct
examples sold publicly in the past decade.
$500-$1,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.

Exceptional Charles II 1/16th Dollar
Ex Manville Collection

41543
SCOTLAND. 1/16 Dollar (40 Pence), 1681. Edinburgh Mint; mm:
F. Charles II. NGC MS-62. S-5624; KM-116; Burns-4. Weight: 1.81
gms. Second Coinage. Lovely glossy surfaces reveal considerable luster
around the devices. Deeply toned in mottled slate-grey and olive-brown
shades. Nicely centered on the obverse and pulled to 7 o’clock on the
reverse. Minor flan flaws noted at the portrait’s chin but otherwise free
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of notable imperfections. Very sharp for the type with an excellent
pedigree to the Manville Collection.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Manville Collection (Dix Noonan Webb - 9/2015) Lot # 122.
Ex: Glendining (11/1993) Lot # 394.
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James VII (James II of England)
(1685-1689)

As a Roman Catholic, James VII did much in Scotland to
foster Catholic worship: he appointed converts to important
state offices and continued his persecution of the Covenanters. An uprising under Argyll, head of the Campbells, ended
early in the following year.
The Scottish mint did not recommence coining until 1687
and by the time of James’ flight to France only 40-shilling and
10-shilling pieces had been struck. The larger pieces have lettered edges and the smaller have grained edges. Dies were
made for a 60-shilling piece, and some specimens were struck
from these dies about 1828 by Matthew Young, a leading London coin dealer who had obtained them from a member of
the Roettiers family. No original strikes of these 60-shilling
pieces are known.

William II & Mary II (1689-1695)

William of Orange landed in England in 1688. A grandson
of Charles I and married to Mary, daughter of James VII, William was personally as well as politically unpopular in Scotland; the massacre of Glencoe in 1692 worsened his position.
He ineffectively commended the union of Scotland with England and after Mary died in 1694, William ruled alone until
his death early in 1702, having failed to carry his major ambitions to conclusion.
An extensive silver coinage of five denominations was struck
from 1689-1694, and a copper coinage of bawbees and turners was issued in 1691-1694. The practice of having lettered
or grained edges was continued. No gold coins were struck.

41544
SCOTLAND. 10 Shillings, 1687. Edinburgh Mint. James VII. NGC
MS-62. S-5641; KM-121; Burns-2. Weight: 4.62 gms. A visually impressive piece with deep cabinet tone and intense luster throughout.
Vibrant gold and powder-blue iridescence glows from the protected
areas. Struck from worn dies but overall sharp despite an area of adjustment marks between the date. Well centered and free of notable
abrasions. EXTREMELY RARE at this level of preservation and pedigreed to the Manville Collection.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: Manville Collection (Dix Noonan Webb - 9/2015) Lot # 127.
Ex: Bt. Manfra Tordella & Brookes (12/1993).

41545
SCOTLAND. 60 Shillings, 1692. Edinburgh Mint. William II &
Mary II. NGC VF-20. S-5642; KM-134. Burns-2 (fig. 1065). Weight:
27.51 gms. Displaying a deep cabinet tone and only light haymarking, this crown-sized issue exhibits moderate yet even wear and maintains a wholesome, problem-free appearance. Glossy in texture with
scattered die lumps behind the portrait. Quite difficult to find in high
grades, this example represents a RARE chance at a popular and always circulated series that dates to the years just after the Glorious
Revolution.
$1,200-$1,800
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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William II (William III of England (1694-1702)
The coinage was continued with an issue of four silver denominations as
well as copper bawbees and turners. The existence of a 60-shilling piece is
doubtful. Although one is illustrated in some older numismatic references
no specimen is known today.
For the first time since the reign of Charles I there was a small issue of
gold coins in 1701, made from gold dust obtained by the Darien Company
in Africa. These were 12-pound and 6-pound pieces, now called pistoles
and half pistoles. On both values the company’s crest – the sun rising from
the sea – was placed below the king’s bust.

Incredibly Rare 1701 “Darien Company” Pistole
Ex David McDonald Collection
One of the Finest Known

41546
SCOTLAND. Pistole (12 Pounds), 1701. Edinburgh Mint;
mm: rising sun. William II. NGC EF-45. S-5676; Fr-60;
Burns-1 (fig. 1078). Weight: 6.88 gms. This is a truly historic
treasure that is EXTREMELY RARE in any grade. The surfaces
exhibit warm yellow-gold tone with scattered dark patina in the
protected areas. Somewhat weak at the upper borders though
the focal elements remain bold. The fields are overall smooth
and intensely lustrous, with faint prooflike qualities on the
obverse. A minor mark is noted at the portrait’s cheek and a
natural flan flaw punctuates the reverse at 6 o’clock.
The pistoles and half pistoles of William II were struck using gold
dust imported by the Scottish Darien Company, more formally
known as the Company of Scotland Trading to Africa and the Indies.
Created in 1695 by an act of the Scottish Parliament, the Darien
Company was a federally backed venture aimed at establishing a
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colony on the Isthmus of Panama to be a hub for international trade.
Unfortunately, the project was ultimately a failure and depleted
approximately one quarter of Scotland’s liquid assets. Coins from
this issue feature the company badge of a rising sun just below
the obverse portrait, alluding to an optimism that was ultimately
misguided. The gold pistoles resulting from this venture remain
incredibly rare, with only seven distinct specimens sold publicly in the
past two decades. Among these few survivors, the present example
is surely one of the finest, superior to both the Adams-Garrett coin
(Very Fine) and the Douglas specimen (NGC EF-40). An absolutely
monumental offering in the field of Scottish gold.
$25,000-$35,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: David McDonald Collection (Dix Noonan Webb - 10/2004) Lot # 762.
Ex: Bt G.A. Singer.
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Extremely Rare 1701 William II 1/2 Pistole
The McDonald Collection Specimen

41547
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Pistole (6 Pounds), 1701. Edinburgh Mint; mm:
rising sun. William II. NGC EF-45. S-5677; Fr-61; Burns-2 (fig. 1079).
Weight: 3.41 gms. An exceptional survivor of this GREAT RARITY
among William II coinage. Bright lemon-yellow color dominates
the surfaces, accented with hints of honey iridescence in areas. Very
lustrous with a nearly prooflike complexion on the reverse. Struck
on a somewhat crude planchet, as is typical of the type, with natural
ragged texture noted at the edges. Sharply defined at the centers despite
softness at the borders and only minor traces of friction in the fields.
Truly SUPERIOR for the type.
The 1701 gold coinage of William II was composed of gold dust imported
by the Scottish Darien Company from a failed colony in the Isthmus of
Panama. Burns explains that while a profit of ten percent was decided
upon for the company, the dust required extensive refining that reduced

this profit by one-third. The resulting coins are incredibly scarce in today’s
market and just five distinct half pistoles have been offered since 2004.
The present piece is a truly exceptional survivor that last traded publicly
over 17 years ago in 2004, and it clearly ranks among the finest known.
It is considerably sharper than the Adams coin called “Good Fine,” the
Dundee pieces called “Almost Very Fine,” and even compares favorably
to the NGC AU-53 Douglas specimen in some respects. This piece
represents tremendous combination of rarity and eye appeal that cannot
be overstated.
$20,000-$30,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex: David McDonald Collection (Dix Noonan Webb - 10/2004) Lot # 763.
Acquired from Gordon Andreas (Andy) Singer.

41548
SCOTLAND. 40 Shillings, 1696. Edinburgh Mint. William II. NGC
VF-35. S-5681; KM-143; Burns-5 (fig. 1074). Weight: 18.33 gms.
Attractively toned in pearly grey shades with red encrustations in the
protected areas. Well centered and struck from worn dies, though
considerable luster remains visible. Minor friction noted in the reverse

fields under a glass. Impressive sharpness for this surprisingly SCARCE
type.
$500-$1,000
From the Loch Ness Collection.
Ex Robinson Collection (Baldwin’s - 10/2004) Lot # 274.

This concludes our offering of the Loch Ness Collection.
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41549
SCOTLAND. Testoon, 1557. Edinburgh Mint. Mary. PCGS EF-45
Gold Shield. S-5404; Burns-17 (fig. 792). Stunningly preserved, this
coveted Testoon type displays rich, multihued tone in fields with sharply

detailed highpoints that are silvery colored in presentation, resulting in
a quasi-cameo appearance on both sides.
$1,200-$1,600

Choice Mary Queen of Scots Portrait Testoon

41550
SCOTLAND. Testoon, 1561. Edinburgh Mint. Mary. PCGS
AU-50 Gold Shield. S-5422. Emanating from the period of the
queen’s first widowhood, this alluring silver striking stands as
an excellent survivor, remaining free from any handling issues,
though exhibiting some flan flaws on and above her face as
well as some doubling around her nose and forehead. Quite
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elegantly toned, it features some deeper cobalt and burgundy
as one approaches the obverse peripheries, while some lighter
cobalt, seafoam green, and rose gold is clear throughout the
reverse. A truly magnificent specimen, and undoubtedly one of
the finest that one is likely to encounter.
$8,000-$12,000
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41551
SCOTLAND. Ryal, 1566. Edinburgh Mint. Mary. NGC AU-55.
S-5425. Weight: 30.45 gms. Fourth Period: 1565-1567 with Henry
Darnley. Obverse: Scottish crowned shield flanked by thistles, Latin
titles of Mary and Henry as Queen and King of Scots; Reverse: Tortoise
climbing a palm tree, Latin motto on scroll “DAT GLORIA VIRES”,
(Strengths Give Glory). Nicely struck for the issue with brownishgray tone in the centers and graphite-blue accents around many of the
raised designs. Elusive and highly desirable, this large silver issue is
seldom located in such charming quality.
$2,500-$3,500

41552
SCOTLAND. 2/3 Ryal, 1565. Edinburgh Mint. Mary with Henry
Stuart (Lord Darnley). PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. S-5426. Issued
during Mary’s brief marriage to her second husband (and half-first
cousin), Henry Stuart, this crown retains great originality and nearly
complete legends on each side. A deep gray-olive tone dominates, and
the eye appeal overall is quite pleasing. For completeness, a minor flan
crack is noted among the legend on the shield side.
$2,000-$2,500

41553
SCOTLAND. Ryal (“Sword Dollar”), 1567 (Revalued 1578). Edinburgh Mint. James VI. PCGS Genuine—Surfaces Smoothed, EF
Details Gold Shield. S-5472. First coinage with thistle countermark.
Though the host has been somewhat smoothed as noted, this specimen
is otherwise pleasantly toned with a great showcase for the countermark—applied in 1578 as a revaluation. Highly charming and alluring.
$1,000-$1,500

41554
SCOTLAND. 60 Shilling, ND (1604-09). James VI. NGC VF-25.
S-5501; Dav-3783; KM-11. Weight: 29.19 gms. Thistle mint mark. A
wholesome example of the type exhibiting an even strike, nice honest wear
and smooth surfaces displaying lovely rich cabinet patina with a plethora
of iridescent hue offering much originality and is pleasing to the eye.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

41555
SCOTLAND. Unit, ND (1637-42). London Mint. Charles I. PCGS
AU-53. S-5531; Fr-56; KM-57. Weight: 9.84 gms. Third coinage; Briot’s
issue. A wholly original and very appealing example of this desirable
issue, well-struck overall and attractively preserved, with sharp remaining detail and flashes of residual luster. The original cabinet tone
darkening the obverse in contrast with the brighter reverse confirms
care in storage and adds a great deal of charm.
$8,000-$10,000
From the Sundian Valley Farms Collection.
Ex: Moreira Collection (Superior May/June 1988) Lot # 627.

41556
SCOTLAND. 12 Shillings, ND (ca. 1637-42). Edinburgh Mint.
Charles I. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. S-5558. Third coinage, first
(Briot’s) issue. Presenting the most alluring engraving and style from
the among the coinage of Charles I, Briot’s issues—such as the present
piece—feature a refinement that was seemingly ahead of its time. Well
centered and struck, with excellent detail in the king’s hair and eye,
as well as the complex shield on the reverse. A charming cabinet tone
furthers its appeal, while some hints of brilliance emerge from the protected areas. For completeness, a few light adjustment marks are noted
across the king’s portrait.
$700-$1,000
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41557

41559

SCOTLAND. 60 Shillings Restrike, “1688” (1828). James VII (as
James II of England). PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. S-5634. By M.
Young (from the originals by J. Roettiers). Incredibly dazzling and appealing, this early 19th century restrike was issued by Matthew Young
using Roettiers’s original dies, with no specimens of those dies known
to have been struck contemporaneous with their production. Rather
deeply toned, this “crown” offers a brilliance when cradled back and
forth that verges upon a prooflike quality. Tied with just one other
example for the finest in the PCGS census.

SCOTLAND. Isle of Bute. Rothesay. 4 Shillings 6 Pence, 1820. NGC
F-12; Countermark: VF Standard. KM-CC100; Manville-92. Beautifully preserved, this scarce countermark issue presents an evenly applied but not especially firm impression with the corroborating privy
mark at six o’clock on the reverse. The host coin is a Lima mint 8 Reales of Ferdinand VII dated 1815 and is highly original with appealing
gunmetal tone and few marks evident beyond the honest circulation
wear.

$2,500-$3,000

$1,000-$1,500

SIERRA LEONE

The Rarer 1/1 Type

41558
SCOTLAND. Silver Crown Pattern Restrike, “1716” (1828). James
VIII (king-in-pretence). NGC MS-64. S-5731. By M. Young (from
the originals by N. Roettiers). Amber-gray toning with a charming
strike and muted brilliance, this restrike stands as a delightful nearGem offering of a coin that never was.
In an attempt to regain the throne of his exiled father, James III/VIII
(commonly styled as the “Old Pretender”) commissioned Norbert Roettiers (son of the famous English engraver, John Roettiers) to create dies
for a crown upon his invasion. When the invasion failed, the dies remained unused until Matthew Young utilized them to produce restrikes
over 100 years later.
$3,000-$3,500
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41560
SIERRA LEONE. Dollar, 1791. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-7.
Mintage: 800. Obverse: Pouncing lion; Reverse: Clasping hands with
‘1’ above and below. A charming circulated example of this endlessly
sought type, this piece shows a unique arrangement of tone that varies from black to pink and purple. Considering the sums required for
Mint State examples these days, this piece should thrill the budgetconscious collector who has long been dreaming of adding this classic
African crown-sized issue to their collection.
$2,000-$4,000
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SOUTH AFRICA
41564
SOUTH AFRICA. 3 Pence, 1895. Pretoria Mint. NGC MS-64. KM3; Hern-Z8. Tied with just two others at the top spot in the NGC
census for the date, this near-Gem minor presents great brilliance
along with a light gray tone that intensifies as one approaches the
peripheries.

41561
SOUTH AFRICA. Griquatown. 10 “Pence”, ND (ca. 1815-16). PCGS
EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-Tn5; Hern-GT1. The largest denomination in
the first series of coins minted for and used by South Africans. The first
decimal series used in South Africa, the denomination is presumed to
be pence though no official documentation has been uncovered that
can confirm this. A wholesome and original looking survivor exhibiting even wear displaying richly toned surfaces with a hint of iridescence in the peripheries adding to its pleasing appearance.

$2,000-$3,000

SPAIN

$2,000-$3,000

41565
41562
SOUTH AFRICA. Transvaal. Bronze Penny Pattern, 1890-V. Vienna Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Red Brown Gold Shield. KMX-Pn9.
Mintage: 100. The finest in the PCGS census with the red-brown designation, and with just two reds graded finer, this shimmering Gem radiates with tremendous eye appeal and glistens throughout. Undoubtedly worthy of a strong, robust bid.

SPAIN. 8 Reales, 1620-A. Segovia Mint; mm: Aqueduct. Philip III.
NGC AU-55. KM-28.3; Cal-type-66 #165. ““∀”;” in place of “V” in
“HISPANIARVM”. Struck slightly off center, this early Spanish issue
displays consistent detail through the designs and deep gray coloration. For the collector that seeks coins that maintain absolute originality, this coin should certainly fit the bill.
$1,500-$2,000

$1,000-$1,500

41563
SOUTH AFRICA. Pond, 1895. Pretoria Mint. NGC AU-58. Fr-2;
KM-10.2. A handsome example and well-preserved for this typically
well-worn issue, very gently circulated with some light bagmarks and
flashes of residual mint luster nestled in the legends.
$1,000-$1,500

41566
SPAIN. 4 Reales, 1684/3-BR. Segovia Mint. Charles II. NGC MS-62.
KM-200; Cayon-7467. An incredibly well made survivor that still contains a great deal of the original mint luster. Various shades of blue and
orange toning are evident at all different angles, and it is no surprise
that this is the finest example certified by NGC.
$700-$1,000
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41567
SPAIN. 8 Escudos, 1721-S J. Seville Mint. Philip V. NGC AU-58. Fr247; KM-315. On the cusp of Mint State, this choice example displays
a few marks over the surfaces and bold central designs. Warm reddishorange tone on both sides also helps to set this piece apart, making it
far more visually appealing than many of the Mint State survivors of
the type that appear on the market.
$6,000-$9,000

41570
SPAIN. 8 Escudos, 1778-M PJ. Madrid Mint. Charles III. PCGS
Genuine—Damage, Unc Details Gold Shield. Fr-282; KM-409.1;
Cal-1965. The noted damage occurs within the “D” following the
king’s name. Nevertheless, this vibrant specimen is free from actual
handling, offering a delightful golden-yellow hue with tremendous
cartwheel brilliance radiating throughout.
$1,500-$2,000

41568
SPAIN. 8 Escudos, 1732-S PA. Seville Mint. Philip V. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. Fr-233; KM-346.2; Cal-944.
Lightly cleaned as noted, but nevertheless a charming example with
very little evidence of handling and no other issues of which to speak.
$2,000-$3,000

41571
SPAIN. 8 Escudos, 1788-S C. Seville Mint. Charles III. NGC MS63. Fr-283; KM-409.2a; Cal-Type 29 #263. Variety with dot after “R”.
Satiny cartwheel luster and a bright yellow color, this choice example
is tied with one other for the finest certified by NGC. An exceptional
pieces from the final year of issue for Charles III.
$3,500-$5,000

41569
SPAIN. 2 Reales, 1723-S J. Seville Mint. Philip V. NGC MS-65. KM307. A brilliant and flashy example, this glistening minor—unsurprisingly the finest certified by NGC—offers great luster with only the
slightest tint of toning noted. Sharp and exceedingly bold.
$800-$1,200

41572
SPAIN. 8 Reales, 1776-S CF. Seville Mint. Charles III. PCGS AU58+ Gold Shield. KM-414.2; Cal-1234. On the precipice of Mint State,
this tremendously attractive and charming crown offers a bold strike
and a delightful argent nature, all while featuring some deeper color at
the extremes of the peripheries. Highly engaging and decidedly wholesome.
$1,000-$1,500
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41575
41573
SPAIN. 20 Reales, 1809-M AI. Madrid Mint. Joseph Napoleon.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-551.2. Exceeded in the PCGS census by a mere two examples, this immensely pleasing Napoleonic-era
crown certainly dazzles the eye with a great deal of shimmering brilliance and a slight degree of rainbow iridescence near a portion of the
peripheries. Issued the chaotic period that saw Napoleon install family
and close friends in positions of power throughout his growing yet
short-lived European territorial exploits.

SPAIN. 4 Reales, 1811-V SG. Valencia Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC
MS-65. KM-453.2. A well struck and boldly detailed minor, with
some typical weakness observed on the reverse due to the buckled
die. Lightly toned and with a good deal of luster remaining, this is a
very attractive Gem and certainly superior to the Lissner specimen (an
NGC MS-64 that realized a total of $780 in 2014).
$700-$1,000

$1,250-$1,750

41576
SPAIN. 80 Reales, 1822-M SR. Madrid Mint. Ferdinand VII NGC
MS-63. Fr-321; KM-564.2; Cal-Type 54 #218. De Vellon coinage. This
nicely preserved and lustrous survivor exhibits bold crisp devices and
lovely satiny surfaces. A choice example of the type with a thin veneer
of pale golden patina adding to its eye appeal.
$700-$1,000
41574
SPAIN. 8 Reales, 1809-S CN. Seville Mint. Ferdinand VII. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-451. Featuring a bareheaded and draped
bust of the king—at the time a prisoner on account of the advancements
made by Napoleon and the installation of Joseph Napoleon as “king” of
Spain—this choice specimen dazzles with great lustrous brilliance and
stands as the finest seen at PCGS.
$1,000-$2,000
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SPANISH COLONIAL

Fascinating Shipwreck Gold Ingot

41577
SPANISH COLONIAL. Gold Oblong Bar Recovered from
the Nuestra Senora de la Luz (sank July 2, 1752). Dimensions:
92 mm x 44 mm x 17 mm. Weight: 735.6 gms. Inscribed
“XXXVI” on face of bar; Reverse: Stamped “159” with three
shell designs left, right and top, inscribed “AV” monogram to
right. Additional gold was added to the face, apparently done
to increase they weight of the ingot. According to the original
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auction description this interesting bar was inspected by
the Assay Office, Goldsmiths’ Hall, London with a purity of
0.857 fine. An attractive and highly interesting example with
remnants of barnacles and other minor encrustation on the
surfaces and in the crevasses.
$40,000-$60,000
Ex: Sotheby’s (New York 3/1993) Lot # 247 (with original lot ticket).
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Attractive Gold Disc from the Luz

41578
SPANISH COLONIAL. Gold Disc Recovered from the Nuestra
Senora de la Luz (sank July 2, 1752). Maximum Diameter: 70 mm.
Weight: 693.61 gms. Inscribed “XIV”, “oR.A” within square indent and
three stars in a triangular formation on the face; Reverse: Inscribed
“AV” monogram. According to the original auction description this
interesting bar was inspected by the Assay Office, Goldsmiths’ Hall,

London with a purity of 0.975 fine. Another recovered gold ingot that
is different from the other bar in this sale with several interesting and
distinct characteristics and minor remnants of barnacles and other
encrustation in the crevasses.
$40,000-$60,000

Ex: Sotheby’s (New York 3/1993) Lot # 240.

SPANISH NETHERLANDS

41579
SPANISH NETHERLANDS. Brabant. 2 Albertins, 1603. Antwerp
Mint. Albert & Isabella. NGC MS-64. Fr-86; Delm-145; KM-10.1.
Weight: 5.09 gms. Though some light striking weakness is noted, this
example presents great quality for the type, with no evidence of handling and alluring golden-orange surfaces. A SCARCE piece, and even
more so this attractive.
$3,000-$4,000

41580
SPANISH NETHERLANDS. Flanders. Souverain d’Or, 1656. Philip
IV. NGC MS-61. Fr-227; KM-32. The single finest certified of the date
on the NGC population report, none finer. This bright and lustrous
survivor exhibits a strong strike on a somewhat compact irregular flan
with good definition of the fine details, though a few flat areas are noticed where parts of the design elements were not struck up. An attractive example of the type with flash that catches the eye sure to be a
welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,500-$2,000
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SWEDEN

41581
SWEDEN. Nurnberg. Taler, 1632. Gustav II Adolf. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, AU Details Gold Shield. Dav-4550; KM-118; AAJ-5.
This seldom encountered one-year type boast a strong strike with bold
devices and clear legends all complemented by rich attractive mottled
gray patina and minor earthen deposits in the protected areas of the
legends. Evidence of light scratches in the fields in front of the bust
with a couple of other smaller scratches in the legends account for he
details designation of “Tooled”. Also, upon close inspection a tastefully
plugged hole is noticed at 6 right in the center of the “O” of “SUECO”
mentioned for accuracy. Despite its shortcomings this highly popular
and sought-after type is sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$700-$1,000

(photo reduced)

41583
SWEDEN. 2 Daler Plate Money, 1711. Karl XII. VERY FINE Details. KM-PM45; AAH-158; BT-B2. Dimensions: 9 x 9.25 in. VERY
RARE. (Tingstrom: Only 10 pieces known including this piece from
the Nicobar). Minted with copper from Garpenberg denoted by the
large star under the mintmark (weakly stamped). Stamps are well detailed, though the center stamp is about three-quarters complete, and
some pitting has affected one of the corner stamps. An attractive plate
with only light to moderate corrosion, and pleasant reddish brown patina and is much nicer than most examples from this wreck. Sold with
certificate of authenticity, verifying that the piece was recovered from
the Nicobar, wrecked of the south coast of Africa in 1783.
$1,500-$2,500
Ex: Stack’s Bowers NYINC (1/2015) Stanley Aberdeen Collection Lot # 1647.
Ex: Ponterio & Associates NYINC (1/1990) Lot # 8.
Ex: Nicobar.

41582
SWEDEN. Riksdaler, 1643-AG. Stockholm Mint. Christina. NGC
EF-40. Dav-4525; KM-187. Attractively toned and pleasingly stuck,
this specimen stands as an above average representation for the type.
A few light planchet flaws are noted on the obverse, but are not at all
distracting.
$1,500-$2,500
From the Midtown Collection.
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(photo reduced)
(photo reduced)

41584
SWEDEN. Daler Plate Money, 1718. Karl XII. VERY FINE. KMPM38; AAH-181; BT-C2. (Tingstrom: 269 examples known including 59 pieces from the Nicobar). 5.75 x 5.5 in. Type A countermark
applied to a 1716 Daler plate. All stamps are deeply applied with bold
crowns and full four-digit dates, though a couple of the borders on
three are off the flan. This highly attractive representative offers much
originality displaying rich mottled light brown and mocha patina adding to its pleasing appearance. A type that appears on the market from
time to time, but is usually of lower quality and less than desirable.

41586
SWEDEN. 4 Daler Plate Money, 1721. Fredrik I. VERY FINE. KMPM74; AAH-184; BT-A2. Dimensions: 9.5 x 9 in (Tingstrom: 172 examples known including 97 pieces from the Nicobar). All stamps well
applied, with just a slight weakness on the central stamp and on one
of the corners. The surfaces exhibit a mottled brown patina with dark
flecks throughout. Some wear but no distracting marks.
$2,000-$3,000
Ex. John Jay Pittman Collection.

$1,000-$1,500

(photo reduced)

41585
SWEDEN. 4 Daler Plate Money, 1720. Fredrik I. VERY FINE. KMPM74; AAH-183; BT-A1. Dimensions: 10 x 9 in. SCARCE (Tingstrom:
32 examples known, none from the Nicbar). A well preserved piece,
with all five stamps crisply impressed and almost complete on the plate
with bold complete full-four digit dates. The surfaces are a medium
brown to brick-red color, with flecks of both lighter and darker hues.
$2,000-$3,000

(photo reduced)

41587
SWEDEN. 4 Daler Plate Money, 1730. Fredrik I. VERY FINE. KMPM74; AAH-193; BT-A11. Dimensions: 10 x 8 in. (Tingstrom: 74 examples known including 17 pieces from the Nicobar). A very darkly
toned plate with well impressed stamps. Three are not complete only
due to their position along the cut corners.
$1,500-$2,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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41588
SWEDEN. 4 Daler Plate Money, 1735. Fredrik I. VERY FINE. KMPM74; AAH-198; BT-A16. Dimensions: 10.25 x 10 in. (Tingstrom: 112
examples known including 26 pieces from the Nicobar). Stamps well
applied with only a mild unevenness. Center stamp is nearly full with
corner stamps displaying four full legible dates and one partial date.
Choice even dark chocolate patina, with some mild scattered verdigris.
$2,000-$2,500

41590
SWEDEN. Riksdaler, 1721-LC. Fredrik I. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield.
Dav-1719; KM-389.2; AAH-58b. Variety without signature on truncation. 200th anniversary of Sweden’s Independence commemorative.
Facing busts of Gustavus I and Gustavus Adolphus on the reverse.
This beautifully preserved survivor offers lovely rich cabinet patina
with plenty of remaining luster in the protected areas adding to it eye
catching appearance.
$1,000-$1,500

Ex: Stanley Aberdeen Collection (Stack’s Bowers - 1/2015) Lot # 1683.

41591
SWEDEN. Riksdaler, 1775-OL. Gustaf III. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. Dav-1735; KM-514; AAH-42. Mintage: 35,000. First year issue
with a low mintage, it is no wonder this is seldom seen at auction in
this high state of preservation. This near-Gem survivor displays an underlying cartwheel luster with light gray toning. Boldly struck and tied
for the finest certified with one other example on the PCGS census.
$2,000-$3,000

41589
SWEDEN. 4 Daler Plate Money, 1736. Fredrik I. VERY FINE. KMPM74; AAH-199; BT-A17. Dimensions: 9 x 9.25 in. A SCARCE type
(Tingstrom: 73 examples known including 28 pieces from the Nicobar), with some unevenness on the central stamp but with all four
corner stamps nearly complete with four full legible dates. Signs of
being cleaned long ago now exhibiting an even cinnamon brown patina with darker flecks.
$1,200-$1,600
Ex: Stanley Aberdeen Collection (Stack’s Bowers - 1/2015) Lot # 1684.
Ex: Gustaf Cavalli Collection.
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41592
SWEDEN. Riksdaler, 1821-CB. Stockholm Mint. Carl XIV Johan.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-350; KM-610; Sieg-11; AAH-43. Type
II. Mintage: 7,339. Struck in 1825 to commemorate the 300th anniversary of political and religious freedom. This nicely preserved example
displays attractive mottled rich cabinet patina with plenty of underlying luster amongst the devices and protected areas offering a pleasing
appearance.
$1,000-$1,500
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41593

41594

SWEDEN. Riksdaler, 1831-CB. Stockholm Mint. Carl XIV Johan.
NGC MS-63+. Dav-352; KM-632. An incredibly dazzling and alluring
crown, it is no surprise that it sits atop the NGC census for the date,
completely unrivaled. The gunmetal gray surfaces offer some hints
of blue, while the devices present a subtle frosted nature. A few light
marks are noted in the fields, but do not distract. A must for the collector seeking a wholesome Mint State example of the type, which is
not that easy to encounter.

SWEDEN. 4 Riksdaler Riksmynt, 1857-ST. Stockholm Mint. Oscar
I. NGC MS-63. Dav-355; KM-689. Tied with just one other example
for the top spot in the NGC census, this delightfully choice crown features a mostly argent nature with a deeper tone near the peripheries
and a good deal or radiant luster abounding throughout.
$1,000-$1,500

$1,000-$1,500

41595
SWEDEN. Nobel Prize in Chemistry or Physics Bronze Collector
Medal, ND (ca. 1902). Stockholm Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-63
Gold Shield. Struck in 1902 for museums and collectors only, this
EXTREMELY RARE bronze unissued Nobel Prize medal is the first we
can recall offering. Very few unissued medals were struck before the
practice was forbidden, cementing the rarity of those that were released.
Choice surfaces are practically free of handling or marks, and touches of
subtle medium brown patina mingle with a consistent sepia backdrop.
Enhancing the historical significance of this example, we are offering it

with the original presentation box, whose silk and velour interior is well
preserved. There are marks and handling present on the leather exterior,
though nearly all decorative lace gilding is intact. The sole certified by
PCGS and likely the sole opportunity for specialists to acquire a bronze
Nobel Prize of any type for the foreseeable future.
An identical design has been used for Nobel Prizes awarded in the fields of
Physics and Chemistry.
$3,500-$5,000

41596
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Chemistry or Physics
Gold Medal, 1973. Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS MATTE
SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. 26mm; 19.16 gms. Ehrensvard-21;
Lagerqvist-1A/2A. By E. Lindberg. Obverse: Bust of Nobel left; Reverse:
REG ACAD SCIENT SVEC (Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences),

crowned and winged Swedish coat-of-arms; radiant North Star above.
Quite brilliant and alluring, this matte specimen is free from nearly any
contact marks and offers a dazzling golden-orange hue throughout.
$2,000-$3,000

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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41597
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Gold Medal, 1962. Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-58
Gold Shield. 26mm; 20.08 gms. Ehrensvard-22; Lagerqvist-3A. By E.
Lindberg. Obverse: Bust of Nobel left; Reverse: INVENTAS VITAM
IUVAT EXCOLUISSE PER ARTES (and they who bettered life on earth
by their newly found mastery), basin and serpent-entwined staff of
Aesculapius; wreath behind. Edge: 1962. A few light marks are noted
in the fields and on the edges, but this ever-popular type still retains
great originality and a pleasant golden-orange hue.
$2,000-$3,000

41600
SWITZERLAND. Basel. Taler, ND (ca. 1700-40). NGC MS-64
Prooflike. Dav-1743; KM-129. The only example of the Davenport
number on the NGC population to garner the “PL” designation. This
bright and flashy near-Gem exhibits bold frosty intricate devices with
brilliant fields offering much reflectivity with a hint of tone adding
to its pleasing appearance. This eye-catching survivor is destined for
a high-quality cabinet of the discerning collector sure to see spirited
bidding.
$3,500-$5,000

41598
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Gold Medal, “C10” (1977). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS MATTE
SPECIMEN-65 Gold Shield. 26mm; 20.10 gms. Ehrensvard-22;
Lagerqvist-3A. By E. Lindberg. Obverse: Bust of Nobel left; Reverse:
INVENTAS VITAM IUVAT EXCOLUISSE PER ARTES (and they
who bettered life on earth by their newly found mastery), basin and
serpent-entwined staff of Aeculapius; wreath behind. A majestic Gem,
this popular type offers alluring brilliance and a delightful matte nature to its seemingly flawless surfaces.
$3,000-$4,500

SWITZERLAND

41601
SWITZERLAND. Basel. Taler, 1741. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
Dav-1750; KM-149. An ever-popular crown, this glistening specimen
offers a deep cabinet tone with a good deal of shimmering brilliance
emanating from the fields. Meanwhile, the overall design is just as dazzling, with one side featuring an intricate veduta of the city, and the
other presenting a basilisk—a fabled gorgon-esque creature able to kill
simply with its death gaze. The name for the mythical beast is a punning allusion to the city’s name itself.
$2,000-$3,000

41599
SWITZERLAND. Basel. Taler, 1694. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
Dav-4614; KM-118. An incredible late-17th century survivor, this elegant crown presents quality that is virtually never encountered for
the type. Fairly strongly struck and exceptionally brilliant, with a steely
gray tone and golden hints further highlighting the devices.
$1,500-$2,500
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41604

41602
SWITZERLAND. Basel. Taler, 1756. PCGS MS-63+ Prooflike Gold
Shield. Dav-1751; KM-157; HMZ 2-99d. A fabulous example of this
ever-popular city view, tremendously well kept with flashy surfaces
and razor-sharp design elements. This is the single finest example of
this type certified by PCGS and NGC, with or without the coveted
Prooflike designation.
$3,000-$3,600

SWITZERLAND. Bern. Taler, 1798. PCGS MS-66+ Gold Shield.
Dav-1760a; KM-164; HMZ-2-218e; Divo-43. Elite quality, this masterfully preserved Taler possesses deep rainbow-hued tone on the
knight side, while the other side is far more brilliant, with only scattered instances of the same rainbow coloration. Certainly RARE in
this certified quality, this being the single finest certified at PCGS, and
sure to resonate with the high-end type collector that loves unique and
beautifully toned coins.
This type comes with a thin knight or a thick knight (shown here).
$2,000-$4,000

41603
SWITZERLAND. Bern. Taler, 1795. PCGS MS-65+ Gold Shield.
Dav-1759; KM-149; HMZ-2-218b; Divo-42. A magnificent Gem, this
Taler displays pinpoint detail in the designs and surrounding surfaces
that are both minimally marked and possess delicate reflectivity. Careful storage over the years has resulted in stunning tone over the surfaces as well, with pale orange in the centers and brighter blue, green,
orange, and red tone around the legends. Not surprisingly, the single
finest certified of this issue at PCGS or NGC, and as a result, a coin that
could very possibly achieve a record price for the type.
$2,500-$3,500

41605
SWITZERLAND. Geneva. 10 Francs, 1848. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. Dav-374; KM-138; HMZ-2-363a. Mintage: 385. Exceptionally
broad, this low-mintage issue is perfectly struck and has deeply toned
throughout with reflectivity in the fields remaining evident. Ideal for a
collection specializing in Swiss coinage, but considering its size, a coin
that would also be well-placed in a collection of Talers or multiples
thereof.
$3,000-$4,000
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41608
SWITZERLAND. Glarus. Shooting Festival 40 Batzen, 1847. NGC
MS-63. Dav-373; KM-20; HMZ-2-1341; Divo-S2; R-803a. Mintage:
3,200. Commemorating the Federal Shooting Festival held in Glarus.
This bright and lustrous example displays crisp frosty devices with
flashy lustrous surfaces and a hint of tone in the peripheries. A highly
attractive survivor that pleasing to the eye sure to see spirited bidding
from collectors.
$2,000-$3,000

41606
SWITZERLAND. Geneva. 10 Francs, 1851. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-138; R-571a. Mintage: 1,000. A wonderful near-Gem, this
example exhibits strong reflective qualities in the fields with an overlay of smoky golden tone that deepens on the reverse. Struck for the
shooting festival, this coin stands out as one of the more unique issues
in the fascinating series.
$2,500-$3,500

41609
SWITZERLAND. Zurich. 300th Anniversary of Zwingli’s First
Preaching in Zurich Gold Medallic Ducat, 1819. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. Fr-490; KMX-M2; Whiting-618. Obverse: Mantled bust of Ulrich Zwingli right, wearing minister’s cap; Reverse: Legend in ten lines.
A great Reformation-related type, this glistening Gem radiates with a
high degree of mirrored brilliance and also offers slightly frosted devices. Undoubtedly one of the finest that one can hope to encounter
and, rather unsurprisingly, tied with just two others for the top spot in
the PCGS census.
$800-$1,200

41607
SWITZERLAND. Geneva. 5 Francs, 1848. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. Dav-375; KM-137. Mintage: 1,176. One-year type. A popular
issue, this example exbibits watery reflectivity in the fields and a complex arrangement of antiqued copper-gold, blue, and yellow tone over
the surfaces.
$1,000-$1,500

41610
SWITZERLAND. 5 Francs, 1850-A. Paris Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. Dav-376; KM-11; Divo-1; HMZ-2-1197a. A
stunning example from this first year of issue, bearing some evidence
of past handling commensurate with the grade but still remarkably
flashy and possessed of superb detail.
$1,800-$2,400
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41614
41611
SWITZERLAND. 5 Francs, 1889-B. Bern Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. KM-34; HMZ-2-1198b; Divo-297. A RARE
presentation striking of the date (and the only example certified by
PCGS!), this piece stuns, with mostly white centers, tremendous depth
in the surrounding mirror-like fields, and attractive blue and copper
toning accents around the edges on both sides. An ideal item for the
collector seeking an elite example of this popular Confederation-era
type.

SWITZERLAND. Altdorf Shooting Festival 1000 Francs, 1985.
Bern Mint. NGC PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Hab-27. Mintage: 300.
Perfectly preserved, this desirable modern issue displays breakless
frost over the designs and endless depth in the fields. Accompanied by
the original ticket of issuance, which confirms the mintage of 300 in
this stunning proof format.
$1,800-$2,400

$2,000-$3,000

41615

41612
SWITZERLAND. Oberhasli Shooting Festival 1000 Francs, 1984.
Singapore Mint. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Fr-507; KM-XS23;
HMZ-2-1346a; Hab-25. Mintage: 300. Perfected produced and carefully cared for with no handling that interferes with the classic design.
Endlessly popular as a type due to the fact that it draws from the classic 19th century Swiss design and was the first issuance to reboot the
Shooting Festival coinage types.
$1,800-$2,400

SWITZERLAND. Appenzell Shooting Festival 1000 Francs, 1986.
Bern Mint. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Hab-29. Mintage: 350.
Intricately designed and carefully preserved, this low mintage shooting issue benefits from its display of a rampant bear, which is the heraldic charge of the city. Sold with the original ticket of issuance.
Quite possibly unique in its representation, the bear of Appenzell separates itself from others with its depiction of the bear’s penis. While certainly an odd appearance in modern times, an omission of the “member”
was seen as a grave insult in the days of yore, so much so that an exclusion by neighboring Saint Gallen during the printing of a calendar in
1579 almost results in the outbreak of broad scale fisticuffs.
$1,500-$2,000

41616
41613
SWITZERLAND. Oberhasli Shooting Festival Silver Medallic 50
Francs, 1984-S. Singapore Mint. PCGS PROOF-69 Deep Cameo
Gold Shield. KMX-S22; Hab-24b. Diameter: 37mm. Mintage: 300. On
the verge of perfection, this glistening Gem offers intensely mirrored
fields and alluringly frosted devices, ultimately yielding a great cameo
nature. A VERY RARE offering for the collector of shooting medals.

SWITZERLAND. Glarus Shooting Festival 1000 Francs, 1987. Vienna Mint. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Hab-32. Mintage: 300.
Alluringly designed, this type displays boldly frosted centers and
reflective surfaces that surround the outer legends. Considering the
mintage, a coin that remain both elusive and in constant demand. Sold
with the original ticket of issuance.
$1,500-$2,000

$1,000-$1,500
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41620
41617
SWITZERLAND. Brugg Shooting Festival 1000 Francs, 1988. Huguenin Freres (Switzerland) Mint. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-511; KMX-S31; Hab-34. Mintage: 400. Impressively designed, this
example displays surfaces that appear free of handling, with a few toning spots on the reverse that possibly prevented a perfect grade. Quite
elusive as a type as well, this issue seems to appear far less frequently
on the market than other similar issues with significantly lower reported mintages. Accompanied by the original ticket of issuance.

THAILAND. Salung (1/4 Baht), ND (1876-1910). Rama V. NGC
Proof Details—Harshly Cleaned. KM-Y-33. EXTREMELY RARE in
proof quality, this enticing specimen does exhibit some noted cleaning, though it does not appear to be as extreme as the classification of
harsh. A hint of golden toning is now evident near the peripheries on
the reverse.
$800-$1,200

$1,500-$2,000

41621

41618
SWITZERLAND. Dielsdorf Shooting Festival 1000 Francs, 1992.
Huguenin Freres (Switzerland) Mint. NGC PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Fr-514a; KMX-S41; HMZ-2-1346i; Hab-44. Mintage: 175. Ultimate quality, this boldly designed issue showcases thick frost over the
design with magnificent contrast in the fields. Seldom available as a
type and certainly RARE in this spectacular quality. Accompanied by
the original ticket of issuance.
$2,000-$3,000

THAILAND. Uniface Lead Baht Incomplete Die Trial Strike, ND
(ca. 1876-1910). Rama V. EXTREMELY FINE. KM-Unlisted. This
highly interesting piece appears to be of the adopted design, but upon
closer inspection is slightly different. The stops in the legend are plain
periods rather than the normally encountered six-petaled florets indicating that the die was incomplete at the time of striking. The surfaces
exhibit light signs of handling with minor earthen deposits amongst
the devices adding to its originality. Seldom do new discoveries from
this series appear in the marketplace and as such should be considered
VERY RARE and desirable. A piece that is destined for an advanced
collection of struck Thai numismatics.
Deemed in ineligible type by PCGS and thus not returnable if not able
to certify.

THAILAND

$700-$1,000

41622
41619
THAILAND. Silver Baht Pattern, ND (1876-1910). Rama V. PCGS
SPECIMEN-61 Gold Shield. cf. KM-Y-34. A VERY RARE and extremely interesting pattern issue, exhibiting a mostly argent nature
with some scattered hairlines in the obverse field. A few burnished
hints are observed on the obverse, while the reverse remains entirely
without color.

THAILAND. 3000 Baht, BE 2521 (1978). NGC MS-68. Fr-36; KMY-129. Mintage: 10,000. Celebrating the graduation of Crown Prince
Vajiralongkorn, this SCARCE type features intense brilliance and
stands as one of the finest seen at NGC.
$1,000-$1,500

$2,000-$3,000
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TONGA

Intriguing Palladium Coronation Set with a Tremendous Provenance

41623
TONGA. Palladium Coronation Mint Set (3 pieces), 1967. GEM
UNCIRCULATED. KM-MS2. Mintage: 1,500 sets. Struck to
commemorate the coronation of Taufa’ahau Tupou IV of the Kingdom
of Tonga on July 4, 1967 and the first Palladium coinage in history. Edge
inscription: HISTORICALLY THE FIRST PALLADIUM COINAGE.
With original case of issue. An interesting set that tells several stories,
each piece exhibits sharp crisp details and matte like surfaces indicative
of heavy die brushing all with varying degrees of a thin veneer of tone.
1) Hau (100 Pa’anga), 1967. KM-25. APdW 2.0165 oz.
2) 1/2 Hau (50 Pa’anga), 1967. KM-23. APdW 1.0082 oz.
3) 1/4 Hau (25 Pa’anga), 1967. KM-21. APdW 0.5041 oz.
The original recipient of this set, Mr. Edwin Stuart Grosvenor, is a
renowned photographer, author and the great-grandson of Alexander

Graham Bell. He has published nine books, numerous articles, lectured
at major institutions (Smithsonian Institution, Boston Museum of
Science and other venues) and has conducted interviews with the History
Channel, CBS News Sunday Morning, NBC Radio Network, NPR and
Voice of America to name a few. In the early years of his professional
career, he worked as a freelance photographer for National Geographic
completing 23 assignments, including his coverage of the coronation of
Taufa’ahau Tupou IV in Tonga where he originally acquired the present
set and is credited on many images in the National Geographic Vol. 133,
No. 3 March, 1968 (copy included) that covered this event. Seldom do
coronation issues appear on the market where the provenance can be
traced to the issuance date and original recipient.
$9,000-$10,000

TRANSYLVANIA

41624
TRANSYLVANIA. Taler, 1591. Nagybanya (Baia Mare) Mint.
Sigismund Bathori. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Dav-8802. A wildly
pleasing crown, this issue emanates from the enigmatic principality
home to fabled vampiric lore and offers gunmetal gray surfaces that

yield to a more burnished nature at the peripheries. Well struck and
wholesome for the type, with great centering and eye appeal.
$3,000-$5,000
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The Finest Seen of the Very Rare
Transylvanian Taler of Achatius Barcsai

41625
TRANSYLVANIA. Mint Error — Double Struck with
Obverse Rotation — Taler, 1660-CB. Nagybanya (Baia
Mare) Mint. Achatius Barcsai. NGC MS-63. Dav-4765 var.;
KM-330.3. Quite possibly finest known quality for this VERY
RARE type with some elements of typical crudeness seen (most
visibly on date side where a 90 degree rotation between strikes
is observed), yet with surfaces that are exceptionally fresh,
displaying flashy gleam in the fields and designs that are free
from circulation friction. Close inspection unveils additional
anomalous characteristics, as the elements that comprise
the shield motif most closely resemble Davenport-4764, but
characteristics such as a rosette among the seven castles in
the lower right quadrant don’t match any other example we’ve
traced (although a surprising number of dies are observed
considering how rare this type is). Perhaps even more
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fascinating is the realization that the doubling in the strike seen
on the date side is the result of striking with two different dies,
the size of the first 6 in the date being clear differentiators. As
such, perhaps this piece was executed as a trial for the type, thus
explaining how it escaped circulation and remains in such a
lovely state. Whatever the case, a true treasure for the collector
of Transylvania, with the added of allure of potentially being
unique in this formation.
Achatius Barcsai was twice prince of Transylvania 1658-59
and 1660 during the confused fighting between the Turks, the
Austrians and the local Hungarians. The Hapsburgs finally
prevailed after the siege of Vienna of 1683 and conquered
Transylvania, ending her autonomy.
$12,000-$16,000
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TREBIZOND

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

41626
TREBIZOND. Gold 20 Francs, 1955. Milan (Lorioli Castelli) Mint.
NGC PROOF-65 Ultra Cameo. KMX-3. Mintage: 100. An interesting
fantasy issue struck by the would-be heirs to the former Empire of
Trebizond in modern Turkey, this vibrant Gem is SCARCELY seen in
the market and offers a delightful cameo allure.
$1,000-$1,500

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

41629
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. Ras Al-Khaimah. 100 Riyals, 1970.
NGC PROOF-67 Ultra Cameo. Fr-3; KM-23. Mintage: 2,000. Commemorating the centennial of Italian unification. A seldom seen issue,
this glistening Gem radiates with great brilliance and some charming
frosting to the devices. A few light carbon spots are noted on the obverse.
$1,250-$1,750

41630
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. Umm Al Qaiwain. 25 Riyals, AH 1389
(1970). NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. Fr-4; KM-6. Mintage: 500.
Glistening and exceedingly brilliant, this tremendous example offers a
great cameo nature, though a light carbon spot is noted on the obverse.
$800-$1,200
41627
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO. T&B - Mexico. 9 Shillings, ND (1811).
PCGS VF-20 Gold Shield. KM-A14.1. Weight: 23.81 gms. Struck
upon a host 1790 8 Reales of Mexico City, the present example exhibits
deep tone over typically well-circulated surfaces with sharp edges preserved along the perforation.
$1,500-$2,000

TURKEY
41631
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. 10 Riyals, ND (1970). PCGS MATTE
MS-67 Gold Shield. KM-9.1. Matte finish. This bright and attractive
example offers smooth matte surfaces and devices with a hint of tone
that adds a bit of character.
$700-$1,000
41628
TURKEY. Gold Conquest of Constantinople Medal, 1953. PCGS
SPECIMEN-61 Gold Shield. Obverse: Bust of the Sultan in turban
left, legend FATH SULTAN MEHMET HAN/ 1453-1953; Reverse: 500
YIL HATIRASI / TURK / MILLETININ / MINNET / VE / SUKRANI
/ INSTANBUL FETHI DERNEGI (incuse serial number 225). An
attractive survivor displaying boldly struck devices that are complemented by pale golden tone.
$1,500-$2,500

41632
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. 750 Dirhams, 1980. PCGS PROOF-67
Deep Cameo. Fr-3; KM-8. Mintage: 3,063. Struck to commemorate
the Year of the Child and UNICEF. A stunningly produced modern
issue that possesses an extreme cameo appearance on both sides.
$800-$1,200
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URUGUAY

41636

41633
URUGUAY. Peso, 1895. Buenos Aires Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-17a. Tied with just one other specimen for this top spot in
the PCGS census, the present example offers stunning brilliance and
radiance, along with an enchanting golden-olive tone. The aforementioned other example realized a total of $2,736 in our October 2019
CCO (lot 72878).
$2,000-$3,000

VENEZUELA. Centavo, 1843. London Mint. PCGS MS-63 Brown
Gold Shield. KM-Y-3.1. Tied for second finest certified of the date
with the Brown designation on the PCGS population report, only one
finer (MS 64). This highly attractive and nicely preserved survivor is
vastly superior to most examples encountered in the marketplace exhibiting a bold strike with crisp well-defined devices. Displaying lovely
rich mottled brown patina with hints of original mint red throughout
that is complemented by an iridescent sheen and offers much originality. A choice example of the type with a good look that is certain
to pique the interest of many collectors seeking tough to locate high
grade issues.
$2,000-$3,000

VENEZUELA

41637

41634
VENEZUELA. Maracaibo. 2/4 Real, ND (1813). NGC AU-53. KM2. A RARE issue, this example displays reddish-brown color in the
smooth fields that reflects very limited time spent in circulation. Some
striking unevenness is seen, with softness on this piece mostly showing in the left quadrants of the crowned shied. The denomination,
which appears on the other side, is quite nicely centered. Despite its
overall crudeness, one of the nicer surviving examples of the type, it
being the single finest to have been certified by NGC with a single AU55 appearing in PCGS’ population reports.

VENEZUELA. Copper 2 Centavos Essai (Pattern), 1863-E. NGC
PROOF-64 Red Brown. KM-E2. This somewhat flashy pattern issue
boasts a strong strike with frosted devices and slightly subdued proof
surfaces displaying rich mottled patina. This nicely preserved survivor
offers a good looking with much brilliance sure to catch the attention
of many collectors.
$700-$1,000

$1,500-$2,500

41638
41635
VENEZUELA. Maracaibo. 1/4 Real, ND (1813). NGC VF-35. KM1. A nicely preserved example of this crudely made type is unevenly
struck with attractive mottled brown and brassy colored patina. A
handsome survivor of this difficult to locate type that is sure to be a
welcome addition to the next collection it enters.
$1,000-$1,500
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VENEZUELA. Copper Centavo Essai (Pattern), 1863-E. NGC
PROOF-65 Red Brown. KM-E1. This highly attractive pattern issue
offers bold intricate devices with slightly subdued flashy surfaces that
retain much brilliance and plenty of original mint red and hints of
iridescent that pop out when tilted in the light. A lovely example of the
type that is destined for an advanced collection and is sure to pique the
interest of many potential bidders.
$700-$1,000
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Entrancing One-Year Type Coin from Venezuela

41639
VENEZUELA. Venezolano, 1876-A. Paris Mint. NGC MS63. KM-Y-16. VERY RARE in any grade, and especially so
in this level of preservation, the present crown-sized example
possesses flashy cartwheel luster along with some darker
toning near the peripheries on the obverse. When switching
to the reverse, an intoxicating level of electrified cobalt and

violet dominates, with just a light band of untoned surface area
bisecting the intense palette. An exceptional chance at a New
World crown with great character, and one that is exceeded in
the NGC census by a mere two other pieces.
$30,000-$40,000
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41640
VENEZUELA. 20 Centavos, 1874-A. Paris Mint. PCGS AU-55 Gold
Shield. KM-Y-14. This gently circulated survivor exhibits a good strike
with light signs of handling consistent for the grade with wear contained primarily to the high points. The richly toned surfaces display
an attractive combination of hues adding to its pleasing appearance
with plenty of underlying luster the pops out when rotated in the light.
Clearly an example that was plucked from circulation early on, saved
and given great care creating a visually appealing handsome minor silver issue that is sure to catch the attention of many collectors.
$700-$1,000

41643
VENEZUELA. 5 Bolivares, 1886. Caracas Mint. NGC AU-58. KMY-24.1. Variety with no accent over “BOLIVAR”. Sharply struck and
minimally marked, this top tier survivor also possesses excellent luster
that brightens the surfaces on both sides. RARE this nice, and perhaps
unique in finer grades, with only one piece graded at the Mint State
tier between NGC and PCGS; that piece, the Lissner specimen, was
certified MS-63 by NGC and brought $16,000 hammer when it was
sold in 2014. As the finest offering since the Lissner coin sold, this offering should undoubtedly excite the specialist that has been waiting
for another choice example of this elusive date to come to market.
$2,000-$4,000

41641
VENEZUELA. 100 Bolivares, 1889. Caracas Mint. NGC MS-61.
Fr-2; KM-Y-34. Free of wear, this lovely Mint State survivor displays
bright luster in the fields and enticing lemon-colored color throughout.
$2,500-$5,000

41644
VENEZUELA. 5 Bolivares, 1889. Caracas Mint. NGC AU-53. KMY-24.1. Impressively detailed with limited tone over the surfaces and
significant luster remaining in the fields. As a date, rarely observed in
finer condition.
$1,500-$2,000

41642
VENEZUELA. 20 Bolivares, 1880. Brussels Mint. NGC AU-55. KMY-32. Lightly circulated, yet displaying significant remaining luster
and few marks over the surfaces. A SCARCE date in this quality.
$700-$1,000

41645
VENEZUELA. 5 Bolivares, 1901. Paris Mint. NGC AU Details—
Cleaned. KM-Y-24.2. Mintage: 90,000. Despite having been cleaned in
the past, the remaining detail is exceptional for this date. In fact, a scan
of archived auction records reveals no others in the AU grade (details
or otherwise) or higher, thus signaling a VERY RARE opportunity for
the collector of challenging Venezuelan issues.
$1,000-$2,000
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41648
41646
VENEZUELA. 5 Bolivares, 1905. Paris Mint. NGC AU-55. KM-Y24.2. One of the more difficult years in the series, this date is SCARCE
in any grade, let alone at this level of preservation. Still displaying
some underlying luster, this example has a russet-gray toning that simply adds to the overall eye appeal.

VENEZUELA. 2 Bolivares, 1904. Paris Mint. NGC MS-61. KM-Y23. Small 0, Small 4 variety. Entirely lustrous, this Mint State survivor
boasts surfaces that are nearly fully white with several blushes of attractive coppery tone on both sides. The date variety is RARE for the
issue as well, with this being the single finest thus far certified by NGC.
$1,500-$3,000

$2,000-$2,500

41649

41647
VENEZUELA. 2 Bolivares, 1888. Caracas Mint. PCGS EF-45 Gold
Shield. KM-Y-23. Elusive quality for this SCARCE date, this example
retains pleasing detail over the designs with soft steely-gray color. For
the grade, very few marks of significance are seen, which should appeal to the collector seeking coins with choice eye appeal.

VENEZUELA. 1/2 Bolivar, 1888. Caracas Mint. PCGS EF-45 Gold
Shield. KM-Y-21. A KEY DATE, this example easily surpasses most
seen with excellent detail remaining in Bolivar’s portrait and consistent silver-gray color on both sides. A coin that should immediately
capture the attention of specialized collectors focused on the challenging 19th century issues of Venezuela.
$1,000-$2,000

$1,000-$1,500
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A Key to the Venezuelan Series

41650
VENEZUELA. 1/2 Bolivar, 1889. Caracas Mint. PCGS VF-35
Gold Shield. KM-Y-21. Tied for the finest example of this VERY
RARE date certified by PCGS, long considered the key to the
Republican coinage series of Venezuela. The example offered
today exhibits mild tone over lightly marked surfaces, wholly
original and indicative of nothing but honest circulation. This
emission is exceptionally difficult to obtain in any grade and is
destined for the finest of Venezuelan coin cabinets following
sustained and very spirited bidding.
In 1889, conflicts between the national government and the mint
came to a head. Disputes rose over the mint striking more coins
than were authorized, and as a result, operations were ceased.
Officially 80,000 1/2 Bolivar (50 Centimos) coins were minted in
1889, an amount in and of itself low compared to previous and
subsequent years. While it remains unknown exactly how many
were released, it seems likely that significant portions of this small
denomination were melted.
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Aside from its tiny initial release, two other factors contribute to
the 1889 1/2 Bolivar’s rarity as well. The first is that the coinage
itself was not well-designed, with its very low relief doing little
to protect the designs from wear. Additionally, the 1/2 Bolivar
denomination, which was a mainstay in circulation due to its low
face value, would remain legal tender, with its same weight and
silver content, for another 70+ years, giving it decades to be worn
slick or melted down.
Today, only three specimens are known around the AU/UNC
grade, one of them being in an institutional collection. About five
examples fall into the VF/EF tier, most of which show some sort of
damage. The rest are below VG, many of which were acid treated
to help reveal their worn-away dates.
Because of this - for decades - the 1889 1/2 Bolivar has been
considered the apex of any republican collection of Venezuelan
issues. Simply put, it is the rarest circulating coin struck during
Venezuela’s modern era.
$15,000-$30,000
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41651
VENEZUELA. 1/2 Bolivar, 1901. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. KM-Y-21. The second finest certified of the date on the PCGS
population report, only one finer (MS-64). A choice example of the
type exhibits bold details with smooth satiny lustrous surfaces displaying light attractive mottled patina offering much originality and
is pleasing to the eye.
$1,500-$2,500

41654
VENEZUELA. Tachira. Brass 2 Reales Token, 1872. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-S2; Rulau-Tch9. Star be denomination variety. This
highly attractive and flashy example displays lovely brassy patina with
amber hues that pop out when tilted in the light complementing the
frosty devices. A small area of richer coloration is noticed on the obverse, but is hardly a distraction mentioned purely for the sake of accuracy. A type that seldom appears on the market and is sure to see
spirited bidding from many collectors.
$2,000-$3,000

VIETNAM
41652
VENEZUELA. 12-1/2 Centimos, 1896. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-65+.
KM-Y-28. VERY RARE quality for the issue, this piece showcases fully intricate designs with fields that display flashy luster and few marks.
Pale orange and purple tone on both sides adds subtle character to the
appearance. Easily the finest example of this date that we have been
able to locate in public offering, and as such, a coin that is certain to excite the advanced collector of conditionally rare Venezuelan coinage.
$1,500-$3,000

41655

41653
VENEZUELA. 5 Centimos, 1896. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-65. KMY-27. Nearing pristine, no marks are visible to the naked eye and pale
spotted tone adorns the surfaces. Undoubtedly one of the very finest
examples of this issue known, with only one MS-66 appearing publicly
to date; that piece, appearing in the famed Lissner Collection brought
$2,500 hammer in 2014.

VIETNAM. Gold Wafer Money, ND (ca. 1960s). UNCIRCULATED.
KMX-B1. Weight: 37.42 gms. A complete presentation from the KimThanh Refinery Co., which includes 2-1/2 wafers. As original as one
can expect of this type, which is sold with the original red-inked manila paper wrapper.
$2,200-$2,800

$1,000-$2,000
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YAP ISLAND

(Photo Reduced)

41656
YAP ISLAND. Stone Money “Fei”, ND (mid-late 19th Century).
Pre O’Keefe Type. Opitz-pg. 316/21; Quiggin-pg. 144, P1#12; Siglerpg. 19.. Approximately 12 x 12 x 2 in; 23 lbs. Yap Island produced the
world’s largest and heaviest coinage, most commonly referred to as
“Fei” or “Rai”, considered sacred amongst the local people. The largest
examples are in excess of 12 feet in diameter, weighing about 2 tons.
Due to their excessive size, the larger stones often traded ownership
without physically being moved and would remain in place as it became
common knowledge among the inhabitants that it now belonged to a
new owner. As there is no large source of stone on Yap, the stones were
quarried and shaped on the island of Malakal in Palau, then shipped
back to Yap on native boats. The stones are made of calcite, which is
abundant on Malakal. Some of the larger stones took as long as two
years to quarry and shape using axes made from giant clams. The trip
from Malakal to Yap via boat was a hazardous voyage that claimed many
lives. Often the value placed on a stone directly related to the amount
of human lives lost in order to quarry it and deliver to Yap. Although
there are many sizes and shapes of Yap stones, they can be classified
into two basic types: pre and post O’Keefe. The earliest stones were
produced by the locals using axe heads made from segments of the
giant clam. Later stones or “O’Keefe stones” were produced in the late
1800’s using metal tools. David O’Keefe was American of Irish heritage
who came to Yap with tools and a junk boat acquired in Hong Kong,
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which he used to quarry and transport “Fei” from Malakal to Yap, and
through this process set himself up as the King of Yap Island. The 1954
motion picture “His Majesty O’Keefe” starring Burt Lancaster, although
somewhat dramatized and engrossed, fairly accurately portrays this
series of events. The stone offered here is the pre O’Keefe type. Seldom
are larger stones available for sale as removing them from the island was
extremely hard due to their size and weight. This example is quite nice
to behold and was quite well produced considering it was hewn by hand.
The central hole has a diameter of approximately 3.75 inches with a
depth of 3.25 inches. In color it is a lovely milky golden tan accentuated
by a few orange veins. Simply a delight to behold. Often referred to as
the key or “Holy Grail” to assembling a collection of primitive money
the chance to obtain one of these pieces should not be missed.
It is interesting to note that we have viewed a letter from the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands Office of the District Administer Yap
District Yap, Western Caroline Island 96943 signed by Fran Defngin
Public Affairs Officer, Yap that was addressed to Mr. Neil Kent Becker and
dated February 19, 1974. The subject of this letter is in regards to Mr.
Becker’s upcoming trip and living arrangements on Yap. Presumably this
is around the time that Mr. Becker acquired this stone and returned with
it to the United States.
$4,000-$6,000
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YEMEN

41657
YEMEN. Gold Riyal, AH 1378 (1958). PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
Fr-8; KM-Y-G17.2. Variety without incuse Arabic number. Sparkling
quality with few marks on either side and underlying evidence of what
appears to be a flip-over double strike error that resulted from the coin

being struck once and then a second time after the planchet had flipped
over. RARE and highly desirable, this is only the second example seen
by PCGS.
$5,000-$8,000

ZANZIBAR

41658
ZANZIBAR. Riyal, AH 1299 (1881/2). Barghash Ibn Sa’id. NGC MS63. Dav-89; KM-4. An ever-popular crown due to it being a singular
issue for the country, this example possesses wonderful originality for

the type, with satiny fields and overlying multicolored tone that sweeps
across the surfaces.
$1,500-$2,000

41659
ZANZIBAR. Riyal, AH 1299 (1881/2). Barghash Ibn Sa’id. NGC MS62. Dav-89; KM-4. A popular one-year type, this elegant, nearly-choice
specimen offers a delightful argent nature with a good deal of radiant

brilliance. A hint of golden toning is noted nearest the peripheries.
$1,250-$1,750

End of Session C
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GREEK
Italy

43004

43001
ITALY. Apulia. Asculum. AE Aes Grave Quadrunx (36.31 gms), ca.
217-212 B.C. NEARLY EXTREMELY FINE. Haeberlin-pl. 72, 12;
TV-174; HN Italy-656a. Obverse: Large A; four pellets (mark of value)
below; Reverse: Thunderbolt. Pleasing green surfaces with a rather
bold casting. Exceptional quality for the type and quite RARE.
$2,000-$3,000

ITALY. Lucania. Sybaris. AR Stater (Nomos - Tridrachm) (8.02
gms), ca. 530-510 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 3/5 Surface: 3/5. Light
Marks. HGC-1, 1231; HN Italy-1729. Obverse: Bull standing left, head
right; MV in exergue; Reverse: Incuse bull standing right, head left.
This elegant example presents a great showcase for the incuse/reverted
type common to Sybaris. Excellent centering and very light handling
make this example one which should generally spirited enthusiasm.
$1,000-$2,000
Ex: Ponterio (1/2008) Lot # 117.

Ex: Stack’s (1/2010) Lot # 308.
Ex: Numismatica Ars Classica 40 (5/2007) Lot # 350.

43005
43002
ITALY. Lucania. Herakleia. AR Stater (Nomos) (7.88 gms), ca. 281278 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5. Fine Style. HGC-1,
990; HN Italy-1385. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; E to inner left; Reverse: Herakles standing left, holding club and bow, and
with lion skin draped over arm; to upper left, owl standing right; ΑΡΙΣ
to lower left. Very well centered and attractively struck, this specimen
presents an alluring cabinet tone and great brilliance remaining in the
protected areas.
$600-$900

ITALY. Lucania. Thourioi. AR Distater (15.70 gms), ca. 400-350
B.C. NEARLY EXTREMELY FINE. Tooling. HGC-1, 1256; HN Italy-1804. Obverse: Head of Athena left, wearing helmeted decorated
with Skylla; Δ to inner right; Reverse: Bull butting right; in exergue,
fish right. Despite exhibiting some tooling around the chin and on the
cheek, this elegant specimen—clearly engraved in an exceptionally fine
style—offers immense relief and detail, right down to the hand and
face of the sea monster Skylla on Athena’s helmet. Attractively toned,
with a delightful, old time cabinet feel. Quite impressive both to hold
and to behold, with tremendous eye appeal on full display. VERY
RARE with the left-facing bust type on the obverse.
$1,500-$3,000

43003
ITALY. Lucania. Metapontion. AR Stater (Nomos) (8.04 gms), ca.
510-470 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Edge Bend. HGC1, 1028; HN Italy-1482; Noe-184. Obverse: Barley ear; Reverse: Incuse
barley ear. Quite deeply toned and pleasing, this charming specimen
is nearly free from any problems, with the noted minor edge bend the
only issue observed. Typically encountered with more distractions,
this piece towers above most and presents a solid, well-centered strike.
$700-$1,000
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43006
ITALY. Bruttium. Lokri Epizephryioi. AR Stater (8.60 gms), ca.
350-274 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5. HGC-1, 1574; HN
Italy-2338; SNG ANS-506. Obverse: Pegasos flying left; Reverse: Helmeted head of Athena right. A VERY RARE issue, this charming specimen offers a well centered and well executed strike, with a pleasing
cabinet tone and some golden hints of brilliance sprinkled throughout.
$1,500-$3,000
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Sicily

43007
SICILY. Entella (“The Camp”). AR Tetradrachm (17.14 gms), ca. 320300 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-2, 289. Obverse:
Wreathed head of Arethusa left; four dolphins around; Reverse: Head of
horse left; palm tree to right, Punic M below. Lightly toned and handled,

this example presents pleasing overall artistry and surfaces that are
mostly free from issue.
$1,000-$2,000

43008
SICILY. Entella (“The Camp”). AR Tetradrachm (16.52 gms), ca. 300289 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. Flan Flaw. HGC-2, 293;
Jenkins-309 (O97/R252). Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion
skin headdress; Reverse: Head of horse left; palm tree to right. Despite
the noted flan flaw, this elegantly toned specimen is rather free from

issue, offering an alluring cabinet tone and an overall well centered
strike.
$1,000-$2,000
Ex: Frankfurter Muenzhandlung 132 (5/1989) Lot # 27.

Incredible Man-Headed Bull Didrachm from Gela

43009
SICILY. Gela. AR Didrachm (8.75 gms), ca. 490/485-480/475 B.C.
NGC Ch AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. Fine Style. HGC-2, 363;
Jenkins-20 (O7/R8); SNG ANS-5 (same dies before being re-engraved);
SNG Lloyd-956. Obverse: Nude warrior riding horse right, preparing
to cast javelin held over head; Reverse: Forepart of man-headed bull
right. A tremendous, breathtaking example, this glistening piece is truly
a work of art that has been well preserved over the past two-and-ahalf millennia. Charming cabinet toning and hints of golden brilliance

accentuating the devices show off its allure, while a well centered strike
ensures that all of its magnificence reaches the gaze of the viewer. For
the advanced collectors of Gela, Sicilian silver, or fine archaic issues in
general, this is undoubtedly an example worth immense consideration
and adoration. VERY RARE this captivating and radiant.
$7,500-$15,000
Ex: Triton VII (1/2004) Lot # 44.
Ex: Sotheby’s (3/1996) Lot # 48.
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Exceptional Rendition of the Man-Headed Bull

43010
SICILY. Gela. AR Tetradrachm (17.48 gms), ca. 415-405
B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5. Fine Style. HGC2, 358; Jenkins Group IX-483 (O96/R192); SNG ANS-99;
Jameson-191; SNG Lockett-777; Weber-1332 (all from the
same dies). Obverse: ΓΕΛΩ[ΙΩΝ], Nike, holding reins, driving
quadriga right; above, eagle flying right; Reverse: ΓΕΛΑΣ;
(retrograde), forepart of man-headed bull right; barley grain
above. An absolutely stunning specimen, this impressive piece
features such a broad flan that the reverse is clearly struck off
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center, and yet all of the reverse die has made an appearance on
the metal. The resounding level of detail present in the neck and
head of the man-headed bull is extraordinary, and not likely
to be encountered again anytime soon. Additionally, the light
toning and charming lustrous allure only augment the majesty
which is offered by this specimen. An exceedingly important
and captivating piece of Greek art.
$40,000-$50,000
Ex: Stack’s (1/2010) Lot # 33 @ $42,500.
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43014

43011
SICILY. Leontini. AR Tetradrachm (17.07 gms), ca. 476-466 B.C.
NGC Ch AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5. HGC-2, 661; Boehringer-2.
Obverse: Charioteer driving fast quadriga right; above, Nike flying right, crowning horses; Reverse: Head of roaring lion right; four
barley grains around. Very well-centered and attractive, this pleasing
example features a deep cabinet tone and some shimmering hints of
brilliance remaining in the protected areas.
$2,000-$4,000

SICILY. Syracuse. Deinomenid Tyranny, 485-466 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.27 gms), struck under Hieron I, ca. 475-470 B.C.
NGC VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-2, 1307; Boehringer-352
(V174/R247). Obverse: Charioteer driving quadriga right; above,
crowning Nike flying right; Reverse: Diademed head of Arethusa right;
four dolphins around. Slightly off center on the obverse, but nevertheless a charming and wholesome survivor, offering a hint of iridescence
around the devices.
$700-$1,000

Ex: Superior (12/1991) Lot # 340.

Ex Randazzo Hoard
Plated in Caltabiano

Pedigreed to 1907

Ex Jameson & de Ciccio Collections

43015

43012
SICILY. Messana. AR Tetradrachm (17.38 gms), ca. 475-471 B.C.
NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5. HGC-2, 779; Caltabiano-Series
III, 134 (D72/R70) = Randazzo-129 (this coin). Obverse: Charioteer
driving biga of mules right; in exergue, olive leaf right; Reverse: Hare
springing right. Despite a fairly large and bold die flaw on the obverse,
this example offers a pleasing tone and emanates from the famous
1980 Randazzo hoard in Sicily. The refinement of the reverse design
stands in stark contrast to the rather thick, uneven nature of the rims
and edges, presenting the unique nature that archaic issues such as this
have to offer.
$1,500-$3,000
Ex: Randazzo Hoard, no. 129.

SICILY. Syracuse. Second Democracy, 466-406 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.34 gms), ca. 466-460 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5. HGC-2, 1310; Boehringer-442.1 (V233/R318; this cited and
plated) = Jameson 758 = de Ciccio 310. Obverse: Charioteer, holding
kentron and reins, driving slow quadriga right; above, crowning Nike
flying left; in exergue, ketos right; Reverse: Head of Arethusa right,
wearing tainia; four dolphins around. Offering an incredibly alluring
pedigree, this exceptional specimen possesses only light handling with
the surfaces presenting an alluring, wholesome, gunmetal gray tone
and a strike that is very well centered. It goes without saying that this
piece should generate a great deal enthusiasm given all that it has to
offer.
$10,000-$20,000
Ex: R. Jameson Collection # 758.
Ex: G. de Ciccio Collection (Sambon-Canessa - 12/1907) Lot # 310.

43013
SICILY. Syracuse. Deinomenid Tyranny, 485-466 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.44 gms), struck under Hieron I, ca. 475-470 B.C.
NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-2, 1307. Obverse: Charioteer
driving quadriga right; above, crowning Nike flying right; Reverse:
Diademed head of Arethusa right; four dolphins around. Struck on
a somewhat compact flan, this deep gray specimen also offers some
vibrant iridescence further accentuating the reverse.
$700-$1,000
From the Robert Feuer Collection.

43016
SICILY. Syracuse. Timoleon & The Third Democracy, ca. 345-317
B.C. AV 30 Litrai (1/4 Stater) (2.12 gms), ca. 339/8-336 B.C. NGC
Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Fine Style. HGC-2, 1283 corr. (club
or thunderbolt); Garraffo-Series B, b. Obverse: Laureate head of Zeus
Eleutherios right; thunderbolt to left; Reverse: Pegasos flying right; ΣΩ
below. Rather well centered and evenly handled, this specimen stands
as a VERY RARE example with types right and thunderbolt.
$2,000-$4,000
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Macedon

Ex: Jonathan P. Rosen Collection.

43017
SICILY. Syracuse. Agathokles, 317-289 B.C. AR Tetradrachm
(16.81 gms), ca. 317-310 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 3/5 Surface: 3/5.
Fine Style. HGC-2, 1348; BAR-issue 2. Obverse: Wreathed head of
Arethusa left; three dolphins around; NI below neck; Reverse: Charioteer driving quadriga left; triskeles above; monogram in exergue. A
hint of striking weakness is noted on the reverse, with some scattered,
even wear throughout, but this elegant specimen also offers a rather
alluring iridescent toning highlighting the obverse quite well.
$1,500-$3,000

43020
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Archelaos, 413-400/399 B.C.
AR Stater (Didrachm) (10.87 gms), Aigai Mint. NGC EF, Strike:
4/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-3.1, 795. Obverse: Head of Apollo right, wearing tainia; Reverse: Horse standing right, with foreleg raised, wearing
bridle with trailing rein; all within incuse square. Quite well centered
and pleasing for this early type, presenting good metal that is free
from issue and even sports a charming tone. Great overall quality for
the issue.
$700-$1,000

From the Robert Feuer Collection.

43021
43018
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Tetralitron (33.93
gms). CHOICE VERY FINE. HGC-2, 1546. Obverse: Diademed head
left; Reverse: Nike driving galloping biga right; monogram below. A
fairly RARE and impressive type, this example exhibits forest green
surfaces with some rough patches and pits on the reverse that have
a lighter blue-green color. Despite its issues, a great portrait with tremendous detail remaining.
$1,000-$1,500

MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Philip II, 359-336 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (14.46 gms), Pella Mint, ca. 342/1-337/6 B.C. NGC Ch
EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style. SNG ANS-380-2. Obverse:
Laureate head of Zeus right; Reverse: Youth, holding palm frond, riding horse right; vertical thunderbolt below; N in exergue. Elegantly engraved by the hand of a skilled celator, this incredible example radiates
allure along with a subtle gray tone. The strike is well executed, with
some hints of brilliance remaining in the fields and only light handling
upon the high points.
$1,000-$2,000

Ex: Christie’s New York (6/1988) Lot # 19.

43022
43019
SICILY. Lilybaion (as “Cape of Melkart”). AR Tetradrachm (17.25
gms), ca. 330-305 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 3/5 Surface: 3/5. Brushed.
HGC-2, 741; Jenkins-63 (O21/R48). Obverse: Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving fast quadriga right; above, crowning Nike flying
left; Reverse: Head of Kore-Persephone right, wearing grain wreath;
four dolphins around. Rather well struck on a somewhat compact flan,
this specimen presents bright surfaces with some hints of iridescence
around the devices.

MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Time of Philip II to Alexander III (the Great), 359-323 B.C. AV Stater, Amphipolis Mint, ca.
340/36-328 B.C. ANACS EF 40. Altered Surfaces. SNG ANS-161-2.
Struck in the name and types of Philip II. Obverse: Laureate head of
Apollo right; Reverse: Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving
biga right; shield in profile to lower right. Lightly handled overall, this
example remains rather charming despite the noted surface alteration—emanating from some tooling and cleaning to remove deposits.
$2,000-$2,500

$1,500-$3,000
Ex: Frankfurter Muenzhandlung 132 (5/1989) Lot # 26.
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43026

43023
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Time of Philip II to Alexander III (the Great), 359-323 B.C. AV Stater (8.58 gms), Amphipolis Mint, ca. 340/36-328 B.C. NGC AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5.
SNG ANS-248-9. In the name and types of Philip II. Obverse: Head
of Apollo right, wearing laurel wreath. Reverse: Charioteer, holding
kentron and reins, driving biga right; below, kerykeion right. A fairly
SCARCE type with this symbol, the present coin offers a well centered
strike with only light handling and dazzling brilliance accentuating the
devices. Wholly deserving of its star designation for exceptional eye
appeal, and assuredly worthy of a strong bid.

MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Time of Alexander III (the
Great) to Philip III, 336-317 B.C. AV Stater (8.60 gms), Amphipolis
Mint, ca. 325-319 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Pr-172.
In the name and types of Alexander III. Obverse: Helmeted head of
Athena right; Reverse: Nike standing left, holding wreath and stylis;
in left field, trident head downward. Brilliant and well centered, this
charming specimen exhibits just a slight degree of handling upon the
highest points.
$2,000-$4,000

$3,000-$5,000

43027
43024
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Alexander III (the Great),
336-323 B.C. AV Stater (8.60 gms), Sidon Mint, ca. 332/1-324/3
B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Pr-3470. Lifetime issue.
Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Nike standing
left, holding wreath and stylis; filleted palm frond below right wing.
Though struck with a somewhat worn obverse die, this VERY RARE
issue nevertheless presents great centering with virtually no evidence
of handling and tremendous brilliance remaining in the fields.

MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Philip III, 323-317 B.C. AV
Stater, Magnesia pros Maiandros Mint, ca. 323-319 B.C. ANACS EF
45. SNG ANS-310-4. In the types of Philip II. Obverse: Laureate head
of Apollo right; Reverse: Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving biga right; bee below raised forelegs of horses; in exergue, spearhead right. Some scuffs and marks are noted near the edges, but this
example nevertheless retains great brilliance and exhibits only very
light handling.
$2,000-$3,000

$2,000-$4,000

43028

43025
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Alexander III (the Great),
336-323 B.C. AV Stater (8.34 gms), Uncertain mint. ANACS EF 45.
Pr-Unlisted. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Nike
standing left, holding wreath and stylis; no controls visible. Presenting a good deal of brilliance and a well centered, well struck obverse,
this example remains a bit of a mystery, as the lack of control prevents
a closer attribution. Though some types are known without controls
on the reverse, the obverse style—especially within the hair detail of
Athena—is dissimilar from those in Price.

MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Philip III, 323-317 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (17.14 gms), Pella Mint, ca. 323-318/7 B.C. NGC MS,
Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Pr-206. Struck in the name and types of Alexander III (the Great). Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion
skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne, holding eagle and scepter; in
left field, bee right on rose. Very bold and brilliant on each side, this
Mint State specimen dazzles with a delightful argent nature and a lack
of handling that is seldom encountered for the type.
$1,000-$1,500

$2,000-$2,500
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43029
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Kassander, as Regent, 317-305
B.C. AR Tetradrachm (14.38 gms), Amphipolis Mint, ca. 316-311
B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. SNG ANS-738-46. In the
name and types of Philip II. Obverse: Laureate head of Zeus right; Reverse: Youth, holding palm frond, riding horse right; aphlaston below,
monogram below raised foreleg. Fairly well centered and rather boldly
struck, this brilliant, argent specimen dazzles with great luster and exhibits just a hint of burnished toning near a portion of the peripheries.
$700-$1,000

43032
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Antigonos I Monophthalmos,
as Strategos of Asia, 320-306/5 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.09 gms),
Tyre Mint, dated RY 37 of King Azemilkos (313/2 B.C.). NGC Ch
EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Pr-3293 (Ake). In the name and types
of Alexander III (the Great) of Macedon. Obverse: Head of Herakles
right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left, holding eagle and
scepter; Phoenician date and letter indicating Azemilkos in left field.
Though slightly off-center on the obverse, this powerful strike presents incredible eye appeal and will certainly dazzle the viewer. A hint
of red-brown accentuates the devices, with some charming brilliance
remaining as well. The bust of Herakles seemingly leaps off of the flan,
while the reverse presents great centering and intricate detail—right
down to the legibility of the lengthy Phoenician date.
$800-$1,200
From the Robert Feuer Collection.

43030
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Kassander, as King, 305-298
B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.20 gms), Amphipolis Mint, ca. 307-297
B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Pr-445. Struck in the
name and types of Alexander III (the Great). Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne, holding lotus-tipped scepter and eagle; in left field, Λ above torch; below
throne, monogram below strut. Very well centered and struck on a
flan of good metal, this lightly handled specimen exudes great eye appeal through its subtle toning and hints of golden brilliance emanating
from the protected areas.
$600-$900

Stunning Alexander-Style Stater

43033
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Demetrios I Poliorketes,
306-283 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.18 gms), Amphipolis Mint, ca.
289-288 B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC 3.1, 1014b;
Pozzi-959. Obverse: Diademed and horned head right; Reverse: Poseidon standing left, with foot propped upon rock, holding trident and
resting arm upon leg; monograms to inner left and outer right. Very
well centered and highly pleasing, this attractively toned specimen exhibits some mild, even wear, but remains wholly without issue.
$1,000-$2,000

43031
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Antigonos I Monophthalmos,
as Strategos of Asia, 320-306/5 B.C. AV Stater (8.56 gms), Babylon
Mint, ca. 315-311 B.C. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Pr-3735.
Struck in the name and types of Alexander III (the Great). Obverse:
Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Nike standing left, holding
wreath and stylis; below left wing, head of satyr left; below right wing,
monogram in wreath. Very well centered along with being quite brilliant and lustrous, this dazzling specimen presents tremendous eye
appeal and should undoubtedly garner a very strong bid. Rather unsurprisingly, the act of encountering one nicer would be a difficult feat.
Mentioned on the holder as an issue under Seleukos I, though scholarship points instead toward the present attribution under Antigonos I.
$10,000-$15,000

43034
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Demetrios I Poliorketes, 306283 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.70 gms), Chalkis Mint, ca. 290-287
B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style. HGC-3.1, 1014f.
Obverse: Diademed and horned head right; Reverse: Poseidon standing left, with foot on rock, holding trident; K to outer left, grape bunch
to outer right. Though struck slightly off center on the obverse, this
pleasantly toned specimen features a very well centered reverse and
overall problem-free surfaces that presents hints of brilliance remaining in the protected areas.
$1,500-$2,500
Ex: Frankfurter Muenzhandlung 132 (5/1989) Lot # 34.
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43038

43035
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Antigonos II Gonatas, 277-239
B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.78 gms), Amphipolis Mint, ca. 274/1260/55 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-3.1, 1042;
SNG Berry-357. Obverse: Horned head of Pan left; lagobolon to right;
all in the center of a Macedonian shield; Reverse: Athena advancing
left, holding shield decorated with aegis and preparing to cast thunderbolt; crested Macedonian helmet to inner left, KT to inner right.
Lightly toned and pleasing overall, this charming example is a wholesome offering of the type.
$700-$1,000

THRACE. Kingdom of Thrace. Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (17.17 gms), Magnesia pros Maiandros Mint, ca.
297/6-282/1 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Fine Style.
Brushed, Scuffs. HGC-3.2, 1750e; Thompson-115; Muller-443a var.
(monogram). Obverse: Diademed head of the deified Alexander right,
with horn of Ammon; Reverse: Athena seated left on throne, holding crowning Nike and resting elbow upon shield; torch to outer left,
monogram to inner left. Well centered and struck, this example possesses some alluring toning that highlights the obverse devices, while
the relief on each side is rather bold. Some light brushing is noted, but
not at all distracting.
$1,000-$2,000

43039

43036
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Perseus, 179-168 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (15.34 gms), Pella or Amphipolis Mint, ca. 173-171 B.C.
NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-3.1, 1094; Mamroth-38.
Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Eagle standing right on thunderbolt; monogram above, to inner right, and between legs; all within
oak wreath; below, plow right. Though a bit off-center, this charming
example is struck on a rather broad flan with a pleasing subtle tone.
The portrait remains quite strong and expressive.
$800-$1,200

Thrace

THRACE. Kingdom of Thrace. Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.73 gms), Uncertain mint, possibly Abydos. NGC
AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. cf. HGC-3.2, 1750c; Thompson-Unlisted; Muller-342; Boston MFA-839. Obverse: Diademed head of the deified Alexander right, with horn of Ammon; Reverse: Athena seated left
on throne, holding crowning Nike and resting elbow upon shield; to
inner left, eagle standing right. Incredibly well centered on an attractively toned flan of good metal, this barely-handled specimen offers
hints of brilliance in the protected areas and sharp, distinct boldness
to the devices. A minor flan crack is noted on the reverse from above
Athena’s head to her arm, but it does not interfere with the eye appeal
presented here. Fully deserving of its star designation and clearly off
fine style despite not being noted on the holder as such. RARE symbol.
$1,500-$2,500

43037
THRACE. Kingdom of Thrace. Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.68 gms), Lysimacheia Mint, ca. 297/6-282/1 B.C.
NGC EF★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-3.2, 1750a; Thompson-16.
Obverse: Diademed head of the deified Alexander right, with horn
of Ammon; Reverse: Athena seated left on throne, holding crowning
Nike and resting elbow upon shield; to inner left, head of lion left;
monogram on throne. Quite bold and captivating, this gunmetal gray
specimen features a well centered strike and some darker hints accentuating the devices. The star designation for superior eye appeal is
clearly well deserved.
$1,000-$2,000

43040
THRACE. Kingdom of Thrace. Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.04 gms), Uncertain mint. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5
Surface: 4/5. cf. HGC-3.2, 1750 (for overall type); Thompson-Unlisted; Muller-Unlisted; Meydancikkale-2723. Obverse: Diademed head
of the deified Alexander right, with horn of Ammon; Reverse: Athena
seated left on throne, holding crowning Nike and resting elbow upon
shield; monogram to inner left; ΔΩ on throne. Very well centered and
struck, this pleasantly toned example is rather SCARCE and emanates
from an uncertain mint. Great, elegant style and eye-catching appeal,
with some brilliance remaining in the protected areas.
$1,000-$2,000
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Attica

Excellent Archaic
Athenian Tetradrachm
43044
43041
ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.05 gms), ca. 500/490-485/0
B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-4, 1590; SeltmanGroup M & G. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl
standing right, head facing; olive sprig to left; all within incuse square.
A tremendously attractive and pleasing archaic issue, this example offers a well centered strike on the obverse with a good deal of the helmet
crest visible. Meanwhile, the surfaces overall present great originality
and exhibit only light handling.

ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.21 gms), ca. 454-404 B.C.
NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-4, 1597; Kroll-8. Obverse:
Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left; all within incuse square. Incredibly
dazzling and blast white, this argent specimen offers a fairly well centered strike on a full flan, with Athena’s chin, nose, and base of crest all
visible on the obverse.
$1,000-$1,500

$3,000-$5,000

43045
43042
ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.16 gms), ca. 460-454 B.C.
NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. cf. HGC-4, 1596-7; cf. Starr-pl.
XXII. Late transitional issue. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right;
Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to
left; all within incuse square. Featuring an obverse style that is slightly
earlier than the common, massively produced issue, but a reverse owl
that fits right into the later 5th century types, this would appear to be
a late transitional issue. Some light russet toning around the obverse
devices augments its allure, as does a fairly well centered strike.

ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm, 111/0 B.C. ICG EF 45. HGC-4,
1602; Thompson-703b. Phanokles, Apollonios, and Alexander, magistrates. “New style” type. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right;
Reverse: Owl, with head facing, standing right on overturned amphora; to right, Artemis standing facing, holding torch in both hands;
Z on overturned amphora, ΣΟ below; all within wreath. Rather well
centered on a somewhat compact flan, this alluringly toned specimen
certainly offers charming eye appeal and would seemingly be a bit undergraded. Quite wholesome and an excellent example of the type.
$600-$900

$1,000-$2,000

43046
43043
ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.19 gms), ca. 454-404 B.C.
NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-4, 1597; Kroll-8. Obverse:
Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left; all within incuse square. This Mint
State example features a pleasing argent brilliance with alluring golden
highlights, all while also offering a good deal of the ever-important
crest on Athena’s helmet.
$1,250-$1,750
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ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (16.52 gms), 106/5 & 104/3
B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-4, 1602; cf. Thompson-745-57. Herakleides, Eukles, and ..., magistrates. “New style” type.
Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl, with head
facing, standing right on overturned amphora; to right, Nike-Tyche
standing left, extending hand over amphora; Δ on overturned amphora; all within wreath. Sporting a gunmetal gray tone, this well centered
specimen presents elegant eye appeal and clear devices, all while being
struck on a somewhat short flan.
$600-$900
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Corinthia

43050
43047
CORINTHIA. Corinth. AR Stater (8.45 gms), ca. 350/45-285 B.C.
NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-4, 1848; Pegasi-426; BCD
Corinth-101. Obverse: Pegasos flying left; Reverse: Helmeted head of
Athena left; A-P around truncation of neck; to right, eagle standing left,
head right. Offering a gunmetal gray tone, this attractive specimen is
free from much in the way of handling and offers subtle brilliance emanating from the fields. The reverse especially is well-centered, with the
entirety of Athena’s bust and massive helmet completely on the flan.

MYSIA. Kyzikos. EL 1/12 Stater (1.28 gms), ca. 450-330 B.C. NGC
Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. cf. Boston MFA-1523 (hekte); cf.
SNG BN-291 (stater). Obverse: Head of Attis right, wearing Phrygian
headdress; below, tunny right; Reverse: Quadripartite incuse square.
A VERY RARE denomination, this elegant minor features a wellcentered strike with some darker highlight accentuating the obverse
devices.
$600-$900

$700-$1,000

Pontos
43051

43048
PONTOS. Kingdom of Pontos. Mithradates VI, 120-63 B.C. AV
Stater (8.23 gms), Istros Mint, ca. 88-86 B.C. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5
Surface: 4/5. Die Shift. AMNG-I-482; SNG Cop-1094 (Thrace). In the
name and types of Lysimachos of Thrace. Obverse: Diademed head of
the deified Alexander right, with horn of Ammon; Reverse: Athena
seated left on throne, holding crowning Nike and resting elbow upon
shield; ΔΙ to inner left, ΙΣ on throne; in exergue, ornate trident left.
Well centered and struck, with tremendous dazzling brilliance and luster, along with an alluring golden-yellow hue throughout. The noted
die shift is quite minor and can be observed around the nose and chin
of Alexander.

MYSIA. Kyzikos. AR Tetradrachm (14.98 gms), ca. 390-341/0
B.C. NGC AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Fine Style. Von Fritze-II,
28; SNG BN-399. Obverse: Head of Kore Soteira left, wearing veiled
sphendone and two grain ears; Reverse: Head of lion left; kerykeion to
right; below, tunny left. Rather deeply toned, this incredibly example
features a rather enlivened lion on the reverse, with a snarl that seemingly leaps off from the flan. Undoubtedly one of the finer of the type
that one is likely to encounter.
$1,500-$3,000
Ex: Frankfurter Muenzhandlung 132 (5/1989) Lot # 51.

Aeolis

$1,500-$2,500

Mysia
43052

43049
MYSIA. Kyzikos. EL Hekte (2.62 gms), ca. 450-330 B.C. NGC AU,
Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style. Von Fritze-I, 162; SNG BN-312;
Boston MFA-1549 = Warren-1491. Obverse: Perseus crouching right,
head left, holding harpa and head of Medusa; below, tunny left; Reverse: Quadripartite incuse square. An elegant fractional issue, this
charming specimen features great centering of strike and an alluring
pale golden color. A few light, inconsequential marks in the fields are
noted merely for completeness.

AEOLIS. Kyme. AR Tetradrachm (16.85 gms), ca. 155-143 B.C.
NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. BMC-77. Euktemon, magistrate.
Stephanophoric type. Obverse: Head of the Amazon Kyme right,
wearing tainia; Reverse: Horse prancing right; one-handled cup below,
EYKTEMΩN in exergue; all within wreath. Always of rather elegant
manufacture, this alluring specimen also offers a charming, wellcentered strike, along with a steely gray tone and hints of brilliance
remaining.
$1,000-$2,000

$1,000-$2,000
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43053
AEOLIS. Myrina. AR Tetradrachm (14.88 gms), ca. 160-143 B.C.
NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. Sacks Issue-26; SNG von Aulock-1661. Stephanophoric type. Obverse: Laureate head of Apollo
right; Reverse: Apollo Grynios standing right, holding branch and
phiale; monogram to left, omphalos and amphora at feet; all within
laurel wreath. A rather wondrous and enchanting example of an already fantastic and elegant type, this specimen offers light gunmetal
gray surfaces with a tinge of burnished gold toning around the devices.
The obverse strike in particular seemingly leaps from the flan. Undoubtedly of fine style even if not designated as such.
$1,500-$2,500

43055
AEOLIS. Temnos. AR Tetradrachm (16.37 gms), ca. 188-170 B.C.
NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Pr-1676. In the name and types
of Alexander III (the Great) of Macedon. Obverse: Head of Herakles
right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left, holding eagle and
scepter; in left field, monogram and E above oinochoe within vine
tendril. Very well centered on the broad-style flan that is typical for
the region, this charming specimen features alluring gunmetal gray
toning and even fields with some hints of brilliance remaining in the
more protected areas.
$700-$1,000

Lesbos

43056

43054
AEOLIS. Temnos. AR Tetradrachm (16.74 gms), ca. 188-170 B.C.
NGC Ch AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Pr-1676. In the name and
types of Alexander III (the Great) of Macedon. Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left, holding eagle
and scepter; in left field, monogram and E above oinochoe within vine
tendril. Elegantly struck and handsomely toned, this barely-handled
specimen is clearly deserving of its star designation, as it radiates great
beauty and serves as an exceptional showcase for this posthumous Alexandrine type. Assuredly worthy of a strong bid and intense consideration.

LESBOS. Mytilene. EL Hekte (2.52 gms), ca. 377-326 B.C. NGC Ch
VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style. HGC-6, 1018; Bodenstedt-92.
Obverse: Half length bust of Maenad, with hair in sphendone, right;
Reverse: Race torch in linear square within shallow incuse square.
Well centered and extremely pleasing, this example offers an elegantly
engraved obverse with a highly fluid nature to the Maenad’s hair.
$600-$900

$800-$1,200
43057
LESBOS. Mytilene. EL Hekte (2.54 gms), ca. 377-326 B.C. NGC Ch
AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-6, 1030; Bodenstedt-104. Obverse:
Head of Apollo Karneios right, with horn of Ammon; Reverse: Eagle
standing right, head left; in linear square border within incuse square.
Quite alluringly toned, this barely handled specimen offers a very well
centered strike on the obverse along with bold, blazing relief. Exceptionally fine style and craftsmanship for the type.
$700-$1,000
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Ionia
43061
IONIA. Uncertain. EL 1/24 Stater (0.68 gms), ca. 600-550 B.C. NGC
Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Rosen Sale-55; SNG Kayhan-Unlisted; Weidauer-Unlisted. Obverse: Head of roaring lion right; Reverse:
Incuse square. A RARE type, this fractional issue presents great detail
despite being rather diminutive. Well centered on the obverse, with a
charming golden-yellow hue.

43058
IONIA. Magnesia pros Maeandros. AR Tetradrachm (16.78 gms),
ca. 150-140 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. SNG von Aulock-7922; SNG Cop-844. Stephanophoric type. Pausanias, son of Pausanias, “magistrate.” Obverse: Diademed and draped bust of Artemis
right, with bow and quiver over shoulder; Reverse: Apollo standing
left, holding filleted branch and resting elbow upon tripod to right;
maeander pattern below; all within laurel wreath. Very well centered
and captivating, this alluring beauty presents great appeal through its
steely gray surfaces and great brilliance remaining.

$600-$900

Caria

Cited by Ashton

$1,000-$2,000

43062
43059
IONIA. Phokaia. EL Hekte (2.53 gms), ca. 478-387 B.C. NGC AU,
Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Fine Style. Bodenstedt-92. Obverse: Female
head left, with hair bound in sakkos; to right, small seal downward;
Reverse: Quadripartite incuse square. Offering a well centered obverse
strike, this pale golden issue features strong relief and rather elegant
artistry, clearly deserving of its ‘fine style’ designation.
$600-$900

$1,000-$2,000
Ex: Superior (12/1991) Lot # 469.
Ex: Superior (5/1988) Lot # 1528.

43063

43060
IONIA. Teos. AR Stater (12.02 gms), ca. 465-440 B.C. NGC Ch
AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Balcer-Unpublished, though cf. P115
for rev. die. Obverse: Griffin seated right, raising forepaw; to right,
forepart of lion right; Reverse: Quadripartite incuse square. Boldly
struck and charmingly preserved, this elegant survivor presents great
detail and very little evidence of handling, all while offering some hints
of brilliance throughout. A VERY RARE obverse die that is unpublished in Balcer.
$3,000-$5,000

CARIA. Knidos. AR Tetradrachm (14.48 gms), ca. 395-380 B.C.
NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Brushed. Hecatomnus-4b (A3/
P4 — this coin). [K]leokrates, magistrate. Obverse: Head of Aphrodite
left, with hair in ampyx and sphendone; to right, prow left; Reverse:
Forepart of lion left; [...]EOKPATHΣ below; all within incuse square.
A VERY RARE type, this example does exhibit the noted brushing,
but nevertheless offers a well centered strike with a subtle tone.

CARIA. Halikarnassos. AR Drachm (4.18 gms), 2nd-1st Centuries
B.C. NGC Ch AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. SNG von Aulock-8086-8
var. (magistrate); SNG Keckman-Unlisted. Theodoros, magistrate.
Obverse: Head of Helios facing slightly right; Reverse: Helmeted bust
of Athena right, wearing aegis. A VERY RARE and attractive issue,
this example features a strong strike of good style and even exhibits a
hint of iridescence at the tops of each side. Wholly deserving of its star
designation for superior eye appeal.
$700-$1,000

Ex: Classical Numismatic Group 57 (4/2001) Lot # 499.
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Lydia

Syria

43064
LYDIA. Time of Kyros to Darios, ca. 550/39-520 B.C. AR Siglos
(Half-Stater) (5.35 gms), Sardes Mint. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
4/5. Berk-22; SNG Ashmolean-762-71. Obverse: Confronted foreparts
of lion right and bull left; Reverse: Two incuse square punches. Incredibly quality and preservation for the type, this iconic issue features a
well centered strike with very little handling and an alluring iridescent
tone further accentuating the devices.
$2,000-$2,500

Cyprus

43067
SYRIA. Phoenicia. Byblos (Gebal). ‘Ozba’al, ca. 400-365 BC. AR
Shekel (13.29 gms). NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-10,
133. Obverse: Three hoplites on galley left above waves; below, hippocamp left above murex shell, ‘Z (in Aramaic) above dorsal fin; Reverse:
Lion attacking bull left. Presenting great centering for the type, this
pleasantly toned specimen offers a better obverse strike than is generally encountered.
$600-$900

Highly Attractive Cypriot
1/12 Stater
43068
43065
CYPRUS. Salamis. Nikokles, ca. 374-361 B.C. AV 1/12 Stater (0.71
gms). NGC Ch AU★, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. SNG Cop-51; BMC62-3. Obverse: Draped bust of Aphrodite left, wearing ornamented
stephanos; Reverse: Helmeted head of Athena right. Seemingly never
encountered this attractive, the present specimen—though diminutive—offers a pleasing strike with tremendous beauty and little actual
wear. Far superior than that which is generally encountered for this
fairly RARE type.

SYRIA. Phoenicia. Tyre. AR Shekel (14.26 gms), dated CY 32 (95/4
B.C.). NGC AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-10, 357; BMC-120.
Obverse: Laureate bust of Melkart right, with drapery tied around
neck; Reverse: Eagle standing left on prow; palm frond behind; to left,
ΒΛ (date) above downward club; Phoenician A between legs. Well
struck on a rather broad flan, this impressive example offers clear details on each side with very little handling and no problems encountered. Some hints of brilliance remain, making this specimen clearly
deserving of its star for superior eye appeal.
$1,000-$2,000

$4,000-$6,000

Galatia

43069

43066
GALATIA. Kings of Galatia. Amyntas, 36-25 B.C. AR Tetradrachm
(15.65 gms), Uncertain mint in Galatia, Pisidia, or Lykaonia. NGC
AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-7, 778; SNG Cop-94; BMC-5;
RPC-1, 3501. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Nike
advancing left, holding diademed scepter. Lightly toned and highly
pleasing, the present example represents quality that is not often encountered for this VERY RARE silver issue of Amyntas, a client king
of the emerging Roman Empire.

SYRIA. Phoenicia. Tyre. AR Shekel (14.38 gms), dated CY 51 (76/5
B.C.). NGC MS★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-10, 357. Obverse:
Laureate bust of Melkart right, with drapery tied around neck; Reverse: Eagle standing left on prow; palm frond behind; to left, AN
(date) above club; A to right, Phoenician letter between legs. An incredibly dazzling and majestic specimen, this alluring Biblical type
features frosty surfaces and a burnished tone accentuating the devices.
The lustrous brilliance on the reverse is seemingly never encountered
on a coin of this era, and should undoubtedly tantalize those who pursue this hotly contested series.
$2,000-$4,000
Ex: Sternberg XXV (11/1991) Lot # 184.

$1,000-$2,000
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43070
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Seleukos III Soter, 225-223 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (16.86 gms), Antioch on the Orontes Mint. NGC
AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-9, 414c; SC-921.1. Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Apollo, testing arrow and placing hand on
grounded bow, seated left on omphalos; monograms to outer left and
right. Lightly gray and highly brilliant, this barely-handled specimen
dazzles with a bold, expressive portrait and solid overall detail.
$600-$900

43073
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Demetrios I Soter, 162-150 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (16.64 gms), Antioch on the Orontes Mint, dated SE
158 (155/4 B.C.). NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Fine Style. HGC9, 798; SC-1641.3c. Obverse: Diademed head right within wreath;
Reverse: Tyche, holding scepter and cornucopia, seated left on throne
supported by tritoness right; two monograms to outer left, HNP (date)
in exergue. Though exhibiting some handling and a few light marks in
the fields, this impressive example offers a resoundingly broad flan for
the type, with nearly full centering on its ambitious obveres.
$600-$900

43071
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos IV Epiphanes, 175-164 B.C.
AE 33mm (35.62 gms), Antioch on the Orontes Mint, 169-168 B.C.
NGC EF★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-9, 643; SC-1413. “Egyptianizing” series. Antioch on the Orontes mint. Obverse: Laureate
head of Zeus-Serapis right, wearing tainia with Osiris cap at tip; Reverse: Eagle standing right on thunderbolt. Incredibly well struck and
well centered, this type presents a near-medallic flan for the type. Deep
brown surfaces with some subtle hints of red throughout.
$1,000-$1,500
Ex: Sternberg XV (4/1985) Lot # 145.

43074
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos IX Kyzicenos, 115-95 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (15.39 gms), Ake-Ptolemais Mint, 113/2-107/6
B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-9, 1228l; SC-2390.3a.
Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Athena standing left, holding crowning Nike and spear, and resting hand upon shield; star and
two monograms to outer left; all within laurel wreath. Exhibiting just a
light degree of off centering on the obverse, this barely handled specimen presents an alluring strike with charming steely gray surfaces and
some shimmering brilliance remaining as well.
$600-$900

Judaea

43072
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos V Eupator, 164-162 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (16.61 gms), Ake-Ptolemais Mint. NGC Ch VF,
Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-9, 752; SC-1582. Obverse: Diademed
head right; monogram to left; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne,
holding crowning Nike and lotus-tipped scepter; palm frond to outer
left, monogram to inner left. Though slightly off center on the obverse,
this specimen features a rather broad flan and stands as a VERY RARE
and desirable type.
$3,000-$4,500
From the Robert Feuer Collection.

43075
JUDAEA. First Jewish War, 66-70 C.E. AR Shekel (14.22 gms), Jerusalem Mint, Year 2 (67/8 C.E.). NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5.
Edge Marks, Scratches. Meshorer-193; Hendin-1358. Obverse: Omer
cup; “shekel of Israel; year 2” around and above; Reverse: Three pomegranates on stem; “Jerusalem the holy” around. Rather deeply toned,
this stands as a quality example of a popular type, no matter the noted
distractions—which actually blend quite well with the toning.
$2,000-$4,000
From the Robert Feuer Collection.
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43076
JUDAEA. First Jewish War, 66-70 C.E. AR Shekel (13.86 gms), Jerusalem Mint, Year 3 (68/9 C.E.). NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5.
Scratches, Edge Marks, Smoothing. Meshorer-202; Hendin-1361.
Obverse: Omer cup; “shekel of Israel; year 3” around and above; Reverse: Three pomegranates on stem; “Jerusalem the holy” around.
Quite deeply toned, though some scattered roughness and scuffs as
noted are observed. Nevertheless, a charming, budget example of an
always popular type.
$2,000-$4,000

43079
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AR Sela (14.76 gms),
Jerusalem Mint, Attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). NGC EF, Strike:
3/5 Surface: 3/5. Overstruck. Mildenberg-74 (O11/R57); Meshorer-267; Hendin-1411. Obverse: Facade of the Jerusalem Temple, containing showbread table; “Simon” around; Reverse: Lulav; etrog to left;
“for the freedom of Israel” around. Quite deeply toned, this example
shows a bit more of the undertype than is generally encountered, and
appears to be a Flavian “holy year” type from Antioch.
$4,000-$6,000

From the Robert Feuer Collection.

From the Robert Feuer Collection.

Cited in Mildenburg

Ex Abramowitz Family Collection
43080

43077
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. “Large Bronze” (24.08
gms), Jerusalem Mint, Year 1 (132/3 C.E.). VERY GOOD Details.
Tooled. Mildenberg-10.26 (O2/R7 - this coin cited); Mesheror-220;
Hendin-1376. Obverse: Palm wreath, with ties below and medallion
above, containing “Simon, Prince of Israel” in three lines; Reverse:
Amphora; “year one of the redemption of Israel” around. Quite well
worn and with some light tooling in the fields, but nevertheless a
RARE and desirable type with a great pedigree.

JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AR Zuz (2.93 gms),
Jerusalem Mint, Attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). NGC Ch AU,
Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5. Overstruck. Mildenberg-79 (O14/R51);
Meshorer-283b; Hendin-1418. Obverse: “Simon” across field within
wreath with eight almonds; Reverse: Flagon with handle; palm frond
to right. Quite well centered and boldly struck for this always overstruck type, with some pleasing toning noted as well. In terms of overall strike, it is rather difficult to encounter a better piece.
$800-$1,200
Ex: Numismatic Fine Arts X (9/1981) Lot # 243.

$1,500-$3,000
From the Robert Feuer Collection.
Ex: Abramowitz Family Collection (Superior - 12/1993) Lot # 73.

43081

43078
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AR Zuz (3.04 gms), Jerusalem Mint, Year 2 (133/4 C.E.). NGC MS, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5.
Overstruck. Mildenberg-40 (O7/R12’); Meshorer-248; Hendin-1394
corr. (rev. type). Obverse: Grape bunch on vine; Reverse: Palm frond.
Quite well centered and with great detail coming through for this
overstruck type, with the undertype clearly being a Trajan denarius.

JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AR Zuz (3.10 gms), Jerusalem Mint, Attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). NGC AU, Strike:
3/5 Surface: 4/5. Overstruck. Mildenberg-115 (O17/R80); Meshorer279a; Hendin-1420. Obverse: “Shimon” in Hebrew in two lines within
wreath; Reverse: Palm frond. Offering a steely gray cabinet tone and
barely any evidence of handling, this pleasing specimen even retains
some hints of the undertype, which point toward a Trajan drachm as
a host.
$600-$900
From the Robert Feuer Collection.

$800-$1,200
From the Robert Feuer Collection.
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43085

43082
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AR Zuz (3.48 gms),
Jerusalem Mint, Attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). NGC Ch AU,
Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. Overstruck. Mildenberg-130 (O19/R67);
Meshorer-272b; Hendin-1424. Obverse: “Shimon” in Hebrew in two
lines within wreath; Reverse: Kithara. Light olive-gray surfaces and a
solid strike highlight this overstruck specimen, which sits on the verge
of Mint State status. Hints of the portrait and legend of the undertype
remain, pointing to a Trajan drachm as host.

PERSIA. Achaemenidae. Xerxes I to Darios II, ca. 485-420 B.C.
AV Daric (8.33 gms), Sardes Mint. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
4/5. Carradice-Type IIIb; Sunrise-24. Obverse: Persian king or hero in
kneeling-running stance right, holding spear and bow; Reverse: Incuse rectangular punch. Featuring the typical oblong-shaped flan, this
issue exhibits very little in the way of handling, all while retaining a
good deal of brilliance and only a few light deposits.
$1,250-$1,750

$700-$1,000

Ptolemaic Egypt

From the Robert Feuer Collection.

Parthia

43086
43083
PARTHIA. Mithradates II, 121-91 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (15.72
gms), Seleukeia on the Tigris Mint, ca. 120/19-109 B.C. NGC Ch
AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Fine Style. Sellwood-24.4; Sunrise-284;
Shore-67. Obverse: Diademed bust left; Reverse: Archer (Arsakes I)
seated right on omphalos, holding bow; palm frond to outer right; TV
in exergue. On the verge of Mint State, this well centered and boldly
struck specimen offers a charming steely gray tone along with a good
deal of brilliance remaining in the protected areas.
$1,000-$2,000

$600-$900

Persia

43087

43084
PERSIA. Achaemenidae. Xerxes I to Darios II, ca. 485-420 B.C. AV
Daric (8.29 gms), Sardes Mint. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
3/5. Carradice-Type IIIb; Sunrise-24. Obverse: Persian king or hero
in kneeling-running stance right, holding spear and bow; Reverse: Incuse rectangular punch. This brilliant and dazzling specimen offers a
better formed flan than is generally encountered, all while possessing
great luster and a well executed strike.
$1,250-$1,750

PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy I Soter, 323-283 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.73 gms), Arados Mint, ca. 320/19-315 B.C. NGC Ch
AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Die Shift, Edge Chips. Pr-3426 (Byblos).
In the name and types of Alexander III (the Great) of Macedon. Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated
left, holding eagle and scepter; monogram in left field. An early issue for Ptolemy that retains the familiar Alexandrine type, this lightly
handled specimen presents a fairly bold obverse strike with a highly
expressive portrait of Herakles. Meanwhile, the figure of Zeus on the
reverse also offers dazzling artistry paired with a pleasing tone. Some
minor roughness is noted near the peripheries, but does not interfere
with the overall canvas.

PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy II Philadelphos with Arsinoe
II, Ptolemy I & Berenike I, 285-246 B.C. AV Half Mnaieion (Tetradrachm) (13.86 gms), Alexandreia Mint, ca. 272-261/0 B.C. NGC
Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Flan Flaw, Graffito. CPE-314; Svor604; SNG Cop-133. Obverse: Conjoined right-facing diademed busts
of Ptolemy II, draped, and Arsinoe II, veiled; shield to left; Reverse:
Conjoined right-facing diademed busts of Ptolemy I, draped, and Berenike I, veiled. Presenting a yellow-gold appearance, this alluring issue
offers a solid strike and solid brilliance remaining. The noted graffito is
barely noticeable and occurs above the head of Berenike.
$6,000-$9,000
Ex: Peter J. Merani Collection.
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Charming Large Gold Issue
of Arsinoe II
43090

43088
PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Arsinoe II Philadelphos, Died 270/68 B.C.
AV Mnaieion (Octodrachm/Oktadrachm) (27.77 gms), Alexandreia Mint, struck under Ptolemy VI and/or VIII ca. 204-116 B.C.
NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 1/5. Scratches, Repaired. Svor1499; SNG Cop-322. Obverse: Veiled head right, wearing stephanos
and ram’s horn; lotus-tipped scepter in background, K to left; Reverse:
Filleted double cornucopia, with grape bunches hanging at sides. A
well centered and well executed strike, with a great amount of brilliance shimmering throughout and virtually no handling, though a
fair amount of rim/edge repair has taken place.

PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy VI Philometor, 180-145 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (14.20 gms), Uncertain mint on Cyprus, dated year 88
of an uncertain era (175/4 B.C.). NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5.
Marks. Svor-1110; SNG Cop-546. Obverse: Diademed bust of Ptolemy I right, wearing aegis; Reverse: Eagle standing left on thunderbolt;
&ΠH (date) to left. Quite deeply toned and exceptionally pleasing, this
lightly handled specimen presents a well-centered strike with a few
minor marks as noted near a portion of the edges.
$700-$1,000
From the Robert Feuer Collection.

Axumite Kingdom

$25,000-$30,000

Dazzling Mnaieion of Ptolemy III
43091
AXUMITE KINGDOM. AV Unit (1.56 gms), ca. A.D. 440-470. NGC
AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Light Graffito. Hahn-34; Munro-Haytype 71; BMC-304. Obverse: Crowned bust right, holding whisk; grain
ear to left and right; Reverse: Draped bust right, wearing headcloth;
grain ear to left and right. Quite sharply struck, this charming example
presents a good deal of brilliance and a delightful golden-yellow color.
$600-$900

43089
PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy III Euergetes, 246-221 B.C. AV
Mnaieion (Octodrachm/Oktadrachm) (27.74 gms), Alexandreia
Mint, posthumous issue, struck under Ptolemy IV, 219-217 B.C.
NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style. Light Graffito.
CPE-888; Svor-1117; SNG Cop-196. Obverse: Bust of the deified
Ptolemy III right, wearing radiate diadem and aegis; trident over left
shoulder, middle prong ends in a lotus finial; Reverse: Radiate and filleted cornucopia; ΔΙ below. Well centered and struck, this engaging
and alluring example offers a great deal of brilliance and a charming
golden-yellow tone throughout. The noted graffito is rather light and
occurs at the beginning of the reverse legend.
$18,000-$24,000
Ex: Penn Collection.

Zeugitana

43092
ZEUGITANA. Carthage. AV Stater (9.40 gms), Carthage Mint, ca.
350-320 B.C. NGC MS, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. MAA-4; SNG CopUnlisted. Obverse: Wreathed head of Tanit left, wearing earring and
necklace with nine pendants; Reverse: Horse standing right; trefoil of
pellets to lower right. Incredibly lustrous and very well struck—especially upon the obverse, where Tanit’s hair is finely detailed—this Mint
State example exudes tremendous quality and robust eye appeal.
$6,000-$8,000
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43093

43094

ZEUGITANA. Carthage. AV Stater (9.29 gms), Carthage Mint, ca.
350-320 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. MAA-4; SNG
Cop-Unlisted. Obverse: Wreathed head of Tanit left, wearing earring and necklace with eight pendants; Reverse: Horse standing right;
trefoil of pellets on ground line. Quite well centered and struck, this
boldly lustrous specimen shimmers with great beauty and certainly
presents a tremendous degree of eye appeal.

ZEUGITANA. Carthage. AV Stater (9.29 gms), Carthage Mint, ca.
350-320 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Flan Flaw. MAA-4;
SNG Cop-Unlisted. Obverse: Wreathed head of Tanit left, wearing earring and necklace with nine pendants; Reverse: Horse standing right;
trefoil of pellets to lower right. An engaging and highly robust example, this glistening specimen radiates with great eye appeal and offers
a delightful golden-orange hue throughout. A premium-quality piece
for the grade assigned, with the noted flan flaw not even discernable.

$5,000-$7,000

$4,000-$6,000

ROMAN REPUBLIC

43095
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Anonymous. AR Quadrigatus (Didrachm)
(6.59 gms), Rome Mint, ca. 225-214 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5
Surface: 4/5. Cr-28/3; Syd-65; RSC-24. Obverse: Laureate head of Janus;
curved truncation; Reverse: Jupiter, hurling thunderbolt and holding

scepter, in galloping quadriga right driven by Victory; ROMA in relief
in linear frame. Fairly well centered and strike, this charming example
features a deep cabinet tone.
$600-$900

43096
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Anonymous. AR Quadrigatus (Didrachm)
(6.55 gms), Uncertain mint, ca. 225-214 B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 4/5
Surface: 4/5. Flan Flaw. Cr-28/3; Syd-64; RSC-23. Obverse: Laureate
head of Janus; curved truncation; Reverse: Jupiter, hurling thunderbolt
and holding scepter, in galloping quadriga right driven by Victory;

ROMA in incuse in linear frame. Struck slightly off-center on the
obverse, this charming specimen exhibits little in the way of handling
and offers a pleasing deep gray cabinet tone. The noted flan flaw is not
entirely evident.
$600-$900

43097
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Q. Pomponius Musa. AR Denarius (3.61 gms),
Rome Mint, 56 B.C. NGC Ch EF★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Cr-410/1;
Syd-810. Obverse: Diademed head of Apollo right; Reverse: Hercules
Musagetes, Conductor of the Muses, standing right, wearing lion skin
and playing lyre; club to right. Quite deeply toned, this specimen offers
a well centered, highly detailed strike on each side, as well as problem-

free surfaces and some shimmering hints of brilliant luster remaining.
Assuredly, one of the finer examples of the type that one is likely to
encounter, as evident by its superior star designation.
$1,000-$2,000
Purportedly ex: Mossberg Collection (1946) & Haeberlin Collection (1933).
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ROMAN IMPERATORIAL
Extraordinary Denarius
of Caesar’s Mythical Heritage

Pompey The Great

43098
POMPEY THE GREAT. AR Denarius (3.82 gms), Uncertain Greek
mint, Cn. Calpurnius Piso, pro quaestor, 48 B.C. NGC Ch VF★,
Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. Cr-446/1; CRI-7; Syd-1032. Obverse: Head
of Numa Pompilius right, wearing diadem inscribed NVMA; Reverse:
Prow of quinquereme right. Quite deeply toned and fairly well centered, this incredibly engaging specimen offers alluring eye appeal
and, despite exhibiting some moderate, even wear, remains entirely
wholesome and original. A great example of the type.
$1,000-$2,000
Purportedly ex: Mossberg Collection (1946) & Haeberlin Collection (1933) Lot #
2608.

Julius Caesar

43100
JULIUS CAESAR. AR Denarius (3.91 gms), Military mint traveling with Caesar in North Africa, 48-47 B.C. NGC AU★, Strike: 5/5
Surface: 5/5. Cr-458/1; CRI-55; Syd-1013. Obverse: Diademed head
of Venus right; Reverse: Aeneas advancing left, holding palladium
and bearing Anchises on his shoulder. An immensely popular type,
owing to Caesar’s self aggrandized mythical descent from Venus, this
enchanting specimen presents breathtaking centering on the reverse,
with the strike perfectly placed and hammered onto a somewhat
broad flan of good metal. The overall surfaces remain problem-free
and wholesome, while a deep cabinet tone—indicative of much time in
a well cultivated collection—augments its eye appeal that much more.
Undoubtedly deserving of its star designation, and quite likely one of
the most beautiful examples of the type that one will ever encounter.
$1,500-$3,000
Purportedly ex: Mossbert Collection (1946) & Haeberlin Collection (1933), lot
2666 (though unplated).

Impressive Aureus of Julius Caesar
43099
JULIUS CAESAR. AR Denarius (4.12 gms), Military mint traveling with Caesar, 49 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. Cr443/1; CRI-9; Syd-1006. Obverse: Elephant advancing right, trampling
upon horned serpent; Reverse: Emblems of the pontificate; simpulum,
aspergillum, securis, and apex. A little off-center, as is often the case
with this popular type, but nevertheless with a solid strike on a flan of
attractively toned metal. A decided cut above that which is generally
encountered.
$1,500-$2,500

43101
JULIUS CAESAR. AV Aureus (8.07 gms), Rome Mint; A. Hirtius,
praetor, 46 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Cr-466/1;
CRI-56; Calico-37; Syd-1018. Obverse: Veiled female head (Vesta or
Pietas?) right; Reverse: Emblems of the augurate and pontificate: lituus, capis, and securis. Struck on a somewhat irregular and oblong flan
as can often be the case for the type, this incredibly alluring specimen
nevertheless features a well centered strike with a great deal of shimmering brilliance remaining and virtually no evidence of handling of
which to speak. Immensely attractive and appealing.
$15,000-$25,000

43102
JULIUS CAESAR. AV Aureus (7.95 gms), Rome Mint; A. Hirtius,
praetor, 46 B.C. NGC VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Cr-466/1; CRI-56;
Calico-37; Syd-1018. Obverse: Veiled female head (Vesta or Pietas?)
right; Reverse: Emblems of the augurate and pontificate: lituus, capis,
and securis. Some typical die issues are noted, but this nevertheless
remains a charming example of a popular gold issue struck late in the
life of Julius Caesar.
$4,000-$6,000
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Exceptional Portrait and Lifetime Issue of Julius Caesar

43103
JULIUS CAESAR. AR Denarius (3.66 gms), Rome Mint, M.
Mettius, moneyer, 44 B.C. NGC Ch EF★, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
5/5. Cr-480/17; Alfoldi-Type XVI; CRI-101; Syd-1055. Lifetime
issue. Obverse: Wreathed head right; Reverse: Venus Victrix
standing left, holding victoriola and scepter, and resting her
elbow upon shield set upon globus; C to left. Incredibly stunning
quality for the type, this resounding specimen presents a full,
detailed, and expressive portrait of the dictator-for-life, who
would be assassinated in the days or weeks from the time at

which this coin was struck. Deeply toned with a tremendous
cabinet nature, it is free from the typical off-striking and
bankers’ marks that plague the series. Assuredly worthy of a
strong bid by anyone seeking a centerpiece ancient involving
one of the most storied names in history. An iconic pedigree
merely augments its already overwhelming appeal.
$7,500-$15,000
Purportedly ex: Mossbert Collection (1946).
Ex: Haeberlin Collection (1933) Lot # 2820.
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Octavian

Marc Antony & Octavian

Impressive Octavian Portrait

Rare Antony & Octavian Aureus

Ex Haeberlin

43106
43104
OCTAVIAN. AR Denarius (3.87 gms), Uncertain Italian mint, possibly Rome, 30-29 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC271; CRI-423; RSC-124. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Rostral column ornamented with two anchors and six beaks of galleys,
and surmounted by a statue of Octavian, with spear and parazonium.
Though slightly off-center on each side, this impressive specimen presents an excellent portrait of the emerging emperor. Pleasantly toned,
with a flan of good metal that is free from issue and even exhibits hints
of brilliance emanating from the protected areas.
$1,000-$2,000

MARC ANTONY & OCTAVIAN. AV Aureus (8.02 gms), Military
mint traveling with Antony in Cisalpine Gaul or Italy, 43 B.C. NGC
F, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Cr-492/1; CRI-124; Calico-108; Syd-1162.
Obverse: Bare head of Mark Antony right; lituus to left; Reverse: Bare
head of Octavian right. Some minor marks in the fields and a good
deal of wear. Nevertheless, a RARE offering that presents two iconic
ancient personas in the year following Julius Caesar’s assassination.
Just a little over a decade after this piece was struck, the two would
become mortal enemies, with Octavian defeating Antony’s forces at
Actium, and the latter committing suicide following the defeat.
$15,000-$25,000
Ex: Superior (5/1989) Lot # 6232.

Ex: Haeberlin Collection (1933) Lot # 3165.

ROMAN EMPIRE
Augustus, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14

43105
OCTAVIAN. AR Quinarius (1.67 gms), Uncertain mint in Italy,
possibly Rome, 29-28 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5.
Edge Cut. CRI-429; RIC-276; King-1; RSC-14. Obverse: Bare head
right; Reverse: Victory standing left on cista mystica, flanked by interlaced serpents. Though slightly cut on the edge as noted, this minor
retains great eye appeal through a solid strike and alluring cabinet toning. A few hints of brilliance even emanate from the protected areas,
while the pedigree augments its charm even further.

Ex Haeberlin Collection

$600-$900
Purportedly ex: Mossbert Collection (1946).
Ex: Haeberlin Collection (1933), lot # 3175.

43107
AUGUSTUS, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. AR Denarius (3.76 gms), Uncertain
mint in Spain, possibly Colonia Patricia, 17-16 B.C. NGC Ch VF,
Strike: 3/5 Surface: 4/5. Edge Marks. RIC-126; RSC-21. Obverse:
Bare head right; Reverse: Capricorn right, holding globus attached
to rudder between front hooves; cornucopia above. Quite deeply
toned, this delightful specimen offers an alluring cabinet nature and
a perfectly centered obverse. The pedigree simply augments is already
strong appeal.
$700-$1,000
Purportedly ex: Mossbert Collection (1946).
Ex: Haeberlin Collection (1933), lot # 3188.
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Tiberius, A.D. 14-37
43108
AUGUSTUS, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. AV Aureus (7.96 gms), Lugdunum
Mint, 8 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. RIC-198; Calico-174.
Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Caius Caesar, holding sword
and shield, on horse galloping right; behind, aquila between two signa.
Rather dazzling and brilliant, this impressive gold issue does exhibit
some scattered marks and light off-centering to the reverse strike, but
nevertheless is nearly free from any handling.
$7,000-$10,000

Stunning Turpilianus Denarius
Ex Haeberlin Collection

43111
TIBERIUS, A.D. 14-37. AV Aureus (7.84 gms), Lugdunum Mint,
A.D. 18-35. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Marks. RIC-29;
Calico-305a. “Tribute Penny” type. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Livia (as Pax) seated right on chair, with feet on footstool, holding scepter and olive branch in left; ornate chair legs, single line below.
Rather harshly graded with respect to its surfaces in the eyes of this
cataloger, the present piece offers a rather well centered strike on a
golden-yellow flan with some scattered marks in the fields.
$4,000-$6,000

Lustrous Gold “Tribute Penny”

43109
AUGUSTUS, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. AR Denarius (3.96 gms), Rome Mint,
18 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5. RIC-288; RSC-484. P.
Petronius Turpilianus, moneyer. Obverse: Diademed and draped bust
of Feronia right; Reverse: Parthian kneeling right, presenting signum
with X-marked vexillum attached. Immensely attractive and dazzling,
this barely handled specimen radiates with a deep cabinet tone and
shimmering hints of brilliance emanating from the fields. When rotated, a subtle iridescent nature is observed, making this a truly special
piece and one assuredly destined for the cabinet of a connoisseur.
$1,000-$1,500
Purportedly ex: Mossbert Collection (1946).
Ex: Haeberlin Collection (1933), lot # 3237.

43112
TIBERIUS, A.D. 14-37. AV Aureus (7.72 gms), Lugdunum Mint,
A.D. 36-37. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. RIC-29; Calico-305c.
“Tribute Penny” type. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Livia (as
Pax) seated right on chair, with feet on footstool, holding scepter and
olive branch in left; ornate chair legs, single line below. An ever-popular type, this gold denomination parallels the silver type (Denarius),
which corresponds to the famous “Tribute Penny” in the Bible. Extremely well centered and struck, this Mint State specimen offers great
vibrancy with a golden-yellow allure and shimmering brilliance.
$12,500-$17,500

Claudius, A.D. 41-54

Attractive Aureus of Claudius

43110
AUGUSTUS, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. AR Denarius (4.13 gms), Rome Mint,
18 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. RIC-288; RSC-484. P.
Petronius Turpilianus, moneyer. Obverse: Diademed and draped bust
of Feronia right; Reverse: Parthian kneeling right, presenting signum
with X-marked vexillum attached. Another alluring example of this
charming type, the present specimen offers a bold strike with a good
deal of brilliance emanating from the fields.
$700-$1,000

43113
CLAUDIUS, A.D. 41-54. AV Aureus (7.70 gms), Lugdunum Mint,
A.D. 46-47. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Brushed. RIC-38;
Calico-367a. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Pax-Nemesis advancing right, lifting fold of robe and holding winged caduceus pointed downward at serpent coiled right. Highly appealing and brilliant,
this dazzling specimen presents a well centered strike on each side
and a radiant overall allure. The noted brushing has resulted in some
scattered hairlines in the fields, but they remain rather minimal and
noninvasive.
$15,000-$25,000
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Nero, as Caesar, A.D. 50-54
43116
43114
NERO AS CAESAR, A.D. 50-54. AV Aureus (7.44 gms), Lugdunum Mint, struck under Claudius, A.D. 51. NGC Ch F, Strike: 5/5
Surface: 3/5. Light Graffito. RIC-76 (Claudius); Calico-441. Obverse:
Bareheaded and draped bust left; Reverse: Emblems of the pontificate:
simpulum and lituus, above tripod and patera, respectively. Some light
marks are noted in the obverse and reverse fields, but this specimen
otherwise presents a charming, lightly handled portrait of the man
who would eventually serve as emperor and whose reign would come
to terrorize Rome.

NERO, A.D. 54-68. AV Aureus (7.29 gms), Rome Mint, ca. A.D. 6667. NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-63; Calico-413. Obverse:
Laureate head right; Reverse: Jupiter seated left, holding scepter and
thunderbolt. Quite engaging and only lightly handled, this specimen
emanates from late in the rein of Nero, offering a fairly detailed and
realistic portrait of the emperor. Golden-orange in color, it presents
some darker tinges of red among the end of the obverse legend.
$5,000-$7,500
Ex: Spink Numismatic Circular CIX.4 (8/2001) Lot # RM0404.

Galba, A.D. 68-69

$3,000-$5,000

Nero, A.D. 54-68

Impressive Aureus of Galba

43115
NERO, A.D. 54-68. AV Aureus (7.71 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 60-61.
NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. RIC-23; Calico-428. Obverse:
Bare head right; Reverse: Ceres standing left, holding grain ears and
torch. Fairly well centered and struck, this lightly handled gold issue
presents a more youthful bust of Nero from the middle of his rather
fraught reign.
$4,000-$6,000
Ex: Numismatica Ars Classica 64 (5/2012) Lot # 2507.

43117
GALBA, A.D. 68-69. AV Aureus (7.29 gms), Rome Mint. NGC EF,
Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. RIC-164; Calico-509. Obverse: Bare head
right; Reverse: S P Q R / OB C S in two lines within oak wreath. Well
centered and rather handsomely struck, this highly lustrous specimen
radiates with exceptional appeal and is undoubtedly one of the more
attractive examples of this difficult type that one is likely to encounter. A great addition to any advanced ‘twelve Caesars’ collection, and
VERY RARE so problem free and pleasing.
$30,000-$50,000
From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Numismatica Ars Classica 24 (12/2002) Lot # 41.
Ex: Michael F. Price Collection (Stack’s - 12/1996) Lot # 139.
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Otho, A.D. 69

Exquisite & Rare Aureus of Otho

43118
OTHO, A.D. 69. AV Aureus (7.39 gms), Rome Mint. NGC
Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-7; Calico-531. Obverse:
IMP M OTHO CAESAR AVG TR P, bare head right; Reverse:
SECVRITAS PR, Securitas standing left, holding wreath and
scepter. Undoubtedly one of the most attractive gold issues of
this brief emperor that one is likely to encounter, the present
specimen dazzles with a bold portrait, light overall handling,
good lustrous brilliance remaining, an alluring golden-orange
tone, and—rather most importantly—surfaces that are wholly

original and free from issue. So often encountered with surface
issues, this enticing specimen instead offers a VERY RARE
breath of fresh air, and is a vital piece to the completion of any
‘twelve Caesars’ collection.
$50,000-$75,000
From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Leu 83 (5/2002) Lot # 732.
Ex: Leu 20 (4/1978) Lot # 254.
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Vitellius, A.D. 69

Vespasian, A.D. 69-79

Two Alluring Issues of
Vitellius in Gold

Judaean-Related Vespasian Aureus

43121
43119
VITELLIUS, A.D. 69. AV Aureus (7.39 gms), Uncertain mint in
Spain, possibly Tarraco. NGC Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine
Style. Edge Marks. RIC-34; Calico-576 (same rev. die). Obverse: Laureate head left, with globus and small palm frond at point of neck;
Reverse: Victory flying left, holding round shield. An EXTREMELY
RARE type, this entrancing specimen offers an incredibly lifelike and
realistic portrait of this fairly brief emperor. A few light edge marks as
noted are observed, but are not at all obtrusive, allowing this example
to be a great representation in gold for this ninth of the famous “12
Caesars.”

VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AV Aureus (7.19 gms), Rome Mint, A.D.
69-70. NGC Ch F★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-1; Calico-643; Hendin-1464. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Judaea seated right
in attitude of mourning, resting head upon hand; trophy to left. A few
lightly scattered marks, but a wholesome overall survivor of this everpopular type, with a fairly well centered strike.
$16,000-$20,000
Ex: Goldberg 25 (5/2004) Lot # 3143.

$10,000-$15,000
43122

43120
VITELLIUS, A.D. 69. AV Aureus (7.31 gms), Rome Mint. NGC Ch
EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. RIC-94; Calico-565. Obverse: Laureate
head right; Reverse: L. Vitellius the Elder, togate, seated left on curule
chair, with feet on stool, extending one hand and holding eagle-tipped
scepter. A popular and very alluring type, this particular example features a great strike with tremendous brilliance and originality, and
only the slightest degree of gentle handling. Here, the brief emperor
Vitellius honors his father, the extremely accomplished Lucius Vitellius the Elder.
$30,000-$50,000
From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Sternberg XIX (11/1987) lot # 573.

VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AR Denarius (2.66 gms), Rome Mint,
ca. A.D. 69-70. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. RIC-2; Hendin-1479; RSC-226. ‘Judaea Capta’ commemorative. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Trophy; to right, Judaea, veiled and draped,
seated right on ground in attitude of mourning. A very popular type
directly relating to the subjugation of Judaea, this example offers a bold
strike of the new emperor Vespasian and exhibits a pleasingly centered
reverse as well.
$600-$900

43123
VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AV Aureus (7.24 gms), Lugdunum Mint,
A.D. 71. NGC VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5. Brushed, Scuffs. RIC1131; Calico-674. Obverse: Laureate bust right; Reverse: S P Q R / P
P / OB CS in three lines within wreath. Some minor scuffs are noted,
but this example nevertheless remains an alluring specimen with great
detail remaining and a charming brilliance in a few of the protected
areas.
$2,000-$4,000
Dutch detector find in the area of Heerlen and described in Archis (Archeologisch
Informatiesysteem) in 2014.
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Domitian as Caesar, A.D. 69-81

Hadrian, A.D. 117-138

"The Restorer of Achaea"
43124
DOMITIAN AS CAESAR, A.D. 69-81. AV Aureus (7.33 gms),
Rome Mint, struck under Vespasian, A.D. 76-77. NGC AU, Strike:
5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-918 (Vespasian); Calico-817a. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Garlanded cornucopia. Struck under the reign
of Domitian’s father, Vespasian, this incredibly alluring and barely
handled specimen offers great brilliance and a well centered strike. A
captivating survivor issued just a few years before the famous Colosseum in Rome.
$8,000-$12,000

Domitian, A.D. 81-96

43126
HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. AE Sestertius (25.66 gms), Rome Mint,
ca. A.D. 134-138. NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Smoothing.
RIC-938. “Travel” series. Obverse: Bareheaded and draped bust left;
Reverse: RESTITVTORI ACHAEA, Hadrian standing left, holding
roll, raising a kneeling Achaea; amphora containing palm frond between them. Emanating from the popular travel series of Hadrian,
which chronicled his visits to the various realms of the empire, this
deep green-brown example is very seldom seen—especially with the
left-facing bust on the obverse. Some smoothing is noted in the fields,
as well as a bit of roughness near the reverse legends, but these aspects
do not detract from the great detail present in the bust of Hadrian and
the overall RARITY of the type.
$2,000-$3,000

43125

Ex: Stack’s (1/2010) Lot # 387.

DOMITIAN, A.D. 81-96. Cappadocia, Caesarea. AR Didrachm
(7.19 gms), dated RY 13 (A.D. 93/4). NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface:
5/5. Fine Style. RPC-2, 1669; Syd-124. Obverse: Laureate head right;
Reverse: Athena standing right, holding spear and owl; ЄTO-IΓ (date)
across field. Though not exactly a difficult type to find, this example
presents quality that is RARELY seen in Flavian provincial coinage,
offering great metal that is free from issue and a charming cabinet tone
with hints of brilliance remaining as well. An incredible piece from
late in the reign of Domitian, and one which should generate great
enthusiasm.
$600-$900

Antoninus Pius, A.D. 138-161

43127
ANTONINUS PIUS, A.D. 138-161. AV Aureus (7.48 gms), Rome
Mint, A.D. 139. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style. RIC13a; Calico-1474. Obverse: Bareheaded and draped bust right; Reverse:
Pietas standing right, holding incense box and sprinkling incense over
lighted and garlanded altar to right. A few minor marks are noted scattered about, but this well struck specimen nevertheless presents solid
brilliance and a delightful golden-orange tone.
$4,000-$6,000
Ex: Numismatica Ars Classica K (2000) Lot # 1789.
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Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 161-180

Pescennius Niger, A.D. 193-194

43131

43128
MARCUS AURELIUS, A.D. 161-180. AR Denarius (3.37 gms),
Rome Mint, A.D. 162. NGC MS★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. RIC-51;
RSC-518. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Providentia standing left, holding globus and cornucopia. Though not a difficult type
to encounter, this incredible survivor offers exceptional quality that
is seemingly never seen. Very well centered and struck, with an alluringly toned flan offering hints of golden-lilac and cobalt. The strike
is bold and sharp, and the star designation for superb eye appeal is
undoubtedly well deserved.

PESCENNIUS NIGER, A.D. 193-194. AR Denarius, Antioch Mint.
ANACS EF 45. cf. RIC-25 (for type); cf. RSC-24 (same). Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Fortuna standing left, holding rudder and
cornucopia. Always encountered on rather crude flans with more bizarre engraving than the typical denarius of its time, this particular
example offers incredible quality with fully legible legends and an immensely pleasing portrait of the brief emperor. Charming gray toning
with some subtle hints of gold and luster further augment its appeal.
$1,500-$3,000

$700-$1,000

43132
43129
MARCUS AURELIUS, A.D. 161-180. AV Aureus (7.24 gms), Rome
Mint, A.D. 168. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Fine Style.
Scratches, Bent. RIC-194; Calico-2008. Obverse: Laureate head right;
Reverse: Victory advancing left, holding wreath and palm frond.
Though exhibiting the noted light scratches and some waviness to its
flan, this example nevertheless remains rather brilliant and pleasing,
with very little evidence of handling or time in circulation.
$2,000-$4,000

PESCENNIUS NIGER, A.D. 193-194. AR Denarius, Antioch Mint.
NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-73b var. (obv. legend); RIC64 var. (same). Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Crescent moon
containing seven stars. Another outstanding example from this difficult, brief emperor, featuring an alluring cabinet tone and a rather well
centered strike with complete legends. Solid overall metal quality for
the issue as well. VERY RARE this alluring and charming.
$1,500-$3,000
Purportedly ex: Peter Lowrick Collection.

From the Estate of Janet Calvert.

Lucius Verus, A.D. 161-169

43130
LUCIUS VERUS, A.D. 161-169. AV Aureus (7.21 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 164. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style. Ex Jewelry.
RIC-522; Calico-2174. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Victory
standing right, holding round shield inscribed VIC/AVG in two lines
and set upon palm tree to right. Bold and brilliant, this flashy specimen radiates with original luster and golden-orange appeal. The relief
and detail within the hair of Verus is particularly engaging, with the
noted jewelry detail emanating from a few light and rather inconsequential marks near the peripheries.
$5,000-$7,500
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Macrinus, A.D. 217-218

Majestic Macrinus Aureus
Likely the Finest Known
Pedigreed to 1904

43133
MACRINUS, A.D. 217-218. AV Aureus (7.17 gms), Rome
Mint, A.D. 218. NGC Ch MS★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. Fine
Style. RIC-79; Calico-2947 corr. (Antioch). Obverse: IMP C M
OPEL SEV MACRINVS AVG, laureate, draped, and cuirassed
bust right; Reverse: LIBERALITAS AVG, Diadumenian,
bareheaded and togate, and Macrinus, laureate and togate,
seated left on curule chairs set upon platform, each extending
their right hands to small figure climbing stairs holding out
fold of toga to receive tessera; to left, Liberalitas standing left,
holding abacus and cornucopia; behind to right, lictor standing
behind imperial pair, holding fasces. A VERY RARE and highly
desirable type, this Aureus features a reverse scene with father
and son, Macrinus and Diadumenian, presenting a monetary
distribution to the Roman populace—an act meant to generate
enthusiasm and support for the emperor. With an exacting,
razor-sharp strike that is so well centered that the beading of
the borders on each side is wholly contained upon the flan, the
eye appeal of this wondrous specimen is clearly off the charts.

When combined with its tremendous surface quality, dazzling
lustrous brilliance, and complete lack of handling or issues,
it becomes easy to see that this is likely the finest example
extant. The closest comparative piece [ex Shoshanna and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art], of the same reverse die but clearly
inferior and merely grading NGC Ch AU★, realized a total of
$288,000 in August 2018, while the Millennia specimen, sold
in May 2008 for a total of $106,375, does not offer nearly the
same degree of centering or luster. Superlatively Mint State,
flawlessly struck and preserved, and with dies of the finest style,
this is undoubtedly a pinnacle of Roman coinage and assuredly
destined for one of the most advanced ancient and/or gold
cabinets.
$200,000-$400,000
From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Muenzen & Medaillen Basel 93 (12/2003) Lot # 223.
Acquired from Spink & Son London, 1904.
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Gordian III, A.D. 238-244

Florianus, A.D. 276

Flashy and Lustrous
Gordian III Aureus

Bold and Rare Aureus of Florianus

43136
43134
GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. AV Aureus (4.97 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 240-243. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-97; Calico3186a. Obverse: Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse:
Sol standing slightly right, head left, raising hand and holding globus.
Quite majestic and radiant, this alluring specimen dazzles with tremendous brilliance and luster, all while offering a rather well centered
strike as well. Undoubtedly one of the finest of the type that one could
hope to encounter.
$18,000-$24,000

FLORIANUS, A.D. 276. AV Aureus (4.53 gms), Ticinum Mint, A.D.
276. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style. Brushed. RIC-24
corr. (Rome); RIC-4152.11 (online; this coin cited); Calico-4135 (same
dies as illustration). Obverse: VIRTVS FLORIAN AVG, laureate and
cuirassed bust left, holding shield and spear over shoulder; Reverse:
VIRTVS AVGVSTI, Virtus advancing right, holding spear and trophy;
to lower right, bound captive seated right, head left. A VERY RARE
and highly captivating piece, this example yields a particularly strong
strike that is also well centered. An enchanting golden-orange hue
with immense brilliance augments its charm that much further.
$50,000-$75,000

Ex: Paramount Collection.

From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Leu 93 (5/2005) Lot # 106 (acquired from Monnaies et Medailles, May 1968).

Tacitus, A.D. 275-276

Carus, A.D. 282-283

Plated in Calico

Extremely Rare Issue of
Divus Carus in Gold
43135
TACITUS, A.D. 275-276. AV Aureus (4.69 gms), Serdica Mint, A.D.
276. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Brushed. RIC-3918.13 (online; this coin cited); Calico-4097 (this coin illustrated); Estiot-102a
(this coin). Obverse: Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Roma seated left on shield, holding scepter and victoriola; SC.
Very well centered and struck, this highly lustrous specimen dazzles
with sharp details and no evidence of handling.
$15,000-$25,000
From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Numismatica Ars Classica 24 (12/2002) Lot # 213.
Ex: Oslo Mynthandel 41 (1998) Lot # 1299.
Ex: Numismatica Ars Classica 10 (4/1997) Lot # 681.

43137
DIVUS CARUS, Died A.D. 283. AV Aureus (4.68 gms), Lugdunum
Mint, A.D. 284. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. RIC-4 var. (no
globus); Calico-4262 (same dies as illustration); Bastien-620 (same
dies, possibly 620b). Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Eagle,
with head left, standing right on globus. An EXTREMELY RARE
type, with Bastien’s die study recording just three examples (of which
this may possibly be 620b, the Coats 4491 specimen). Highly lustrous
and very well struck, with incredible eye appeal and assuredly destined
for a fine cabinet of Roman gold.
$10,000-$20,000
From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
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Diocletian, A.D. 284-305

Maximian, A.D. 286-310

Exceptional Consular Bust
Aureus of Diocletian

Ex Biaggi Collection
Plated in Calico

Apparently Unique

43140
43138
DIOCLETIAN, A.D. 284-305. AV Aureus (5.06 gms), Ticinum
Mint, ca. A.D. 287. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Fine Style.
Brushed. RIC-Unlisted; Calico-4451a (this coin illustrated). Obverse:
Laureate and mantled bust left, holding eagle-tipped scepter; Reverse:
Hercules standing right, with lion skin draped around arm and leaning upon club set upon rocks to right. A seemingly UNIQUE and
unpublished specimen, this alluring gold issue presents a perfectly
centered strike on each side along with a razor-sharp nature and a delightful golden-orange hue. Some very light brushing is noted, but not
at all distracting, and an aspect that will not detract from the majesty
presented here.
$15,000-$30,000

MAXIMIAN, A.D. 286-310. AV Aureus (5.62 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 295-305. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-Unlisted;
Calico-4732 (this coin illustrated); Biaggi-1801 (this coin); Depeyrot-6/12. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: The First Labor of
Hercules: Hercules right, wrestling with the Nemean lion; club to left;
PR. A RARE and dazzling example, this piece presents a light goldenyellow allure with tremendous brilliance and great centering. Meanwhile, the pedigree augments its already strong appeal.
$15,000-$25,000
From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Waddell stock.
Ex: B. d. B. Collection (Numismatica Ars Classica 49, 10/2008) Lot # 425 (purchased from Forrer in 1952 for £125).
Ex: Biaggi Collection, 1801.

From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Numismatica Ars Classica 23 (3/2002) Lot # 1653.

Galerius, A.D. 305-311

Diocletian Aureus
Pedigreed to 1923

43141

43139
DIOCLETIAN, A.D. 284-305. AV Aureus (5.30 gms), Cyzicus Mint,
A.D. 290. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-288; Dep-9/1;
Calico-4446. Obverse: Laureate head right; Diocletian, raising hand,
riding horse right. A very well centered striking, this alluring issue
presents seemingly nothing in the way of handling and retains an incredible degree of radiating brilliance. A dazzling specimen that is sure
to engage the viewer and commandingly capture attention.

GALERIUS AS CAESAR, A.D. 293-305. AR Argenteus (2.97 gms),
Rome Mint, 3rd Officina, ca. A.D. 295-297. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5
Surface: 4/5. RIC-42b; RSC-219b. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: The tetrarchs sacrificing over tripod before city enclosure with
six turrets; Γ. Sharply struck and highly lustrous, this shimmering example features a subtle golden-olive tone atop its enticing argent-steely
gray surfaces.
$700-$1,000

$12,000-$16,000
Ex: Florange & Ciani (2/1923) Lot # 190.

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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Constantius I as Caesar, A.D. 293-306

BYZANTINE

Plated in Calico

Heraclius, 610-641

43142
CONSTANTIUS I AS CAESAR, A.D. 293-305. AV Aureus (4.99
gms), Treveri Mint, A.D. 293-294. NGC Ch MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
4/5. RIC-Unlisted; Calico-4847b (this coin illustrated); Depeyrot-2B/4
(this coin). Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Jupiter seated left
on throne, holding thunderbolt and scepter; to left, eagle standing left,
head and tail right, with wings displayed and wreath in beak; PT. A
seemingly UNIQUE type, this INCREDIBLY RARE specimen also
stands as a brilliant and sharply struck piece as well. Bold in its portrait
rendition and tremendously flashy in the fields, this example undoubtedly presents the opportunity of a generation and should garner great
attention.

43144
HERACLIUS with HERACLIUS CONSTANTINE & HERACLONAS, 610-641. AV Solidus (4.45 gms), Constantinople Mint, 9th
Officina, dated IY 12 (638/9). NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5.
S-767. Obverse: Heraclonas, Heraclius, and Heraclius Constantine
standing facing, each holding globus cruciger and wearing crown and
chlamys; Reverse: Cross potent set upon three steps; monogram to
left, (IB) (date) to right; Θ//CONOB. Exceptional quality for the type,
this shimmering example offers a great deal of lustrous brilliance, a
strong strike with no flaws, and is free from the typical damage that
can plague the gold from this era.

$15,000-$25,000

$700-$1,000

From the Dr. Michael Rogers Collection.
Ex: Leu 83 (5/2002) Lot # 835.
Ex: Leu 61 (5/1995) Lot # 302.

Ex: Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.

Constantine IV, 668-685

Constantine I, A.D. 307-337

Charming & Rare Solidus
of Constantine I

43145
CONSTANTINE IV, 668-685. AV Solidus (4.45 gms), Constantinople Mint, 1st Officina, 681-685. NGC Ch MS, Strike: 4/5 Surface:
5/5. S-1157. Obverse: Helmeted and cuirassed bust facing slightly
right, holding spear over shoulder and shield decorated with horseman motif; Reverse: Cross potent set upon three steps; A//CONOB.
Incredibly dazzling and vibrant, this choice specimen features great
luster and a fairly sharp strike.

43143
CONSTANTINE I, A.D. 307-337. AV Solidus (4.38 gms), Nicomedia Mint, A.D. 330. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-162; Biaggi-1983. Obverse: Rosette-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right;
Reverse: Constantine, in military dress, standing left, holding scepter
and extending hand to assist turreted female kneeling right, presented
by soldier resting right hand on female and holding shield; to right,
Victory standing left, crowning Constantine with palm frond; SMN.
A VERY RARE type, this example features a great strike allowing all
of the intricate detail on the reverse to have its full effect. Brilliant and
golden-yellow in hue, with a great eye appeal emanating throughout.

Though the portrait style for other issues under this emperor can be
rather bizarre to the point of caricature, this particular issue generally
delivers portraits that seem more advanced in rendering. So out of place
do they seem that one could, at first glance, mistake Constantine for an
early modern sovereign, such as Charles I of England.
$800-$1,200

$12,000-$16,000
Ex: Provence Collection.
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Justinian II, second reign, 705-711

43146
JUSTINIAN II (SECOND REIGN), 705-711. AV Solidus (4.37 gms),
Constantinople Mint, ca. 705. NGC MS, Strike: 3/5 Surface: 4/5.
Clipped, Die Shift. S-1413. Obverse: Facing bust of Christ Pantokrator;
Reverse: Crowned facing bust of Justinian, wearing loros, holding
cross potent set upon three steps and globus cruciger inscribed PAX.

An always popular and pleasing type, this issue does exhibit some light
clipping as well as a few minor die/flan flaws, but presents great portraits
on each side. Important in that it represents the first eastern-style image
of Christ on a coin.
$3,000-$5,000

Constantine V, 741-775

43147
CONSTANTINE V with LEO III, 741-775. AV Solidus (4.49 gms),
Constantinople Mint, 745-750. NGC MS, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5.
S-1550. Obverse: Crowned facing bust of Leo, wearing chlamys, holding
cross potent and akakia; Reverse: Crowned facing bust of Constantine,
wearing chlamys, holding cross potent and akakia. Leo is depicted here

posthumously, with his image remaining on his son’s coinage after his
death in 741. Dazzling and brilliant, with a particularly strong strike
upon the reverse.
$600-$900

Theophilus, 829-842

43148
THEOPHILUS, 829-842. AV Semissis (1.76 gms), Syracuse Mint,
ca. 835-842. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. S-1673. Obverse:
Crowned half-length facing bust with short beard, wearing chlamys and
holding globus cruciger; Reverse: Crowned half-length facing bust with

short beard, wearing loros and holding globus cruciger. A charming
type that offers a rather sharp strike, this example exhibits a bit of a
rose-gold hue with tremendous lustrous brilliance throughout.
$700-$1,000

End of Session E
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AFGHANISTAN

ARUBA

44001

44007

AFGHANISTAN. Amani, SH 1304 Year 7 (1925). NGC MS-61. Fr34; KM-912. A sharply struck Amani with some scuffs in the fields and
dark golden color.

ARUBA. 100 Florin, 1999. NGC PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Fr-3;
KM-19. “TRADITION WITH VISION”. A technically perfect and
brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

$360-$500

$400-$500

ALBANIA

AUSTRALIA

44002

44008

ALBANIA. 5 Franga Ari, 1926-R. Rome Mint. PCGS Genuine—
Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. KM-8.2. Variety with star below
bust. A boldly struck coin with decent luster and attractive peripheral
gray toning. Though a few light hairlines are noted in the fields, they
do little to detract from the overall presentable look.

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1863-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU58 Gold Shield. Fr-10; KM-4. A bright Sovereign with frosty luster in
portions of the fields, and a number of light marks on both sides.
$500-$700
44009

$200-$300
44003
ALBANIA. Proof Set (3 Pieces), 1969. CHOICE PROOF. KM-PSA4.
Mintage: 1,500. A challenging set to attain sold in original display
holder with the certificate of authenticity. The 10 Leke has one spot on
the obverse and the 5 Leke displays a hint of peripheral tone. Otherwise free of tone, haze or fog.
1) 25 Leke. KM-52.2

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1872-M. Melbourne Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. Fr-16; S-3857; KM-7. A boldly struck Sovereign
with bright frosty luster in the peripheries and a few bagmarks in the
fields.
$600-$800
44010
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1873-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. NGC AU53. Fr-11; S-3855; KM-6. Shield reverse. An evenly worn obverse and
barely worn reverse, with luster remaining in the protected areas on
both sides. A quite pleasing example for the grade.

2) 10 Leke. KM-50.2
3) 5 Leke. KM-49.2
$200-$300

$200-$300

ANTIGUA

44011

44004
ANTIGUA. Copper Farthing Token, 1836. PCGS MS-63 Brown
Gold Shield. KM-Tn1. Issued by Hannay and Coltart merchants of St.
John, indicated by the initials “H” and “C” obverse. A sharply struck
Token with smooth, problem-free fields and medium brown patina.
$100-$200

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1875-M. Melbourne Mint. Victoria.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3857; Fr-16; KM-7. St. George reverse.
Gentle tone graces the design elements, which are sharply punctuated
by intense peripheral luster.
$400-$600
44012
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1875-M. Melbourne Mint. Victoria.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3857; Fr-16; KM-7. Exhibiting gorgeous
surfaces, this original Australian sovereign bears a dusting of faint russet patina over vivid underlying luster.

Ex. Garrett Collection.

ARGENTINA

$400-$600

44005
ARGENTINA. La Rioja. 2 Soles, 1825-RA CA. NGC VF-30. KM-18;
CJ-43.1. The “CA DE BAs” Legend Variety. A pleasing and wholesome
coin with the ever-popular ‘sunface’ design, no significant marks, and
dark gray field toning.
$150-$300

44013
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1876-M. Melbourne Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3857; Fr-16; KM-7. Showcasing brilliant luster
with a clean overall appearance, this elegant specimen is nearly indistinguishable from Mint State.
$400-$600

ARMENIA

44014

44006
ARMENIA. 25000 Dram, 1997. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-4; KM-75.1. Featuring the bust of Goddess Anahit. A near-perfect
Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted devices.

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1876-M. Melbourne Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3857; Fr-16; KM-7. A well-preserved Australian sovereign with wear that is challenging to detect.
$360-$500

$260-$360
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44015

44024

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1876-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU58 Gold Shield. S-3858A; Fr-15; KM-7. Scarcer than the 1876 Melbourne sovereign, this borderline-Uncirculated example from Sydney
is the finest we have offered in the past decade.

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1899-P. Perth Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU55 Gold Shield. S-3876; Fr-25; KM-13. A boldly struck and well-preserved piece demonstrating a faint hint of russet tone in the design
recesses.

$400-$600

$360-$500
44025

44016
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1877-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU58 Gold Shield. S-3855; Fr-11; KM-6. Shield Reverse Type. A pleasing,
well-rounded specimen that displays creamy satin surfaces.
$400-$600

$400-$600
44026

44017
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1877-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU58 Gold Shield. S-3855; Fr-11; KM-6. Shield Reverse Type. Wear is
nearly impossible to spot on this exceptionally pleasing example that
features satiny, honey-colored surfaces.
$360-$500

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1899-P. Perth Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU55 Gold Shield. S-3876; Fr-25; KM-13. A pleasing, sharply struck sovereign from this SCARCE date that exhibits flashy luster.
$400-$600
44027

44018
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1877-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU58 Gold Shield. S-3855; Fr-11; KM-6. Shield Reverse Type. A boldly
struck sovereign with substantial luster in the recesses and only the
faintest hint of wear.
$400-$600
44019
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1877-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU58 Gold Shield. S-3855; Fr-11; KM-6. Shield Reverse Type. An exceptionally well struck piece with bright, creamy surfaces.
$400-$600
44020
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1878-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. Fr-11; S-3855; KM-6. Shield Reverse. A boldly struck
Sovereign with decent luster and no major marks.
$600-$800

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1900-M. Melbourne Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. Fr-24; S-3875; KM-13. A well struck Sovereign
with satiny luster and medium honey golden color.
$360-$500
44028
AUSTRALIA. 1/2 Sovereign, 1862-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-61 Gold Shield. Fr-10a; KM-3. A decently struck coin with strong
orange-peel toning.
$360-$500
44029
AUSTRALIA. 3 Pence Token, 1858. Victoria. ANACS AU-50. KMTn116.2. Issued for Hogarth Erichsen & Co Jewelers. Variety with
straight groundline above curved. A SCARCE Token in any condition, this example is well detailed, variably toned, and exhibits very
little evidence of corrosion.
$300-$400
44030

44021
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1883-M. Melbourne Mint. Victoria.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. Fr-16; S-3857C; KM-7. S-3857C. Variety
with WW Complete. A wholesome Sovereign with flashy fields and
sharp design detail.
$400-$600
44022
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1883-S. Sydney Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU55 Gold Shield. S-3858E; Fr-15; KM-7. Though light wear is apparent across the devices, ample luster remains on this bright Australian
sovereign.
$400-$600
44023
AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1899-P. Perth Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS61 Gold Shield. S-3876; Fr-25; KM-13. A decently struck Sovereign
from the lowest mintage date for the type, with frosty luster in the
fields, and a few scuffs and bagmarks.
$700-$1,000

AUSTRALIA. Sovereign, 1899-P. Perth Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU55 Gold Shield. S-3876; Fr-25; KM-13. An original, choice example
from this SCARCE date.

AUSTRALIA. 1/2 Sovereign, 1904-P. Perth Mint. PCGS AU-53
Gold Shield. S-3976A; Fr-37; KM-14. A decently struck coin with
some luster remaining in the peripheries and few noticeable marks.
$300-$400
44031
AUSTRALIA. Shilling, 1916-M. Melbourne Mint. NGC MS-64.
KM-26. A sharply struck Shilling with blazing luster and a touch of
almond peripheral toning.
$80-$120
44032
AUSTRALIA. Shilling, 1927. Melbourne Mint. NGC MS-63. KM26. A pleasing Shilling with radiant bright luster and a bare hint of
obverse toning. Struck from slightly rusted dies.
$80-$120
44033
AUSTRALIA. Internment Camp Shilling, ND (1943). PCGS MS-64
Brown Gold Shield. KM-Tn3. A pleasing, sharply struck little coin,
with a lustrous sheen visible on the surfaces, and red-brick patina
throughout.
$100-$150
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44034
AUSTRALIA. 30 Dollars (Kilo), 2000. Perth Mint. GEM BRILLIANT
PROOF. KM-520. Mintage: 20,000. Struck to commemorate the Sydney
2000 Olympics. This near pristine large format silver coin is sold inside
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its original presentation box with serial number 8738. Free of tone, haze
or fog.
$800-$1,000
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AUSTRIA

AUSTRIAN NETHERLANDS

44035

44042

AUSTRIA. Taler, 1825-B. Vienna Mint. Franz I. PCGS AU-53 Gold
Shield. Dav-9; KM-2163. This Taler exhibits some remnants of bright
mint luster in the protected areas, and cloudy gray toning throughout.

AUSTRIAN NETHERLANDS. Escalin, 1763. Maria Theresa &
Franz I. PCGS MS-64+ Gold Shield. KM-15. A brightly lustrous and
quite attractive Escalin, with a freshly minted look and virtually no
toning.

$100-$200

$100-$200

44036
AUSTRIA. Ducat, 1915. NGC MS-67. Fr-494; KM-2267. Bullion restrike. A flashy and attractive prooflike strike, with reflective fields and
frosty devices.
$100-$200
44037
AUSTRIA. 25 Schilling, 1937. NGC PROOFLIKE-63. Fr-524; KM2856. A prooflike strike with flashy fields and sharply detailed devices.
$750-$900

AZERBAIJAN
44043
AZERBAIJAN. Sheki Khanate. Abbasi, AH 1223 (1808). Nukhwi.
PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. Obverse with crown above date. A decently struck coin, with nearly complete detail on the central design
elements. The surfaces are toned an even dark gray.
$50-$100

BAHAMAS

44038
AUSTRIA. Silver Austrian Club for Luxury Dogs Medal, ND (ca.
1950). CHOICE PROOF. Diameter: 42.0 mm; Weight: 21.46 gms.
Obverse: OESTERREICHISCHER CLUB FUR LUXUSHUNDE
around three dogs, five rosettes; Reverse: wreath, five rosettes. Violet
and pastel blue toning adorns the cameo fields on this pentagonal Austrian medal. Sold with the original box.
$75-$150

44044
BAHAMAS. Gold Proof Set (4 Pieces), 1971. Ottawa Mint. All
PCGS Gold Shield Certified.
1) 100 Dollars. PROOF-69 Deep Cameo. Fr-5; KM-32.1.
2) 50 Dollars. PROOF-67 Cameo. Fr-7; KM-30.
3) 20 Dollars. PROOF-67 Cameo. FR-9; KM-28.

44039
AUSTRIA. Quartet of Gold Denominations (4 Pieces), 1994-95. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED. A total of 1.85 oz AGW.
1) 2000 Schilling. Fr-B1; KM-2990.
2) 1000 Schilling. Fr-B2; KM-3031.
3) 500 Schilling. Fr-B3; KM-2989.

4) 10 Dollars. PROOF-67 Cameo. FR-11; KM-26.1
Total AGW: 1.7691 oz. A seldom-offered set from this tiny island nation that, at its nearest point, is situated 50 miles off the coast of Florida. Produced in three variants, this set is the only one where each coin
in this set has been double-stamped with a hallmark and fineness.
$3,000-$4,000

4) 200 Schilling. Fr-B4; KM-3004.

BARBADOS

SOLD AS IS / NO RETURNS.
$2,500-$3,500
44040
AUSTRIA. Salzburg. Taler, 1685. Maximilian Gandolph von Kuenburg. PCGS Genuine—Damage, AU Details Gold Shield. Dav-3508;
KM-190. A sharply struck Taler with pleasing dark gray toning in the
protected areas. The noted damage refers to some small hits, one on
the liturgical headdress on the obverse, the other in the top reverse
field.
$100-$150
44041
GERMANY. Further Austria. 1/2 Kreuzer, 1789-H. Gunzburg
Mint. Josef II. NGC MS-63 Brown. KM-8. A pleasing, boldly struck
coin with satiny luster and even, dark brown patina.
Further Austria, a possession of the House of Habsburg, was an area in
South Swabia that was later broken into Baden and Bavaria.

44045
BARBADOS. Copper 1/2 Penny Restrike, “1792”. PCGS PROOF-64
Red Brown. KM-Tn9; Prid-25. This nicely preserved survivor, housed
in an older blue label PCGS holder, exhibits boldly struck devices and
smooth surfaces displaying lovely rich brown patina with plenty of
original mint red amongst the devices complemented by an array of
iridescent hues that pop out when tilted in the light.
$350-$500

$200-$300
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44046

44052

BARBADOS. Ladies’ Association Medal, 1825. NGC AU Details—
Holed, Reverse Scratched. Diameter: 44 mm. Struck in white metal.
Obverse: Three standing figures, FAITH HOPE & CHARITY around;
Reverse: ESTABLISHED / SEPTEMBER 7TH / 1825 / BARBADOS in
center, LADIES ASSOCIATION FOR THE RELIEF OF THE INDIGENT SICK & INFIRM around. Medal is toned a medium gray, with
a small hole at 12, and a notable scratch in the lower reverse field.

BELGIUM. Franc, 1947. NGC Unc Details—Environmental Damage. KM-127. Struck in zinc, with French name on left side of shield.
A moderately struck Franc with charcoal surfaces and some discoloration at the peripheries, though no corrosion has taken place.

$100-$200
Ex. Rudman Collection.

44047
BARBADOS. Thomas Lawlor & Co. Copper Farthing Token, ND
(ca. 1850). PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. Prid-29. Diameter: 22
mm. Obverse: THOMAS LAWLOR & CO. BARBADOES, 11 BROAD
ST. BRIDGETOWN; Reverse: GENERAL MERCHANTS AND
COMMISSION AGENTS. A decently struck Token with some mint
red remaining on the reverse.
$80-$120
From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

$200-$400
44053
BELGIUM. 10 Centimes, 1946. NGC Unc Details—Environmental
Damage. KM-125. Struck in zine and a RARE type, never placed into
circulation, with legend BELGIQUE-BELGIE. Nicely struck, with a
few small spots of corrosion and discoloration. Prominent streaked
toning is noted on the reverse.
$400-$800
44054
BELGIUM. 50 Ecu, 1987. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Fr-427;
KM-167. Mintage: 15,000. Struck for the Anniversary of the Treaty of
Rome. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo
devices.
$600-$800

BELGIUM

BERMUDA

44048
BELGIUM. Memorial Gilt Copper Medal, 1842. EXTREMELY
FINE. Escande-49. Diameter: 72 mm. Medal dedicated to the memory
of Ferdinand Philippe, Duke of Orleans, by Hart. An impressive, high
profile Medal, with a bust of the Duke left on the obverse, and a female
figure laying wreath on his tomb reverse.
$200-$300

BERMUDA. Gold Shooting Medal, 1923. EXTREMELY FINE.
Weight: 17.35 gms. An octagonal Medal in 14k gold. The obverse reads
‘BERMUDA “HUNDRED” - 1923’, and the reverse is inscribed ‘PRESENTED BY THE BERMUDA GOVERNMENT WON BY’.
$300-$500

44049
BELGIUM. Memorial Bronze Medal, 1842. UNCIRCULATED.
Diameter: 72 mm. Medal dedicated to the memory of Ferdinand
Philippe, Duke of Orleans, by Hart. An impressive, high profile Medal,
with a bust of the Duke left on the obverse, and a female figure laying
wreath on his tomb reverse. The surfaces are glossy with a rich dark
brown patina.
$500-$700
44050
BELGIUM. Cologne Cathedral Second Cornerstone Bronze Medal,
1855. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 59.7 mm; Weight: 91.96 gms;
Hoy-124; Kamp-27. By Jacques Wiener. Obverse: DER DOM ZU
KÖLN IN SEINER ZUKÜNFTIGEN VOLLENDUNG (the future
completion of the Cologne Cathedral), UNSERE HOFFNUNG (our
hope), Side view of planned cathedral; Reverse: UNSERE FREUDE
(our joy), side view of cathedral under construction. A well preserved
and fully original medal with delicate wisps of deep mahogany adorning the warm fields.
$200-$400

BOLIVIA
44056
BOLIVIA. Cob Real, ND (1578-82)-P L. Potosi Mint. Philip II.
PCGS Genuine—Holed, EF Details Gold Shield. 3.24 gms. KM0002.2. A scarce assayer. This example is remarkably round, fully
struck and free of doubling. We acknowledge the presence of the hole
but note that no one has tried to “fix” it.
$100-$200
44057
BOLIVIA. Cob 8 Reales, ND (1612-16)-P Q. Potosi Mint. Philip
III. FINE. KM-10; Cal-Type 164. Weight: 26.8 gms. A well detailed
Cob with clear mint and first assayer letter (information to right of
shield is illegible). The surfaces are relatively unaffected by the ‘shipwreck effect’, and the toning is a light gray throughout. Sold with
Fisher certificate of authenticity (Coin #H549, Chest#3) and detailed
information folder.
$1,000-$1,500

44051
BELGIUM. Royal Numismatic Society Copper Medal, 1885. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 34 mm. Membership Medal of ‘SOCIETE
ROYALE DE NUMISMATIQUE BELGE’, specifying Isaac Myer of
Philadelphia. A boldly struck Medal with dark red-brick patina.
$100-$200

44055

44058
BOLIVIA. 8 Reales, 1653-P E PH. Potosi Mint. Philip IV. NGC VF
Details—Salt Water Damage. KM-21; Cal-type 334#1503. Weight:
26.57 gms. Variety with “PH” below crown. A decently preserved and
crudely made Crown, with dark gray field toning and abundant design
detail. Sold with certificate of authenticity stating recovery from the
Jesus Maria De Limpia Concepcion, which sank in 1654 off the coast
of Ecuador.
$200-$300
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44059

44066

BOLIVIA. 7-1/2 Reales, ND (1651-52)-P O. Potosi Mint. Philip IV.
PCGS Genuine—Salt Water Damage, EF Details Gold Shield. KMC19.2. Weight: 27.99 gms. Crowned “L” countermark in beaded circle
applied to the cross side. Despite the light pitting from the time spent
under water, this example is still over full weight. Its value is surely
enhanced by a full and clear original date of 1649. The consignor
notes that this was salvaged from the Nuestra Sonora de las Maravillas
(wrecked 1656).

BOLIVIA. 1/2 Real, 1741-P. Potosi Mint. Philip V. PCGS VF-25
Gold Shield. KM-27a; Cal-Type 82#604. Weight: 1.71 gms. Obverse:
monogram with date below; reverse: cross cantoned with lions and
castles. For a type with a low catalog value, auction records are remarkably sparse with none of this date offered in nearly a decade.

The countermarks were applied to Bolivian pesos and four reales after it
was discovered that mint workers had debased them from 0.931 fine silver to as low as 0.750 fine. All the mint officials were replaced and a new
design was introduced. The other mints were instructed to countermark
the debased pesos in their stock to reduce their value until such time as
they could be reminted, which never happened.

BOLIVIA. Real, 1749-P Q. Potosi Mint. Ferdinand VI. PCGS FINE15 Gold Shield. KM-37; Cal-Type 32#213. Weight: 3.30 gms. Two legible dates. Nearly full weight. While this is not listed as a rare date, the
last offering of this date we can find was a salvaged example in Sedwick
sale 14 (Winter Park, FL, October 2013, lot 1279).

$360-$500

$50-$80
44067

$50-$100
44068

44060
BOLIVIA. 1/2 Real, 1654-P E. Potosi Mint. Philip IV. FINE. KMB12. Weight: 1.48 gms. A well detailed cob with visible date, mintmark, and assayer letter. Consigner information states that it originates from the wreck of the Maravillas, which sunk in 1656 off Grand
Bahama Island.
$100-$150

BOLIVIA. Cob Real, 1767-P V-Y. Potosi Mint. Charles III. PCGS
VF-25 Gold Shield. KM-42; Cal-Type 51#456. Weight: 3.15 gms.
Bright and untoned with one legible date and part of another.
The Potosi mint inaugurated the production of milled pillar coinage in
1767 but did not cease minting cobs until 1773, a situation which greatly
annoyed officials in Madrid.
$40-$80

44061
BOLIVIA. 8 Reales, 1696-P VR. Potosi Mint. Charles II. PCGS
Genuine—Salt Water Damage, EF Details Gold Shield. KM-26; CalType 111#739. Weight: 26.29 gms. Very lightly pitted from the salt water immersion noted on the label but very minor mass loss. Mintmark,
assayer and two dates visible.
$300-$400

44069
BOLIVIA. 8 Escudos, 1790/89-PTS PR. Potosi Mint. Charles IV.
NGC EF Details—Obverse Scratched. Fr-6; KM-68. The overdate is
weak. A moderately struck coin with some adjustment marks through
the obverse center and one short scratch behind the head. The coin is
attractively toned with dark orange color in the protected areas of the
periphery.
$800-$1,200

44062
BOLIVIA. Nonet of Cob Reales (9 Pieces), 17th Century. Grade
Range: VERY GOOD to VERY FINE. Total weight: 29.58 gms. A
group of well detailed shield and cross type cobs from the time of Philip III and Philip IV. Some exhibit clear mintmarks and assayer letters.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$300

44070
BOLIVIA. Group of Cob Reales (17 Pieces), 17th to 18th Centuries. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to VERY FINE. Total weight: 45.65
gms. Pillar and wave style cobs in varying condition, some holed, and
many showing clear dates (a quick glance reveals 1692 and 1767,
among others).
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44063
BOLIVIA. Cob Date Set (5 Pieces), 17th Century. Grade Range:
VERY GOOD to VERY FINE. Cobs of different denominations, including one 8 Reales, all with clear dates and mintmarks.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$300
44064
BOLIVIA. Real, 1727-P Y. Potosi Mint. Luis I. PCGS Genuine—Salt
Water Damage, VF Details Gold Shield. KM-33. Weight: 2.74 gms.
The date and major details are still visible despite the mass loss from
salt water immersion. Unfortunately, there is no trace of the king’s
name.
$70-$100

$300-$500
44071
BOLIVIA. Group of Cob 2 Reales (10 Pieces), 18th Century. Grade
Range: FINE to VERY FINE. Total weight: 64 gms. A group of well
struck, detailed pillar and wave style cobs, many with visible dates (a
first glace reveals 1742, 1759, and 1760, among others).
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$600
44072
BOLIVIA. 1/2 Scudo, 1842-PTS LR. Potosi Mint. NGC MS-62. Fr30; KM-104. A pleasing little coin with sharp design detail throughout,
subtle luster, and attractive toning on the reverse.
$500-$700

44065
BOLIVIA. 2 Reales, 1736-P E. Potosi Mint. Philip V. PCGS Genuine—Excessively Clipped, VF Details Gold Shield. KM-29a; CalType 114#913. Weight: 4.43 gms. Clipped from the original weight of
6.77 gms but the date and assayer are still bold.

Ex. Eliasberg Collection.

$30-$60
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44073

44081

BOLIVIA. 2 Soles Silver Proclamation Medal, 1852/1. NGC AU58. cf.Fonrobert-9567. Overdated variety, with reeded edge. Obverse:
Fleeing criminal to right, sword coming from clouds to left, LA PROVIDENCIA PERSIGUE EL CRIMEN around, date below; Reverse: Liberty with youth and baby, radiant sun right, within legend LOS EMPLEADOS DE POTOSI at top and AL PRESIDENTE . M. Y. BELZU at
bottom. A nicely struck and lightly toned example of the type.

BRAZIL. 200 Reis, 1860. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Pedro II. PCGS MS65 Gold Shield. KM-469. An attractive and fully lustrous Gem with
light gray toning throughout.

The inspiration for this unusual piece (a fleeing criminal) was the attempted assassination of Belzu on 6 September, 1850.
$100-$200

$40-$80
44082
BRAZIL. 200 Reis, 1866. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Pedro II. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-469. A brightly lustrous and pleasing near-Gem
coin, largely free of toning.
$40-$80

44074
BOLIVIA. 8 Soles, 1863-PTS FP. Potosi Mint. PCGS AU-50 Gold
Shield. KM-138.6. A boldly struck and pleasing, wholesome example
of the type, with some field luster remaining and imbued with light
gray toning throughout.
$100-$200

44083
BRAZIL. 300 Cruzeiros, 1972. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. Fr-126;
KM-584; LMDB-O738. Struck for the 150th Anniversary of Independence, with the busts of Pedro I and General Emilio Garrastazu
Medici. A bright and prooflike strike with reflective fields and frosty
raised devices.
$600-$800

44075
BOLIVIA. Duo of 10 and 5 Centavos (2 Pieces), 1935. Both NGC
PROOF-67 Certified.
1) 10 Centavos. KM-179.1.

Ex. Norweb Collection.

44084
BRAZIL. Group of Mixed Denominations (Approximately 370
Pieces), 19th to 20th Centuries. Grade Range: EXTREMELY FINE
to UNCIRCULATED. A sizeable offering of mostly modern base
metal issues along with some uncirculated 19th Century copper and
silver pieces. Nearly all Brazilian types from the 1880s-1980s are accounted for in the group. Many pieces still include pedigree flips from
the Norweb Collection.

2) 5 Centavos. KM-178.
$100-$200

BRAZIL

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44076
BRAZIL. 6400 Reis, 1786-R. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Maria I & Pedro
III. VERY FINE. Fr-76; KM-199.2; LDMB-O468. A decently struck
coin with even wear and no overly distracting marks.
$900-$1,100
44077
BRAZIL. 960 Reis, 1812/1-R. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Joao as Prince
Regent. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. KM-307.3. A boldly struck Crown
with abundant frosty luster in the fields, and faint evidence of a Spanish Colonial portrait 8 Reales undertype.
$250-$350

$500-$1,000
44085
BRAZIL. Colonia Santa Teresa Leprosarium Brass 100 Reis Token,
ND (ca. 1940). PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-L1. Struck in brass, issued by Colonia Santa Teresa (abbreviated and inscribed C.S.T. on the
reverse). A bright and lustrous Token with dark golden color.
$30-$60

BRITISH GUIANA
44086

44078
BRAZIL. 960 Reis, 1820-R. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Joao VI. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-326.1; LDMB-478; Gomes-25.10. A pleasing, well struck coin with original, gray-toned surfaces. The undertype
is a Mexico City Portrait 8 Reales issue, and with some effort perhaps
the date could be made out.
$160-$260

BRITISH GUIANA. Guilder, 1836. William IV. NGC PROOF-61.
KM-25. Plain Edge Variety. A boldly struck and flashy Proof, with
some patches of almond toning, and a number of light marks on both
sides.
$400-$600
44087

44079
BRAZIL. 5000 Reis, 1854. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Pedro II. NGC Unc
Details—Surface Hairlines. Fr-123; KM-470. A well struck coin with
flashy luster in the fields, and some light hairlines.

BRITISH GUIANA. Guilder, 1836. William IV. NGC PROOF-61.
KM-25. Plain Edge Variety. A blast white Guilder with reflective surfaces, sharp strike detail, and scuffs in the fields indicative of the grade.
$400-$600

$100-$200
44080
BRAZIL. 2000 Reis, 1888. Rio de Janeiro Mint. Pedro II. NGC MS65. KM-485; LDMB-P658. Strong luster, sharp strike, and almond to
rust peripheral toning define this pleasing example of the type.
$100-$200
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BRITISH WEST INDIES

44088
BRITISH GUIANA. Trio of Silver Minors (3 Pieces), 1836 & 1894.
All NGC Certified.
1) 1/2 Guilder. 1836. George IV. UNC Details—Surface Hairlines.
KM-24.
2) 1/4 Guilder. 1836. George IV.AU-58. KM-23.
3) 4 Pence. 1894. Victoria. MS-61. KM-26.
$100-$200

44095
BRITISH WEST INDIES. 1/2 Dollar, 1822. George IV. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, EF Details Gold Shield. KM-4; Prid-8. A decently
struck example of a popular type, with some bright luster in the protected areas, and a few marks in the fields but nothing overly distracting. There is a hint of almond toning in the outer peripheries.
$360-$500

44089
BRITISH GUIANA. 4 Pence, 1938. NGC PROOF-62. KM-30. A
RARE, flashy and gray toned Proof.
$600-$900
Ex. Ted Reams Collection.

44096
BRITISH WEST INDIES. 1/4 Dollar, 1822/1. George IV. NGC MS62. KM-3. Mottled almond toning and pleasing underlying luster
grace this example of Caribbean ‘Anchor Money’.
$200-$300

BRITISH HONDURAS
44090
BRITISH HONDURAS. Cent, 1904. NGC MS-65 Brown. KM-11. A
lovely Gem with radiant, silky surfaces, and plenty of mint red remaining in the fields.
$150-$200
44091
BRITISH HONDURAS. Cent, 1906. NGC MS-62 Brown. KM-11;
Prid-53. A softly lustrous Cent with dark brown patina and hints of
electric blue on the reverse.
$200-$300

44097
BRITISH WEST INDIES. 1/8 Dollar, 1820. George IV. NGC AU-58.
KM-2. A sharply struck and deeply toned coin, with some flashy luster
visible underneath.
$180-$280
44098
BRITISH WEST INDIES. 1/16 Dollar, 1820. George IV. PCGS MS65 Gold Shield. KM-1. Pop:1, none graded higher by PCGS. A lovely
Gem with subtle cartwheel luster and gentle gray to russet toning. An
example of this popular type with excellent eye appeal.
$200-$300
44099

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO
44092

BRITISH WEST INDIES. 1/16 Dollar, 1820. George IV. NGC MS62. KM-1. A lightly toned with some bright luster in the fields. A few
light scuffs are present but nothing overly distracting.
$200-$300

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO. 1/2 Cent, 1891-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-64 Red Brown Gold Shield. KM-1. A pleasing coin
with razor sharp obverse design detail and abundant mint red bloom
throughout.
$300-$400
44093
BRITISH NORTH BORNEO. 2-1/2 Cents, 1903-H. Heaton Mint.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-4. A boldly struck coin with patches
of russet toning on both sides.
$150-$250

BRITISH WEST AFRICA

BULGARIA
44100
BULGARIA. 2 Lev, 1882. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander I. NGC
MS-63. KM-5. A delightful example of the type with razor sharp strike
detail and soft, lustrous surfaces with virtually no toning.
$400-$600
44101
BULGARIA. Lev, 1882. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander I. NGC MS61. KM-4. A well struck Lev with satiny luster and pervasive, dark
plum toning throughout.
$80-$120

44094

44102

BRITISH WEST AFRICA. 1/10 Penny, 1954. PCGS PROOF-65
Brown Gold Shield. KM-32. A gorgeous, flashy Gem Proof with
strong lilac to cobalt colors that dance through both sides.

BULGARIA. 5 Stotinki, 1881. Heaton Mint. Alexander I. NGC MS64 Brown. KM-2. An attractive, lustrous coin with glossy surfaces and
some mint red remaining in the protected areas.

$200-$300

$100-$200
44103
BULGARIA. 2 Stotinki, 1881. Heaton Mint. Alexander I. NGC MS63 Brown. KM-1. A boldly struck coin with soft luster and mint red
remaining in the protected areas.
$300-$400
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44104

44114

BULGARIA. 5 Leva, 1894-KB. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. PCGS
AU-53 Gold Shield. KM-18. A wholesome, lightly circulated Crown
with mottled dark gray toning, and surfaces free of distracting marks.

BULGARIA. 50 Stotinki, 1912. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-61. KM-30. A decently struck coin with strong, pervasive lilac to
magenta toning.

$300-$400

$40-$80

44105

44115

BULGARIA. 2 Leva, 1891-KB. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
AU-58. KM-14. A well struck coin with strong underlying luster. A
pleasing, gray to dark plum toning covers many of the surfaces, excepting a diagonal stripe across the obverse that was covered from exposure at some time in the past.

BULGARIA. 50 Stotinki, 1916. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-60. KM-30. A decently struck coin with subtle luster and gray to
almond toning.
$300-$400
44116

$300-$400
44106
BULGARIA. Lev, 1894-KB. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC AU58. KM-16. A nicely struck and toned Lev with some faint reflectivity
in the fields.

BULGARIA. 20 Stotinki, 1912. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-65. KM-26. A pleasing Gem with satiny luster and a bare hint of
color on the surfaces.
$100-$200
44117

$100-$160
44107
BULGARIA. 2-1/2 Stotinki, 1888. Brussels Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-63. KM-8. A steel-toned little coin with soft luster.
$30-$60

BULGARIA. 5 Stotinki, 1913. Vienna Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC MS64. KM-24. A sharply struck coin with silky luster and a hint of toning
color in the fields.
$50-$100

44108
BULGARIA. 2-1/2 Stotinki, 1888. Brussels Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-64. KM-8. A well struck and pleasantly toned coin, with soft underlying luster and a small lamination error in the obverse field.
$140-$240
44109
BULGARIA. 2 Stotinki, 1901. Paris Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC MS-64
Brown. KM-23.1. A softly lustrous near-Gem with abundant mint red
remaining in the protected areas.
$200-$300

44118
BULGARIA. 100 Leva, 1934. London or Belgrade Mint. NGC MS63. KM-45. A choice example of this silver issue.
$50-$75

44110
BULGARIA. 2 Leva, 1913. Vienna Mint. Ferdinand I. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-32. A blast white coin with sharp cartwheel luster.
$100-$200
44111
BULGARIA. Lev, 1912. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC MS-64.
KM-31. An attractive Lev with blazing cartwheel luster and very light
traces of toning in the peripheries.
$100-$200

44119

44112
BULGARIA. Lev, 1913. Kremnica or Vienna Mint. Ferdinand I.
PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-31. A gorgeous Gem with smooth,
flashy fields and sharp cartwheel luster. A splash of faint plum toning
adorns the obverse periphery. Overall a coin with great eye appeal.
$100-$200
44113
BULGARIA. 50 Stotinki, 1910. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. NGC
MS-62. KM-27. A dazzling, lustrous little coin with dramatic plum to
magenta to cobalt toning hues on both sides.

BULGARIA. 10 Leva, 1943. Vienna Mint. NGC MS-65+. KM-40b. A
superb example of this late issue of Boris III.
$50-$75
44120
BULGARIA. 10 Leva, 1943. Vienna Mint. NGC MS-63. KM-40b.
Struck in nickel-plated steel, this issue commemorates the death of
Krum, khan of Bulgaria 803-14, the first lawgiver. A lustrous and untoned coin.
$30-$60

$200-$300
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44121

44131

BULGARIA. 2 Leva, 1943. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-49. A lustrous, near-Gem quality coin with steel-gray toning throughout.

BULGARIA. 10 Leva, 1984. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. KM-149. Mintage: 5,572. A commemorative of the United
Nations International Decade for Women. An attractive Proof with
hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

$200-$300
44122

$100-$160

BULGARIA. Lev, 1923. Vienna Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-35. A flashy
and largely untoned coin with traces of cartwheel luster.
$140-$240
44123
BULGARIA. Lev, 1925. Brussels Mint. NGC MS-65. KM-37. A steeltoned Gem with softly lustrous surfaces.
$200-$300
44124
BULGARIA. 5 Leva, 1963. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-67 Cameo.
KM-66. Struck for the 1100th Anniversary of the Slavonic Alphabet. A
lovely, frosty Proof with no toning.
$40-$80
44125
BULGARIA. 2 Leva, 1963. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-66 Cameo.
KM-65. Struck for the 1100th Anniversary of the Slavonic Alphabet.
A frosty, attractive Proof.
$30-$60

44132
BULGARIA. 10 Leva, 1985. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. KM-157. Featuring five Russian cosmonauts. A Proof with
hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$30-$60
44133
BULGARIA. 1000 Leva, 1997. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. KM-232. UNICEF theme. An attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$25-$50
44134
BULGARIA. 10 Leva, 2000. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-67 Ultra
Cameo. KM-244. Commemorating the new Millennium, with the
date holed. A flashy Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted devices.
$30-$60
44135

44126
BULGARIA. 5 Leva, 1964. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-67 Cameo.
KM-70. Anniversary of the People’s Republic, with bust of Georgi
Dimitrov left. A flashy and pleasing Proof with frosty raised devices.
$40-$80

BULGARIA. 10 Leva, 2003. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. KM-275. Mintage: 2,000. 60th Anniversary Commemorative
of the Rescue of the Jewish People. An attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$30-$60

BURMA

44127
BULGARIA. Lev, 1980. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-67 Cameo. KM90. Mintage: 2,000. A Proof with reflective fields, frosty raised devices,
and a pale brassy color.
$50-$100
44128
BULGARIA. 50 Stotinki, 1980. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-67 Cameo. KM-89. Mintage: 2,000. A flashy Proof with reflective fields, frosty
raised devices, and a pale brass color.
$40-$80
44129
BULGARIA. 20 Stotinki, 1980. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-68 Cameo. KM-88. Mintage: 2,000. A pleasing Proof with flashy, reflective
fields, frosty devices, and a pale brassy color.
$40-$80

44136
BURMA. Kyat, CS 1214 (1852). Mindon. PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield.
KM-10. A wholesome, moderately circulated example of this popular
type with deep gray toning and a slight strike weakness on the center.
$180-$280
44137
BURMA. Gold Mu, ND (1970-71). NGC MS-67. KMX-M3. Patriotic
Liberation Army Issue, with name of leader (U Nu). A pleasing coin
with frosty surfaces and sharp strike.
$300-$400

CAMBODIA
44138

44130
BULGARIA. 20 Leva, 1982. Sofia Mint. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. KM-133.2. Mintage: 40. Commemorative of the 40th Anniversary of the birth of Lyudmila Zhivkova. Variety with emblems of
the Children’s Assembly and Year of the Child. A pleasing Proof with
hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices, and VERY RARE at
that.

CAMBODIA. 50000 Riels, 1974. PCGS PROOF-64 Deep Cameo
Gold Shield. Fr-9; KM-65. Featuring Celestial Dancer on the obverse.
An attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$1,000-$1,500
From the Midtown Collection.

$25-$50
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44139

44147

CAMBODIA. 10000 Riels, 1974. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
KM-63. Mintage: 800. Obverse features Celestial Dancers. An attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
44140

CANADA. Province of Canada. Bank of Upper Canada. Penny Token, 1852. PCGS PROOF-64 Brown Gold Shield. KM-Tn3; PC-6B2;
BR-719. Large “2”, Plain Edge, Medal Alignment. A gorgeous example
of the type, with razor-sharp design detail and dark reflectivity in the
fields. The patina is a dark chocolate brown with electric blue hues
flashing across the surfaces.

CAMBODIA. 10000 Riels, 1974. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
KM-62. Mintage: 800. Obverse features bust of President Lon Nol. An
attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

44148

$300-$400

$800-$1,200

44141

CANADA. British Columbia. Gold Dollar Token, 1849. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. Greene-320. 9K gold. A crudely struck but sharply
detailed Token, with flashy luster and hints of orange-peel toning.

CAMBODIA. 5000 Riels, 1974. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
KM-61. Mintage: 800. Obverse features Cambodian dancers. An attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

44149

$300-$500

$200-$300

44142

CANADA. Manitoba. Gold Dollar Token, Dated 1898 (ca. 1960).
PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. KMX-12. A prooflike, flashy Gem with no
toning and a freshy minted look.

CAMBODIA. 5000 Riels, 1974. NGC PROOF-67 Ultra Cameo.
KM-60. Obverse features the Temple of Angkor Wat. An attractive
Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

44150

$160-$260

$360-$500

44143

CANADA. Manitoba. Gold 1/2 Dollar Token, Dated 1898 (ca.
1960). PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. KMX-11. A lovely, prooflike Gem
with hard reflective fields and razor-sharp strike detail.

CAMBODIA. 40 Riels, 1989. NGC MS-69. Fr-10; KM-77. Mintage:
500. Featuring a view of Angkor Wat. A pleasing and fully lustrous
Gem.

44151

$200-$300

$340-$400

CAMEROON

44152

CAMEROON. 1000 Francs, ND (1970). Paris Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Cameo. Fr-5; KM-18. Independence Anniversary issue. A
brilliant Proof with mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$240-$360

44145
CANADA. Lower Canada. Copper City Bank “Habitant” Penny (2
Sous) Token, 1837. NGC MS-64 Brown. KM-Tn13; Br-521; LC-9A3.
Variety with plain edge and medal alignment. A boldly struck and
pleasing coin with frosty luster and medium to dark brown patina.
$360-$500
44146
CANADA. Province of Canada. Copper 1/2 Penny Bronzed Token,
1844. NGC PROOF-64 Brown. Br-527; PC-1B3. Variety with heavy
trees, short-nosed beaver, and plain edge. An outstanding example of
the type with needle-sharp strike detail throughout, darkly reflective
fields, and rich deep brown patina.
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CANADA. Newfoundland. 20 Cents, 1904-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS
AU-58. KM-10. A wholesome example of the type with bright, full
luster and virtually no toning.
$800-$900
44153

CANADA

Ex. Doug Robins Collection.

CANADA. Newfoundland. Cent, 1872-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-65 Red Brown Gold Shield. KM-1. A lovely Gem with
silky full luster and nearly complete light tan colored mint surfaces.
$360-$460

44144

$800-$1,200

$400-$800

CANADA. Newfoundland. 50 Cents, 1918-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-64+ Gold Shield. KM-12. A stunning, deeply eye-appealing coin
blazes with luster and is peppered with faint wisps of lilac to cobalt
toning.
$300-$400
44154
CANADA. Newfoundland. 20 Cents, 1912. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-64. KM-15. A pleasing example of the type with good strike, full
satiny luster, and strong peripheral tone in the obverse peripheries.
$260-$360
44155
CANADA. Newfoundland. 10 Cents, 1919-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-14. A well struck near-Gem with cartwheel
luster and a hint of peripheral toning.
$140-$240
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44156

44166

CANADA. Newfoundland. Cent, 1936. Ottawa Mint. NGC MS-67
Red Brown. KM-16. Last year for the type. A handsome, fully lustrous
Gem with brick red to lavender color.

CANADA. 10 Cents, 1876-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU-50
Gold Shield. KM-3. A pleasing, wholesome Dime with sharp strike
detail, and medium gray toning that exhibits some colors when turned
in the light.

$100-$150

$360-$500

44157
CANADA. Newfoundland. 10 Cents, 1945-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-63. KM-20a. A flashy and attractive coin with a splash of faint russet toning on both sides.
$100-$180
44158

44167
CANADA. 5 Cents, 1894. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-2. A gorgeous little coin with frosty, original surfaces, sharp strike, and a deep lilac to magenta toning throughout. Just
a few light field marks keep it from a higher grade.
$600-$900

CANADA. Newfoundland. 5 Cents, 1941-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-19. A pleasing Gem with satiny full luster
and faint peripheral toning.
$50-$100

44168
CANADA. 5 Cents, 1899. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-2. A blast white and fully lustrous coin.
$100-$180

44159
CANADA. Newfoundland. 5 Cents, 1941-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-19. A blast white coin with blazing luster
and a freshly minted look.
$50-$100

44169
CANADA. Cent, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC MS-64 Brown.
KM-7. A softly lustrous Cent, with abundant pale mint state surfaces
in the protected areas.
$70-$100

44160
CANADA. Newfoundland. 5 Cents, 1943-C. Ottawa Mint. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-19. A blast white and fully lustrous nearGem.
$40-$80
44161
CANADA. Newfoundland. Cent, 1940. Ottawa Mint. NGC MS-65
Red Brown. KM-18. A bright and lustrous Cent with a touch of lavender hue on the reverse.
$100-$150

44170
CANADA. Opening of Victoria Bridge Bronze Medal, 1860. @@@
GRADE MISSING@@@ Breton-176. Diameter: 51 mm. By A. Hoffnung. Obverse: View of Montreal bridge, `Greatest Work of Engineering Skill in the World,’ Grand Trunk Railway of Canada; Reverse:
Roundel busts of Victoria, Albert, Prince of Wales with lengthy statistics on bridge. A finely engraved and well struck Medal with deep
red-brick patina.
$100-$200
From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

44171

44162
CANADA. Prince Edward Island. Cent, 1871. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-66 Red Gold Shield. KM-4. Coin alignment. Pop: 1,
one graded finer by PCGS. A nearly flawless example, sharply struck
and radiating full mint red.
$50-$100

CANADA. Captain Joseph Brant White Metal Medal, 1886. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 39 mm. By P. W. Ellis & Co.
Struck for the opening of the Brant Memorial in Brantford, Ontario,
Canada. The obverse features the bust of Thayendanegea, a Mohawk
political leader, who would later take the name Joseph Brant. A boldly
struck and largely untoned Medal, with a few light marks in the fields.
$120-$220

44163
CANADA. Prince Edward Island. Cent, 1871. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-66 Red. KM-4. A bright and lustrous Cent, bursting
with mind red bloom.
$400-$600
44164
CANADA. 2 Dollars, 1882-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. EXTREMELY FINE. Fr-1; KM-5. Weight: 0.0981 oz AGW. A decently struck coin
with pleasing light orange-peel toning in the peripheries.
$300-$400
44165
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1872-H. Heaton Mint. Victoria. PCGS AU-50
Gold Shield. KM-6. A decently struck coin with metallic luster remaining in the peripheral fields and endowed with strong, dark gray mottled
toning. A few light marks are noted in the central field on the reverse.

From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

44172
CANADA. 10 Cents, 1902. London Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-9. A boldly struck coin with silky luster and gorgeous cyan to
plum concentric toning.
$100-$200
44173
CANADA. 10 Cents, 1902-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-10. A gorgeous Gem with sharp strike, silky luster, and
intense electric blue toning in the protected areas that shimmers when
the coin is moved under light. Surely it stands as one of the most eye
appealing and desirable examples of the type.
$700-$900

$400-$600
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44174

44184

CANADA. 10 Cents, 1902-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS MS-65. KM-10.
An attractive, highly lustrous Gem with sharp strike detail and a hint
of almond toning.

CANADA. 10 Cents, 1930. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield.
KM-23a. A bright and lustrous Gem.

$500-$700

44185

44175
CANADA. 5 Cents, 1902. London Mint. PCGS MS-66+ Gold
Shield. KM-9. A gorgeous Gem with radiant satiny luster and almond
to lilac toning toward the peripheries, more intense on the reverse. A
coin with exceptional eye appeal.
44176
CANADA. 10 Dollars, 1914. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-63. Fr-3; KM27. Canadian Gold Reserve issue. A flashy, lustrous coin with a few
minor obverse marks.

$50-$100
CANADA. 5 Cents, 1911. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-16. A well struck and lustrous near-Gem with dark mottled peripheral toning.
$40-$80
44187

$500-$700
44177
CANADA. Dollar, 1935. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-66+ Gold Shield.
KM-30. Pop: 10, 11 graded finer by PCGS. An attractive, highly lustrous Dollar with speckled dark toning throughout.

CANADA. Cent, 1916. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-66+ Red Brown
Gold Shield. KM-21. A well struck Cent with nearly full mint red
bloom and a faint ‘wood grain’ texture.
$90-$140
44188

$100-$160
44178
CANADA. Dollar, 1935. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield.
KM-30. A blast white, Gem quality Dollar with full cartwheel luster.
$100-$180

CANADA. Cent, 1930. Ottawa Mint. NGC MS-64 Brown. KM-28.
A sharply struck Cent with glossy luster and deep brown patina. A few
hints of mint red are visible in the protected areas.
$300-$400
44189

44179
CANADA. Dollar, 1935. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield.
KM-30. A fully lustrous and largely untoned Dollar with frosty surfaces.
$100-$180

CANADA. Duo of Minors (2 Pieces), 1911. Ottawa Mint. Both
PCGS Certified.
1) 5 Cents. MS-65. KM-16.
2) Cent. MS-63 Red Brown. KM-15.
$80-$120

44180

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

CANADA. Dollar, 1935. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-65+ Gold Shield.
KM-30. A blast white, fully lustrous Dollar with some frostiness on
the surfaces.
$100-$160
44181
CANADA. Dollar, 1935. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-30. A pleasing, blast white Dollar with full luster and frosty surfaces.
$90-$140

44190
CANADA. Valleyfield Seminary School Silver Medal, 1928. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 56.4 mm; Weight: 73.36 gms.
By Henry Birks & Sons, Ltd. Obverse: Female figure holding shield
with Arms of Canada, PRESENTEE PAR HENRY BIRKS & SONS
LIMITED; Reverse: MARCEL PICARD SEMINAIRE DE VASLLEYFIELD ARITHMETIQUE 20 JUIN 1928 / STERLING. Bright and
reflective with original patina and the slightest sign of handling on
design peaks. Sold with the original box.
$100-$200

44182
CANADA. Dollar, 1935. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-30. A blast white Gem quality Dollar with full satiny luster.
$90-$140

44191
CANADA. Dollar, 1939. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-38. The Royal Visit issue. An attractive Dollar with glistening full
luster and traces of peripheral toning.
$60-$100

44183
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1919-C. Ottawa Mint. ICCS MS-63. KM-12. A
pleasing coin with full satiny luster and some areas of almond peripheral toning.
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CANADA. 5 Cents, 1911. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-16. A pleasing coin with silky luster and strong, mottled dark toning at the peripheries.
44186

$500-$600

$200-$300

$40-$80

44192
CANADA. Dollar, 1945. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-37. A flashy and boldly struck Dollar with virtually no toning.
$160-$260
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44193

44202

CANADA. Dollar, 1949. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-67 Gold Shield.
KM-47. An attractive Dollar with pervasive olive obverse toning, and
a tone-free, flashy, almost prooflike reverse.

CANADA. 25 Cents, 1946. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-35. A bright and lustrous Gem with a freshly minted look.

$200-$300

44203

44194
CANADA. Dollar, 1949. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield.
KM-47. A well struck Dollar with a pleasing array of colors. On the
obverse, the fields are tinted olive to cyan, while the reverse blazes
with pink to lilac hues.

CANADA. 25 Cents, 1951. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66+
Gold Shield. KM-44. Low Relief Variety. A lovely prooflike strike with
a dusting of russet to magenta toning.
$500-$600
44204

$160-$260
44195
CANADA. Dollar, 1951. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66
Gold Shield. KM-46. A prooflike strike with reflective fields and
somewhat frosty raised devices.

CANADA. 20 Dollars, 1967. Ottawa Mint. PROOF. Fr-5; KM-71.
Weight: 0.5287 oz AGW. An attractive Proof with reflective fields and
frosty devices.
$800-$1,200
44205

$350-$450
44196
CANADA. Dollar, 1952. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-65
Gold Shield. KM-46. Variety without water lines. A flashy Dollar with
frosty raised devices and a splash of russet toning across the upper
obverse.
$250-$350
44197
CANADA. Nonet of Dollars (9 Pieces). Grade Range: ALMOST
UNCIRCLATED to UNCIRCULATED. A group of pleasing and for
the most part, lustrous Dollars, dated 1935 (3), 1936, 1938, 1939 (3),
and 1949.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$300

CANADA. Dollar, 1957. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66 Gold
Shield. KM-54. A flashy and attractive prooflike strike with no toning.
$200-$300
44206
CANADA. Dollar, 1961. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-67.
KM-54. A lovely example of the type with reflective fields, frosty devices, and a freshly minted look.
$200-$300
44207
CANADA. Dollar, 1965. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66
Deep Cameo Gold Shield. KM-64.1. Variety with three large beads
and blunt “5”. A flashy, prooflike Dollar with mirrored fields and frosty
cameo devices.
$300-$400

44198
CANADA. Partial Original Dollar Roll (18 Pieces), 1949. Average
Grade: UNCIRCULATED. KM-47. Crisp and bright Dollars, sold
along with original cardboard cylinder roll.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$460
44199

Ex. The Cook Collection.

44208
CANADA. Dollar, 1965. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66
Cameo Gold Shield. KM-64.1. Variety with two small beads and blunt
“5”. A flashy prooflike Dollar with frosty raised devices and a few scuffs
noted in the obverse fields.
$100-$150

CANADA. 50 Cents, 1937. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-64+ Gold
Shield. KM-36. Frosty and argent near the central portions, this minor yields to a deeper peripheral tone on the obverse, while the reverse is dominated that much more by darker hues.
$60-$100

44209
CANADA. Dollar, 1967. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66
Deep Cameo. KM-70. A flashy, lovely Dollar with mirrored fields and
frosty cameo devices.
$200-$250

44200
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1948. Ottawa Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-45. Narrow Date Variety. A flashy and lustrous coin with untoned
obverse and strong rainbow toning on the reverse.
$260-$360

44210
CANADA. Dollar, 1968. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-65 Gold
Shield. KM-76.1. Doubled Die Variety, with extra water lines. A flashy
and pleasing Dollar with a freshly minted look.
$100-$150

44201
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1951. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66
Gold Shield. KM-45. A flashy and attractive prooflike strike with no
toning.
$500-$600

$70-$100

44211
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1953. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66
Cameo Gold Shield. KM-54. Variety with strap. A flashy, prooflike
coin with reflective fields and frosty devices.
$800-$1,000
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CAPE VERDE

44212
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1954. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66
Gold Shield. KM-53. A boldly struck, flashy, and pleasing prooflike
coin.
$150-$200
44213
CANADA. 50 Cents, 1965. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOF-67+ Deep
Cameo. KM-63. An attractive and brilliant Proof with hard mirrored
fields and frosted cameo devices.

44221
CAPE VERDE. 2500 Escudos, 1976. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-1; KM-14. Independence Anniversary issue. A brilliant and flashy
Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$500-$700

CAYMAN ISLANDS

$300-$400
44214

44222

CANADA. 50 Cents, 1974. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOFLIKE-68
Cameo. KM-75.1. A lovely, flashy coin with mirrored fields and frosty
cameo devices.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$500-$600

CAYMAN ISLANDS. 100 Dollars, 1975. UNCIRCULATED. Fr-3;
KM-13. A lustrous and well struck coin, AGW = 0.3646 oz.
$600-$800

44215
CANADA. 10 Cents, 1965. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOF-67 Deep
Cameo. KM-61. An intensely well struck Proof with mirrored fields
and sharp, frosty raised devices.
44216
CANADA. 10 Cents, 1967. Ottawa Mint. PCGS PROOF-67 Deep
Cameo. KM-67. A sharply contrasted Proof with hard mirrored fields
and frosted cameo devices.
44217
CANADA. Mint Error — Struck Through Reverse Capped Die —
Cent, ND (1965-77). NGC MS-63 Brown. A well struck error Cent
with medium brown to brick red color.
$200-$400
44218
CANADA. Group of Dollars (18 Pieces), 1935-58. Grade Range:
ALMOST UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. Dates present
are: 1935 (2), 1939 (4), 1946, 1951, 1953, 1955, 1957, and 1958 (7).
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44224

$200-$300
44225
CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION. 50 Pesos, 1970. PROOF. KMX-1.
Weight: 0.5787 oz AGW. Struck for the Central American Bank for
Economic Integration. A flashy Proof with nicely frosted raised devices.
$1,000-$1,500
44226
CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION. 50 Pesos, 1970. PROOF. KMX-1.
Weight: 0.5787 oz AGW. Struck for the Central American Bank for
Economic Integration. A frosty Proof with one toning spot on the rim.

$360-$500
44219
CANADA. Group of Dollars (18 Pieces), 1935-59. Grade Range:
ALMOST UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. Dollars dated:
1935 (2), 1936-8, 1939 (3), 1949, 1952, 1954, 1955 (2), 1958 (4), and
1959.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$1,000-$1,500

CEYLON
44227

$360-$500
44220
CANADA. Group of Mixed Silver and Bronze Denominations (19
Pieces), 1885-1952. Grade Range: VERY FINE to CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. Cents (5), 5 Cents (4), 10 Cents (4), 20 Cents, 25
Cents (3), and 50 Cents (2). Many coins are fully lustrous with full
frosty luster, overall a very pleasing group well worth a detailed scrutiny by the interested bidder.
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$200-$300
CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION. Bronze Centavo Pattern, 1889.
PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Red Brown Gold Shield. KMX-E21. A pleasing, well struck Gem with splashes of plum toning.

$200-$250

$400-$800

44223
CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION. Bronze 2 Centavos Pattern,
1889. PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Red Brown Gold Shield. KMX-E22. A
lustrous Pattern with rich mint red abounding in the fields.

$300-$400

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION

CEYLON. Netherlands East Indies Company. Stuiver, 1792. PCGS
EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-26. Struck on a crude and thick, angular flan,
some design details are missing but the date is conclusive.
$150-$200
44228
CEYLON. Darley Butler & Co. Brass Token, 1860. PCGS AU-55
Gold Shield. Prid-27. Slave island Token, issued by Darley Butler &
Co. An overall pleasing Token with a few light marks in the fields and
a dark brassy hue.
$200-$400
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CHINA

44229
CEYLON. 10 Cents, 1892. Victoria. NGC MS-66. KM-94. A pleasing, bright Gem with argent color and cartwheel luster.
$200-$300
44230
CEYLON. 25 Cents, 1913. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-105. A
decently struck coin with soft luster and virtually no toning.
$70-$100

CHINA. Chekiang. 10 Cents, Year 13 (1924). PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. L&M-289; K-769; KM-Y-371; WS-1025. A blast white Gem
with full frosty luster and great eye appeal.
$500-$700
44238

44231
CEYLON. 5 Rupees, 1957. NGC PROOF-67. KM-126. Struck for the
2500th Anniversary of Buddhism. A flashy Proof with frosty devices
and a hint of toning throughout.
$260-$360

CHINA. Chihli (Pei Yang). 7 Mace 2 Candareens (Dollar), Year 34
(1908). NGC VF-35. L&M-465; KM-Y-73.2; WS-0642. Variety with
long middle tail spine and connected cloud. A wholesome and boldly
struck Dollar with no design weakness and gently gray-toned surfaces.
$500-$700
From the Midtown Collection.

44232
CEYLON. Rupee, 1957. NGC PROOF-67 Cameo. KM-125. A lovely,
lightly toned Proof with mirrored fields and frosty devices.
$100-$200
44233
CEYLON. Hultsdorf Mills. G & W Leechman Black Vulcanite Token, ND (1872). PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Prid-64. Diameter: 35
mm. Issued for G & W Leechman Hultsdorf Mills. Obverse: logo; Reverse: Catamaran on water, HULTSDORF MILLS / COLOMBO CEYLON around. A sharply struck and charcoal toned Token with softly
lustrous surfaces.
$100-$200

44239
CHINA. Fukien. 1 Mace 4.4 Candareens (20 Cents), ND (18961903). PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. L&M-296; K-125c; KM-Y-104;
WS-1036. Variety with dots in place of rosettes. A trace of rub and a
few light hairlines are present, but the coin exhibits considerable remaining luster.
$300-$400
44240
CHINA. Kwangtung. 20 Cents, Year 18 (1929). NGC MS-63. L&M158; KM-Y-426; WS-0971. A blast white and attractive coin, with
sharp strike detail and glistening with luster.
$80-$120

CHAD

44241

44234
CHAD. 1000 Francs, ND (1970)-NI. NGC PROOF-65 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-5; KM-8. Independence Anniversary issue. A brilliant Proof with
hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$240-$360

CHINA. Sinkiang. 5 Mace (Miscals), ND (1910). PCGS EF-45 Gold
Shield. L&M-819A; KM-Y-6.6; WS-1296. A nicely wholesome example of this very popular issue, with sharply detailed dragon and slightly
weak reverse central characters. The toning is a light gray with a few
patches of darker color at the peripheries.
$700-$1,000
44242

CHILE
44235
CHILE. Real, 1834-IJ. Santiago Mint. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield.
KM-91. Mintage: 16,000. Always a design favorite in the Peso series,
this Real is a wholesome and pleasing coin with mark-free fields and
even, dark toning throughout.
$80-$120
44236
CHILE. Tamaya. Brass Token Pair (2 Pieces), ND. Average Grade:
UNCIRCULATED.

CHINA. Szechuan-Tibet. Rupee, ND (1911-33). NGC VF-20. L&M359; KM-Y-3.2; WS-0758-1. A wholesome and darkly toned Rupee,
with decent design detail and just a touch of strike weakness on the
reverse center.
$200-$300
From the Midtown Collection.

44243
CHINA. Tibet. Silver Fantasy Crown Essai (Pattern), ND (1966)FM. Franklin Mint. PCGS PROOF-68 Cameo Gold Shield. KMX-7.
Mintage: 600. Dalai Lama Essai Crown, struck in franklinium and issued by the Franklin Mint. A brilliant and attractive Proof with mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$300-$500

1) 50 Centavos. Rulau Ven-4.
2) 10 Centavos. Rulau Ven-6.
While attributed to Venezuela in Russell Rulau’s book entitled Latin
American Tokens (and thus certified as such by PCGS), some research
suggests that this token was actually struck for use in Chile.
$100-$150

44237

44244
CHINA. Tibet. Silver 10 Srang Fantasy Restrike, BE 15-24 (1950).
PCGS PROOF-69 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. KMX-5. Mintage:
2,000. 1978 Restrike, Valcambi Mint issue. A brilliant Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosty cameo devices.
$100-$200
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44245

44254

CHINA. Dollar, ND (1927). PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-Y318a.1; L&M-49. A well struck Dollar with good luster and lovely,
iridescent obverse toning.

CHINA. Gold 10 Yuan, 1993. Peacock Series. NGC MS-64. Fr-67;
KM-594. A fully prooflike strike with reflective fields and frosty devices.

$300-$400

$120-$220

44246
CHINA. Dollar, Year 9 (1920). PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. L&M-77; K-666; Y-329.6. Fine Hair Variety. An
untoned Dollar with decent remaining luster and a few light scuffs
in the fields.
$360-$500
44247
CHINA. Dollar, Year 23 (1934). PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. L&M110; KM-Y-345; WS-0146. A boldly struck and fully lustrous Dollar,
quite popular and sought after in this grade.
$400-$600

COLOMBIA
44255
COLOMBIA. Escudo, ND (1751-55)-S. Cartagena Mint. Ferdinand
VI. PCGS Genuine—Edge/Rim Damage Gold Shield. Fr-14; KM28. A decently struck gold Cob with sharp detail on the centers, and
dark golden toning. There have been some hits to the rim, with one
scratch visible on the obverse periphery.
$200-$300
44256
COLOMBIA. Escudo, 1807-P JF. Popayan Mint. Charles IV. NGC
VF-30. Fr-59; KM-56.2. A decently struck Escudo with a few light
obverse marks and a touch of orange-peel toning in the reverse periphery.

44248
CHINA. Duo of Gold Pandas (2 Pieces), 1993. PROOF.
1) 10 Yuan (1/10 Ounce). Fr-B7; KM-474; PAN-192A.

$200-$300

2) 5 Yuan (1/20 Ounce). Fr-B8; KM-473; PAN-193A.

44257

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$150-$300
44249
CHINA. Bronze Medal, 2011. Lunar Series, Year of the Rabbit.
NGC MS-68 Red. Diameter: 80 mm. Large high relief medal struck
in antiqued bronze.
$100-$200
44250
CHINA. 5 Yuan Proof Set (5 Pieces), 1992. Inventions & Discoveries Series I. PROOF. KM-404/408. Sold in original red display case
with small flat compass, and certificates of authenticity for each coin.
$160-$260

COLOMBIA. 2 Reales, 1813. Popayan Mint. NGC MS-62 Brown.
KM-B2. A boldly struck and attractive example of this SCARCE royalist issue struck during the War of Independence. The surfaces are a
dark brown with a faint plum undertone.
$200-$300
44258
COLOMBIA. Nueva Granada. 2 Reales, 1819-JF. Bogota mint.
PCGS F-12 Gold Shield. KM-76; Restrepo-138.1. A SCARCE and
sought after denomination for this interesting type. A wholesome
coin, weak in the centers as usual, but with toning that provides good
contrast.
$360-$500
44259

44251
CHINA. 5 Yuan Proof Set (5 Pieces), 1993. Inventions & Discoveries Series II. PROOF. KM-488/492. Sold in original red display case
with small abacus, and certificates of authenticity for each coin.
$160-$260

COLOMBIA. Santa Marta. 1/4 Real, 1820. Ferdinand VII. NGC
AU-55 Brown. KM-B4; Restrepo-104.1. A pleasantly well detailed example of this usually crude type, with only the crown above the “1/4”
weakly presented. Coin is an even, medium chocolate brown color.
$200-$300

44252

44260

CHINA. Sextet of 10 Yuan Sets (6 Sets - 12 Pieces), 1999. Celebration of Spring. PROOF. Each set consists of KM-1258 and KM-1259
(both colorized), sold in the original display cases along with certificates of authenticity.

COLOMBIA. Silver Proclamation Medal, 1808. Ferdinand VII.
NGC VF-35. Fonrobert-8047. A 2 Reales-sized Medal, wholesome
and evenly worn, with medium gray toning throughout and no notable marks in the fields. The obverse exhibits a faint die clash.

$260-$360

$70-$100

44253

44261

CHINA. Proof Set (2 Pieces), 1985. 20th Anniversary of Tibetan
Autonomy. Both NGC Certified. Set Mintage: 10,000. Sold with
original display case and certificate of authenticity.

COLOMBIA. 8 Reales, 1837-RS. Bogota Mint. PCGS Genuine—
Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. KM-92; Restrepo-193.1. A decently struck Crown with attractive light almond toning that intensifies in the protected areas. The surfaces show very little evidence of
hairlines.

1) 10 Yuan. PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-127.
2) Yuan. PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-110.
$1,500-$2,000
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44262

44269

COLOMBIA. Peso, 1827-RR. Bogota Mint. NGC EF-45. Fr-73; KM84; Restrepo-160.7i. A crisply struck little wholesome coin with pale
gold color throughout.

COSTA RICA. 2 Reales, ND (1849-57). NGC VF Details—Surface
Hairlines. KM-94. “lion” countermark (Type VII, 1849-57) on a Great
Britain Shilling of Victoria, dated 1846. The counterstamp is deeply
punched and well detailed, placed on the neck of the portrait as is
typical. The host is worn but exhibits no major marks, and is toned a
pleasant medium gray.

$100-$160
Ex. Dr. Frank Sedwick Collection.

$400-$800

44263
COLOMBIA. Peso, 1864. Bogota Mint. NGC AU-55. KM-139.1; Restrepo 315.3. A wholesome and boldly struck Peso, gray toned with
splashes of almond on the reverse.
$260-$360

44270
COSTA RICA. 5 Colones, 1899. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-64.
Fr-21; KM-142. A pleasing, near-Gem example of the type, with frosty
luster and dark golden yellow color.
$240-$340

44264
COLOMBIA. 50 Centavos, 1881. Bogota Mint. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. KM-177.1; Restrepo-308.9. A frosty, lightly toned coin with
some bright luster in the peripheries.
$300-$500

44271
COSTA RICA. 2 Colones, 1900. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-65.
Fr-22; KM-139. A lustrous and attractive little Gem with some frostiness to the surfaces.
$140-$240

44265
COLOMBIA. 20 Centavos, 1945-B. Bogota Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. Restrepo P164 / 389.2. Reeded Edge. Cataloged at PCGS
as the regular issue (0.500 fine), but collected as the pattern issue (“apparently 0.900 fine and deep mirror proof ”). Without testing, the two
seem indistinguishable, though the surfaces here are suggestive of pattern status. Nicely toned and reflective. Five radial die cracks are seen
at the obverse periphery, seven more noted around the reverse. An
interesting piece deserving of further inquiry.
$100-$200

COMOROS

44272
COSTA RICA. 2 Colones, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. PCGS MS-64.
Fr-22; KM-139. Mintage: 5,000. A well struck and softly lustrous coin.
$120-$220
44273
COSTA RICA. 2 Colones, 1928. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS64. Fr-22; KM-139. A pleasing near-Gem with subtle frosty luster
throughout and deep golden tone.
$200-$300
44274

44266
COMOROS. 20000 Francs, 1976. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-1; KM-12. Featuring a coelacanth on the reverse. A brilliant Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$500-$700

COSTA RICA. 2 Colones, 1928. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-63.
Fr-22; KM-139. A boldly struck little coin with pleasing frosty luster
throughout.
$100-$180

CRETE

COSTA RICA
44275

44267
COSTA RICA. Escudo, ND (1849-57). San Jose Mint. PCGS Genuine—Graffiti, EF Details Gold Shield. Fr-4a; KM-84. A “lion” countermark (Type VI) on a Costa Rica (Central American Republic) Escudo, 1849-CR JB. The countermark is deeply impressed on the obverse,
causing a slight concavity in the host, and is graded EF Details. The
host exhibits hints of pleasing orange toning at the peripheries, and
some scratches are noted on the lower reverse.
$160-$260
44268
COSTA RICA. 2 Reales, 1846-JB. PCGS VF-25 Gold Shield. KM-54.
A Type V Central American Republic counterstamp on a Bolivia 2
Reales Cob of unknown date. The host is quite worn but the counterstamp exhibits a clear date. The recessed surfaces are a dark, almost
charcoal tone, which helps enhance the lighter gray raised devices.

CRETE. 5 Drachmai, 1901. Paris Mint. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned,
EF Details Gold Shield. KM-9; Geo-12. A decently struck and medium gray toned Crown with some color in the peripheries. The
cleaning is quite old and the surfaces exhibit a slight graininess but
no strong hairlines.
$80-$120
44276
CRETE. Drachma, 1901. Paris Mint. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield.
KM-7; Geo-10. A little flat on the high points of this Drachma, but
some light peripheral toning remains.
$140-$240

$360-$500
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CROATIA

44285
CUBA. Gold Peso, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-64. Fr-7; KM16. Mintage: 6,850. A bright and lustrous coin.

44277
CROATIA. 500 Kuna, 1996. NGC PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Fr-11;
KM-55. Mintage: 1,000. Zadar University issue. A technically flawless and brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo
devices.
$300-$400

$360-$500
44286
CUBA. Gold Peso, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-65. Fr-7; KM16. This appealing Gem offers bold strike and full satiny luster.
$360-$500

CRUSADER STATES

44287
CUBA. Gold Peso, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-64. Fr-7; KM16. A bright and flashy Peso, dripping with luster.

44278
CRUSADER STATES. Kingdom of Jerusalem. AV Bezant (Dinar),
ND (ca. 1150-1260). Acre Mint. Baldwin III. NGC AU Details—
Bent. Fr-1a; Malloy-4. Engraved in imitation of the gold coinage of
Fatimid Caliph Al-Amir. Sharply struck with full Pseudo-Cufic legends on both obverse and reverse. Coin has a slight rumpled appearance due to bending of the flan, but all details are intact and there is
no cracking of the edges. Overall a great example of this historically
fascinating type.
$260-$360

$360-$500
44288
CUBA. Peso, 1935. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-64+. KM-22.
“ABC” Peso type. A handsome and virtually Gem quality Peso, with
full satiny luster and almost no perceptible toning.
$400-$500
44289

44279
CRUSADER STATES. Tripoli. AV Bezant (Dinar), ND (ca. 11871260). Bohemond IV/VII. NGC AU-55. cf.Fr-1; A-720. Weight: 3.44
gms. Imitative of the Fatimid Dinars of al Mustansir (1036-94), with
pellet in outer ring on both obverse and reverse. Most of peripheral
legend intact with some minor cracks in the rim. Generally well struck
with a dark golden color.
$300-$400

CUBA

CUBA. Peso, 1936. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-63. KM-22. “ABC”
Peso type. A boldly struck and lustrous coin, with faint lilac toning
throughout.
$400-$500
44290
CUBA. Peso, 1939. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-22. “ABC”
Peso type. A handsome example of the type with full silky luster and a
touch of russet toning.
$300-$400
44291

44280
CUBA. Souvenir Peso, 1897. Gorham Mint. NGC AU-58. KMX-M3.
Type III, with star above baseline of “97”. A well struck and pleasantly
toned Peso, with some light marks in the obverse fields.
$200-$300

CUBA. 2 Centavos, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC PROOF-63
Cameo. KM-A10. Mintage: 150. An attractive Proof in a highly
sought-after condition, with reflective fields, frosty devices, and a hint
of toning.
$400-$800
44292

44281
CUBA. 5 Pesos, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-64. Fr-4; KM-19.
A boldly struck near-Gem with pleasing cartwheel luster.
$400-$600

CUBA. Peso, 1965. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KMX-M5. Silver
Exile Issue with lettered edge. An attractive Proof with hard mirrored
fields and frosted cameo devices.
Struck for Cubans in exile for the purpose of raising funds for a revolution to overthrow the Castro regime.

44282
CUBA. 5 Pesos, 1915. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-61. Fr-4; KM19. A boldly struck and bright coin with cartwheel luster and a pale
golden color.

$360-$500

CURACAO

$360-$500
44293

44283
CUBA. 5 Pesos, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-63. Fr-4; KM-19.
A decently struck and lustrous coin, with dark honey golden color.
$360-$500
44284
CUBA. 2 Pesos, 1916. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-63. Fr-6; KM-17.
A well struck coin, exhibiting bright luster throughout.

CURACAO. 3 Reaal, ND (1818). NGC VF-30. KM-28; Prid-27.
Weight: 5.05 gms. A ‘3’ in a circle counterstamped on a one-fifth cut
of a Spanish Colonial portrait 8 Reales from Mexico City (1801-3, as
evidenced by the presence of the final assayer initial “T”). A clear and
bold stamp (graded EF Standard) on a well preserved and pleasantly
toned host.
$300-$400

$300-$400
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DANISH WEST INDIES
44294
DANISH WEST INDIES. 12 Skilling, 1748. Frederik V. NCS
Genuine—EF Details, Excessive Surface Hairlines. KM-6.1. A well
detailed coin with gray toning that exhibits faint rose-colored hues.
Though hairlines do exist on the surfaces, they are not nearly as distracting as would be imagined by the Details designation.
$140-$240
44295
DANISH WEST INDIES. 12 Skilling, 1763. Frederik V. NGC EF-40.
KM-6.2; Sieg-6. A wholesome and light gray toned coin, featuring a
detailed rendering of a sailing ship.
$100-$200
44296
DANISH WEST INDIES. 24 Skilling, 1766. Christian VII. NCS F
Details—Excessive Surface Hairlines. KM-10. A moderately worn
coin with a decent amount of remaining detail but some peripheral
weakness. A strong olive to gray toning has obscured the old cleaning.
$300-$440
44297
DANISH WEST INDIES. Duo of 12 and 6 Skilling (2 Pieces), 176367. Christian VII. Both NGC Certified.

44302
DANISH WEST INDIES. Cent, 1859. Frederik VII. NGC PROOFLIKE-63 Brown. KM-63. A pleasing Cent with decent strike and light
brown to shimmering red-brick color, seemingly a lot more “Red”
than a Brown designation would suggest.
$50-$100
44303
DANISH WEST INDIES. 20 Cents, 1878. Copenhagen Mint.
Christian IX. NGC MS-64. KM-71; Sieg-23; H-25. A sharply struck
coin with pleasing, original surfaces, satiny luster, and light toning
throughout.
$360-$500
44304
DANISH WEST INDIES. 20 Cents, 1878. Copenhagen Mint.
Christian IX. NGC MS-63. KM-71; Sieg-23. A largely untoned coin
with strong frosty luster in the fields, sharp strike detail, and overall
good eye appeal.
$300-$400
Ex. John Lund Collection.

44305
DANISH WEST INDIES. 20 Cents, 1878. Copenhagen Mint. Christian IX. NGC MS-62. KM-71; Sieg-23. A bright and lustrous coin,
with sharp strike detail, and very light toning.
$400-$600

1) 12 Skilling. 1763. Frederick V. FINE-12. KM-6.2; Sieg-6.

44306

2) 6 Skilling. 1767. Christian VII. VF Details—Scratches. KM-11;
Sieg-8.

DANISH WEST INDIES. 10 Cents, 1905-PGI. Copenhagen Mint.
Christian IX. NGC MS-63. KM-78. A bright and untoned coin with
sharp strike detail. An unusual horizontal planchet flaw is noted
through the center of the coin, visible on both sides.

$200-$300
44298

$140-$240

DANISH WEST INDIES. 2 Skilling, 1837. Frederick VI. NGC MS62. KM-13; Sieg-11. The flat top “3” variety. A well struck little coin
with good luster and pleasing light lilac toning hues.

Ex. Rudman Collection.

$100-$150
Ex. Rudman Collection.

44307
DANISH WEST INDIES. Trio of Cents (3 Pieces), 1859-78. All
NGC Certified.
1) 1859. Frederick VII. UNC Details—Harshly Cleaned. KM-63.

44299
DANISH WEST INDIES. 20 Skilling, 1848. Christian VIII. NGC
Unc Details—Excessive Surface Hairlines. KM-21.2. Plain Edge Variety. A boldly struck and somewhat flashy coin. Hairlines are obvious
in the fields of both sides, though a subsequent light toning has lessened the impact.
$200-$300

2) 1868. Christian IX. MS-63 Red Brown. KM-68.
3) 1878. Christian IX. MS-63 Brown. KM-68.
$160-$260
Ex. Rudman Collection.

44308
DANISH WEST INDIES. Duo of Cent and Half Cent (2 Pieces),
1905 & 1913. Both NGC Certified.

44300
DANISH WEST INDIES. 10 Skilling, 1845. Christian VIII. NGC
MS-64. KM-16. A pleasing, well struck near-Gem example of the type,
with satiny luster and light toning.
$200-$300

1) Cent. 1913. MS-63 Brown. KM-83; Sieg-35.
2) 1/2 Cent. 1905. MS-64 Brown. KM-74. Ex. Rudman Collection.
$50-$100

DENMARK

Ex. Rudman Collection.

44301
DANISH WEST INDIES. 3 Cents, 1859. Frederik VII. NGC
PROOFLIKE-63. KM-64; Sieg-16. A bright and flashy coin, with a
faint aquamarine hue in the fields, and a few light marks on the reverse.
$300-$400
Ex. Rudman Collection.

44309
DENMARK. 20 Kroner, 1915-VBP. Copenhagen Mint. PCGS MS65. Fr-299; KM-817.1. A lovely, boldly struck Gem with splashes of
orange-peel toning.
$300-$500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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DOMINICA

ECUADOR

44310

44317

DOMINICA. 6 Bits (Valued at 4 Shillings 6 Pence), ND (Decree of
21st August 1813). NGC FAIR-2. KM-6; Prid-27. Weight: 9.128 gms.
Crowned 6 countermark within shaped indent on a central plug cut
from the obverse of a Spanish colonial 8 Reales. The countermark is
well applied and bold, though the host shows very little remaining detail, and all is toned a medium gray.

ECUADOR. 4 Reales, 1857-GJ. Quito Mint. ANACS VF-30. KM-37.
Used but not abused, this example lacks the usual hairlines, nicks and
scratches. Some of the color might be original.

$200-$300

$100-$160
44318
ECUADOR. 4 Reales, 1862. Quito Mint. NGC VG-08. KM-41. Large
Head variety by Barré. A heavily circulated, yet problem-free example
of this SCARCE, one-year design type.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

$200-$300

44311
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. Centavo, 1877. Scovill (Waterbury)
Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-3. Struck in brass. A boldly struck Centavo,
SCARCE in this condition, with bright luster.
$50-$100

44319
ECUADOR. 2 Reales, 1847-GJ. Quito Mint. NGC VF-35. KM-33.
Boldly struck and well detailed with pretensions to a higher grade.
Hints of luster remain in the protected areas.
This and most other Ecuadorean coins of the period were struck from
0.666 fine silver, accounting for their funky color.

Ex. Ray Byrne Collection.

44312
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. Trio of Silver Issues (3 Pieces), 1937-63.
All NGC Certified.
1) Peso. 1952. London Mint. MS-64. KM-22.
2) Peso. 1963. London Mint. MS-65. KM-30. Struck for the 100th
Anniversary of the restoration of the Republic.
3) 10 Centavos. 1937. MS-64. KM-19.
$160-$260

$100-$160
44320
ECUADOR. 2 Reales, 1847 GJ. Quito Mint. PCGS Genuine—Repaired, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-33. A sharply detailed coin with
light toning and evidence of smoothing in the obverse fields.
$40-$80
44321

44313
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. Peso, 1974. NGC MS-69. KM-35. Struck
for the 12th Central American and Caribbean Games. A blast white
and fully lustrous coin.
$150-$300
44314

ECUADOR. Real, 1833-GJ. Quito Mint. ANACS VF-25. KM-13.
Plenty of detail remaining although we can’t claim that the toning is
original. Still decent for this heavily abused issue.
The arms of Ecuador are on one side and those of Colombia on the other,
indicating that Ecuador had not yet completely separated herself from
Gran Colombia in 1833.
$80-$120

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. Gilt Copper 300 Pesos Pattern, 1983.
NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KMX-5 var. Struck to honor friar
Antonio de Montesinos, a missionary in the Dominican Republic, Enriquill, who lead the resistance to the Spanish conquistadors in the
Caribbean and Sebastian Lemba, the leader of a slave revolt. An exceptionally produced type with deep reflectivity in the fields and strong
frost over the designs.
$100-$200

44322
ECUADOR. Centavo, 1872. Heaton Mint. NGC SPECIMEN Details—Obverse Damage. KM-45. A Specimen with glossy red and
brown fields, unfortunately marred by a heavy obverse rim nick at 5
o’clock.
$200-$300
44323

44315
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. Gilt Copper “00” Pesos Pattern, 1983.
NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KMX-4.1 var. Struck to honor the
Mirabal sisters who led a political movement against Trujillo that ultimately led to their assassination in 1960. A RARELY seen pattern with
strong cameo features and surfaces that approach flawless.
$100-$200

EAST AFRICA

ECUADOR. Decimo, 1894 TF. Lima Mint. PCGS MS-64+ Gold
Shield. KM-50.3. A blast white near-Gem with full frosty luster.
$200-$300
44324
ECUADOR. Trio of Minors (3 Pieces), 1835-1909. All NGC Certified.
1) 2 Reales. 1835-GJ. Quito mint. VF-20. KM-14.
2) 4 Reales. 1857-GJ. Quito mint Fine Details—Planchet Flaw. KM37.

44316
EAST AFRICA. Pice, 1898. Victoria. NGC AU Details—Obverse
Cleaned. KM-1. A decently struck Pice with dark brown patina
throughout and a few light marks on the obverse.

3) Centavo. 1909-H. Heaton mint. MS-61. KM-58.
$200-$400

$50-$100
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EQUATORIAL GUINEA

44325
ECUADOR. 5 Sucres, 1973. NGC MS-64. KM-84. A popular type
that emerged only in limited release sets, but never into general circulation. A boldly struck coin with flashy luster and no toning.
$300-$400
44326
ECUADOR. 2 Sucres, 1973. NGC MS-64. KM-82. An untoned and
near-Gem coin, with flashy luster and good strike.
$150-$240

EQUATORIAL GUINEA. Copper 10000 Ekuele Pattern, 1978.
NGC PROOF-64 Brown. KM-E12 (cf. KM-41 in gold). Struck for the
FIFA World Cup. A well struck Proof with mutely reflective fields and
mottled brown patina.
$100-$200
44335

44327
ECUADOR. Sucre Trial Strike, 1986. PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Gold
Shield. KM-85.2 (for circulation strike). Plain Edge. A brilliant and
flashy coin with cool metallic surfaces.
$700-$900

EQUATORIAL GUINEA. Aluminum 10000 Ekuele Pattern, 1978.
NGC MS-65. KM-E3. Mintage: 25. A VERY RARE Pattern for a silver
issue, with flashy fields and crisp, frosty raised devices.
$80-$120
44336

Ex. Kings Norton Mint Collection.

EQUATORIAL GUINEA. Gilt Copper 5000 Bipkwele Pattern, ND
(1980). NGC PROOF-67 Ultra Cameo. A VERY RARE Pattern for a
5000 Bipkwele, with the same design as KM-154 (Visit of Juan Carlos
I in December of 1979). An flashy Proof with some toning and a bit of
haze in the fields.

EGYPT
44328
EGYPT. 20 Piastres, AH 1341 (1923)-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS AU55 Gold Shield. KM-338. A wholesome and well struck Crown, with
cloudy dark toning on both sides, especially in the protected areas.
$100-$200
44329
EGYPT. 20 Piastres, AH 1356 (1937). London Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-368. A boldly struck Crown with flashy bright luster
and a hint of almond peripheral toning.
$100-$200
44330
EGYPT. 20 Piastres, AH 1357 (1938). London Mint. NGC MS-66.
Fr-38; KM-370. Royal Wedding issue. A bright and fully lustrous Gem
with a freshy minted look.
$600-$800

$100-$200
44337
EQUATORIAL GUINEA. Copper 5000 Bipkwele Pattern, 1980.
NGC PROOF-67 Red Brown. KMX-Pn17. A VERY RARE commemorative Pattern for KMX-M3, a Gold issue of the visit by Juan
Carlos I in December 1979. A flashy Proof with frosty devices and a
few toning spots.
$50-$100
44338
EQUATORIAL GUINEA. Copper 5000 Bipkwele Reverse Trial, ND
(1980). NGC PROOF-67 Red Cameo. Diameter: 19.5 mm, appears to
be a trial for KMX-M7, featuring the bust of Juan Carlos I left. A bright
and pleasing Proof with full mint red bloom.
$50-$100
44339

44331
EGYPT. 20 Piastres, AH 1357 (1938). London Mint. NGC MS-65.
Fr-38; KM-370. A lustrous little Gem with pleasing orange-peel toning.
$140-$240
44332
EGYPT. 5 Piastres, AH 1352 (1933). London Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-349. A blast white and pleasing near-Gem, with
bold strike and radiant luster.
$80-$120

EQUATORIAL GUINEA. Copper 5000 Bipkwele Obverse Trial, ND
(1980). NGC PROOF-68 Red Brown Cameo. KMX-TS39. Diameter:
34 mm. Coat of arms obverse, “PRUEBA” on otherwise blank reverse.
A flashy Proof with faint mottled toning.
After close inspection and comparison to other examples from this series, the denomination of 5000 Bipkwele would suggest that the date
is 1980 rather than 1978 where the denomination would be Ekuele as
indicated on the NGC insert.
$50-$100
44340
EQUATORIAL GUINEA. 2000 Ekuele, 1980-CHI. NGC PROOF-67
Ultra Cameo. KM-55. Featuring Burchell’s Zebra. A brilliant Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted devices.

44333
EGYPT. Silver Shooting Medal, 1920. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield.
Obverse: Wreath (struck from a die) with plumes and ribbon within,
“77” below (engraved by hand); Reverse: “A” CoY / BEST / SHOOTING CoY / CAIRO / 1920 / C.O.M.S.S. COX. Medal has loop and suspension ring attached.
$50-$100

44334

$25-$50
From the Midtown Collection.

44341
EQUATORIAL GUINEA. Copper 1000 Ekuele Pattern, 1978. NGC
PROOF-66 Red Brown. KM-E2. Mintage: 20. A VERY RARE Pattern
for KM-35, featuring the Central Bank of Malabo. An attractive Proof
with reflective fields, frosty devices, and light orange to magenta toning.
$40-$80
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44342

44350

EQUATORIAL GUINEA. Copper 1000 Bipkwele Reverse Trial,
ND (1980). NGC PROOF-68 Red Brown Ultra Cameo. KMX-TS16.
A VERY RARE Trial Strike for the commemorative issue, featuring
Juan Carlos I and Sofia on the obverse, “PRUEBA” in plain letters on
an otherwise blank reverse. An attractive and toned coin with frosty
devices.

ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. Guilder, 1832. William IV. NGC
Proof. AU Details—Surface Hairlines. KM-19; Prid-12. A flashy
Proof with some patches of light toning and hairlines across both
sides.

After close inspection of the different designs from this series we note
that this obverse trial strike is actually for the 1980 1000 Bipkwele and
not the 5000 Ekuele as indicated on the NGC insert.

44351

$50-$100

$300-$400
ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. Guilder, 1832. William IV. NGC AU58. KM-19; Prid-12. A boldly struck and pleasing Guilder, largely untoned, and exhibiting very few field marks.
$200-$300

ERITREA

44352

44343
ERITREA. 5 Lire (Tallero), 1891. Rome Mint. Umberto I. NGC EF45. KM-4; Mont-80; Pag-630. A pleasing and wholesome, lightly circulated Crown with gray to dark gray toning and no more than a few
minimal marks in the fields.

ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. Guilder, 1835. William IV. NGC Unc
Details—Surface Hairlines. KM-19. A sharply struck Guilder with
patchy, light toning, and light hairlines on both sides.
$200-$300

ETHIOPIA

$100-$200
From the Midtown Collection.

44344

44353

ERITREA. 100 Dollars, 1993. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Fr-3;
KM-12. Triceratops. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and
frosted cameo devices.

ETHIOPIA. Birr, EE 1892 (1900). Paris Mint. Menelik II. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. KM-19. A boldly
struck and handsome Crown, with mottled gray to russet toning and
underlying luster. There is some evidence of an old cleaning, with
hairlines appearing in the fields but now toned over.

$480-$600

ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY

$100-$200
44354

44345
ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. 3 Guilder, 1816. George III. PCGS
Genuine—Tooled, EF Details Gold Shield. KM-15; Prid-5. A decently struck and dark gray toned coin with some minor dark encrustation
in the reverse periphery, and a few light tooling marks in the fields.
$360-$500

ETHIOPIA. Menelik II/Opening of the Ethio-Djibouti Railway
Bronze Medal, EE 1895 (1903). UNCIRCULATED. Gill-M41. By
J.C. Chaplain and H. Patey. Commemorating the Opening of the
Ethio-Djibouti Railway. Obverse: Crowned bust right; Reverse: Steam
locomotive left. Ball and suspension loop attached. A Medal with
granular, matte surfaces and dark brown patina throughout.
$100-$200

44346
ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. 2 Guilder, 1816. George III. NGC
MS-61. KM-14. Mintage: 15,000. A SCARCE and popular type, largely untoned with bold strike, flashy fields, and a few minor scuffs on
the reverse.
$700-$1,000
44347
ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. Guilder, 1816. George III. NGC MS62. KM-13; Prid-11. A lovely example of this popular and SCARCE
type, with sharp strike, satiny luster, and light toning.
$400-$600

44355
ETHIOPIA. Gilt Silver “20” Issue, ND (1972). NGC PROOF-63
Ultra Cameo. Gill-S26 var. Reeded Edge. Conjoined busts of Haile
Selassie I, Queen Elizabeth II, and the Duke of Edinburgh. A flashy
Proof with frosted cameo devices and patches of orange peripheral
toning.
A production of the Pobjoy Mint, struck to commemorate the Silver
Wedding Anniversary of Queen Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh,
and to celebrate the friendship between Great Britain and Ethiopia.
$500-$700
44356

44348
ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. 1/4 Guilder, 1809. George III. NGC
AU-55. KM-4. A decently struck and wholesome coin, with strong
gray to almond toning on both sides.
$80-$120
44349
ESSEQUIBO & DEMERARY. Stiver, 1813. George III. NGC Unc Details—Environmental Damage. KM-10. A fully struck up Stiver with
glossy luster, deep brown patina, and dark spots on the lower obverse.

ETHIOPIA. Silver “20” Issue, ND (1972). NGC PROOF-62 Ultra
Cameo. Gill-S26 var. Reeded Edge. Conjoined busts of Haile Selassie
I, Queen Elizabeth II, and the Duke of Edinburgh. A flashy Proof with
frosted cameo devices hard mirrored fields.
A production of the Pobjoy Mint, struck to commemorate the Silver
Wedding Anniversary of Queen Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh,
and to celebrate the friendship between Great Britain and Ethiopia.
$500-$700

$50-$100
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FALKLAND ISLANDS
44357
FALKLAND ISLANDS. Pound, 1974. NGC PROOF-66 Ultra Cameo. Fr-3; KM-7. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted
cameo devices.
$600-$700

44364
FRANCE. Group of Silver Denominations (23 Pieces), ND (11th
to 16th Centuries). Grade Range: FINE to VERY FINE. A group of
mixed denominations and rulers, spanning six centuries. The individual coins are of varying strike quality, but in general are well struck
and problem-free, and some are attractively toned. All are stored in
individual holders with attribution information. An important lot to
inspect by hand for the interested bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

FIJI

$700-$1,000
44365

44358
FIJI. 50 Dollar, 2012. GEM PROOF. KM-197. Mintage: 750 pieces.
Struck to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Titanic. A virtually flawless Fijian issue commemorating the centennial of the sinking of the Titanic, made special by its mother-of-pearl inlay etched to
illustrate the ill-fated ship. Sold in the original presentation box and
certificate of authenticity serial number 404. Free of tone, haze or fog.
$125-$175

FRANCE. Kings of France Bronze Medals (39 Pieces). Average
Grade: UNCIRCULATED. A set of Medals with the kings of France,
from Childebert I (511-558) to Louis XV (1715-1774). Each has a bust
of the king on the obverse, and detailed biographical information on
the reverse. All sold in individually labeled envelopes.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$500-$750
44366

FINLAND
44359
FINLAND. 10 Markkaa, 1879-S. Helsinki Mint. Alexander II. NGC
Unc Details—Reverse Scratch. Fr-4; KM-8.2. A boldly struck coin
with full frosty luster, a few bagmarks, and a light scratch below the
date.
$200-$300
44360
FINLAND. 500 Markkaa, 1951-H. Helsinki Mint. PCGS MS-66
Gold Shield. KM-35. Olympic issue. A pleasing and softly lustrous
coin with frosty, original fields and gentle toning throughout.
$360-$500

FRANCE. Louis d’Or, 1786-H. La Rochelle Mint. Louis XVI. NGC
AU-55. Fr-471; KM-591.6; Gad-361. A wholesome and decently
struck coin, with somewhat crudely engraved obverse legend, and a
deep golden color.
$400-$600
44367
FRANCE. 1/2 Ecu, 1791-A. Paris Mint. Louis XVI. NGC MS-62.
KM-562.1; Dup-1709; Gad-355. A well struck coin with an even dark
gray to pewter tone, and a clear 1791/0 overate (unlisted in SCWC).
A few light adjustment marks appear on the reverse, but are not at all
distracting.
$500-$700
44368

FRANCE
44361
FRANCE. Ecu d’Or, ND (1515-47). Cremieu Mint. Francis I. PCGS
EF-40. Fr-354; Dup-782; Ciani-1082. Obverse: Arms of France quartered with Dauphine; Reverse: Floriate cross. Though the central devices show obvious strike weakness, the peripheral legends on both
sides are bold, and the obverse is well centered. No notable marks in
the fields, and minor earthen deposits in some of the protected areas.
$400-$600
44362
FRANCE. Douzain, 1551-T. Nantes Mint. Henry II. PCGS AU-53
Gold Shield. Dup-997. A decently struck coin with dark metallic gray
toning, and one area of weakness to the right of the obverse center.
Otherwise there is sharp detail, including clear mintmark and date.

44369
FRANCE. Trio of Silver Denominations (3 Pieces), 1791 & 1812.
All NGC Certified.
1) 5 Franc. 1812-H. La Rochelle Mint. FINE Details—Damaged.
KM-694.6; Gad-584.
2) 1/2 Ecu. 1791-A. Paris Mint. AU-58. KM-562.1; Dupl-1709.
3) 12 Deniers. 1791-A. Paris Mint. VF-25 Brown. KM-600.1; Dupl1723.
From the Midtown Collection.

44363
FRANCE. 1/4 Ecu, 1584-F. Angers Mint. Henry III. PCGS Genuine—Environmental Damage, AU Details Gold Shield. Dup-1133. A
well detailed coin on a crudely prepared flan, with a bold double strike
on the reverse. The toning is a light gray throughout, and a slight roughness on the upper obverse indicates the noted environmental damage.
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$80-$120

$100-$200

$150-$200

$40-$80

FRANCE. Parisian Citizenry Bronze Medal, 1789. PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Gold Shield. Hennin-64. Octagonal in shape, 39 mm. By
Duvivier. Obverse: Shield of the City of Paris, VILLE DE PARIS below;
Reverse: DONNEE PAR LA COMMUNE DE PARIS around, AUX /
BONNES / CITOIENNES / LE 8.OCT.bre / 1789 inside. An attractive,
softly lustrous Medal with light brown to brick red patina.

44370
FRANCE. Bronze Medallic 5 Sols, 1792. Soho (Birmingham) Mint.
NGC MS-62 Brown. KM-Tn31; Maz-145; Gad-1.5. A sharply detailed and attractive example of this unusual obverse design, with dark
brown patina and some mint red appearing in the protected areas.
$240-$360
From the Midtown Collection.
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44371

44379

FRANCE. Bronze Medallic 5 Sols Essai (Pattern), 1792. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Brown Gold Shield. KMTn28; Maz-150. A handsome, Gem quality Pattern with an ornate and
skillfully detailed obverse. The surfaces are a dark chocolate brown
with glossy luster.

FRANCE. Antwerp (Besieged). 5 Centimes, 1814. Naval Arsenal
(Antwerp) Mint. Napoleon I. NGC MS-64 Brown. KM-2; Gad-129a.
A sharply detailed emergency issue coin with adjustment marks visible
on both sides. The fields are a medium brown with mint red still clinging to the protected areas.

$360-$500

$400-$600
44380

44372
FRANCE. Bronze 2 Sols Pattern (Essai), 1792. NGC MS-64 Red
Brown. KM-Tn25; Maz-157. A near-Gem Pattern with blazing mint
red luster and a few patches of darker toning on both sides.
$300-$400

FRANCE. Antwerp (Besieged). 5 Centimes, 1814. Naval Arsenal
(Antwerp) Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-2;
Gad-129d. The finest known example certified by PCGS. A decently
struck issue for the type, on a slightly rough planchet. The surfaces are
a glossy deep brown and no marks of significance are noted.
$250-$350

44373
FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1811-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon I. NGC AU-53.
Fr-511; KM-695.1; Gad-1025. A decently struck and evenly worn coin,
with some frosty luster remaining in the protected areas, and exhibiting traces of burnt orange toning in the peripheries.
$200-$300

44381
FRANCE. Septet of Bronze Napoleonic Medals (7 Pieces), Early
19th Century. Grade Range: ABOUT UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. A selection of Bronze Medals, all dating 1805-15, with
various themes but all exhibit the bust of Napoleon on the obverse.

44374

SOLD AS IS / NO RETURNS.

FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1813. Utrecht Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS AU-53
Gold Shield. Fr-521; Gad-1025; KM-695.11. Privy marks are fish (left)
and mast (right). A wholesome and well struck coin, with remnants of
mint luster in the protected areas, and only minor scuffs and marks.

44382

$360-$500
44375
FRANCE. Napoleon I/Austerlitz Bronze Medal, 1805. PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. Bramsen-446. Diameter: 40 mm. Commemorative of the Battle of Austerlitz, by Andrieu and Denon. A sharply
struck Medal with flashy field luster and even, medium brown patina.
$160-$260
44376
FRANCE. Napoleon I/Duchy of Warsaw Bronze Medal, 1807.
PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. Bramsen-653. Diameter: 41 mm.
A Medal celebrating the creation of the Duchy of Warsaw, by Brenet.
A lovely, smooth, and sharply struck high relief Medal with medium
brown patina.
$100-$200
44377
FRANCE. Paris Municipal Smallpox Vaccinations Silver Medal,
1814. NGC AU Details—Cleaned. Diameter: 33 mm, by F. Depaulis.
Struck to commemorate the Paris Municipal Smallpox Vaccinations.
A boldly struck and gray toned Medal, with hairlines in the fields on
both sides.
$30-$60

FRANCE. Uniface Napoleon I Bronze Plaque, 1831. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 162 mm. A high relief image of Napoleon, hair
tossed to the wind, by David. An impressive large Medal with chocolate brown patina and a suspension loop attached.
$600-$800
44383
FRANCE. Napoleon’s Tomb at St. Helena Bronze Medal, 1840.
PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Gold Shield. Bramsen-1990. Diameter: 41
mm. Commemorative of Napoleon’s Tomb at St. Helena, by Bovy. A
beautifully struck, high profile Medal, with some flash in the fields,
and a dark brown patina throughout.
$100-$200
44384
FRANCE. Cathedral of Paris Architectural Bronze Medal, 1842.
UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 58.0 mm; Weight: 84.48 gms. By E.
Dubois. Obverse: Exterior view of the bell towers and main entrance
of Notre Dame; Reverse: The floorplan of the cathedral surrounded
by important dates relating to its construction. An attractive medal
that features a beautiful and highly detailed illustration of the facade of
Notre Dame de Paris. The surfaces have aged well, retaining a brilliant
sheen in the fields and a rich copper color throughout.
$100-$200
44385
FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1848-A. Paris Mint. Louis Philippe I. NGC
MS-62. Fr-560; KM-750.1; Gad-1031. A well struck coin with satiny
luster and dark yellow golden surfaces.

Ex. Rudman Collection.

44378
FRANCE. Antwerp (Besieged). 10 Centimes, 1814-W. Wolschot
(Antwerp) Mint. Napoleon I. NGC MS-63 Brown. KM-5.4. A boldly
struck and well detailed coin, with numerous adjustment marks on
both sides as is usual for the type.
$50-$100

$400-$600

$300-$400
44386
FRANCE. 5 Francs, 1840-B. Rouen Mint. Louis Philippe I. NGC
MS-62. KM-749.2; Gad-678. A pleasing, boldly struck coin with lustrous fields and medium gray toning. A planchet flaw is noted on the
reverse at 9 (as made).
$200-$300
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44387

44396

FRANCE. 20 Francs, 1850-A. Paris Mint. NGC AU-58. Fr-566; KM762; Gad-1059. A well struck coin with frosty peripheral luster and a
few bag marks on both sides.

FRANCE. 25 Centimes, 1914. Paris Mint. NGC MS-68. KM-867.
Pop: 6, none graded finer by NGC. A gorgeous, fully lustrous coin with
bright metallic toning.

$340-$460

$100-$180

44388
FRANCE. White Metal 20 Francs Essai (Pattern), 1848. Paris Mint.
PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. Maz-1253a. Struck in tin. Single
finest certified by PCGS. An eye-appealing, prooflike Pattern with reflective fields and nicely frosted raised devices.
$250-$350

FRANCE. 25 Centimes, 1914. Paris Mint. NGC MS-68. KM-867.
Pop: 6, none graded finer by NGC. A bright and fully lustrous coin,
nearing technical perfection.
$100-$180
44398

44389
FRANCE. Bronze 10 Centimes Piefort Essai (Pattern), 1848. Paris
Mint. NGC MS-63 Brown. cf.Maz-1353. Piefort variety. A sharply
struck Pattern with dark brown patina and traces of mint red in the
reverse periphery.
$160-$260

FRANCE. 50 Centimes Bronze-Aluminum Essai (Pattern), 1931.
NGC MS-65. Maz-2590. A boldly struck and lustrous Gem Pattern
with yellow golden color throughout.
$100-$200
44399

44390
FRANCE. 50 Francs, 1857-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III. NGC AU58. Fr-571; KM-785.1; Gad-1111. A sharply struck coin with bright
obverse field luster and a rich orange-gold color.
$500-$700

FRANCE. Aluminum 5 Francs, 1947. Paris Mint. NGC MS-64. KM888b.1; Gad-766. Surpassed in the NGC census by just four examples,
this radiant near-Gem presents steely gray surfaces with a great cartwheel nature to the brilliance.
$40-$80
44400

44391
FRANCE. 5 Francs, 1854-A. Paris Mint. Napoleon III. NGC AU-58.
Fr-578; KM-783; Gad-1000. Reeded Edge. A decently struck coin with
some luster remaining in the fields.
$360-$500
44392
FRANCE. 20 Centimes, 1867-BB. Strasbourg Mint. Napoleon III.
NGC MS-68. KM-808. A fully lustrous and attractive little Gem with
light toning.
$25-$50
44393
FRANCE. Chamber of Deputies Badge. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. A badge, 62 x 40 mm, with a circular center backed by a fasces.
The circular center is adorned with the three colors of the French flag
and the letters RF in gold. Around is written “CHAMBRE DES DEPUTES”, in reference to the Chamber of Deputies, a parliamentary
body that was formed in 1814. No damage or discoloration is noted
anywhere on the item. Sold with presentation box.
$100-$200

FRANCE. Gilt Bronze Military Victory Medal. UNCIRCULATED.
Diameter: 50.4 mm; Weight: 57.83 gms. By Arthus Bertrand & Beranger. Obverse: Three French soldiers holding flag, bugle, and laurel
wreath; Reverse: Wreath. Uncirculated with satin fields, though for
completeness there is some amber residue present at 6 o’clock. Sold
with the original box.
$75-$150
44401
FRANCE. Carnegie Foundation Plaque, 1931. UNCIRCULATED.
80 x 53 mm Bronze Plaque, “AUX HEROS DE LA CIVILISATION /
MAXIMIM (R) / 1931”. A well made piece with dark brassy color. Sold
in original display box.
$50-$100
44402
FRANCE. 100 Francs, 1986. Paris Mint. PCGS PROOF-66 Deep
Cameo Gold Shield. Fr-602; KM-960b; Gad-901. Mintage: 17,000. A
brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$800-$1,200
44403

44394
FRANCE. Legion of Honor Medal, 1870. UNCIRCULATED. A well
preserved Medal with fully intact enamel. The circular obverse center has bust right, REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE 1870 around, reverse
crossed French flags, HONNEUR ET PATRIE around. Red ribbon attached, and sold in original display case.
$100-$200

FRANCE. Assorted Issues (7 Pieces), 1704-92. Grade Range: FINE
to ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
1) 1/2 Ecu, 1704.
2) Ecu, 1716.
3-4) 2 Sols, L’an 4 (1792).
5) Token, 1792.
6-7) Wooden buttons with brass overlay.

44395
FRANCE. 100 Francs, 1879-A. Paris Mint. NGC Unc Details—Reverse Graffiti. Fr-590; KM-832; Gad-1137. A well struck coin with
frosty peripheral luster, marred only by some scribbles on the reverse
under the date.
$700-$900

44397

An interesting assortment containing coins, tokens and buttons. Some
have been cleaned, scratched and/or my have other defects. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward the diligent bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$300
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GERMAN NEW GUINEA

44404
FRANCE. Gold 20 Franc Trio (3 Pieces), 1813-89. Grade Range:
VERY FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. Paris Mint. Total weight:
0.5601 oz AGW.
1) 1813-A. Fr-511; KM-695; Gad-1025. VERY FINE.
2) 1819-A. Fr-538; KM-712.1; Gad-1028. VERY FINE.
3) 1889-A. Fr-592; KM-825; Gad-1063. ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.

44410
GERMAN NEW GUINEA. Mark, 1894-A. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm II.
PCGS MS-63. KM-5; J-705. A brightly lustrous and largely untoned
Mark, with sharp strike detail and a few minor marks on the reverse.
$360-$500
From the Midtown Collection.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44411

$1,000-$1,400
44405
FRANCE. Duo of Silver Denominations (2 Pieces), 1726 & 1868.
Paris Mint. Both PCGS Gold Shield Certified.
1) 5 Francs. 1868-A. Genuine—Cleaned, UNC Detail. KM-799.1;
Gad-739.

GERMAN NEW GUINEA. 10 Pfennig, 1894-A. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm II. NGC MS-63 Brown. KM-3; J-703. A boldly struck and pleasing example of this very popular design, with dark glossy surfaces and
chocolate brown patina throughout.
$200-$300
From the Midtown Collection.

2) 1/2 Ecu. 1726-A. Genuine—Repaired, EF Detail. KM-484.1; Gad313; Dupl-1676. Variety with No Dot.
$50-$100

44412

FRENCH GUIANA
44406
FRENCH GUIANA. 10 Centimes, 1846-A. Paris Mint. PCGS AU58 Gold Shield. KM-A2; Lec-32. A boldly struck and pleasing example of the type, with dark gray toning .

GERMANY. Augsburg. Taler, 1765-IT F(A)H. Franz I. NGC Unc
Details—Cleaned. Dav-1930; KM-184. A gray to russet toned Taler,
with a few hairlines and light planchet adjustment marks visible on
both sides.
$100-$200
44413
GERMANY. Bavaria. Prince Regent Luitpold/Army Memorial in
Munich Silver Medal, 1892. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Hauser-600.
A Medal with prooflike surfaces and russet to cyan toning in the peripheries.

$40-$80

FRENCH INDO-CHINA

$40-$80

44407
FRENCH INDO-CHINA. Piastre, 1898-A. Paris Mint. Grade:
VERY FINE. KM-5a.1; Gad-35; Lec-280. An evenly worn and overall
presentable Piastre, with dark gray toning that exhibits hues of almond.
$80-$120

44414
GERMANY. Brandenburg. 300th Anniversary of the introduction
of Protestantism to Brandenburg Bronze Medal, ND (1839). UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 49 mm. A sharply detailed Medal with medium chocolate brown patina throughout.
$75-$150

GERMAN EAST AFRICA

44415

44408
GERMAN EAST AFRICA. Rupie, 1890. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm II.
PCGS MS-63. KM-2; J-713. A sharply struck and softly lustrous Rupie, with gray to dark tan toning throughout.
$300-$400

GERMANY. Bremen. 2 Mark, 1904-J. Hamburg Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-250; J-59. This near-Gem exhibits soft full luster and
some medium gray obverse toning.
$80-$120
44416

From the Midtown Collection.

GERMANY. Brunswick. Duo of Silver Denominations (2 Pieces),
1664 & 1700. Both NGC Certified.

44409
GERMAN EAST AFRICA. Pesa, 1891. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm II.
PCGS MS-64 Red Gold Shield. KM-1; J-710. A gorgeous, well struck
coin with blazing red surfaces, full cartwheel luster, and a few minor
carbon spots.
$200-$300

GERMANY

1) Brunswick-Luneburg-Celle. Taler. 1664-HS. FINE Details—Damaged. Dav-6519.
2) Brunswick-Luneburg-Calenberg-Hannover. 24 Mariengroschen.
1700. VF-25. KM-15.
$50-$150
From the Midtown Collection.

44417
GERMANY. Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel. 5 Taler, 1762 E-IDB. Karl I.
NGC F-12. Fr-714; KM-915. A heavily worn but wholesome circulated coin, with strong peripheral detail and no overly distracting marks.
$150-$300
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44418

44426

GERMANY. Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel. 2 Taler, 1842-CVC. Wilhelm. NGC Unc Details—Obverse Cleaned. KM-1136. A boldly
struck coin with flashy luster and a patch of toning on the obverse
center. Very little evidence of hairlines is noted.

GERMANY. Heilbronn. Silver Ducat Pattern, 1717. PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. KM-Pn1. Struck on the 200th Anniversary
of the Reformation. A sharply struck Pattern with light gray toning
throughout and a few scuffs in the fields.

$80-$120

$100-$160

44419

44427

GERMANY. Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel. 2 Taler, 1854-B. Hannover
Mint. Wilhelm I. NGC Unc Details—Cleaned. Dav-633; KM-1140.
A boldly struck coin with pleasing gray to magenta toning on both
sides. Some hairlines are visible on the obverse but have been subdued
by the toning.

GERMANY. Hesse-Cassel. Taler, 1628. Wilhelm V. PCGS VF-30
Gold Shield. Dav-6736. The “Jehovah Taler”. A wholesome and evenly
worn coin with decent strike and medium gray toning that darkens at
the peripheries.

$100-$200

$400-$600
From the Midtown Collection.

44420

44428

GERMANY. Frankfurt. 2 Gulden, 1848. PCGS PROOF-63 Cameo
Gold Shield. KM-337. Issued for the May 18, 1848 Constitutional
Convention. Mintage: 8,600. An attractive Proof with lovely, reflective
fields and strong magenta to cobalt peripheral toning on the reverse.

GERMANY. Hesse-Cassel. Taler, 1630-TS. Wilhelm V. NGC VF-35.
Dav-6741; KM-115.2. An evenly worn and problem-free Taler, with
gray toning that darkens at the peripheries.

$200-$300

From the Midtown Collection.

44421
GERMANY. Frankfurt. Group of Mixed Denominations (10 Pieces), 1763-1866. Grade Range: VERY FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. A varied mix of types and denominations, mostly silver, including a 1791 1/2 Taler and a 1763 20 Kreuzer. A problem-free group,
many with partial or full luster.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44429
GERMANY. Hesse-Cassel. 2 Talers, 1854-CP. Friedrich Wilhelm I.
PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-618.1. A well struck and wholesome
coin with a somewhat mottled light toning throughout.
$300-$400
44430

$300-$600
44422
GERMANY. Hannover. Taler, 1847-A. Clausthal Mint. Ernst August. PCGS MS-63+ Gold Shield. Dav-673; KM-197.1; J-69. A boldly
struck Taler with frosty luster, largely free of toning.
$600-$800
44423
GERMANY. Hannover. Taler, 1850-B. Hannover Mint. Ernst August. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-209; Dav-677; J-81. A handsome
example of the type with light gray tone and some areas of brighter,
frosty luster in the peripheries.
$300-$400

GERMANY. Hesse-Darmstadt. 3 Mark, 1910-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS
PROOF-64 Cameo. KM-375; J-76. An attractive Proof with areas of
russet to lilac toning in the fields and frosty raised devices.
$650-$850
44431
GERMANY. Hohenzollern (Prussia). Gulden, 1852-A. PCGS MS64+ Gold Shield. KM-5; J-23. A very attractive, prooflike issue with
reflective fields and frosty devices.
Hohenzollern is a principality wedged between Baden and Wurttemberg
whose rulers abdicated in favor of the king of Prussia in 1848. This is the
largest of the denominations issued by the king for his new state.
$100-$200
44432

44424
GERMANY. Hannover. Taler, 1860-B. Hannover Mint. George V.
PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. Dav-682; KM-230. An attractive, Gem
quality Taler with shimmering full luster and partial gray toning.
$140-$240

GERMANY. Mecklenburg-Schwerin. 3 Mark, 1915-A. Berlin Mint.
PCGS PROOF-64 Cameo Gold Shield. Dav-731; KM-341; J-89.
Commemorative of 100 Years as Grand Duchy. A brilliant Proof with
hard mirrored fields and frosty cameo devices.
$400-$600

44425
GERMANY. Harz. Baptismal Taler, (1701-67). PCGS AU-50 Gold
Shield. Dav-2935; Fassbender-2793. Diameter: 52 mm. Obverse: John
the Baptist kneeling right, baptizing Jesus Christ standing facing in
the river Jordan, arms crossed, dove above, three line inscription
above and four line inscription to right, three line inscription in exergue, legend around; Reverse: Eleven-line inscription within beaded
border, legend around. A wholesome Medal with medium gray toning
throughout.
$400-$600

$400-$600

44433
GERMANY. Nurnberg. 2 Ducats, 1700-GFN. PCGS Genuine—
Repaired, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-259; Fr-1882. Weight: 6.76
gms. The ‘Paschal Lamb’ variety, with date as chronogram. This is a
very difficult type to find without damage, as it was a popular jewelry
item. This example is no exception, though other than smoothing of
the fields and some minor disturbance near the rims, the coin is intact
and well detailed.
$700-$1,000

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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44434

44441

GERMANY. Nurnberg. Trio of Aluminum Tokens (3 Pieces), 1921.
Grade Range: ABOUT UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED.
Notgeld, “LUDWIGS-EISENBAHN / NURNBERG-FURTH”, denominated 200 (2) and 150 Mark. Sold with display box, though a complete
set should have a 100 Mark.

GERMANY. Saxony. Taler, 1592-HB. Dresden Mint. Christian II,
Johann Georg & August. PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield. Dav-9820. A decently struck and evenly worn Taler of the three brothers, with dark
gray toning in the fields that helps augment the raised design elements.

$30-$60

44442

44435
GERMANY. Pfalz. Goldgulden, ND (1427-28). Bacharach Mint.
Ludwig III. NGC AU-55. Fr-1976. Obverse: the elector stands, with
a star to his left and a rose between his feet; reverse: electoral arms
of Bavaria and the Palatinate in a trilobe, mintmark “BA’”. No splits,
scratches or creases, making this a wholesome, desirable example of
the type.
We see many listings of this type from various European auctions but this
may its first offering in the USA.
$500-$600
44436
GERMANY. Prussia. 2 Talers, 1841-A. Berlin Mint. Friedrich Wilhelm IV. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. Dav-766; KM-440.1. A lightly circulated coin with even, honest wear and somber dark toning throughout. A few light marks are noted on the obverse.
$140-$240
44437
GERMANY. Prussia. 2 Mark, 1888-A. Berlin Mint. Friedrich III.
NGC PROOF-64. KM-510. A bright and flashy Proof with pleasing
russet peripheral toning on both sides.
$450-$650
44438
GERMANY. Prussia. 3 Mark, 1913-A. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm II.
NGC MS-64. KM-534; J-110. 100 Year commemorative of the defeat
of Napoleon. A bright and lustrous coin with traces of peripheral toning.
$80-$120
44439
GERMANY. Prussia. 2 Mark, 1912-A. Berlin Mint. Wilhelm II.
PCGS PROOF-64. KM-522; J-102. The single finest certified by
PCGS. An attractive Proof with a fine coating of gray to burnt orange
toning on both sides.
$450-$650
44440
GERMANY. Regensburg. Ferdinand III/Reichstag Silver Medal,
1641. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, AU Details Gold Shield. Mont-811.
Diameter: 43 mm, by Hans Georg Bahre. Struck to commemorate
the opening of the Reichstag. Obverse: Laureate bust of Ferdinand III
right flanked by intricate cornucopias, arms of Regensburg below, legend around; Reverse: Four line inscription with date below, all within
wreath and circle of the coat of arms of the seven electors. A nicely
struck and immensely detailed Medal, with pleasing dark gray toning
and a hint of cyan at the peripheries. the noted tooling refers to some
scratches between the lines of the central reverse legend, which has
now toned over.
$200-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$100-$200
GERMANY. Saxony. Taler, 1606-HR. Dresden Mint. Christian II,
Johann Georg & August. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. Dav-7566; KM24. A reasonably well struck Taler with just a few very minor points
of weakness, medium gray toning throughout, and some minor field
marks.
$500-$700
44443
GERMANY. Saxony. 2/3 Taler, 1774-EDC. Dresden Mint. Friedrich
August III. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-991. An evenly worn and
pleasing coin, with luster remaining in the protected areas, and granular gray to dark gray toning.
$50-$100
44444
GERMANY. Saxe-Altenburg. Taler, 1625. Saalfeld Mint. Johann
Philipp & Brothers. PCGS Genuine—Plugged, EF Details Gold
Shield. Dav-7371; KM-302. A Taler with generally decent strike, and
few marks of significance besides the blank area of the plug. Toning is
a pleasing gray to dark gray.
$100-$200
44445
GERMANY. Saxe-Meiningen. 2 Mark, 1915. NGC MS-66. KM-206.
A well struck Gem with exceptional full silky luster and speckled gray
to russet toning that intensifies toward the peripheries.
$500-$700
44446
GERMANY. Saxe-Weimar. Taler, 1608-WA. Johann Ernst and his
seven brothers. NGC VF Details—Mount Removed. Dav-7523. A
well detailed and darkly toned Taler. The noted mount removal does
not affect the obverse or reverse to any noticeable degree.
$160-$260
From the Midtown Collection.

44447
GERMANY. Silesia. Uniface 3 Taler Klippe, 1621. Glogau Mint.
Ferdinand II. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-24. Siege coinage issue,
struck by Protestant rebels during the 30 Years’ War using 3/4 Taler
dies. The central round punch and two small peripheral punches are
all well impressed and detailed. The obverse fields and blank reverse
are blissfully free of overly distracting marks and the Klippe is toned a
medium gray throughout.
$160-$260
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44448
GERMANY. Stolberg. 1-1/3 Taler, 1796. Karl Ludwig & Heinrich
Christian Friedrich. ANACS AU-55 Details—Cleaned. Dav-2809;
KM-332. A well struck coin with some scuffs in the obverse fields, now
toning a light gray with darker colors in the obverse peripheries.
$600-$900
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44449

44456

GERMANY. Wurzburg. Taler, 1726. Christoph Franz von Hutten.
PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. Dav-2886; KM-283. A wholesome Taler
with a minimum of noticeable marks and gentle gray toning throughout.

GERMANY. Frankfurt. Canine Expo Gilt Bronze Medal, 1900.
PCGS SPECIMEN-67 Gold Shield. Diameter: 45 mm. Award Medal
for the exhibition of dogs of all races, struck for the Association of
Hundefreunde. A pleasing, sharply struck Medal with satiny luster
and even golden yellow color.

$400-$600

$100-$200

44450

From the Midtown Collection.

GERMANY. Silver Medal, ND (1740-50). PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
Joseph/Fellner-1635. A well struck Medal with just a touch of weakness on the reverse inner legend. The fields are faintly prooflike and
dark gray toning is noted in the protected areas.
$100-$200
44451
GERMANY. Satirical Jeton, 1816-17. ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.
Diameter: 33 mm. Commemorative of the famine in Europe caused by
the explosion of the Tambora Volcano and consequent “Year without
a Summer”.
$25-$50
44452
GERMANY. Gilt Wedding Medal, 1859. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 43 mm. 50th Wedding Anniversary Commemorative. The obverse
shows the conjoined bust of Wilhelm and Katharina Sattler, married
1789, castle on the reverse. A well struck, high relief Medal with dull
golden color.
$75-$150

44457
GERMANY. Gold Plated Club Medal, 1906. UNCIRCULATED.
Diameter: 50 mm. Medal of the National Dobermann Pinscher Club.
The obverse shows a view of the New Elbe Bridge in Hamburg, reverse
with wreath and legends. A flashy, prooflike Medal with light golden
color and sharp strike detail.
$75-$150
44458
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1922-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-29; J-302. A fully lustrous and pleasing aluminum issue,
struck for the 3rd Anniversary of the Weimar Constitution.
$30-$60
44459
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1922-J. Hamburg Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-29; J-303. Struck for the Third Anniversary of the Weimar Constitution. A lustrous Gem with bright metallic toning.
$200-$300

44453

44460

GERMANY. Copper Commemorative Medal, 1875. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 42 mm, by Brehmer. Commemorative of the
completion of the ‘HERMANNSDENKMAL’ monument in Detmold
created by sculptor Ernst von Bandel, which took 30 years to complete.
A pleasing, sharply struck Medal with silky surfaces and light brown
color.

GERMANY. Mark, ND (1907). NGC Unc Details—Surface Hairlines. Schaaf-17/G1. A decently struck Mark with steel gray toning
and notable die polish lines on the reverse, as well as faint hairlines
in the fields.

$75-$150

$250-$350
44461

44454
GERMANY. Copper Medal, 1877. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 43
mm, by H Lobenz. 50 Year Commemorative Banking Medal Obverse:
Couple with child receiving money from seated figure, ‘HAMBURGER SPARCASSE VON 1827’ around; Reverse: Legend within wreath.
A boldly struck Medal with light chocolate brown patina.
$75-$150

GERMANY. Mark, 1913-J. Hamburg Mint. ANACS MS-63. KM-14.
A largely untoned Mark with full satiny luster and sharp strike detail.
$250-$350
44462
GERMANY. Mark, 1914-D. Munich Mint. PCGS MS-65. KM-14. A
lovely Gem, glistening with luster and faint peripheral toning.
$25-$50

44455
GERMANY. Quintet of Bronze Medals (5 Pieces), 1861-89. Grade
Range: CHOICE ABOUT UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED.
An excellent grouping of 19th century medals struck to commemorate
noteworthy German citizens and statesmen. Perfect for the collector who
desires the addition of five interesting and seldom seen types to their set.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44463
GERMANY. 1/2 Mark, 1918-D. Munich Mint. PCGS MS-67. KM17; J-16. A boldly struck coin with blazing luster and light mottled
almond toning.
$25-$50
44464

1) Bronze Dr. Johann Marting Lappenberg. 42 mm.
2) Bronze Auspiciis Ludovici II King of Bavaria. 44 mm.
3) Bronze Tausendjaehrige Lubel Feir Der Stadt. 51 mm
4) Bronze Franz Xaver Gabelsberger, Inventor of German Shorthand.
50 mm.

GERMANY. 50 Pfennig, 1877-B. Hannover Mint. Wilhelm I.
ANACS MS-65. KM-6. An attractive and fully lustrous coin with
needle sharp design detail and speckled peripheral toning.
$300-$500

5) Bronze Prince von Bismark. 38 mm.
$200-$300
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44465

44474

GERMANY. 50 Pfennig, 1877-F. Stuttgart Mint. Wilhelm I. ANACS
MS-64. KM-6. A largely untoned coin with frosty luster and generally
great eye appeal.

GERMANY. General Hans Hartwig von Beseler Silver Medal, 1914.
PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Zetzmann-4041. A bright and
flashy Medal, dedicated to General Beseler, known for his involvement
with the Siege of Antwerp. The peripheries are toned a light russet hue.

$200-$300

$60-$100

44466
GERMANY. 50 Pfennig, 1901-A. Berlin Mint. ANACS AU-58. KM15. A wholesome, barely circulated coin with full luster, struck on a
slightly streaked planchet.
$400-$600
44467

44475
GERMANY. General Erich von Ludendorff Silver Medal, 1914.
PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Zetzmann-4063. An attractive
Proof with flashy fields and rich, multicolored toning that intensifies
at the peripheries.
$40-$80

GERMANY. 50 Pfennig, 1921-D. Munich Mint. NGC MS-65. KM27. A Gem quality coin with cartwheel luster, razor-sharp detail, and
a freshy struck look.
$25-$50
44468
GERMANY. 25 Pfennig, 1909-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-63.
Schaaf-18/G53. A sharply struck coin with medium gray toning
throughout.
$400-$600

44476
GERMANY. Vice Admiral Graf von Spee Silver Medal, 1914. PCGS
SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Zetzmann-6004. Diameter: 33 mm.
Medal commemorating the service of Vice Admiral Graf von Spee,
commander of the East Asia Squadron, and who died in a sea battle off
the Falkland Islands in 1914. A Medal with flashy surfaces and strong
russet toning that darkens to cobalt on the reverse.
$90-$150
44477

44469
GERMANY. 5 Pfennig, 1890-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS PROOF-65
Gold Shield. KM-11; J-12. Tied for the finest certified by PCGS. A
pleasing Gem Proof with reflective fields and frosty raised devices.
$200-$300

GERMANY. 500 Mark, 1923-F. Stuttgart Mint. NGC MS-64. KM36. A flashy and fully lustrous near-Gem aluminum hyperinflationary
issue.
$25-$50
44478

44470
GERMANY. Pfennig, 1886-G. Karlsruhe Mint. ANACS MS-63
Brown. KM-1. A pfennig with satiny luster and faint ‘wood grain’ texture.
$300-$500

GERMANY. 500 Mark, 1923-G. Karlsruhe Mint. PCGS PROOF-65
Deep Cameo Gold Shield. KM-36; J-305. A flashy, untoned Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$360-$550
44479

44471
GERMANY. August von Mackensen Silver Medal, “1915”. NGC
PROOF-62 Cameo. Zetzmann-2090. Weight: 17.8 gms, diameter:
33.3 mm. A commemorative of the field marshal, shown with bust
slightly right on the obverse, riding left on the reverse. A Medal with
pleasing flashy surfaces and dark toning that hosts strong iridescence
on both sides.
$100-$160

GERMANY. 200 Mark, 1923-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS PROOF-66.
KM-35; J-304. Hyperinflationary issue. A Gem with strong frosty luster throughout.
$100-$150
44480
GERMANY. 200 Mark, 1923-A. Berlin Mint. NGC PROOF-65
Cameo. KM-35; J-304. A bright and flashy Proof with no toning.
$80-$120

44472
GERMANY. Colonel General Karl von Einem Silver Medal, “1916”.
NGC MS-62 Gold Shield. Zetzman-2153. Weight: 17.7 gms, diameter: 34.2 mm. Obverse: Uniformed bust facing slightly right, GENERALOBERST von EINEM; Reverse: Warrior standing left, 1914 - 1916
along top. A somber Medal with muted luster and even, dark gray
toning.

44481
GERMANY. 5 Mark, 1925-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-47;
J-322. Commemorative of the 1000th Anniversary of the Rhineland.
A pleasing coin with full frosty luster and virtually no toning.
$80-$120
44482

$40-$80
44473
GERMANY. Crown Prince Wilhelm Silver Medal, 1914. PCGS
SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Zetzmann-4020. Medal commemorating the Victory of Longwy on 22 August, 1914. A pleasing and flashy
Proof with strong almond toning in the fields and peripheries.

GERMANY. 5 Mark, 1927-F. Stuttgart Mint. NGC MS-65. KM-54;
J-328. Struck for the 450th Anniversary of the Tubingen University. A
boldly struck Gem with soft luster and light, even toning throughout.
$300-$400

$40-$80
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44483

44492

GERMANY. 5 Mark, 1929-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-61;
J-336. Commemorative of the 200th Anniversary of the birth of Gotthold Lessing. A softly lustrous Gem with pleasing almond peripheral
toning.

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1927-A. Berlin Mint. NGC PROOF-65. KM52; J-327. Commemorative of the 1000th Anniversary of Nordhausen.
This gorgeous example of the type exhibits good strike and bold magenta toning that grades to a pale cyan at the peripheries. A coin with
excellent eye appeal.

$200-$300

$200-$300

44484
GERMANY. 5 Mark, 1929-D. Munich Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-64;
J-342. Commemorative of the 10th Anniversary of the Weimar Constitution. A well struck coin with frosty luster and light gray toning.
$80-$120
44485

44493
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1927-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-52;
J-327. Struck to commemorate the 1000th anniversary of the founding
of Nordhausen. A near-Gem example of the type, with satiny luster
and strong gray to almond toning.
$100-$180

GERMANY. 5 Mark, 1930-G. Karlsruhe Mint. NGC MS-64+.
WINGS Approved. KM-71; J-346. Liberation of Rhineland issue. A
boldly struck coin with full silky luster, and light gray toning with a
hint of almond.
$300-$400
44486

44494
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1927-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-50;
J-325. Commemorating the 100th anniversary of the port city of
Bremerhaven. A pleasing Gem with soft frosty luster and traces of almond to russet peripheral toning.
$200-$300

GERMANY. 5 Mark, 1930-J. Stuttgart Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-68; J-343. Commemorating the 1929 World Flight of the
Graf Zeppelin. An attractive Gem with razor-sharp design detail and
soft, frosty luster and virtually no toning.
$300-$400

44495
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1927-A. Berlin Mint. ANACS MS-63. KM-50.
Struck for the Centenary of Bremerhaven. An untoned coin with lovely full satiny luster and a freshy minted look.
$300-$500

44487
GERMANY. 5 Mark, 1933-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-65. KM-80;
J-353. An attractive Gem with satiny luster throughout and splashes of
russet and cyan toning in the peripheries.
$80-$120
44488

44496
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1928-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-67. KM-57;
J-333. Commemorating the 900th Anniversary of the founding of
Naumburg. A pleasing Gem with radiant silky luster and virtually no
toning.
$100-$200

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1925-A. Berlin Mint. NGC PROOF-64 Cameo.
KM-46; J-321. Commemorating the 1000th Anniversary of the Rhineland. A sharply struck Proof with reflective fields and no toning.
$100-$150
44489
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1926-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS PROOF-64 Cameo Gold Shield. KM-48; J-323. Struck to commemorate 700 years
of freedom for Lubeck. An attractive Proof with reflective fields and
frosty raised devices.

44497
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1928-D. Munich Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-59;
J-334. Struck for the 1000th Anniversary of the founding of Dinkelsbuhl. A boldly struck Gem with flashy, prooflike fields and a light
touch of toning throughout.
$360-$500
44498

44490

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1928-D. Munich Mint. NGC MS-66+. KM58; J-332. Commemorating the 400th Anniversary of the death of
Albrecht Durer. A well struck coin with full silky luster and a freshly
minted look.

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1926-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-48;
J-323. Struck to commemorate 700 years of freedom for Lubeck. A well
struck Gem with frosty luster throughout and a hint of toning.

44499

$260-$360

$200-$300
44491
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1927-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-53; J-330. Struck for the 400th Anniversary of Philipps
University in Marburg. An attractive Gem quality coin with satiny luster and a light touch of toning.
$200-$300

$300-$400
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1929-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-60;
J-336. Variety with Gotthold Lessing obverse, facing left. A pleasing
example of the type with frosty surfaces and a hint of toning.
$50-$100
44500
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1929-F. Stuttgart Mint. NGC MS-65. KM-63;
J-340. A pleasing Gem quality coin with full frosty luster.
$80-$120
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44501

44510

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1929-J. Hamburg Mint. NGC PROOF-63. KM60. Struck for the 200th Anniversary of the birth of Gotthold Lessing.
A flashy Proof with cloudy toning in the fields of both sides.

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1931-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-65. KM-72;
J-347. Commemorative for the 300th Anniversary of the rebuilding of
Magdeburg. A fully lustrous Gem with virtually no toning.

$250-$350

$300-$400

44502

44511

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1930-A. Berlin Mint. NGC MS-65. KM-70;
J-345. Liberation of the Rhineland. A largely untoned Gem with sharp
cartwheel luster.

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1932-D. Munich Mint. NGC PROOF-63 Cameo. KM-76; J-350. Bust of Johann Goethe left. A Proof with reflective
fields, frosty devices, and a few light scuffs on the obverse.

$50-$100

$200-$300

44503

44512

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1930-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-69; J-344. Struck for the 700th Anniversary of the death of
Von Der Vogelweide. A lustrous, near-Gem coin with pleasing traces
of almond to lilac toning in the peripheries.

GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1932-D. Munich Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-76;
J-350. Bust of Johann Goethe left. A well struck coin with full frosty
luster and light gray toning.

$80-$120

44513

44504
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1930-D. Munich Mint. NGC MS-66. KM-69;
J-344. 700th Anniversary commemorative of the death of Walther Von
der Vogelweide. A pleasing coin with soft silky luster and patches of
almond peripheral toning on the obverse.
$100-$200

GERMANY. Group of 3 Marks (11 Pieces), 1909-30. Grade Range:
EXTREMELY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. A group of pleasing examples, covering a range of designs, many lustrous, with a few from
Wurttemberg, Prussia, and Bavaria.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$500

44505
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1930-D. Munich Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-70;
J-345. Liberation of the Rhineland. A sharply struck coin with satiny
luster and russet toning that intensified at the peripheries.
$50-$100

44514
GERMANY. 2 Mark, 1933-F. Stuttgart Mint. NGC PROOF-66. KM79. A commemorative marking the 450th Anniversary of the birth of
Martin Luther. A flashy Proof with reflective fields and frosted raised
devices.
$70-$100

44506
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1930-F. Stuttgart Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-67.
Graf Zeppelin commemorative issue. A handsome example of the type
with good strike and sharp cartwheel luster. There is a hint of toning
throughout.
$260-$360

44515
GERMANY. 5 Pfennig, 1924-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-34; J-308. A pleasing example of this common type but at
an uncommon grade, with fully satiny luster.
$50-$100

44507
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1930-J. Hamburg Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-67;
J-342. A boldly struck coin with sharp cartwheel luster and lightly
mottled gray to almond toning.
$100-$200

44516
GERMANY. 10 Pfennig, 1936-E. Muldenhutten Mint. ANACS MS64. KM-92. A well struck and lustrous near-Gem with bright, brassy
color.
$350-$550

44508
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1930-G. Karlsruhe Mint. NGC MS-64+. KM67; J-342. Graf Zeppelin commemorative issue. An attractive nearGem with razor sharp strike detail, cartwheel luster, and light toning
throughout.
$100-$200

44517
GERMANY. Mark, 2001-F. Stuttgart Mint. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-3878; KM-203. A brilliant and attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$300-$400
44518

44509
GERMANY. 3 Mark, 1931-A. Berlin Mint. PCGS PROOF-64 Cameo Gold Shield. KM-73; J-348. Struck for the 100th Anniversary of the
death of Heinrich von Stein. A flashy, untoned Proof with mirrored
fields and frosted cameo devices.
$400-$600

$100-$200

GERMANY. Group of Mixed Denominations (12 Pieces), 12th to
20th Century. Grade Range: VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. A
quite varied assortment of issues in silver, ranging from a bracteate
from Brandenburg, to minors from Lunenburg and Wurttemberg,
to a Reichsmark from 1934. None show anything other than a minor
cleaning.
SOLD AS IS / NO RETURNS.
$500-$800
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44519

44526

GERMANY. Ferdinand August Graf von Spiegel Silver Medal,
1833. PCGS Genuine—Edge Repaired, Unc Details Gold Shield.
Weiler-2241. Weight: 36.5 gms, diameter: 41 mm. Obverse: Bust left;
Reverse: legend in five lines with wreath around. A very presentable
Proof with high obverse relief, cloudy russet to cyan toning in the
fields and peripheries, and an edge repair that is not easily seen either
side of the Medal.

GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (978-1016). London Mint. Aethelred
II. NGC Unc Details—Peck Marked. S-1148. Weight: 1.63 gms. A
well detailed and centered Penny with glossy luster and subtle peacock
toning. A few peck marks are present but are not overly distracting.

$40-$80
44520
GERMANY. Silver Art Medal, 1900. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
Heidemann-855. Diameter: 39 mm. Featuring an Egyptian Sphinx obverse. A boldly struck and evenly toned Medal.

$100-$160
44527
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (978-1016). London Mint. Aethelred
II. NGC Unc Details—Peck Marked. S-1151; North 774. Weight: 1.59
gms. Moneyer Aelfwine. A well detailed strike with glossy surfaces and
slight peacock toning. Only a few peck marks are present.
$160-$260

$25-$50

44528

From the Midtown Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (978-1016). Winchester Mint. Aethelred II. PCGS Genuine—Peck Marked, AU Details Gold Shield.
S-1154; N-777. A boldly struck little coin with fully readable peripheral legends and strong portrait. The toning is a light gray with some
iridescence in the margins, and a few peck marks are noted in the central fields on both sides.

44521
GERMANY. Cast Iron Medal, 1915. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Eimer-1941Ab (British copy). Diameter: 55 mm, by Gordon Selfridge,
after the K. Goetz original. The sinking of the Lusitania by a German
submarine on May 5th, 1915. A well detailed Medal with glossy charcoal color.
$100-$150

$200-$300
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44529

44522
GERMANY. Von Hindenburg Silver Medal, 1930. PCGS SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. Obverse: Bust facing right, REICHSPRASIDENT VON HINDENBURG 1925-1930 around; Reverse: Tree with
shield, DAS VATERLAND UBER ALLES / 26 APRIL 1925 around. An
attractive Proof with glistening surfaces and pale peacock toning that
darkens toward the peripheries.
$80-$120

GREAT BRITAIN. Silver Pennies (4 Pieces), ND (978-1327). Grade
Range: VERY FINE to EXTRA FINE.
1) ND (978-1016). Aethelred II. S-1151. EXTRA FINE. Long cross
type.
2) ND (1272-1307). Edward I. VERY FINE. Canterbury Mint.
3) ND (1272-1307). Edward I. VERY FINE. London Mint.
4) ND (1307-27). Edward II. VERY FINE. Canterbury Mint.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44523
GERMANY. Bismarck & Hindenburg Silver Medal, ND (1931).
PCGS SPECIMEN-65 Gold Shield. Conjoined busts of Bismarck and
Hindenburg on the obverse, eight lines of script on the reverse within
a border of shields. An attractive Proof Medal with hues of almond
and cyan.
$100-$200

GIBRALTAR

$200-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44530
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1016-35). Cnut. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. S-1159. A well struck Penny with finely detailed left facing bust
and pleasing, faintly iridescent toning.
$300-$400
44531

44524
GIBRALTAR. Quarto Token, 1810. NGC MS-66 Red Brown. KMTn3.1; Prid-19. “PAYABLE AT ROBERT KEELING & SONS”. A lovely
Gem with sharp strike, satiny luster, and bright mint red in the fields.
$600-$800

GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1059-62). Edward the Confessor.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-1182; N-828. Hammer cross type. A decently struck Penny with clear, readable peripheral legends and pleasing dark gray toning that shows some faint color.
$400-$600
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN

44532

44525
GREAT BRITAIN. Styca Pair (2 Pieces), ND (810-44). Both NGC
Certified.
1) ND (810-41). Eanred. AU-55. S-862. Moneyer HEARDUULF,
weight: 1.11 gms.

GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1066-87). London Mint. William
I. NGC MS-62. S-1257; N-848. Weight: 1.43 gms, Moneyer Aelfred.
Short Cross Type. A pleasing and lustrous Penny with bold double
strike on the facing portrait, and faintly colorful toning on both sides.
$500-$700

2) ND (841-44). Aethelred II. EF-45. S-865. Moneyer ALGHERE,
weight: 0.84 gms.
$100-$200
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44533

44541

GREAT BRITAIN. Silver Pennies (2 Pieces), ND (1189-1216).
Richard I (the Lion Heart) and John. Both NGC Certified. Includes
the following:

GREAT BRITAIN. Penny Quintet (5 Pieces), ND (1279-1307). All
NGC Certified.

1) Anglo-Gallic Denier. ND (1189-99). Poitou mint. Richard I. VF25. Annulet above “PIC”, weight: 0.96 gms.
2) Penny. ND (1199-1216). London mint. John. AU-53. S-1353.
Moneyer ILGER, weight: 1.48 gms.

1) VF-30. S-1395. Weight: 1.36 gms.
2) EF-45. S-1409B. Weight: 1.37 gms.
3) EF-40. S-1410. Weight: 1.38 gms.
4) VF-35. S-1412. Weight: 1.33 gms.
5) Genuine—EF Details, Corrosion. S-1419.

$100-$200

$200-$400

44534
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1199-1216). Ipswich. John. NGC
MS-63. S-1351; N-970. Weight: 1.44 gms, Moneyer Alisandre. A
boldly struck and colorfully toned Penny, well centered on the flan.
$500-$700
44535
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1199-1216). London Mint. John.
NGC VF-25. S-1351; N-970. A decently struck Penny with good,
sharp detail on the central devices and some peripheral weakness. The
surfaces are toned a dark gray to charcoal hue.
$100-$150

44542
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny Hoard (56 Pieces), ND (1289-1314). London, Canterbury, Bury St. Edmunds and Durham Mints. Edward
I and II. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to FINE. A group of 56 silver
Pennies labeled as from the Loch Doon treasure, discovered in 1966.
Included are London mint (S-1395, S-1408, S-1408A, S-1410/1414,
S-1455, S-1456), Canterbury mint (S-1419, S-1466), Bury St. Edmunds mint (S-1465) and Durham mint (S-1421, S-1469). A few of
the above Spink numbers includes multiple pieces. Each is mounted
in a plastic coaster and comes in an individual box labeled, unfortunately, with obsolete Seaby numbers. All appear to be intact (no cracks
or chips) but we must offer them
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44536
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1248-50). London Mint. Henry III.
NGC MS-61. S1363A. Weight: 1.41 gms, Moneyer Nicole. A Penny
with strong central detail and light gray toning throughout. Some
strike weakness is noted in the peripheries, as well as a slight dent.
$200-$300
44537
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny Trio (3 Pieces), ND (1216-47). Henry III.
All NGC Certified.
1) Penny. ND (1216-47). London mint. EF-40. S-1356A. Moneyer
ELIS, weight: 1.47 gms.
2) Penny. ND (1250-72). Canterbury mint. AU-50. S-1367A. Moneyer ION, weight: 1.31 gms.
3) Penny. ND (1250-72). Canterbury mint. AU-58. S-1373. Moneyer
ROBERT, weight: 1.32 gms.
$100-$200

For more details about the hoard, see https://www.britnumsoc.org/publications/Digital%20BNJ/pdfs/1969_BNJ_38_6.pdf.
$500-$750
44543
GREAT BRITAIN. Groat, ND (1369-77). Edward III. PCGS AU-55
Gold Shield. S-1637. A decently struck Groat with a few very minor
points of weakness, problem-free surfaces, and even, dark gray toning
throughout.
$400-$600
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44544
GREAT BRITAIN. Groat, ND (1505-09). Henry VII. PCGS AU-50
Gold Shield. S-2258; N-1747. Pheon mintmark. A reasonably well detailed Groat with well struck portrait, fields free of distracting marks,
and endowed with dark gray tone.
$300-$400

44538
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1279-1307). Edward I. NGC EF-45.
S-1383. A well struck and centered Penny with nicely original fields
and medium gray toning throughout.
$60-$100
44539
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1279-1307). Edward I. NGC AU-53.
S-1407. Weight: 1.27 gms. A well detailed Penny with glossy surfaces
that exhibit a strong blue tint.
$80-$120
44540
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1279-1307). Canterbury Mint. Edward I. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-1419. A decently struck and
well centered Penny with dark, almost charcoal toning throughout. A
wholesome, presentable example of the type.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44545
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pence, ND (1504-09). Henry VII. NGC VF-30.
S-2261. An evenly worn but nicely detailed coin, well centered with
clear peripheral legends, blessed with an even, dark gray tone.
$360-$500
From the Midtown Collection.

44546
GREAT BRITAIN. Groat, ND (1526-44). London Mint. Henry
VIII. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. S-2337E, N-1797. Pheon mintmark.
A nicely detailed and well centered Groat with nearly full peripheral
legends, and pleasing gray toning in the fields.
$220-$320
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$120-$200
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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44547

44554

GREAT BRITAIN. Groat, ND (1547-51). London Mint. Edward VI.
NGC VF-35. S-2403; N-1781. Posthumous issue, struck in the name of
Henry VIII. A crudely struck Groat, with good detail on the bust and
largely readable peripheral legends. The surfaces are nicely original
and endowed with a dark gray toning throughout.

GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1561. Elizabeth I. PCGS Genuine—
Bent, EF Details Gold Shield. S-2593. A well struck and sharply detailed coin with slightly uneven surfaces. Overall quite a presentable
coin for the type.

$300-$500

$300-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

From the Midtown Collection.

44555

44548
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1551-53). London Mint. Edward
VI. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. S-2482; N-1937. Y mintmark. A well
detailed and wholesome Shilling with no significant strike weakness
and an even, dark gray tone.
$400-$600

GREAT BRITAIN. 4 Pence (Groat), ND (1559-60). Elizabeth I.
NGC EF Details—Obverse Scratched. S-2551. Weight: 2.09 gms. A
decently struck Groat with just a few points of weakness, and a light
scratch across the face, now toned a deep gray along with the rest of
the coin.
$100-$200

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44556

44549
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1551-53). London Mint. Edward
VI. PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield. S-2482; N-1937. A typical strike for the
type, with a few points of detail weakness, but overall presentable look.
A few marks are noted in the obverse fields, and the surfaces are toned
a medium gray.
$140-$240

GREAT BRITAIN. Minor Trio (3 Pieces), ND (1307-1483). All
NGC Certified.
1) Penny. ND (1307-27). Edward II. London Mint. VF-35. S-1455.
Weight: 1.34 gms.
2) Penny. ND (1307-27). Edward II. Canterbury Mint. VF-30.
S-1466. Weight: 1.41 gms.
3) 2 Pence. ND (1471-83). Edward IV. Canterbury mint. Genuine—
Clipped. S-2106. Weight: 1.15 gms.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44550
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1551-53). London Mint. Edward
Vl. NGC FINE-15. S-2482. Weight: 5.82 gms. A nicely toned coin, still
intact with a few minor edge splits at 4 o’clock.
$200-$300

$100-$200
44557
GREAT BRITAIN. Quartet of Silver Issues (4 Pieces), 1526-1836.
All NGC Certified.
1) 4 Pence. ND (1526-44). Henry VIII. VF-30. S-2337E.

44551
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1551-53). London Mint. Edward
VI. PCGS Genuine—Graffiti, VF Details Gold Shield. S-2482;
N-1937. Tun mintmark. An evenly worn Shilling with one small crack
in the rim (as made), dark gray toning throughout, and some random
scratches on both sides.
$100-$200

2) Shilling. ND (1551-53). Edward VI. FINE Details—Tooled.
S-2482.
3) Shilling. ND (1590-92). Elizabeth I. FINE Details—Damaged.
S-2577.
4) 1/2 Crown. 1836. George IV. FINE-15. S-3834; KM-714.2.
$100-$200

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

From the Midtown Collection.

44552

44558

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1551-53). London Mint. Edward
VI. NGC VF Details—Graffiti. S-2482; N-1937. Weight: 5.80 gms.
Tun mintmark. A decently detailed Shilling with some dark toning in
the protected areas. The noted graffiti refers to a few ‘x’s carved into the
obverse and reverse fields.

GREAT BRITAIN. Hammered Silver Denominations (5 Pieces),
1558-1662. Grade Range: FINE to VERY FINE.

$200-$300

1) Shilling. ND (1558-1603). Elizabeth I. S-2577. FINE. 5th Issue.
2) Shilling. ND (1603-25). James I. S-2646. VERY FINE. Second
bust, thistle mintmark.
3) Half Pound. ND (1625-49). Charles I. S-2944. FINE. Shrewsbury
horseman over arms, Oxford plume.

44553
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (ca. 1592-95). London Mint. Elizabeth I. PCGS Genuine—Surfaces Smoothed, AU Details Gold
Shield. S-2577; N-2014. Sixth issue. Tun mintmark. A nicely preserved
example with bold devices, strong legends and lovely old cabinet patina. Upon close inspection the fields have been expertly smoothed,
long since toned over matching the rest of the coin. Despite its shortcomings this handsome representative would make a nice addition for
the beginner searching for pleasant looking examples to add to their
collection.

4) Six Pence. ND (1625-49). Charles I. S-2981. FINE. Three Shrewsbury plumes.
5) Shilling. ND (1660-62). Charles II. S-3322. FINE. Crown mintmark.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$300-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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44559

44566

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Laurel, ND (1620-21). James I. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, EF Details Gold Shield. S-2641a; Fr-243; KM-71;
North-2117. Weight: 4.35 gms. A decently struck coin with some
weakness on the portrait, a worn area on the right obverse periphery
but good detail on the remainder of the raised devices. The color is a
rich yellow golden with hints of orange in the protected areas.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, ND (1635-36). London Mint.
Charles I. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, VF Details Gold Shield. S-2773.
A well centered and detailed coin, with crown mintmark and dark gray
peripheral toning. Prepared with a typically crude flan, on which some
obverse cracks appeared upon striking. Tooling on the reverse periphery suggests removal of some encrustation in the past.

$500-$700

$300-$500

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44560

44567

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1603-04). London Mint. James
I. PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield. S-2645; KM-13. Thistle mintmark. A
wholesome and evenly worn Shilling, nicely centered on a perfectly
round flan, with dark gray toning that shows a subtle play of colors in
the protected areas.

GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1643. Oxford Mint. Charles I. PCGS
Genuine—Bent, EF Details Gold Shield. S-2981; KM-203.2. Declaration with three Shrewsbury plumes above on reverse. A reasonably
well detailed obverse bust, reverse quite bold, all endowed with a medium gray tone.

$240-$340

$300-$400

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44561

44568

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, ND (1603-04). London Mint. James I.
PCGS Genuine—Graffiti, EF Details Gold Shield. S-2646; KM-14;
N-2073. Thistle mintmark. A nicely centered Shilling with full peripheral legends and moderate wear on the bust. The noted graffiti are a
few light scratches above the reverse shield.

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1673/2. Charles II. PCGS AU-58 Gold
Shield. S-3358; KM-435; Dav-3776. QVINTO Edge. A nicely struck
Crown with soft luster in the fields and an even gray toning throughout.

$100-$160

$360-$500
44569

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44562
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, ND (1634-35). London Mint.
Charles I. PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield. S-2773. Bell mintmark. A decently detailed coin, struck on a crude and uneven flan that did not allow enough space for a full peripheral legend. Regardless, it is a wholesome example of the type, with no distracting marks and blessed with
a dark gray tone.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, ND (1660-85). Charles II. PCGS EF45 Gold Shield. S-3321; KM-410; N-2761. A reasonably well detailed
and problem-free coin, struck on an uneven flan as is typical of the
type. The surfaces are toned a medium gray with hues of russet and
lilac.
$300-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$100-$200

44570

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, ND (1660-62). Charles II. PCGS AU53 Gold Shield. S-3319; ESC-2272. A pleasing little Penny with dark
toned, original surfaces, some strike weakness on the centers, and one
mark on the obverse field.

44563
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, ND (1625-49). Charles I. PCGS VF30 Gold Shield. Oval Shield variety, with no letters on either side. Very
crudely struck coin, with strike weaknesses in the areas for mint identification. Regardless, it is a wholesome and nicely toned example.
$200-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44564
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, ND (1625-39). London Mint.
Charles I. PCGS VF-25 Gold Shield. S-2764. Lis mintmark. A wholesome and evenly worn coin, struck on a crudely prepared flan as is
usual for the type, with decent amount of detail, readable peripheral
legends, and blessed with an even, dark gray tone.
$300-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44565
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, ND (1636-38). London Mint.
Charles I. NGC VG-10. S-2773. Weight: 14.58 gms. Tun mintmark.
Highly worn on the central design elements but wholesome with bold,
well struck peripheral legends and dark toning throughout.

$100-$160
44571
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1687 Year TERTIO. James II. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. S-3407; KM-463. A
well struck Crown with even gray toning that shows hints of lilac.
The noted cleaning has left some very fine hairlines on portions of the
fields.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44572
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1689. London Mint. William &
Mary. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. S-3434; KM 472.1. First Shield variety. A wholesome and lightly toned coin with no distracting marks,
struck on a slightly porous planchet.
$300-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$100-$160
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44573

44581

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1689. London Mint. William & Mary.
PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield. S-3435; KM-472.2. Second Shield variety.
A wholesome, evenly worn coin with no noticeable marks and dark
tan to gray field toning that helps bring out the lighter raised devices.

GREAT BRITAIN. Guinea, 1752. George II. PCGS Genuine—
Plugged, Fine Details Gold Shield. S-3680; Fr-344; KM-588. A well
circulated and untoned Guinea, with an obvious plug at 12.

$140-$240

$300-$400

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44574
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1693. London Mint. William &
Mary. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. S-3436; KM-477. A wholesome and
lightly circulated example of the type with no noticeable marks and an
even, medium gray tone.
$700-$1,000
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44582

44575
GREAT BRITAIN. William & Mary Coronation Cast Silver Medal, 1689. VERY FINE. MI-663/26; Eimer-311b. Diameter: 32mm;
Weight: 19.98 gms. By G. Bower. Obverse: Jugate draped busts of
William, laureate and armored, and Mary right; Reverse: Perseus descending from upper right, rescuing Andromeda from a sea monster.
A wholesome medal with honest, even wear and a dark gray tone.
$200-$300
From the Duke of Lansing Collection.

$500-$700

44576
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1700. London Mint. William III.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-3494; KM-492.2. A well struck and
wholesome coin with even gray toning throughout.
$200-$300
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44577
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1723-SSC. George I. NGC AU Details—
Cleaned. S-3640; KM-545.2; ESC-114; Dav-1346. One year type, and
South Seas Company issue. A well struck and largely untoned Crown
with some light hairlines. The planchet exhibits some roughness (as
made).
$400-$700
44578
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1723. London Mint. George I. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. S-3647; KM-539.3. First Bust; S.S.C. variety. A
pleasing and eye-appealing Shilling, with no areas of strike weakness,
and endowed with strong gray to russet to cobalt toning.
$600-$800

44583
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1745. London Mint. George II.
PCGS Genuine—Scratch, AU Details Gold Shield. S-3695; KM584.3. The very popular type with LIMA below the bust. A well struck
coin with soft luster in the fields, pleasing dark gray peripheral toning,
and one small scratch to the left of the forehead. Supposedly struck
form silver seized during the foray into the Pacific by George Anson to
disrupt Spanish shipping.
$200-$300
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44584
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1746. London Mint. George II.
PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. S-3695A; KM-584.3. LIMA type. A pleasing, well struck coin with luster remaining in the peripheries, and endowed with an even gray tone.
The famous ‘LIMA’ marked coinage commemorates the seizure by Admiral
Anson of a Spanish treasure fleet off the coast of Peru, and was supposedly
struck with the silver gained from that naval action. Anson’s voyage into
the Pacific, executed during the so-called War of Jenkin’s Ear, was meant to
disrupt shipping traffic and cause general mayhem for the Spanish.
$200-$300

44579
GREAT BRITAIN. Farthing (1/4 Penny), 1724. London Mint.
George I. NGC VF-20. S-3662; KM-556. A deeply colored Farthing
with no noteworthy flaws for the grade.
$80-$120
44580
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Penny, 1720. George I. PCGS MS-62 Brown
Gold Shield. S-3660; KM-557. A well struck and pleasing example of
the type, with soft luster and an even, dark chocolate brown patina.
An exceptionally well made coin for what is a usually quite crude type.
There are no distracting marks in the fields, the only disturbance of
note being a rust pit on the original die, located to the right of the bust.
$800-$1,000

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1745. London Mint. George II.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. S-3695; KM-584.3. LIMA type. A handsome example of this ever-popular type exhibiting bold design features with light signs of handling consistent for the grade. Displaying lovely rich cabinet patina, plenty of underlying luster is noticed in
the protected areas and is complemented by iridescent hues offering a
pleasing appearance. This wholly original looking survivor has good
eye appeal, tells an interesting story and is always sought after sure to
excite collectors seeking attractive numismatic relics.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44585
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1741. London Mint. George II. FINE.
S-3701; KM-561.4. An evenly worn and dark toned Shilling with a
slight planchet flaw at the base of the obverse. The reverse bares an unattributed countermark in the form of a detailed fowl, perhaps a cock
or male Ptarmigan (native to England), but for an unknown reason.
While we are unable to fully attribute this countermark we do note
that we sold a 1662 Crown of Charles II in our February 2021 World
Collectors Choice Online Auction with an identical countermark, but
was applied to the obverse.
$75-$125
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44586

44593

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1745. London Mint. George II. PCGS
AU-53 Gold Shield. S-3703; KM-583.2. LIMA type. A boldly struck
and quite attractive example of this historic type, with gentle gray toning that darkens toward the peripheries.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Guinea, 1779. London Mint. George III. EXTREMELY FINE Details. S-3734; Fr-361; KM-605. Weight: 0.1231 oz
AGW. Fourth portrait with hair on both shoulders. A well struck coin
with some light scratches on the bust.

The famous ‘LIMA’ marked coinage commemorates the seizure by Admiral
Anson of a Spanish treasure fleet off the coast of Peru, and was supposedly
struck with the silver gained from that naval action. Anson’s voyage into
the Pacific, executed during the so-called War of Jenkin’s Ear, was meant to
disrupt shipping traffic and cause general mayhem for the Spanish.
$100-$200
44587
GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1758. London Mint. George II. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. S-3711; KM-582.2; ESC-1623. A pleasing, boldly
struck coin with light gray surfaces and hints of orange in the protected areas.
$70-$100
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44594
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Guinea, 1798. London Mint. George III.
NGC Unc Details—Obverse Repaired. S-3735; Fr-362; KM-608. A
boldly struck coin with good luster in the fields. Smoothing has occurred on the bust to diminish some scratches on the face.
$300-$500
44595
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/3 Guinea, 1797. London Mint. George III.
NGC AU-50. Fr-365; S-3738; KM-620. A decently struck coin with
pale gold color and fields free of overly distracting marks.
$200-$300

44588
GREAT BRITAIN. Farthing (1/4 Penny), 1754. London Mint.
George II. PCGS MS-62 Brown Gold Shield. KM-581.2; S-3722. A
sharply struck and presentable example of the type, with very dark
brown patina throughout.
$100-$150

44596
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/4 Guinea, 1762. London Mint. George III.
NGC Unc Details—Obverse Tooled. S-3741; KM-592. A bright little
coin with sharp strike, flashy fields, and some light marks to the left of
the bust.
$100-$200

44589
GREAT BRITAIN. Peace Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle Silver Medal,
1748. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. Pax-568. Diameter: 35 mm, by
Martin Holtzhey. Obverse: William of Orange right; Reverse: Peace
seated on clouds, descending from heaven; lion of the United Provinces before her. A well struck and bright Medal with abundant field
luster and light peripheral toning.
$100-$200
44590
GREAT BRITAIN. Restrike of Treaty of Easton Medal in Copper,
Dated 1757 (1910). George II. Grade: EXTRA FINE. Diameter: 44
mm. A copper restrike of the famous medal from 1757 that was originally struck on Spanish Colonial 8 Reales (Betts-401). Bust of George
II obverse, reverse shows an American colonist sharing a peace pipe
with a Native American. The Medal is well struck with some hints of
mint red in the protected areas.
$100-$200
44591
GREAT BRITAIN. Silver Ladles with Inlayed Coins (9 Pieces), ND.
A set of silver ladles with long handles, some detachable, the handles
being made of metal, wood, and other materials: no two are alike. The
cup portions are also of varying dimension and shape, with silver coins
soldered into the base. The coins themselves are shillings and 6 Pence,
mostly from the reign of George II, though a few others are present
from George III, Anna, and Elizabeth I.

44597
GREAT BRITAIN. Great Britain - Spain. Dollar, ND (1797-99).
George III. NGC EF Details—Reverse Rim Damage; Countermark:
AU Strong. S-3765A; KM-626. Bank of England type I countermark;
bust of George III within oval indent on a Spain 1792-S C bust 8 Reales
of Charles IIII (IV). The host is well struck and gently toned, with almost no noticeable marks except for the rim nicks on the reverse. The
countermark is crisp and detailed. Overall a very presentable example
of this famous type.
The oval and octagonal Bank of England countermarks in this sale represent a small sampling of a much larger issuance showing clear evidence
of being struck on multiple surfaces and using a variety of legitimate and
ill-legitimate punches. The high grade examples of both countermark
types each bare characteristics that can be identified, but are unable to
be attributed to a specific location other than just the “Bank of England”.
It makes sense that these were probably countermarked in multiple
branches of the Bank as both punch types originated from the government; the oval type being an official Hallmark while the octagonal type
utilized the bust of the then current 6 Pence.
$400-$600
44598
GREAT BRITAIN. Bank Dollar, 1804. Soho (Birmingham) Mint.
George III. PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield. KM-Tn1; S-3768; Esc-149. A
wholesome Dollar with gray to dark gray toning throughout. Some
faint evidence of the undertype can be seen in the peripheries.
$200-$300

$150-$300
From the Steve M. Tompkins Collection.

44599

44592
GREAT BRITAIN. Guinea, 1788. London Mint. George III. PCGS
Genuine—Tooled, EF Details Gold Shield. S-3729; Fr-356; KM-609.
A well detailed Guinea with honest, even wear, and some light marks
to the left of the bust.
$500-$700

$500-$800

GREAT BRITAIN. Bank Dollar, 1804. Soho (Birmingham) Mint.
George III. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield.
Esc-1925; S-3768; KM-Tn1. A well struck and largely untoned Dollar
with some hairlines on both sides. The Spanish Colonial undertype is
still faintly visible in spots.
$300-$400

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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44600

44607

GREAT BRITAIN. Modern Countermark Concoctions (4 Pieces),
ND. Grade Range: GOOD to VERY FINE. Counterfeit oval and octagonal countermarks on both copper and silver minor hosts, of varying quality. An interesting study group that attunes the viewer to the
look of these concoctions.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1817. London Mint. George III.
PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. S-3789; KM672. Small Head Variety. A sharply struck coin with an obvious old
cleaning, which is now strongly subdued by pervasive dark toning.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$100-$200
44608

$150-$300
44601
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1818. London Mint. George III. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. S-3787; Dav-103; KM-675; ESC-215. LIX Edge. A
Crown with needle sharp strike detail, even dark gray toning throughout, and a few light marks in the fields.
$360-$500

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1820. London Mint. George III.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3789; KM-672; ESC-618. An attractive
example of the type with razor sharp strike detail, faintly prooflike
fields, and patchy gray to charcoal toning.
$260-$360
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44609

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44602
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1818. London Mint. George III. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. S-3787; KM-675; Dav103. LVIII on edge. A Crown with pleasing, razor sharp strike and
cloudy, light gray tone. Fine hairlines can be discerned in the fields on
both sides.
$300-$400
44603
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1819. London Mint. George III. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. S-3787; KM-675; ESC2010. LIX Edge. A sharply struck Crown with sharp detail throughout,
and an old cleaning that has since toned a dark gray with pleasing lavender and cobalt hues in the peripheries.
$360-$500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1787. London Mint. George III. NGC
AU-55. S-3748; KM-606.2. A well struck coin with dark toning a few
minor field marks.
$70-$100
44610
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pence, 1797. London Mint. George III. PCGS
EF-45 Gold Shield. S-3776; KM-619. A wholesome, circulated example of the famous “Cartwheel” 2 Pence, with very dark brown patina
throughout and a few light marks on the obverse.
$100-$200
44611
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, 1806. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. George
III. NGC MS-66 Red Brown. S-3780; KM-663. Variety with “K” on
truncation. A handsome, well struck Gem with shimmering cartwheel luster and fields rich with mint red bloom.
$800-$1,000

44604
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1816. London Mint. George III.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3788; KM-667; ESC-613. A pleasing
coin with bold strike, soft luster, and light gray tone, trending a bit
darker at the peripheries.
$300-$400

44612
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Penny, 1799. George III. PCGS MS-65+
Brown Gold Shield. S-3778; KM-647. A lovely, boldly struck coin
with silky luster and mint red remaining in the protected areas.
$80-$120

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44613

44605
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1816. London Mint. George III.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-3788; KM-667; ESC-613. A handsome
and well struck coin, with luster subdued by dark gray toning that exhibits flashes of orange, lilac, and cyan on the obverse.
$360-$460

GREAT BRITAIN. Bristol. 1/4 Penny Token, 1811. George III.
PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-490; Davis-119. ‘Patent
Sheathing Nail Manufactory’. A sharply struck Token with rich, dark
chocolate brown surfaces.
$80-$120
44614

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44606
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1817. London Mint. George III.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-3789; KM-672. Small Head Variety. A
well struck and brightly lustrous coin with traces of toning. Overall
quite a pleasing example of the type.

GREAT BRITAIN. Buckinghamshire. Aylesbury 1/2 Penny Token,
1796. George III. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. D&H-7. ‘To the Friends
for the Abolition of Slavery’. A Token with very dark patina and strike
weakness on the centers.
$30-$50

$200-$300

44615

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. Essex. Chelmsford Copper 1/2 Penny Token,
1794. George III. PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. D&H-7. ‘Prosperity to Old England’. A decently struck Token with subtle luster and
dark chocolate brown surfaces.
$60-$100
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44616

44624

GREAT BRITAIN. Hampshire. Silver Shilling Token, 1811. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. Dalton-25. Issue of Newport, Isle of Wight, with
sailing ship obverse. A well struck and pleasantly toned Token.

GREAT BRITAIN. Copper Tokens (Approximately 163 Pieces),
18th Century. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to EXTRA FINE. A Mix
of Condor Tokens and assorted other 1/2 Penny types, the vast majority dating from the period 1788-1795. Many regions and businesses
represented, worth a deep perusal by the interested bidder.

$100-$150
44617

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

GREAT BRITAIN. Hampshire. Basingstoke. John Pinkerton/
Mynd’s Copper Shilling Token, 1789. George III. PCGS MS63 Brown Gold Shield. D&H-1. ‘Basingstoke Canal’, ‘7’ of date is
punched over ‘8’. A sharply struck Token with dark brown patina and
no distracting marks.
$140-$220
44618
GREAT BRITAIN. Middlesex. Moore’s Copper 1/2 Penny Token,
1795. George III. PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. D&H-389. ‘Lace
Manufactory’. A sharply detailed Token with medium chocolate brown
surfaces and a few darker patches.
$80-$120

$400-$800
44625
GREAT BRITAIN. Copper Minors and Tokens (15 Pieces), 18th
Century. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to VERY FINE. A group of
fractional Farthing to 1/2 Penny Tokens of various themes, each stored
in a separate envelope with detailed attributions.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$100-$200
44626
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold Trio (3 Pieces), 1800-1828. Grade Range:
FINE to VERY FINE.

44619

1) 1/3 Guinea, 1800. London Mint. George III.

GREAT BRITAIN. Middlesex - Blackfriars. Copper 1/2 Penny Token, ND (ca. 1790). NGC MS-63 Brown. D&H-257A. Plain Edge. A
sharply struck Token with fields free of marks, and a dark chocolate
brown patina.

2) 1/2 Sovereign, 1828. London Mint. George IV.

$100-$200

3) India-Cochin. Fanam, ND.
$200-$400
44627

From the Q. David Bowers Collection.

44620
GREAT BRITAIN. Somersetshire. Bath. Silver 4 Shillings Token, 1811. PCGS Genuine—Surfaces Smoothed, AU Details Gold
Shield. Dalton-10. Struck in silver. Obverse: A POUND NOTE FOR 5
TOKENS GIVEN BY S. WHITCHURCH AND Wm DORE; Reverse:
Clasped hands above supported arms, date below. A flashy and largely
untoned Token with some obverse hairlines.
$100-$160
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44621
GREAT BRITAIN. Yorkshire-Sheffield. Copper Penny Token, 1812.
George III. PCGS MS-62 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-1070; Davis-120. ‘For Public Accommodation’. A well struck Token with mint
red clinging to the peripheral areas.
$100-$200
44622
GREAT BRITAIN. Yorkshire-Sheffield. Copper Penny Token, 1813.
George III. PCGS MS-62 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-976; Davis-138. ‘S. Hobson and Son’. A Token with well struck obverse and
slightly weak reverse, no notable field marks, and mint red still clinging to the protected areas.
$100-$160
44623
GREAT BRITAIN. Copper Tokens (Approximately 265 Pieces),
18th to 19th Century. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to VERY FINE.
A mix of mostly 1/2 Penny and Penny Tokens, from many locations
in Great Britain, with a large number of them dated 1811 and 1812. A
large variety of types that is best evaluated during in-hand inspection.

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1821. London Mint. George IV. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. S-3805; KM-680.1.
Edge lettering: “SECUNDO”. A sharply struck and popular Crown,
with almost no evidence of hairlines. The toning varies from a light
gray russet to areas of deep brown on the peripheries.
$500-$700
44628
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1820. London Mint. George IV.
PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. S-3807; KM676. A crisply struck coin with flashy fields and gray toning that shows
faint hues of lilac. The surfaces show a few light marks but nothing
overly distracting.
$100-$200
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44629
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1826. London Mint. George IV.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-3809; KM-695. A decently struck coin
with soft lustrous fields and gray to almond toning.
$300-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44630
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1829. London Mint. George IV.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. S-3809; KM-695. A pleasing, boldly struck
coin with softly lustrous, original surfaces and gentle gray toning
throughout.
$360-$500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$1,000-$2,000
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44631

44639

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1824. London Mint. George IV. NGC
MS-65. S-3811; KM-687. A handsome Gem with very sharp strike detail, blazing full luster, and virtually no toning.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1834. London Mint. William IV.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3834; KM-714.2. Type with “W.W.” in
script letters. An attractive example of the type with soft luster and
light gray toning infused with hints of iridescent color.

$600-$800

$400-$600

44632
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1824. London Mint. George IV. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3811; KM-687. A pleasing, sharply detailed
Shilling, gray toned with faint hues of cyan in the protected areas.
$200-$300
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44633
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1825. London Mint. George IV. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3811; KM-687. Laureate Bust. An attractive
Shilling with bold strike, flashy luster, and a gorgeous array of toning
colors.
$360-$460
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44640
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1834. London Mint. William IV. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3835; KM-713. A pleasing, well struck Shilling
with frosty surfaces and gray toning that shows hints of cyan in the
reverse peripheries.
$240-$340
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44641
GREAT BRITAIN. Farthing (1/4 Penny), 1831. London Mint. William IV. NGC MS-65 Brown. S-3848; KM-705. A pleasing Gem with
soft luster and a crescent of bright mint red in the obverse periphery.
$600-$700

44634
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, 1826. London Mint. George IV. NGC
MS-64 Brown. S-3823; KM-693. An attractive and eye-appealing
Penny with sharp strike detail, radiant luster, and hints of aquamarine
toning in the peripheries.
$250-$350

44642
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1853. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. S-3852C; Fr-387e; KM-736.1. Second bust type,
“W.W.” raised on truncation variety. Ample luster remains on this
bright, overall pleasing Sovereign.
$400-$600

44635
GREAT BRITAIN. Mint Error - Struck Off Center - Penny, 1826.
George IV. PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield. S-3823; KM-692. Coin is struck
20% off center, though date is mostly visible. The surfaces are relatively
mark-free and endowed with a dark chocolate brown patina throughout.
$200-$400
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44643
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1853. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-53 Gold Shield. S-3852C; Fr-387e; KM-736.1. Second bust type,
“W.W.” raised on truncation variety. A bright, appealing sovereign that
boasts brazen luster for the grade.
$400-$600

44636
GREAT BRITAIN. Enameled Tokens, 1821 & 1826. George IV. Average Grade: VERY FINE.
1) Colorized portrait of St. George and the dragon, on a Crown of
George IV.
2) Colorized portrait of George IV with cyan colored fields, on Shilling. Reverse is lion standing on crown with rich dark blue fields.
With attachment loop intact.
$100-$200
From the Steve M. Tompkins Collection.

44637
GREAT BRITAIN. John Scott Silver Medal, 1827. PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. Eimer-1197; BHM-1308. Diameter: 47 mm, by
C. Voigt. Commemorative of John Scott, 1st Lord Eldon (1751-1838),
a statesman and Lord Chancellor. Obverse has bust left, reverse is biographical information in twelve lines. A handsome and richly toned
Medal with shimmering luster throughout.
$400-$700

44644
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1857. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-61 Gold Shield. Fr-387e; S-3852D; KM-736.1. A sharply struck
Sovereign with frosty luster in the fields and no overly distracting
marks.
$600-$800
44645
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1864. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. S-3853; Fr-387i; KM-736.2. Second bust type,
“W.W.” incuse on truncation. Die # 49. A wholesome example with
well-preserved surfaces that boast a frosty texture.
$400-$600
44646
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1869. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3853; KM-736.2; Fr-387i. Die # 28. A pleasing,
lightly circulated sovereign that exhibits many attractive qualities including ample luster and a strong strike.
$400-$600

44638
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1832. London Mint. William IV.
NGC AU Details—Removed from Jewelry. Fr-383; S-3829; KM-717.
Variety with nose at second I. A decently struck Sovereign with obvious signs of cleaning but no overly distracting marks.
$500-$800

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44647
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1869. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-53 Gold Shield. S-3853; Fr-387i; KM-736.2. Die # 44. A lustrous
specimen for the grade that features wisps of tone across the devices.
$360-$500
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44648

4657

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1872. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3856A; Fr-388; KM-752. A nicely preserved
survivor with a hint of tone over strong luster.

GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1883. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3912; KM-757. This lustrous coin is graced
with a gorgeous plum toned obverse that exhibits darker hues in the
periphery. This alone raises significantly its desirability above what the
grade would suggest.

$400-$600
44649

$80-$120

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1872. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3856A; Fr-388; KM-752. This attractive coin
displays flamboyant, original russet patina over its flashy surfaces.
$400-$600
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1885. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. Fr-388; S-3856F; KM-752. A sharply struck and
pleasing example of the type, with satiny luster and only the slightest
of bagmarks.
$360-$500

44659
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, 1857. London Mint. Victoria. NGC MS65 Brown. S-3948; KM-739. Variety with plain trident. A pleasing
coin with glossy luster, full strike, and mint red remaining in the peripheries.
$300-$500

44651
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1874. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3889; KM-756. A well struck coin with abundant luster in the fields, and largely free of tone.
$200-$300
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44660
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, 1862. London Mint. Victoria. NGC MS65 Brown. S-3954; KM-749.2. A handsome, lustrous Penny with razor-sharp strike detail, and mint red remaining in the peripheries. An
example of the type with tremendous eye appeal.
$200-$300

44652
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1885. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3889; KM-756. A largely tone-free coin with
soft cartwheel luster.
$360-$500

44661
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Penny, 1860. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-64 Red Brown Gold Shield. S-3956; KM-748.2. Toothed Border
variety. A well struck coin with satiny luster and pleasing brownish
tan color.
$160-$260

44653
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1870. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. S-3906a; KM-734.2. Die #14. A splendid, well
struck Shilling with satiny luster and almost no toning.
$260-$360

44662
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Penny, 1891. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-65 Red Brown Gold Shield. S-3956; KM-754. A lovely example
of the type, with beautiful magenta to purple toning, and bold strike.
$50-$100

44654
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1872. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. S-3906a; KM-734.2. Die#105. A decently struck
Shilling with soft field luster and dark almond toning on the obverse.
The reverse exhibits a dramatic bullseye of russet to turquoise toning
in the center.
$40-$80

44663
GREAT BRITAIN. Farthing, 1839. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
PROOF-64 Gold Shield. S-3950; KM-725a. Bronzed. A Proof with
flashy reverse fields, faint cobalt hues, and dark brown patina throughout.
$300-$500

44655
GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1859. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
MS-64. S-3908; KM-733.1. Deep russet and apricot toning with lighter “pull away” areas around the letters, with pretensions to a higher
grade. The reverse is strongly clashed.
$100-$200

44664
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/16 Farthing Token, ND (1848). London Mint.
Victoria. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. A model coin of Victoria, part of
a set dated 1848-49. Obverse: Victoria left “V” to left, “R” to right; Reverse: “1/16” in center, MODEL FARTHING around. A boldly struck
and pleasing coin with dark brown patina.
$25-$50

44656
GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence, 1865. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. S-3909; KM-733.2.
Die #4. A well struck coin with frosty luster in the protected areas and
even gray toning. A few hairlines appear in the fields but are not excessively distracting.
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GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy 2 Pence, 1838. London Mint. Victoria.
NGC AU-58. KM-729. A blast white and lustrous coin.
$30-$60

44650

$100-$200

44658

44665
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. NGC
AU-58. Fr-390; S-3864; KM-769. A somewhat prooflike coin with
flashy fields and some hairlines apparent on both sides. However, it is
an overall presentable example of this popular type.
$2,000-$3,000
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44666

44673

GREAT BRITAIN. Victoria Jubilee Set (7 Pieces), 1887. London
Mint. Victoria. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED. Sold with original display case.

GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1839. London Mint. Victoria. All PCGS Gold Shield Certified.

1) Crown. KM-765; S-3921.

2) 3 Pence. PROOF-63. KM-730.

2) Double Florin. KM-763; S-3923.

3) 2 Pence. PROOF-63. KM-729.

3) 1/2 Crown. KM-764; S-3924.

4) Penny. PROOF-62. KM-727.

4) Florin. KM-762; S-3925.

$600-$800

5) Shilling. KM-761; S-3926.

Ex: Stack’s, Lot 1216, October 22-4, 1985.

6) 6 Pence. KM-759; S-3928.

44674

7) 3 Pence. KM-758; S-3931.

GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Sets (10 Pieces), 1892-96. London
Mint. Victoria. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED A full Maundy set
from 1892 (KM-MDS148) and 1896 (KM-MDS152), along with a 3
Pence from 1895 and 1896.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$360-$500
44667
GREAT BRITAIN. Florin, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS64+ Gold Shield. S-3925; KM-762. Jubilee Head Variety. A sharply
struck Florin with full satiny luster and attractive toning throughout.
$100-$160

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$360-$500
44675
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1893. London Mint. Victoria. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. S-3943; KM-MDS149.

44668
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1887. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-66 Gold Shield. S-3926; KM-761. Jubilee Head type. An attractive
Shilling with frosty, original surfaces and a bit of plum coloration in
the peripheries.
$100-$200
44669

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$160-$260
44676
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1894. London Mint. Victoria. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. S-3943; KM-MDS150.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1893. Victoria. NGC AU Details—Reverse Scratch, Cleaned. Fr-394; S-3872; KM-787. An always popular
issue, this boldly struck example shows some light scratches in the reverse periphery and a few other marks here and there. Overall, however, it is fairly presentable and SCARCE with a mintage of 20,000.
$2,000-$3,000

$200-$300
44677
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1895. London Mint. Victoria. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. S-3943; KM-MDS151.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44670

$100-$150

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1895. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. S-3937; KM-783. LIX Edge. A pleasing Crown
with sharp strike, light gray tone, and a hint of almond at the peripheries.

44678
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1896. London Mint. Victoria. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. S-3943; KM-MDS152.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$160-$260
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$100-$160

44671
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, 1900. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS63 Brown Gold Shield. S-3961; KM-790. A Penny with glossy luster
and a fair amount of remaining mint red in the peripheral areas.
$50-$100

44679
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1897. London Mint. Victoria. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. S-3943; KM-MDS153.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$100-$180

44672
GREAT BRITAIN. Farthing (1/4 Penny), 1896. London Mint. Victoria. NGC MS-64 Red. S-3963; KM-788.1. A gorgeous example of
this common type, with blazing luster and abounding in mint red.
$100-$150

1) 4 Pence. PROOF-62. KM-732.

44680
GREAT BRITAIN. Bronze Queen Victoria Visit to the City of London Medal, 1837. EXTREMELY FINE. Eimer-1303; BHM-1772;
Diameter: 61.3 mm; Weight: 109.25 gms. By J. Barber. An important
early Victorian medal that shows some light wear in the fields but still
retains original luster in protected areas. For accuracy, we note some
rim damage and oxidation.
$75-$150
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44681
GREAT BRITAIN. Bronze International Exposition Medal for Services, 1862. Victoria. MINT STATE. Diameter: 55.0 mm, Weight: 86.51
gms. By Leonard Charles Wyon. Obverse: Victoria bust left; Reverse:
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1862, FOR SERVICES in wreath;
Edge: A.L.I. MEIER. Presenting glossy hazel surfaces, this attractive
and clean example of a seldom encountered type will draw considerable
interest from numismatists who specialize in British exhibitions.
$75-$150
44689

44682
GREAT BRITAIN. Sir Ralph Abercromby/Centenary of the Conquest of Trinidad Silver Medal, 1897. UNCIRCULATED. 48mm;
55.10 gms. BHM-3623; Eimer-1809. Obverse: Military bust facing
slightly left; Reverse: Ships in harbor at Port of Spain. A charming
specimen, this example features a slate gray tone with some darker
spots highlighting the devices. A few light hairlines are noted in the
fields on the reverse.
$150-$300

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1909. London Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. S-3980; KM-802. One of the more available dates, this
boldly struck and pleasing example exhibits satiny lustrous surfaces
with attractive subtle patina. This choice uncirculated survivor offers
much originality with good eye appeal that would make a nice addition for an intermediate collector looking for pleasant numismatic
items.
$500-$700
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

Ex: Baldwin’s 81 (5/2013) Lot # 3517.

44690

44683
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Dollar, 1902-B. Bombay Mint. PCGS MS63 Gold Shield. KM-T5; Prid-13. A well struck and brightly lustrous
Dollar with faint almond peripheral toning. The obverse has been
struck with a slightly rusted die.
$700-$1,000

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1910. London Mint. PCGS MS-64+
Gold Shield. S-3980; KM-802. A boldly struck coin with gorgeous
silky luster and some subtle toning color.
$350-$500
44691

44684
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Dollar, 1911-B. Bombay Mint. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-T5; Mars-BTD1;
Prid-21. A nicely struck Dollar with a few minor fields marks but
nothing overly distracting. The toning is a pleasing light gray with a
hint of almond on both sides.
$220-$320

GREAT BRITAIN. Florin, 1907. London Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. S-3981; KM-801. A well struck Florin with soft luster and
strong sunset hues in the fields on both sides.
$160-$260
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44692

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44685
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Dollar, 1913-B. Bombay Mint. NGC Unc
Details—Harshly Cleaned. KM-T5; Prid-23. A sharply struck Dollar
with light gray toning throughout, and some hairlines apparent in the
obverse fields.

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1907. London Mint. NGC MS-62.
S-3982; KM-800. A decently struck Shilling with satiny luster, and a
splash of burnt orange toning on the obverse periphery.
$50-$100
44693

44686

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1907. London Mint. NGC MS-62.
S-3982; KM-800. A Shilling with strong satiny luster and mottled almond peripheral toning.

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1902. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-63
Gold Shield. S-3979; KM-803. A pleasing, moderately toned Crown
with smooth, lustrous surfaces.

44694

$120-$220

$500-$700
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1902. London Mint. NGC PROOF-63.
S-3979; KM-803. A boldly struck and deeply toned Crown with Matte
finish and overall pleasing look.
$500-$700
GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1902. London Mint. PCGS AU-58 Gold
Shield. S-3978; KM-803. A boldly struck Crown with luster remaining in
the protected areas, gray toned with some almond color at the peripheries.
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44695
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1909. London Mint. NGC AU-58.
S-3982; KM-800. A Shilling with decent strike, abundant field luster,
and traces of almond toning in the peripheries.
$100-$160

44688

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1908. London Mint. NGC MS-62.
S-3982; KM-800. A well struck and lustrous Shilling with faint toning.
$80-$120

44687

$140-$240

$50-$100

44696
GREAT BRITAIN. Shilling, 1904. London Mint. NGC MS-62.
S-3982; KM-800. A well struck Shilling with pervasive peacock toning
on both sides.
$300-$500
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44697

44704

GREAT BRITAIN. Five Maundy Sets (20 Pieces), 1902-08. London Mint. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. Sets contain Pence to 4
Pence each, dated 1902, 1904, 1906, 1907, and 1908.

GREAT BRITAIN. Proof Set (15 Pieces), 1937. London Mint.
Grade Range: PROOF UNCIRCULATED. S-PS16; KM-PS21. All
coins (Farthing to Crown) are heavily toned. Sold with original red
display case.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$600-$800

$360-$500

44698
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny Quintet (5 Pieces), 1882-1902. London
Mint. Grade Range: VERY FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.
1) 1882. Victoria. KM-755.
2) 1883. Victoria. KM-755.

GREAT BRITAIN. Crown, 1930. London Mint. PCGS AU-58 Gold
Shield. S-4036; KM-836. Mintage: 4,847. A handsome example of the
type, with subtle luster and strong tan to orange toning throughout.
$140-$240

3) 1889. Victoria. KM-755.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

4) 1890. Victoria. KM-755.

44706

5) 1902. Edward VII. KM-794.2.
$200-$300
44699
GREAT BRITAIN. Gilt Silver Medal, 1910. London Mint. NGC
MS-65. Diameter: 51 mm. Issued for the Japan-British Exhibition of
1910, by Vaughtons, dies signed FCB. Obverse: Britannia stands with
Japan; reverse: Japanese samurai and British knight support wreath
enclosing a view of the pavilion, “GRAND PRIZE” engraved below.
The other examples we found in the archives had different engraving
on the reverse. One (Baldwin’s auction 81, May 2013, lot 3567) was
engraved “GOLD MEDAL”, and another (part of Dix-Noonan-Webb
auction 134, December 2015, lot 554) was engraved “AWARDED TO
HENRY W. KING & SON FOR CERULEAN ENAMELS”. At least one
exists in silver plated bronze.
$100-$150
44700
GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence Pair (2 Pieces), 1906 & 1908. London
Mint. Both PCGS Gold Shield Certified. S-3983; KM-799.
1) 1906. MS-65.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Crown, 1927. London Mint. PCGS
PROOF-66 Gold Shield. S-4037; KM-835. A Proof only date, with
redesigned reverse without the Garter ribbon. No marks or hairlines
although a bit of die polish is visible.
$80-$120
44707
GREAT BRITAIN. Partial Silver Coronation Proof Set (4 Pieces),
1911. London Mint. All NGC Certified.
1) 1/2 Crown. PROOF-63. S-4011; KM-818.1.
2) Florin. PROOF-63+ Cameo. S-4012; KM-817.
3) Shilling. PROOF-64. S-4013; KM-816.
4) 6 Pence. PROOF-64. S-4014; KM-815.
A choice foursome, each piece remains entirely white and shows some
degree of cameo contrast, which is highly unusual for these types. The
Florin, which is the only piece to have actually received the Cameo
designation, is one of only five examples graded as such at NGC.
$400-$800
44708

2) 1908. MS-64.

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Penny, 1912. London Mint. PCGS MS-64
Red Brown Gold Shield. KM-809; S-4056. A lustrous and bright coin,
with full mint red in the fields.

$140-$240
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$70-$100

44701
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Sovereign, 1911. London Mint. NGC
PROOF-58. Fr-402; S-3994; KM-822. A well struck Proof that has
undergone a light cleaning. Besides a few light hairlines, there are no
major marks in the fields.
$2,000-$3,000

44709
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1911. London Mint. All
NGC Unc Details—Cleaned Certified. Includes the Pence to 4 Pence.
$80-$120
44710

44702
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1925. London Mint. NGC MS-66. Fr404; S-3996; KM-820. An eye-appealing Sovereign with sharp strike,
full satiny luster, and dark golden color.
$500-$700

GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set Trio (12 Pieces), 1911-26. London Mint. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. Sets dated 1911 (KMMDS168), 1917 (KM-MDS175), and 1926 (KM-MDS184).
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$400-$600

44703
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 1911. London Mint. PCGS MS65 Gold Shield. Fr-405; S-4006; KM-819. A lovely little Gem with
silky luster throughout.
$600-$800

44705

44711
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1957. London Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. S-4124; Fr-417; KM-908. A pleasing example of the type
with full silky luster and a rich gold-orange color.
$300-$440
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.
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44712

44721

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1959. London Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. S-4125; Fr-417; KM-908. An attractive Sovereign with
full satiny luster.

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1983. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-68 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-4204; Fr-418; KM-919. An
attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

$300-$440

$300-$400

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44713

44722

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1962. London Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. S-4125; Fr-417; KM-908. A flashy Sovereign with full
cartwheel luster and some minor surface marks.

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Fr-418; S-SC1; KM-919. A brilliant, technically flawless Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

$300-$500

$600-$800

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44723

44714
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1963. London Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. S-4125; Fr-417; KM-908. A well struck Sovereign with
full cartwheel luster, at the cusp of Gem quality.

$300-$400

$300-$500
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44724

44715
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1965. London Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. Fr-417; S-4125; KM-908. An attractive Gem quality Sovereign with frosty surfaces and pale golden color.
$300-$500
44716
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1967. London Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. S-4125; Fr-417; KM-908. S-4125. An attractive Gem with
blazing full cartwheel luster and medium honey golden toning.
$400-$600

$2,400-$2,800
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Fr-419; S-SE1; KM-924. A brilliant Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$2,400-$2,800
44726
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Fr-419; S-SE1; KM-924. A brilliant Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44717
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1964. London Mint. All
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. S-4131; KM-MDS223. Bright and reflective with attractive, original toning that darkens with the lower denominations. Sold with original box of issue.
$100-$150
44718
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Set (4 Pieces), 1965. London Mint. All
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. S-4131; KM-MDS224. A boldly struck
and fully lustrous original set with attractive mottled copper toning.
Sold with original box of issue.
$100-$150

$2,400-$2,800
44727
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. Fr-419; S-SE1; KM-924. A brilliant Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$2,400-$2,800
44728
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. Fr-419; S-SE1; KM-924. A brilliant Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$2,400-$2,800

44719
GREAT BRITAIN. Penny, 1951. London Mint. NGC MS-66 Red.
S-4117; KM-869. A lovely Penny, bright with blazing mint red bloom.
$30-$60
44720
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 1979. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-68 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-4204; Fr-418; KM-919. An
attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Fr-419; S-SE1; KM-924. A brilliant Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
44725

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

$300-$400

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Fr-421; S-SB1; KM-922. A brilliant, technically flawless Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

44729
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 1984. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. Fr-419; S-SE1; KM-924. A brilliant Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$2,400-$2,800
44730
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 1995. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. S-K5; Fr-440; KM-970b. An attractive
Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$800-$1,100
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44731

44740

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 2000. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS MS-69
Gold Shield. Fr-455; S-4430; KM-1001. A bright and flashy Sovereign,
nearly flawless.

GREAT BRITAIN. Gold Penny, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-898a. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.

$300-$400

$400-$700

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44732

44741

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-1024b. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.

GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 2003. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. S-4430; Fr-454; KM-1002. An attractive
Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

$2,000-$3,000

$400-$600
44742

44733
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-994c. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.
$700-$1,000
44734
GREAT BRITAIN. Pound, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC PROOF-70
Ultra Cameo. KM-1030b. An attractive, technically flawless Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the
Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.
$500-$800
44735
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold 50 Pence, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-991b. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.
$900-$1,300
44736
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold 20 Pence, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-990b. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.
$500-$800

GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 2004. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. S-SE7; KM-1003. A brilliant Proof with
hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$2,200-$2,600
44743
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 2004. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. An attractive Proof with hard mirrored
fields and frosted cameo devices.
$900-$1,300
44744
GREAT BRITAIN. Sovereign, 2004. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Fr-454; S-SC4. An attractive Proof with
hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$400-$600
44745
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign, 2004. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. Fr-455; KM-1001. A flashy and bright coin, at the
cusp of Gem quality.
$100-$160
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

44746
GREAT BRITAIN. Commemorative Gold Proof Set (3 Pieces), 2004.
Llantrisant Mint. All PCGS PROOF-70 Deep Cameo Certified.

44737

1) 2 Pounds. S-K17; Fr-453; KM-1049b.

GREAT BRITAIN. Gold 10 Pence, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-989b. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.

2 Sovereign. S-SC4; Fr-454; KM-1002.

$700-$1,000
44738
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold 5 Pence, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-988b. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.
$300-$500
44739
GREAT BRITAIN. Gold 2 Pence, 2002. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-899a. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. A part of the Golden Jubilee set for Elizabeth II.

3) 1/2 Sovereign. S-SB4; Fr-455; KM-1001.
Total AGW: .823 oz. Struck to commemorate the 200th anniversary
of the invention of the steam-powered locomotive engine by Richard
Trevithick, this set features a uniquely designed 2 Pound issue, alongside the standard Sovereign and 1/2 Sovereign types. In matching perfect grades, this set is sure to excite the modern enthusiast. Accompanied by the original COA.
$1,800-$2,400
44747
GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign Quartet (4 Pieces), 1984-2004.
Llantrisant Mint. Grade Range: PROOF UNCIRCULATED. Coins
with three distinct obverse busts, dated 1984 (2), 1995, and 2004.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$600-$900

$900-$1,200
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44748

44756

GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Sovereign Group (10 Pieces), 1984-2007.
Llantrisant Mint. Grade Range: PROOF UNCIRCULATED. An attractive group of coins with three distinct obverse busts, dated 1984,
1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 2003, 2004, 2006, and 2007.

GREAT BRITAIN. Mixed Denominations (9 Pieces), 1723-1951.
Grade Range: VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. A varied mix of
kings and denominations, all silver except for a 1806 Penny in copper.
Included is a Hampshire Silver Token from 1811 and a Proof Crown of
1951, among other coins.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$1,500-$2,000

$300-$500

44749

From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 2012. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-69 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-4953. London Olympic
handover to Rio. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$800-$1,200
44750
GREAT BRITAIN. 5 Pounds, 2013. Llantrisant Mint. NGC
PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. KM-1251. Mintage: 10,000. One of First
2500 Struck. Featuring Pistrucci’s design of St. George and the Dragon.
A brilliant proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$70-$100

GREAT BRITAIN. Assorted Silver and Copper Denominations (21
Pieces), 1752-1927. Grade Range: EXTRA FINE to UNCIRCULATED. A diverse mix of denominations and dates of George II, George
III, Victoria, and George V, including an 1887 Crown and Double Florin, and a Malta 1878 1/3 Farthing. Many of the coins are Uncirculated
and exhibit frosty luster. A group well worth a detailed in-hand review
by the interested bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$500-$700
44758

44751
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 2013. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-69 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-K30. Golden Guinea Anniversary. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo
devices.
$800-$1,200

GREAT BRITAIN. Gold Trio (3 Pieces), 1861-1980. Grade Range:
FINE to UNCIRCULATED.
1) 1980. Sovereign. Uncirculated. Fr-418; S-4204; KM-919.
2) 1912. 1/2 Sovereign. Uncirculated. Fr-405; S-4006; KM-819.
3) 1861. 1/2 Sovereign. Fine. Fr-389b; KM-735.1.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44752
GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 2016. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-69 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. S-K42. 1/2 Ounce Gold Proof.
Mintage: 1,000. Commemorates the Great Fire of London, designed
by Jody Clark. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted
cameo devices. Sold with certificate of authenticity #657.
$800-$1,200

$800-$1,000
44759
GREAT BRITAIN. Elizabeth II Maundy Set Trio (3 Sets - 12 Pieces), 1954-80. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. Sets dated 1954,
1957, and 1980.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44753

$360-$500

GREAT BRITAIN. 2 Pounds, 2019. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-69 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. 1/2 Ounce Gold Proof. Mintage: 350. Struck to commemorate 260 years since the foundation of
Wedgwood. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted
cameo devices. Sold with certificate of authenticity #095.
$800-$1,200

44760
GREAT BRITAIN. Maundy Sets and Partial Sets (23 Pieces), 190238. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED. Complete sets dated 1902,
1907 (2), 1908, and 1938, with a partial set (3 coins) dated 1905. Some
deeply toned coins present, as well as two original display cases.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

44754
GREAT BRITAIN. 25 Pounds, 2020. Llantrisant Mint. PCGS
PROOF-69 Deep Cameo Gold Shield. 1/4 Ounce Gold James Bond
Issue. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo
devices.
$700-$1,000
44755
GREAT BRITAIN. Silver 10 Pounds (5 Ounce), 2020. Llantrisant
Mint. Grade: PROOF UNCIRCULATED. Special issue for the “007”
James Bond franchise. Coin exhibits hard mirrored surfaces and frosty
devices. Sold in original display case and box packaging.
$1,500-$2,000

44757

$500-$700
44761
GREAT BRITAIN. Bronze “Sinking of the Lusitania” Medal, 1915.
PCGS MS-62 Brown Gold Shield. Burns-4b; cf. Eimer-1941Ab (for
British copy); cf. Kienast-156 (for prototype). British copy, after Goetz.
Obverse: The Lusitania sinking in heavy seas; legend in five lines in
exergue / GESCHAFT UBER ALLES (business above all), Death (as
a skeleton) standing left within ticket booth marked CUNA[RD]/LINIE and CUNARD (the Cunard Line, owners of the ship) above and
to right, and FAHRKARTEN/AUSGABE (ticket office) below; to left,
queue of passengers, one of whom reads a newspaper with the headline U/BOO[T]/GEFAH[R] (U-Boat danger). Edge: Plain. Essentially
as made. A popular reissue of the original Goetz medal, made for and
sold in order to raise funds for charity.
$100-$150
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44762

44767

GREAT BRITAIN. Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes Badge,
Issued 1923. EXTREMELY FINE. Weight: 19.38 gms. 121 mm x 35
mm (inclusive of suspension). Obverse: Shield with blue, orange, and
white enameled order insignia, G.S.P. above; Reverse: PRESENTED TO
BRO. P. HAMBLYN. BY THE CORONATION LGE. JAN. 26. 1923.,
hallmarks below; Ribbon: Green with white order insignia. Great condition overall, with almost all of the enameling still intact. An excellent
medal from this British fraternal organization that was very active in
charitable activities during WWI. Sold in the original presentation box.

GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Type Quartet (4 Pieces), 16571811. Grade Range: VERY FINE to ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.

$60-$100
44763
GREAT BRITAIN. Pair of Silver Scottish Agricultural Society
Medals (2 Pieces), 1903-25. An interesting and attractively engraved
pair of medals, both exhibiting light mottled patina. Close inspection
is advised and will reward the diligent bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NOT RETURNS.
1) Renfrewshire Agricultural Society prize medal, best dropped
scones, won by Mrs. Hodge, 1925, with box.
2) Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, for Aberdeen Angus cow, won by Robert Forbes, 1903.
$100-$200

1) Westmoreland, Kendal, Mercers’ Company. Farthing, 1657.
2) Penny, 1721.
3) Shilling, 1787.
4) Bath Token, 1811.
A diverse gathering great for the beginner looking to expand their
collection. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward the
diligent bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$150-$250
44768
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Yorkshire-Doncaster. Copper
Penny Token, 1812. PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-720;
Davis-80. ‘BIRKINSHAW DONCASTER’. A boldly struck Token with
razor sharp design detail, silky full luster, and medium to dark brown
patina.
$80-$120
44769

44764
GREAT BRITAIN. King’s Medal for Service, ND. Grade: UNCIRCULATED. A flashy, prooflike, and toned Medal with suspension loop and
ribbon in three colors, with George VI bust left on the obverse, FOR
SERVICE IN THE CAUSE OF FREEDOM / THE KING’S MEDAL on
the reverse, with two figures standing. Sold in original box of issue.
$50-$100

GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Yorkshire. Copper Penny Token,
1812. PCGS MS-62 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-752; Davis-85.
HULL LEAD WORKS in middle with PAYABLE IN BANK OF ENGD
OR HULL NOTES BY I.K. PICARD around. An attractive Token with
glossy surfaces and dark brown to cobalt toning throughout.
$100-$200
44770

44765
GREAT BRITAIN. Mixed English, Scottish and Irish Issues (24 Pieces), ND (810-1927). Grade Range: GOOD to CHOICE ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. Spanning many British eras, this lot contains a pair of
Northumbrian issues from the reign of Edward I, several silver minors
from the late middle ages and Tudor period, Georgian copper issues,
and a 1927 crown, the only piece struck after 1800 which is included.
Some have been cleaned, have holes and/or may have other defects.
Close personal inspection is advised and will reward the diligent bidder.. An interesting gathering that is great for the beginner to intermediate collector looking to expand their knowledge of the British series.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS

GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Copper Penny Token, 1812.
PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-571; Davis-8. A lovely example of the type, with full glossy luster and strong cobalt hues in the
peripheries.
$50-$90
44771
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Sheffield. Copper Penny Token,
1812. PCGS MS-64 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-975; Davis-137.
‘PAYABLE AT S. HOBSON AND SON’S, BUTTON MAUFACTURERS’. A pleasing, prooflike strike with flashy fields and medium brown
patina. Some areas of mint red still cling to the protected areas.
$80-$120

$350-$500

44772

44766
GREAT BRITAIN. Quartet of Gardening Association Medals (4
Pieces), ND (ca. 1888-1931). Grade range: ABOUT UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. An interesting gathering of award
medals, all with attractive motifs. Each piece displays varying degrees
of patina and are attractive. Close personal inspection is advised and
will reward the diligent bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
1) Dobbie & Co. Seed Growers silver prize medal, unawarded.
2) National Chrysanthemum Society silver prize medal, awarded to
E. Linfield, 1888.
3) Dobbie & Co. Seed Growers silver prize medal, awarded to J.
Thomas, 1931, with box.
4) National Rose Society bronze prize medal, unawarded, with box.

GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Birmingham. Copper Penny
Token, 1812. PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-235; Davis-446. ‘THOMAS GIBSON BRADFORD ST. MILLS / A POUND
NOTE FOR 240 TOKENS’. A lustrous Token with even, dark brown
patina.
$80-$120
44773
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Sheffield. Copper Penny Token,
1813. PCGS MS-62 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-991; Davis-126.
‘OVERSEERS OF THE POOR’. A sharply detailed strike with red brick
to cobalt tone. Some mint red is still clinging to the protected areas.
$80-$120

$200-$300
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44774

44777

GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Sheffield. Copper Penny Token,
1813. PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-1040; Davis-139.
‘PHOENIX IRON WORKS’. A pleasing Token with silky luster and
light brown patina.

GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Silver Shilling Tokens (6 Pieces),
1811-12. Grade Range: VERY FINE. A group of five Tokens from
Glouchester, Cheltenham, and Bath, along with a hand-engraved ship
Token dated 1794.

$80-$120

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$100-$200

44775
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Cumberland. Copper 1/2 Penny
Token, 1797. PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. DH-1. ‘LOW HALL
COLLIERY’. A stunning, prooflike strike with rich dark brown to cobalt hues throughout.
$80-$120
44776
GREAT BRITAIN. Trade Tokens. Sheffield. Copper 1/2 Penny
Token, 1812. PCGS MS-62 Brown Gold Shield. Withers-1060; Davis-151. ‘ROSCOE PALACE’. A sharply struck Token with flashy underlying luster and plum hues.

BRITISH COLONIES
44778
BRITISH COLONIES. S. George & S. Sandwich Islands. 20 Pounds,
2000-PM. NGC PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Fr-1; KM-2. 100th Anniversary of the birth of Queen Elizabeth II. A brilliant and technically
flawless Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$500-$600

$80-$120

End of Session F
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GREECE

45008

45001
GREECE. 5 Drachmai, 1875-A. Paris Mint. George I. PCGS AU-55
Gold Shield. KM-46; Dav-117. A wholesome Crown with a few light
marks and strong mottled toning throughout.
$80-$120

$400-$600
45009

45002
GREECE. Drachma, 1910. Paris Mint. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield.
KM-60; Geo-159. A bright and untoned Drachma, with a slightly
mushy reverse as usual.
$40-$80

GUATEMALA. 4 Reales, 1768-G P. Guatemala Mint. Charles III.
PCGS FINE-12 Gold Shield. KM-26; Yonaka-G4-68d. Variety with
what appears to be a “J” for “I” in “HISPAN”. A wholesome and problem-free coin with even, medium gray toning throughout.
$100-$160
45010

GUADELOUPE
45003
GUADELOUPE. Cercle du Commerce Copper Token, ND (1823).
NGC EF Details—Rim Damage. R-GPE-10. Pointe-A-Pitre. Diameter: 30 mm. An octagonal Token with dark brown patina, and some
hits to the corners.
$260-$360

GUATEMALA. 4 Reales, 1815/4-NG M. Nueva Guatemala Mint.
Ferdinand VII. NGC AU-58. KM-68; Cal-Type 262#1049. A boldly
struck coin, SCARCE in this state of preservation, with attractive
mottled toning. The surfaces, especially on the reverse, exhibit considerable flash.
$600-$900
Ex. Marti Hervera and Soler & Llach, Auction 1106, 18 December 2018, Lot 345
(950 Euros hammer).

45011

45004
GUADELOUPE. Cercle Du Commerce Copper Token, ND (1825).
NGC FINE-15. R-GPE-30. Diameter: 26 mm. Obverse: French coat of
arms with oval around; Reverse: Initials “G P” with fleur-de-lis below
and crown above. A wholesome and evenly worn Token with dark
brown to red-brick patina.

GUATEMALA. 1/4 Real, 1821-G. Nueva Guatemala Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC MS-66. KM-72. A blast white and prooflike Gem.
$100-$200
45012
GUATEMALA. 1/4 Real, 1821-G. Nueva Guatemala Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC MS-66. KM-72. A fully lustrous Gem with razorsharp design detail and traces of almond toning.

$200-$300
45005
GUADELOUPE. White Metal Cercle du Commerce Token, ND
(1825). NGC VF Details—Corrosion, Bent. R-GPE-6. Diameter:
38 mm. Pointe-A-Pitre. A RARE, decently struck Token with patchy
dark toning.
$100-$200
45006
GUADELOUPE. Bank of Guadeloupe. Silver Jeton, 1826. Charles
X. NGC MS-61. Lec-39. An octagonal and well struck Token, with
a bust of Charles X obverse, and a scene of great abundance on the
reverse. The surfaces are pleasantly toned growing darker toward the
peripheries.
$100-$200

GUATEMALA
45007
GUATEMALA. 8 Reales, 1753-G J. Guatemala Mint. PCGS Genuine—Holed, VF Details Gold Shield. KM-12; Cal-Type 56#427.
Weight: 26.48 gms. Though the coin is well worn, date, mintmark, and
assayer initial are all visible, and the surfaces exhibit a light gray tone.
$200-$300

GUATEMALA. 8 Reales, 1769-G P. Guatemala Mint. Charles III.
NGC VF-30. KM-27.1; Yonaka-G8-69b2. Variety with inverted “N” in
“VNUM”, “ETIND” written as one word, and reduced planchet size. A
wholesome and evenly worn coin, with minor strike weakness in the
centers and pleasant dark toning in the fields.

$100-$200
45013
GUATEMALA. Silver Proclamation Medal, 1822. Augustin I Iturbide. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. Grove34a; Fonrobert-7207. Obverse: Bust of Iturbide facing left, legend
around; Reverse: Partial arms of Guatemala with four line inscription
in wreath, legend around. A boldly struck and bright Medal with a few
light hairlines and faint peripheral toning.
$300-$400
45014
GUATEMALA. Central American Republic. 8 Reales, 1826-NG M.
Nueva Guatemala Mint. NGC EF Details—Removed from Jewelry.
KM-4. A sharply struck and overall pleasing example of this popular
type, with medium gray toning and underlying sunset hues, especially
toward the peripheries. The noted jewelry removal is noted only by
the presence of a round indention at 12 on the reverse periphery, and
some minor chatter on the rim.
$200-$300
From the Midtown Collection.

45015
GUATEMALA. Central American Republic. 8 Reales, 1847/6-NG
A. Nueva Guatemala Mint. NGC AU-58. KM-4. A crisply struck
Crown with flashy luster and some reflectivity in the outer fields and
a slightly off center strike. Overall an attractive example of this hugely
popular type, with just a trace of the overdate remaining.
$550-$700
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45016
GUATEMALA. 2 Reales, 1867-R. Nueva Guatemala Mint. PCGS
MS-64. KM-142. An attractive and blast white coin with radiant frosty
luster.
$100-$200
45024

45017
GUATEMALA. 1/2 Real, 1879. NGC MS-66. KM-147a.1. Scroll type.
A blast white little Gem with blazing luster and a faint die clash on
both sides.
$40-$80
45018
GUATEMALA. Peso, 1882-AE. Guatemala Mint. PCGS AU-50
Gold Shield. KM-208. A wholesome and evenly worn Peso with no
overly distracting marks and light gray toning throughout.
$200-$300
45019
GUATEMALA. Peso, 1894. Guatemala Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-224. A 1/2 Real countermark on a Peruvian 1885-LIMA
RD Sol. Both the host and countermark exhibit considerable satiny
luster. The toning is a pleasing speckled gray with multicolored hues at
the peripheries on both sides. Overall a coin with excellent eye appeal.
$200-$300

$200-$300
Ex: Whittier Collection.

45025
HAITI. 25 Centimes, AN 25 (1828). NGC MS-63. KM-18.1. An attractive and bright example of the type, with needle-sharp design detail, full luster, and a bare hint of toning.
$80-$120
45026
HAITI. 2 Centimes, AN 26 / 1829. NGC AU-50 Brown. KM-A22.
A somewhat crudely struck coin, though still well detailed, with no
notable marks and endowed with a dark chocolate brown patina.
$70-$100

45020
GUATEMALA. Peso, 1894. Guatemala Mint. PCGS AU-58 Gold
Shield. KM-216. A Guatemala “1/2 Real” counterstamp on a Chile
1881 Peso (C/M grades UNC Detail). The obverse counterstamp is
sharp, while the reverse, though also sharp, has allowed remnants of
the host design to leak through. The host and countermark exhibit an
attractive and pervasive plum to russet toning that intensifies toward
the peripheries.
$300-$400

45027
HAITI. Trio of 2 Centimes (3 Pieces), 1842-94. All NGC Certified.
1) AN 39 / 1842. EF-40 Brown. KM-22.
2) AN 43 / 1846. AU-58 Brown. KM-27.2.
3) 1894-A. Paris Mint. AU-58 Brown. KM-49. Ex. Byrne Collection.
$50-$100

45021
GUATEMALA. 5 Quetzales, 1926. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-63.
Fr-50; KM-244. Mintage: 48,000. A SCARCE, one-year type, with satiny luster in the fields and decent strike.
$600-$900

45028
HAITI. Pair of 2 Centimes (2 Pieces), 1830-31. Both NGC Certified.
KM-A22:
1) AN 27 / 1830. EF-45. Ex. Rudman Collection.
2) AN 28 / 1831. AU-55 Brown.

HAITI

$80-$120
45029

45022
HAITI. Trio of Silver Minors (3 Pieces), 1813 & 1814. All NGC Certified.
1) 25 Centimes. AN 10 (1813). AU-58. KM-12.1.

HAITI. Centime, AN 25 / 1828. NGC AU-50. KM-A21. A boldly
struck Centime with wonderful sharp detail throughout, and blessed
with a dark chocolate brown patina.
$25-$50
Ex. Rudman Collection.

2) 12 Centimes. AN XI (1814). MS-60. KM-11.

45030

3) 6 Centimes. AN 10 (1813). AU-55. KM-10.

HAITI. Trio of Centimes (3 Pieces), 1829-40. All NGC or NCS Certified. All KM-A21:

$300-$400
45023
HAITI. 100 Centimes Pair (2 Pieces), 1829 & 1833. Both NGC Certified.
1) AN 26 (1829). AU-58. KM-A23. Ex: Rudman Collection.
2) AN 30 (1833). AU Details—Excessive Surface Hairlines. KM-A23.
$100-$200

HAITI. 25 Centimes, AN 14 (1817)-P. NGC MS-63. KM-15.2; Arroyo-HA#95; Rudman-123. This richly toned and attractive example
offers bold well-defined design features displaying lovely old cabinet
patina with hints of white brilliance highlighting the devices. A nicely
preserved survivor that appears to have been plucked from circulation
early on and given great care adding to its eye appeal and desirability.

1) AN 26 / 1829. NCS VF Details—Scratched. Ex. Rudman Collection.
2) AN 28 / 1830. NGC AU-55 Brown.
3) AN 37 / 1840. NGC EF-40 Brown.
$100-$200
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45031

45041

HAITI. 6-1/4 Centimes, 1850. Faustin I. NGC AU-58. KM-38. A
well struck coin with fields free of distracting marks. The surfaces are
somewhat glossy and exhibit a dark brown patina throughout.

HAITI. Centime, 1881. NGC PROOF-64 Red Brown. KM-42. A
mesmerizing, near-Gem example of this Proof type, with silky surfaces, sharp strike detail, and nearly full mint red.

$200-$300

$100-$200

45032

45042

HAITI. 6 Centimes, AN 46 / 1849. Faustin I. PCGS VF-30. KM-32.
A well struck coin on an uneven flan, with medium brown patina and
a small planchet flaw at the obverse rim at 7.

HAITI. Centime Pattern, 1889. ANACS MS-63 Red Brown. KMPn85. A boldly struck Pattern with pale mint red over much of the
surfaces.

$260-$360

$80-$120

45033

45043

HAITI. 2 Centimes, AN 47 / 1850. Faustin I. ANACS VF-30. KM35. A somewhat crudely made but well detailed coin, with dark brown
patina and a planchet flaw at the obverse rim at 7.

HAITI. 50 Centimes, 1907. NGC PROOF-64. KM-56. A handsome
example of the type with mutely reflective fields, frosty devices, and
strong sunset toning on both sides.

$160-$260

$260-$360

45034

45044

HAITI. 2 Centimes, AN 47 / 1850. Faustin I. NGC VF-30. KM-35. A
one year type. A somewhat crudely struck but still well detailed coin,
with no marks of note and exhibiting a dark brown patina throughout.

HAITI. 50 Centimes, 1907. NGC PROOF-62. KM-56. A boldly
struck coin with mutely reflective fields, and strong, pervasive almond
toning on both sides.

$160-$260

$200-$300

45035

45045

HAITI. 20 Centimes, 1863-HEATON. Heaton Mint. NGC SPECIMEN-63 Red Brown. KM-41. A somewhat prooflike strike with
mutely reflective fields, sharp detail throughout, and near complete
mint red bloom. A few carbon spots are noted.

HAITI. 20 Centimes, 1907. PCGS SPECIMEN-64. KM-56. A sharply struck coin with prooflike, flashy fields and a hint of toning.
$100-$150
45046

$100-$180

HAITI. Trio of 5 Centimes (3 Pieces), 1904-05. All NGC Certified.

45036
HAITI. 10 Centimes, 1863-HEATON. Heaton Mint. NGC SPECIMEN-63 Brown. KM-40. A SCARCE one-year issue, with bold strike
detail, darkly flashy fields, and deep brown patina throughout.
$80-$120

1) 1904. MS-63. KM-52.
2) 1904. MS-61. KM-53.
3) 1905. MS-64. KM-53.
$100-$160

45037
HAITI. 5 Centimes, 1863-HEATON. Heaton Mint. NGC SPECIMEN-64 Red Brown. KM-40. A sharply struck coin with flashy luster
and radiant mint state surfaces.
$50-$100
45038
HAITI. Gourde, 1887. NGC MS-62. KM-46. A boldly struck Crown
with faint cartwheel luster and patches of russet toning at the peripheries.

HAWAII
45047
HAWAII. 25 Cents, 1883. Kalakaua I. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-5. A boldly struck and softly lustrous coin from a very popular set
of denominations, with medium gray toning throughout.
$200-$300

HONDURAS

$200-$300
45039

45048

HAITI. 10 Centimes, 1881. NGC MS-62. KM-44. A sharply struck
coin with shimmering luster and a faint peripheral tone.

HONDURAS. Central American Republic. Real, 1830-T F. Tegucigalpa Mint. NGC AU-53. KM-19.2. A well detailed and decently centered Real, with medium to dark gray toning and strong adjustment
marks on both sides.

$40-$80
45040
HAITI. 5 Centimes, 1889. NGC MS-62. KM-50. A boldly struck coin
with flashy luster and a hint of toning.
$260-$360
Ex. Rudman Collection.
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$300-$500
45049
HONDURAS. Lempira, 1937. NGC MS-61. KM-75. A decently
struck Lempira with good luster and a few light marks in the fields.
$30-$60
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45050

45058

HONDURAS. 500 Lempiras, 1992. NGC PROOF-64 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-8; KM-87. Mintage: 1,500. Bicentenary of the birth of General
Francisco Morazan. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and
frosted cameo devices.

HUNGARY. 2 Filler, 1910-KB. Kremnitz Mint. PCGS MS-63 Red
Brown Gold Shield. KM-481. A boldly struck and lustrous coin with
dark brick red color.

$750-$900

$50-$100

ICELAND

45051
HONDURAS. Set of Fantasy 10 Lempiras (7 Pieces), 1995. All NGC
Proof Certified. Set includes versions in silver, tri-metallic, gilt, brass,
copper, copper-nickel, and aluminum. Grades range from PROOF-65
Cameo to PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
$500-$1,000

HONG KONG

45059
ICELAND. 1000 Years Althing Set (3 Pieces), 1930. Grade Range:
ABOUT UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. Set commemorating the Althing, the Icelandic Parliament, the oldest legislative
body in existence.
1) 10 Kronur. Uncirculated. KM-X3; Dav-130. Mintage: 10,000.
2) 5 Kronur. AU. KM-X2. Mintage: 10,000.
3) 2 Kronur. Uncirculated. KM-X1.

45052
HONG KONG. 5 Cents, 1895. London Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-66
Gold Shield. KM-5; Mars-C8. A stunning Gem quality coin with blazing full luster and orange to cyan peripheral toning.

SOLD AS IS / NO RETURNS.
$400-$600
45060

$360-$500
45053
HONG KONG. Bi-Metallic Proof 10 Dollars, 1994. GEM PROOF.
Fr-15a; KM-70a. Mintage: 20,000. A brilliant Proof with mirrored
fields and frosty devices. Sold with original display case and certificate
of authenticity #14521.
$400-$600
45054
HONG KONG. Bi-Metallic Proof 10 Dollars, 1994. GEM PROOF.
Fr-15a; KM-70a. Mintage: 20,000. A brilliant Proof with mirrored
fields and frosty devices. Sold with original display case and certificate
of authenticity #14367.
$400-$600

HUNGARY

ICELAND. 25 Aurar, 1946. PCGS PROOF-66 Cameo Gold Shield.
KM-11. Pop: 1, none graded finer by PCGS. A gorgeous Gem with
reflective fields and a slight bit of toning.
$600-$800
45061
ICELAND. 10 Aurar, 1946. PCGS PROOF-67 Cameo Gold Shield.
KM-10. Pop: 1, none graded finer by PCGS. A flashy Gem with razor
sharp design detail and just a touch of tone.
$500-$700
45062
ICELAND. 5 Aurar, 1946. PCGS PROOF-65 Red Gold Shield. KM9. Pop: 1; none graded finer by PCGS. A lovely, flashy Gem with sharp
detail throughout and a few spots of faint iridescence.
$500-$700
45063

45055
HUNGARY. Denar, 1543-KB. Kremnica Mint. Ferdinand I. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. Huszar-935. A decently struck Denar, with sharper detail on the peripheries than on the centers. The coin has a slightly
convex/concave shape, with a light dusting of gray tone.
$70-$100

ICELAND. Eyrir, 1946. PCGS PROOF-64 Red Gold Shield. KM-8.
A pleasing near-Gem with flashy fields, needle-sharp design detail,
and full mint red.
$400-$600
45064

45056
HUNGARY. 15 Krajczar, 1674-KB. Kremnitz Mint. Leopold I. NGC
MS-63. KM-175. A sharply detailed coin with bright surfaces and faint
toning color at the peripheries.
$200-$300
45057
HUNGARY. 5 Korona Restrike, 1907-KB. Kremnitz Mint. PCGS
PROOF-66 Gold Shield. KM-489; Dav-124. Struck for the 40th Anniversary of the coronation of Franz Josef. A brilliant Proof with reflective outer fields, frosty central devices, and no toning.

ICELAND. Eyrir, 1953. NGC MS-66 Red. KM-8. A well struck Gem
with pale mint red luster.
$40-$80
45065
ICELAND. 500 Kronur, 1961. NGC MS-66. Fr-1; KM-14. Mintage:
10,000. Struck to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the birth
of Jon Sigurdsson. This first gold issue from Iceland is an attractive,
nearly flawless coin with blazing luster and deep golden color.
$500-$800

$100-$160
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INDIA
45066

45074

INDIA. Gwalior. 1/4 Anna, VS 1986 (1929). NGC MS-65 Red
Brown. KM-176.2. The ‘pug nose’ type, struck on a thick planchet. A
lovely coin with bold strike, needle-sharp design detail, and blazing
dark red mint luster over much of the surfaces.

INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1893-B. Bombay Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-492; S&W-6.135; Prid-182. A decently struck Rupee with strong obverse toning, showing some iridescence. The reverse is quite lustrous and toned gray, with iridescent
peripheries.

$40-$80

$100-$150

45067
INDIA. Kalachuris of Tripuri. Debased Gold Stater, ND (10151041). Gangeya Deva. Graded MS-63 by NNC. cf.Deyell-119. This
type was almost certainly struck long after the original issue, as the
seated Lakshmi figure is very crudely represented. Also, the debasement of the original alloy results in a coin that is almost pure silver
with only traces of gold remaining.
45068
INDIA. Ladakh. Ja’u, ND (1842-50). Raja Gulab Singh. PCGS AU55 Gold Shield. KM-7.2. Obverse: A horizontal plain katar (dagger)
with circle on hilt, writing around; Reverse: Three line Nagari legend in dotted circle. A boldly struck coin with pleasing, sharp detail
throughout and endowed with a dark gray tone.
$80-$120
45069
INDIA. Madras Presidency. 2 Pagodas, ND (1808-15). NGC AU
Details—Mount Removed. Fr-1582; KM-358; Pr-146. Variety with 18
stars in field. A well struck coin with slight impressions at the edges
where the mount was removed. Overall it is a decent, presentable example of the type.
$600-$800
45070
INDIA. Mysore. Gold Pagoda, ND (1761-82). Haider Ali. NGC AU55. Fr-1346; KM-15. Obverse: Siva and Parvati seated facing, trident
held to left; Reverse: Persian letter “He” on stippled background. A
sharply detailed and bright, untoned coin.
$200-$400

$150-$200
INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1886-B. Bombay Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-492; S&W-6.93. A pleasing, sharply
struck Rupee with bold, mottled peacock toning throughout.
$100-$150
45077
INDIA. British India. 1/2 Rupee, 1840-(B & C). Bombay or Calcutta
Mint. Victoria. NGC MS-64. S-3412; KM-456.1. A well struck and
lustrous coin with speckled gray toning on the obverse, and a splash of
light almond hue on the reverse.
$160-$260
45078
INDIA. British India. 1/2 Rupee, 1862-(B&M). Bombay or Madras
Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-472; S&W-4.123.
Type B bust with Type III reverse. A blast white, almost prooflike strike
with blazing luster.
$140-$240
45079
INDIA. British India. 1/2 Rupee, 1862-(B&M). Bombay or Madras
Mint. Victoria. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-472; S&W-4.123. A
blast white coin with frosty surfaces and blazing with luster.
$140-$240

45071
INDIA. Coin and Medal Assortment (8 Pieces). Grade Range:
VERY FINE to EXTREMELY FINE. An eclectic mix with a few 20th
Century Medals, a copper token with an elephant, and five gold Fanams from Mysore.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

45080
INDIA. British India. 1/4 Rupee, 1862-(C). Calcutta Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-470; S&W-4.130. A blast white coin
with strong, frosty luster and a few marks on the obverse.
$70-$100

$100-$200

45081

45072
INDIA. Portuguese India. Diu. 20 Bazarucos, 1828. Pedro IV.
PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. KM-58. A crude design, struck in zinc. A
sharply detailed coin with no signs of the corrosion so characteristic
of zinc issues.
$50-$100

INDIA. British India. 2 Annas, 1841-(C). Calcutta Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-460.2; S&W-3.62; Prid-121. An attractive little near-Gem, with full frosty luster and largely untoned
surfaces.
$100-$150
45082

45073
INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1882-(B). Bombay Mint. Victoria.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. KM-492; S&W-6.64. A boldly struck Rupee with deep gray toning throughout.
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INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1890-C. Calcutta Mint. Victoria. PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-492; S&W-6.112. A handsome, well struck
Rupee, bursting with full frosty luster, and barely a hint of toning.
45076

$100-$200

$70-$100

45075

INDIA. British India. 1/4 Anna, 1858-(H). Heaton Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-65 Red Gold Shield. KM-463.1; S&W-3.78; Prid-156. An
attractive Gem quality example of the type, with vibrant luster and
blazing mint red throughout.
$100-$150
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45083

45092

INDIA. British India. 1/4 Anna, 1882-C. Calcutta Mint. Victoria.
PCGS MS-64 Brown Gold Shield. S&W-6.495; KM-486. A gorgeous
coin with sharp strike, satiny luster, and dramatic magenta to cobalt
toning on both sides.

INDIA. British India. Anna, 1919-(B). Bombay Mint. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. KM-513; SW-8.292. A pleasing example of the type with
good strike, silky luster, and gray to almond toning.

$100-$160

45093

45084
INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1903-(C). Calcutta Mint. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. KM-508; S&W-7.15; Prid-189. A moderately struck
Rupee with mottled gray to russet toning and strong underlying luster.
$100-$150

INDIA. British India. Cent, 1920. PCGS MS-64 Brown Gold Shield.
KM-32. A sharply struck Cent with glossy luster and mint red remaining in many of the protected areas.
$70-$100
45094

45085
INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1906-B. Bombay Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-508; S&W-7.33 Prid-202. A handsomely struck Rupee, with lovely mottled, multicolored toning and shimmering underlying luster.
$100-$150

INDIA. Assorted Types (6 Pieces), 1858-1949. Grade Range: ALMOST UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. Silver and copper
issues from British India (4), along with a Gwalior 1929 1/4 Anna and
a Baroda 1949 2 Paisas. Overall a lustrous and pleasing group. Three of
the copper issues are almost full Red.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$100-$300

45086
INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1909-(C). Calcutta Mint. PCGS MS63 Gold Shield. KM-508; S&W-7.44. A decently struck Rupee with
shimmering bright luster and largely free of toning.
$150-$200
45087
INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1912-(B). Bombay Mint. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-524; S&W-8.19; Prid-218. A well struck and fully
lustrous Rupee with scattered russet toning on the obverse.
$100-$150
45088
INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1919-(B). Bombay Mint. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-524; S&W-8.47; Prid-225. A brilliant Rupee with
lovely full cartwheel luster and just a touch of almond peripheral tone.
$100-$150
45089
INDIA. British India. Rupee, 1920-(C). Calcutta Mint. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-524; S&W-8.50. A lustrous near-Gem Rupee
with bold strike and light peripheral toning.
$100-$150

45095
INDIA. Ujjain Silver Medal, Dated AH 1360 Year 2 (1912). PCGS
SPECIMEN-61 Gold Shield. Diameter: 53 x 41 mm. Five-sided star
shaped medal. Toned medium-gray and engraved with the name
MULLA ALI MOHAMED I. KALABHAI on the reverse.
$40-$80
45096
INDIA. Preserve & Triumph Silver Award Medal, 1924. NGC MS62. Diameter: 40 mm, by C.K.C & Sons. Reverse inscribed within
wreath: 2nd Bn / MIDDLESEX REGT / RUNNERS UP / BANGALORE CUP / 1924 / C.S.M S.COX. A well struck medal with frosty
surfaces and gray toning.
$70-$100
45097
INDIA. Preserve & Triumph Silver Award Medal, 1925. NGC MS63. Diameter: 40 mm, by C.K.C & Sons. Reverse inscribed within
wreath: BANGALORE CUP / 1925 / RUNNER UP / C.S.M.I.M COX.
A well struck Medal with frosty surfaces and gray toning.
$70-$100
45098

45090
INDIA. British India. Rupee Pair (2 Pieces), 1906 & 1919. Both
PCGS Gold Shield or NGC Certified.
1) 1906-B. Bombay Mint. PCGS AU-58. S&W-7.33; Prid-202.
2) 1919-(B). Bombay Mint. NGC MS-62. KM-524; S&W-8.47; Prid225.
$100-$180
45091
INDIA. British India. Anna, 1917-(B). Bombay Mint. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. KM-513; SW-8.287. A decently struck coin with medium gray toning and subtle underlying luster.
$70-$100

$70-$100

INDIA. Preserve & Triumph Silver Award Medal, 1925. NGC MS62. Diameter: 40 mm, by C.K.C. & Sons. Reverse inscribed within
wreath: ARMY. Y.A.F.I. / 1925 / C.S.M.I.M. COX. A well struck Medal
with even gray toning.
$70-$100
45099
INDIA. Bronze Municipal Medal, ND. PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold
Shield. Diameter: 51 mm. Medal of the Bombay Presidency, Municipal Corporation of Greater Bombay. Colorized shield obverse, building reverse, with a brassy color and patches of darker toning. Suspension loop attached at 12.
$40-$80
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45100

45108

INDIA. Silvered Copper Parliament House Medal, ND. PCGS
SPECIMEN-60 Gold Shield. Diameter: 64 mm. Obverse: View of
Parliament House; Reverse: Wreath with center un-engraved. Surfaces
are a mottled medium to dark gray, with some scuffs noted.

IRAQ. 4 Fils, AH 1357 (1938). NGC MS-65 Red Brown. KM-105b. A
one-year type with scalloped edge. A coin with radiant, mint red fields.
$70-$100
45109

$40-$80
45101
INDIA. Proof Set Quintet (5 Sets - 10 Pieces), 1973. Grade Range:
PROOF UNCIRCULATED. KM-PS16. Sets consist of a Silver 20 and
10 Rupee coin from the FAO “Grow More Food” series (KM-240 and
KM-188), each set sold in the original acrylic display case, attribution
card, and box. Some coins exhibit some haze on the surfaces.
$200-$360

IRAQ. 4 Fils, AH 1362 (1943)-I. Bombay Mint. NGC MS-64 Brown.
KM-107. Sharply struck with strong luster in the fields and pale orange and pink coloration over both sides. Only the third example of
this type we’ve sold, the last of which was also graded MS64 Brown by
NGC and brought $780 in our October 2020 Collection Choice Online Auction.
$250-$350
45110

45102
INDIA. Proof Sets (5 Sets - 50 Pieces), 1973. Grade Range: PROOF
UNCIRCULATED. KM-PS14. Ten coin proof sets, each containing 1,
2, 3, 5, 10, 25, and 50 Paise, 1 Rupee, and the Grow More Food FAO
10 and 20 Rupees, plus a mint token. All sold in the original acrylic
display cases with attribution card and box.
$360-$500

IRAQ. 2 Fils, AH 1352 (1933). NGC MS-65 Brown. KM-96. A well
struck Gem with dark brown patina, satiny luster, and some mint red
remaining in the fields.
$100-$200
45111
IRAQ. Fils, AH 1357 (1938). London Mint. PCGS MS-65 Red
Gold Shield. KM-102. A sharply struck Gem with blazing mint red
throughout.

IRAN

$70-$100

45103
IRAN. Qajar Dynasty. Rupee, AH 1170 (1756 AD) (1756). Mazandran Mint. Muhammad Hasan Khan. KM-504; A-2827. A boldly
struck Rupee, slightly off-center but preserving all the important design details, with charcoal field toning that helps augment the raised
devices.
$50-$80
45104
IRAN. 5 Rial, SH 1311/0 (1932). PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM1131. An untoned coin with frosty full luster and good strike detail.
$40-$80
45105
IRAN. 1/2 Pahlavi, MS 2536 (1977). Grade: UNCIRCULATED. Fr101; KM-1200. A boldly struck and fully lustrous coin.

IRELAND
45112
IRELAND. Gun Money 1/2 Crown, 1689 (July). Dublin Mint.
James II. NGC AU-55. S-6579A; KM-95. A decently struck coin (for
the type) with sharp peripheral detail and hints of mint red remaining
in the protected areas.
$300-$400
45113
IRELAND. 1/2 Penny, 1805. George III. PCGS MS-64+ Brown Gold
Shield. S-6621; KM-147.1. A pleasing example of the type with shimmering satiny luster and patches of mint red.
$100-$160
45114

$200-$300
45106
IRAN. Gold Denomination Trio (3 Pieces), 1959-70. Grade Range:
UNCIRUCLATED. Total weight: 0.412 oz AGW.
1) Pahlavi. AH 1340 (1960). Fr-101; KM-1163.

IRELAND. 1/2 Penny, 1805. George III. PCGS MS-65 Brown Gold
Shield. S-6621; KM-147.1. A pleasing Gem with full cartwheel luster
and deep brown patina throughout.
$100-$200
45115

2) 1/2 Pahlavi. AH 1338 (1959). Fr-102; KM-1161.

IRELAND. 1/2 Penny, 1805. George III. NGC PROOF-64 Brown.
S-6621; KM-147.1. Variety with engrailed edge. An attractive, crisply
struck Proof with subtly flashy fields and deep brown patina.

3) 1/4 Pahlavi. AH 1349 (1970). Fr-104; KM-1160a.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$700-$900

$160-$260
45116

IRAQ
45107
IRAQ. 20 Fils, AH 1357 (1938). PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-103b.
A blast white and boldly struck coin, with silky luster throughout.

IRELAND. 1/4 Pence, 1806. NGC PROOF-63 Brown. S-6622; KM146.1. Variety with engrailed edge. A crisply struck and pleasing Proof
Farthing, with faint rainbow hues in the fields.
$140-$240

$200-$300
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45117

45126

IRELAND. Copper Proof Trio (3 Pieces), 1805 & 1806. All NGC
Certified.

IRELAND. 6 Pence, 1945. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. S-6641; KM13a. Pop: 5, only two graded finer by PCGS. A fully lustrous Gem with
moderate toning that exhibits hints of color.

1) Penny. 1805. PROOF-62 Brown. S-6620; KM-148.1. Engrailed
Edge.
2) 1/2 Penny. 1805. PROOF-64 Brown. S-6621; KM-147.1. Engrailed
Edge.
3) 1/4 Penny. 1806. PROOF-63 Brown. S-6622; KM-146.1. Engrailed
Edge.
$300-$400

$160-$260
45127
IRELAND. 1/2 Pence, 1967. NGC MS-64 Red. KM-10. A near Gem
coin, shimmering with full luster and ablaze with mint red surfaces.
$30-$60
45128

45118
IRELAND. Silver 10 Pence Bank Token, 1813. George III. PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. S-6618; KM-Tn5. Struck in silver. A well struck
Token with frosty luster in the fields, and light toning throughout.
$200-$300
45119
IRELAND. Penny, 1822. George IV. NGC MS-65 Red Brown.
S-6623; KM-151. A gorgeous example of the type, with prooflike surfaces and blazing mint red through the fields.

IRELAND. Bronze The Right Reverend D. Milner Medal, ND. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 50.9 mm; Weight: 63.60 gms. By Clarke &
Barber. Obverse: Bust of Reverend Milner facing left; Reverse: Isolated
church built on rock surrounded by stormy seas. An intriguing Irish
religious issue seldom seen at any of the major auction houses. Attractive with flashy, consistent surfaces that betray nary a mark or imperfection. Sold with the original box.
$75-$150

ISLAMIC KINGDOMS

$300-$400
45120

45129

IRELAND. Proof Set (8 Pieces), 1928. CHOICE PROOF. KM-PS1.
All coins (Farthing to Half Crown) in set are strongly toned. Sold with
original green “IRISH FREE STATE” display case.

ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Sasanian Kings. AR Drachm, RY 33 (A.D.
623). WH (Veh-Ardaxsir) Mint. Husrav (Khosrau) II. UNCIRCULATED. 32mm; 4.03 gms. Gobl-II/3. Well centered and lightly toned,
especially around the devices. Though this piece isn’t an Islamic type,
it does serve as a logical and obvious forerunner to the following
Umayyad coinage in the style of the Sasanian coinage.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$400-$600

$60-$100

45121

Queen Boran

IRELAND. 1/2 Crown, 1928. NGC MS-64. S-6625; KM-8. A bright
and lustrous coin with light almond peripheral toning.
$50-$100

45130

45122
IRELAND. Florin, 1928. PCGS PROOF-65 Gold Shield. KM-7. A
flashy and pleasing Proof with russet toning that intensifies toward the
peripheries.
$40-$80
45123
IRELAND. Shilling, 1930. NGC MS-64. KM-6. A bright and lustrous
Shilling with zones of faint almond toning.

ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Sasanian Kings. AR Drachm, RY 2 (A.D.
630). SK (Sakastan) Mint. Boran. ANACS EF-45. Gobl-I/1. Quite
alluringly toned and with some hints of brilliance remaining, this type
features Queen Boran and stands as a fairly RARE and desirable issue. An edge split is noted for completeness. Though this piece isn’t an
Islamic type, it does serve as a logical and obvious forerunner to the
following Umayyad coinage in the style of the Sasanian coinage.
$400-$600

Earliest Islamic Coin to
Cite a Caliph

$200-$300
45124
IRELAND. 1/2 Crown, 1955. NGC MS-66. S-6638; KM-16a. A
handsome, fully lustrous coin with even dark gray to almond toning
throughout.
$100-$200
45125
IRELAND. Florin (2 Shillings), 1955. NGC MS-65. KM-15a. A
sharply struck Florin, fully lustrous with dark gray to almond toning
throughout.

45131
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, “AH 43”
(struck ca. AH 52-4 / A.D. 672-4). DA (Darabgird) Mint. Mu’awiya
ibn Abi Sufyan. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. A-14; ICV4. Diameter: 30mm; Weight: 4.11 gms. A fairly RARE and alluring
type, this specimen presents a light tone and a good deal of lustrous
brilliance.
$150-$300

$25-$50
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45132

45140

ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, AH 62
(A.D. 681/2). BCRA (al-Basra) Mint. Time of Mu’awiya I ibn Abi
Sufyan or Yazid I ibn Mu’awiya. CHOICE EXTREMELY FINE.
A-12; ICV-11. Diameter: 33mm; Weight: 3.79 gms. Issue of Ubayd Allah ibn Ziyad as governor of Iraq. Very well centered and lightly toned,
though a few minor scuffs and marks are noted near the edges.

ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Abbasid Caliphate. Islamic AV Issue, AH
174 (A.D. 790) (0790). Time of al-Rashid. VERY FINE Details.
Clipped. A-218.2; Fr-B1.1. Weight: 4.02 gms. Fairly well handled, but
still a charming overall example of the type.
$150-$250
45141

$100-$200
45133
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, AH
74 (A.D. 693/4). BYS (Bishapur) Mint. Time of ‘Abd al-Malik.
CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. A-24; ICV-34. Diameter:
31mm; Weight: 4.03 gms. Issue of Khalid ibn ‘Abd Allah as governor.
Well centered and attractively toned, with a good deal of shimmering
brilliance remaining.
$100-$200
45134
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, AH 81
(A.D. 699/700). Dimashq (Damascus) Mint. Time of ‘Abd al-Malik.
ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. A-126; ICV-266. Diameter: 25mm;
Weight: 2.98 gms. Attractively toned, with some hints of brilliance in
the fields.
$75-$125
45135
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, AH 90
(A.D. 708/9). Suq al-Ahwaz Mint. Time of al-Walid I. CHOICE
EXTREMELY FINE. A-128; ICV-275. Diameter: 27mm; Weight: 2.87
gms. Lightly toned and lustrous, with some golden hints on the obverse.
$75-$125

ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Ikhshidid. Gold Dinar, AH 341 (952-53
AD) (952). Filastin Mint. Abu’l-Qasim. NGC MS-63. Fr-23a; A-676.
Weight: 3.3 gms. A generally detailed and slightly off-centered strike
with one area of weakness on the centers.
$160-$260
From the Robert Feuer Collection.

45142
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Kakwayhid. Gold Dinar, AH 435 (1043).
Isbahan Mint. Faramurz. ANACS MS-62. A-1592.2. A bright Dinar
with frosty luster and bold strike on the centers. The peripheries are
partially readable but affected in some spots by die adjustment marks,
as is commonly seen on the type.
$300-$400
45143
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Zengids of Mosul. Copper Dirham, ND
(565-76 AH, 1170-80 AD). Sayf al Din Ghazi. Grade: VERY FINE.
S/S-60. Struck somewhat off center, but with generally sharp detail on
the portrait and reverse script, and free of oxidation or corrosion.
$80-$120
45144
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Copper Dirham Pair (2 Pieces), ND (11901234). Grade Range: GOOD to FINE.

45136
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, AH 93
(A.D. 711/2). Marw Mint. Time of al-Walid I. CHOICE ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED. A-128; ICV-288. Diameter: 28mm; Weight: 2.88
gms. Quite deeply toned, with very little evidence of handling and
some golden hints around the devices.
$75-$125

1) Bektiginids of Irbil. ND (586-630 AH, 1190-1233 AD). Muzaffar
el-Din.
2) Zengids of Mosul. ND (1219-1234 AD). Nasir al-Din Mahmud.
SS-67; A-1870.2.
$25-$50
45145

45137
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, AH 95
(A.D. 713/4). Wasit Mint. Time of al-Walid I. UNCIRCULATED.
A-128; ICV-297. Diameter: 26mm; Weight: 2.96 gms. Quite deeply
toned, offering a sharp strike and some hints of brilliance in the fields.
$75-$125

ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Seljuq of Rum. Silver Dirham, ND (121019). Sivas Mint. Kayka’us I. Grade: FINE. Weight: 2.56 gms. A decently struck coin, though the date is not readable. Surfaces are endowed with a pleasing, peacock tone.
$100-$200

ISLES DU VENT

45138
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, AH 96
(A.D. 714/5). Sabur Mint. Time of al-Walid I. UNCIRCULATED.
A-128; ICV-269. Diameter: 26mm; Weight: 2.99 gms. Sharply struck
and rather attractively toned, this glistening specimen offers a delightful pastel iridescence.
$75-$125
ISLAMIC KINGDOMS. Umayyad Caliphate. AR Dirham, AH 99
(A.D. 717/8). Dimashq (Damascus) Mint. Time of ‘Umar. CHOICE
ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. A-131; ICV-266. Diameter: 28mm;
Weight: 2.98 gms. Very pleasantly toned on the obverse, with a great
overall strike and some hints of brilliance when cradled back and forth.
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ISLES DU VENT. 12 Sols, 1731-H. La Rochelle Mint. Louis XV.
NGC AU-50. KM-C-2; Lec-6. This wholesome, problem-free coin is a
marvelous example of the type, with sharp strike, good field luster, and
a faint iridescence under the dark gray toning.
$300-$400

45139

$75-$125

45146

45147
ISLES DU VENT. 12 Sols, 1731-H. La Rochelle Mint. Louis XV.
NGC VF-30. KM-C-2; Prid-6. A moderately worn coin with decent
remaining detail, and even dark gray toning throughout.
$160-$260
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ISRAEL

45155

45148
ISRAEL. Commemorative Declaration of Independence Gold
Proof Set (3 Pieces), 1973. Grade Range: UNCIRCULATED.
1) 200 Lirot. Fr-9; KM-74.
2) 100 Lirot. Fr-10; KM-73.

$100-$160

3) 50 Lirot. Fr-11; KM-72.

45156

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

ITALY. Naples & Sicily. 10 Grana, 1855. Ferdinand II. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-364. A blast white and somewhat prooflike coin,
double struck on both sides, with flashy luster.

$2,200-$2,700

ITALY

$80-$120
45157

45149
ITALY. Corsica. 4 Soldi, 1764. Murato Mint. Pasquale Paoli. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-C-7. Struck in billon. An off-center struck
coin with generally good design detail, and pervasive charcoal toning.
$140-$240

ITALY. Papal States. Teston, 1684 Year VIII. Innocent XI. PCGS
AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-434. Type with pellets decorating reverse
cartouche. A well struck and pleasing Teston with dark gray toning,
light even wear, and very few noticeable marks.
$300-$500

45150
ITALY. Gaeta. 2 Baiocchi, 1848. Pius IX. PCGS MS-64 Red Brown
Gold Shield. KM-X1. A private issue, struck for use in Gaeta, where
the Pope took refuge during his flight from the Roman Republic
(1848-49). A nicely struck coin with hints of mint red clinging to some
of the protected areas.
$200-$300

45158
ITALY. Papal States. 1/2 Grosso, Year XII (1712). Clement XI.
PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. KM-745. A boldly struck and near perfect
example of the type, with bright luster and light gray tone. Far and
above the finest graded by PCGS.
$40-$80
45159

45151
ITALY. Genoa. 1/2 Scudi, 1691-ITC. NGC EF Details—Scratches.
KM-81.1; MIR-297/41. A crudely struck but well detailed coin, with
strong dark gray toning throughout. A few very fine scratches, now
toned over, are noted in the fields on both sides.
$200-$300

ITALY. Papal States. Grosso, 1760 Year II. Rome Mint. Clement
XIII. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. KM-996. A boldly struck Gem quality Grosso with silky luster and even gray toning. Far and above the
finest graded by PCGS.
$80-$120
45160

45152
ITALY. Milan. Ducaton, 1630. Filippo IV. PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield.
Dav-4001. A crudely but boldly struck Ducaton, with just a slight
weakness on the obverse profile and toned a medium gray. The surfaces are wholesome and free of distracting marks.
$260-$360

ITALY. Papal States. Grosso, 1777 Year III. Rome Mint. Pius VI.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-1033. A pleasing Grosso with original
surfaces, subtle frosty luster, and light gray toning throughout.
$50-$100
45161

From the Midtown Collection.

45153
ITALY. Milan. Milan Gilt Medal, ND (1886). Grade: PROOF UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 44 mm. A Medal struck for the 500th Anniversary of the Milan Cathedral, founded in 1386 by Gian Galeazzo
Visconti. A flashy Proof with bright brassy color and a few toning
spots. Sold with original display case.
$50-$100
45154
ITALY. Napoleonic Kingdom. 5 Lire, 1812-M. Milan Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS AU-58+ Gold Shield. Dav-202; KM-10.4. A well struck
coin with flashy field luster and a touch of russet toning on the peripheries. A few light marks appear in the fields.
$200-$300

ITALY. Napoleonic Kingdom. 5 Lire, 1814-M. Milan Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS Genuine—Scratch, Unc Details Gold Shield. KM10.4; Gig-124; Mont-231. the “Puntali Sagomati” Variety, in which the
spearhead ends of the reverse battleaxes are shown as wide blades. A
somewhat prooflike strike with reflective fields and sharp device detail. The surfaces are toned a mottled gray to almond, and one light
scratch is noted on the upper left reverse field.

ITALY. Papal States. 2-1/2 Scudi, Year XII (1858)-R. Rome Mint.
Pius IX. PCGS AU-58. Fr-273; KM-1117; Berman-3306. A well struck
coin with burnt orange obverse toning and a few scuffs in the fields.
$300-$400
45162
ITALY. Papal States. Scudo, 1853-R Year VIII. Rome Mint. Pius IX.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-1336.2; Dav-194. A softly lustrous
Scudo with multicolored toning.
$400-$600
45163
ITALY. Papal States. 20 Lire, 1866-R Year XX. Rome Mint. Pius IX.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. Fr-280; KM-1382.2; Berman-3333. Variety
with reeded edge. A well struck and bright coin, with its share of minor
scuffs and marks, but nothing overly distracting.
$300-$400
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45164

45172

ITALY. Papal States. 2 Lire, Year XXII (1867)-R. Rome Mint. Pius
IX. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-1379.2. A softly lustrous and
pleasing Gem with medium gray toning and a slight die clash visible
on the reverse.

ITALY. Savoy. 1/2 Lira, 1652. Torino Mint. Carlo Emanuelle II.
NGC VF Details—Obverse Damage. KM-232. Weight: 7.62 gms. A
decently struck but worn coin with an old scratch on the chin of the
obverse bust.

$80-$120

$200-$300

45165

45173

ITALY. Papal States. 4 Soldi, 1866-R Year XXI. Rome Mint. Pius IX.
NGC MS-62 Brown. KM-1374; Gig-319. A pleasing example of the
type, with very dark patina and glossy surfaces.

ITALY. Sicily. Bronze Trifollaro, ND (1072-1101). Mileto Mint. Roger
I. PCGS VF-30 Gold Shield. Biaggi-1583; MIR-497. Obverse: Nimbate
Virgin holding Christ child, ‘MARIA MATER DNI’ around; Reverse:
Knight on horseback, ‘ROQRIVS COME +S’ around. An excellent, clear
example of this crude type, well centered without a trace of corrosion.

$30-$60
45166

$300-$400

ITALY. Papal States. Crown Trio (3 Pieces), 1834-67. Grade Range:
VERY FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.
1) Scudo. 1834-R. Gregory XVI. KM-1315.2; Dav-191. Presentation
at the temple. EXTRA FINE.
2) Scudo. 1853-R. Pius IX. KM-1336.2; Dav-194; Pag-394. ABOUT
UNCIRCULATED.
3) 5 Lire. 1867-R. Pius IX. KM-1385; Dav-195. VERY FINE.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400
45167
ITALY. Papal States. Ronciglione. 3 Baiocchi, 1799-CAG. PCGS
AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-6; Pag-2628; Gig-2. A crudely struck coin
with a fair amount of detail but considerable roughness on the devices. The surfaces have an even, dark chocolate brown patina, without
traces of silvering.
$120-$220
45168

45174
ITALY. Sicily. Messina. 2 Tari, ND (1258-1266)-TO. Manfred.
PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. Fr-Not listed; MIR-130. Weight: 2.64 gms.
Eagle obverse, cross reverse. Struck slightly off center but quite boldly
detailed, with dark golden toning in the obverse fields.
$140-$240
45175
ITALY. Sicily. 4 Tari, 1624-IP. Philip IV. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield.
KM-21. A crudely struck but well detailed coin, better than average
for roundness and visibility of the peripheral legends. The surfaces are
toned a medium gray, with a few patches of bright metallic luster.
$80-$120
45176
ITALY. Tuscany. Francescone (10 Paoli), 1770. Pietro Leopoldo.
VERY FINE Details. Dav-1510; KM-C21b. An evenly worn and dark
toned coin, with some light scratches on the reverse.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

ITALY. Sardinia. Scudo, 1758. Carlo Emanuele III. VERY FINE.
KM-48; Dav-1494; Cud-946. A decently struck Scudo with even wear,
light gray tone, and one mark of note in the obverse field left of the
bust.

$100-$150
45177

45169

ITALY. Tuscany. 10 Lire, 1804. Florence Mint. Carlo Luigi with
Maria Luisa as Regent. NGC Unc Details—Obverse Cleaned. KMC-49.1; Dav-152. A boldly struck coin with pleasing burnt orange to
plum toning on both sides, that obscures the old obverse cleaning. A
few notable adjustment marks are seen on the child’s face.

ITALY. Sardinia. 5 Lire, 1820-L. Turin Mint. Vittorio Emanuele I.
NGC EF-40. KM-113. A boldly struck and wholesome Crown, with
dark gray toning and no distracting marks.

45178

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$120-$220

$500-$700

45170

ITALY. Vatican City. 100 Lire, 1929 Year-VIII. NGC MS-62. Fr-283;
KM-9. Pius XI. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted
cameo devices.

ITALY. Sardinia. 5 Lire, 1827-L. Turin Mint. Carlo Felice. NGC MS61. KM-116.1. A boldly struck coin with subtle luster and an even,
dark brown patina throughout.

45179

$200-$300

$500-$700
45171
ITALY. Sardinia. 5 Lire, 1837-P. Genoa Mint. Carlo Alberto. NGC
AU-58. KM-130.2. A boldly struck and handsome example of the
type, with medium to dark gray toning highlighted with sunset hues
in the peripheries.
$500-$700

$500-$600
ITALY. Vatican City. 100 Lire, 1933-1934. Rome Mint. NGC MS-65.
Fr-284; KM-19; Berman-3362. Holy Year issue. A pleasing Gem quality coin with full silky luster.
$300-$500
45180
ITALY. Venice. Ducat, ND (1342-54). Andrea Dandolo. FINE. Fr1221; Paolucci-1. A somewhat crudely struck and unevenly worn
Ducat, with a fair amount of detail remaining on the central devices.
$100-$200
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45181

45188

ITALY. Venice. 10 Soldi (Lirazza), ND (ca. 1571). PCGS Genuine—
Environmental Damage, AU Details Gold Shield. Paolucci-725. An
anonymous civic issue, struck by decree of January 5, 1571. A very
boldly struck example of a typically crude type, with some roughness
on the obverse surfaces but very clear design detail on both sides. The
toning of the obverse is dark gray, almost charcoal, while the reverse
is much lighter.

ITALY. Cast Bronze Italian Baroque Medal, 1730. UNCIRCULATED. Johnson-145; Lankheit-196. Diameter: 89 mm. Medal of Marco
Antonio Mozzi (1678-1736). Obverse: Bust right, MARCVS ANTONIVS MOZZIVS CANONICVS FLOR around; Reverse: Minerva
standing. A well cast and rick dark brown Medal with slightly rough
surfaces.

$50-$100

45189

45182
ITALY. Venice. 60 Tornesi (4 Soldi), ND (1624-29). Giovanni Cornaro. NGC VF-30. Paolucci-892. Coinage issued for Candia (Crete). A
SCARCE billon issue, well detailed and evenly struck, with charcoal
toning throughout.
$160-$260
45183
ITALY. Venice. Osella, 1756-FT. Francesco Loredan. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, VF Details Gold Shield. cf.Paolucci-438. Also dated
Year V, in gilt silver. A well struck coin with sharp design detail, pale
golden color, and some smoothing of the fields on both sides.
$200-$400
45184
ITALY. Venice. Osella, 1760-GAS. Francesco Loredan. PCGS Genuine—Tooled, VF Details Gold Shield. Paolucci-243. Also dated year
IX, in gilt silver. Commemorative of the restoration of the clock tower
in San Marcos Square. An evenly worn and well detailed coin, with
pale golden color and some smoothing of the fields on both sides.
$200-$400

1) Venice. Pasquale Malipiero (doge 1457-62) and his wife, Giovanna
Dandolo. 86 mm diameter. Obverse: the doge left, in hat and robe;
reverse: the duchess left in mantle and beret. Hill-409.
2) Florence. Giovanni Antonio dei Guidi (d. 1501), count of Urbecche
and Modigliana. 90.5 mm diameter, uniface. Attributed to Niccolo
Spinelli, called “il Fiorentino”. This medal is known with various reverses as well as the uniface version offered here. Hill-978.
3) Rome. Carlo Maratta (1625-1713), painter and principal of the
Accademia di San Luca. 70 mm diameter. By Charles Jean Francois
Chéron (1635-1698). Obverse: bust of the artist right; reverse: Genius
addresses the muse of Painting. Vannel/Toderi 20.
4) Bologna. Marcello Malpighi (1628-94), biologist and physician. 88
mm diameter. By F. de Saint Urbain. Obverse: bust left; reverse: Science examines a branch with a lens.
5) Ferrara. Vincenzo Bellini (1708-83), numismatist (not the opera
composer). 73 mm diameter. Obverse: bust right; reverse: a beehive
between two palms, date (MDCCLXXV) below. Vannel/Toderi-415.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

ITALY. Venice. Osella, 1766-MS. Alvise Mocenigo IV. NGC Fine
Details—Plugged. Paolucci-249. Struck in commemoration of a
peace agreement between the Doge of Venice and the Bey of Tunis. A
moderately worn and attractively toned coin, with slight discoloration
and tooling around the plugged area.
$100-$160
From the Midtown Collection.

$1,000-$1,500
45190
ITALY. 20 Lire, 1873-M BN. Milan Mint. Vittorio Emanuele II.
PCGS MS-63+ Gold Shield. Fr-13; KM-10.3. An exquisite specimen
that showcases frosty rotating luster. One of only two Choice Uncirculated pieces to receive the “plus” designation at PCGS.
$360-$500

45186
ITALY. 20 Lire Trio (3 Pieces), 1811-1845. Grade Range: VERY
FINE to EXTRA FINE.
1) 1811-M. Milan Mint. Napoleon I. KM-11.
2) 1827-AL//L. Carlo Felice. KM-118.1.
3) 1845-F//P. Carlo Alberto. KM-131.1.

45191
ITALY. 20 Lire, 1873-M BN. Milan Mint. Vittorio Emanuele II.
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. Fr-13; KM-10.3. Highly lustrous and
boasting exceptionally clean surfaces, this Choice specimen is desirable for the grade.
$360-$500

$400-$600

45192

45187
ITALY. St. Peter’s Basilica Bronze Medal, 1857. UNCIRCULATED.
Hoy-152; Reinecke-50. Diameter: 59 mm, by J. Wiener. Obverse: View
of exterior of basilica, BASILICA DE S. PIETRO A ROMA around;
Reverse: View of interior, DA GIULIO II INCOMINCIATA NEL
MDVI. DA PAOLO V COMPIUTA NEL MDCXII, dated 1857 below.
An immensely detailed, high profile Medal with rich very dark brown
patina throughout.
$100-$200

ITALY. Bronze Medal Quintet (5 Pieces), 1457- ca.1783. Grade
Range: EXTREMELY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. The lot comprises
the following:

Some may be later casts.

45185

From the Q. David Bowers Collection.

$100-$200

ITALY. 10 Lire, 1863-T BN. Turin Mint. Vittorio Emanuele II. NGC
MS-65. Fr-15; KM-9.2. A bright Gem with blazing luster and overall
great eye appeal.
$200-$300
45193
ITALY. 10 Lire, 1863-T BN. Turin Mint. Vittorio Emanuele II. NGC
MS-65. Fr-15; KM-9.2. A pleasing and fully lustrous Gem, with frosty
raised devices.
$200-$300

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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45194

45200

ITALY. Lira, 1917-R. Rome Mint. NGC MS-63. KM-57; Mont-202.
A pleasing Lira exhibiting full satiny luster and traces of almond peripheral toning.

JAPAN. Asama Sen, ND. VERY GOOD. cf. JNDA-12. Weight: 32.58
gms, diameter: 33 mm. The ‘Standing Daikotu’ type, with a rendition
of Mt. Fuji on the reverse. Evenly worn with dark chocolate brown
patina.

$50-$100

$140-$240

45195

From the Q. David Bowers Collection.

ITALY. Bronze King Umberto I Monument Commemoration
Plaque, 1905. EXTREMELY FINE. Dimensions: 45.0 mm x 71.5 mm;
Weight: 91.14 gms. By S. Johnson. Obverse: Statue of King Umberto I
riding horse, HVMBERTO PRIMO / CIVITAS HANC TVRRIM RESTITVENS / DICAVIT ANNO MCMV; Reverse: Castello Sforzesco,
AEIERNVM STET PIETATIS OPVS in banner. A RARE bronze
plaque issued to commemorate the installation of a new statue depicting King Umberto I in the Castello Sforzesco at Milan. Problem free
with consistent, chocolate brown surfaces graced by touches of deeper
patina. With original paperwork from the King Umberto II collection.
$75-$150

JAPAN. Tempo Era. 100 Mon, ND (1835-70). ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. KM-C7. A light brown and well cast pre-reform coin with
sharp lettering. A highly desirable item considering its significant historical provenance.
$100-$200
From the Q. David Bowers Collection.
Ex. Commodore Matthew C. Perry Collection.

45202

Ex: King Umberto II Collection (Schulman - 11/1967) Lot # 2084

45196
ITALY. Milan International Exposition Bronze 20 Centesimi Token, 1906. PCGS MS-65 Red Brown Gold Shield. Gig-2; Mont-4. A
boldly struck and sharply detailed Token, with abundant bright mint
luster, especially in the reverse fields.
$100-$200
From the Midtown Collection.

JAPAN. Mam Gin, ND (1859-65). Ansei Era. PCGS AU-53 Gold
Shield. JNDA-9-69. Showing an artistic rendition of the God of Plenty,
with the era designator on the midsection. A well centered and pleasantly toned coin.
$360-$500
From the Q. David Bowers Collection.
Ex. Q. David Bowers Collection.

45203

45197
ITALY. Milan Fair Gilt Bronze 2 Lire Token, 1928. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. Diameter: 29 mm. Struck for the Fiera Esposizione di
Milano, by C. Castiglioni and S. Johnson. A nicely struck Gem-quality
Token with soft, matte surfaces and dark golden color.
$40-$80

JAPAN. Yen, Year 21 (1888). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji). PCGS
EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-Y-A25.3; JNDA 01-10A. A wholesome, well
struck Yen with unusual dark tan to charcoal toning in the fields.
$100-$180
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

45204

From the Midtown Collection.

JAPAN. Yen, Year 36 (1903). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji). PCGS
MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-Y-A25.3; JNDA 01-10A. A bight and fully
lustrous Yen with a freshy minted look.

JAPAN

$600-$800

45198
JAPAN. Amulets and Charms (8 Pieces), ND. Grade Range: FINE
to VERY FINE. A group of cast pieces with varying size and shape,
all with some mix of characters and images, including a large Cashshaped Charm similar to JNDA-211 featuring the Seven Deities of
Fortune.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$240-$340
45199
JAPAN. Pre-reform Coinage (16 Pieces). Grade Range: FINE to
VERY FINE. A varied selection of cast Cash-type coinage (12), silver
Shu and Bu (2), and copper milled Meiji-era coins (3). The cast-type
coinage harkens back to early medieval issues. In-hand inspection is
highly recommended.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400
From the Q. David Bowers Collection.

45205
JAPAN. Yen, Year 37 (1904). Osaka Mint. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.
KM-Y-A25.3; JNDA 01-10A. A handsome Yen, with the usual sharp
strike and frosty luster. This particular example adds strong almond to
cyan peripheral obverse toning, with a fainter version on the reverse.
$260-$360
45206

From the Q. David Bowers Collection.
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45201

JAPAN. Yen, Year 38 (1905). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji). PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-Y-A25.3; JNDA 01-10A. A fully lustrous and
untoned Yen.
$300-$400
45207
JAPAN. Yen, Year 45 (1912). Osaka Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-Y-A25.3; JNDA 01-10A. A well struck Yen with full frosty luster
and largely free of toning.
$240-$340
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JERSEY

45208
JAPAN. Yen (6 Pieces), 1897-1912. Grade Range: ALMOST UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. A pleasing group of Yen with
abundant luster, some with frosty surfaces, dated 1897, 1901, 1903 (2),
1904, and 1912.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400

45216
JERSEY. Battle of Britain 50th Anniversary Gold Set (4 Pieces),
1990. Average Grade: CHOICE PROOF. KM-PS10. Total of 1.85 oz
AGW. Consists of 10, 25, 50, and 100 Pounds (KM-79/82). Sold with
certificate of authenticity #444.
$1,500-$2,000

45209
JAPAN. 5 Sen, Year 4 (1871). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji). PCGS
MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-Y-6.2; JNDA 01-34. Variety with 53 Rays
and 65 Beads. An attractive coin with satiny luster and plum reverse
toning.

KATANGA
45217
KATANGA. 5 Francs Quartet (4 Pieces), 1961. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED. Fr-1; KM-2a. A total of 1.54 oz of gold. All pieces are
fully lustrous.

$100-$150
45210
JAPAN. 5 Sen, Year 8 (1875). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji). PCGS
MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-Y-22; JNDA 01-35. An attractive little Gem
with full satiny luster and some toning color on the reverse.
$100-$150
45211
JAPAN. 5 Sen, Year 10 (1877). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji).
PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-Y-22; JNDA-01-35. Type I. A sharply
struck coin with pleasing russet toning on the obverse.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$2,500-$3,000
45218
KATANGA. 5 Francs Trio (3 Pieces), 1961. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED. Fr-1; KM-2a. A total of 1.157 oz of gold.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$1,800-$2,200

$70-$100

KEELING COCOS ISLANDS

45212
JAPAN. Sen, Year 21 (1888). Osaka Mint. Mutsuhito (Meiji). PCGS
MS-63 Brown Gold Shield. KM-Y-17.2; JNDA 01-46. A sharply
struck Sen with unusually bold red to green toning on the obverse.
$70-$100

45219
KEELING COCOS ISLANDS. 150 Rupees, 1977. NGC MS-69. Fr1; KMX-10a. A bright and flashy coin with almost technically perfect
surfaces.
$600-$800

45213
JAPAN. Yen, Year 3 (1914). Osaka Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-Y-38; JNDA-01-10A. A blast white near-Gem with full frosty luster.
$360-$500
45214
JAPAN. Yen, Year 3 (1914). Osaka Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-Y-38; JNDA-01-10A. A bright and flashy Yen with full luster and
no toning.

KIRIBATI
45220
KIRIBATI. Washington & Fanning Islands. Good for $1 Aluminum
Token, ND (ca. 1910). VERY FINE. A well struck and full detailed Token with some dark streaking (as per planchet) and no notable marks.
$50-$100
From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

$340-$440

KOREA, SOUTH

45215
JAPAN. 60th Year of Reign Commemorative Set (3 Pieces), Year 60
(1986). Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED. KM-MSB20. An attractive and lustrous set:
1) Gold 100,000 Yen. Fr-57. KM-Y92. 0.6430 oz AGW.
2) Silver 10,000 Yen. KM-Y91.
3) Copper-Nickel 500 Yen. KM-Y90.
$800-$1,200

45221
KOREA, SOUTH. 5 Ounce Treaty of Amity Silver Medal, 1987.
GEM PROOF. Mintage: 1,000. Issued to commemorate the centennial
of the Treaty of Amity between the United States and South Korea.
A brilliant and attractive Proof, sold in the original display case with
certificate of authenticity #0305.
$100-$200
45222
KOREA, SOUTH. 5 Ounce Treaty of Amity Silver Medal, 1987.
GEM PROOF. Mintage: 1,000. Issued to commemorate the centennial
of the Treaty of Amity between the United States and South Korea.
A brilliant and attractive Proof, sold in the original display case with
certificate of authenticity #0372.
$100-$200

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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LAOS

LATIN AMERICA

45223

45226

LAOS. 10000 Kip, 1971. NGC MS-64. KM-12. Struck for the coronation of King Savang Vatthana. A boldly struck coin with soft, frosty
luster and no toning.

LATIN AMERICA. Silver 1 Real Token, 1863. VERY FINE. Weight:
3.32 gms. “1. R./ M.P./ R.Y.C.A” with stars and flowers, all within beaded border; Reverse: “P. L./ Y. R./ 1863” with stars around, all within
beaded border. An interesting little piece (considered a “maverick”
due to the fact that we’re aware of any previous numismatic classification and its origins remain unknown) with an attractive motif and
lovely light gray tone displaying areas of lighter coloration. Upon close
inspection a couple scratches are noticed from long ago, now toned
over matching the rest of the coin. A great item for the academic collector looking for a research project uncover the attribution of this
enigmatic issue.

$300-$400
45224
LAOS. 5000 Kip, 1971. NGC MS-67. KM-10. Struck to commemorate the coronation of King Savang Vatthana. A well struck and untoned coin with nearly flawless surfaces.
$300-$400

$60-$100

45225
LAOS. 100 Kip, 1990. NGC MS-68. Fr-10; KM-43. A pleasing Gem
with nearly technically perfect surfaces.
$300-$400

LEBANON
The Cedars Collection of Lebanese Coinage, 1924-1961
These uniformly high quality coins hail from the cabinet
of an American-born collector whose family emigrated from
Lebanon 50 years ago, and though he has spent quite literally
only 12 hours in the country, the stories of the “old country”
in the family loom large in his mind. As a child he collected
Lebanese coins that had been saved in the family, graduating
to the casual acquisition from coin shows and auctions of a few
common but high quality pieces as well as a few rare ones. In
hindsight, some were lucky purchases of absolute or condition
rarities, like the consignor’s favorite coin, the gem quality, key
date 1933 50 Piastres that was purchased raw and subsequently
graded MS-65 by PCGS. Motivated by the acquisition of a few
additional PCGS-graded rarities in the early Lebanese series,
he set out to put together a Registry Set quality collection of
PCGS-graded coins, even in the absence of an official PCGS
Registry Set. The decision to focus on only the circulation
strikes of the 1924 to 1961 time period afforded the collector
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the opportunity to complete a set that included a variety of
denominations featuring types that were aesthetically pleasing,
while avoiding the later issues where the designs become
more formulaic across several denominations. The collection
is complete except for the possibly unique World War II
emergency 5 Piastres issue. Of the 41 different regular issues
in this collection (not including the off-metal 1/2 Piastre and
2 1/2 Piastres World War II issues), 26 of them are either the
sole finest graded or tied for the finest graded by PCGS. All but
one of these 41 issues is Mint State, the sole exception being the
1931 1 Piastre. All in all, this is probably the finest collection
of Lebanese coins ever sold at auction in modern memory,
and whether you are a collector of Lebanese, Middle Eastern,
French Colonial, or just plain rare and beautiful coinage of the
world, you will undoubtedly find something of interest in the
Cedars Collection.
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Rare Gem Mint State 1929 50 Piastres

45227
LEBANON. 50 Piastres, 1929. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-8; Lec-41. Type with no privy marks. Frosty mint luster lies beneath
a thin blush of rose, gold and pale blue toning. This is the sole finest
graded of just three coins certified as Mint State by PCGS, and it is one
of just three of this type of 50 Piastres graded PCGS MS-65 or finer.

Most examples of this first year of issue that we have encountered are
either well worn, harshly cleaned, or turned into decorative objects like
spoons or small silver dishes.
$2,000-$3,000

The Sole 1933 50 Piastres
Graded Mint State by Either PCGS or NGC
The Key Issue of the Coins of Grand Liban

45228
LEBANON. 50 Piastres, 1933. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-8; Lec-42. Intensely lustrous, silver white surfaces are very subtly
toned on both sides, with a band of rich orange toning around much of
the reverse periphery. This is not only the finest example of the key date
within the early 50 Piastres series, it is also the only piece graded Mint

State by either PCGS or NGC and is incredibly choice for the grade.
Here is a coin for the Registry Set minded collector seeking only the
finest in Lebanese or French Colonial issues.
$3,000-$5,000

45229
LEBANON. 50 Piastres, 1936. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-8; Lec-43. Dappled iridescence toning joins glossy, lustrous
surfaces on both sides. If not for a pair of( MS-66) examples, which are
aberrations of survival from a mintage of just 100,000, this is the only
other Mint State coin at either PCGS or NGC. Most of the Lebanese
silver issues of the 1920s and 1930s are found in well circulated or

impaired condition, as they were well used at a time of global depression
and were evidently not numismatically saved, accounting for the low
populations at the grading services. A Mint State 50 Piastres of any year
is a treasure, and this collection boasts one in each year of issue!
$1,000-$1,500

Bid Online at www.StacksBowers.com
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45233
45230
LEBANON. 25 Piastres, 1929. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-7; Lec-35. Type with no privy marks. Glittering mint luster is joined by champagne-silver toning and dappled blue-gray toning
at the peripheries and borders of the devices and legends. An incredible, high-grade survival in this high denomination silver coin, most of
which circulated extensively or were converted into decorative objects
like spoons. Just one other example has been graded MS-65 by PCGS,
without any finer examples recorded. A lovely PCGS graded MS-63
specimen brought $1680 in our June 2021 Collectors Choice Online
auction.
$1,000-$1,500

The Only 1933 25 Piastres Graded
Mint State by Either PCGS or NGC

LEBANON. 10 Piastres, 1929. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66+ Gold
Shield. KM-6; Lec-33. Type with no privy marks. Frosty white and
fully lustrous, with just a blush of pale champagne toning on both
sides. While well-circulated examples are found with regularity, a mere
six examples have been certified as Mint State by PCGS, with this one
ranked as the second finest graded. A PCGS MS-63 sold for $660 in
our October 2020 Collectors Choice Online auction.
$1,000-$1,500
45234
LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1924. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65+ Gold
Shield. KM-2; Lec-24. Brightly lustrous, pale yellow golden surfaces
are well deserving of the given PCGS Grade. This is the sole finest
graded example of this one-year type from the first year of coinage for
Grand Liban, and as such represents an ideal example for the collector
amassing a Registry Set quality cabinet of Lebanese coinage.
$300-$500

45235
45231
LEBANON. 25 Piastres, 1933. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-7; Lec-36. Creamy silver-white luster is marked by a subtle
blush of silver-gray toning, chiefly on the reverse, and the surfaces are
wholly free of any bag marks on either side. All early Lebanese silver
issues are scarce to extremely rare in Mint State, the 1933 25 Piastres
being virtually nonexistent in Uncirculated grades. This piece is extraordinary inasmuch as it is the finest example graded by PCGS of
this low mintage key date issue of the 25 Piastres, it is the only one
graded Mint State by either PCGS or NGC, and it is also the finest
graded example of the entire type at both grading services! This is an
incredible opportunity for the collector desiring the finest examples of
the coinage of Grand Liban.
$2,500-$3,500

LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1925. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-5.1; Lec-26. Variety with two privy marks on the left. Lightly toned
in pale pastel rose and blue over dominant yellow-gold luster. Tied for
the finest graded with two other examples at PCGS, and scarcer in
high grades than the type with the usual left-right orientation of the
privy marks-a total of just six examples have been graded Mint State by
PCGS. We surmise that this die was prepared in error with both privy
marks to the left, as was done for the Essais to create room for the word
ESSAI where the right privy mark usually appears.
$300-$500
45236
LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1925. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65+ Gold
Shield. KM-5.2; Lec-27. Variety with privy marks on left and right.
Intense mint frost is joined by pale rose and rich golden toning on
both sides. This is the single finest graded example of the issue with
the “normal” left-right division of the privy marks and is an important
coin for the collector desiring the finest certified examples of the coins
of Grand Liban.
$300-$500
45237

45232
LEBANON. 25 Piastres, 1936. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-7; Lec-37. Pale blue and russet-gold toning is about as vivid as you
will find on these .680 fine silver issues, and this coin’s fields are fully
lustrous beneath the rich toning. PCGS has graded just 6 total pieces
in Mint State, with only 1 finer than this one.
$500-$700
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LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1931. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-5.2; Lec-28. Bluish gold mint luster defines the surfaces of this
example of the very scarce key date to the early 5 Piastres issues. PCGS
has certified a grand total of just four examples in Mint State, just one
of which is graded finer than this one.
$200-$300
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45238

45244

LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1933. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-5.2; Lec-29. Rich orange-gold, magenta and electric blue toning is
illuminated by lightly prooflike surfaces on both sides of the most vividly toned 5 Piastres we have seen in hand or in photos. Just five Mint
State examples have been certified by PCGS, with just one finer of this
issue whose rarity is very similar to the 1931 in the 5 Piastres series.

LEBANON. Piastre, 1925. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield.
KM-3; Lec-9. Torch privy mark at right, and a 1-year type as such,
as all subsequent copper-nickel 1 Piastres have the wing privy mark
in the right position. Lustrous and toned in pale pastel blue and gold
tones on both sides. Tied for finest graded at PCGS with 2 others.

$200-$300

$200-$300
45245

45239
LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1936. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66+ Gold
Shield. KM-5.2; Lec-30. Golden luster is of an intensity not usually
encountered on these aluminum-bronze issues, the peripheries awash
in rich sunset orange on both sides. In our experience the 1936 is the
most commonly available of the 5 Piastres in Mint State, but this glorious Gem is not only the finest certified of the date but also of the
entire type!

LEBANON. Piastre, 1931. Paris Mint. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield.
KM-3; Lec-11. Privy mark wing at right, as are all of the copper-nickel
1 Piastres except the first year of issue, 1925. The 1931 is the key date
of the series, this being the only one graded by PCGS other than a pair
graded at the MS-64 level.
$100-$150

$300-$400
45240
LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1940. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-5.2; Lec-31. Bright mint frost is unbroken on both sides of this
lightly toned, orange-gold example. Though the second highest mintage of the 5 Piastres, the 1940 is inexplicably quite scarce in high
grades, with a total of just 3 pieces in MS-65 or better quality seen by
PCGS and only 1 finer than this example.
$200-$300
45241
LEBANON. 2-1/2 Piastres, 1940. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-10; Lec-22. Flashy and lustrous, the aluminum-bronze alloy has taken on a distinctive rose-gold hue on both sides. This coin
shares finest graded honors with 6 other examples at PCGS, and is
the most eye appealing example of several we have offered in various
grades over the last couple years.
$150-$250
45242
LEBANON. 2 Piastres, 1924. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-1; Lec-18. Bold, brassy-gold mint luster deepens to rose-gold at
the peripheries. Though 1.8 million pieces were coined of this oneyear type in the inaugural year of coinage of the Republic of Lebanon,
precious few were saved in high quality. This example is tied for finest
certified with 2 others at PCGS.
$200-$300

45246
LEBANON. Piastre, 1933. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-67+ Gold Shield.
KM-3; Lec-12. Subtle gold and clear blue toning speak to the originality of this coin’s high grade surfaces. This is not only the sole finest
graded of the 1933 issue, but it is the single finest graded of the entire
denomination, a major feat inasmuch as the more common 1936 issue
boasts a mintage over 4 times as high and has a much higher survival
rate in Mint State. Here is a Registry Set worthy coin.
$500-$700
45247
LEBANON. Piastre, 1936. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-67 Gold Shield.
KM-3; Lec-13. Incredibly flashy and lustrous, this coin’s surfaces are
awash in clear gold and rose toning that is especially vivid on the reverse. PCGS has graded just this one example at the MS-67 level, with
no finer coins recorded.
$300-$400
45248
LEBANON. Piastre, 1940. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-3a; Lec-16. Variety with large central hole. Lustrous, lightly textured frosty silver surfaces are the rule on this example. Tied for the
second finest certified by PCGS with just one finer at (MS-66).
$150-$250
45249

45243
LEBANON. 2 Piastres, 1925. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-4; Lec-20. Cartwheel luster is joined by old golden toning and a
few minor speckles around the French denomination. An even 1 million were coined of the issue, very few of which have survived in high
grade. This coin is an exception and is the sole finest example graded
by PCGS. One of two graded MS-63 by PCGS brought $2160 in our
October 2020 Collectors Choice Online Auction.

LEBANON. Piastre, 1940. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield.
KM-3a; Lec-16. Variety with small central hole, the smallest the consignor had observed on this one-year issue struck in zinc without
privy marks. Smokey silver toning with areas of brilliant platinumsilver around the devices, legends and central ring. Tied for the second
finest certified by PCGS with just one finer at (MS-66).
$150-$250

$1,000-$1,500
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45250

45256

LEBANON. 1/2 Piastre, 1934. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.
KM-9; Lec-4. A sharply struck, lightly lustrous example with an even
nickel-gray patina. Though 200,000 were produced, very few have survived in Mint State, and in fact the third-party graded population of
the scarce Essai of this first year of the denomination outnumbers the
8 circulation strikes that PCGS has graded in Mint State. PCGS shows
just 2 examples at this grade with only 6 finer, the finest being (MS-65).
$150-$250

LEBANON. Brass 1/2 Piastre, ND (1942-45). PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-11; Lec-45. Local World War II emergency issue struck
in Aleppo. Brilliant golden brassy luster is full and unbroken on this
high quality survivor of a crudely made issue. The strike is strong and
full, with just a touch of the usually seen double striking on the reverse.
Finding an equally fine example would be a feat; finding a finer one of
this crudely made issue may be impossible! PCGS has graded just 2
others at this grade level for this otherwise plentiful issue.

45251
LEBANON. 1/2 Piastre, 1936. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-9; Lec-5. A blush of golden peach and platinum blue toning augments boldly lustrous, mark-free surfaces. PCGS has graded 5
at this level, with just 3 graded finer at the (MS-67) level.
$150-$250

$200-$300
45257
LEBANON. 50 Piastres, 1952. Utrecht Mint. PCGS MS-67+ Gold
Shield. KM-17. Intensely frosty, silvery white mint luster creates the
intense eye appeal of this coin that is tied for finest graded at PCGS
with only one other example.
$100-$150

45252
LEBANON. 1/2 Piastre, 1941. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-9a; Lec-7. A gorgeous, fully lustrous example with gold
and platinum toned surfaces that are absent the spotting and corrosion
that plagues these highly reactive zinc issues. We show 10 others certified at this level with 16 finer, with (MS-66) being the finest.
$150-$250

45258
LEBANON. 50 Piastres, 1970. PCGS SPECIMEN-67 Gold Shield.
KM-28.1. This radiant Gem is one of the handful of flawless coins
saved by the Kings Norton Mint and which in recent years were released for the enjoyment of collectors. This is tied with four others for
finest certified honors at PCGS.
$250-$350

45253
LEBANON. Aluminum 2-1/2 Piastres, ND (1942-45). PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-13; Lec-48. Local World War II emergency issue
struck in Aleppo. Brilliant, silver-white mint frost on both sides, with
just a tinge of pale golden toning. Well struck on a thick, high quality aluminum planchet. PCGS has inadvertently created two different
coin numbers for this issue, and the cumulative population indicated
below reflects both of them. This lovely example is tied for the finest
certified by PCGS.
$100-$150

Ex: Kings Norton Mint Collection.

45259
LEBANON. 50 Piastres, 1971. PCGS SPECIMEN-67 Gold Shield.
KM-28.1. A near twin to the 1970 50 Piastres in this collection, but the
surfaces of this flawless coin are a touch more prooflike. This is one of
a handful of essentially perfect examples saved by the Kings Norton
Mint and which in recent years were released for the enjoyment of collectors. This is tied with two others for finest certified honors at PCGS.
$250-$350

45254

Ex: Kings Norton Mint Collection.

LEBANON. Brass Piastre, ND (1942-45). PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-12; Lec-46. Local World War II emergency issue struck in Aleppo. Pale brassy golden luster, a very fine planchet flaw is noted at the
rim near P of PIASTRE. Tied with 5 others at this grade with just 3
finer certified by PCGS.
$100-$150

45260
LEBANON. 25 Piastres, 1952. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-16.1. Lightly toned surfaces boast full cartwheel mint luster. Tied with 6 others for the second finest certified with just 3 examples graded at (MS-67).
$60-$100
45261

45255
LEBANON. Aluminum Piastre, ND (1942-45). PCGS AU-55 Gold
Shield. KM-12a; Lec-47. Local World War II emergency issue struck
in Aleppo. Matte silver-gray fields are very lightly lustrous, and the
high points are very subtly worn to a lighter silver hue. Well struck for
this rare off-metal issue utilizing a crude, thick planchet with very thin
cracks at the peripheries that do not affect any of the lettering. Jean
Lecompte and Stephan Sombart, in an article published by iNumis
about these World War II emergency issues, report that unpublished
original manuscript documents in their hands relate how these issues
were struck from aluminum and bronze salvaged from a crashed airplane. They catalog some previously unknown and unpublished Lebanese and Syrian patterns for this issue and comment that the Aluminum 1 Piastre for Lebanon is VERY RARE. Not surprising, there are
no coins graded finer at PCGS.

LEBANON. Pair of 25 Piastres with Minor Doubled Die Reverses
(2 pieces), 1952. Both PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield Certified. KM-16.1.
Doubling on one coin is isolated to the crossbar of the T of PIASTRES,
and the doubling on the other is on the T as well as the curved stroke
of the adjacent Arabic legend.
$120-$200
45262
LEBANON. 25 Piastres, 1961. Bern Mint; mm: Caduceus. PCGS MS67 Gold Shield. KM-16.2. Blazing mint luster, with orange-gold toning
is especially intense on the reverse. Tied for the finest certified by PCGS.
$60-$100

$1,000-$1,500
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45263

45268

LEBANON. 10 Piastres, 1952. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-15. Brilliant silver-white mint luster. This is tied with three
others for the finest graded at PCGS.

LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1954. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. KM-18.
Frosty white, cartwheel luster. The reverse is signed by engraver H.
HAGE in the die, and the 1974 Granvyl Hulse monograph on Modern
Lebanese Coinage reports this issue as struck at a “private Lebanese
Mint.” A fascinating local production in a sea of Paris Mint issues.
Tied with 8 others in the PCGS population report with only 2 finer.

$60-$100
45264
LEBANON. 10 Piastres, 1955. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield. KM-22.
Brassy gold and intensely lustrous, this example is fully struck for
this usually weakly struck issue. The reverse is signed by engraver H.
HAGE like the 1954 5 Piastres and was reportedly struck at a private
mint in Lebanon. Why 2 differently designed 10 Piastres dated 1955
were struck at two different mints is inexplicable! Tied with 5 others
with just 6 others graded one grade higher at (MS-67).
$60-$100

$60-$100
45269
LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1955. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66+ Gold Shield.
KM-21. Richly toned and intensely lustrous, we can’t imagine a prettier
example of this issue featuring the famous lion’s head motif from the Roman Temple of Jupiter at Baalbek. This is the sole finest graded at PCGS.
$100-$150

45265

45270

LEBANON. 10 Piastres, 1955. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66+ Gold
Shield. KM-23. Richly toned and intensely lustrous, this coin is a near
match in look and eye appeal to the 1955 5 Piastres in this collection
and is the sole finest graded at PCGS.

LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1961. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-67+ Gold
Shield. KM-21. Light toning over rich and unbroken mint frost, this is
not only the sole finest graded of the year but of the entire KM-21 type.

$100-$150

$100-$150
45271

45266
LEBANON. 10 Piastres, 1961. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-67 Gold
Shield. KM-24. Lustrous silver-gray surfaces are toned in rose-gold.
This example is tied with 3 others for finest certified by PCGS.
$60-$100

LEBANON. 2-1/2 Piastres, 1955. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-67 Gold
Shield. KM-20. Richly toned and semi-prooflike in the fields. Tied for
finest graded for the issue.
$60-$100
45272

45267
LEBANON. 5 Piastres, 1952. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield.
KM-14. Brilliant, silver-white surfaces are wholly untoned. Tied for
finest graded for the issue.

LEBANON. Piastre, 1955. Paris Mint. PCGS MS-67+ Gold Shield.
KM-19. Light toning and flashy mint luster define this coin. The sole
finest graded example of this issue.
$100-$150

$60-$100

This concludes our offering of The Cedars Collection of Lebanese Coinage

LIBERIA

LITHUANIA

45273
LIBERIA. Copper Cent Pattern, 1889-P. PCGS SPECIMEN-64
Brown Gold Shield. KM-Pn18. A deeply toned coin, but unmistakably a Specimen strike. The fields radiate a gorgeous cyan hue, giving
the coin excellent eye appeal.
$80-$120

45275
LITHUANIA. 1/2 Groat, ND (1495-1506). Alexander Jagiellon.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. Gum-472. A bright coin with light metallic luster and strike detail that is typical for the type. Most of the
peripheral legend is readable.
$70-$100

LIECHTENSTEIN

45276

45274
LIECHTENSTEIN. 5 Kronen, 1904. Vienna Mint. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. Dav-216; KM-Y-4. An attractive example of the type
with bright satiny luster, contrasted with a thin band of almond to turquoise peripheral toning on both sides.

LITHUANIA. Vilnius. 1/2 Groat, 1560. Sigismund II Augustus.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. Ivanauskas-4SA94-24. A coin with slightly
uneven strike but nonetheless good detail on the central devices. The
surfaces appear nicely original with steel-gray toning throughout.
$100-$150

$200-$300
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MALTA

45277
LITHUANIA. 10 Litu, 1936. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-83. A
pleasing, sharply struck coin with soft luster and almond peripheral
toning. Though the expected marks are present, none are distracting
enough to affect the overall presentable look.
$40-$80
45278
LITHUANIA. 10 Litu, 1999. NGC PROOF-70 Ultra Cameo. Fr-12;
KM-120. A brilliant and technically perfect Proof with hard mirrored
fields and frosted cameo devices.
$300-$400

45285
MALTA. Order of Malta. 30 Tari, 1761. Valletta Mint. Emmanuel
Pinto. PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield. Dav-1602; KM-260. A wholesome
and nicely detailed coin with only one minor weakness on the shield.
The surfaces are free of overly distracting marks, and exhibit a gentle
gray tone throughout.
$160-$260
45286
MALTA. 5 and 10 Scudi Pair (2 Pieces), 1961. Average Grade:
PROOF. Order of Malta Medallic Coinage. Total weight: 0.3537 oz
AGW.

LUXEMBOURG

1) 10 Scudi. Fr-1.

45279
LUXEMBOURG. 50 Centimes Silver Essai (Pattern), 1914. NGC
MS-63. KM-E26. A bright Pattern with flashy luster and faint peripheral toning.

2) 5 Scudi. Fr-2.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$600-$800

$40-$80

MARTINIQUE

MACAU

45287

45280
MACAU. 500 Patacas, 1979. Lunar Series, Year of the Goat. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. Fr-B1; KM-15. A brilliant Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$500-$600
45281
MACAU. Silver Proof Set (5 Pieces), 1983. Average Grade: CHOICE
PROOF. KM-PS2. Set includes 10 avos, 20 avos, 50 avos, Pataca, and 5
Patacas, all in brilliant Proof condition without toning. Sold in original
plastic display case with certificate of authenticity #0243.
$120-$220
45282
MACAU. 100 Patacas, 1995. Lunar Series, Year of the Pig. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-73. Tone-free and bordering on perfection with sumptuous cameo features. Sold with certificate of authenticity #2713.
$50-$100
45283
MACAU. 100 Patacas, 1995. Lunar Series, Year of the Pig. NGC
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-73. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices. Sold with certificate of authenticity #2714.
$50-$100

MARTINIQUE. Bronze Medal, “1674”. NGC MS-63 Brown. Lec-1;
Betts-48. Diameter: 41 mm. Struck to commemorate the Defeat of the
Dutch Fleet, by J Dollin. Obverse: King Louis XIV right; Reverse: COLONIA FRANCORUM AMERICANA VICTRIX, Indian warrior over
Dutch prisoner, wrecked galley in background, Victory flying above,
BATAVIS AD MARTINICAM CAESIS AC FUGATIS and date below. A
well struck Medal with glossy surfaces and rich dark patina throughout.
$200-$300

MEXICO
45288
MEXICO. Cob 4 Reales, ND (1542-55)-Mo O. Mexico City Mint.
Charles and Johanna. NGC VF-20. KM-0018; Cal-Type 45#138. A
moderately struck coin with clear mintmark and assayer initial. The
toning is a light gray with darker hues in the peripheries.
$200-$300
45289
MEXICO. Cob 2 Reales, ND (1542-55)-M O. Mexico City Mint.
Charles and Johanna. NGC EF-45. KM-12; Cal-Type 36#103. Weight:
6.8 gms. A handsome coin with impressively bold strike on the centers, mostly readable legends, and light toning throughout.
$400-$500
Ex. Isaac Rudman Collection.

45290

MADAGASCAR
45284
MADAGASCAR. 10 Ariary, 1988. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-1; KM-16. Mintage: 5,000. World Wildlife issue, featuring an ibis.
A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

MEXICO. Cob 4 Reales, ND (1556-98)-Mo O. Mexico City Mint.
Philip II. PCGS VF-35. Cal-Type 158#505. Variety with mintmark
and assayer initial left, and denomination “IIII” right. A decently
struck Cob with pleasing dark toning, with the expected areas of weakness.
$160-$260

$600-$700
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45291

45299

MEXICO. Cob Real, ND (1556-98)-M O. Mexico City Mint. Philip
II. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. Cal-Type 88#224. A well struck shieldtype Cob with clear name of king, mintmark, and assayers’ initial.
Note the “M” for Mexico City does not have a small circle above. Coin
is toned gray with some color in the peripheries.

MEXICO. Escudo, 1756-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand VI.
NGC Fine Details. Fr-20; KM-115.2. A well worn and dark toned Escudo, with a few small marks and dings.
45300

$200-$300
45292
MEXICO. Cob Real, ND (1556-98)-O Mo. Mexico City Mint. Philip
II. PCGS VF-25 Gold Shield. Cal-Type 88#226. A Cob with reasonably well detailed centers, in which the assayer letter is bold. The mintmark and name of the king are weak but visible. The coin is toned a
dark gray in the fields, helping to bring out the raised devices.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1760-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. KM-105; Gil-M-8-37; FC-37a; El-49. A
wholesome, boldly struck coin, the first issue from Mexico in the
name of Charles III, with pleasing even gray toning and no notable
marks in the fields.
$400-$600
45301

$70-$100
45293
MEXICO. Cob 8 Reales, ND (1607-16)-Mo F. Mexico City Mint.
Philip III. NGC EF Details—Sea Salvaged. KM-44.1 or 44.3. Weight:
22.99 gms. Recovered from the Rill Cove wreck (c. 1618) off Cornwall,
England (Salvor’s certificate no. 776 included). Lightly pitted all over
but not too much loss of mass.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1762-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
VERY GOOD. KM-105; Gil-M-8-40; FC-39a; Cal-Type 101 #891.
Type with cross between “H” and “I”, assayers’ initials “MM”, and no
lower arc on central reverse crown. A worn but decently detailed coin.
$100-$200
From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

45302

$150-$300
45294
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1742-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V. PCGS
EF-40 Gold Shield. KM-103; FC-14a; El-19; Gil-M-8-14. A wholesome and evenly worn Pillar Crown with dusty, dark gray toning and
nothing more than the expected light marks.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1767-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-105; FC-46a; GilM-8-47. Deep toning makes the light hairlines nearly invisible. This
pillar Dollar shows no nicks, scratches or planchet flaws.
$300-$400
45303

$300-$400
45295
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1745-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V. NGC
VF Details—Obverse Scratched. KM-103; Gil-M-8-17; FC-17. An
evenly worn and slightly off center struck pillar Crown with rich deep
toning and a few old scratches on the date side, now toned over.
$200-$300
45296
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1746-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Philip V. NGC
AU-53. KM-103; FC-18a; El-24; Gilboy-M-8-18. A boldly struck and
wholesome Crown from the year Philip V breathed his last. The surfaces exhibit a bit of frosty originality in the protected areas, and all is
toned a medium gray.
$360-$500
45297
MEXICO. 2 Reales, 1745-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. Philip V.
PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-85; Yonaka-M2-45; Gil-M-2-17;
Cayon-8916. Very original looking and remarkably free of marks. The
reverse exhibits some pleasing peripheral tone.
$125-$175
45298
MEXICO. 4 Escudos, 1759-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VI. NGC VF Details—Mount Removed, Cleaned. Fr-22; KM-139. A
bright coin with good design detail and a few light marks in the fields.
The noted mount removal at 12 has left some smoothing of the periphery and repair of lettering.
$1,000-$1,500

$360-$500

MEXICO. Escudo, 1761/0-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC Fine Details—Private Countermark. Fr-28; KM-116. An evenly worn and dark toned Escudo with the initials “J.L.” to the right of the
bust. The overdate is bold and obvious.
$500-$800
45304
MEXICO. Escudo, 1762-Mo MM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC EF Details. Fr-32; KM-117. A well detailed and evenly worn,
bright Escudo with little in the way of noticeable marks.
$400-$600
45305
MEXICO. Escudo, 1768-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
NGC EF Details—Plugged, Cleaned. Fr-32; KM-117. A well detailed
Escudo with a minimum of surface marks, and a well executed plug at
12 that is just barely detectable.
$160-$260
45306
MEXICO. Real, 1786-Mo FM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III. PCGS
MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-78.2a; Yonaka-M1-86. A SCARCE date. A
boldly struck Real with lovely russet to turquoise hues.
$300-$400
45307
MEXICO. 1/2 Real, 1774-Mo FM. Mexico City Mint. Charles III.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-69.2; Yonaka-M05-74. This pleasing
example, from the first few years of the portrait style, exhibits a flashy
and almost prooflike luster in the fields, and is blessed with a gentle
almond toning.
$100-$160
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45308

45316

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1804-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. Charles IV.
PCGS MS-62. KM-109; FC-94a; Yonaka-M8-104. A decently struck
Crown with bold portrait and just a slight weakness on the reverse
shield. The coin exhibits some frosty luster in the fields and light gray
toning throughout.

MEXICO. Guadalajara. War of Independence. 8 Reales, 1821-Ga
FS. Guadalajara Mint. Ferdinand VII. PCGS EF-45. KM-111.3. A
decently struck example of the type, with gray to dark gray mottled
tone and a few light marks.

$400-$600

$100-$200
45317

45309
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1804-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. Charles IV.
PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. KM-109; Yonaka-M8-104. A generally
well struck coin with one area of weakness at the assayers’ initials
(slight defect in planchet), and only very light circulation marks. The
toning is a rich dark gray mixed with hints of green and red, quite
pleasing to the eye.

MEXICO. Sombrerete. War of Independence. 8 Reales, 1812. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-45. KM-177. A well detailed example of this typically very crude issue, with the date weak but clear, and bold denomination in the left periphery on the shield side. It is toned a medium to
dark gray, and exhibits only a few light marks.
$300-$400
45318

$300-$400
45310
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1805-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. Charles IV.
NGC AU-50. KM-109; Yonaka-M8-105. A well struck coin with only
a slight weakness on the periphery. The surfaces are free of distracting
marks and the toning is a light gray throughout.
$300-$400

MEXICO. Zacatecas. War of Independence. 8 Reales, 1821-Zs RG.
Zacatecas Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC AU-58. KM-111.5. Variety
with “HISPAN” in the reverse legend. A bright and well struck Crown
with flashy luster remaining in the peripheral areas and light toning
throughout.
$150-$250
45319

45311
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1807-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. Charles IV.
NGC MS-62. KM-109; Yonaka-M8-107. A sharply struck Crown, with
luster subdued by strong mottled gray toning that shows some rainbow hues at the peripheries.
$360-$500

MEXICO. Zacatecas. War of Independence. 8 Reales, 1821-Zs RG.
Zacatecas Mint. Ferdinand VII. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, EF Details Gold Shield. KM-111.5. Variety with “HISPAN” in the reverse
legend. A presentable and boldly struck Crown, with even, medium
gray toning over an old cleaning.
$70-$100

45312

45320

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1808-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. Charles IV.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. KM-109; FC-98a; El-134; Yonaka-M8-108.
A decently struck Crown with frosty luster remaining in the protected
areas, and endowed with a light gray tone.

MEXICO. Zacatecas. War of Independence. Mint Error — Double
Struck — 8 Reales, 1821-Zs RG. Zacatecas Mint. Ferdinand VII.
NGC VF-35. KM-111.5; Cal-Type 358#1465. Variety with “Zs” mintmark, and “HISPAN” in the reverse legend. A bold and interesting error coin, with strong doubling on the obverse, and a die clash on the
reverse. The surfaces are free of distracting marks and endowed with
a medium gray tone.

$150-$200
45313
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1809-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VII. NGC AU-55. KM-110; Cal-type-143#539; Yonaka-M8-109. A
solidly struck and pleasing ‘transitional bust’ type, with subtle field
luster and strong dark toning throughout.
$100-$200
45314
MEXICO. 2 Reales, 1809-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand
VII. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-92;
Yonaka-M2-109. A transitional issue with the imaginary portrait of
Ferdinand VII. A well struck coin with surfaces that are retoning nicely after an old cleaning.
$80-$120
45315

45321
MEXICO. Zacatecas. War of Independence. Moneda Provisional.
2 Reales, 1812. Zacatecas Mint. Ferdinand VII. VERY GOOD Details. KM-188. While well worn, this example of a seldom seen type is
identifiable as to date and type. Note the denomination on the obverse.
$100-$200
45322
MEXICO. Zacatecas. War of Independence. Real, 1820-Z AG.
Zacatecas Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-25. KM-83.3; Cal-type
173#709. A boldly struck and well detailed Real, struck with a slightly
rusted obvers die, wholesome and imbued with even, dark gray toning.
$80-$120

MEXICO. 2 Reales, 1821-Mo JJ. Mexico City Mint. Ferdinand VII.
PCGS MS-63. KM-93; Cal-Type 204#880; Yonaka-M2-121. A coin
with light gray to almond toning, and almost prooflike fields and
somewhat frosty obverse portrait. A few isolated but strong adjustment marks are noted on both sides.
$300-$400

$200-$300

45323
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1822-Mo JM. Mexico City Mint. Agustin Iturbide. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-309.
Type IV, with the bust truncation intruding the peripheral legend. A
well detailed and presentable example of this highly popular type, with
a few scuffs in the fields, now toning a medium gray.
$360-$500
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45324

45333

MEXICO. 4 Escudos, 1833-Go MJ. Guanajuato Mint. EXTREMELY
FINE Details. Fr-83; KM-381.4. A sharply detailed coin with a few
deep scratches in the fields on both sides.

MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1833-Do RM/RL. Durango Mint. NGC AU58. Fr-111; KM-378.1. A sharply detailed coin with some frosty luster
in the peripheral areas, and a few scuffs and marks in the fields.

$700-$900

$100-$200

45325

45334

MEXICO. 4 Escudos, 1847-Go PM. Guanajuato Mint. EXTREMELY
FINE Details. Fr-83; KM-381.4. This does appear to be the overdated
variety. A decently struck coin with a few light scratches by the date.

MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1838-Do RM. Durango Mint. NGC Unc Details—Planchet Flaw. Fr-111; KM-378.1. A well detailed coin with a
notable planchet flaw in the obverse field (as made).

$700-$900

$80-$120
45335

45326
MEXICO. 2 Escudos, 1848-C CE. Culiacan Mint. PCGS AU-58
Gold Shield. Fr-88; KM-380. A moderately struck coin with no overly
distracting marks in the fields, and endowed with a faint orange to
almost brassy color.
$300-$400

$700-$1,000
45336

45327
MEXICO. 2 Escudos, 1857-C CE. Culiacan Mint. ABOUT UNCIRCULATED Details. Fr-88; KM-380. A well struck coin with a notable
lamination error on the date side.
$440-$600

MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1849-Go PF. Guanajuato Mint. NGC AU58. Fr-115; KM-378.4. A well detailed coin with flashy field luster and
some prominent die polish lines on the date side.
$100-$200
45337

45328
MEXICO. Escudo, 1831-Ga FS. Guadalajara Mint. VERY FINE Details. Fr-113; KM-378.2. A RARE date. A coin that has lived a hard life
but retains a great deal of detail, with bold and clear peripheral legends.
$100-$150

MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1852-Go PF. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-61.
Fr-115; KM-378.4. A well detailed coin with bright luster in the fields
and no significant marks.
$100-$200
45338

45329
MEXICO. Escudo, 1845-Mo MF. Mexico City Mint. FINE Details.
Fr-97; KM-379.5. A well detailed Escudo with no major surface marks
and little evidence of a previous mounting.
$100-$160

MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1827-Mo JM. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS63. Fr-107; KM-379.5. A sharply detailed and attractive coin with
flashy luster throughout.
$200-$300
45339

45330
MEXICO. Escudo, 1858-Mo “GG”. FINE Details. cf. KM-379.5.
Weight: 2.8 gms. Contemporary counterfeit with fictitious assayers’
initials. A decently engraved forgery, with some weakness in the centers but bold peripheral detail.
$100-$200

MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1863/57-Mo CH. Mexico City Mint. NGC
MS-62. Fr-107; KM-378.5. A moderately struck coin with some weakness on the centers but sharp peripheral detail. The fields exhibit a
flashy, bright luster and a yellow golden color.
$100-$200
45340

45331
MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1848/7-C CE. Culiacan Mint. NGC AU Details—Damaged. Fr-109; KM-378. An interesting overdate, given that
1848 is the first date of issue. A slightly bent coin, but with sharp detail.
$100-$150

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1870-Ca MM. Chihuahua Mint. PCGS MS62. KM-377.2; DP-Ca47. A decently struck Crown with shimmering,
frosty luster and largely free of toning.
$200-$300
45341

45332
MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1860-C CE. Culiacan Mint. NGC MS-62. Fr109; KM-378. A great example of the type, with razor-sharp design
detail throughout, bright flashy fields, and a prominent lamination error crossing through the date side.
$260-$360

MEXICO. 1/2 Escudo, 1834-Ga FS. Guadalajara Mint. NGC Unc
Details—Holed. Fr-113; KM-378.2. A RARE date. A boldly struck
little coin with flashy peripheral luster, a small, very neat hole at 12,
and a few hairlines on the date side.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1861/0-C CE. Culiacan Mint. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. KM-377.3; DP-Cn18. A bold overdate. A bold strike and
pleasing burnt orange to russet toning on both sides make this a coin
with great eye appeal.
$200-$300
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45342

45351

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1833/2-Do RM/RL. Durango Mint. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-377.4; DP-Do10. A wholesome Crown
with bright metallic field luster, bold overdate, and light gray toning
throughout.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1851-Go PF. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS AU-58
Gold Shield. KM-377.8; DP-Go35. A softly struck rather than worn
coin, with pleasing toning color.

$160-$260

$70-$100
45352

45343
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1844/35-Do RM. Durango Mint. PCGS AU-53
Gold Shield. KM-377.4; DP-Do21. A SCARCE overdate, well struck
but showing the usual weakness on the centers, with frosty luster remaining in the protected areas, and blessed with dusty gray toning.
$260-$360

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1853-Go PF. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-377.8; DP-Go37. Reflective surfaces, especially on
the obverse; lightly toned with “pull away” around the letters. Our first
offering of this date.
$80-$120
45353

45344
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1851-Do JMR. Durango Mint. PCGS MS-61
Gold Shield. KM-377.4; DP-Do30. A pleasing example of the type
with very bold strike on the peripheral legends and dark gun-metal
toning on both sides. A slight strike weakness is noted on the centers
as is usual.
$400-$600
45345
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1861-Do CP. Durango Mint. PCGS Genuine.
KM-377.4; DP-Do41. A lightly toned Crown with sharply detailed cap
and rays side, and strong adjustment marks on the center. A few light
hairlines are visible but otherwise the coin is free of distracting marks.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1863-Go YF. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-64.
KM-377.8; DP-Go48. A handsome near-Gem quality coin with sharp
strike, strong toning throughout, and underlying soft cartwheel luster.
$200-$300
45354
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1875-Go FR. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-377.8; DP-Go55. A handsome Gem with sharp
strike throughout, full frosty luster, crisp original surfaces and a touch
of almond to electric blue toning that dominates toward the peripheries.
$600-$800
45355

$100-$200
45346
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1839-Go PJ. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-64.
KM-377.8; DP-Go21. This boldly struck coin exudes satiny luster and
gorgeous dark orange to cobalt toning.
$300-$400

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1886/76-Go RR. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS MS63 Gold Shield. KM-377.8; DP-Go69. An attractive coin with full
cartwheel luster, shimmering fields, and almond to russet toning in
the peripheries.
$200-$300
45356

45347
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1844-Go PM. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-377.8; DP-Go27. A pleasing example of the type
with razor sharp strike detail on the eagle side, flashy luster, and almond toning.
$300-$400

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1855-Mo GF. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo41. Bright and with fewer marks
than usual for the grade. Struck from a worn but highly polished obverse die, as is often seen for this date.
$300-$400
45357

45348
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1846-Go PM. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-63.
KM-377.8; DP-Go29. A well struck and softly lustrous Crown with
strong gray toning that exhibits some iridescence on the obverse and
red brick hues on the reverse.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. A boldly struck coin with flashy
fields and traces of almond peripheral toning.
$300-$500
45358

$360-$500
45349
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1848-Go PF. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS AU-50
Gold Shield. KM-377.8; DP-Go32. A decently struck and wholesome
Crown with flashy field luster and even, gun-metal toning throughout.
$100-$200
45350
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1851-Go PF. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS MS-61
Gold Shield. KM-377.8; DP-Go35. A decently struck Crown, free of
toning and exhibiting some frosty luster in the fields.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. A decently struck coin with reflective fields and pleasing, strong russet toning on the reverse.
$300-$500
45359
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. A sharply struck coin with flashy
fields and moderate almond toning on the obverse.
$300-$500

$100-$180
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45360

45369

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. A boldly struck coin with mutely
reflective fields and strong almond to russet toning, along with hints of
other colors. A few light marks are noted in the obverse fields.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A moderately struck example of
the type with reflective fields and a hint of toning.

$300-$500

$300-$500
45370

45361
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. A lightly toned and very lustrous
coin, with some freckles on the obverse from when the planchet was
rolled.
$300-$500

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A crisply struck coin with shimmering luster and faintly iridescent toning on both sides.
$300-$500
45371

45362
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS63+ Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. An attractive, prooflike example of the type with a lot of flash and traces of peripheral color.
$300-$400

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A crisply struck Crown with
flashy, almost prooflike fields on both sides, and dusted with a medium
almond tone.
$300-$500
45372

45363
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. A well struck coin with flashy
luster and strong, pleasing russet to cobalt obverse toning.
$200-$300

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS63+ Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. An attractive, prooflike
strike with a splash of russet toning on the eagle side.
$300-$400

45364

45373

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1894-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo80. A lustrous and flashy coin with
rich auburn obverse toning.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A lightly toned coin with reflective fields and good strike detail.
$200-$300

$200-$300
45365

45374

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A boldly struck coin with almost
prooflike fields and very light toning. Some faint adjustment marks are
noted on the eagle side.

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-63
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A coin with light scuffs and bagmarks, as to be expected, but original looking.

$300-$500

45375

45366
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A typical bold strike for the type,
with flashy fields, and magnificent burnt orange to peacock toning on
the obverse.
$300-$500

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1879-Oa AE. Oaxaca Mint. NGC MS-63. KM377.11; DP-Oa24. An attractive example of the type with sharp strike
detail throughout and strong mottled gray to russet toning.
$300-$500
45376

45367
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS64 Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A boldly struck and prooflike
coin with stunning cobalt to deep magenta toning on the eagle side.
$300-$500

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1880-Oa AE. Oaxaca Mint. NGC MS-62. KM377.11; DP-Oa25. A moderately struck coin with gorgeous deep sunset toning colors on both sides. Some adjustment marks are noted on
the cap.
$120-$220
45377

45368
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1895-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64
Gold Shield. KM-377.10; DP-Mo81. A flashy, well struck coin with
patches of light almond toning.
$300-$500

$200-$300

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1893-Pi MR. San Luis Potosi Mint. PCGS MS64. KM-377.12; DP-Pi84. A boldly struck Crown with lovely cartwheel
luster, frosty surfaces, and a hint of peripheral toning.
$300-$500
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45378

45385

MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1838-Zs OM. Zacatecas Mint. NGC AU-53.
KM-377.13; DP-Zs18. A moderately struck coin with light gray toning
touched with cyan and lilac hues. A pit under the ‘LIC’ of ‘REPUBLICA’ is the product of a lamination error.

MEXICO. Cap & Rays 8 Reales (11 Pieces), 1882-94. Grade Range: EXTRA FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. A group of largely untoned
coins, most with abundant remaining luster and all with minimal surface
marks, from the mints of Mexico City (2), Guanajuato (2), Zacatecas (2),
Chihuahua (3), and Alamos (2). There is no repetition of types.

$100-$160

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

45379
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1844-Zs OM. Zacatecas Mint. ANACS MS-61.
KM-377.13; DP-Zs24. Beautifully toned with dazzling luster in the
fields. Some central softness due to strike prevents a finer grade.
$100-$150
45380
MEXICO. 8 Reales, 1886-Zs FZ. Zacatecas Mint. PCGS MS-64.
KM-377.13; DP-Zs72. A handsome, fully lustrous near-Gem with satiny surfaces, a bare hint of peripheral tone, and some dramatic arcuate
die cracks on the cap and rays side.
$400-$600
45381
MEXICO. 8 Reales Group (10 Pieces), 1835-97. Grade Range: EXTRA FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. Crowns from eight different Mexican mints, with variable degrees of toning, some with evidence of cleaning.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$400
MEXICO. 8 Reales Group (11 Pieces), 1832-97. Grade Range:
VERY FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. Coins from seven different Mexican mints with varying degrees of toning and no major
problems.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$400

MEXICO. Cap & Rays 8 Reales (10 Pieces), 1880-95. Average Grade:
UNCIRCULATED Details. A group of flashy and pleasantly toned
coins from the Mexico City and Guanajuato Mints, showing minor
evidence of cleaning.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$500
45387
MEXICO. Cap & Rays 8 Reales (28 Pieces), 1884-95. Grade Range:
ABOUT UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. A group of
Crowns exhibiting good luster, many with pleasing peripheral toning,
from the mints of Zacatecas (2), Durango, Guanajuato (3), and Mexico
City (22).
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$600-$900
MEXICO. Cap & Rays 8 Reales (30 Pieces), 1886-95. Grade Range:
ABOUT UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED. A group of lustrous Crowns, many with pleasing peripheral toning, from the Mexico
City (25), Guanajuato (3), Guadalajara, and Zacatecas mints.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$600-$900
45389

45383
MEXICO. 8 Reales Group (7 Pieces), 1830-96. Grade Range: GOOD
to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. The coins are: 1830-Zs, 1846-Ca RG,
1860-Ca JC, 1877-Do CP, 1894-Zs FZ, 1896-Zs FZ, and 1896-Mo AM.
Some are slight damaged or vigorously cleaned.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

MEXICO. 4 Reales, 1839-Go PJ. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS AU-50.
KM-375.4. A decently struck and wholesome example of the type,
with soft luster remaining in the protected areas, and gray to plum
toning that darkens at the peripheries.
$360-$500
45390

$140-$240
45384
MEXICO. Cap & Rays 8 Reales (11 Pieces), 1829-97. Grade Range:
FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. Diverse date range of coins,
with several early issues. Condition is quite variable, as some exhibit
hairlines and other minor damage, while others have abundant remaining luster. Mints include San Luis Potosi (2), Guanajuato (2),
Durango (2), Zacatecas (3), Culiacan, and Chihuahua. There is no
repetition of types. In-hand inspection is recommended.
$500-$700

45386

45388

45382

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$500-$700

MEXICO. 4 Reales, 1848/7-Go PM. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-61.
KM-375.4. A sharply struck coin with some strong die polish marks
near the date, some bright luster in the protected areas, and pleasing
almond peripheral toning on both sides.
$100-$200
45391
MEXICO. 4 Reales, 1843-Pi PS. San Luis Potosi Mint. VERY FINE.
KM-375.8. A decently struck and evenly worn coin with some marks
on the obverse.
$100-$200
45392
MEXICO. 4 Reales Group (11 Pieces), 1840-64. Grade Range: FINE
to VERY FINE. Coins from the Guanajuato and Zacatecas mints,
showing normal circulation wear and no major problems.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$500
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45393

45402

MEXICO. 2 Reales, 1861-Mo CH. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-66
Gold Shield. KM-374.10. A sharply struck and attractive Gem with
prooflike fields and subtle rainbow toning hues that emerges when the
coin is rotated under light. A coin with excellent eye appeal.

MEXICO. 5 Centavos, 1864-G. Guanajuato Mint. Maximilian.
PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-385. An attractive example of this
hugely popular and interesting coinage, with bold strike and deep, rich
toning that shows hints of cobalt and plum.

$300-$600

$300-$400

45394

45403

MEXICO. Real, 1833/2-Mo MJ. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-66.
KM-372.8. Pop: 1, none graded finer by NGC. A very attractive and
fully lustrous Real with flashy luster, good design detail, and speckled
dark gray toning.

MEXICO. Centavo, 1864-M. Mexico City Mint. Maximilian. PCGS
AU-53 Gold Shield. KM-384. A wholesome and problem-free example of this SCARCE issue, with even wear and dark chocolate brown
patina throughout.

$300-$600

$300-$400

45395

45404

MEXICO. 1/2 Real, 1842-Mo ML. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-64.
KM-370.9. A lovely near-Gem with reflective fields, razor sharp strike
detail, and a splash of dark toning on the peripheries.

MEXICO. 5 Pesos, 1904-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-61. Fr319; KM-412.6. A sharply struck and detailed coin with flashy fields
and a few marks.

$100-$200

$400-$600

45396

45405

MEXICO. 1/2 Real, 1848/7-Mo GC/RC. Mexico City Mint. PCGS
MS-64. KM-370.9. This flashy and lustrous near-Gem quality minor
exhibits pleasing light toning in the peripheries, and clearly shows
both an overdate and over-assayer.

MEXICO. 2-1/2 Pesos, 1883/73-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS62. Fr-148; KM-411.5. Reported Mintage: 400. A boldly struck little
coin with flashy, almost prooflike fields.

$50-$100

45406

45397
MEXICO. 1/2 Real, 1856-P MC. San Luis Potosi Mint. NGC MS-65.
KM-370.10. A boldly struck little Gem with attractive colorful toning
and flashy underlying luster. Some adjustment marks are noted on the
eagle side.
$200-$300
45398
MEXICO. 1/4 Real, 1861-Mo LR. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-64.
KM-368.6. A pleasing, softly lustrous near-Gem, with lovely russet
toning on both sides and sharp strike detail.
$100-$160
45399
MEXICO. Campeche. HJM de Palizada. Copper 1/4 Real Token,
1875. NGC VF-25. Rulau-CAM-46. A crudely struck Token, typical
for the type, but with reasonably clear details, though date is weak.
$200-$400

MEXICO. Gold Peso, 1896-Mo B. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-65.
Fr-157; KM-410.5. This lovely little Gem exhibits blazing, flashy luster.
$140-$240
45407
MEXICO. Gold Peso, 1901/801-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. NGC
MS-67. Fr-157; KM-410.5. An easily discerned overdate. A fully lustrous Gem with pale golden color.
$300-$400
45408
MEXICO. Peso, Gold 1902-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-66
Gold Shield. Fr-157; KM-410.5. Small Date Variety. A lovely and well
struck Gem with blazing luster.
$200-$300
45409
MEXICO. Gold Peso, 1902-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-65.
Fr-157; KM-410.5. Small date variety. A sharply struck and lustrous
Gem.

Ex. Norweb Collection.

45400
MEXICO. Peso, 1866-Mo. Mexico City Mint. Maximilian. PCGS
AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-388.1. A wholesome and pleasing example
of this always popular type, with sharp strike detail and deep toning
throughout.
$300-$400

$300-$400
45410
MEXICO. Gold Peso, 1903-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS65. Fr-157; KM-410.5. Small Date Variety. A flashy and prooflike Gem
with a hint of orange toning.
$200-$300

45401
MEXICO. 10 Centavos, 1864-M. Mexico City Mint. Maximilian.
PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. KM-386.1. An attractive example of this
ever-popular type, with bold strike, just a hint of wear on the eagle,
and gorgeous multicolored toning on both sides. A slight die clash is
noted on the date side.
$100-$200

$200-$400

45411
MEXICO. Gold Peso, 1895-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. Fr-157; KM-410.5. A sharply struck and attractive Gem
with prooflike surfaces.
$200-$300
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45412

45422

MEXICO. Peso, 1899-Cn AM. Culiacan Mint. PCGS MS-61 Gold
Shield. KM-409. A pleasing, sharply struck Peso with splendid peacock toning in the obverse peripheries. A notable die crack runs the
entire circumference of the date side.

MEXICO. 50 Centavos, 1887-Pi R. San Luis Potosi Mint. NGC AU55. KM-407.7. This coin is characterized by strong dark orange to russet toning on both sides, with subtle underlying luster.

$40-$80

$100-$160
45423

45413
MEXICO. Peso, 1903-Cn JQ. Culiacan Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-409. A sharply struck and attractive Peso, with pervasive
almond to russet toning on both sides and strong underlying luster.
$360-$500

MEXICO. 50 Centavos Group (17 Pieces), 1870-1911. Grade Range:
VERY FINE to EXTREMELY FINE. Coins from various Mexican
mints, most exhibiting normal circulation wear. Included are two 50
Cents from Newfoundland (1900 and 1911).
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$500

45414
MEXICO. Peso, 1898-Go RS. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-61. KM408.4. A well struck Peso with blazing luster, faint almond peripheral
tone, and some light scuffs in the fields.
$360-$500
45415
MEXICO. Peso, 1899-Go RS. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-62. KM409.1. A sharply struck Peso with flashy luster and virtually no toning.
$100-$180

45424
MEXICO. 50 Centavos Group (17 Pieces), 1871-79. Grade Range:
VERY GOOD to EXTREMELY FINE. Coins from mints of Mexico
City, Durango, Zacatecas, Hermosillo, Guanajuato, Alamos, Culiacan,
and San Luis Potosi, exhibiting normal circulation wear. A few are
overdates.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$500
45425

45416
MEXICO. Peso, 1898-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-64+.
KM-409.2. Restrike issue. A blast white Peso with full frosty luster.
Struck to mimic the late 19th Century issues, for use in China to back the
Nationalist government against the Communist forces.
$260-$360

MEXICO. 50 Centavos Group (17 Pieces), 1870-87. Grade Range:
FINE to VERY FINE. Coins from the Alamos, Chihuahua, Durango,
Guanajuato, Hermosillo, Mexico City, San Luis Potosi, and Zacatecas
mints, generally with normal circulation wear and no major problems.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$500

45417
MEXICO. Peso, 1898-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-64. KM409.2. Restrike issue. A pleasing coin with full satiny luster and a dusting of russet toning.
$260-$360

45426
MEXICO. 25 Centavos, 1889-Go R. Guanajuato Mint. NGC MS-65.
KM-406.5. None graded finer by NGC. A gorgeous Gem with almost
prooflike fields, needle-sharp design detail, and flecks of russet toning
on both sides.
$500-$800

45418
MEXICO. Peso, 1904-Mo AM. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-62. KM409.2. A boldly struck with somewhat flashy luster and virtually no
toning.
$70-$100

45427
MEXICO. 25 Centavos Group (12 Pieces), 1874-90. Grade Range:
FINE to VERY FINE. Coins from various Mexican mints, showing
normal circulation wear and variable degrees of gray toning.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

45419
MEXICO. 50 Centavos, 1869-Go S. Guanajuato Mint. NGC AU-58.
KM-407.4. A boldly struck coin with flashy luster and strong mottled
toning throughout.
$200-$300

$300-$400
45428
MEXICO. 5 Centavos, 1886-Go R. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS MS-65.
KM-398.5. A bright and fully lustrous little Gem, largely untoned.
$70-$100

45420
MEXICO. 50 Centavos, 1873-Go S. Guanajuato Mint. PCGS AU53. KM-407.4. A sharply struck coin with abundant frosty luster remaining in the fields. The surfaces are a bit marked up nothing very
notable.
$140-$240

45429
MEXICO. 5 Centavos, 1874-Mo B. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-66.
KM-398.7. A blast white and lovely Gem with radiant luster.
$80-$120

45421
MEXICO. 50 Centavos, 1874-Go S. Guanajuato Mint. NGC AU58. KM-407.4. A well struck coin with strong mottled toning on both
sides that exhibits hues of russet.
$200-$300
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45430

45437

MEXICO. 1, 5, and 10 Centavos Group (18 Pieces), 1863-1904.
Grade Range: FINE to UNCIRCULATED. Coins from various Mexican mints: Centavo (4), 5 Centavos (7), and 10 Centavos (7), most with
normal circulation wear and no major problems.

MEXICO. Silver Peso Quartet (4 Pieces), 1948-68. Mexico City
Mint. All NGC or PCGS Gold Shield Certified.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

2) 5 Pesos. 1953. NGC MS-64. KM-468. Hidalgo Bicentennial.
3) 5 Pesos. 1955. PCGS MS-66. KM-469.

$300-$500

4) 25 Pesos. 1968. NGC MS-66. KM-479.1.

45431
MEXICO. Durango, Cuencame. Peso, 1914. PCGS AU-53 Gold
Shield. KM-622. Variety with dash-dot boundary on the eagle side.
Though it is somewhat crudely made, this example exhibits generally
sharp detail and even strike. The surfaces are toned a dark gray with
darker spots on the obverse, while the reverse shows some russet and
blue hues.
$700-$1,000

$70-$100
45438
MEXICO. Silver Peso Group (6 Pieces), 1948-72. Mexico City Mint.
All NGC or PCGS Certified. Various special issues of 5 and 10 Pesos,
including those honoring Hidalgo, Juarez, the Constitution, and the
1968 Olympics. Grades range from MS-64 to MS-66.
$100-$180

45432
MEXICO. Oaxaca. 3 Centavos, 1915. PCGS MS-63 Brown Gold
Shield. KM-711. A RARE provisional issue struck on a rectangular
flan. A sharply detailed coin with brown to brick red surfaces.
$300-$500
45433
MEXICO. Oaxaca. Revolutionary Trial Strike, 1915. VERY FINE.
GB-Not listed. Weight: 11.62 gms. This highly unusual numismatic
relic is quite the oddity consisting of a mule between the obverse die
of the 5 Centavos(GB-303)/10 Pesos(GB-374) (both share the same
obverse die) combined with the central hub design from the 2 Pesos
(GB-361/67). Though NGC declined to certify this interesting item as
“Ineligible Type”, after much study and comparison we are confident in
the legitimacy of this strange issue. Upon close inspection and study
of this piece both sides appear to have been struck at the same time as
both sides are strong and neither side is exceptional flat in the centers.
Truly a fantastic item with pleasing rich patina that is sure to pique the
interest of even the most advanced of collectors.
$150-$300
45434
MEXICO. Peso, 1913. Mexico City Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-453.
The ever popular ‘Caballito’ Peso, well struck with strong luster and
mottled, multicolored toning that solidifies into a pleasing brick red
on the reverse.
$400-$600
45435
MEXICO. Peso, 1913. Mexico City Mint. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.
KM-453. The penultimate year in the popular “caballito” series, this
nearly-choice specimen offers a good deal of shimmering brilliance as
well as a light magenta tone as one approaches the peripheries.
$200-$400
45436
MEXICO. 20 Pesos, 1959. NGC MS-66. Fr-171; KM-478. Restrike. A
sharply struck and fully lustrous Gem.
$600-$800

1) 5 Pesos. 1948. NGC MS-65. KM-465.

45439
MEXICO. Hidalgo Peso Quartet (4 Pieces), 1952-57. All NGC Certified.
1) 5 Pesos. 1952. MS-65. KM-467.
2) 5 Pesos. 1953. MS-65. KM-467.
3) 10 Pesos. 1955. MS-63. KM-474.
4) 5 Pesos. 1957. MS-64. KM-469.
$70-$100
45440
MEXICO. Silver Olympics 25 Peso Pair (2 Pieces), 1968-Mo. Mexico City Mint. Both NGC MS-67 Certified. 1-2) KM-479.1. Variety
with snake’s tongue straight.
$40-$60
45441
MEXICO. Mint Striking Errors (2 Pieces), 1977-78. Both NGC
Certified.
1) Peso, Double Struck, 2nd Strike Off Center. 1978-Mo. UNC Details—Obverse Scratched. KM-460.
2) 20 Centavos, Struck 50% Off Center. 1977-Mo. MS-64. KM-442.
$50-$150
45442
MEXICO. Aluminum 100000 Pesos, 1990-Mo. Mexico City Mint.
ANACS PROOF-65 Cameo. cf. KM-Pn245 (struck in aluminum
rather than bronze). A VERY RARE Pattern, with deeply reflective
fields, and no toning or spotting.
$100-$200
45443
MEXICO. Bi-Metallic 2000 Pesos Pattern, 1991-Mo. Mexico City
Mint. ANACS MS-65. KM-Pn252; Luna-PL-97B. Mintage: 34. A
RARE Pattern in desirable Gem quality condition, with no noticeable
marks or toning.
$240-$340
45444
MEXICO. Mint Error—Struck on Incorrect Planchet—10 Pesos,
2018-Mo. Mexico City Mint. ANACS MS-67. KM-unlisted. Weight:
6.92 gms. A 10 Pesos struck on an incorrect blank. The coin is lustrous
and untoned.
$300-$400
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45445

45451

MEXICO. Canal Porfirio Diaz Silver Medal, 1898. UNCIRCULATED Details. Grove-117a. Diameter: 60 mm. By Pillet. Military bust of
Porfirio Diaz left, otherwise blank except for an unusually large signature of the sculptor, Ch. Pillet, in the right field; Reverse: Classic Art
Nouveau tableau of an undraped woman seated on a rock overlooking
the canal, holding up a branch with her left hand while her hand right
grasps a large sword. A naked youth tying a bundle of twigs together
is seen on the ground behind her. Legend in exergue: “CANAL PORFIRIO DIAZ / A EXPENSAS DE / DON SEBASTIAN DE MIER Y ALMENDARIO / 1881-1898”. Edge lettered: (Cornucopia) “ARGENT”. A
medium gray toned with an overall pleasing aspect.

MEXICO. Real and 1/2 Real Trio (3 Pieces), 1817-59. Mexico City
Mint. All PCGS Certified.

$300-$600
45446
MEXICO. 9th World Football Championships Gold Medal, 1970.
PROOF. Weight: 7.7 gms. Gold Medal commemorating the 9th World
Football Championships. A flashy and attractive Proof.
$440-$600
MEXICO. Mixed Silver and Copper Issues (12 Pieces), 1773-1998.
Grade Range: FINE to UNCIRCULATED. An unusual mix of issues,
from colonial portrait type 8 Reales to modern base-metal error coins.
Among the mix is a 1886 Zacatecas cuartilla, a Cap and Rays 8 Reales
with a secret inner compartment that has been carved out of the original coin, a 2020 50 Centavos Broadstrike Error, and a Pillar 8 Reales
with a fantasy date of 1730.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400

3) 1/2 Real. 1840-Mo ML. MS-62. KM-370.9.
$40-$80
45452
MEXICO. Mexican Republic Type Set (29 Pieces), 1839-1905.
Grade Range: VERY GOOD to UNCIRCULATED. A type set of Reales Coinage (7) and Decimal Coinage (22), housed in a fully labelled
large Capital Plastics holder. Coins are generally in wholesome circulated condition, though the 1/4 Real exhibits some damage.
$300-$600
45453

1) Peso. 1910. AU-55. KM-453. The famous ‘Caballito’ type.
2) 4 Reales. 1861-Zs VL. Zacatecas Mint. Genuine—Cleaned, AU
Detail. KM-375.9.
$100-$200
45454
MEXICO. Quintet of Various Issues (5 Pieces), 1821-1915. All
PCGS Certified.
1) 8 Reales. 1891-Zs FZ. Zacatecas Mint. Genuine. KM-377.13; DPZs77.

45448
MEXICO. Mixed Silver Issues (12 Pieces), 1775-1915. Grade Range:
FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. Issues from various political phases of Mexican history, from portrait type Reales to a Oaxaca
Provisional Peso from 1915. Denominations range from 1/4 Real to 8
Reales, and though a few show minor evidence of cleaning, in general
there are no major problem coins. An interesting set of coins that is
well worth in-hand inspection.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

2) 2 Reales. 1821-Mo JJ. Mexico City Mint. AU-55 Gold Shield. KM93; Yonaka-M2-121.
3) 2 Reales. 1854-Go PF. Guanajuato Mint. VG-08. KM-374.8.
4) Oaxaca. 20 Centavos. 1915. Genuine. KM-732.
5) 2 Centavos. 1906-Mo. Mexico City Mint. AU-55. KM-419.
$80-$120
45455

$200-$400

MEXICO. Silver Crown Group (5 Pieces), 1807-1922. Grade Range:
VERY FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.

45449
MEXICO. Assorted Types (8 Pieces), 1794-1915. Grade Range:
FINE to UNCIRCULATED. Cap and Rays 8 Reales from Zacatecas
and San Luis Potosi (4), a 1798 Portrait 8 Reales, two Republica Mexicana copper issues, and a 1794 8 Reales from the Lima Mint.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

1) 8 Reales. 1807-Mo TH. Mexico City Mint. VERY FINE. KM-109.
2) 8 Reales. 1816-Mo JJ. Mexico City Mint. VERY FINE. KM-111.
3) 8 Reales. 1847-Go PM. Guanajuato Mint. VERY FINE. KM-377.8;
DP-Go30.
4) Peso. 1871-Go S. Guanajuato Mint. VERY FINE. KM-408.4.

$140-$240

5) Peso. 1922-Mo. Mexico City Mint. ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.
KM-455.

45450
MEXICO. Silver Types (10 Pieces), 17th to 20th Century. Grade
Range: GOOD to EXTREMELY FINE. A selection of mostly Crown
types, spanning Mexican history from Cobs up to a Libertad 2 Pesos.
Other types present are a 1910 Caballito, two portrait type 8 Reales,
two Cap and Rays Pesos, and an 1833-Go 2 Reales.
$200-$400

2) 1/2 Real. 1817-Mo JJ. AU-58. KM-74; Yonaka-M05-117.

MEXICO. Peso and 4 Reales Pair (2 Pieces), 1861 & 1910. Both
PCGS Gold Shield Certified.

45447

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

1) Real. 1859-Mo FH. MS-62. KM-372.8.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$100-$180

MOMBASA
45456
MOMBASA. Rupee, 1888-H. Heaton Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-5. A
beautifully struck Rupee with almost prooflike fields and mottled gray
to tan toning. An eye-catching example of this popular issue.
$140-$240
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MONACO

45465

45457
MONACO. 100 Francs, 1886-A. Paris Mint. PCGS Genuine—Altered Surfaces, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-99; Fr-11; Gad-MC122.
A decently struck coin with abundant frosty luster remaining in the
fields and a few light marks on the obverse.
$800-$1,200

MONGOLIA

NETHERLANDS. Kampen. Lion Daalder, 1648. NGC MS-62. KM42.2; Dav-4879. A somewhat crudely struck but generally well detailed
Daalder with clear peripheral legend and light metallic tone.
$100-$160
45466
NETHERLANDS. Kampen. Lion Daalder, 1648. NGC MS-61. KM42.2; Dav-4879. Knight’s head facing left. A crudely but well struck
Daalder, with sharp detail on the lion and peripheral legends on both
sides. The fields are toned an even gun-metal gray.
$100-$200

45458
MONGOLIA. Tugrik, Year 15 (1925). PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield.
L&M-619; KM-8. A decently struck Tugrik with bright luster remaining in the fields and endowed with light gray toning.
$360-$500

45467
NETHERLANDS. Kampen. Lion Daalder, 1649. NGC MS-62. Dav4879. Variety with knight turned right, head facing left. A crudely
struck Daalder with some strike weakness but generally clear detail,
and endowed with a light metallic tone.
$100-$200

45459
MONGOLIA. 250 Tugrik, 1984. NGC PROOF-67 Ultra Cameo. Fr3; KM-45. Mintage: 510. Issued for the Decade of Women. A brilliant
Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$500-$600

NETHERLANDS

45468
NETHERLANDS. Kampen. 28 Stuivers, ND (1611-19). Matthias I.
NGC AU-55. KM-23; Delm-1113. A gray-toned and somewhat crudely struck coin with some minor weaknesses but overall good detail,
especially on the central design elements.
$200-$300
45469

45460
NETHERLANDS. Friesland. 30 Stuivers (1/2 3 Gulden), 1696.
PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-74. A wholesome and generally well
detailed coin, with one area of slight strike weakness on the lower left
obverse that carries through to the reverse. The toning is an even light
gray, and some traces of mint luster can still be detected in the peripheries.
$140-$240
45461
NETHERLANDS. Gelderland. 2 Gulden, ND (1402-23). Reinoud
IV. NGC AU-53. V.D. Chijs-IX, 10. Weight: 3.37 gms. Arnhem. A
wholesome, moderately struck coin, typical for the type, with some
areas of weakness on both sides. The coin is nicely round and exhibits
full peripheral legends.
$80-$120

NETHERLANDS. Holland. Silver Ducat, 1661. NGC MS-62. Dav4896; KM-43. Some doubling and planchet defects on this large and
variably struck coin, but lustrous and definitely Mint State.
$400-$600
45470
NETHERLANDS. Utrecht. Duit, 1687. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.
KM-66a. A somewhat crudely struck Duit, on a porous planchet, with
nevertheless flashy fields and decent detail. The area of the date shows
considerable weakness, though it is still possible to make out.
$260-$360
45471
NETHERLANDS. Utrecht. Duit, 1739. NGC MS-65 Brown. KM-91.
A sharply struck Gem with soft lustrous surfaces and some mint red
remaining in the fields. Overall a coin with great eye appeal.
$80-$120

45462
NETHERLANDS. Gelderland. Lion Daalder, 1648. NGC AU-53.
Dav-4849. A crudely struck Daalder with some weakness on the centers but sharp peripheral detail, and medium gray toning throughout.
$100-$200

45472
NETHERLANDS. Utrecht. Gulden, 1794. NGC MS-65. KM-102.3.
An impressive Gem with very sharp design detail, surfaces bursting
with luster, and very light toning throughout.
$300-$400

45463
NETHERLANDS. Gelderland. Gulden, 1765. NGC MS-63. KM100.1; Delm-1178. Very lustrous although a bit softly struck in the
centers.
$300-$400

45473
NETHERLANDS. West Friesland. Stuiver, 1738. NGC MS-66. KM42. Pop: 2, none graded finer by NGC. A lovely little Gem with bright,
metallic toning, good strike detail, and soft frosty luster.
$100-$200

45464
NETHERLANDS. Java. Duit, 1810-Z. Louis Napoleon. PCGS VF20 Gold Shield. KM-226. A well struck and nicely centered Duit, with
hints of mint red remaining in the protected areas and a die crack on
the reverse.
$70-$100
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45474

45482

NETHERLANDS. West Friesland. Stuiver, 1739. NGC MS-66. KM120. A bright and pleasing Stuiver with glistening luster, sharp design
detail, and a reverse die clash.
45475

NETHERLANDS. Alkmaar. Silver Friendship Token, ND (ca.
1704). EXTREMELY FINE. Julius-683. By Reinier Arondeaux. Struck
in memory of the siege of Alkmaar in 1573, in which the city resisted
the Spanish. Obverse: ALCMARIA / VICTRIX, soldier above by altar;
Reverse: Arms with supporting figures, wreath above, resting lions below. A well detailed piece with flashy fields and gray toning.

NETHERLANDS. West Friesland. Duit, 1739. NGC MS-63 Brown.
KM-A100. A nicely struck Duit with strong glossy luster and deep
brown patina.

45483

$80-$120

$70-$100
45476
NETHERLANDS. Zeeland. Rijksdaalder, 1591. NGC EF-45. Dav8875. A decently struck coin with the typical points of weakness for
the type. The surfaces are free of distracting marks with gray to dark
gray tone.
The obverse of this coin depicts William the Silent (or Taciturn), leader of
the Dutch Revolt against the Spanish Habsburgs. He was assassinated in
1584.
$600-$800
45477
NETHERLANDS. Zeeland. Lion Daalder, 1650. NGC MS-62. KM16; Dav-4872. A crudely struck but reasonably well detailed Daalder
with light gray toning throughout.
$80-$120
45478
NETHERLANDS. Zeeland. 2 Daalder, 1689. PCGS Genuine—Planchet Flaw, AU Details Gold Shield. Dav-4973; KM-63; Delm-1074.
An overall well detailed coin, with some weakness on the obverse but
bold throughout on the reverse. The fields exhibit abundant remaining
frosty luster, with very little toning except for a few dark spots.
$100-$160
45479
NETHERLANDS. Zwolle. Lion Daalder, 1644. NGC AU-58. KM46; Dav-4885. A pleasingly well detailed Daalder for the type, with fully readable peripheral legends, and medium gray toning throughout.

$300-$400
NETHERLANDS. Ducat, 1729. Utrecht Mint. UNCIRCULATED.
Fr-285; KM-7. A pleasing and sharply detailed Ducat with rich yellow
golden color. Recovered from the wreck of the Vliegendhart, which
sank in 1735. Sold with certificate of authenticity (Gold Coin # 015 U)
and presentation folder from Treasure Coins, Ltd.
$360-$500
45484
NETHERLANDS. Peace Treaty Aix-la-Chapelle Silver Medal, 1748.
UNCIRCULATED. Pax-557. Diameter: 28 mm, by J. C. Marme. Obverse: Mars advancing on the city of Aix-la-Chapelle, with torch and
sword; Reverse: Pease standing with cornucopia and olive spray. A
bright and lustrous Medal with splashes of almond toning.
$200-$400
Ex. Ford Collection.
Ex. Stacks Auction May 23, 2006, Lot#11.

45485
NETHERLANDS. Silver Medal, ND (1856). EXTREMELY FINE.
Medal of Frederick of Orange. Obverse: Bust left, eight coat-of-arms
around; Reverse: writing in 16 lines. A well struck, high profile Medal
with dark gray to charcoal toning in the protected areas of the obverse.
$100-$200
45486
NETHERLANDS. Cent, 1904. PCGS MS-65 Red Brown Gold
Shield. KM-132.1. An attractive Gem with satiny luster and abundant
mint red bloom in the fields.
$100-$150

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES

$100-$200
45480
NETHERLANDS. Zwolle. Lion Daalder, 1649. NGC MS-62. KM46; Dav-4885. A crudely struck Daalder with some weakness on the
centers but sharp peripheral detail. The surfaces are largely untoned.
$100-$200
45481
NETHERLANDS. 1/2 Lion Daalder Trio (3 Pieces), 1633-41. Average Grade: FINE-VERY FINE.
1) Gelderland. 1/2 Lion Daalder, 1641.

45487
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. Gulden, 1802.
NGC EF-40. S-488; KM-83. A fairly scarce coin that turns-up in fractional denominations more frequently than as a full Gulden. Darker
coffee bean color tone sets off a wonderful contrast to the silver gray
rigging on the obverse ship. Choice rims and smooth surfaces.
$200-$300
45488
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. Duit, 1808.
NGC MS-64 Brown. KM-76. A decently struck Duit with glossy surfaces and some mint red clinging to the protected areas.

2) Utrecht. 1/2 Lion Daalder, 1633.
3) Utrecht. 1/2 Lion Daalder, 1636.
A nice wholesome gathering of scarce denomination. Each with varying degrees of patina, one is quite attractive. Close personal inspection
is advised and will reward the diligent bidder.

$300-$400

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$100-$200
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45489

45498

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. Duit, 1808.
NGC MS-63 Red Brown. KM-76. A Duit with bright, flashy mint red
in remaining in the protected areas, a few light obverse die cracks, and
a slight strike weakness on the centers.

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Java. Duit, 1809. Louis Napoleon.
PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-223. A fully detailed and decently
struck Duit, with dark brown to red brick patina.

$200-$300

45499

45490
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. Duit, 1808.
NGC MS-63 Brown. KM-76. A handsome example of the type, showing needle-sharp strike detail, glossy surfaces, and traces of mint red.
$140-$240

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Java. Duit, 1810. Louis Napoleon.
PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield. KM-223. A crudely struck but fully detailed Duit with medium to dark brown patina.
$70-$100
45500

45491
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. Duit, 1808.
NGC MS-62 Brown. KM-76. A well struck Duit with medium brown
patina throughout and a few faint die cracks.
$100-$200

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Java. Duit, 1810-Z. Louis Napoleon. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-225. A well detailed Duit with a
slight planchet flaw on rim. The surfaces are a deep chocolate brown.
$100-$150
45501

45492
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. Duit, 1808.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-76. A sharply detailed and pleasing
Duit, wholesome and free of distracting marks.
$70-$100

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Sumatra. 2 Cents, 1836-V. Surabaya Mint. PCGS VF-30 Gold Shield. KM-291. A somewhat crudely
struck coin on an uneven flan, though all details are visible.
$70-$100
45502

45493
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. Duit, 1808-G.
NGC AU-55. KM-76. Though struck slightly off center, the design elements remain intact on this wholesome Duit with very dark brown
patina and no notable surface marks.

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Sumatra. 2 Cents, 1837-J. PCGS
VF-35 Gold Shield. KM-291. A crudely struck coin with decent remaining detail, good centering, and dark brown patina throughout.
$70-$100
45503

$70-$100
45494
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. 1/2 Duit,
1809. NGC MS-64 Brown. KM-75. A well struck and pleasing coin
with muted flash in the fields and dark brown patina.

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Sumatra. 2 Cents, 1838-J. PCGS
VF-30 Gold Shield. KM-291. A well struck coin, on a crude flan as
usual for the type, with only a bit of peripheral weakness on the reverse.
$70-$100
45504

$200-$300
45495
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Batavian Republic. 1/2 Duit,
1808. PCGS AU-58Gold Shield. KM-75. A boldly detailed and pleasing example of the type, with dark chocolate brown patina throughout
and no distracting marks.
$70-$100
45496
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Holland. Duit, 1732-VOC. PCGS
AU-50 Brown Gold Shield. KM-70. A presentable, evenly worn Duit,
with pleasing problem-free fields and a very dark chocolate brown patina throughout.
$100-$150
45497
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Java. 1/2 Stuiver, 1810-Z. Louis
Napoleon. PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield. KM-228. A well centered coin
with slightly uneven strike, but nearly complete detail remaining in the
centers. The surfaces are a dark brown with hints of brick-red.
$70-$100

$70-$100

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Sumatra. Cent, 1837-V. PCGS EF45 Brown Gold Shield. KM-290. A decently struck Cent with well
detailed centers. Some of the reverse shield is off the flan.
$70-$100
45505
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Sumatra. 1/2 Duit, 1816-S. NGC
AU-58 Brown. KM-280.1. Type struck 1820-22. A well struck coin
with dark chocolate brown patina throughout.
$25-$50
45506
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Sumatra. Copper Duit Pattern,
1836. NGC MS-63 Brown. KM-Pn20. Large 8 Variety. An attractive,
sharply struck example of this popular ‘swan’ type, with some dark
flash in the fields and rich brown patina.
$300-$400
45507
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Utrecht. Duit, 1755-VOC. PCGS
AU-50 Brown Gold Shield. KM-111.1. An evenly worn Duit, struck
on a somewhat crude flan, with bright mint red still clinging to the
protected areas.
$100-$150
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NICARAGUA

45508
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Utrecht. 1/2 Duit, 1769-VOC.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-112.1. A wholesome and evenly
worn coin with pleasing, problem free surfaces and dark brown patina
throughout.
$100-$150
45509
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Utrecht. Duit, 1785-VOC. PCGS
EF-45 Gold Shield. KM-111.1. A decently struck Duit, with mint red
bloom remaining in some of the protected areas. A few light marks are
noted on the obverse.
$70-$100
45510
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. West Friesland. Duit, 1792-VOC.
NGC MS-63 Brown. KM-131. A moderately struck Duit with soft lustrous fields, and a few showings of mint red bloom on the obverse.

45516
NICARAGUA. Pattern Centavo Struck in Copper, 1878. NGC
Proof. AU Details—Altered Color. KM-Pn2. A well struck Pattern
with dark brown patina and some mint red clinging to the protected
areas. A light scratch is noted in the obverse field.
$300-$500
Ex. Luis Flores Collection.

45517
NICARAGUA. Silver Proclamation Medal (Real), 1808. Ferdinand
VII. PCGS VF-30 Gold Shield. KM-M1; Grove-F83. A Real-denominated Medal, with a bust of what appears to be the previous king,
Charles IV. A wholesome Medal with honest, even wear and gray to
dark gray toning.
$260-$360

$200-$300

NORWAY

45511
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. West Friesland. Duit, 1792-VOC.
PCGS AU-53 Brown Gold Shield. KM-131. A crudely struck but well
detailed Duit, with abundant bright mint red still clinging to the protected areas.
$100-$150

45518
NORWAY. Speciedaler, 1776-HIAB. Kongsberg Mint. Christian
VII. NGC VF-30. Dav-1308; KM-253. A wholesome and decently
struck Crown, with mottled toning and some streaking of the planchet.
$300-$400

45512
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. 1/2 Cent, 1908. Utrecht Mint.
NGC MS-64 Brown. KM-306. Sharp strike, full silky luster, and pleasing brown to red-brick surfaces make this an eye-appealing example
of the type.
$200-$300

NETHERLANDS WEST INDIES
45513
NETHERLANDS WEST INDIES. Utrecht. 1/4 Gulden, 1794-W.
NGC Unc Details—Cleaned. KM-2. The W above “FOED” variety. A
bright coin with razor sharp design detail, untoned surfaces, and a few
hairlines in the fields.
$140-$240

45519
NORWAY. Speciedaler, 1776-HIAB. Kongsberg Mint. Christian
VII. PCGS Genuine—Graffiti, EF Details Gold Shield. Dav-1308;
KM-253. A “X” has been cut between “NORV” and “VAND”. Otherwise a boldly detailed Daler with gentle gray toning.
$500-$700
45520
NORWAY. 2 Kroner, 1907. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-365. Independence Issue. A bright and fully lustrous Gem with speckled toning throughout.
$400-$600
45521
NORWAY. 50 Ore, 1909. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-374. A very
lustrous Gem with mottled peripheral toning.

45514
NETHERLANDS WEST INDIES. 1/4 Gulden, 1794-W. Utrecht
Mint. NGC MS-64. KM-2. The W above “FOED” Variety. A beautifully struck coin with flashy luster and pervasive russet to lilac toning
on both sides, yielding and excellent eye appeal.
$100-$200

$100-$200

PAKISTAN
45522

Ex. Rudman Collection.

PAKISTAN. Proof Issues (7 Pieces), 1948-53. Grade Range: PROOF
UNCIRCULATED. A mix of alloys and denominations, from Pie to
Rupee, from the first five years of the country’s existence.

NEW ZEALAND

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

45515
NEW ZEALAND. Bi-Metallic Proof 50 Cents, 1994. Grade: PROOF
UNCIRCULATED. KM-90. Obverse with image of the HMS Endeavour. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosty devices. Sold
with original display case and certificate of authenticity #500.

$50-$100

$50-$100
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PANAMA

45531

45523
PANAMA. 2-1/2 Centavos, 1904. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-1.
A lustrous little Gem with faint toning on the reverse.
$60-$90

PERU. Real, 1753-LM J. Lima Mint. Ferdinand VI. PCGS Genuine—Corrosion Removed, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-52; YonakaL1-53; Cal-Type 26#154. Though the efforts to remove encrustation
from this Real are obvious, the strike details are generally bold and the
coin is endowed with a gentle gray tone throughout.
$150-$200
45532

45524
PANAMA. Silver 20 Balboas, 1980-FM. NGC MS-66 Deep Prooflike. KM-65. Total of 1.9271 oz ASW. Mintage: 1,000. Struck for the
150th Anniversary of the death of Simon Bolivar. A bright prooflike
coin with some haze on the surfaces and faint peripheral toning.
$200-$300

PERU. 8 Reales, 1770-LM JM. Lima Mint. Charles III. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-64.2; FC-22a; El-23; GilL-8-23a; Yonaka-L8-70. Variety with only left mintmark dotted. An
overall quite attractive example of the type, with good strike and subtle
almond undertones. A few hairlines appear in the fields but are not
distracting.
$300-$500

45525
PANAMA. Silver 20 Balboas, 1981-FM. NGC MS-65 Deep Prooflike. KM-71. Total of 1.9061 oz ASW. Mintage: 500. Struck to commemorate the achievements of Simon Bolivar. A flashy coin with a
slight haze on the surfaces.
$200-$300

45533
PERU. 8 Reales, 1793-LM IJ. Lima Mint. Charles IV. PCGS EF-40.
KM-97; FC-52. A wholesome and medium gray toned Crown, with no
distracting marks and a faint obverse die clash.
$200-$300

45526
PANAMA. Silver 20 Balboas, 1983-FM. NGC MS-65 Deep Prooflike. KM-93. Total of 1.9061 oz. ASW. Mintage: 500. Struck for the
200th Anniversary of the birth of Simon Bolivar. A bright and well
struck prooflike coin with some haze.
$200-$300

45534
PERU. 8 Reales, 1808-LM JP. Lima Mint. Charles IV. NGC MS62. KM-97. A pleasing and boldly struck Crown, struck in the year
Charles IV abdicated the Spanish throne. The surfaces exhibit radiant,
bright luster and gentle toning.
$400-$600

45527
PANAMA. Silver 20 Balboas, 1985-FM. NGC PROOF-66 Ultra Cameo. KM-105. Total of 1.9271 oz ASW. Mintage: 1,402. Struck in commemoration of Balboa, Discoverer of the Pacific. A flashy Proof with mirrored
fields, frosty devices, and some peripheral toning on the obverse.
$300-$400

45535
PERU. 8 Reales, 1816-L JP. Lima Mint. Ferdinand VII. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. KM-117.1; Cal-type 302#1249. A moderately struck coin
on a slightly porous planchet, but nonetheless with pleasing cartwheel
luster and strong almond obverse toning.
$360-$460

45528
PANAMA. Silver 25 Balboas (5 Ounce), 1988. NGC PROOF-66
Cameo. KMX-14. Struck for the 75th Anniversary of the death of
Manfred Freiherr Von Richthofen, aka. the Red Baron. A Proof with
mirrored fields, frosty devices, and a slight haze on the surfaces.
$200-$300

45536
PERU. 8 Reales, 1824 CUZCO-G. Cuzco Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC
AU Details—Counterstamped. KM-117.2; Cal-289#1180. A well
struck Crown with somber dark toning throughout, and a sharp countermark applied just after the date, reading ‘3J’.
$400-$600

PARAGUAY

45537

45529
PARAGUAY. Peso, 1889. Buenos Aires Mint. PCGS Genuine—
Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-5. A highly popular, one-year
type. Though the fields have seen some abrasive action, the overall detail of this Peso is sharp, and blessed with mottled russet peripheral
toning on both sides.
$140-$240

PERU

PERU. 20 Soles, 1965. Lima Mint. NGC MS-66. Fr-80; KM-229. A
bright and fully lustrous Gem, nearly flawless.
$500-$700
45538
PERU. Hotel Del Comercio. Real, ND. VERY FINE. cf. Rulau-Lbt8.
Wreath with legend around “Hotel Del Comercio”; Reverse: Denomination flanked by two crown countermarks. An interesting issue with
lots of character and pleasing look.
$100-$150

45530
PERU. Cob 2 Reales, 1702-H. Lima Mint. Philip V. Grade: VERY
FINE. KM-32; Cal-100#713. Weight: 6.56 gms. A boldly struck cob
with clear mintmark, assayer letter, date (702), and denomination.
Nice original surfaces and dusty gray toning.
$200-$300
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PHILIPPINES
F.7.0 Countermark
Issued by decree of 2 October 1832,
Commencing 5 October 1832, Officially ending 20 December 1834

45541

45539
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-33).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Obverse Scratched;
C/S: XF Standard. KM-51; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#1642; PNM#21-VI-10; Cacho-VIII-CS-055; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied
to the obverse of a 1830-PTS JF Bolivia Republic 8 Soles. A more available host type, for this date we only have two examples recorded for
all F.7.0 crown variations. A handsome example of the type with even
wear and plenty of remaining detail displaying a deeply impressed
countermark, though slightly unevenly applied, with bold design elements. The obverse does exhibit several pin scratches from long ago,
as indicated on the NGC insert, that are mostly toned over matching
the rest of the coin.
$300-$400

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC FINE-15; C/S: XF Strong. KM51; Basso-55; PNM#6-81; PNM#16-45; PNM#21-VI-17; Cacho-VIIICS-059; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-PTS LM
Bolivia Republic 8 Soles. A relatively common host and for this date
is one of the more available. We have 13 examples recorded (5-4-1-C
[10] and 5-4-!(2)-B [3]) for all F.7.0 crown variations. This well-worn
survivor exhibits even wear on the high points with minor marks and
abrasions one would expect from the designated grade. A couple of
unobtrusive planchet laminations become apparent in the lower right
quadrant of the obverse. This example displays light gray tone atop of
the devices with a complementary medium gray in the open fields and
protected areas with minor debris amongst the devices.
$300-$400

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Piloncitos to Peso: A brief History of Coinage in the Philippines” by
Angelita Ganzon de Legarda, M.D. pg. 33 (top) Published Manila, Philippines July
1976.

45540
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-20; C/S: XF Standard. KM51; Basso-55; PNM#6-80; PNM#16-44; PNM#21-VI-15; Cacho-VIIICS-058; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within
circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1832-PTS
JL Bolivia Republic 8 Soles. We have only five examples of this date
recorded (all 5-4-1-C variety) for all F.7.0 crown variations. A wholesome representative of the type with even wear and a deeply impressed
countermark. The surfaces exhibit trivial marks and abrasions as
would be expected for the designated grade mentioned for accuracy.
This pleasing example displays mottled gray patina with richer coloration in the protected areas and crevasses adding to its originality.
$400-$600
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45542
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Obverse Graffiti;
C/S: VF Standard. KM-74; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16104; PNM#21-VI-73; Cacho-VIII-CS-037; Gil-5-4-1-C; DP-Do05.
Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1828-Do RL Mexico Republic 8
Reales; Die style of 1827-29. A VERY RARE and popular host mint
with very few examples that bear the F.7.0 countermark of which we
have only eight examples documented. As a date we have only two
recorded for all F.7.0 countermark variants. This wholesome example
displays lovely rich slate gray patina with a slight iridescent sheen that
pops out when tilted in the light offering much originality. Unfortunately, somewhere during its travels someone had scratched the obverse in the form of a small thin “X”, as indicated on the NGC insert as
“Obverse Garffiti”. Despite its shortcomings this richly toned survivor
exhibits good eye appeal with nice honest wear and smooth surfaces.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-25; C/S: XF Weak. KM-74;
Basso-55; PNM#6-43; PNM#16-107; PNM#21-VI-76; Cacho-VIIICS-039; Gil-5-4-1-C; DP-Do06. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0
within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1829Do RL Mexico Republic 8 Reales; Die Style of 1827-29. Another RARE
and popular host mint with very few examples that bear the F.7.0
countermark of which we have only eight examples documented. As a
date we have only two recorded for all F.7.0 countermark variants. An
attractive example of the type with honest wear, smooth surfaces and
exhibits rich mottled gray patina. Although the countermark is deeply
impressed, it was slightly unevenly applied with aspects of the king’s
cipher missing. A handsome example of the type with a good look.
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1833-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: AU
Standard. KM-74; Basso-55; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16-Not listed;
PNM#21-Not listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-!-B; DP-Zs11. Type
V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark
applied to the obverse of a 1831-Zs OM Mexico Republic 8 Reales;
Die style of 1825-42. Though a somewhat common date without the
countermark. Our records indicate 12 examples of the mint that we
have documented bearing the F.7.0 countermark. As a date the present piece is the only documented example. The countermark is deeply
impressed and bold with good definition of the fine details. Upon inspection evidence of a past cleaning become apparent, though slightly
subdued by light mottled patina.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
Plated in “Piloncitos to Peso: A brief History of Coinage in the Philippines” by
Angelita Ganzon de Legarda, M.D. pg. 33 Published Manila, Philippines July 1976.

45545

45543

$400-$600

45544

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1932-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Test Cut; C/S:
AU Standard. KM-A84; Basso-55; PNM#6-65; PNM#16-Not listed;
PNM#21-VI-116; Cacho-VIII-CS-010; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to
the obverse of a 1829-CUZco G Peru Republic 8 Reales. A SCARCE
and popular mint. This date shows up from time to time. We have
more than 30 examples for all dates of this mint, but only four recorded examples of this date, all bearing the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown variety. The countermark is bold with good definition of the fine details
on a moderately worn host displaying dove gray in the open areas
with brighter coloration atop of the devices while the protected areas
and crevasses exhibit a richer patination; minor earthen deposits are
noticed amongst the devices adding to its originality. Unfortunately,
the edge at 6:00 on the obverse was tested leaving a small void from
a file mark. Despite its shortcoming it is a handsome example with a
decent look.
$300-$500
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45546

45548

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM-84;
Basso-55; PNM#6-69; PNM#16-158; PNM#21-VI-120; Cacho-VIIICS-015; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1831-CUZCO
G Peru Republic 8 Reales. One of the more abundant dates from this
popular mint. The late dates (1830-34) appear to be more available
than one would expect. Our records indicate 23 examples for all dates
bearing the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown variety. For this date we have eight
documented. The countermark is deeply impressed with good definition of the fine details applied to a wholesome moderately worn and
attractive host. The surfaces displaying a rich mottled light gray to slate
patina with a slight golden hue that pops out when tilted in the light
adding to its pleasing appearance.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Cleaned, Corrosion;
C/S: AU Standard. KM-82; Basso-55; PNM#6-59; PNM#16-146;
PNM#21-VI-108; Cacho-VIII-CS-021; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to
the obverse of a 1825-LIMA JM Peru Republic 8 Reales. A somewhat
interesting host being the first year of issue for the new republic. A
somewhat interesting host being the first year of issue for the new republic. The early dates (1825-28) from the Lima mint, though scarcer
and more desirable than the later dates (1828-1834), they are relatively
available found with a Philippines countermark. As an early host type
from this mint we have 18 examples recorded bearing an F.7.0 countermark all being the 5-4-1-C crown variety. For this date we have only
five pieces documented. The countermark is deeply impressed with
good definition of the fine details. Both the obverse and reverse exhibit
mostly bright surfaces with richer coloration in the crevasses and protected areas. As indicated on the NGC insert the surfaces show signs
of being cleaned with surface porosity as well as numerous scratches.
Despite its shortcomings a collectable example of this early type.

$400-$600
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$150-$250
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45547
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM-84;
Basso-55; PNM#6-73; PNM#16-164; PNM#21-VI-126; Cacho-VIIICS-017; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-CUZCO
BoAr Peru Republic 8 Reales. Another late date host from this popular
mint that appears on the market with some frequency. For this date
we have six documented examples all bearing the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown
variety. The countermark is boldly applied to a nicely preserved host,
though slightly uneven, with clear definition of the fine details. The
devices are complemented by attractive rich mottled light gray to slate
patina adding to its pleasing appearance and desirability. A wholesome and pleasant example of the type with good eye appeal.
$400-$600
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45549
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34).
Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF Details—Reverse Damage, Cleaned; C/S: AU Standard. KM-83; Basso-55; PNM#6-64;
PNM#16-155; PNM#21-VI-117; Cacho-VIII-CS-024; Gil-5-4-1-C.
Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1829-LIMA JM Peru Republic 8
Reales. One of the most frequently encountered types, the late date issues (1828-34) can be found in various states of preservation. For this
date we have 13 pieces recorded for the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown variety.
The countermark is deeply applied with a thin die crack in the central
design adding a bit of character and interesting diagnostics. Unfortunately, both the obverse and reverse show signs of past cleaning with
many directional hairlines, now slightly subdued by a golden sheen.
The reverse does show what appears to be a test punch of some nature
accounting for the “Reverse Damage” designation from NGC. The opposing side of the damage shows post damage wear and in the opinion
of this cataloger is no different than a chopmark.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45550
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-20; C/S: VF Standard. KM-83;
Basso-55; PNM#6-70; PNM#16-161; PNM#21-VI-123; Cacho-VIIICS-027; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1832-LIMA JM
Peru Republic 8 Reales. A nice wholesome representative of this abundant date with even wear and rich patina. The countermark is deeply
impressed with a rather interesting punch that has started to buckle
creating a bulge in the center of the design. A great addition for the
academic collector seeking to add depth to their numismatic holdings.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45552
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-25; C/S: XF Standard. KM-83;
Basso-55; PNM#6-72; PNM#16-163; PNM#21-VI-125; Cacho-VIIICS-029; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within
circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-LIMA
MM Peru Republic 8 Reales. Again we see the F.7.0 punch that has
started to buckle on this frequently encountered host date. More than
80 examples are in our records of the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown variety.
The host is a pleasing soft gray in color with areas of slate amongst
the devices and protected areas of the legends. The countermarked is
boldly applied, but the central devices are somewhat obscured due to
the bulge from the failing punch adding a bit of character to the series.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45551
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Standard. KM-83;
Basso-55; PNM#6-72; PNM#16-163; PNM#21-VI-125; Cacho-VIIICS-029; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0 within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-LIMA MM
Peru Republic 8 Reales. Again we see the F.7.0 punch that has started
to buckle on this frequently encountered host date. More than 80 examples of this date are in our records for the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown variety. The host is a pleasing soft gray in color with areas of slate amongst
the devices and protected areas of the legends. The countermarked is
boldly applied, but the central devices are somewhat obscured due to
the bulge from the failing punch adding a bit of character to the series.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45553
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1832-34). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: XF Standard. KM-83; Basso-55; PNM#6-74; PNM#16-165; PNM#21-VI-127;
Cacho-VIII-CS-030; Gil-5-4-1-C. Type V Countermark, crowned F.7.0
within circular indent. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1834LIMA MM Peru Republic 8 Reales. Here we have a seemingly common
late date Peru host bearing the F.7.0 5-4-1-C crown variety. However, our
records indicate that it is SCARCER than it appears having only 6 examples documented for all F.7.0 countermark varieties (5-4-1-C [5] and
5-4-1-B [1]). This moderately worn survivor obviously saw much circulation displaying a light golden-gray tone with areas of richer coloration
amongst the devices. The countermark is boldly applied with a phallic
bulge and void on the opposing side offering an interesting characteristic
that can be traced throughout the series linking both rulers and multiple
punches. Signs of an old cleaning prevent this piece from garnering a
numeric grade from NGC. Despite its shortcomings a presentable example of the type that exhibits numismatically interesting traits that would
make a great addition to the next academic collection it enters.
$150-$250
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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Y.II. Countermarks
Issued by decree of 20 December 1834, Suppressed 31 March 1837, by decree of 1 February 1836

45556

45554
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: VF Standard.
KM-100; Basso-56; PNM#6-187; PNM#16-178; PNM#21-VIII-10;
Cacho-IX-CS-094; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1829-PTS JM
Bolivia Republic 8 Soles. A somewhat abundant host type, we have 27
examples documented for all dates bearing the Y.II. 5-4-3-III crown
variety. For this date we have only two recorded pieces with this countermark. The countermark is boldly applied with good definition of the
fine details. The host exhibits even moderate wear primarily contained
to the high points. As indicated on the NGC insert evidence of an old
cleaning now slightly subdued by light mottled gray patina.
$200-$300

45557

45555
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VG-10; C/S: VF Standard. KM-100;
Basso-56; PNM#6-188; PNM#16-180; PNM#21-VIII-12; Cacho-IXCS-095; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1830-PTS JF Bolivia
Republic 8 Soles. For this date we have only two documented examples
of all Y.II. crown varieties, (5-4-3-III[1] and 5-4-1-II[1]). The countermark is deeply impressed, though slightly uneven, on a well-worn
host with clear diagnostics of the punch where the queen’s ordinal “II”
appears as “И” due to a thin die crack. The surfaces exhibit mottled
rich gray patina with minor debris and earthen deposits amongst the
devices adding to its originality. An interesting countermark variation
with lots of character.
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$100-$200

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC FINE-15; C/S: VF Strong. KM-100;
Basso-56; PNM#6-189; PNM#16-182; PNM#21-VIII-14; Cacho-Not
listed; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1831-PTS JL Bolivia
Republic 8 Soles. For this date for both assayers letters we have only
nine documented pieces for all Y.II. crown varieties (Assayer JF 5-43-III[2] and 5-4-1-II[1]; Assayer JL 5-4-3-III[2] and 5-4-1-II[4]). The
countermark is boldly applied, even with the punch showing signs of
degradation losing definition of the fine details. This example displays
attractive light gray tone with areas of richer coloration amongst the
devices adding to it pleasing appearance.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC Fine Details—Obverse Scratched;
C/S: XF Standard. KM-100; Basso-56; PNM#6-192; PNM#16-183;
PNM#21-VIII-15; Cacho-IX-CS-097; Gil-5-3-1-I. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse
of a 1832-PTS JL Bolivia Republic 8 Soles. One of the more abundant
dates from this mint, we have seven documented for all Y.II. crown
variants (5-4-3-III[1], 5-4-1-II[4] and 5-3-1-I[2]). The countermark
is deeply impressed with bold details on a well-worn host displaying rich pervasive gray patina with an iridescent sheen that pops out
when tiled in the light. A long thin arched pin scratch in noticed on
the obverse, as indicated on the NGC insert; long since toned over
matching the rest of the coin.
$100-$200
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45558
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC FINE-12; C/S: XF Strong. KM-100;
Basso-56; PNM#6-193; PNM#16-185; PNM#21-VIII-17; Cacho-IXCS-098; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-PTS LM Bolivia
Republic 8 Soles. A more available date from this mint, we have 17
examples documented for all Y.II. crown varieties (Assayer LM 5-43-III[4], 5-4-1-II[obverse:10; reverse:1] and 5-3-1-I[1]; Assayer L 5-41-II[1]). The countermark is deeply applied to a well-worn host with
signs of degradation in the centers of the punch. The surfaces show
signs of handling consistent for the grade with minor marks and abrasions with light attractive mottled gray patina throughout.
$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45560
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Obverse Scratched; C/S:
AU Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-132; PNM#16-294;
PNM#21-VIII-109; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-3-1-I; DP-Do08. Type VI
Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to
the obverse of a 1831-Do RM Mexico republic 8 Reales; Dies style of
1830-32. A SCRACE date from this popular and sought-after mint.
We have more than 20 examples recorded for all dates of this mint
bearing the Y.II. countermark. For this date we have only the present
example documented. The countermark is deeply impressed and bold
with clear definition of the fine details on a moderately worn attractive
host displaying lovely rich cabinet patina with an iridescent sheen. A
thin well-hidden pin scratch is present, as indicated on the NGC insert, on the obverse between the mintmark and the countermark that
has long since toned over matching the rest of the coin. A highly attractive richly toned example that sat undisturbed adding to its pleasing appearance.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45559
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Bolivia. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC FINE-15; C/S: XF Strong. KM-100;
Basso-56; PNM#6-194; PNM#16-186; PNM#21-VIII-18; Cacho-IXCS-099; Gil-5-4-2-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1834-PTS LM Bolivia
Republic 8 Soles. One of the more abundant late dates. Our records
show that we have more than 25 examples documented for all Y.II.
crown varieties (5-4-3-III[5], 5-4-1-II[18] and 5-3-1[2]). The countermark is deeply applied with bold details on a moderately worn host
coin that displays attractive rich mottled gray patina with highlights
of iridescent hues amongst the devices that pop out when tilted in the
light. A nice wholesome survivor of the type with a decent look.
$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45561
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—Environmental Damage;
C/S: XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-136; PNM#16304; PNM#21-Not listed; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-3-2-IV; DP-Do09.
Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1832/1-Do RM/L Mexico republic 8 Reales;
European dies, die style of 1832-42. A somewhat more available date
for this SCARCE and popular mint. We have more than 20 examples
recorded for all dates bearing a Y.II. countermark. For this date we
have seven documented with three different crown varieties (5-3-2IV[1], 5-4-1-II[1] and 5-4-3[5]). The countermark is strong, though
the “Y” in the queen’s cipher is slightly obscured by the design. Otherwise all pertinent details of clear. The host is nicely preserved exhibiting light signs of circulation as the grade would suggest displaying attractive mottled blue-gray patina and minor earthen deposits amongst
the devices. The surfaces do exhibit areas of trivial granularity and remaining encrustation on the reverse between the eagle’s head and left
wing. This handsome example is pleasing to the eye.
$400-$600
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45562
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—Tooled; C/S: XF Standard.
KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-148; PNM#16-326; PNM#21VIII-136; Cacho-IX-CS-043; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Do11. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833/2-Do RM/L Mexico republic 8 Reales; European dies,
die style of 1832-42. A RARE date for this type. We have only three
documented examples with two different Y.II. crown varieties (5-4-1II[2] and 5-4-3-III[1]). The countermark is applied well, though the
top half of the crown is somewhat obscured by the original design.
The central designs are well detailed with dark patina in the crevasses
and open areas of the obverse, but primarily contained to the protected
areas amongst the devices on the reverse. Upon close inspection it is
appears that an attempt was made to remove the thick patina showing
signs of severe tooling from the central devices to the edge. Despite its
shortcomings, a presentable example.

45564
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Chopmarked; C/S: XF
Standard. KM-129; Basso-56; PNM#6-131; PNM#16-290; PNM#21VIII-105; Cacho-IX-CS-057; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Go11. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1830-Go MJ Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1829-30,
straight “J” variety. A more abundant date as a host for this issue, we
have 12 documented examples with four different crown varieties. The
countermark is boldly applied with good definition of the details on a
decent looking host. The reverse does exhibit a single chopmark below
the eagle’s right wing, as indicated on the NGC insert. Light mottled
tone primarily in the peripheries adds a bit of character to this moderately worn survivor.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$300-$500
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection

45565
45563
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Reverse Graffiti; C/S: VF
Standard. KM-129; Basso-56; PNM#6-125; PNM#16-275; PNM#21VIII-93; Cacho-IX-CS-055; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Go09. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1828-Go MJ Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1828-29,
straight “J” variety. A RARE early date from this mint. The later dates
(1829-35) from this mint are some of the more abundant hosts for
this series, while the earlier dates (1825-28) appear with much less frequency. We have nearly 70 examples documented for all dates from
Guanajuato bearing a Y.II. countermark, but only four of this date
with three different crown variants (5-3-2-IV[1], 5-4-1-II[2] and 5-43-III[1]). The countermark is deeply impressed with good definition
of details from a slightly degraded punch showing filling of the base
of the crown. The host is nicely preserved with lovely rich patina and
minor earthen deposits amongst the devices. The reverse does show
some light graffiti from long ago now toned over matching the rest of
the coin.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: XF Standard. KM-129; Basso-56; PNM#6-133; PNM#16-298; PNM#21VIII-112; Cacho-IX-CS-058; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Go12. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the
obverse of a 1831-Go MJ Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 183043, straight “J” and three periods “:.” after date variety. Not as abundant
as either the 1830-Go or 1832-Go, we have only five examples recorded
with two different crown varieties. The countermark is deeply applied
with clear bold details and an interesting diagnostic crack where the
queen’s ordinal “II” appears as “И”. The host is decently preserved with
nice even wear on the high points and rich mottled patina. Evidence
of a past cleaning is apparent, though long since toned over and now
somewhat attractive.
$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$200-$400
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45566
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM-129;
Basso-56; PNM#5-138; PNM#16-306; PNM#21-VIII-121; Cacho-IXCS-059; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Go13. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1832-Go MJ
Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1830-43, three periods “:.” after
date variety. Though one of the more available dates from this mint,
the quality is quite nice. We have 12 documented examples of this date
with three different crown varieties. The countermark is even, though
somewhat obscured by the under-coin’s devices. A wholesome and
attractive host, the surfaces are smooth with minor earthen deposits
adding to its originality and desirability.
$400-$600

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45567
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Standard. KM-129;
Basso-56; PNM#6-144; PNM#16-319; PNM#21-VIII-130; Cacho-IXCS-060; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Go14. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-Go MJ
Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1830-43, straight “J” with three
periods “:.” after date variety. One of the more abundant dates for this
mint, we have 19 examples documented with five crown varieties. The
countermark is deeply impressed with good definition of the fine details on a richly toned pleasant looking host. The surfaces are smooth
with minor earthen deposits amongst the devices adding to its originality and eye appeal.
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: XF Standard. KM-129;
Basso-56; PNM#6-149; PNM#16-329; PNM#21-VIII-138; Cacho-IXCS-061; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Go16. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1834-Go MJ
Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of 1830-43, three periods “:.” after
date variety. We have 14 documented examples with three different
crown varieties. The countermark is unevenly applied with part of the
crown obscured. A nicely preserved and attractively toned survivor.
The surfaces are smooth with good even wear on the high points with
plenty of remaining detail. A wholesome example of the type with a
good look.
$400-$600

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$400-$600

45568

45569
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Reverse Scratched; C/S:
XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16277; PNM#21-VIII-95; Cacho-IX-CS-078; Gil-5-4-3-III; DP-Mo07.
Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1828-Mo JM Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die
style of 1824-47, normal date variety. A VERY RARE early date from
this mint. We have only the present example documented. The countermark is deep and boldly applied with clear definition of the fine details on decent looking host. The reverse shows evidence of past severe
mistreatment with many directional scratches bordering on tooling. A
presentable example of the date.
$150-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45570
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Scratches, Cleaned; C/S:
XF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-Not listed; PNM#16267; PNM#21-VIII-85; Cacho-Not listed; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Zs02. Type
VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to
the obverse of a 1826-Zs AZ Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style of
1825-42, normal date. One of the more available mints as a host, the
early dates are very scarce to VERY RARE. We have more than 50
documented examples for all dates of this mint. For this date just three
are recorded with two different crown varieties (5-4-1-II[2] and 5-43-III[1]). The countermark is boldly applied with clear definition of
the design on a nicely detailed host. Unfortunately, this host was been
maltreated long ago exhibiting several long thin pin scratches on the
right side of the reverse and numerous small scrapes in the open areas
of the obverse. Also, upon close inspection both sides show evidence
of an old cleaning, now slightly subdued by mottled patina. Despite its
shortcomings an early date that seldom appears on the market and is
missing from many collections.
$200-$400

45572
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—Damaged; C/S: XF Standard.
KM-138.4; Basso-56; PNM#6-177; PNM#16-368; PNM#21-VIII-164;
Cacho-IX-CS-017; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1831-CUZCO
G Peru Republic 8 Reales. A pleasant example from this popular mint
that is far scarcer than its Lima counterparts. We have nearly 170 recorded Lima mint hosts for this ruler whereas only 30 of the Cuzco
mint, for all dates. For this date we have only seven documented with
three different crown variants. The countermark is deeply impressed
by a punch that is showing some degradation in the crown on a nicely
preserved host with plenty of remaining details. Upon close inspection the obverse and reverse appear to have several small peck marks
which would account for the details designation from NGC. This attractive example is sure to be a welcome addition to the next collection
it enters.
$400-$600
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45573

45571
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Mexico. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Reverse Repaired; C/S:
VF Standard. KM-Not listed; Basso-56; PNM#6-141; PNM#16-313;
PNM#21-VIII-125; Cacho-IX-CS-090; Gil-5-4-1-II; DP-Zs12. Type
VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied
to the obverse of a 1832-Zs OM Mexico republic 8 Reales; Die style
of 1825-42. An available date from this mint. We have ten recorded
examples with five different crown varieties. The countermark is even,
but somewhat flat, applied to a moderately worn host displaying mottled gray patina. The reverse on the opposing side of the countermark
shows evidence of being repaired. An apparent attempt was made to
remove some graffiti and then cleaned abrasively.
$200-$400

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—Cleaned; C/S: AU Strong.
KM-138.4; Basso-56; PNM#6-178; PNM#16-372; PNM#21-VIII-168;
Cacho-IX-CS-019; Gil-5-3-1-I. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-CUZCO
BoAr Peru Republic 8 Reales. We have nine examples recorded, all
are the double assayer letters, with four different crown varieties. The
countermark is bold and deeply applied with clear crisp design features on a well preserved host. Upon close inspection signs of an old
cleaning prevent this piece from garnering a numeric grade, however
this coin is now lightly toned and attractive.
$400-$600
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45574
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Scratched, Bent; C/S:
XF Standard. KM-138.4; Basso-56; PNM#6-180; PNM#16-377;
PNM#21-VIII-170; Cacho-IX-CS-020; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1834-CUZCO BoAr Peru Republic 8 Reales. A somewhat
SCARCE host date from this mint, we have only five examples recorded with three different crown variants. The countermark is uneven
with a portion of the crown weak on a host that is decent for wear with
light mottled gray tone and areas of richer coloration. Upon closer inspection several scratches are noticed on the obverse and a flat contact
mark on the reverse, that caused the planchet to bow, accounts for the
details designation.

45576
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF-40; C/S: XF Standard. KM-138.2;
Basso-56; PNM#6-173; PNM#16-371; PNM#21-VIII-167; CachoIX-CS-026; Gil-5-3-1-I. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1832-LIMA MM Peru
Republic 8 Reales. One of the more available dates from this mint, it is
still SCARCER than the 1833-35 issues. We have 14 documented examples of this date with five different crown verities. The countermark
is bold and clear with crisp details and a nicely preserved host displaying attractive rich gray patina. Overall a high grade example.
$400-$600
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45577
45575
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37). Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned; C/S: XF Standard.
KM-138.2; Basso-56; PNM#6-171; PNM#16-359; PNM#21-VIII-165;
Cacho-IX-CS-026; Gil-5-4-2. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II.
within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1831-LIMA
MM Peru Republic 8 Reales. As we get into the later dates of the readily available Lima issues several patterns start to emerge with regard
to the frequency of dates and availability of crown varieties. For a late
date issue, this date shows up less frequent than the 1833-35 issues.
We have 11 documented examples with three different crown varieties. The countermark is deeply applied with clear details on a wholesome looking host. Evidence of a past cleaning, long since toned over,
prevents this piece from a numeric grade.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-35; C/S: AU Strong. KM-138.2;
Basso-56; PNM#6-175; PNM#16-373; PNM#21-VIII-169; CachoIX-CS-028; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1833-LIMA MM Peru
Republic 8 Reales. One of the more abundant dates from this mint.
We have 26 examples recorded with four different crown varieties. The
countermark is deeply impressed with crisp details on a nicely preserved wholesome looking host coin. The surfaces are nice showing
signs of handling consistent for the grade with even wear. Displaying
lovely rich gray patina with hints of underlying luster in the protected
areas and a bit of an iridescent sheen.
$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$100-$200
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45580

45578
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC EF Details—Obverse Scratched; C/S:
XF Standard. KM-138.2; Basso-56; PNM#6-179; PNM#16-378;
PNM#21-VIII-171; Cacho-IX-CS-029; Gil-5-4-1-II. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1834-LIMA MM Peru Republic 8 Reales. The most readily
available date from this mint. We have about 50 recorded examples
with six different crown varieties. The countermark is deeply applied,
though slightly uneven, with good definition of the fine details on a
decently preserved host. The rich mottled gray patina exhibits a good
look for this piece. Upon close inspection several thin pin scratches
can been seen in the lower left quadrant of the obverse long since
toned over matching the rest of the coin.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Strong. KM-138.2;
Basso-56; PNM#6-181; PNM#16-381; PNM#21-VIII-173; CachoNot listed; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1835-LIMA MM Peru
Republic 8 Reales. This host date is the second most abundant from
this mint, we have more than 36 examples recorded for both assayer
letters (Assayer MM[16] and Assayer MT[20]) and five different crown
varieties. The countermark is bold and clear on a pleasant looking host
displaying attractive mottled gray patina.;
$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$150-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

45581
45579
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: VF Standard. KM-138.2;
Basso-56; PNM#6-181; PNM#16-381; PNM#21-VIII-173; CachoNot listed; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1835-LIMA MM Peru
Republic 8 Reales. This host date is the second most abundant from
this mint. We have more than 36 examples recorded for both assayer
letters (Assayer MM[16] and Assayer MT[20]) and five different crown
varieties. The countermark is bold and clear on a pleasant looking host
displaying attractive mottled gray patina.

PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-30; C/S: XF Strong. KM-138.2;
Basso-56; PNM#6-182; PNM#16-382; PNM#21-VIII-174; Cacho-IXCS-031; Gil-5-4-3-III. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1835-LIMA MT Peru
Republic 8 Reales. This pleasant example exhibits a bold countermark
with good definition of the fine details on a nicely preserved host.
Exhibiting even wear with lovely rich patina this survivor is very attractive and original looking. A couple of areas of encrustation add
character to this piece.
$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45584
PHILIPPINES. 4 Pesos, 1865. Manila Mint. Isabel II. PCGS AU-55
Gold Shield. Fr-1; KM-144. A wholesome and lightly circulated coin
with some bright luster remaining in the protected areas.
$360-$500
45585
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1861. Manila Mint. Isabel II. PCGS AU-53
Gold Shield. Fr-3; KM-142. A lightly worn Peso with good strike, and
some dark deposits in the protected areas that provide contrast for the
peripheral legends.

45582
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC FINE-15; C/S: VF Strong. KM-138.2;
Basso-56; PNM#6-184; PNM#16-384; PNM#21-VIII-175; Cacho-IXCS-032; Gil-5-3-3. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within circle.
Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1835-LIMA MT Peru Republic 8 Reales. A relatively common host with a VERY RARE crown
variant coupled with an incuse mirror image of a 5-4-3-III on the opposing side. It appears that this crown variant was utilized towards the
end of the countermarking period as so few examples bare this mark.
In total we have just seven examples that share this crown variant on
three different host types. All appear to be quite worn, as the present
example, indicating prolonged circulation. The countermark is deeply
impressed with good definition of the fine details on a well-worn host.
The incuse image on the reverse clear with the pertinent details well
defined making attribution easy. The surfaces are smooth exhibiting
even wear with attractive rich cabinet patina offering a pleasing appearance. This highly interesting example is important for the student
of this series seeking to complete the crown types.
It is interesting to note that examples bearing evidence of incuse mirror
images of previous countermarks on the reverse, either F.7.0 or Y.II., can
be die linked to earlier known dies. This characteristic is the result of the
punches striking the surfaces the coins were countermarked on leaving
an incuse mirror image. Comparable to clashed dies on struck coinage,
this occurs when there is no planchet between the dies and the dies strike
each other leaving an image of the opposing die.
$100-$150
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.

$100-$200
45586
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1868. Manila Mint. Isabel II. PCGS AU-58
Gold Shield. Fr-3; KM-142. A bright Peso with flashy luster in the
fields, and a few light marks on the obverse.
$100-$200
45587
PHILIPPINES. Peso Belt, 1897. Alfonso XIII of Spain. EXTREMELY FINE. KM-24. A red leather belt with two Philippines Pesos (1895PG V) soldered together to form the buckle. The belt is still in good
condition with no evidence of crumbling due to age.
$50-$100
45588
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1903-S. San Francisco Mint. PCGS Genuine—
Questionable Color, Unc Details Gold Shield. KM-168. A boldly
struck Peso with deep grayish russet toning and strong underlying
luster.
$50-$100
45589
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1903. PCGS Genuine—Stained, Proof. Unc
Details Gold Shield. KM-168. A Proof with strongly struck obverse
exhibiting flashy luster in the center but dull gray periphery. The reverse shows a uniform frostiness and gray tone.
$140-$240
45590
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1908-S. San Francisco Mint. PCGS Genuine—
Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. KM-172. A nicely struck and
overall pleasing Peso with dark gray to russet toning, subtle underlying
luster, and a few old hairlines, now toned over.
$50-$100
45591

45583
PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 8 Reales, ND (ca. 1834-37).
Manila Mint. Isabel II. NGC VF-20; C/S: VF Standard. KM-138.2;
Basso-56; PNM#6-184; PNM#16-384; PNM#21-VIII-175; CachoIX-CS-032; Gil-5-4-2. Type VI Countermark, crowned Y.II. within
circle. Countermark applied to the obverse of a 1836-LIMA MT Peru
Republic 8 Reales. The 1836 is SCARCER than the 1834-35 issues,
but about the same as the 1833. It is also the last possible date for the
countermarking period. We have documented more than 25 examples
of this date with five different crown variants. The countermark is bold
on a decently preserved host displaying attractive mottled gray patina
with areas of richer coloration and minor earthen deposits amongst
the devices.

PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1936-M. Manila Mint. NGC MS-64. Dav-448;
KM-178. Featuring the jugate busts of Murphy and Quezon. A blast
white Peso with blazing luster.
$300-$500
45592
PHILIPPINES. Peso, 1936-M. Manila Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. Dav-448; KM-178. A blast white Gem with blazing luster
throughout.
$300-$400

$200-$300
From the Angelita and Benito Legarda Collection.
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45593

45602

PHILIPPINES. 50 Centavos, 1903. PCGS PROOF-64 Gold Shield.
KM-167. Mintage: 2,558. A boldly struck Proof with muted reflectivity
due to strong gray toning throughout.

PHILIPPINES. 5 Centavos, 1927-M. Manila Mint. NGC MS-65.
KM-164. An attractive and almost prooflike coin, with sharp cartwheel luster and a faint hint of toning.

$200-$300

$200-$300

45594

45603

PHILIPPINES. 50 Centavos, 1936-M. Manila Mint. PCGS MS-65
Gold Shield. KM-176; Allen-18. Mintage: 20,000. A commemorative
featuring jugate busts of Murphy and Quezon. A pleasing Gem with
sharp strike, flashy luster, and a hint of blue toning.

PHILIPPINES. Centavo, 1903. PCGS PROOF-64 Brown Gold
Shield. KM-163; Allen-2.01. Mintage: 2,558. A gorgeously toned Centavo, with bold cobalt to magenta on both sides, and underlying flashy
luster.

$300-$400

$100-$150

45595

45604

PHILIPPINES. 50 Centavos, 1936-M. Manila Mint. NGC MS-64.
KM-176; Allen-18. A lightly toned coin with blazing luster throughout
and needle sharp strike detail.

PHILIPPINES. Centavo, 1912-S. San Francisco Mint. PCGS MS-64
Brown Gold Shield. KM-163. A nicely struck Cent with full satiny
luster and a pleasing hint of electric blue that dances across the surfaces.

$300-$500

$70-$100

45596
PHILIPPINES. 20 Centavos, 1908-S. San Francisco Mint. PCGS
MS-61. KM-170; Allen-11.04. A largely untoned and boldly struck
coin with cartwheel luster and a few minor scuffs in the fields.
$300-$400
PHILIPPINES. 20 Centavos, 1920. Manila Mint. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. KM-170. A flatly struck but strongly lustrous coin with light
gray toning.
$300-$400
45598
PHILIPPINES. 10 Centavos, 1907-S. San Francisco Mint. PCGS
MS-64. KM-169; Allen-8.01. A sharply struck coin with pleasing cartwheel luster and light toning throughout.
$100-$150

POLAND
45606
POLAND. Danzig. Ort (1/4 Taler), 1617-SA. Danzig Mint. Sigismund III. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-14; Gum-1385. A well
struck Ort with sharp detail throughout, pleasing gray toning, and a
slightly off-centered strike that does not cut any part of the peripheral
legend.
$100-$200
45607

45599
PHILIPPINES. 10 Centavos, 1929-M. Manila Mint. PCGS MS-62
Gold Shield. KM-169; Allen-8.17a. A slight repunch of the date is
noted. A lustrous and well struck coin with light toning throughout.
$100-$150

POLAND. Danzig. Ort, 1625. Sigismund III. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. KM-15.2; Gum-1393. A pleasing, sharply struck and intricately detailed Ort, with strong plum toning in many of the protected
areas. The raised devices are a light gray, providing a lovely contrast.
$600-$800

45600
PHILIPPINES. 20 & 10 Centavo Pair (2 Pieces), 1903. Both PCGS
PROOF Genuine—Stained, UNC Detail Gold Shield Certified.
1) 20 Centavos. KM-166.
2) 10 Centavos. KM-169.

45608
POLAND. Livonia (Riga). Solidus, ND (1654-59). Riga Mint. Karl
X Gustav. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-4; Ahl-16. Struck during
the Swedish occupation. An off-center but boldly detailed coin with
bright metallic and lustrous fields.
$70-$100

$150-$300

45609

45601
PHILIPPINES. 5 Centavos, 1903. Philadelphia Mint. PCGS
PROOF-64 Gold Shield. KM-164; Allen-4.01. Mintage: 2,558. A
pleasing Proof issue with muted flashy fields, some frostiness on the
obverse devices, and some color in the reverse toning.
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PHILIPPINES. Proof Set (8 Pieces), 1983. Grade Range: CHOICE
PROOF. Denominations are Sentimo to 100 Piso. Some exhibit toning
along the rims. Sold with original display case.
$360-$500

45597

$100-$150

45605

POLAND. Livonia (Riga). Solidus, (16)55. Riga Mint. Karl X Gustav. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-50. Struck during the Swedish occupation. A well centered and very boldly detailed Solidus, with bright
metallic field luster and some rust-colored streaks on the planchet.
$70-$100
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PORTUGAL

45619

45610
PORTUGAL. 5000 Reis, 1887. Luis I. PCGS AU-58 Gold Shield. Fr153; KM-516. A pleasing, very sharply struck coin with flashy, mutely
reflective fields and yellow golden tone.
$350-$500

PUERTO RICO. 1/2 Almud Token, 1888. PCGS Genuine—Environmental Damage, VF Details Gold Shield. Vasquez-458. A
SCARCE type, with counterstamp. Obverse: H’DAS LIMON Y NAVAJAS 1888, F. OLIVIERI; Reverse: ‘1’, counterstamp.
$100-$200
From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

45620

45611
PORTUGAL. 2-1/2 Escudos, 1937. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM580. Key date of the series. A well struck coin with satiny luster and a
hint of toning.
$260-$360

PUERTO RICO. Finca America Brass Token, ND. PCGS AU-55
Gold Shield. GH-200. Diameter: 27 mm. Obverse: ‘FINCA DE CAFE
- LA AMERICA’; Reverse: ‘UTUADO’ in center, ‘FELIX SEIJO PTO
RICO’ around. A sharply struck SCARCE Token with dark brassy toning.
$100-$200

45612

From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

PORTUGAL. Escudo, 1927. PCGS MS-64. KM-578. A well struck
and dark toned Escudo.
$200-$300

PUERTO RICO
45613
PUERTO RICO. Peso, 1895-PG V. Madrid Mint. Alfonso XIII.
PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. KM-24. A decently struck Peso with somber, dark toning that exhibits faint electric
blue hues at the peripheries. Some old hairlines are detectible in the
obverse fields, but are now subdued by the toning.
$400-$600
45614
PUERTO RICO. 40 Centavos, 1896-PG V. Madrid Mint. NGC EF
Details—Harshly Cleaned. KM-23. A bright and untoned coin, with
decent strike detail, some hairlines noted on both sides along with a
few minor scratches on the reverse.
$200-$300
45615
PUERTO RICO. 20 Centavos, 1895-PG V. Madrid Mint. Alfonso
XIII. NGC MS-61. KM-24. A boldly struck and blast white coin with
pleasing flashy luster throughout.
$500-$700

45621
PUERTO RICO. Casino Bronze Medal, 1909. PCGS AU-58 Gold
Shield. Diameter: 35 mm. Obverse: ‘CASINO ESPANOL / DE SAN
JUAN DE PUERTO RICO’; Reverse: JUAN PONCE DE LEON / 1508
/ 12 AGOSTO / 1909. A well engraved and struck Token with dark
brown surfaces and no distracting marks.
$80-$120
From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

45622
PUERTO RICO. Token Group (6 Pieces), ND. Grade Range: VERY
FINE to UNCIRCULATED. A selection of Tokens from Hacienda
San Juan, Hacienda Vega Redonda (4), and Hacienda Discordia Barrio
Bermesos. All different denominations.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400
From the Norman G. Peters Collection.

45623
PUERTO RICO. Hacienda Vega Redondo. Brass Almund Token
Denomination Set (4 pieces), ND. UNCIRCULATED Details. An
attractive high grade set each with flashy luster and bold strikes. Each
displays varying degrees of tone. All have varying degrees of environmental damage. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward
the diligent bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

45616

1) 2 Almud Token.

PUERTO RICO. 10 Centavos, 1896-PG V. Alfonso XIII. NGC MS63. KM-21. Sharp strike and dark gray to olive toning make this a desirable and eye appealing example of the type.

3) 1/2 Almud Token.

$360-$500

2) 1 Almud Token.
4) 1/4 Almud Token.
$150-$250

45617
PUERTO RICO. 5 Centavos, 1896-PG V. Madrid Mint. Alfonso
XIII. NGC MS-62. KM-20. A sharply struck coin with speckled dark
gray toning, and strong underlying luster.
$200-$300
45618
PUERTO RICO. Mayaguez. 5 Centavos Token, ND (1895). PCGS
MS-65 Gold Shield. GH-406. Struck in nickel, diameter: 18 mm. A
boldly struck and attractive Gem-quality Token with cartwheel luster.

RHODESIA
45624
RHODESIA. Pound, 1966. NGC PROOF-67. Fr-2; KM-6. Mintage:
5,000. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo
devices.
$500-$600

$80-$120
From the Norman G. Peters Collection.
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ROMANIA

45632

45625
ROMANIA. Completion of Pelesch Castle Bronze Medal, 1883.
UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 59 mm. Commemorative of the completion of Pelesch Castle, by Wilhelm Kullrich. Obverse: Conjoined
busts of Carol I and Queen Elizabeth left; Reverse: View of castle with
mountains. A pleasing, well struck Medal with razor sharp detail and
dusty light brown patina. Sold in original display case.
$100-$200

RUSSIA

RUSSIA. Copper Kopek Novodel (Pattern), 1757. Elizabeth. NGC
MS-63 Red Brown. KM-N34; Bit-H485. A sharply struck coin with
medium brown patina, and abundant bright mint red bloom remaining in the protected areas.
$360-$500
45633
RUSSIA. Death of Elizabeth Silver Jeton, 1761. Elizabeth. PCGS
AU-58 Gold Shield. Bit-838; Dia-107.6. The obverse displays a sarcophagus under a canopy, seven line inscription on the reverse. A well
struck and lightly toned Jeton, pleasing for the type.
$200-$300

45626

45634

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1725. Moscow Mint. Peter I. PCGS Genuine—Genuine Gold Shield. Dav-1662; KM-162.5. Variety with portrait in ancient armor. A well struck and evenly toned Ruble, with pleasing dark
gray peripheral toning.

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1763-CNB RI. St. Petersburg Mint. Catherine II.
PCGS VF-20. KM-C-67.2; Bit-184. A wholesome and evenly worn Ruble with a planchet flaw at the rim, with cloudy gray to dark gray toning.

$300-$400

From the Midtown Collection.

From the Midtown Collection.

45635

45627
RUSSIA. Peter I (the Great)/Capture of Dorpat White Metal Medal,
“1704” (ca. 1800). NGC MS-62. Dia-20.6. Diameter: 47mm. After T.
Ivanov. Obverse: Laureate, draped, and armored bust right; Reverse:
Peter standing left, resting hand upon shield and extending the other
to kneeling civic deity to left; in background, aerial view of the city’s
fortifications under bombardment. A fairly SCARCE type in this metal, the present piece offers tremendous brilliance and radiance, and
exhibits only lightly scattered hairlines and a few spots.
$300-$450
Ex: New York Sale XVIII (Baldwin’s/Markov/M&M - 1/2008) Lot @ 1061.

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1729. Peter II. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, AU Details Gold Shield. Dav-1669; KM-182.3; Bit-101. A lightly circulated
and well struck Ruble with even, medium gray toning. The noted
cleaning is not distracting and the coin is quite presentable.
$500-$800
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1737. Kadashevsky (Moscow) Mint. Anna. PCGS
EF-45 Gold Shield. Dav-1673; KM-197; Bit-135. Variety with 9 pearls
in hair and brooch on chest. A wholesome and evenly worn Ruble with
dark peripheral toning.
$400-$600
45630
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1738. Anna. NGC VF-35. Dav-1674; KM-198. Variety with 5 pearls in headdress. An impressive and well struck Ruble,
with black toning in the protected areas that throws the raised devices
into bold detail. Some minor planchet flaws are noted on the reverse.
$300-$400
From the Midtown Collection.

45636
RUSSIA. Copper 1/2 Kopek Novodel (Pattern), 1788. Catherine II.
NGC MS-61 Brown. KM-N207. A somewhat crudely struck coin with
variable, dark brown patina.
45637
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1798-CM MB. St. Petersburg Mint. Paul I. PCGS
EF-40 Gold Shield. Dav-1688; KM-C-101a; Bit-32. A wholesome and
problem-free Ruble with sharp detail throughout and deep russet to
gray toned surfaces.
45638
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1805-CNB OT. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander
I. NGC AU Details—Cleaned. Dav-279; KM-C-125; Bit-40. A well
struck and almost fully detailed Ruble with some spots of peripheral
toning. The fields, though cleaned some time in the past, do not exhibit any overly distracting marks.
$500-$800
45639
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1810-CNB OT. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander I.
PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, EF Details Gold Shield. KM-C125a, Bit75. Variety with date above eagle. Bright from the cleaning but the
major details are present.
$80-$120

45631
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1747-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint. Elizabeth. NGC
EF Details—Environmental Damage. Dav-1677; KM-C-19b.4; Bit262. A boldly struck and pleasantly dark toned Ruble, with a thin layer
of charcoal colored discoloration at the base of the reverse.
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$200-$300

$400-$600

45629

From the Midtown Collection.

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1769-CNB CA. St. Petersburg Mint. Catherine II
(the Great). PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, EF Details Gold Shield. KMC-67a.2; Bit-206. We note a few minor striking flaws on the rim of the
reverse but the relief is bold and the color is nice despite the Details
designation.

$100-$200

45628

$300-$400

$100-$200

45640
RUSSIA. Silver 5 Kopeks, 1823-CNB NA. Alexander I. NGC MS61. KM-C-126; Bit-278. Broad Crown Variety. A presentable little coin
with light metallic surfaces, overall good design detail, and minimal
field marks.
$80-$120
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45641

45650

RUSSIA. 2 Kopeks, 1811-KM NB. Alexander I. NGC MS-63 Brown.
KM-C-118.2; Bit-480. A boldly struck and pleasing coin with soft luster throughout and very dark brown surfaces.

RUSSIA. 10 Rubles, 1901-OB. St. Petersburg Mint. NGC AU-58.
Fr-179; KM-Y-64; Bit-8. A decently struck coin with soft luster in the
fields, and no overly distracting marks.

$300-$400

$360-$500

45642
RUSSIA. Ducat, 1849. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I. PCGS MS62 Gold Shield. Fr-161; KM-50.2 (Netherlands); Bit-35. Sword privy
mark. An imitation of a Netherlands Ducat, struck in Russia. A well
detailed coin with reflective fields and some spots of frosty luster.
$200-$300
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1830-CNB HT. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas I.
PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-C-161; Bit-108. Small Ribbons variety. Nice color with a bit of rub. We note a planchet flaw on the reverse
starting from the crown.
$140-$240

$600-$800
RUSSIA. 5 Rubles, 1898-AT. Nicholas II. NGC AU-58. Fr-180; KMY-62; Bit-20. A decently struck coin with luster remaining in the peripheral areas, and no overly distracting marks.
$300-$400
45653

45644
RUSSIA. 1/2 Ruble (Poltina), 1831-CNB HT. St. Petersburg Mint.
Nicholas I. NGC AU Details—Cleaned. KM-C-160; Bit-122. A well
detailed coin with light gray toning throughout. Some scuffs and hairlines are noted in the fields.
$500-$700

RUSSIA. 5 Rubles, 1898-AT. Nicholas II. VERY FINE. Fr-180; KMY-62; Bit-20. A decently struck coin with no major marks.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$140-$240
45654

45645
RUSSIA. 5 Rubles, 1869-CNB HI. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander
II. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. Fr-163; KMY-B26; Bit-17. A boldly struck coin with abundant luster remaining on
the surfaces and very little evidence of cleaning. Both sides exhibit a
faint die clash.
$500-$800
45646
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1854-CNB HI. Alexander II. NGC Unc Details—
Cleaned. KM-C-168.1; Bit-234. A presentable Ruble with light gray
toning and sharp strike. The fields exhibit a few scuffs and hairlines.

RUSSIA. Ruble, 1909-EB. NGC AU-55. KM-Y-59.3; Bit-57. Mintage:
51,000. A decently struck and wholesome RARE date, with light gray
toning throughout and some luster in the fields.
$600-$900
45655
RUSSIA. Silver 10 Kopeks, 1907-CNB EB. NGC PROOF-62 Cameo.
KM-Y-20a.2; Bit-159. A blast white, bright Proof with frosty devices
and flashy fields.
$80-$120
45656
RUSSIA. Pair of Silver Minors (2 Pieces), 1915-BC. Both NGC MS67 Certified.

$140-$240
45647
RUSSIA. 20 Kopeks, 1856-CNB OB. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander
II. NGC MS-62. KM-C-168.1; Bit-46. A handsome, lustrous coin with
plum to dark gray toned surfaces and excellent eye appeal.
$200-$300

1) 15 Kopek. KM-Y-21a.1
2) 10 Kopek. KM-Y-20a.3.
$200-$300
45657

45648
RUSSIA. 1/2 Kopek, 1893-CNB. St. Petersburg Mint. Alexander III.
NGC MS-65 Brown. KM-Y-30; Bit-202. A pleasing, boldly struck coin
with soft luster and bright mint red bloom in the protected areas.
$80-$120

RUSSIA. Pair of Silver Minors (2 Pieces), 1915-BC. Both NGC MS66 Certified.
1) 15 Kopek. KM-Y-21a.1.
2) 10 Kopek. KM-Y-20a.3
$100-$150

45649
RUSSIA. Assorted Issues (3 Pieces), 1808-77. Average Grade: VERY
FINE.
2) Ruble. 1896. KM-Y-60.

RUSSIA. 10 Rubles, 1904-AP. St. Petersburg Mint. NGC MS-63. Fr179; KM-Y-64; Bit-12. A very lustrous and pleasing coin with a freshly
minted look.
45652

45643

1) Ruble. 1877-CNB HI. KM-Y-25; Bit-90.

45651

45658
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1921-AT. NGC MS-63. KM-Y-84. A lovely example
of the type with cartwheel luster on both sides and just a touch of peripheral toning.
$160-$260

3) 5 Kopek. 1808-KM. KM-C-115.2.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$50-$100
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SAN MARINO

45659
RUSSIA. Ruble, 1924-NA. Leningrad Mint. NGC MS-64+. KM-Y90.1. An attractive, bright Ruble, bursting with luster and very lightly
toned at the peripheries.
$120-$220
45660
RUSSIA. 5 Kopeks, 1924. NGC MS-64 Brown. KM-Y-79. Plain Edge
Variety. A lustrous large copper one-year type with even dark brown
patina throughout.
$25-$50
45661
RUSSIA. 5 Kopeks, 1924. NGC MS-62 Brown. KM-Y-79. Plain edge
variety. A pleasing coin with soft luster and abundant mint red remaining in the protected areas.
$100-$200
45662
RUSSIA. Mixed Silver and Copper Denominations (6 Pieces), 17891924. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to UNCIRCULATED. Two copper minors from the 1700’s, along with two silver coins (including a
Ruble) from the 1800’s. and one Ruble from 1924.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

45666
SAN MARINO. 20 Lire, 1933-R. Rome Mint. NGC MS-65. KM-11.
A sharply struck Gem with satiny luster and pervasive almond toning.
$100-$200
45667
SAN MARINO. 10 Lire, 1925-R. Rome Mint. PCGS MS-65 Gold
Shield. KM-7. A pleasing, well struck Gem with radiant cartwheel luster.
$400-$600
45668
SAN MARINO. Lira, 1898-R. Rome Mint. NGC MS-63. KM-4; Gig27. A pleasing, sharply struck Lira, displaying flashy, almost prooflike
fields and gray toning that includes faint plum hues.
$50-$100

SARAWAK
45669
SARAWAK. 50 Cents, 1906-H. Heaton Mint. NGC EF Details—
Damaged. KM-11; Prid-2. The obverse is extensively marked and
dinged but we consider the “Damaged” designation a little harsh.

$150-$300

SAHARAWI

$200-$300

SAUDI ARABIA

45663
SAHARAWI. 1000 Pesetas, 1991. NGC MS-69. Fr-1; KM-6. Mintage:
508. A lovely little Gem with frosty luster throughout.
$340-$460

SAINT HELENA & ASCENSION

45670
SAUDI ARABIA. Guinea, AH 1370 (1950). NGC MS-67. Fr-1; KM36. An attractive, near-flawless Guinea with frosty luster.
$400-$600
45671

45664
SAINT HELENA & ASCENSION. 1/2 Cent, 1821. PCGS PROOF-64
Brown Gold Shield. KM-A4. A sharply struck and attractive Proof
with dark surfaces, and lighter mint red remaining in the protected
areas.
$600-$800

SAUDI ARABIA. Guinea, AH 1377 (1957). ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. Fr-2; KM-43. A well struck Guinea with luster remaining in
the protected areas and no notable surface marks.
$300-$400

SAINT THOMAS
45665
SAINT THOMAS. 2500 Dobras, 1977. NGC PROOF-68 Ultra
Cameo. Fr-5; KM-40. Mintage: 170. Independence issue, featuring
a mother and child. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and
frosted cameo devices.
$460-$600
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SCOTLAND
Featuring additional selections from the Loch Ness Collection
For information regarding the Loch Ness Collection, as well as historical notes
about the rulers, see our main Loch Ness Collection offering in Session C.
46001

46006

SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1280-86). Alexander III. NGC VF Details—Environmental Damage. S-5050. Weight: 1.20 gms. Second
Coinage. Nicely centered and overall bold, with uniform roughness
noted under a glass. Dark steely-brown across the high points with
glints of silver color in the recesses.

SCOTLAND. Groat (4 Pence), ND (1367-71). Edinburgh Mint. David II. NGC VF-35. S-5125; Burns-41 (fig. 302). Weight: 3.79 gms.
Third Coinage. A star at the base of the sceptre distinguishes this as
part of the lighter third coinage. Nicely centered on both sides with a
bold portrait. Somewhat rough at the upper obverse edge with a hairline flan crack at the right border. Deeply toned with darker patina
near the borders.

$100-$200
From the Loch Ness Collection.

$300-$600

46002

From the Loch Ness Collection.

SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1280-86). Alexander III. NGC EF Details—Environmental Damage. S-5056. Weight: 1.39 gms. Second
Coinage. A bold portrait and virtually full legends on both sides.
Flashes of luster remain at the upper obverse. Scattered encrustations
and heavy patina are noted in areas, but overall pleasing for the type.
$100-$200
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46003
SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1292-96). St. Andrews Mint (?). John
Baliol. NGC VF-25. S-5066. Weight: 1.33 gms. First Coinage. Very
pleasing with a glossy silver on the high points and darker patina in
the protected areas. Distinctly double struck on the obverse and well
centered. The reverse is drawn slightly over the edge of the flan above
SCOTORVM.

46007
SCOTLAND. Groat (4 Pence), ND (1371-90). Perth Mint. Robert
II. NGC VF-30. S-5136. Weight: 3.93 gms. Very attractive with deep
tone and glossy surfaces. Well centered on a slightly irregular flan but
the legends remain nearly complete. Minor weakness noted at the edge
above the portrait.

$150-$300

$300-$600

From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.

46004

46008

SCOTLAND. Halfpenny, ND (1292-96). Berwick Mint. John Baliol.
NGC Fine Details—Obverse Scratched. S-5074. Weight: 0.61 gms.
Second Issue. Somewhat weakly struck with encrustations in the protected areas. A few old marks are noted across the portrait but the
reverse is pleasantly smooth.

SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1371-90). Edinburgh Mint. Robert II.
PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield. S-5145; Burns-3 (fig. 313). Darkly toned
with iridescence in the protected areas. Weakness obscures a portion
of the beaded circle on both sides. A thin split in the flan is noted at 6
o’clock. Well centered and attractive with glossy surfaces.

$150-$300

$150-$250

From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.

46005

46009

SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1333-57). Edinburgh Mint (?). David II.
PCGS EF-45 Secure Holder. S-5088; Burns-23 (fig. 244). Second Issue. Sharp portrait struck on a problem-free flan with dark even tone.
Faint colorful iridescence noted in the protected areas. Quite attractive
for the issue, with minor weakness near the border and a section of
natural ragged texture around 10 o’clock.

SCOTLAND. Groat (4 Pence), ND (1390-1403). Edinburgh Mint.
Robert III. NGC EF-40. S-5164. Weight: 2.52 gms. Heavy Coinage.
An example of the heavy coinage struck to a standard of 46 grains that
would be reduced to about 28 grains circa 1403. Attractive with bold
central elements and pleasing lavender-golden tone. Considerable satiny luster remains in the protected areas.

$300-$600

$300-$600

From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.
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46010

46016

SCOTLAND. 1/2 Penny, ND (1403-1406). Edinburgh Mint. Robert
III. NGC VF Details—Environmental Damage. S-5187. Weight: 0.69
gms. Second Issue. A desirable example of this RARE second issue
with the larger crown and broader neck to the portrait. Pearlescent
dove-grey with scattered roughness under a glass. Hairline flan crack
at the lower obverse.

SCOTLAND. Thistle Merk, 1601. Edinburgh Mint. James VI. NGC
VF-35. S-5497; KM-16. Weight: 6.65 gms. Eighth Coinage. Deeply
toned with flashes of colorful iridescence on the reverse. Generally
centered on an irregular flan but somewhat weak at the borders. Very
attractive.

$200-$400

From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.

46017

46011
SCOTLAND. Groat (4 Pence), ND (1482). Edinburgh Mint. James
III. NGC VF-25. S-5280A. Weight: 2.25 gms. Light Issue. Ideally centered with virtually full legends on each side. Pleasing tone with hints
of colorful iridescence on the reverse. An interesting variant with the
millets and pellets in opposite angles than the standard orientation.
$300-$600

$200-$400
46018

46012
SCOTLAND. Bawbee, ND (1538-42). Edinburgh Mint. James V.
NGC VF Details—Environmental Damage. S-5383. Weight: 1.79
gms. Third Coinage. Sharp and appealing despite a fine roughness associated with soil exposure. Well centered with unusually complete
outer beaded borders. A natural flan flaw descends from the obverse
edge at 1 o’clock. Pleasing for this billon issue.
$100-$200
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46013
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Merk (Noble), 1580. Edinburgh Mint. James VI.
NGC VF-30. S-5478. Weight: 6.59 gms. Second Coinage. Sharply defined with pleasing dark tone and hints of luster in areas. The leftmost
legends are pushed off the flan and shallow striking splits punctuate
the borders. Each side shows multiple strikes with significant die shift.
Very attractive.
$300-$600
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46014
SCOTLAND. 20 Shillings, 1582. Edinburgh Mint. James VI. NGC
Fine-15. S-5489. Weight: 15.04 gms. Fourth Coinage. Nicely centered
with virtually full beaded borders on both sides. Glossy and evenly
worn with smooth, problem-free surfaces. Pleasing lavender-grey patina reveals flashes of gold and blue iridescence in the protected areas.
Dramatically struck multiple times on the reverse, somewhat obscuring the central arms.
$300-$600
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46015
SCOTLAND. Thistle Merk, 1603. Edinburgh Mint. James VI. NGC
EF-40. S-5497; KM-16. Weight: 6.48 gms. Eighth Coinage. Considerably lustrous with deep steel-blue tone at the borders. Minor roughness noted on the reverse but overall smooth and glossy. Well centered
with nearly complete legends on the flan.
From the Loch Ness Collection.

SCOTLAND. Shilling, ND (1603-25). mm: thistle. James VI. NGC
AU-58. S-5510. Weight: 0.55 gms. Deeply toned with bold central elements and minor weakness at the border. Glossy and well centered,
with an old mark noted at SPINA. Surprisingly SCARCE with this degree of sharpness.
From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.

$300-$600

$200-$400

SCOTLAND. Marriage of James VI and Anne of Denmark Base
Metal Medal, ND (1590). Edinburgh Mint (?). VERY FINE. Diameter: 57mm; Weight: 64.3 gms. A very RARE medal commemorating
the marriage of King James VI of Scotland to Anne of Denmark in
1589. Cast and chased with incredible high relief on each side. Overall olive-grey patina with scattered green encrustations. Just three to
four examples of this type have been reported and at least two are held
in museum collections. The Hunterian Collection at the University of
Glasgow contains an example they identify as “silver composition,”
while a gold example is part of the Carid Collection at the National
Maritime Museum in Greenwich. A very important offering.
$200-$500
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46019
SCOTLAND. 30 Shillings, ND (1637-42). Edinburgh Mint; mm:
B and flower/B and thistle. Charles I. NGC VF-25. S-5553; KM-87.
Weight: 14.60 gms. Third Coinage, Briot’s issue. An interesting muling
of English and Scottish dies. Attractive and original with warm golden
tone and complete beaded borders at the edge. Boldly defined with
uniform wear and hints of satiny texture remaining on the reverse.
Under close scrutiny, an ancient pinscratch is noted across the shield.
$300-$600
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46020
SCOTLAND. 12 Shillings, ND (1637-42). Edinburgh Mint; mm:
F. Charles I. NGC VF-30. S-5560; KM-A84. Third Coinage, Falconer’s First issue. Well struck and nicely glossed, free of any significant
blemishes. Pleasant tone with considerable golden iridescence in the
protected areas. Drawn slightly to 3 o’clock on the obverse and well
centered on the reverse.
$300-$600
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46021
SCOTLAND. 40 Pence, ND (1637-42). Edinburgh Mint; mm: -/F
above crown. Charles I. NGC EF-40. S-5579; KM-77. Weight: 1.55
gms. Third Coinage, Falconer’s First issue. Somewhat rough with
bright surfaces and colorful iridescence at the borders. Drawn toward
6 o’clock on the obverse but nicely centered on the reverse.
$150-$250
From the Loch Ness Collection.
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46022

46029

SCOTLAND. 20 Pence, ND (1637-42). Edinburgh Mint; mm: B/F.
Charles I. NGC AU Details—Cleaned. S-5587; KM-74. Weight: 0.89
gms. Third Coinage, Falconer’s First issue. Somewhat bright from an
old cleaning but attractively re-toned in colorful iridescence. Well defined and nicely centered, without any significant abrasions. A pleasing specimen. SCARCE at this level of sharpness.

SCOTLAND. 2 Pence (Turner), ND (1663). Edinburgh Mint; mm:
rosette. Charles II. NGC Fine Details—Environmental Damage.
S-5625; KM-100. Dark olive-brown patina with old scratches noted
at the centers. An interesting subtype with the denomination boldly
stated in the obverse field.

$200-$300

$50-$100
From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.

46030

46023
SCOTLAND. 2 Pence (Turner), ND (1642-50). Edinburgh Mint;
mm: lozenge. Charles I. NGC VF Details—Environmental Damage. S-5602; KM-69. Evenly granular with good definition to the central elements. Toned in rich chocolate brown color with darker patina
in the protected areas.
$50-$100

SCOTLAND. Bawbee (6 Pence), 1678. Charles II. PCGS EF-40
Gold Shield. S-5628; KM-115; Burns-3 (fig. 1059). Glossy chocolate
brown with hints of luster within the legends. Nicely centered on the
obverse and drawn slightly to 2 o’clock on the reverse. Very attractive
for the type.
$200-$400
From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.

46024
SCOTLAND. Merk, 1669. Edinburgh Mint; mm. thistle. Charles
II. NGC VF-30. S-5611; KM-102.1. Weight: 6.17 gms. First Coinage,
Type II. Very attractive with bold definition and colorful tone in the
protected areas. Nicely centered and glossy, with only a few ancient
marks noted in the obverse fields.
$200-$400
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46031

46025
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Merk, 1672. Edinburgh Mint; mm: thistle. Charles
II. NGC VF Details—Cleaned. S-5614; KM-101. Weight: 3.01 gms.
First Coinage, Type II. Glossy with steel-blue iridescence near the borders. Scattered roughness and old scratches noted on the obverse.
$100-$200
From the Loch Ness Collection.

SCOTLAND. 40 Shillings, 1692. Edinburgh Mint. William II &
Mary II. NGC VF Details—Tooled. S-5650; KM-125; Burns-5 (fig.
1066). Weight: 18.39 gms. Incredibly sharp and generally attractive
with dark steel-brown and golden tone. The fields exhibit old smoothing which is largely unnoticeable to the naked eye. Well centered and
RARE in all grades.
$300-$600

46026

From the Loch Ness Collection.

SCOTLAND. 1/4 Dollar (Merk), 1680. Edinburgh Mint; mm: F.
Charles II. NGC VF-30. S-5620; KM-110.1. Weight: 6.33 gms. Second
Coinage. Well centered on both sides with pleasing golden-grey tone.
Old scratches on the obverse have long blended into the complexion.
Attractive and glossy.
$200-$400
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46032

46027
SCOTLAND. 1/4 Dollar (Merk), 1681. Edinburgh Mint; mm: F.
Charles II. NGC VF-20. S-5620; KM-110.1. Weight: 6.54 gms. Second
Coinage. Pleasing pale tone with nice centering on the obverse. Natural roughness is present at the centers but is largely unnoticeable to the
naked eye. Old scratches noted in the obverse fields.
$150-$250

$350-$550
From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.

46033

46028
SCOTLAND. 1/8 Dollar (1/2 Merk), 1676. Edinburgh Mint; mm:
F. Charles II. NGC F-15. S-5622; KM-112. Weight: 3.09 gms. Second Coinage. Dark steel-brown patina around the devices and old
scratches on obverse. Well defined and nicely centered on the reverse.
A charming piece.
$100-$200

SCOTLAND. 10 Shillings, 1691. Edinburgh Mint. William II &
Mary II. NGC VF-25. S-5659; KM-133. Weight: 4.61 gms. Type 1. Attractive with dark steel-blue tone on both sides. Well centered with full
legends and nearly intact beaded borders. An old scratch on Mary’s
portrait is easily overlooked in-hand.

SCOTLAND. Bodle (Turner or 2 Pence), 1692. Edinburgh Mint.
William II & Mary II. NGC F-15 Brown. S-5674; KM-130. Smooth
and glossy with good surfaces. Chocolate brown patina reveals blue
and golden iridescence on the high points. Superior for the type.
$50-$100
From the Loch Ness Collection.

From the Loch Ness Collection.
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46038
SCOTLAND. 5 Shillings, 1705. Edinburgh Mint. Anne. NGC VF25. S-5702; KM-148. Weight: 2.12 gms. Before the Union. Attractive
with colorful iridescence in the protected areas. Well centered with
minor weakness to the focal elements. Overall smooth with only trivial marks.
$50-$150
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46034
SCOTLAND. 40 Shillings, 1699. Edinburgh Mint. William II. NGC
VF-25. S-5684; KM-143. Glossy with dark tone and steely blue iridescence on the obverse. Well centered and evenly defined.
$400-$500
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46039

46035
SCOTLAND. 10 Shillings, 1697. Edinburgh Mint. William II. NGC
VF-30. S-5687; KM-141. Weight: 4.52 gms. Pleasing with dark tone
and virtually intact legends on both sides. Old scratches noted in the
fields and at William’s portrait. Well struck.
$400-$600
46036
SCOTLAND. 5 Shillings, 1695. Edinburgh Mint. William II. NGC
F-12. S-5688; KM-140. Weight: 2.16 gms. Well centered with faint
steel-blue and golden iridescence. Old scratches and marks noted under scrutiny, but nicely glossed to the naked eye.
$75-$150

From the Loch Ness Collection.

SCOTLAND. 1/2 Crown, 1707. Edinburgh Mint; mm: E. Anne.
NGC F-12. S-5709; KM-525.2. Weight: 14.91 gms. After the Union.
Glossy and bold with colorful iridescence in the protected areas. Minor marks have been long worn into the complexion and the eye appeal is strong.
$100-$200
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46041

From the Loch Ness Collection.

SCOTLAND. Free Presbyterian Church of Scotland/Thomas
Chalmers White Metal Medal, 1843. ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.
Diameter: 45.5mm; Diameter: 27.6 gms. Issued to commemorate the
first assembly of the Free Church of Scotland, held on May 18, 1843.
The assembly was moderated by minister Thomas Chalmers whose
portrait graces the obverse. Attractive with glints of original luster in
the protected areas and only minimal friction throughout. SCARCE
in all grades and among the finest seen. An example of this type was
recovered in 2015 from a time capsule at the original church site.

46037
SCOTLAND. 10 Shillings, 1705. Edinburgh Mint. Anne. NGC EF
Details—Cleaned. S-5700; KM-149. Weight: 4.41 gms. Before the
Union. Scattered roughness on the obverse with a natural flan flaw
in Anne’s hair. Ideally centered with faint golden tone. Minor marks
noted under a glass.
From the Loch Ness Collection.

$400-$600
46040

From the Loch Ness Collection.

$400-$600

SCOTLAND. Crown, 1708. Edinburgh Mint; mm: E. Anne. NGC
VF Details—Rim Filing. S-5708; KM-526.1. Weight: 29.94 gms. After
the Union. Sharply defined with scattered scratches and marks visible under scrutiny. Varying gold and steel-brown tone on each side.
Among the last native coins to be struck in Scotland.

$100-$200
From the Loch Ness Collection.

46042
SCOTLAND. Groat, ND (1357-67). Edinburgh Mint. David II.
PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. S-5100. A decently struck Groat with full
detail on the side-facing bust and a few spots of weakness near the
peripheries. The surfaces are toned a dark gray throughout.
$600-$800
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46043
SCOTLAND. Penny, ND (1357-67). Edinburgh Mint. David II.
PCGS VF-25 Gold Shield. S-5117. A reasonably well detailed Penny
with some patches of greater wear, a few minor marks in the reverse
fields, and toned a dark gray.
$200-$300
46044
SCOTLAND. 1/2 Groat, ND (1371-90). Robert II. PCGS Genuine—
Excessively Clipped, VF Details Gold Shield. S-5138. A well detailed
and moderately toned Halfgroat with crowned bust and scepter left
on the obverse. Some peripheral detail has been lost due to clipping.
$80-$120
SCOTLAND. Groat, ND (1390-1403). Edinburgh Mint. Robert III.
PCGS EF-40 Gold Shield. S-5164. Facing bust type. A decently struck
Groat with the usual weakness of the details, and struck slightly off
center. The coin is toned a dark gray throughout.
$300-$500

$300-$400
46052
SIERRA LEONE. 10 Cents, 1796. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-3.
A decently struck coin with gray to russet mottled toning and surfaces
free of distracting marks.
46053
SIERRA LEONE. Cent, 1791. Soho (Birmingham) Mint. PCGS
PROOF-64 Brown Gold Shield. KM-1. A sharply struck example
of this two year type, with darkly reflective fields and deep chocolate
brown surfaces.
$500-$700

46046
SCOTLAND. Groat, ND (1390-1403). Edinburgh Mint. Robert III.
PCGS Genuine—Scratch, EF Details Gold Shield. S-5166. A well detailed Groat, decently centered, with even dark gray toning. One light
scratch is noted across the bust.
$260-$360
46047
SCOTLAND. 30 Shillings, ND (1637-42). Charles I. PCGS VF-25
Gold Shield. S-5554; KM-88. A wholesome and evenly worn coin
with a decent amount of remaining detail. There is dark toning in the
protected areas that helps outline the raised devices.
$260-$360
46048
SCOTLAND. 1/4 Dollar, 1682. Charles II. NGC VF Details—Obverse Scratched. S-5621; KM-110.2. Error type with Irish arms in the
first field and ‘CAROVLS’. An evenly worn coin with dark toning and
one horizonal scratch through the neck.
$300-$400

SOUTH AFRICA
46054
SOUTH AFRICA. Pond, 1893. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. Fr-2; KM10.2. A wholesome coin with frosty luster remaining in the protected
areas. A few scuffs and marks are present, but nothing of much consequence.
$360-$500
46055
SOUTH AFRICA. 1/2 Pond, 1895. NGC AU-53. Fr-3; KM-9.2. A
wholesome coin with frosty luster remaining in the peripheral areas.
$300-$400
46056
SOUTH AFRICA. 1/2 Pond, 1897. NGC AU-55. Fr-3; KM-9.2; HernZ43. Well struck with abundant luster remaining in the protected areas
and no overly distracting marks.
$140-$240

SEALAND

46057

46049
SEALAND. Gold 5 Dollars Fantasy, 1994. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra
Cameo. KMX-13. Mintage: 2,500. Issued by Money Company, featuring an orca whale. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and
frosted cameo devices.

SOUTH AFRICA. 1/2 Pond, 1897. NGC AU Details—Removed
from Jewelry. Fr-3; KM-9.2; Hern-Z43. A nicely struck and dark golden colored coin with some luster remaining in the fields. The jewelry
removal is only barely evident near the rim.
$100-$160
46058

$200-$300

SOUTH AFRICA. 2-1/2 Shillings, 1925. NGC Unc Details—Cleaned.
KM-19.1. A sharply struck coin with gray to almond color and a few old
hairlines in the obverse fields, now obscured by the toning.

SERBIA

$500-$800

46050
SERBIA. Para, 1868. Obrenovich Michael III. NGC MS-64 Brown.
KM-1.2. Serbia spelled with “TSHE”. An attractive little near-Gem
with sharp strike, and somber dark brown patina that is augmented by
dark electric blue hues.
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SIERRA LEONE. 20 Cents, 1791. PCGS AU-50 Gold Shield. KM-4.
A sharply struck coin with mottled gray toning, and a slight lamination error at the top of the obverse.

$140-$240

46045

$100-$180

46051

46059
SOUTH AFRICA. 2-1/2 Shillings, 1936. NGC MS-61. KM-19.3. A
presentable, well struck coin with finely speckled toning and soft underlying luster. A very nice example for the stated grade.
$300-$500
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46060

46070

SOUTH AFRICA. 2 Shillings, 1924. NGC MS-62. KM-18. A boldly
struck coin with good luster and light gray toning throughout.

SOUTH AFRICA. 3 Pence, 1923. NGC MS-61. KM-15a. A nicely
struck little coin with even gray toning throughout and no notable
marks.

$300-$500

$150-$200

46061
SOUTH AFRICA. 2 Shillings, 1929. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield.
KM-18. A wholesome and dark gray toned Florin with no distracting
marks.
$150-$200

SOUTH AFRICA. 3 Pence, 1933. NGC MS-63. KM-15.2. A lustrous
and lightly toned coin with moderately struck obverse but bold reverse.
$300-$400

46062
SOUTH AFRICA. 2 Shillings, 1934. NGC AU-58. KM-22. A wholesome, well struck coin with nearly unbroken luster and a pleasing gray
toning with a hint of plum color.
$150-$200

46072
SOUTH AFRICA. 5 Shillings, 1948. PCGS PROOFLIKE-68 Gold
Shield. KM-40.1. An attractive, highly lustrous coin with pervasive
speckled, multicolored toning on the obverse and light reverse color.
$80-$120

46063
SOUTH AFRICA. 2 Shilling, 1937. NGC MS-62. KM-29. A frosty,
lightly toned coin with nicely original surfaces and just a few minor
scuffs on the obverse.
$100-$150

46073
SOUTH AFRICA. 5 Shillings, 1948. PCGS PROOFLIKE-67+ Gold
Shield. KM-40.1. A sharply struck and pleasantly lustrous coin, with
exceptional russet, lilac, and electric blue toning on the obverse.
$50-$100

46064
SOUTH AFRICA. Shilling, 1924. NGC AU-58. KM-17.1. A wholesome Shilling with soft field luster and somber dark gray toning
throughout.
$100-$150

46074
SOUTH AFRICA. 5 Shillings, 1954. Pretoria Mint. NGC PROOFLIKE-66. KM-52. A carefully preserved coin with no hairlines but a
bit of hazy toning.
$25-$50

46065
SOUTH AFRICA. Shilling, 1933. NGC AU-55. KM-17.3. A wholesome and decently struck Shilling with even gray toning throughout.
$100-$150
46066

46075
SOUTH AFRICA. 5 Shillings, 1959. PCGS PROOFLIKE-66 Gold
Shield. KM-52. A boldly struck and frosty coin, with muted cartwheel
luster and virtually no toning.
$300-$400

SOUTH AFRICA. 6 Pence, 1924. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. KMA16. A wholesome coin with honest, even wear, some bright luster
in the protected areas, and light gray toning that exhibits some faint
iridescence.
$70-$100

46076
SOUTH AFRICA. 2-1/2 Shillings, 1942. NGC MS-63. KM-30. A
pleasing, sharply struck coin with full satiny luster and gentle gray
toning throughout.
$200-$300

46067
SOUTH AFRICA. 6 Pence, 1926. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM16.2. A well struck coin with pleasing, light iridescent toning on both
sides, and a few dark spots.
$70-$100

46077
SOUTH AFRICA. 2-1/2 Shillings, 1944. NGC MS-64. KM-30. A
softly lustrous coin with pleasing gray to almond tone and a dark scuff
on the cheek of George VI.
$300-$500

46068
SOUTH AFRICA. 6 Pence, 1927. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM16.1. A decently struck coin with speckled, steel gray toning and some
brighter frosty luster in the peripheries.
$100-$150

46078
SOUTH AFRICA. Shilling, 1937. NGC AU-58. KM-28. A pleasing,
barely circulated Shilling with frosty luster remaining in the peripheries and endowed with medium gray toning.
$70-$100

46069
SOUTH AFRICA. 6 Pence, 1932. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM16.2. A pleasing, lightly toned coin with soft luster.
$100-$150

46071

46079
SOUTH AFRICA. Shilling, 1943. NGC MS-65. KM-28. An attractive Gem with full soft cartwheel luster, sharp strike, and a bare hint
of gray toning.
$300-$400
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46080

46088

SOUTH AFRICA. 3 Pence, 1938. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield. KM-26.
A moderately struck coin with mottled gray to plum toning on both
sides.

SPAIN. 1/2 Escudo, 1774-S CF. Seville Mint. Chares III. NGC VF35. Fr-291; KM-415.2. A wholesome coin with honest, even wear, no
distracting marks, and a rusty golden tone.

$70-$100

$200-$300
46089

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
46081
SOUTHERN RHODESIA. 2 Shillings, 1932. PCGS PROOF-62
Cameo Gold Shield. KM-4. A flashy Proof with sharp design detail
and a few abrasions in the fields.
$200-$300

SPAIN. 4 Reales, 1761-S JV. Seville Mint. Charles III. PCGS AU50 Gold Shield. KM-396.2; Cal-Type 129 #1218. A boldly struck and
wholesome coin with no noticeable marks and toned a light, even gray.
$200-$300
46090
SPAIN. 2 Escudos, 1799-M MF. Madrid Mint. Charles IV. NGC
AU-55. Fr-296; KM-435.1. A sharply detailed and untoned coin with
bright luster remaining in the protected areas, and no marks of note.

SPAIN

$500-$600

46082
SPAIN. Barcelona. Croat, ND (1336-87). Peter III (IV of Aragon).
PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield. Cayon-1866. A somewhat crudely struck
but richly detailed Croat, with few noticeable marks and toned a steel
gray throughout.
$80-$150

46091
SPAIN. Escudo, 1796-M MF. Madrid Mint. Charles IV. EXTREMELY FINE. KM-434; Cal-Type 125#1114. A boldly struck and sharply
detailed Escudo with no overly distracting marks and some luster remaining in the protected areas.
$200-$300

46083
SPAIN. Real, ND (1369-79)-B. Burgos Mint. Henry II. PCGS AU-53
Gold Shield. Cayon-1306. Weight: 3.41 gms. An attractive example of
the type, with decent strike details and gray to tan toning throughout.
$200-$300
46084
SPAIN. Real, ND (1474-1504). Segovia Mint. Ferdinand V & Isabel
I. PCGS EF-45 Gold Shield. Cal-69#381. Weight: 3.18 gms, variety
with no markings flanking obverse shield, and mintmark (aqueduct)
proceeded by “P” on the reverse. An attractive, boldly detailed example of the type, with pleasing dark gray toning throughout.

46092
SPAIN. Duro (5 Pesetas), 1808. Gerona Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC
VF-30. KM-10. A Peninsula War issue, struck in the year Ferdinand
VII came to power and was promptly exiled to France by Napoleon. It
displays a single stamp on either sides, with hand engraved ‘denticles’
at the rims. A well made example of this crude type, with light gray
toning and few noticeable marks in the fields.
$160-$260
46093

46085

SPAIN. Terragona. 5 Pesetas, 1809. Tarragona (Cataluna) Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC EF-45. Dav-316; KM-5. Large “0” in date, curved
base. A well-centered coin with even dark gray toning throughout and
fields mostly free of noticeable marks. Some light lamination is noted
on the reverse.

SPAIN. 4 Reales, 1628-SR. Seville Mint. Philip IV. PCGS AU-55
Gold Shield. KM-35.6; Cal-292#1187. A decently struck and largely
untoned cob with nearly full date and complete shield.

46094

$100-$200

$300-$400
46086
SPAIN. 2 Reales Pair (2 Pieces), 1721 & 1737. Seville Mint. Philip V.
Average Grade: VERY FINE.
1) 1721-S J. KM-307.

SPAIN. Silver 8 Reales Proclamation Medal, 1808. Ferdinand VII.
NGC EF-45. Medina-351. A wholesome and well detailed Puno Proclamation Medal with gentle gray toning throughout, and few noticeable field marks.
$160-$260
46095

2) 1737/6-S P. KM-355.

SPAIN. 20 Reales, 1810-M AI. Madrid Mint. Joseph Napoleon.
PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield. KM-551.2; Dav-308. A decently struck
and wholesome Crown, with soft field luster and gray to faintly almond toning throughout.

$100-$160
46087
SPAIN. Mint Error — Struck over Brockage — 4 Reales, 1740-M
JF. Madrid Mint. Philip V. PCGS VF-35 Gold Shield. KM-377.1. A
fascinating example of a brockage, struck again to correct, but retaining an image of the original striking error. The shield side exhibits a
double strike. A wholesome coin with dark gray field toning that helps
augment the lighter raised devices.
$260-$360

$200-$300

$300-$400
46096
SPAIN. 80 Reales, 1844-B PS. Barcelona Mint. Isabel II. NGC MS63. Fr-324; KM-578.1; Cal-Type 190#711. De Vellon coinage, Large
Bust Variety. A boldly struck coin with flashy luster in the fields and a
few scuffs on the obverse.
$400-$600
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46097
SPAIN. 8 Maravedis, 1848-JA. Jubia Mint. Isabel II. NGC MS-63
Brown. KM-530.2. An attractive example of the type with silky surfaces, sharp strike detail, and deep brown patina throughout.
$40-$80
46098
SPAIN. 25 Centimos, 1854. Segovia Mint. Isabel II. NGC PROOF-65
Red Brown. KM-615.2. A crisply struck coin with somewhat flashy
fields and red-brick color. Mint red bloom covers much of the reverse,
and the obverse periphery.
$600-$700
Ex. O’Callaghan Collection.

46103
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS. 50 Cents, 1920. PCGS MS-62 Gold
Shield. KM-35.1. An attractive, bright coin with sharp strike detail,
full frosty luster, and barely a hint of toning.
$70-$100
46104
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS. 50 Cents, 1921. PCGS MS-63 Gold
Shield. KM-35.1. A bright, well struck coin with shimmering luster
and no toning. There noticeable, strong die polish lines on both sides.
$100-$150

46099
SPAIN. Mixed Minors (Approximately 110 Pieces). Grade Range:
GOOD to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. The vast majority of this lot
covers several centuries of Spanish copper and silver issues, with a diversity of types represented. Included are some Spanish colonial issues
from the New World, as well as some post-Independence issues from
Latin American countries.

46105
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS. 5 Cents, 1935. PCGS MS-66 Gold
Shield. KM-36. A blast white Gem, bursting with cartwheel luster and
with excellent eye appeal.
$150-$200

SWAZILAND

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$1,000-$2,000

SPANISH COLONIAL
46100
SPANISH COLONIAL. Silver Colonial Trio (3 Pieces), 1750-1821.
Grade Range: FINE to EXTREMELY FINE.

46106
SWAZILAND. 100 Emalangeni, 1975. NGC MS-68. Fr-6; KM-27. A
brilliant prooflike coin with reflective fields and frosty devices.
$500-$600

SWEDEN

1) Peru. 4 Reales, 1821-JP.
2)Mexico. 2 Reales, 1750-M.

46107

3)Mexico. Real, 1806-TH.

SWEDEN. 4 Mark, 1711-LC. Karl XII. PCGS AU-53 Gold Shield.
KM-337. A sharply struck coin with pleasing gray to dark gray toning,
and some patches of brighter luster in the protected areas.

A wholesome gathering with three different denominations from two
different mints. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward
the diligent bidder. SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$75-$125

$600-$800
46108

SPANISH NETHERLANDS
46101
SPANISH NETHERLANDS. Brabant. Patagon, 1636. Antwerp
Mint. Philip IV. PCGS Genuine—Repaired, VF Details Gold Shield.
Dav-4462, KM-53.1. A crudely struck Patagon with good remaining
detail, some cracks in the planchet (as made), and a few smoothed
areas indicative of past repair. The fields are toned a dark gray with
lighter raised devices.
$100-$150
Ex. Craig Whitford Numismatic Auctions, Lot 686, April 21-2, 1995.

$100-$160
46109
SWEDEN. Krona, 1888 EB. Oscar II. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield.
KM-747. A well struck coin with abundant luster remaining in the
fields, and splashes of dark gray to charcoal toning in the fields.
$80-$120
46110
SWEDEN. 200 Kronor, 2001-B. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
KM-919. Nobel Prize Centennial issue. A handsome Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.

SRI LANKA

$100-$200

46102
SRI LANKA. 5000 Rupees, 1998. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
Fr-2; KM-160. Struck for the 50th Year of Independence, featuring a
statue of the deity Avalokitesvara. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored
fields and frosted cameo devices.
$500-$600

SWEDEN. 2 Kronor, 1878-EB. Oscar II. PCGS AU-55 Gold Shield.
KM-742. Variety with “O. NORGES” in legend. A lustrous and bright
coin, free of toning.

46111
SWEDEN. 200 Kronor, 2001-B. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
KM-919. Nobel Prize Centennial issue. A handsome Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$100-$200
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46112

46118

SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Chemistry & Physics
Gilt Silver Medal, “F10” (1980). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint.
PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-21. By E. Lindberg.
Obverse: Bust of Nobel left; Reverse: REG ACAD SCIENT SVEC
(Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences), crowned and winged Swedish
coat-of-arms; radiant North Star above. A frosty and sharply struck
Medal, pale in color, with a touch of toning in the fields.

SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Silver Medal, “D10” (1978). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-22. By E. Lindberg. Obverse: Bust
of Nobel left; Reverse: INVENTAS VITAM IUVAT EXCOLUISSE
PER ARTES (and they who bettered life on earth by their newly found
mastery), basin and serpent-entwined staff of Aeculapius; wreath behind. A pleasing Medal with rich, gun-metal toning, no noticeable
marks, and matte-like surfaces.

$360-$500

$200-$300

46113
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Chemistry and Physics Gilt Silver Medal, ND. Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-68 Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-21. By E. Lindberg. Obverse: Bust of Nobel left; Reverse: REG ACAD SCIENT SVEC (Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences), crowned and winged Swedish coatof-arms; radiant North Star above. A pale and frosty Medal, undated
(unlike most seen), with crisp strike detail and nearly unflawed surfaces.
$360-$500

SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Silver Medal, “H10” (1982). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-22. By E. Lindberg. Obverse: Bust
of Nobel left; Reverse: INVENTAS VITAM IUVAT EXCOLUISSE
PER ARTES (and they who bettered life on earth by their newly found
mastery), basin and serpent-entwined staff of Aeculapius; wreath behind. A bright and pleasing Medal with some speckled toning in the
protected areas.
$200-$300

46114
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Gilt-Silver Medal, “L10” (1985). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-22. Obverse: Bust of Nobel
left; Reverse: INVENTAS VITAM IUVAT EXCOLUISSE PER ARTES
(and they who bettered life on earth by their newly found mastery),
basin and serpent-entwined staff of Aeculapius; wreath behind. A
Medal with satiny luster and shadows of dark gray toning in the fields.
$300-$400
46115

46120
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Silver Medal, “V10” (1995). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-22. By E. Lindberg. Obverse: Bust
of Nobel left; Reverse: INVENTAS VITAM IUVAT EXCOLUISSE
PER ARTES (and they who bettered life on earth by their newly found
mastery), basin and serpent-entwined staff of Aeculapius; wreath behind. A boldly struck and nearly flawless Medal with a splash of plum
toning on the right of the obverse and reverse.
$600-$800

SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Gilt-Silver
Medal, “H10” (1982). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-22. Obverse: Bust of Nobel
left; Reverse: INVENTAS VITAM IUVAT EXCOLUISSE PER ARTES
(and they who bettered life on earth by their newly found mastery),
basin and serpent-entwined staff of Aeculapius; wreath behind. A
pleasing example of the type with satiny surfaces and gray toning
throughout.
$300-$400

46121
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Silver Medal, ND. Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-58
Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-22. By E. Lindberg. Obverse: Bust of Nobel
left; Reverse: INVENTAS VITAM IUVAT EXCOLUISSE PER ARTES
(and they who bettered life on earth by their newly found mastery),
basin and serpent-entwined staff of Aeculapius; wreath behind. A
pleasing Medal with rich, dark gray toning and a few scattered marks.
$140-$240

46116
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Silver
Medal, 1920. PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Rim inscribed
‘SILVER’ and ‘1920’. The earliest dated Nobel Medal we’ve seen. Pop:
1, none graded finer by PCGS. A well struck Medal with light gray
toning throughout.
$300-$500
46117
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Medicine Silver Medal, “D10” (1978). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS SPECIMEN-63 Gold Shield. Ehrensvard-22. By E. Lindberg. Obverse: Bust
of Nobel left; Reverse: INVENTAS VITAM IUVAT EXCOLUISSE
PER ARTES (and they who bettered life on earth by their newly found
mastery), basin and serpent-entwined staff of Aeculapius; wreath behind. A pleasing Medal with gun-metal gray toning and matte-like
surfaces.
$200-$300

46119

46122
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Economics Gilt-Silver Medal, “F10” (1980). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-66 Gold Shield. By G. Svensson-Lundqvist. Obverse:
SVERIGES RIKSBANK TILL ALFRED NOBELS MINNE 1968, bare
head of Nobel left; crossed cornucopias below; Reverse: KUNGLIGA
VETENSKAPSAKADAMIEN, radiant North Star surrounded by four
crowns. A radiant and sharply struck Medal with bright surfaces and
some faint toning toward the peripheries.
$260-$360
46123
SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Economics Gilt-Silver Medal, “V10” (1995). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-69 Gold Shield. By G. Svensson-Lundqvist. Obverse:
SVERIGES RIKSBANK TILL ALFRED NOBELS MINNE 1968, bare
head of Nobel left; crossed cornucopias below; Reverse: KUNGLIGA
VETENSKAPSAKADAMIEN, radiant North Star surrounded by four
crowns. A fully lustrous and bright Medal with pale golden color. Tied
with two others for the finest graded at PCGS.
$360-$500
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46124

46132

SWEDEN. Nobel Nominating Committee for Science Gilt-Silver
Medal, “G10” (1981). Royal Swedish (Eskilstuna) Mint. PCGS
SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. Obverse: Bust of Alfred Nobel left; Reverse: Winged and crowned coat-of-arms of Sweden; rayed star above.
An attractive example of the type with rich toning and a few minor
marks.

SWITZERLAND. 5 Francs, 1888-B. Bern Mint. NGC VF-35. KM34; HMZ 2-1198a. Mintage: 25,000. A wholesome and circulated example of this SCARCE date, largely untoned and exhibiting only normal circulation marks.
$200-$400
46133

$300-$500

SWITZERLAND. 5 Francs, 1967-B. Bern Mint. NGC MS-65. KM40. A blast white Gem quality coin with full satiny luster.

SWITZERLAND

$30-$60

46125
SWITZERLAND. Basel. Silver Bracteate, ND (1335-65). Johann II
of Munsingnen. Grade: VERY FINE. Wiel-115. Uniface design, bust
left with B - A to left and right. A well detailed example of the type with
pleasant toning.
$100-$160

46134
SWITZERLAND. Lausanne Shooting Festival 5 Francs, 1876. PCGS
Genuine—Cleaned, Unc Details Gold Shield. KMX-S13; R-1560;
HMZ 2-1343k. A sharply struck coin with mottled dark gray toning.
$100-$150
46135

46126
SWITZERLAND. Basel. Taler, 1765-IH. PCGS Genuine—Cleaned,
Unc Details Gold Shield. Dav-1754; KM-169. A boldly struck and
sharply detailed Taler, with faint almond toning, and strong die adjustment marks in the peripheries of both sides.
$600-$800

SWITZERLAND. Geneva Shooting Festival Silver Medal, 1887.
NGC MS-62. R-628b. Diameter: 45mm. A boldly struck and high relief Medal with some prooflike flash in portions of the fields.
$80-$120
46136

46127
SWITZERLAND. Bern. Taler, 1798. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.
KM-164; Dav-1760A; HMZ-2-218e. An attractive Taler with sharp
design detail, soft luster, and a light gray to almond tone.
$400-$600

SWITZERLAND. Geneva Shooting Festival Bronze Medal, 1887.
NGC MS-65 Brown. R-628d. Diameter: 45mm. By H. Bovy, C. Richard & E. Lossier. Obverse: Soldier advancing left, holding rifle; shield,
wheel, cannon, cannonballs, and cityscape in background; Reverse:
Swiss shield over coat-of-arms of Geneva. A handsome, Gem-quality
Medal with smooth, satiny surfaces and dark brown patina.
$100-$200

46128
SWITZERLAND. Fribourg. 42 Kreutzer, 1798. PCGS EF-40 Gold
Shield. KM-65; HMZ 2-282a. A faintly olive-toned coin with sharp
peripheral detail and some weakness on the centers, as is typical for
the issue.
$260-$360

46137
SWITZERLAND. Geneva Shooting Festival Medal Pair (2 Pieces),
1887. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED. From the Geneva Shooting Festival, both Medals feature a Swiss guard carrying a musket on
a rampart.

46129

1) Silver. Richter-628b. Diameter: 45 mm.

SWITZERLAND. Fribourg. Batzen, 1827. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-83; HMZ 2-286d. A boldly struck and lightly toned coin
with flashy luster in the fields. There is evidence of rotated double
striking on both sides.

SOLD AS IS / NO RETURNS.

2) Bronze. Richter-628d. Diameter: 45 mm.
$160-$260
46138

$140-$240
46130
SWITZERLAND. St. Gallen. Taler, 1621. NGC VF Details—Mount
Removed. Dav-4677; KM-61. A decently struck and pleasantly toned
Taler with some light striations on the surfaces. The mount removal is
noted only by a slight nick out of the rim at 6.

SWITZERLAND. Interlaken Shooting Festival Silver Medal, 1888.
PCGS SPECIMEN-62 Gold Shield. R-210a. A bold and impressive
high relief Medal with razor sharp design detail and even, gray toning
throughout.
$100-$200

$70-$100

46139

From the Midtown Collection.

SWITZERLAND. Thurgau Shooting Festival Silver Medal, 1890.
NGC Unc Details—Improperly Cleaned. R-1250b. Diameter: 45mm.
Struck for the Thurgau-Frauenfeld Shooting Festival, by H. Bovy. A
boldly struck high-relief Medal with russet to lilac toning, and hairlines visible in the obverse fields.

46131
SWITZERLAND. Zurich. Silver Medallic Ducat, 1819. NGC MS65+. KM-XM2. An off metal strike, struck to commemorate the 300th
Anniversary of the Protestant Reformation. An attractive prooflike
coin with reflective fields. The surfaces are toned gray with underlying
plum hues throughout.

$50-$100

$100-$200
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46140

46149

SWITZERLAND. Glarus Shooting Festival Silver Medal, 1892.
NGC MS-63. R-808b. Diameter: 45mm. By Huguenin Freres. A handsome, high profile Medal with pervasive, multicolored toning.

SWITZERLAND. Hannibal Crosses the Alpes Bronze Medal, ND.
PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. Eisler-25b. Diameter: 32mm. By Jean Dassier & Sons. Depicting Hannibal crossing the Alpes (217 BC). A well
struck and sharply detailed Medal with a few traces of mint red still
remaining in the peripheries.

$200-$300
46141

$100-$200

SWITZERLAND. Glarus Shooting Festival Bronze Medal, 1892.
NGC MS-63 Brown. R-808e. Diameter: 45mm. A softly lustrous Medal with smooth, dark chocolate brown patina throughout.
$100-$160
46142
SWITZERLAND. Zurich Shooting Festival Silver Medal, 1895.
NGC MS-62. R-1756b. Diameter: 45mm. Struck for the Shooting
Festival in Winterthur, by G. Hantz & H. Wildermuth. A well struck
Medal with glossy surfaces and gun-metal gray toning.
$200-$300
46143
SWITZERLAND. Zurich Shooting Festival Bronze Medal, 1895.
NGC MS-64 Brown. R-1756d. Diameter: 45mm. Struck for the Zurich-Winterthur Shooting Festival, by G. Hantz & H. Wildermuth. A
boldly struck Medal with glossy, smooth surfaces and dark brick red
color.

46150
SWITZERLAND. Bronze 300th Anniversary of the Reformation in
Bern Medal, 1828. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 55.3mm; Weight:
70.88 gms. By A. Bovy. Obverse: View of the Bern Minister (cathedral); Reverse: Goddess of the city sitting next to altar, Religion proffering Bible with genius floating above. Rich, copper colored fields retain their original reflective sheen on this Swiss medal that is seldom
encountered in bronze.
$100-$200
46151
SWITZERLAND. Silver Life Commemorative Medal, 1901. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 37mm. Commemorating the life of Patek
(1812-77) and Philippe (1815-94), with two portraits within wreaths.
A dark gray toned and pleasing Medal. Sold in original display box.
$100-$150

THAILAND

$150-$300
46152

46144
SWITZERLAND. Geneva Shooting Festival Silver Medal, 1896.
NGC MS-62. R-691b. Diameter: 47mm. By F. Beauverd and Hugues
Bovy. Obverse features Helvetia shooting a bow on a mountainside. A
well struck and high relief Medal, dark gray metallic toning throughout.

THAILAND. 150 Baht, BE 2511 (1968). NGC MS-66. Fr-29; KM-Y88. Issued for Queen Sirkit’s Birthday. A sharply struck little Gem with
full cartwheel luster.
$300-$400

TOGO

$160-$260
46145
SWITZERLAND. Geneva Shooting Bronze Medal, 1896. NGC
MS-65 Brown. R-691c. Diameter: 47mm. By F. Beauverd and Hugues
Bovy. Obverse features Helvetia shooting a bow on a mountainside. A
well struck and high relief Medal, with dark chocolate brown patina.
$100-$200

46153
TOGO. Copper 10000 Francs Essai (Pattern), 1977. NGC PROOF-67
Red Brown. KM-E12. An attractive Proof with flashy fields, frosty devices, and strong mottled red to magenta toning throughout.
$300-$400

TONGA

46146
SWITZERLAND. Baden Shooting Festival Silver Medal, 1903.
PCGS SPECIMEN-64 Gold Shield. R-29a. By F. Homberg. Struck
to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Shooting Festival in
Baden. A well struck Medal with silky surfaces and dark gray toning.
$160-$260

46154
TONGA. Palladium Hau, 1967. UNCIRCULATED. KM-25. Mintage: 1,500. 2.0165 Ounces. A flashy coin with good luster.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$1,000-$2,000

46147
SWITZERLAND. Schwyz - Tuggen Shooting Festival Silver Medal,
1931. NGC MS-67. R-1093a. Diameter: 30mm. A pleasing Medal with
frosty matte surfaces and gentle gray toning throughout.
$40-$80

46155

From the Midtown Collection.

46148
SWITZERLAND. Thurgau Shooting Festival 50 Francs, 1993. NGC
PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-S42; HB-45a. Weight: 25 gms. Struck
for the Shooting Festival in Weinfelden. An attractive Proof with hard
mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$100-$150
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TUNISIA
TUNISIA. Order of the Republic, Grand Officer’s Badge, Instituted
1959. CHOICE EXTREMELY FINE. Weight: 59.17 gms. Obverse:
Five-pointed star, red and green enameled limbs with spears between
and containing red and green enameled inner ring; green enameled
center with silvered coat-of-arms of Tunisia; Ribbon: Blue with white
bands, though somewhat distressed at the end. Great condition overall, with almost all of the enameling still intact.
$50-$100
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TURKEY

46163

46156
TURKEY. Asper, ND (1280-97). John II. VERY FINE. Weight: 2.68
gms. A sharply detailed and pleasing example of this crudely made
type.
$100-$200

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. Gold Wash Practical Domestic
Economy Medal, ND. UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 45 mm. Obverse: Bust right, IN MEMORIA AETERNA ERIT JUSTUS / PREMIUM KELLY HUGHES around; Reverse: Madonna seated, CONSIDERAVIT SEMITAS DOMUS SUAE / ET PANUM OTIOSA NON
COMEDIT around. A well struck Medal with dull gold color and some
spots of darker toning.
$75-$150

46157
TURKEY. 500 Kurush, AH 1293 Year 33 (1908). Constantinople
Mint. Abdul Hamid II. PCGS Genuine—Mount Removed, AU Details Gold Shield. Fr-39; KM-733. A well detailed coin with somewhat baggy surfaces. A remnant of a small mount can be seen on the
rim at 12.
$1,800-$2,300

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
46158
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. Ajman. 7-1/2 Riyal Proof Set (3 Pieces), AH 1389 (1970). All NGC Certified.
1) PROOF-67 Ultra Cameo. KM-5. Bonefish.

URUGUAY
46164
URUGUAY. Peso, 1893. PCGS MS-61 Gold Shield. KM-17a. Round
top 3 Variety. A brightly lustrous and very presentable Peso, with russet to plum peripheral toning.
$360-$500
46165
URUGUAY. 2000 Nuevos Pesos, 1983. Grade: PROOFLIKE UNCIRCULATED. Diameter: 50.5mm. Conjoined busts obverse, commemorating the visit of the King of Spain to Uruguay in May 1983. A
lustrous Medal with light reddish-brown color.
$30-$60

2) PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-6. Barbary falcon.

46166

3) PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-7. Gazelle.

URUGUAY. 1/4 Gaucho, 1992. NGC PROOF-66 Ultra Cameo. Fr12; KM-108. Mintage: 500. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields
and frosted cameo devices.

$400-$600
46159
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. Ajman. 5 Riyals and 7-1/2 Riyals Pair
(2 Pieces), AH 1390 (1970). Both NGC Certified. Commemoratives
of Gamal Abdel Nasser:

$600-$700

VENEZUELA

1) 7 1/2 Riyals. PROOF-67 Ultra Cameo. KM-13.
2) 5 Riyals. PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. KM-12.

46167

$300-$400
46160
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. Ras Al-Khaimah. 10 Riyals, 1970.
NGC PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. KM-31. Death of Dwight Eisenhower.
A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$150-$250
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. Sharjah. 25 Riyals, AH 1389 (1970).
NGC PROOF-67 Ultra Cameo. Fr-5; KM-7. A brilliant Proof with
hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$420-$600

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
46162
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. Gold 10 Dollars, 1984-W. West
Point Mint. PROOF. KM-211. Weight: 16.76 gms. Struck for the 1984
Olympic Games. An attractive Proof with reflective fields and frosty
devices.
$600-$800

$100-$200
46168

46161

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

VENEZUELA. Guayana. 1/2 Real, ND (1813-14). PCGS AU-50
Gold Shield. KM-C-41.1. A provisional royalist issue, always crude
and often off center. The obverse is nicely detailed, with nearly the entire design visible. Overall, it is well above average quality for the type,
with medium brown patina throughout.

VENEZUELA. Centavo, 1852. PCGS MS-62 Brown Gold Shield.
KM-Y-6. A handsome, sharply struck Centavo with deep chocolate
brown patina and faintly glossy surfaces.
$360-$500
46169
VENEZUELA. Centavo, 1862-H. Heaton Mint. PCGS MS-62 Brown
Gold Shield. KM-Y-7. A well struck Centavo with glossy luster and
deep brown patina throughout.
$300-$400
46170
VENEZUELA. 10 Bolivares, 1930. NGC MS-66. Fr-6; KM-31. A gorgeous Gem with radiant, frosty luster and sharp strike throughout.
$160-$260
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46171

46180

VENEZUELA. 2 Bolivares, 1926. Philadelphia Mint. NGC MS-63+.
KM-Y-23. An issue seldom-seen at auction, this lustrous example is
the second finest certified by NGC. A blue-gold tone is found throughout, only adding to the attractiveness.

VENEZUELA. Trial Strike Pair (2 Pieces), 1991. Average Grade:
UNCIRCULATED. KMX-11. A Pair of uniface copper trials, struck
incuse and reversed, for the obverse and reverse of a silver 1300 Bolivar commemorative celebrating the centenary of Zulia University. The
trials are well executed with mint red remaining in the protected areas.

$150-$300

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

46172
VENEZUELA. 1/2 Bolivar, 1936. NGC MS-65. KM-Y-21. A blast
white Gem, bursting with cartwheel luster and original frostiness in
the fields.
$360-$500
46173
VENEZUELA. 1/2 Bolivar, 1944. PCGS MS-66+ Gold Shield. KMY-21a. Pop: 1, none graded finer by PCGS. Variety with accent mark. A
lustrous and attractive coin with speckled peripheral toning.
$140-$240
46174
VENEZUELA. 12-1/2 Centimos, 1936. Philadelphia Mint. PCGS
MS-65+ Gold Shield. KM-Y-28. Pop: 1, only one graded finer by
PCGS. A gorgeous coin with blazing full luster and cool metallic toning, serving up tremendous eye appeal for the type.
$80-$120
46175
VENEZUELA. 12-1/2 Centimos, 1938. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield.
KM-Y-28. A sharply struck coin with satiny luster and gray to light
almond tone.
$40-$80
46176
VENEZUELA. 5 Centimos, 1915. NGC MS-62. KM-Y-27. A very attractive coin with frosty, original surfaces and even gray toning that
displays faint plum hues.
$360-$500

46181
VENEZUELA. 25000 Bolivares, ND (2001). NGC MS-64. Struck for
the 180th Anniversary of the Battle of Carabobo. A flashy and bright,
near-Gem coin with some zones of light toning.
$200-$300
46182
VENEZUELA. 200 Bolivares, ND (2010). NGC PROOF-69 Ultra
Cameo. KM-Y-95. Struck for the 200th Anniversary of the Declaration of Independence. A flashy Proof with hard mirrored fields and
frosted cameo devices.
$80-$120
46183
VENEZUELA. 200 Bolivares, ND (2010). NGC PROOF-70 Ultra
Cameo. KM-Y-97. Francisco de Miranda. A technically flawless Proof
with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$80-$120
46184
VENEZUELA. 50 Bolivares, 2010. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo.
KM-Y-101. Struck for the 70th Anniversary of the Central Bank. An
attractive Proof with hard mirrored fields and frosted cameo devices.
$80-$120

VIETNAM
46185

46177
VENEZUELA. 5 Centimos, 1921. PCGS MS-64 Gold Shield. KM-Y27. An attractive coin with fully satiny luster and streaked toning that
is quite typical of the issue.
$300-$400

VIETNAM. 5 Hao, 1946. NGC Unc Details—Cleaned. KM-2.1; Lec2; Gad-2. Variety with value in star incuse. Brilliant and lustrous, with
light hairlines in the fields indicative of a subtle cleaning.
$50-$100
46186

46178
VENEZUELA. 5 Centimos, 1927. PCGS MS-66+ Gold Shield. KMY-27. Pop: 1, only one graded finer by PCGS. A sharply struck coin
with gorgeous multicolored toning on both sides.
$200-$300

VIETNAM. Gold Wafer Money, ND (ca. 1960s). UNCIRCULATED.
Kim Thanh issue. Weight: 14.5 gms. A mostly legible gold sheet, slightly wrinkled. Sold with original paper envelope.
These gold sheets were used as evacuation money by Vietnamese refugees
fleeing the country during wartime in the 1960’s.
$360-$500

46179
VENEZUELA. Copper — Off Metal Strike — 50 Bolivares, 1990.
NGC MS-65 Brown. cf.KM-Y-67. An off metal strike for the Central
Bank Anniversary Issue, which was issued in gold with a mintage of
5,000. A sharply struck Gem with abundant bright mint red remaining
in the fields.
$100-$200

$360-$500

YEMEN
46187
YEMEN. 10 Riyals, 1969. NGC PROOF-69 Ultra Cameo. Fr-15;
KM-7. Struck to commemorate the Qadhi Mohammed Mahmud
Azzubairi Memorial. A brilliant Proof with hard mirrored fields and
frosted cameo devices.
$600-$700
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YUGOSLAVIA

46193
MIXED LOTS. Klippe Pair (2 Pieces), 1684 & 1781. Average Grade:
VERY FINE Details.

46188
YUGOSLAVIA. 50 Dinara, 1932. London Mint. PCGS MS-64 Gold
Shield. KM-16. A pleasing example of the type, combining satiny luster with gentle peripheral toning.
$300-$400

1) Austria. Salzburg. 1/4 Klippe Taler. 1684. Archbishop Max Grandolf. VERY FINE, plugged and scratched.
2) Germany. Bremen. Free City copper Klippe Pattern. 1781. J-9 var.
VERY FINE, obverse scratched.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

MIXED LOTS

$80-$120
From the Sundial Valley Farms Collection.

46189

46194

MIXED LOTS. Silver Issues (7 Pieces), 1556-1956. Grade Range:
VERY GOOD to UNCIRCULATED. A diverse group, consisting of a
Mexico City 8 Reales Cob of Philip II, Spanish Colonial Portrait 4 Reales (3), a Brazil 960 Reis from 1824, a German 5 Mark from 1911, and
a Mexico 1956 Mining Medal ‘Centenario de la Fundacion de Chalchihutes’. In-hand inspection is recommended.

MIXED LOTS. Mixed Crowns (5 Pieces), 1660-1973. Grade Range:
VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED.

$200-$400
MIXED LOTS. Austrian and German Talers (5 Pieces), 1592-1852.
Average Grade: VERY FINE.
1) Germany. Saxony. 1592-HB. Dav-9820.

4) India. Jaipur. Nazarana Rupee. Year 32 (1911). KM-147. VERY
FINE.
5) Iraq. Dinar. 1973. KM-140. UNCIRCULATED.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

2) Austria. Salzburg. 1702. Dav-1234.

$200-$400

3) Germany. Bavaria. 1778. Dav-1964.

46195

4) Germany. Saxony. 1799. Dav-2701.

MIXED LOTS. Austrian and Hungarian Silver Types (7 Pieces),
1685-1907. Grade Range: VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. A generally pleasing group of largely untoned coins from Austria (3), and
Hungary (4), spanning from 3 Kreuzer to 5 Korona denominations.
None show obvious cleaning or other damage.

5) Austria. 1852. 1852. KM-2243.1.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$300
46191

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

MIXED LOTS. European Silver Crowns (7 Pieces), 1769-1910.
Grade Range: VERY FINE to EXTREMELY FINE. A Crete 1901 5
Drachmai, a France 1769-L Ecu, a Great Britain 1887 Crown, a Sardinia 1847 5 Lire, a Papal States 1855 Scudo, a San Marino 1898 5 Lire,
and a Portugal 1910 1000 Reis. Some coins exhibit signs of cleaning.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$300

$200-$300
46196
MIXED LOTS. Sovereign Nonet (9 Pieces), 1873-1913. Average
Grade: EXTREMELY FINE. An attractive and problem-free group
of Sovereigns from Great Britain, Australia, and Canada, dated 1873,
1875, 1895-S, 1896-M, 1900-S, 1908, 1911-C, and 1913 (2).
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

46192
MIXED LOTS. Mostly Silver Issues (18 Pieces). Grade Range: VERY
GOOD to VERY FINE. A wide ranging group of coins, all silver except for Buenos Aires 1822 Decimo in copper. The group includes,
among other coins, a Sassanian Drachm of Khusro II, and Ethiopian
1/2 Birr of Menelik II, some Italian and German 18th to 19th Century
coins, some North African Crowns, and other diverse pieces. In-hand
inspection is highly recommended.
$400-$600

2) Austria. Guldiner - Taler Restrike. Dated 1303-1953 and 1486. Sigismund. EXTRA FINE.
3) Bolivia. 8 Reales. 1792-PSTI PR. Charles IV. KM-73. VERY FINE.

46190

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

1) Austria. Broad Taler. 1660. Kremnitz Mint. Leopold I. Dav-3254.
VERY FINE.

$2,000-$3,000
46197
MIXED LOTS. Assorted Asian Types (10 Pieces), 19th to 20th Century. Grade Range: EXTRA FINE to UNCIRCULATED. A mix of
mostly uncirculated and lustrous silver issues from French Indochina,
Thailand, and Hong Kong. Included is a gold Shu from Japan, and a
China 1933 (year 22) Dollar.
SOLD AS IS / NO RETURNS.
$200-$400
46198
MIXED LOTS. Modern Gold Types (6 Pieces), 1970-2007. Average
Grade: UNCIRCULATED. A total of 0.694 oz of gold. A selection
of Proof and Uncirculated gold issues from Germany, New Zealand,
Swaziland, Bermuda, Ireland, and Guinea.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$1,000-$1,400
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46199

46205

MIXED LOTS. Assorted Gold Types (9 Pieces), 1849-1951. Grade
Range: EXTRA FINE to UNCIRCULATED. A total of 1.4 oz gold.
A quite varied mix of gold issues from Turkey, Russia, Mexico, Saudi
Arabia, France, Cuba, Switzerland, Germany, and Austria. Over half
the pieces are uncirculated with strong luster.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

MIXED LOTS. Assorted Issues (4 Pieces), 1879-1956. All NGC or
PCGS Certified.

$3,000-$4,000

1) Austria. Florin. 1879. PCGS MS-65 Gold Shield. KM-2222.
2) Great Britain. Shilling. 1928. NGC MS-61. S-4039; KM-833.
3) Syria. 5 Piastres. AH 1375 (1956). NGC MS-66. KM-82.
4) Yugoslavia. 50 Para. 1925. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield. KM-4.
$80-$120

46200
MIXED LOTS. Gold Pair (2 Pieces), 1964-74. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED. A total of 0.988 oz AGW.
1) Iceland. 1974. 10000 Kronur. Fr-2; KM-22. Commemorative of
the 1100th Anniversary of settlement.
2) Liberia. 1964. 20 Dollars. Fr-1; KM-19. Featuring William V. S.
Tubman.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$1,800-$2,200

46206
MIXED LOTS. Assorted Issues (4 Pieces), 1945-82. All NGC or
PCGS Certified.
1) Thailand. 50 Baht. BE 2517 (1974). PCGS MS-66 Gold Shield.
KM-Y-101.
2) French Indochina. 50 Cents. 1946. NGC MS-64. KM-31.
3) Singapore. Dollar. 1982. NGC MS-67. KM-6.
4) Malaya. Cent. 1945. NGC MS-65 Brown. KM-6.

46201
MIXED LOTS. Mostly Byzantine Copper Issues (92 Pieces), ND.
Grade Range: GOOD to UNCIRCULATED. The majority of this lot
are issues of various denominations and rulers of Byzantium, with a
lesser number of copper and silver issues from contemporary eastern
empires, a few Chinese Cash type issues from more recent times, and
a few random European mint sets.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$70-$100
46207
MIXED LOTS. Mixed Denomination Pair (2 Pieces), 1895 & 1947.
Both PCGS Gold Shield Certified.
1) Mexico. 5 Pesos. 1947-Mo. MS-64. KM-465. Cuauhtemoc.
2) Japan. 5 Sen. Year 28 (1895). Meiji Era. EF-45. JNDA-01-36.
$40-$80

$200-$400
46202
MIXED LOTS. Mostly Israeli and Holy Land Related Issues (Approximately 83 Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. The bulk of this lot is made up of modern Israeli issues,
with a lesser amount of Crusader-era coinage and coins from various
European entities. An unusual assortment that lends itself to visual
inspection by the prospective bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

46208
MIXED LOTS. Mixed Gold Issues (4 Pieces), 1892-1980. Grade
Range: EXTREMELY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. Total weight:
0.4463 oz AGW.
1) Germany. Innsbruck Winter Olympics Medal. 1964. Weight: 3.49
gms.
2) Hungary. 10 Korona. 1892. Fr-252; KM-485.

$200-$300

3) Saudi Arabia. 1 Guinea. AH 1370 (1950). Fr-1; KM-36.

From the Robert Feuer Collection.

4) Tonga. 10 Pa’anga. 1980. Fr-18; KM-64.

46203

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

MIXED LOTS. Mixed World Issues (4 Pieces), 1802-1967. All NGC
Certified.
1) Bermuda. Crown. 1936-Dated (1984 Coincraft Fantasy Piece).
PROOF-68 Ultra Cameo. FM-23c; KMX-1a.
2) Colombia. 1 1/4 Centavo. 1874. MS-65. KM-173. Ex. Heaton Mint
Archives.
3) Philippines. Copper 50 Sen Private Pattern. 1967. UNC Details—
Cleaned.
4) Sweden. 1/12 Skilling. 1802. MS-63 Brown. KM-563.

$900-$1,100
46209
MIXED LOTS. Latin American Gold Quartet (4 Pieces), 18611930. Grade Range: EXTREMELY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. Total weight: 0.6683 oz AGW.
1) Cuba. 10 Pesos. 1916. Fr-3; KM-20.
2) Venezuela. 10 Bolivares. Fr-6; KM-31.
3) Chile. Peso. 1861. Fr-48; KM-133.
4) Peru. 1/5 Libra. 1919. Fr-75; KM-210.

$100-$160

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

46204
MIXED LOTS. Mixed Hammered Silver Issues (3 Pieces), ND.
Grade Range: GOOD to VERY GOOD.

$1,100-$1,500

1) Great Britain. Shilling. Elizabeth I. Weight: 4.68 gms, holed.
2) Spanish Colonial 4 Reales cobs, shield and cross types, weights:
12.79 and 13.03 gms.
$40-$80
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46210

46217

MIXED LOTS. Mixed Gold Issues (4 Pieces), 1780-1927. Grade Range:
VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. Total weight: 0.5075 oz AGW.
2) Denmark. 10 Kroner. 1900. Fr-296; KM-790.2. ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.

MIXED LOTS. Mixed Asian Types (22 Pieces). Grade Range: FINE
to UNCIRCULATED. Group consists mostly of 19th and 20th Century silver types from China, Hong Kong, and Japan, with a lesser
number of copper and silver coins from Ceylon, Straits Settlements,
Sarawak, among others. Included are a few pieces of Thai bullet money
and a tamlung, among other old Asian types.

3) Tunisia. 10 Franc. 1891. Fr-13; KM-226. ABOUT UNCIRCULATED.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

1) Switzerland. 20 Franc. 1927-B. Fr-499; KM-35. UNCIRCULATED.

4) Spain. Escudo. 1780-S CF. Charles III. Fr-289; KM-416.2. VERY
FINE.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$900-$1,300
46211
MIXED LOTS. Assorted Asian Types (6 Pieces), 1852-2001. Grade
Range: VERY FINE to PROOF. A China ND (1927) Dollar, two Tibetan Tangkas, a gold China 1/20 Panda Yuan in Proof, and two Burma 2 Mu dated CS 1214 (1852), KM-8.1.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

46218
MIXED LOTS. American Types (18 Pieces), 1803-1916. Grade
Range: FINE to UNCIRCULATED. An eclectic mix of silver and
copper coins from Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Honduras, Cuba, Panama,
British West Indies, and others, along with a few Caribbean tokens.
Includes a Mexico 1803-Mo FT 8 Reales and a British West Indies 1822
1/8 Dollar.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400
46219

$200-$400
46212
MIXED LOTS. World Silver Crown Group (14 Pieces), 1839-1939.
Grade Range: FINE to ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. A diverse group
of Crowns, focused on independent countries in the Caribbean, Central, and South America (8), but including a Yen from Japan, a Birr from
Ethiopia, a 5 Pengo from Hungary, and three Dollar types from Canada.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

MIXED LOTS. Mostly European Issues (43 Pieces), 17th to 20th
Century. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to UNCIRCULATED. A diverse group of nearly all European issues, mostly in silver, from the
early 1600’s to modern types, along with a small group of copper and
silver Medals. The coins are generally in presentable condition with
few problems noted. In-hand inspection is highly recommended.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$400-$800

$200-$400

46220

46213
MIXED LOTS. Spanish Colonial 1/2 Real Cobs (30 Pieces), 17th to
18th Century. Grade Range: GOOD to FINE. A group of small cobs
in varying condition, some with clear dates and mintmarks.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

MIXED LOTS. Quartet of American Issues (4 Pieces), 1886-1921.
All NGC Certified.
1) Mexico. 50 Centavos. 1886-Mo M. Mexico City Mint. EF-45. KM407.6.
2) Haiti. 50 Centimes. 1887. Paris Mint. EF-45. KM-47.

$300-$600

3) Martinique. Franc. 1897. VG Details—Environmental Damage.
KM-41.

46214
MIXED LOTS. Spanish Colonial Cob Reales (16 Pieces), 18th Century. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to VERY FINE. A group of Real
pillar and wave type cobs, many with visible dates. At first glance,
many are clearly from the Potosi Mint.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$500
46215
MIXED LOTS. Spanish Colonial 2 Reales (14 Pieces), 17th to 18th
Century. Grade Range: GOOD to FINE. A mix of shield/cross and
pillar/wave cob types, without clear date attributions.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

4) Guadeloupe. Franc. 1921. AU Details—Surface Hairlines. KM-46.
$50-$100
From the Midtown Collection.

46221
MIXED LOTS. Mixed World Issues (6 Pieces), 1799-2013. All NGC
Certified. An unusual and diverse mix of material, from a 1799 Anhalt-Bernburg 1/3 Taler to a 2013 China Panda 10 Yuan in MS-70.
Included is a Eritrea 1918-R Talero in VF-25.
$200-$300
From the Midtown Collection.

46222

$200-$300
46216
MIXED LOTS. French and German Encased Postage issues (10
Pieces), ND. Average Grade: VERY FINE. Five encased France 10
Centimes stamps, and five encased German stamps, on thin metal
disks with inscribed reverses.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

$200-$400

MIXED LOTS. Choice Silver Issues (8 Pieces), 1887-1953. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED. A group of very attractive mint state
coins, most Shillings and 6 Pence from Great Britain, from the years
1887-1900. Also included is a 1903-A German Mark, and a 1953 Panama Dollar.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$150-$300

$100-$200
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46223

46230

MIXED LOTS. Modern Cut/Countermarked Concoctions (8 Pieces), ND. Grade Range: VERY GOOD to VERY FINE. A group of portrait type Spanish Colonial 8 Reales that have been cut and punched to
imitate different types of Caribbean cut and countermarked coinage.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$50-$100

MIXED LOTS. War Medal Pair (2 Pieces), 1812 & 1854. Grade
Range: VERY FINE to ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.

46224
MIXED LOTS. European Silver Crown Group (16 Pieces), 18741937. Grade Range: FINE to ABOUT UNCIRCULATED. Issues
from Austria, San Marino, Netherlands, Greece, Latvia, and Russia,
among others. A few coins are cleaned but generally the group exhibits
normal circulation wear, and many have peripheral toning.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400
46225
MIXED LOTS. World Silver Issues (15 Pieces), 1813-1942. Grade
Range: VERY FINE to EXTREMELY FINE. Crowns from mostly
Central to South America, but including a few European, Asian, and
north African issues. Some cleaning noted but no major problems
seen, and many coins have pleasing peripheral toning. Also included
is an 1942 Australian Florin.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$200-$400
46226
MIXED LOTS. Shipwreck Cobs (7 Pieces), ND. Average Grade:
GOOD. A group of very worn 4 and 8 Reales cobs, all exhibiting the
‘shipwreck effect’. Very little detail remains for attribution, though one
clearly has a Mexico City mintmark.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$50-$100
46227
MIXED LOTS. Spanish Colonial Bust 8 Reales (34 Pieces), 17831820. Grade Range: GOOD to VERY FINE. Crowns from the Mexico City (25), Zacatecas (2), Durango, and Potosi, Bolivia (6) mints,
some exhibiting minor damage and chopmarks.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$700-$1,000
46228
MIXED LOTS. Group of Medals and other World Issues (37 Pieces), ND. Grade Range: EXTREMELY FINE to PROOF UNCIRCULATED. An unusual mix of small to large Bronze Medals with
varying themes, from France, Russia, Armenia, Israel, Germany, and
elsewhere. Included is a small group of world coins, mostly in UNC or
PROOF UNC condition, a porcelain token from Siam, and an African
Manilla weighing 78 gms.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$600

1) Medal with eagle grasping arrows, “1812” on breast. Reverse “1812”
under stars, PRO PATRIA ET JURE CENTIUM around. With suspension loop attached and Red/Blue ribbon.
2) Great Britain. 1854. Campaign Medal for the Crimean War. Obverse: Bust left, VICTORIA REGINA / 1854; Reverse: CRIMEA left,
solder standing facing, in Roman armor, Victory above. Clasp above
adorned with four stylized bars, with the names ALMA, INKERMANN, BALAKAVA, and SEBASTOPOL.
$360-$500
46231
MIXED LOTS. 50 Centavos Group (17 Pieces), 1870-87. Grade
Range: VERY GOOD to EXTREMELY FINE. Coins from different
regional mints, exhibiting normal circulation wear for the most part,
with a few cleaned surfaces observed.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$500
46232
MIXED LOTS. Mixed Modern Issues (4 Pieces), 1927-55. All PCGS
Gold Shield Certified.
1) Cuba. Peso. 1953. MS-63. KM-29. Jose Marti.
2) Philippines. 50 Centavos. 1947-S. San Francisco Mint. MS-64.
KM-184. MacArthur.
3) Palestine. 100 Mils. 1927. Genuine—Cleaned, AU Detail. KM-7.
4) Lebanon. 10 Piastres. 1955. MS-65. KM-23.
$80-$140
46233
MIXED LOTS. Assorted Types (23 Pieces), 1764-1953. Grade
Range: VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. Silver and copper Crowns
and minors, with the majority from Mexico (7) and Canada (6), along
with Egypt (2), India (2), and a smattering of other countries. Generally nice pieces, with regular circulation wear and no obvious problems.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$300-$600
46234
MIXED LOTS. Indian and South Asian Types (58 Pieces). Grade
Range: GOOD to VERY FINE. A diverse mix of mostly copper and a
few silver issues from early Islamic India, the Hephthalites, some Persian issues including a few civic copper pieces, Zengid dirhams, and a
few early Ottoman issues. Included is a copper bracelet from Benin.
Few pieces in the group have been attributed. The group is worth a
detailed look by the interested bidder.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.
$150-$300

46229

46235

MIXED LOTS. World Issues (19 Pieces), 1779-1966. Grade Range:
VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. All but four coins are copper and
silver minors from Great Britain, dating 1836-early 20th Century.
Coins are individually stored and are generally in AU or better condition. The balance of the lot is made up of two Canada Dollars (1963
and 1966), an 1885 Malta 1/3 Farthing, and a 1779 Russia 5 Kopek.
SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

MIXED LOTS. Islamic Dynasties Assorted Types (65 Pieces). Grade
Range: GOOD to VERY FINE. An eclectic mix of copper and silver
issues from the Ummayads, Abbasids, Zengids, Artuqids, and various
Mongol-related groups, along with a few silver Sassanian and Arab-Sassanian drachms, and some Persian copper issues. A bit over half of the
coins are attributed. Well worth a detailed review by the interested bidder.

$200-$400
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46236

46238

MIXED LOTS. European Types (30 Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD
to FINE. A mix of copper and silver types from medieval Central,
Eastern, and Southern Europe, many with at least partial attributions.
A group worthy of detailed review by the interested bidder.

MIXED LOTS. Quartet of European Bronze Medals (4 Pieces). Average grade: UNCIRCULATED. A nice grouping of well preserved
German, Swiss, and Belgian medals struck to commemorate the lives
of important scientists and statesmen. Several of these issues are seldom seen on the marketplace. SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

1) France. Bronze Alexic-Marie Piaget Conseiller D’etat, Author of
Neuchatel Constitution of 1849. 60 mm.

$150-$300
46237

2) Germany. Bronze Death of Dr. Der Heirundt. 50 mm.

MIXED LOTS. Group of World Coins (52 Pieces), 1746-1973.
Grade Range: VERY GOOD to CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. A diverse grouping that offers many 18th and 19th century German copper minors, several Tarim pattern dinars dated AH 1352 (1933), a 1972
Canadian mint set, and a 1973 mint set from the U.S.S.R. Other highlights include an Uncirculated Straits Settlements 5 cent piece from
1919 and a spurious Thai 1/8 gold bullet money, along with some additional mixed issues. Some have been cleaned, scratched and/or have
other defects. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward the
diligent bidder. SOLD AS IS/NO RETURNS.

3) Germany. Bronze Adam von Itzstein Vertreter of Volksrechte. 55
mm.
4) Belgium. Ferdiand Manilius. 55mm.
$200-$300

$200-$400

MEDALS
AUSTRIA
46239

46242

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. Honoring Franz Bauer, Viennese Professor and Teacher of Scharff, 1868. UNCIRCULATED.
39mm; 26.58 gms. Wurzbach-571. Obverse: Bust right in cloak; Reverse: Legend in nine lines. Edge: Plain. Light gunmetal gray surfaces
highlight this alluring specimen, with some deeper toning near the
peripheries and hints of brilliance in the fields.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Dr. Salomon Hermann
Ritter von Mosenthal, Poet, ND (1873). UNCIRCULATED. 57mm;
71.00 gms. cf. Loehr-12 (silver); Wurzbach-6411; cf. Hauser-7682
(same). Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Judith facing, holding dagger and head of Holofernes. Edge: Plain. Light olive-brown surfaces,
with some scattered minor staining. A great Judaica-related medal.

$100-$200

$100-$200

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2793.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Coin Galleries (4/2010) Lot #3669.

46240

46243

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 50th Anniversary of the
First Bank of Austria, 1869. GEM UNCIRCUATED. 63mm; 90.98
gms. Wurzbach-9349; Hauser-1640. Obverse: Female personification
of Industry, with head slightly right, seated slightly left on plinth, holding cornucopia and resting hand upon bundle of rods; beehive with
bees to left, spire and package to right; bee in exergue; Reverse: Legend and date in seven lines with oak and laurel wreath. Edge: Plain.
Presenting rich red-brown surfaces along with a subtle cobalt-violet
nature, this piece offers tremendous radiance and a high degree of
prooflike brilliance in the fields.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Cast Uniface Bronze Medal. Richard
Wagner, ND (ca. 1876). AS MADE. 114mm; 60.65 gms. Obverse:
Bust right; Reverse: Rough incuse of obverse. Quite alluring pleasing,
this specimen presents a very robust portrait in exceptionally high relief. Wagner’s signature is replicated very lightly and intricately to the
right of his bust.

$100-$200

$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Heritage 1100 (9/2008) Lot # 28974.

46244

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46241
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 50th Anniversary of the
First Bank of Austria, 1869. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 63mm;
89.18 gms. Wurzbach-9349; Hauser-1640. Obverse: Female personification of Industry, with head slightly right, seated slightly left on
plinth, holding cornucopia and resting hand upon bundle of rods;
beehive with bees to left, spire and package to right; bee in exergue;
Reverse: Legend and date in seven lines with oak and laurel wreath.
Edge: Plain. Highly brilliant and prooflike, with a delightful chocolate
brown glossiness to the surfaces, and only lighted scattered spotting.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Dr. Kajetan Freiherr von
Felder Re-elected as Mayor of Vienna, 1877. CHOICE GEM UNCIRCULATED. 64mm; 95.00 gms. Wurzbach-1992; Hauser-7345.
Obverse: Bust right wearing bow-tie and frock coat; Reverse: An allegorical group featuring his classical interests: Artemis Ephesia, Sapientia, Hercules/Herakles, and Minerva/Athena, with their respective
attributes. Edge: A few light marks, otherwise plain. Deep brown surfaces with an incredibly glossy nature, this Gem presents an intense
degree of prooflike brilliance radiating in the fields. A wonder to behold and an immensely attractive issue.
$100-$200

$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46245

46250

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 25th Wedding Anniversary of Franz Joseph I & Elisabeth, 1879. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 49mm; 51.54 gms. Wurzbach-2726; Hauser-333. Obverse: Jugate
busts of Franz Joseph I, in military attire, and Elisabeth, diademed,
right; Reverse: Civic personification of Vienna left, approaching the
royal couple along with seminude youth holding imperial coat-ofarms. Edge: Plain. Rather attractive and alluring, this chocolate brown
specimen presents a dazzling degree of brilliance emanating from the
fields.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. White Metal Medal. J. Schreiber & Neffen Glassware Factory in Vienna, 1882. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED.
54mm; 46.68 gms. Loehr-72; Wurzbach-8301. Obverse: Three medallions containing busts of Josef Schreiber, Eduard Göpfert, and Maximilian Göpfert; decorative scrollwork around with implements of industry and commerce; Reverse: Female seated facing slightly left, holding
plaque; around, three seminude genii with attributes of the glass industry.
Edge: A few scattered marks and stains, otherwise plain. Rather pleasing
and captivating, this specimen offers intense brilliance in the fields. A
few light marks near the rims are noted merely for completeness.
$75-$150

$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46246
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. Committee of the Viennese
Stone & Copper Printers, ND (ca. 1880). UNCIRCULATED. 45mm;
34.87 gms. Embossed and awarded to Peter Baptist. Obverse: Bust of Alois Senefelder right in frock coat; Reverse: Legend in three lines above
decorative rectangular plaque embossed “BAPTIST PETER;” two garlanded shields below; all within laurel wreath. Edge: [hallmark] located at
12h. Quite deeply toned, this specimen features some hints of cobalt and
olive-green throughout. A fairly SCARCE and interesting award medal
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46251
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Count Adolph von
Podstatzky-Lichtenstein/Order of Malta, 1884. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 49mm; 58.00 gms. Hauser-7728. Obverse: Bust left in
ceremonial regalia; Reverse: Crowned coat-of-arms with leonine supporters. Edge: Plain. Presenting incredibly high relief on the obverse
and intricate detail, this chocolate brown specimen dazzles with underlying brilliance and very clean fields. A great offering celebrating
the Count’s 50th anniversary as a Knight in the Order.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46247
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Richard Ritter
Dotzauer/30th Anniversary of the Prague Chamber of Commerce,
1880. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 63mm; 109.97 gms. Loehr-47;
Wurzbach-1702. Obverse: Draped bust left, wearing frock coat; Reverse: Seminude genius flying right, head left, holding billowing banner overhead; in background, veduta of Prague; below, garnished coatof-arms within branches with various attributes of commerce and
industry. Edge: A few light marks, otherwise plain. Rich glossy brown
surfaces, with a subtle cameo contrast and great radiating brilliance.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Coin Galleries (12/2008) Lot # 1315.

46252
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Eduard Ruppell/Geography and Statistics Association in Frankfurt, 1884. CHOICE
UNCIRCULATED. 54mm; 70.30 gms. J&F-1619; Brettauer-1008.
Obverse: Bust facing slightly left in frock coat; Reverse: Veduta of
Frankfurt. Edge: Plain. Deep brown surfaces with an alluring matte
nature, this engaging specimen seemingly comes to life on the obverse, while the reverse transports the viewer directly to Frankfurt. A
SCARCE and highly pleasing type.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46253

46248
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Unveiling of the Monument
to Ludwig von Beethoven in Vienna, 1880. UNCIRCULATED. 63mm;
96.72 gms. Loehr-56; Niggl-240. Obverse: Statue of Beethoven seated facing
slightly right, head slightly left; Reverse: Legend and date in ten lines within garlanded laurel wreath. Edge: Some staining, otherwise plain. Mostly
red surfaces on the obverse with some hints of green near the peripheries,
while the reverse features more of an olive-brown nature throughout.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46249
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. White Metal Medal. Wedding of Crown
Prince Rudolf and Princess Stefanie of Belgium, 1881. CHOICE
UNCIRCULATED. 50mm; 62.78 gms. Wurzbach-8056; Hauser-370.
Obverse: Jugate busts of Rudolph, draped and in military attire, and Stepanie, diademed, right; Reverse: Civic personification of Vienna facing,
head right, holding laurel branch and supporting shields with seminude
Cupid/Eros to left. Edge: A few scattered marks, otherwise plain. A popular and engaging type, this specimen presents rather strong, bold relief
on the obverse as well as tremendous intricacies on the reverse. A few
light rim scuffs and subtle abrasions are noted, but are noted distracting,
all while some charming brilliance remaining in the protected areas.
$150-$300

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. Death of Clemens Maximilian Bachofen von Echt, 1886. UNCIRCULATED. 49mm; 59.89
gms. Loehr-123; Wurzbach-485; Hauser-7174. Obverse: Bust facing
slightly right in frock coat; Reverse: Coat-of-arms surmounted by garnished helmet surmounted by lamb. Edge: [hallmark] located at 12h.
Quite pleasantly toned, with hints of cobalt and burgundy, though
some scattered hairlines are noted in the fields.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2825.

46254
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Cast Uniface Bronze Medal. Andreas Streit, Architect, 1886. AS MADE. 142mm; 202.36 gms. Obverse: Bust
right in frock coat; square, compass, and oak branch to right; Reverse:
Rough incuse of obverse. Tan-brown surfaces highlight this great portrait piece, presenting incredible artistry.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Coin Galleries (12/2008) Lot # 1316.
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46255

46259

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Golden Jubilee of Queen
Victoria, 1887. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 79mm; 246.11 gms.
BHM-3284; Eimer-1732. Mintage: 450. Obverse: Jugate crowned busts
left of the younger Victoria and the elder Victoria, veiled; laurel branch
to left; Reverse: Britannia, with head slightly right and holding trident,
standing facing in carriage being drawn by two lions; to left, nude genius holding torch and female personification of Justice, holding scales
and sword; to right, female personification of Prudence, holding globe
and caduceus; in exergue, civic coat-of-arms with dragon supporters.
Edge: A few light scuffs and stains, otherwise plain. An elegant, ambitious, and popular type, this specimen offers rich brown surfaces and
a great deal of shimmering brilliance remaining. SCARCE and undoubtedly one which should generate tremendous enthusiasm.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque Klippe. 40th Anniversary
of the Reign of Franz Joseph I by the Viennese Numismatic Association, 1888. UNCIRCULATED. 43x43mm; 39.80 gms. Wurzbach-2517; Hauser-885. Obverse: Female personification of Numismatics seated right, inscribing ECKHEL upon tablet and being
presented with a coin by seminude genius to right; to left, another
seminude genius holding scales and bag of coins; coining press to left;
to upper left, crowned double eagle with sword and orb in talons; Reverse: Central legend within wreath; decorative arms to left and right,
garlanded crown above, medallion below. Edge: [one hallmark] to
lower right. A pleasantly toned specimen, this piece offers a highly intricate design and pertains to the field of numismatics with numerous
engaging motifs.

$500-$750

$100-$200

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46256

46260

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Golden Jubilee of Queen
Victoria, 1887. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 79mm; 253.26 gms.
BHM-3284; Eimer-1732. Mintage: 450. Obverse: Jugate crowned busts
left of the younger Victoria and the elder Victoria, veiled; laurel branch
to left; Reverse: Britannia, with head slightly right and holding trident,
standing facing in carriage being drawn by two lions; to left, nude genius holding torch and female personification of Justice, holding scales
and sword; to right, female personification of Prudence, holding globe
and caduceus; in exergue, civic coat-of-arms with dragon supporters.
Edge: Plain. Another example of this SCARCE and ever-popular type,
presenting some of the most elegant and intricate artistry imaginable.
The level of detail is so well done, that one can make out the lacy nature of the elder version’s veil, along with the medallic nature of her
brooches.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. 25th Anniversary of St.
Stephen’s in Vienna/Friedrich Freiherr von Schmidt, Architect,
1888. UNCIRCULATED Details. Cleaned. 57mm; 84.97 gms. Wurzbach-8258. Obverse: Bust left in frock coat; Reverse: Facade of St. Stephen’s. Edge: [hallmark] located at 12h. A fairly SCARCE type in silver,
this example does exhibit some cleaning making the surfaces rather
bright, but does offer great relief on the obverse.

$500-$750
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Heritage 1100 (9/2008) Lot # 28834.

46257
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Cast Uniface Bronze Medal. Friedrich
Lorinser, Botanist, ND (ca. 1887). CHOICE EXTREMELY FINE.
103mm; 121.22 gms. Obverse: Bust right in frock coat; Reverse: Rough
incuse of obverse. Edge: Plain. Through slightly wavy and with a minor
bend, this specimen offers warm brown surfaces with scattered light
marks in the fields. VERY RARE and highly alluring.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46258
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. International Art Exhibition in Vienna, 1888. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 36mm; 25.02
gms. Wurzbach-2518; Hauser-2960. Obverse: Mantled bust of Franz
Joseph I right; Reverse: Female figure allegorical of the Arts seated
facing slightly left on plinth, holding up decorative rectangular cartouche inscribed 1888; to left and right, two nude genii—one holding shield and palm frond, the other holding laurel wreath and torch.
Edge: Reeded. Mostly steely gray, this alluringly choice specimen offers
some vibrant hints of brilliance as well as a deeper tone highlighting
the devices and as one approaches the peripheries.

$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Coin Galleries (12/2008) Lot # 1321.

46261
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Unveiling of the Monument to Franz Grillparzer in Vienna, 1889. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 56mm; 69.24 gms. Wurzbach-3387; Hauser-2430. Obverse:
Bust facing slightly right in frock coat; Reverse: Lyre intertwined with
laurel branch and garland. Edge: Plain. Rich red-brown surfaces are
complemented by a rather robust brilliance in the fields. Meanwhile,
a strong relief nature is present on the portrait, especially within the
facial features.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46262
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Wilhelm Freiherr von
Bleichröder, Banker in Berlin, ND (1889). CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 24mm; 8.63 gms. Obverse: Bust facing slightly left in frock
coat; Reverse: Familial coat-of-arms surmounted by winged and garnished helmet. Edge: Plain. Red-brown surfaces with a great lustrous
brilliance radiating in the fields. The Bleichröders were a German-Jewish banking family handling the accounts of Prince Otto von Bismarck
and the Kingdom of Prussia, and later the German Empire. Wilhelm
was raised into the Prussian nobility in 1872, preceded four years earlier by fellow banker Abraham Oppenheim.
$200-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Coin Galleries (4/2010) Lot # 3678 @ $718.75.

$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46268

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 70th Birthday of Gottfried Keller, Swiss Poet, 1889. UNCIRCULATED. 70mm; 160.02
gms. Loehr-175; SM-459. Obverse: Bust left in frock coat; olive branch
above, to left, and to right; Reverse: Orpheus, sitting on rocks and
playing lyre; lion leaning against him; below, two lionesses and a hare.
Edge: Plain. Rich red-brown surfaces, with a delightful brilliance in the
fields. Incredible relief on the obverse portrait, with great detail on the
ambitious reverse. Some scattered spots are noted for completeness.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Oval Cast Bronze Medal. Eugene Felix,
Painter and Director in Vienna, 1890. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED.
45x59mm; 57.29 gms. Wurzbach-1995; Hauser-4792. Obverse: Bust
facing slightly right, wearing ruffled collar; Reverse: Man and woman
embracing; to left, coat-of-arms with crested helmet and lion forepart.
Edge: Plain, though beads at four corners, with loop attached at the
top. Light brown-bronze surfaces, with incredible detail to the portrait.

$100-$200

$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46269

46264
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 50th Anniversary of the
Music Conservatory in Budapest, 1890. GEM UNCIRCULATED.
63mm; 112.38 gms. Hauser-1740. Obverse: Swan, with head turned
left, swimming facing, bearing various musical instruments on her
back; Reverse: Female personifications (Budapest and Hungary)
standing left, observing Apollo seated right on bench instructing
youth how to play the lyre; classical building in the background. Edge:
Plain. Orange-brown surfaces with tremendous brilliance and radiant
luster. The fields exhibit a charming proof like brilliance that captivates
the gaze of the viewer.
$150-$300

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. 70th Birthday of Franz
von Hauer, Director of the Vienna Natural History Museum, 1892.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 57mm; 70.73 gms. Loehr-213. Engraved and awarded to Dr. R. v. Sterneck, 27 November 1900. Obverse:
Bust left in frock coat; Reverse: View of the Earth focused upon the
Eastern Hemisphere; all between wreath of two palm fronds and decorative cartouche. Edge: “OBERST Dr. R. v. STERNECK 27.XI.1900”
and [two hallmarks] located at 5h. Steely gray with a charming matte
nature and a hint of iridescence near a portion of the peripheries.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46270

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46265
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 25th Anniversary of Anton Ritter von Schmerling as Curator of the Theresian Academy,
1890. UNCIRCULATED. 65mm; 120.97 gms. Wurzbach-8254; Hauser-7180. Obverse: Bust right in frock coat; Reverse: Minerva/Athena
standing right, with back facing, holding spear and placing wreath
upon facing bust of Maria Theresa; to right, Schmerling instructs a
youth. Edge: Plain. Vibrant orange-brown surfaces on the obverse,
with a good deal of brilliance in the fields, and more of a brown-olive
hue on the reverse, with a muted matte nature.
$75-$150

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Unveiling of the Monument to Josef Graf Radetzky von Radetz in Vienna, 1892. CHOICE
UNCIRCULATED. 69mm; 161.12 gms. Wurzbach-7772; Hauser-2447. Obverse: Bust right in frock coat; Reverse: Equestrian statue
left. Edge: Plain. Highly impressive and alluring, this chocolate brown
specimen offers an intense, glossy nature to the surfaces along with
exceptionally high relief on the obverse portrait.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Heritage 1100 (9/2008) Lot # 28777.

46271

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46266
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. The Fourth Festival of
the Association of German Singers in Vienna, 1890. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 60mm; 86.76 gms. Wurzbach-9382. Obverse: Female
figure flying, head turned left, holding palm frond and lyre, and with
putti to right holding shield; cityscape in background below; Reverse:
Garnished coat-of-arms surmounted by mural crown and within garlanded olive wreath with three smaller coats-of-arms. Edge: Plain.
Extremely attractive and brilliant, with an alluring olive-orange and
brown hue throughout.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46267
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. The Fourth Festival of
the Association of German Singers in Vienna, 1890. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 60mm; 88.97 gms. Wurzbach-9382. Obverse: Female
figure flying, head turned left, holding palm frond and lyre, and with
putti to right holding shield; cityscape in background below; Reverse:
Garnished coat-of-arms surmounted by mural crown and within garlanded olive wreath with three smaller coats-of-arms. Edge: Plain. Another dazzling example of this highly attractive and ambitious type.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal Klippe. 25th Anniversary of
the Volunteer Fire Brigade at Ottakring, 1893. UNCIRCULATED.
33x33mm; 19.68 gms. Hauser-6356. Obverse: Two firemen operating
a contemporary hose, battling inferno to left; crossed oak branches in
exergue; Reverse: Legend in eight lines bisected by oak branch. Edge:
Pleasingly toned, with rather alluring artistry upon the obverse. Holed
at the top as made, with ring attached.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2853.

46272
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. Opening of the Rathhauses
in Vienna, 1893. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED Details. Cleaned,
Rim Bruises. 71mm; 127.81 gms. Obverse: Three female personifications and bearded male holding construction plans; Reverse: Facade
of the City Hall; two winged female figures flying above, each holding
garlanded shield. Edge: [two hallmarks] located at 6h. Despite a prior
cleaning and some scattered marks in the fields, this piece features
some charming toning and only light rub upon the high points.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Heritage 462 (2/2008) Lot # 81573.
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46273

46278

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque. 50th Birthday of Oscar Klinger, Industrialist in Neustadt, 1894. UNCIRCULATED.
33x42mm; 26.59 gms. Wurzbach-4639; Hauser-7525. Obverse: Bust
left in frock coat; Reverse: Seamstress standing right, holding distaff
and observing two seminude genii holding gears and pointing out
equipment. Edge: [two hallmarks] on the right edge, small mark at
12h. Steely gray with a light olive tone and just a few minor, inconsequential spots across its matte surfaces.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque Klippe. Society of Artists/Hubertusfest in Vienna, 1896. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 36x36mm;
23.02 gms. Wurzbach-9415; Hauser-4843. Obverse: Artemis/Diana
standing slightly right, holding bow and resting hand upon coat-of-arms
surmounted by artist and plumed helmet; Reverse: St. Hubertus standing
facing, head left, holding crossbow and resting arm around elk to left.
Edge: [hallmark] to upper left. Deep graphite gray surfaces with highly
intricate artistry and great relief on the elk. Holed at the top as made.

$100-$200

$150-$300

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2857.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46279

46274
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 50th Anniversary of
Johann Strauss’s Debut as a Composer, “1894” (though likely a
later issue). CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 60mm; 87.60 gms. Wurzbach-8597; Niggl-1954. Obverse: Bust right, wearing bow-tie and frock
coat; Reverse: Musical instruments with bat, mask, palm frond, and
tree; in background, view of concert hall. Edge: MUNZAMT WIEN located at 7h. Light yellow-brown surfaces, with an alluring matte nature.
$75-$150

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. Wilhelm Ritter von Hartel, Austrian Minister of Education, Dedicated by his Students, 1896.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 58mm; 83.17 gms. Wurzbach-3578; Horsky-7316. Obverse: Bust facing slightly left in frock coat; Reverse: Female
personification of Science seated facing on ornate throne, instructing youth
in foreground; books and scrolls below, cityscape of Vienna in background.
Edge: [two hallmarks] located at 3h. Deeply toned, with a charming yet
subtle iridescence and very clean, problem-free fields. The level of detail is
quite high, especially in areas such as the portrait and the dress of Science.
$100-$200

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46275
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. King Carol of Romania/
Completion of the Danubian Bridge near Cernavoda, 1895. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED Details. Cleaned. 70mm; 145.03 gms. cf.
Wurzbach-4357 (bronze); Peltzer-2488. Obverse: Military bust left; laurel
branch to left; Reverse: View of the bridge at a distance to right; in foreground to left, Danube river god reclining right, with rudder cradled at
side and pouring overturned urn from which liquid flows; coat-of-arms
to right; above, two nude mermaids embracing and holding banner between them. Edge: [two hallmarks] located at 9h. Some light hairlines
from the cleaning are noted, but this example exhibits very little in the
way of wear on the high points. Pleasantly toned and intricately engraved.
$400-$600
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46276
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. King Carol of Romania/Completion of the Danubian Bridge near Cernavoda, 1895.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 70mm; 176.23 gms. Wurzbach-4357.
Obverse: Military bust left; laurel branch to left; Reverse: View of the
bridge at a distance to right; in foreground to left, Danube river god
reclining right, with rudder cradled at side and pouring overturned
urn from which liquid flows; coat-of-arms to right; above, two nude
mermaids embracing and holding banner between them. Edge: Plain.
Another example of this engaging and impressive type, this time in
bronze. Olive-brown surfaces with some hints of red highlighting the
devices and a muted brilliance lurking throughout.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46277
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. Unveiling of the Monument of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart in Vienna, 1896. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 55mm; 102.19 gms. Wurzbach-6420; Niggl-1431. Obverse: Garlanded bust right, wearing coat and elaborate collar; Reverse:
A group of five putti celebrating with instruments and spreading flowers.
Edge: Plain. Olive-brown surfaces with great relief on the obverse and
just a few light spots. A great musical type and engaging portrait piece.

46280
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. King Carol of Romania/
Laying of the Foundation Stone at the Port of Constanta, 1896.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 64mm; 96.88 gms. Peltzer-2490. Obverse: Military bust left; laurel branch to left and right; Reverse: Bird’s
eye view of the port, with rising sun on the horizon in the background.
Edge: Plain. Rich red-brown surfaces with a charming glossy nature.
Great relief on the obverse, with intricate artistry on the reverse.
$200-$400
46281
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Cast Uniface Copper Plaque. Franz
Frimmel von Traisenau, 1896. UNCIRCULATED. 89x117mm;
193.91 gms. Obverse: Bust right in frock coat; Reverse: Rough incuse
of obverse. Edge: Some light marks as made. Rich red-brown surfaces,
with great relief to the portrait. VERY RARE and interesting.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46282
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque Klippe. Carnival Festival
at the Vienna Arthouse, 1897. UNCIRCULATED. 38x38mm; 18.81
gms. Wurzbach-9418; Hauser-4849. Obverse: Painter, smoking cigarette and holding palette and paintbrush, riding bicycle left while canvas rests before handles and female personification of the Arts stands
to right; Reverse: Coat-of-arms featuring nude figure sitting atop
jester’s cap while bearing a bicycle upon back; fish and grasshopper
below. Edge: [two hallmarks] to lower right. Deep gray surfaces and a
charming matte nature accentuate this rather interesting and whimsical design. Holed at the top as made.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2871.

$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46283

46287

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. 75th Birthday of Samuel
Putnam Avery, Founder of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1897.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 65mm; 108.88 gms. Loehr-282. Obverse: Bust left, wearing frock coat; Reverse: Female personification
of the Arts seated left upon chair and within library, holding statuette
of Perseus with head of Medusa; statue of the Venus de Milo in background to left. Edge: [two hallmaks] located at 5h. Steely gray with a
great matte nature and some deeper toning in areas of the obverse. A
VERY RARE offering in silver.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque Klippe. 25th Anniversary of the Dehm & Olbricht Architectural Firm in Vienna, 1898.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 35x35mm; 28.99 gms. Wurzbach-1599;
Hauser-7286. Obverse: Bust of Ferdinand Dehm right in frock coat;
oak branch to left, archway with dates below; Reverse: Bust of Franz
Olbricht left in frock coat; oak branch to right, pillar with dates below.
Edge: Plain. Alluring matte surfaces offer a delightful gunmetal gray
appearance with some charming brilliance.

$300-$500
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Geraldine Rockefeller Dodge Collection (Stack’s Bowers - 6/2012) Lot # 345
@ $998.75.

46284
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. 50th Birthday of John S.
White, Teacher in New York, 1897. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED.
65mm; 118.82 gms. Loehr-295. Obverse: Bust right, wearing bow-tie
and frock coat; Reverse: Minerva/Athena seated right on stool, instructing youth standing to right; facade of building in background
to right and above in garnished shield. Edge: [two hallmarks] located
at 5h. A VERY RARE type—especially in silver—this specimen offers
slate gray surfaces with an alluring degree of brilliance when cradled
back and forth. For completeness, a few light deposits are noted between the youth’s legs.
$200-$400

46285
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. 25th Anniversary of the
Presidency of Hunyadi Kalman for the Vienna Trotting Club, 1898.
UNCIRCULATED. 49mm; 52.48 gms. Wurzbach-3791; Hauser-7482.
Obverse: Bust left in ceremonial regalia; Reverse: Legend and date in
eleven lines above oak and laurel branches to lower left. Edge: [two
hallmarks] located at 2h. Quite deeply toned and alluring, this charming medal presents a great deal of intricate artistry on the obverse. For
completeness, a minor punch mark is noted directly in front of the
bust.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46286
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. 50th Anniversary of the
Reign of Franz Joseph I, 1898. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 25mm;
7.99 gms. Hauser-981. Obverse: Contemporary bust right, in military attire and with older features; laurel wreath below; Reverse: Prior
bust left, in military attire and with youthful features. Edge: Plain. A
charmingly choice issue, this specimen exhibits a deep gunmetal gray
tone with tremendous colorful iridescence near the peripheries. Quite
SCARCE when encountered this attractive.
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2873.

46288
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 50th Anniversary of the
Reign of Franz Joseph I, 1898. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 59mm;
77.66 gms. Hauser-941; Horsky-3893. Obverse: Veiled figure of Klio
presenting plaque to female personification of Austria, holding open
wreath; between them, bust of Franz Joseph facing slightly left; Reverse: Radiant crown over cityscape of Vienna. Edge: Plain. Quite alluring and attractive, with reddish-brown matte surfaces and a muted
brilliance. For completeness, a light scratch is noted on the obverse
above the left shoulder of the monarch.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46289

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Virgil Brand Collection.

$150-$300

$100-$200

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. 70th Birthday of Dr. Josef
Weinlechner, Professor of Surgery, ND (1899). UNCIRCULATED.
57mm; 86.22 gms. Brettauer-1315. Obverse: Bust right, wearing frock
coat; Reverse: Surgical scene, with doctors and nurses attending to a
patient on a bed. Edge: [two hallmarks]. A SCARCE and highly interesting Medicina in Nummis type presenting a surgical scene, this piece
presents gunmetal gray surfaces with charming relief and just a few
scattered marks and spots.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46290
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque. Dedication to Johann
Medinger, Brewer, by his Sons, 1899. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED.
33x44mm; 28.45 gms. Wurzbach-6216; Hauser-7669. Obverse: Bust
left in frock coat; Reverse: Coat-of-arms of the Masters Brewers’ Association, draped with wreath composed of hop bines and barley ears.
Edge: [two hallmarks] on the right edge. Quite deeply toned near the
obverse peripheries, this specimen presents gunmetal gray surfaces
with a delight matte nature.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2878.

46291
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque. Death of Karl Ferdinand Mautner von Markhof, Entrepreneur in Vienna, ND (1899).
GEM UNCIRCULATED. 35x44mm; 37.17 gms. Wurzbach-6133;
Hauser-2180. Obverse: Bust facing slightly right in frock coat; Reverse: Seminude figures of Psyche, extending hand toward butterfly,
and Thanatos, holding torch, standing facing one another; inscribed
plaque between them. Edge: [two hallmarks] located at 6h. Pleasantly
toned, with a somewhat mottled nature on the obverse and an alluring
matte quality throughout.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2881.
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46292

46297

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. 150th Anniversary of the
Birth of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 1899. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 68mm; 142.27 gms. Förschner-158; J&F-2354. Obverse: Bust
right in frock coat; Reverse: Scene from the “Prologue in Heaven” from
Faust I: the Lord sits among the clouds in contemplation, being drawn
into a bet by Mephistopholes to right; in background to right, three
archangels (Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael) pose as Valkyries, with
dragon to lower left. Edge: [hallmark] located at 1h, [two hallmarks]
located at 7h. A very large and provocative piece, this specimen presents tremendous intricate artistry with a charming matte nature and
steely gray hues overall.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. First Statue to Gutenberg
in the United States, 1900. GEM UNCIRCULATED. 69mm; 117.85
gms. Jehne-104. Obverse: Bust right, wearing cap, drapery, and ruffled
collar; Reverse: Facing statue of Gutenberg. Edge: Plain. A RARE and
desirable medal, this example features rather alluring olive-bronze
surfaces with a great matte nature. For completeness, a very minor rim
bruise is noted.

$200-$400

$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Presidential Coin & Antique 81 (6/2011) Lot # 506.

46298

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Coin Galleries (12/2008) Lot # 1323.

46293
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 150th Anniversary of
the Birth of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 1899. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 69mm; 118.64 gms. F&ouml;rschner-160; J&F-2354.
Obverse: Bust right in frock coat; Reverse: Scene from the “Prologue
in Heaven” from Faust I: the Lord sits among the clouds in contemplation, being drawn into a bet by Mephistopholes to right; in background to right, three archangels (Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael) pose
as Valkyries, with dragon to lower left. Edge: [hallmark] located at 6h.
Alluring reddish-brown surfaces, with a slight matte nature and underlying brilliance. Highly attractive and a great overall design.
$100-$200
46294
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 150th Anniversary of the
Birth of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 1899. UNCIRCULATED.
68mm; 116.00 gms. F&ouml;rschner-160; J&F-2354. Obverse: Bust
right in frock coat; Reverse: Scene from the “Prologue in Heaven” from
Faust I: the Lord sits among the clouds in contemplation, being drawn
into a bet by Mephistopholes to right; in background to right, three
archangels (Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael) pose as Valkyries, with
dragon to lower left. Edge: [hallmark] located at 6h. Another example
of this highly interesting type—this time in bronze—the present specimen features some muted brilliance and an olive-bronze overall hue.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Coin Galleries (12/2008) Lot # 1324.

46295
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque. 60th Birthday of Theodor
Theyer, Nuremberg Mercantilist, 1900. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 34x46mm; 29.75 gms. Wurzbach-8736; Hauser-7925. Obverse:
Bust right in frock coat; Reverse: Coat-of-arms, legend in four lines,
and group of flowers on decorative rectangular plaque; garlanded
pitchfork to left. Edge: Plain. Deep graphite gray surfaces with an alluring matte nature.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46296
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque. 60th Birthday of Theodor
Theyer, Nuremberg Mercantilist, 1900. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 34x46mm; 24.70 gms. Wurzbach-8736; Hauser-7925. Obverse:
Bust right in frock coat; Reverse: Coat-of-arms, legend in four lines,
and group of flowers on decorative rectangular plaque; garlanded
pitchfork to left. Edge: Plain. Deep graphite gray surfaces with an alluring matte nature.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. First Statue to Gutenberg
in the United States, 1900. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 69mm;
118.17 gms. Jehne-104. Obverse: Bust right, wearing cap, drapery, and
ruffled collar; Reverse: Facing statue of Gutenberg. Edge: Plain. Another example of this RARE and desirable medal, here also including
the box of issue and featuring light brown surfaces with just a few spots
on the reverse.
.$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46299
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. George Washington Elected to the Hall of Fame for Great Americans, 1900. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 69mm; 129.57 gms. Loehr-350. Obverse: Garlanded
bust facing slightly left, wearing frock coat and ruffled collar; Reverse:
Facade of the Hall of Fame for Great Americans located at New York
University. Edge: [two hallmarks] located at 6h. Presenting graphite
gray surfaces and a delightful matte nature, this medal—especially in
silver where it is VERY RARE—stands as a popular type featuring
America’s Pater Patriae, George Washington, and even offers appeal to
the collectors of architectural types.
$500-$750
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46300
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. Inauguration of the New
Town Hall in Elberfeld, 1900. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 59mm;
83.01 gms. Schulten-37b. Obverse: Mother and child holding banner between them; cityscape in background; coat-of-arms below; Reverse: Facade of the town hall. Edge: Testing mark, possibly where hallmarks were,
otherwise plain. Presenting a deep slate gray color and a delightful matte
nature, this issue offers great eye appeal through its intricate artistry.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Presidential Coin and Antique 84 (6/2014) Lot # 417.

46301
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 70th Birthday of Carl
Goldmark, Composer, 1900. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 57mm;
63.97 gms. Loehr-351; Niggl-722. Obverse: Bust right in frock coat;
Reverse: Legend and date in ten lines; garlanded oak and laurel branch
to right. Edge: A few light stains, otherwise plain. Deep brown surfaces
with an alluring matte nature.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46302

46307

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. State Culture Council
for the Margraviate of Moravia: German section, ND (1901). GEM
UNCIRCULATED. 59mm; 81.38 gms. Wurzbach-5840; Loehr-4128.
Obverse: Female personification of Moravia standing left atop rocks,
holding palm frond and resting hand upon shield; Reverse: Legend
in ten lines within oak branch and bisected by scythe and grapevine.
Edge: Plain. Elegant and rather pleasing, with a yellow-bronze hue
throughout. A fairly SCARCE piece.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Uniface Lead Plaque. 40th Wedding
Anniversary of Dr. Wilhelm Mauthner von Mauthenstein and his
Wife, 1903. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. 77x64mm;
141.72 gms. cf. Hauser-7660 (bronze). Obverse: Oval medallions containing facing busts of the couple; grape bunches and vines around;
below, archway through which an old man leans, with floral garlands
to left and right; Reverse: Plain. Edge: Plain. A fairly SCARCE and
interesting type, especially in this module, also featuring an additional
‘lip’ on the edge.

$75-$150

$150-$300

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2891.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46303

46308

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 70th Birthday of Leo
Reinisch, Professor of Egyptology, 1902. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 48mm; 46.32 gms. Wurzbach-7875; Hauser-7754. Obverse:
Bust left, wearing frock coat; Reverse: Sphinx left atop plinth inscribed
with hieroglyphics. Edge: Plain. Deep chocolate brown surfaces with a
charming matte nature and just a few light, inconsequential spots. A
great piece for the enthusiast of ancient Egypt.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silvered Bronze Medal. German-Bohemian Exposition in Reichenberg, 1906. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 70mm; 124.03 gms. Loehr-231; Hauser-3941. Obverse: Female personification of the garment industry seated left, head turned
right, holding distaff; to right, Mercury/Hermes standing left, holding winged caduceus; below, putto holding quill and shield; various
implements of commerce and industry around; factories and ship in
background; Reverse: Legend in five lines; below, decorative cartouche
above garnished shield and within wreath composed of laurel and oak
branches. Edge: BRONZE located at 12h. Pewter gray overall, with
some alluring brilliance and an artistic obverse design.

$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46304
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Bronze Medal. 50th Anniversary of the
Anton Richter & Sons Textile Mill in Mildenau, 1902. UNCIRCULATED. 51mm; 51.62 gms. Hauser-1865. Obverse: Bust facing slightly
left in frock coat; oak branch to left; Reverse: Female figure with distaff
seated left, instructing to medieval youths in the industry of textiles;
in background to left, view of the factory. Edge: A few light marks,
otherwise plain. Deep brown surfaces, with a charming matte nature
and a very engaging and entrancing portrait.
$75-$150
46305
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque. 50th Birthday of Ottomar
von Klinger, Industrialist in Neustadt, 1902. UNCIRCULATED.
34x42mm; 30.97 gms. Wurzbach-4640; Hauser-7526. Obverse: Bust
right in frock coat; familial coat-of-arms to upper right; Reverse:
Seamstress seated right, holding distaff and observing male worker
lift garment from basin. Edge: [two hallmarks] located at 6h. Quite
deeply toned, this specimen offers a subtle matte nature in the fields
and highly intricate detail overall.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Westfälische Auktionsgesellschaft 63 (9/2012) Lot # 2895.

46309
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Medal. Johann Ritter von Herbeck/Society of Music Lovers, 1915. GEM UNCIRCULATED.
40mm; 29.44 gms. Wurzbach-7763. Engraved and awarded to Dr. Alexander von Spitzmueller. Obverse: Bust facing slightly right in frock
coat; Reverse: Decorative plaque engraved “Dr ALEXANDER VON
SPITZMULLER 1890-1915;” laurel and oak branches to left; legend in
seven lines below. Edge: Slight punch located at 6h. Attractively toned,
with a steely gray base and great matte surfaces.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46310
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Group of Medals (20 Pieces). Grade
Range: CHOICE VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. An excellent selection from the hand of Scharff, this grouping presents mostly bronze
issues ranging in size and condition, though most are EF or better,
with a silvered bronze and encased plaster medal included as well. A
great dealer lot with tremendous resale value; as such, in hand inspection is heavily encouraged.
$1,000-$2,000

46306

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Silver Plaque. Benjamin Kállay de
Nagy Kálló/21 Years as Governor of Bosnia & Herzegovina,
1903. CHOICE EXTREMELY FINE. 43x55mm; 49.74 gms. Wurzbach-4203; Hauser-7501. Obverse: Bust right in frock coat; Reverse:
Familial coat-of-arms among legend in 12 lines. Edge: A few scattered
marks, otherwise plain. Gunmetal gray with a charming matte nature
and just a slight degree of handling upon the high points.
$75-$150

$75-$150

46311
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Trio of Silver and Bronze Plaques (3
Pieces), 1895-1903. Average Grade: ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
1) Adolf & Amalie Bachofen von Echt, 1895. Bronze Plaque.
CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
2) Theodor Theyer, 1900. Bronze Plaque. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
3) Archduke Carl Ludwig-Haus, 1903. Silver Plaque. EXTREMELY
FINE, with two holes and suspension.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46312

46317

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Trio of Bronze Medals (3 Pieces), 188688. Average Grade: CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Duo of Bronze Medal (2 Pieces), 1867 &
1901. Grade Range: CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED.

1) Clement Maximilian Bachofen von Echt, 1886. UNCIRCULATED.
2) Joseph Alexander von Helfert, 1888. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
3) Friedrich Freiherr von Schmidt, 1888. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.

1) Johann Hassenbauge, 1867. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED, a few light spots and marks.
2) Dr. Anton Buchholtz, 1901. UNCIRCULATED.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

$200-$400

FRANCE

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46313
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Trio of Bronze Medals (3 Pieces), 18971901. Grade Range: CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED.
1) Alexander Szilagyi, 1897. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
2) Alois Ritter Egger von Moellwald, 1899. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
3) Dr. Josef Hlavka, 1901. UNCIRCULATED.
$150-$300
46314
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Trio of Bronze Medals (3 Pieces), 187987. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
1) Anton von Schmerling, 1879.
2) Theodor von Oppolzer, 1886.
3) Theodor von Sickel, 1887.
A delightful grouping, with all offering rich brown surfaces, though
some light cleaning is noted in spots.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

$300-$500
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46319
FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Bronze Medal. Port of Calais,
1889. Paris Mint. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. 71mm; 170.44 gms.
Unawarded. Obverse: Female personifications of France (Marianne),
standing, and Calais, seated, overlooking Port of Calais at a distance
to left; Reverse: Decorative rectangular plaque left blank for engraving; legend below. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Yellowbrown surfaces, with only lightly scattered marks and some minor rub.
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Trio of Bronze and White Metal Medals
(3 Pieces), 1880-85 & later. Grade Range: CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED to UNCIRCULATED.
1) Joseph Eckhel, 1880. Bronze Medal.
2) Kaerntner Exhibition in Klagenfurt, 1885. White Metal Medal.
3) Hunting Companions, ND (ca. 1900). Bronze Medal. With hole
and clasp.
$200-$400

46320
FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Silvered Bronze Galvano. Port
of Calais, 1889. AS MADE. 117mm; 243.77 gms. Obverse: Female
personifications of France (Marianne), standing, and Calais, seated,
overlooking Port of Calais at a distance to left. Edge: Plain. A captivating rendition of this pleasing type in a much larger size module and
with a mixed argent and slate gray color. VERY RARE and interesting.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46321

46316
AUSTRIA. Anton Scharff. Duo of Silver Medals (2 Pieces), 1891 &
1895. Average Grade: UNCIRCULATED Details. Cleaned.
1) Walburga Spottl, 1891.
2) Heinrich Cubasch, 1895.
A delightful pairing that, despite the noted light cleaning and hairlines,
features a charming gunmetal gray tone.
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Silver Medal. International
Exposition in Paris, 1889. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 62mm;
118.47 gms. Embossed and awarded to Burk Brothers. Obverse: Female personification of the Exposition reclining slightly right, head
left, crowning blacksmith seated upon anvil; view of the Eiffel Tower and the exposition grounds below; Reverse: Fama leaning right,
head left, trumpeting and wrapping arm around bust of Marianne;
tree to right; below, decorative rectangular plaque embossed “BURK
BROTHERS.” Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. Quite deeply toned and attractive, and with original case included.

$75-$150

46315

$150-$300

46318

FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Cast Uniface Bronze Maquette.
“Marianne”, ND (ca. 1890). Paris Mint. AS MADE. 123mm; 203.97
gms. Obverse: Armored bust of Marianne facing slightly left, wearing laurel wreath and Phrygian cap; below, Rumor advancing left,
sounding trumpet; Reverse: Rough incuse of obverse. Edge: Some
light marks as made, otherwise plain. Charming brown surfaces that
are essentially as made. This design was later used in smaller format
with a variety of reverse types by the Paris mint. VERY RARE and
impressive.
$75-$150
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46322

46325

FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Bronze Medal. Baron Camille
de Rochetaillee/Saint Just Church, 1892. GEM UNCIRCULATED. 68mm; 149.26 gms. Obverse: Bust facing slightly left in frock
coat; below, on decorative plaque between laurel branches, “EXre
D’AUTEUR;” Reverse: Female personification of Religion partially
kneeling left, holding cathedral model; above, upper body of Jesus
facing slightly right, with drapery and Sacred Heart; long cross and
anchor behind. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 7h. Alluring
light reddish-brown surfaces and appealing matte nature throughout.
A VERY RARE offering from the artist, this piece is made that much
more desirable by being stamped on the obverse as part of his personal holdings. A majestic piece with great history. Includes original
box of issue.

FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Bronze Plaque. French Committee for Exhibitions Abroad, 1899. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 42x63mm; 69.84 gms. Engraved and awarded to Nouvion-Jacquet. Obverse: Female figure allegorical of Industry seated left
on base, pointing to rising sun emerging over factories in background;
cornucopia and beehive to lower right; Reverse: Laurel tree with hammer, anvil, serpent-entwined staff, and thistle; engraved “NOUVIONJACQUET” in exergue. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h.
Warm brown-bronze surfaces, with a subtle matte nature and brilliance throughout when rotated.

$500-$1,000

46323
FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Silvered Bronze Medal. Opening of the Port of Tunis, 1893. Paris Mint. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. 50mm; 61.96 gms. Baxter-43. Obverse: Nude nymph
seated left atop seahorse, holding laurel branch and cornucopia; at
a distance in background, the harbor of Tunis; Reverse: Marianne
seated facing, head left, holding scepter and resting hand upon shield;
cityscape of Tunis in background, bird’s eye view of the harbor below. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 4h, Ex RE D’AUTEUR L
BOTTEE located at 12h. An elegant Art Nouveau offering, this argent
specimen presents a lightly toned steely gray hue and just the slightest
degree of rub and a few minor marks. A great example that traces back
to the artist himself.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Presidential Coin & Antique 79 (6/2009) Lot 1696.
Ex: Collection of Louis-Alexandre Bottée.

46324
FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Bronze Medal. 100th Anniversary of the Museum of Natural History in Paris, 1893. Paris Mint.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 68mm; 131.00 gms. MdP-61E. Obverse: Nude female personification of Nature standing facing, head
upturned left, holding billowing drapery overhead; to left, lion reclining left; spring and shell to left, olive tree to right; rising sun in background; Reverse: Legend in six lines above beehive and laurel tree.
Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Presenting deep brown
surfaces with a charming matte nature, this impressive piece offers
great eye appeal and a charming obverse that is a blend of Neoclassicism and Art Nouveau.
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46326

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Collection of Louis-Alexandre Bottée.

$150-$300

$75-$150

FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Bronze Plaque. “Les Parisiens
de Paris”, 1900. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 48x69mm;
102.03 gms. Maier-136. Engraved and awarded to E. Tassilly. Obverse:
Civic deity of Paris, wearing mural crown and resting hand upon
shield, seated right and cradling nude boy holding ivy; French rooster
to lower right; veduta of Paris in background; base below left blank
for engraving; Reverse: Nude male personifications of Industry, seated
left on anvil, and the Arts, seated slightly left upon column, clasping
hands; “E. TASSILLY” engraved below. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE
located at 6h. Alluring yellow-brown surfaces with a delightful matte
nature. Includes original case of issue.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46327
FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Bronze Plaque. International
Exposition in St. Louis, 1904. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 62x73mm; 134.53 gms. Maier-193. Unawarded. Obverse:
Nude genius acting as the helmsman aboard the ship of Progress, with
a seated Marianne as passenger; at a distance to upper left, bird’s eye
view of the expo grounds in St. Louis; Reverse: Olive tree, hammer,
anvil, and serpent-entwined staff; rectangular plaque in exergue left
blank for engraving. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h, some
light staining. Quite engaging and alluring, this lesser-seen St. Louis
expo type offers stunning artistry and eye appeal.
$300-$500
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46328
FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Bronze Plaque. International
Exposition in St. Louis, 1904. Paris Mint. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. 62x73mm; 128.85 gms. Maier-193. Unawarded. Obverse: Nude genius acting as the helmsman aboard the ship of Progress, with a seated Marianne as passenger; at a distance to upper left,
bird’s eye view of the expo grounds in St. Louis; Reverse: Olive tree,
hammer, anvil, and serpent-entwined staff; rectangular plaque in exergue left blank for engraving. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at
6h. Yellow-bronze surfaces, with just a hint of light rub upon the high
points. A great piece of interest to the American audience.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46329

46334

FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Bronze Medal. French Sympathy for San Francisco Following the Earthquake, 1906. Paris Mint.
UNCIRCULATED. 89mm; 280.00 gms. Obverse: Civic personification of San Francisco standing facing, rising from ruins and lifting veil
from her face; radiant star above, partially leveled cityscape in background; Reverse: Marianne seated slightly left, head turned back to
left, resting hand upon rudder and raising laurel branch; at a distance
across the ocean, radiant eagle with American shield. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. A masterpiece of Art Nouveau appeal, this
poignant piece commemorates the devastation suffered from the 1906
earthquake in San Francisco and undoubtedly generates great interest
for American-related themes. VERY RARE and extremely attractive.

FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Medal. International
Exposition for Electricity in Paris, 1881. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 69mm; 151.62 gms. Embossed and awarded to the Brothers
Naglo. Obverse: Draped bust of Marianne right, wearing wreath of oak
and laurel branches; Reverse: Laurel branch bearing decorative rectangular plaque embossed “GEBRÜDER NAGLO.” Edge: [cornucopia]
ARGENT located at 6h. Offering a deep gunmetal gray tone with some
charming iridescence, this example presents a great deal of radiance.

$500-$750
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

The Gebrüder Naglo were a pair of brothers who formed their eponymous company in Berlin in 1872, focused upon producing telephones,
telegraph sets, and electrical measuring instruments. Records for the
1881 expo indicate that they participated in various classes, for which
this medal serves as one of their prizes.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46330
FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Silver Medal. Sailing Club of
Paris, ND (early 20th Century). Paris Mint. CHOICE ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED. 49mm; 63.14 gms. Unawarded. Obverse: Nude
sea nymph, holding laurel branch and billowing sail overhead, seated
sideways upon shell drawn leftward by dolphin; Reverse: Decorative
rectangular cartouche left blank for engraving; all set upon anchor and
laurel branch, with ship’s mast in the background. Edge: [cornucopia]
1 ARGENT located at 7h. A few light marks and a hint of rub on the
highest points do not detract from this alluring naval-related Art Nouveau medal. Light gunmetal gray surfaces with a subtle olive nature
throughout.
$150-$300

46335
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Bronze Medal. International Congress of Electricians in Paris, 1881. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 82mm; 257.97 gms. Maier-66. Embossed and awarded to F. Fourcault. Obverse: Female personification of Science standing facing, head
upturned left, holding torch and thunderbolt; to upper left, Jupiter/Zeus
seated right on throne among the clouds, holding scepter and with eagle
at his side; to lower left, Prometheus bound, with his liver being eaten; Reverse: Legend in nine lines; plaque below embossed “F/ FOURCAULT;” all
within laurel wreath. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Charming light brown surfaces with a splendid matte nature. The design alludes
to man harnessing the power of electricity and all that it entails.
$100-$200

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46331
FRANCE. Louis-Alexandre Bottée. Nonet of Bronze and Silvered
Bronze Medals (9 Pieces). Grade Range: EXTREMELY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. Offering a great Art Nouveau flair, this group presents mostly bronze issues ranging in size from 40mm to 62mm. Some
exhibit light cleaning, but nevertheless remain quite pleasing overall.
An excellent dealer lot with great resale value. Understandably, close,
in-hand inspection is highly encouraged.
$400-$600
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46332
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Medal. Savings Bank of Paris, 1866. Paris Mint. 57mm; 91.80 gms. Embossed and awarded to Baron
Hottinguer. Obverse: Female personification of Banking seated right on
throne; to right, man and woman presenting her with funds; Reverse:
Beehive set upon decorated base embossed “Bon HOTTINGUER / DIRECTEUR 1866;” olive tree and rising sun in background. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. Very pleasantly toned and engaging, this
specimen features a light matte nature and a somewhat deeper tone near
the peripheries and around the devices. Includes original case of issue.
$100-$200

46336
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Medal. Beautiful Gardening, 1888. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 68mm; 140.26
gms. Embossed and awarded to Mr. Francois Maillard. Obverse: Female seated left upon rocks in a pastoral setting; at her feet, two nude
children, one of whom cradles a long cross; Reverse: Awardee’s name
and date embossed in five lines: “A Mr. MAILLARD FRANCOIS 5 FEVRIER 1888;” all within laurel wreath. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT.
Presenting deep gray surfaces with some subtle, alluring iridescence,
this impressive award medal offers great eye appeal.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46337
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Cast Uniface Bronze Medal.
Jean Louis Ernest Meissonnier, Painter, 1889. UNCIRCULATED.
98mm; 114.17 gms. Obverse: Bust left in frock coat; Reverse: Rough
incuse of obverse. Edge: Some filing marks, otherwise plain. A VERY
RARE and intriguing issue, offering bronze-brown surfaces. A collector’s ticket noting “French Artist” remains on the reverse.
$150-$300

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Presidential Coin & Antique (3/1999) Lot # 473.

46333
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Bronze Medal Trial Strike. Studying, ND (ca. 1880). CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 61mm; 44.63 gms.
Obverse: Teacher seated right, reviewing the work of a young scholar
standing to right; in background, state of Alma Mater upon column, with
torch and crucifix; Reverse: Plain save for four peripheral pellets and three
central slashes. Edge: Plain. A RARE and highly artistic trial, this example
presents tan-brown surfaces with a subtle matte nature on the obverse.
$75-$150
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46338

46343

FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Medal. Firefighting, ND
(late 19th Century). Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 50mm; 69.19
gms. Unawarded. Obverse: Fireman facing left, grappling onto rope
and clutching woman and child as they flee an immolating building; crowning manus Dei emerging from the clouds; Reverse: Wreath
composed of oak and laurel branches; central area left blank for engraving. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. A VERY RARE
and engaging medal, presenting an engaging rescue scene with a daring fireman saving two lives. Deep gunmetal gray surfaces with elegant artistry.
$100-$200

FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Bronze Plaque. Honoring Gaston Paris, Philologist and Writer, 1897. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 79x98mm; 199.76 gms. Obverse: Bust right in frock coat; Reverse:
Legend and date in 12 lines; garlanded laurel and floral bouquet below.
Edge: Plain. Rather SCARCE and impressive, with very intricate facial
features within the portrait.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46339
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Cast Uniface Bronze Medal.
Loetitia Raphael, 1890. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 121mm;
326.26 gms. Mazard-82. Obverse: Bust left, wearing evening dress and
fur coat; Reverse: Plain. Edge: Plain. A very large and elegant specimen, this example features alluring bronze surfaces and a captivating
portrait of its subject. VERY RARE and impressive, though some minor tape residue is noted on the reverse.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46340
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Medal. National Conservatory for Music & Declamation, 1894. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 68mm; 150.52 gms. Embossed and awarded to Mr. Dufour for first
place in comic opera. Obverse: Euterpe reclining right on rocks, holding lyre and resting head upon hand; to right, Melpomene standing
facing, head lowered left, holding mask and dagger; Reverse: Legend
in five lines “R. F. / 1er PRIX / D’OPERA-COMIQUE / Mr DUFOUR
/ 1894.” Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 5h. Though exhibiting
numerous hairlines, this light gray specimen presents elegant artistry
and belonged to Mr. Dufour, a very renowned opera figure at the end
of the 19th century. Includes original case of issue.
$300-$500
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46341
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Medal. 750th Anniversary of the Founding of the University of Paris, 1895. Paris Mint.
UNCIRCULATED. 65mm; 137.74 gms. Maier-88. Obverse: Alma
Mater seated facing on throne, raising hand and holding book; to left
and right, female and male scholar standing facing one another; below,
civic coat-of-arms of Paris surmounted by mural crown and within
wreath composed of oak and laurel branches; Reverse: Ship of Paris
under sail left. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. Gunmetal
gray and quite alluring, with some hints of iridescence adding further
highlights. A fairly SCARCE issue in silver.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46342
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Bronze Medal. Royal Visit
to Paris of Russian Tsar and Tsarina, Nicholas II and Alexandra,
1896. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 70mm; 153.25 gms.
Diakov-1212.1. Obverse: Jugate busts right of Nicholas, in military
attire, and Alexandra, diademed; Reverse: Legend and date in seven
lines; Russian and French coat-of-arms above; all within garlanded
wreath of flora. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE. Alluring chocolate
brown surfaces with a delightful matte nature. Great portraits of the
imperial couple.

$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46344
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Plaque. Honoring Odilon
Lannelongue, Professor of Medicine in Paris, 1901. Paris Mint.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 56x70mm; 137.33 gms. Maier-81. Obverse: Bust left, in academic regalia; Reverse: Female personification of
Medicine standing left, placing hand upon sick child held by its mother; to lower left, man seated right, with arm in sling. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. Light gunmetal gray surfaces and an alluring matte nature highlight this charming medicina in nummis type.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46345
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Medal. 100th Anniversary of the Birth of Victor Hugo, 1902. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 49mm; 57.85 gms. Obverse: Draped bust right; Reverse:
Civic coat-of-arms of Paris surmounted by mural crown; garland
above; all within wreath composed of oak and laurel branch. Edge:
[cornucopia] ARGENT located at 12h. Steely gray surfaces with a delightful olive tinge and an overall matte nature. A minor spot is noted
near the obverse periphery.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46346
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Silver Medal. National School
of Industrial Arts at Roubaix, 1915. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 45mm; 48.66 gms. First prize in painting, engraved and
awarded to Louise Champier. Obverse: Muse standing left, holding
flower and inspiring youth seated to left upon plinth, holding stylis
and resting sketchpad upon knee; Reverse: Nude genius standing facing, head uplifted slightly right, holding laurel branch and resting hand
upon shield; coat-of-arms surmounted by mural crown to upper right;
engraving in four lines below: “CHAMPIER LOUISE / PEINTURE /
1er PRIX / 1915.” Edge: [cornucopia] 1 ARGENT located at 4h. Light
gunmetal gray surfaces with a hint of deeper toning near the peripheries. An elegant Art Nouveau rendition.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46347
FRANCE. Jules-Clément Chaplain. Group of Silver, Silvered
Bronze & Bronze Medals (10 Pieces). Grade Range: VERY FINE
to ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. A mix of types ranging in metals
(mostly being bronze) and size (32mm to 68mm). A great lot for the
fan of Chaplain or for the dealer, with excellent resale potential. As
such, close inspection is heavily encouraged.
$600-$1,000
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46348

46353

FRANCE. Duo of Bronze Medals (2 Pieces), 1874 & 1878. ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED.

FRANCE. Marie-Alexandre-Lucien Coudray. Bronze Plaque.
“Farming”, ND (ca. 1935). Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED.
98x61mm; 212.83 gms. Obverse: Two men left, plowing field with yoke
of oxen; Reverse: Man left, harvesting field of grain with scythe. Edge:
[cornucopia] METAL D located at 6h. A great pastoral type, this large
specimen presents yellow-brown surfaces and tremendous artistry.

1) Ministry of the Interior, 1874. Presented to “Br B. J. Olivier.”
Cleaned.
2) International Exposition, 1878. Presented to the “Societe Anonyme des Charbonnages de Bonne Esperange & Batterie.”
$100-$200

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46354

46349
FRANCE. Marie-Alexandre-Lucien Coudray. Bronze Plaque. “Viticulture”, ND (ca. 1902). Paris Mint. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. 38x68mm; 73.224 gms. Obverse: Nude female standing left,
surrounded by grapevines and bunches of grapes; Reverse: Boy reclining left within a field covered by grapes, eating some and resting elbow
upon basket containing more. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located
at 6h. Light brown surfaces with some light handling and scattered
minor marks. A charming wine-related type.
$75-$150

$75-$150
46355

46350
FRANCE. Marie-Alexandre-Lucien Coudray. Bronze Medal. Republican Committee for Trade and Industry, 1903. Paris Mint.
54mm; 76.83 gms. Unawarded. Obverse: Marianne, holding laurel
branch, and Britannia standing right and clasping hands; ship approaching at a distance in background among outline of the English
Channel; Reverse: Rectangular cartouche left blank for engraving; laurel branch in background. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 7h.
Olive-brown color throughout, along with a pleasing matte nature to
the surfaces. A delightful Anglo-French Art Nouveau piece.
$75-$150

FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Silvered Bronze Galvano.
“La Jacqueline”, ND (ca. 1901). ESSENTIALLY AS MADE. 119mm.
Obverse: Veiled bust of maiden facing slightly right; floral branches
around. All housed within a glass frame and atop a light yellow felt
background with an ornate flower pattern. An impressive and VERY
RARE specimen, this example offers argent surfaces with a light, alluring tone. The frame is somewhat distressed, though a small degree of
repair would allow for this to be an excellent piece of wall art.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46356

46351
FRANCE. Marie-Alexandre-Lucien Coudray. Gilt Bronze Medal.
“Marcel Plaisant” Challenge, ND (ca. early 20th Century). Paris
Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 50mm; 61.38 gms. MdP-152.
Unawarded. Obverse: The First Labor of Hercules: muscular Hercules left, wrestling with the Nemean lion right; Reverse: Central disk
between wreath composed of oak and laurel branches. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 5h. Presenting slightly matte surfaces rich a
vibrant gilt nature, this well defined work also offers great relief on the
obverse. An engaging design that has crossover mythological appeal.
$75-$150

FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Silver Plaque. “The Spring
and the Little Fisherman”, ND (1904). Paris Mint. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. 40x68mm; 65.68 gms. Maier-236. Obverse: Nude female, with head lowered left, standing facing among a pastoral spring;
Reverse: Nude boy seated right on rocky shore, casting fishing pole.
Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. Light gunmetal gray surfaces with some peripheral iridescence and alluring matte nature.
Some scattered light scuffs are noted, as well as minor stamp residue
in the upper field of the reverse. A delightful Art Nouveau rendition.
$150-$300
From the Collection of Richard Jewell.
Ex: Stack’s Bowers 182 (1/2014) Lot # 2133.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46352
FRANCE. Marie-Alexandre-Lucien Coudray. Bronze Medal. The
Decorative Arts, ND (1907). Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 49mm; 64.45 gms. Unawarded. Obverse: Semi-nude female
standing left, decorating large vase on table to right with vine tendrils
and grape bunches; Reverse: Decorative rectangular cartouche left
blank for engraving; all set upon flowering branch with two bees flying above. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 1h. An elegant and
rather charming Art Nouveau rendition, offering yellow-brown surfaces and a splendid matte nature to the surfaces.
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Medal. 300th Anniversary of Edict of Nantes, 1898. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED.
50mm; 67.63 gms. Obvers: Draped and armored bust of Henri IV right;
Reverse: Female personification of Education seated let, head lowered
right, holding open book and cradling arm around nude youth. Edge:
[cornucopia] BRONZE located at 5h. Offering a delightful matte nature and a charming yellow-brown hue, this example presents great
beauty with some underlying brilliance.
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

$75-$150

$100-$200

46357
FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Plaque. “The
Widows”, ND (ca. 1906). Paris Mint. GEM UNCIRCULATED.
69x76mm; 140.23 gms. Maier-237. Cross-shaped. Obverse: Fisherman’s wife watches ship sinking to left upon a stormy sea; Reverse: Five
veiled widows walking toward a pastoral church. Edge: [cornucopia]
BRONZE located at 6h. A solemn and exceedingly artistic piece, this
type is also presented in a rather interesting shape somewhat resembling a cross. Yellow-brown surfaces with a charming matte nature.
VERY RARE.
$300-$500
From the Collection of Richard Jewell.
Ex: Heritage 1100 (9/2008) Lot # 28960.
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46358

46362

FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Plaque. Musical
Award, ND (ca. 1907). Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED.
53x70mm; 113.43 gms. Unawarded. Obverse: Female personification
of music standing facing, head left, holding lyre and being crowned by
civic personification of Paris, seated to left atop coat-of-arms; Reverse:
Seminude male seated left atop base, playing double flute; flute, lyre,
and tambourine to lower right; pastoral setting with sheep grazing in
background; in exergue, rectangular plaque left blank for engraving.
Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Alluring and rather elegant, this piece offers charming brown-bronze surfaces and a pleasing
matte nature to the surfaces.

FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Plaque. 100th Anniversary of the Birth of Louis Pasteur, ND (1922). Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 51x72mm; 132.27 gms. Maier-240. Obverse: Draped
bust left; branch below; Reverse: Female chemist seated left on chair,
examining specimen; lab equipment on desk. Edge: [cornucopia]
BRONZE located at 6h. Charming brown-bronze surfaces and a delightful matte nature.
$75-$150

$75-$150
From the Collection of Richard Jewell.

46359
FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Silvered Bronze Plaque.
50th Anniversary of the French Medicinal Society, 1908. Paris Mint.
UNCIRCULATED. 58x69mm; 151.06 gms. Brettauer-Unlisted. Obverse: Aesculapius/Asklepios (representing medicine) standing right,
leaning upon serpent-entwined staff; to right, female personifications
of Auxilium (Assistance) and Tutela (Guardianship), standing and
seated, respectively, holding scrolls; Reverse: Seminude male reclining
right, head upturned left and lifting torch; all set upon ornamented
base; wreath composed of oak and laurel branches in background.
Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. An alluring and elegant
Art Nouveau medicina in nummis type, this RARE example in silver
features gunmetal gray surfaces and a great matte nature throughout.
$100-$200
From the Collection of Richard Jewell.

46360
FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Plaque. “Ceramics”, ND (1909). Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 51x65mm; 114.87
gms. Unawarded. Obverse: Female personification of the Arts seated
left on chair, holding up small vase; on stool to left, larger vase with
flowers and jar with styli; palette at feet; Reverse: Assortment of ceramics set upon decorative rectangular base left blank for engraving;
laurel and rose flora in the background. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE
located at 6h. Tawny-brown surfaces, with a delightful matte nature
throughout. A few light spots are noted for completeness, but are not
distracting. A fairly SCARCE offering.
$75-$150
From the Collection of Richard Jewell.

46361
FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Plaque. Retirement of Dr. Fulgence Raymond, Neurologist, 1910. Paris Mint.
UNCIRCULATED. 56x67mm; 134.55 gms. Maier-241; Storer-2969.
Obverse: Bust left, in academic robes; Reverse: Raymond seated right
on chair, examining female patient; nurse standing to right. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 12h. A great medicina in nummis type,
this alluring example offers bronze-brown surfaces and a very realistic
examination scene on the reverse.
$100-$200
From the Collection of Richard Jewell.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46363
FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Plaque. 300th Anniversary of the Birth of Moliere Bronze Plaque, 1925. Paris Mint.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 67x91mm; 240.62 gms. Maier-242.
Engraved and awarded to Mme. Lebard. Obverse: Bust facing slightly
right within medallion; below, comedic arms with two simian supporters; Reverse: The muse Thalia standing left, holding masks and
crowning Moliere with laurel wreath; to left, Moliere seated left at
desk; engraved in three lines to upper left, “LA COMEDIE FRANCAISE / A Mme LEBARD / MATINEE DU 24 NOVEMBER 1925.”
Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Yellow-bronze surfaces
with a charming matte nature. Include original case of issue, though
somewhat distressed.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46364
FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Uniface Bronze Plaque.
“Blessing”, ND (1926). Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 72x94mm;
216.00 gms. Obverse: Elderly woman seated left in chair, holding bowl
of soup and offering prayer with head lowered; Reverse: Plain. Edge:
[cornucopia] METAL D located at 6h. A fairly RARE and intriguing
piece, this specimen features brown-bronze surfaces with a light matte
nature. A few light stains and scuffs on the reverse are noted for completeness.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46365
FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Medal. Charles
Lindbergh/First Solo Transatlantic Flight, 1927. Paris Mint.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 67mm; 144.22 gms. Button-185. Obverse: Bust facing slightly right; Reverse: Map of the Earth showing the
route of travel. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. A popular
type that offers an incredibly lifelike portrait of “Lindy,” this bronzebrown specimen also features a subtle matte nature.
In May 1927, American aviator Charles A. Lindbergh won the Orteig
Prize (a $25,000 award for the first Allied aviator(s) who could successfully make a transatlantic flight between New York and Paris)—a feat
which instantly garnered him international attention and adoration.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46366
FRANCE. Georges-Henri Prud’homme. Bronze Medal. “Jeanne
d’Arc” Oceanliner, ND (ca. 1930). Paris Mint. CHOICE ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED. 58mm; 93.67 gms. Unawarded. Obverse: Head of
Jeanne d’Arc (Joan of Arc) left; Reverse: View of the ship sailing left
upon the waters; below, rectangular plaque left blank for engraving; all
set upon anchor and leaves. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at
6h; a few scattered marks. Light olive-brown surfaces with some marks
and light deposits.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46367

46372

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silvered Bronze Plaque. Foundation
of the Paris Museum of Applied Arts, 1880. Paris Mint. CHOICE
UNCIRCULATED. 48x66mm; 74.27 gms. Mazard-163. Unawarded.
Obverse: Seminude female personification of the Arts seated left on
plinth, holding stylus and sketchpad; all within pastoral setting; Reverse: Basket decorated with foliage and surmounted by two wreaths;
area below left blank for engraving. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Mostly argent, with some hints of burnished russet toning
near the peripheries.

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Medal. 100th Birthday of Michel Eugene Chevreul, Chemist, 1886. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 68mm; 143.69 gms. Maier-93. Obverse: Bust right in frock coat;
Reverse: Chevreul seated left in chair, being presented a laurel wreath
by female personification of youth. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. Another example of the type, but here in bronze, this delightful specimen features chocolate brown surfaces with some muted
brilliance.

$100-$200

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46373

46368
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silvered Copper Medal. Cooking, ND
(ca. late 19th Century). Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED.
50mm; 63.40 gms. Embossed and awarded to Armand-Dumaresq.
Obverse: Head of Marianne left, wearing garland and wreath composed of laurel branches and figurine of Victory; Reverse: Cooking
pot, steaming and containing branch and ladle; above, decorative rectangular cartouche embossed with “ARMAND- / DUMARESQ.” Edge:
[cornucopia] CUIVRE located at 5h. Steely gray and highly pleasing,
with a deeper tone to the obverse, this medal alludes to the Dîner de la
Marmite with its reverse legend.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46369
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Jeton. Panama Canal Company, 1880. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 34mm; 15.74 gms. Florange-469. Obverse: America standing facing, welcoming the Atlantic
and Pacific clasping hands; scroll, square, and level in exergue; Reverse:
Legend in eight lines. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 7h. Offering light red-brown surfaces, this piece is rather RARE in this metal.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46374
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Gilt Silver Medal. Agriculture, 1888.
Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 36mm; 21.88 gms. Unawarded. Obverse: Country maiden standing left, carrying sack over
shoulder and feeding animals; Reverse: Wreath composed of farming implements and heads of animals. Edge: [cornucopia] 1 ARGENT
located at 7h. Lightly toned and highly pleasing, this farming-related
medal also comes with the original case of issue.
$100-$200

46370

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silver Medal. Death of Léon Gambetta,
1882. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 68mm; 150.77 gms. Mazard-6.
Obverse: Bust facing slightly left, wearing bow-tie and frock coat; Reverse: Legend in four lines below radiant star and above garlanded oak
and laurel branches. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT. A VERY RARE
type, this piece presents attractive gunmetal gray toning with some
deeper hints near the peripheries and highlighting the devices.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46371
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silver Medal. 100th Birthday of Michel Eugene Chevreul, Chemist, 1886. Paris Mint. CHOICE EXTREMELY FINE Details. Scratches. 68mm; 151.33 gms. Maier-93.
Obverse: Bust right in frock coat; Reverse: Chevreul seated left in chair,
being presented a laurel wreath by female personification of youth.
Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 7h. Pleasantly toned, though
some scattered scuffs and marks, along with some noted scratches are
present. An interesting type commemorating a man born before the
French Revolution.
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Medal. “Union Franco-Americaine”/Delivery of the Statue of Liberty to the United States, 1886.
Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 68mm; 141.89 gms. Maier-92. Obverse: Marianne and Columbia holding hands and seated left
in boat guided by nude genius to left; in background, various boats
before the Statue of Liberty (Liberty Enlightening the World), with radiant torch and base clouded in mist; Reverse: Medallion with bust of
Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi left and set among American and French
shields on olive branch. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 8h. A
popular type with strong interest from American collectors, this specimen presents olive-brown surfaces with a subtle matte nature.
$150-$300

$100-$200

$100-$200

$75-$150

46375
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silver Medal. The Bastille, ND (ca. 1889).
Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 50mm; 63.56 gms. Obverse:
Bust of Marianne left, wearing Phrygian cap and wreath composed of
oak and laurel branches; Reverse: View of the Bastille; garnished coatof-arms with standards in exergue. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located
at 5h; also a collector’s number (12) and a few scratches etched at 12h
and 108 (or 801) in red enamel at 5h. Deep gray surfaces with some peripheral iridescence highlight this alluring and rather SCARCE medal,
possibly utilized as a prize medal for the 1889 International Exposition.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46376
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silvered Bronze Plaque. World’s Columbian Exposition French Section, 1893. Paris Mint. ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED. 53x50mm; 71.76 gms. Embossed and awarded
to Leborgne. Obverse: Female personification of France (Marianne)
standing left, clasping hands with genius to left, holding laurel branch;
dockyard in background; Reverse: Legend in five lines above rectangular plaque embossed “LEBORGNE” and set upon implements of the
arts and industry along with oak and laurel branches. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 12h. Pleasantly toned and rather alluring, this
handsome specimen exhibits just a small degree of wear upon the high
points. Includes original box of issue.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46377

46382

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Plaque. World’s Columbian
Exposition French Souvenir, 1893. UNCIRCULATED. 68x96mm;
135.35 gms. Eglit-109A. Obverse: Medallion with armored and helmeted bust of Marianne left, wearing garlanded laurel wreath; date
above, legend in three lines below; Reverse: Legend bisected by garlanded laurel branch and shields of the United States and France. Edge:
Plain. With pleasing yellow-brown surfaces, this stands as a highly
desirable offering from the expo, and is especially SCARCE with the
original box as is the case here.

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silvered Bronze Plaque. The Mines
of Lens, 1899. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 47x67mm;
76.77 gms. Maier-106. Obverse: Miner, wielding pickaxe overhead, at
work within a mine illuminated by a gas light; Reverse: View of mine
number 8; in exergue, implements of mining interspersed with laurel
and oak branches. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE. Quite deeply toned,
with some hints of iridescence and a few spots of underlying brilliance.

$200-$400

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46383

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
Ex: Heritage 1100 (September 2008) Lot # 28267.

46378
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Plaque. Death of Marie Francois Sadi Carnot, 1894. Paris Mint. GEM UNCIRCULATED.
57x80mm; 143.19 gms. Maier-101. Obverse: Carnot’s draped body with
wreaths below and robed female in mourning standing at side, above
a view of Fourvieres Basilica at Lyon; Reverse: Coffin being carried to
the Pantheon in Paris; legend in five lines to right. Edge: [cornucopia]
BRONZE located at 6h. Warm olive-brown surfaces, with an incredibly
alluring matte nature throughout. Includes original box of issue.
$100-$200

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silver Plaque. J. B. L. Alfred Riche/
School of Pharmacy, 1899. Paris Mint. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. 41x59mm; 61.34 gms. Brettauer-971. Obverse: Bust left
in ceremonial regalia; Reverse: Female student standing right, placing
laurel wreath upon table with chemistry equipment. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. Slate gray surfaces with a delightful matte
nature and just a hint of light rub and friction upon the high points.
This issue commemorates the 40th anniversary of Dr. Riche’s doctorate.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46384

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46379
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Medal. National and Colonial
Exposition at Rouen, 1896. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED. 67mm;
128.01 gms. Mazard-72. Unawarded. Obverse: Young female seated
right against tree trunk, crocheting; in background, pastoral landscape
of Normandy; fruits and garnished shield in exergue; Reverse: Veduta
of Rouen; shield with oak branch above; exergue left blank for engraving. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 7h. An alluring design
with seemingly ceaseless appeal on each side.
$75-$150

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silver Medal. 100th Anniversary of
the Bank of France, 1900. Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED Details.
Edge Damage. 67mm; 131.21 gms. Maier-109. Engraved and awarded
to Ernest Beguin. Obverse: Helmeted and armored bust of Marianne
left, wearing garlanded laurel wreath; Reverse: Two female personifications (Faith and Labor) left, observing shipping and industry at a
distance to left; in exergue, “ERNEST BEGUIN.” Edge: [cornucopia]
ARGENT located at 6h; some damage located near 11h with respect to
the reverse. Gunmetal gray surfaces with an alluring tone.
$200-$400
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46385

46380
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silvered Bronze Medal. French School
at Athens, 1898. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 60mm;
100.32 gms. Obverse: Female personification of Archaeology seated left
on fallen column, holding statuette; other recovered artifacts around;
ruins in background; Reverse: View of the Acropolis; below, entwined
laurel branch and palm frond, along with facade of the school. Edge:
[cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Light argent-gray surfaces, with
an alluring matte aspect, this piece presents an elegant Art Nouveau
design that undoubtedly will appeal to collectors of Greek numismatics.
$300-$500

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Medal. 100th Anniversary of
the Bank of France, 1900. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED.
68mm; 129.69 gms. Maier-109. Engraved and awarded to Leon Omet.
Obverse: Helmeted and armored bust of Marianne left, wearing garlanded laurel wreath; Reverse: Two female personifications (Faith and
Labor) left, observing shipping and industry at a distance to left; in
exergue, “LEON OMET.” Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h; a
small drill hole at 6h and 12h. Charming brown-bronze surfaces, with
a delightful matte nature. Includes original case of issue.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46386

46381
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Medal. French School at Athens, 1898. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 60mm; 108.17
gms. Obverse: Female personification of Archaeology seated left on
fallen column, holding statuette; other recovered artifacts around; ruins in background; Reverse: View of the Acropolis; below, entwined
laurel branch and palm frond, along with facade of the school. Edge:
[cornucopia] BRONZE located at 1h. Another example of this alluring
type, but here in bronze, this specimen presents great beauty and a
charming nod to Neoclassicism.
$200-$400

$200-$400

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Gilt Silver Medal. “Pro Patria”, ND
(ca. 1900). Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 50mm; 67.10
gms. Mazard-20. Obverse: Helmeted and armored bust of Marianne
left, wearing garlanded laurel wreath; Reverse: Marianne standing
left, holding standard and wreaths; to left, soldiers standing right with
genius. Edge: [cornucopia] ARGENT located at 6h. Presenting an attractive gilding, this example features some hints of iridescence near
portions of the peripheries. Includes original case of issue.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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46387

46392

FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silver Plaque. Gustave Louis Dubar,
Director of the Newspaper, “l’Écho du Nord”, 1901. Paris Mint.
CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 49x70mm; 97.18 gms. Obverse: Bust
left in frock coat; Reverse: Dubar right, leaning upon table to left and
reading newspaper, and his wife seated left in chair. Edge: [cornucopia]
ARGENT located at 6h. A light gunmetal gray allure and matte surfaces highlight this specimen, rather SCARCE in silver.

FRANCE. Frédéric Vernon. Cast Uniface Bronze Maquette. “Law”,
1892. Paris Mint. AS MADE. 101mm; 108.38 gms. Obverse: Female
personification of the Law, holding open legal book and scales, seated
left on throne decorated with winged lions; scrolls and books at feet
to right; Reverse: Rough incuse of obverse. Edge: Some light marks as
made, otherwise plain. An elegant and engaging design, with lighter
hues upon the high points. VERY RARE and attractive.
$200-$400

$200-$400

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46393

46388
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Bronze Medal. 50th Anniversary of
the Cooper Union, 1909. By Tiffany & Co. GEM UNCIRCULATED.
69mm; 143.63 gms. Engraved and awarded to Lewis Henry Rabbage.
Obverse: Half length bust of Peter Cooper seated facing slightly right
in frock coat and holding cane; Reverse: Female scholar seated left on
stool, reading book placed upon lap; facade of school in background.
Edge: TIFFANY & CO MAKERS [M] BRONZE located at 6h, LEWIS
HENRY RABBAGE engraved at 12h. Deep brown surfaces with an alluring matte nature. Includes original case of issue.
$100-$200

FRANCE. Frédéric Vernon. Bronze Plaque. Banquet of French
Mayors, 1900. Paris Mint. CHOICE UNCIRCULATED. 45x63mm;
74.11 gms. Embossed and awarded to Paul Joly, Prefect of Puy-deDome. Obverse: Female personifications of France (Marianne) and of
Paris holding up cups and toasting mayors; Reverse: Banner within
bundle of rods; below, decorative rectangular plaque embossed “PAUL
JOLY PREFET DU PUY-DE-DOME” and set upon oak and laurel
branches. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Charming olivebrown surfaces with a great matte nature.
$100-$200
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46394

46389
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Silvered Bronze Plaque. Society for
the Encouragement of Art and Industry, 1924. Paris Mint. CHOICE
UNCIRCULATED. 41x59mm; 80.12 gms. Engraved and awarded to
Henri Sauvage. Obverse: Helmeted and armored bust of Marianne left,
wearing garlanded laurel wreath; Reverse: Minerva/Athena standing
right, advising Vulcan/Hephaistos in the art of forging a shield with
the head of Medusa; shield set upon anvil, against which rests a hammer and tongs; in rectangular plaque in exergue, “HENRI SAUVAGE
1924.” Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Entirely argent and
with a lovely matte nature, this award presents great beauty and radiance.
$150-$300
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46390
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Group of Silver, Silvered Bronze &
Bronze Medals (10 Pieces). Grade Range: EXTREMELY FINE to
UNCIRCULATED. An elegant Art Nouveau artist, Roty produced
magnificent medals and plaques throughout his career, with a charming selection offered here for the student of his work or for the dealer.
Close examination is encouraged for this mix of metals and sizes,
ranging from 26mm to a 95x59mm Plaque.
$400-$600

FRANCE. Frédéric Vernon. Silvered Bronze Plaque. Inauguration
of the Baths at Evian, 1902. Paris Mint. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. 43x63mm; 74.38 gms. Maier-162. Obverse: Nude female in forest
seated right on rocks, extending hand toward flowing spring; Reverse:
Veduta of Evian; bouquet in exergue. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Light gunmetal gray surfaces, with some subtle, scattered
hairlines from a minor cleaning. A hint of rub is noted on the highest
points.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46395
FRANCE. Frédéric Vernon. Bronze Plaque. “Eve”, ND (ca. 1905).
Paris Mint. UNCIRCULATED Details. Lacquered. 30x78mm; 66.79
gms. Maier-165. Obverse: Nude Eve standing slightly left under trellis, resting head upon hands; Reverse: Apple tree entwined with serpent. Edge: [cornucopia] BRONZE located at 6h. Though lacquered
throughout, this orange-brown example presents an appealing look
with incredibly elegant artistry.
$75-$150
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

MIXED LOTS

From the Richard Jewell Collection.

46396

46391
FRANCE. Louis-Oscar Roty. Trio of Silver and Bronze Medals (3
Pieces), 1892-96. UNCIRCULATED.
1) Lyon Chamber of Commerce, 1892. Silver Medal.
2) Marriage, 1895. Bronze Medal.
3) “Patria non Immemor,” 1896. Silver Medal.
$300-$500
From the Richard Jewell Collection.

MIXED LOTS. Group of Silver, Silvered Bronze, and Bronze Medals (13 Pieces). Grade Range: CHOICE VERY FINE to CHOICE
ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. This eclectic mix presents a variety of
mostly bronze medals and plaques from Coudray, Prud’homme, and
Vernon, offering tremendous Art Nouveau elegance. A great dealer lot
with tremendous resale potential. As such, close inspection is highly
encouraged and will greatly benefit the diligent bidder.
$500-$750
From the Richard Jewell Collection.
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ANCIENT COINS
GREEK
Celtic

46402

46397
CELTIC. Central Europe. East Noricum. AR Tetradrachm (10.75
gms), 2nd Century B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Lanz-159.
Samobor A type. Obverse: Wreathed, diademed, and beardless stylized
head left; Reverse: Stylized Horse advancing right. A fairly large edge
split is noted, but this pleasantly toned piece otherwise serves as a great
example of this devolved type.
$100-$200
46398
CELTIC. Lower Danube. AR Tetradrachm (16.78 gms), ca. 90-75
B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-6, 359; Le Rider-52.
Imitating Thasos. Obverse: Stylized wreathed head of young Dionysos
right; Reverse: Stylized Herakles standing left, holding club and lion
skin; monogram to inner left. Though the obverse style is less refined,
the reverse is quite good, with a light steely gray hue throughout.
$150-$300
46399
CELTIC. Lower Danube. AR Tetradrachm (16.93 gms), ca. 90-75
B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Edge Bend. HGC-6, 359;
Le Rider-52. Imitating Thasos. Obverse: Stylized wreathed head of
young Dionysos right; Reverse: Stylized Herakles standing left, holding club and lion skin; monogram to inner left. Quite brilliant and
lightly toned, this barely handled specimen does exhibit some bending
of the flan, but nevertheless remains appealing.
$150-$300

Italy
46400
ITALY. Campania. Neapolis. AR Didrachm (Nomos) (7.30 gms),
ca. 275-250 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Fine Style.
Light Marks. HGC-1, 454; HN Italy-586. Obverse: Diademed head
of nymph left; M below, B to right; Reverse: Man-headed bull walking right; above, crowning Nike flying right. Well centered and deeply
toned, this example presents an elegant design and is undoubtedly
worthy of its fine style designation.
$300-$500
46401
ITALY. Calabria. Tarentum. AR Didrachm (Nomos), ca. 340-332
B.C. NGC Ch VF. HGC-1, 789; HN Italy-891. Obverse: Warrior, wearing helmet and holding spear and shield, on horse rearing right; Reverse: Phalanthos, holding trident, on dolphin left, being crowned by
Nike; waves below. Quite deeply toned, with some hints of iridescence
around the devices.
$150-$300

ITALY. Calabria. Tarentum. AR Drachm (3.24 gms), ca. 302-280
B.C. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. HGC-1, 823; HN Italy-975. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right,
head facing; to right, club above ZOP. Quite charming and pleasing,
this lustrous specimen exhibits just a hint of wear upon the high points.
$150-$300
46403
ITALY. Calabria. Tarentum. AR Didrachm (Nomos) (6.55 gms),
ca. 280-272 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Overstruck.
HGC-1, 884; HN Italy-1008; Vlasto-750-2. Youth on horse right,
crowning horse with wreath; Reverse: Phalanthos, holding cornucopia, trident, and shield adorned with hippocamp, riding dolphin left.
Barely handled and exceedingly flashy, this brilliance specimen presents great eye appeal abounding throughout.
$600-$900
46404
ITALY. Calabria. Tarentum. AR Didrachm (Nomos) (6.62 gms), ca.
280-272 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Edge Filing. HGC-1,
887; HN Italy-1013; Vlasto-800. Obverse: Warrior, holding shield and
two spears, on horse rearing left; Reverse: Phalanthos, holding grape
bunch and distaff, riding dolphin left; grain stalk to right. Though the
peripheries exhibit some striking weakness, this specimen is nevertheless rather sharp near the central portions and even offers a subtle tone
with some shimmering brilliance.
$300-$500
46405
ITALY. Lucania. Metapontion. AR Stater (Nomos) (5.97 gms), ca.
540-510 B.C. VERY FINE. HGC-1, 1027; HN Italy-1470; Noe-Class
IV, 90-1. Obverse: Ear of barley; ME up right field, AT down left field;
Reverse: Incuse ear of barley. An attractive example of this early type,
featuring an incuse of the obverse design on the reverse, save for the
split ethnic. Lightly toned and largely wholesome, though a bit lighter
in weight than the typical example from the series.
$200-$400
46406
ITALY. Lucania. Metapontion. AR Stater (Nomos) (7.86 gms), ca.
340-330 B.C. NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-1; 1056;
HN Italy-1556; Johnston-Class A, 1.12. Obverse: Wreathed head of
Demeter left; Reverse: Barley ear with leaf to left; to right, kerykeion
above ΛY. Lightly toned and very well centered, with some hints of
brilliance emanating from the fields.
$300-$500
46407
ITALY. Lucania. Metapontion. AR Didrachm (Nomos) (7.85 gms),
ca. 330-290 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. Graffito. HGC-1, 1063; HN
Italy-1581. Obverse: Wreathed head of Demeter right; Reverse: Grain
ear with leaf to right; plow above leaf. Pleasantly toned and rather
evenly handled, though struck on a somewhat compact flan.
$150-$300
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Sicily

46414

46408
SICILY. Entella (“The Camp”). AR Tetradrachm (19.29 gms), ca.
320/15-305/0 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. Repaired. HGC-2, 287.
Obverse: Head of Arethoussa left, wearing grain wreath; four dolphins
around; Reverse: Head of horse left; palm tree to right. Pleasantly
toned and rather pleasing despite the noted repair occurring near the
nose of Arethousa.
$700-$1,000
46409
SICILY. Leontini. AR Tetradrachm (16.51 gms), ca. 430-425 B.C.
NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 1/5. Fine Stylis. Edge Chips. HGC-2,
671. Obverse: Laureate head of Apollo left; Reverse: Head of roaring
lion left; three barley grains around; leaf to right. This lot comes with
a photo certificate from NGC attesting to the grade; they have elected
not to encapsulate it on account of the noted edge chipping. Despite
the issues on the reverse, an incredibly great obverse.
$500-$1,000
46410
SICILY. Panormos (as Ziz). AR Tetradrachm (16.68 gms), ca. 340320 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE Details. Smoothed. Surfaces Altered. HGC-2, 1022. Obverse: Charioteer, holding kentron and reins,
driving quadriga left; above, crowning Nike flying right; Reverse: Head
of Arethousa left, wearing grain wreath; four dolphins around. Toned
and on a somewhat compact flan, with the noted smoothing and tooling to the surfaces.
$200-$400
46411
SICILY. Syracuse. Deinomenid Tyranny, 485-466 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.56 gms), ca. 478-475 B.C. NGC FINE, Strike: 4/5
Surface: 3/5. Overstruck. HGC-2, 1306; Boehringer-Series VIIIa, 102
(V47/R70). Obverse: Charioteer driving slow quadriga right; above,
crowning Nike flying right; Reverse: Diademed head of Arethousa
right; four dolphins around. Overstruck on an uncertain type, this example has seen some extensive handling, but nevertheless offers solid
detail remaining.
$300-$500
46412
SICILY. Syracuse. Second Democracy, 466-406 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.28 gms), ca. 440-430 B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5. Scratches. HGC-2, 1313; Boehringer-Series XVIIa, 589
(V291/R339). Obverse: Charioteer driving quadriga right; above,
crowning Nike flying right; in exergue, ketos right; Reverse: Head of
Arethousa right; four dolphins around. Some roughness is noted on
the reverse, but overall this piece presents an alluring, deep tone and
offers a pleasant obverse strike.
$500-$750

From the Poseidon Collection.

46415
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to
left and right, uncertain controls to lower left and/or right. Quite well
struck on each side, though on a somewhat compact flan for issue.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.

46416
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, uncertain controls to lower left. Fairly well centered overall,
with light tan-brown surfaces and green highlights.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.

46417
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, uncertain controls to lower left and/or right. Fairly deep
brown in color, with some forest green deposits scattered about.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.

46418
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, uncertain controls to lower left and/or right. Rather boldly
struck on a compact flan for issue.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.

46419
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C. NGC
Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left and right, uncertain controls to lower right. A pleasingly centered and struck example,
presenting yellow-brown surfaces and some spots of lighter green-brown.
From the Poseidon Collection.

SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC EF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left and
right, Θ to lower left, Φ to lower right. A mix of deep red-brown and
hints of green, this specimen offers a fairly solid strike on each side.
From the Poseidon Collection.

$60-$100

$60-$100

46413

$75-$150

SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, uncertain controls to lower right. Tan-brown overall, with
some hints of green highlighting the devices.

46420
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, uncertain controls to lower right. Reddish-brown overall,
with some minor roughness yet nevertheless solid detail.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.
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Macedon

46421
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, ΔA to lower right. Pleasingly struck, with a charming greenbrown hue overall.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.

46422
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left and
right, EΩ to lower right. Well centered and pleasantly struck, this specimen features a deep brown hue with lighter hints of green and highlights.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.

46423
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, uncertain controls to lower right. Red-brown throughout,
with some spots of green scattered throughout.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.

46424
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, ΔA to lower right. A minor flan flaw is noted on the obverse, but this example otherwise features a solid overall strike and
red-brown color.
$60-$100
From the Poseidon Collection.

46425
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left and
right, I to lower left, AΠ to lower right. Well centered and struck, this example features yellow-brown surfaces and some scattered spots of green.
$60-$100
46426
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C. NGC
Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left and right, Φ
to lower left, T to lower right. Quite boldly struck for the type, this example features red-brown surfaces with some scattered spots of light green.
$60-$100
46427
SICILY. Syracuse. Hieron II, 275-215 B.C. AE Litra, 263-218 B.C.
NGC Ch VF. HGC-2, 1550. Obverse: Head of Poseidon left, wearing
tainia; Reverse: Ornamented trident head; downward dolphin to left
and right, ΔA to lower right. Light brown surfaces, with a rather well
centered and even strike throughout.
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From the Robert Feuer Collection

46429
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Alexander III (the Great), 336323 B.C. AR Tetradrachm, Amphipolis Mint, possible lifetime issue, ca. 325-323/2 B.C. NGC Ch F. Pr-106. Obverse: Head of Herakles
right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne, holding
eagle and scepter; bow and quiver in left field. Fairly well handled, but
nevertheless wholesome and clear, and entirely without issue.
$150-$300
46430
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Alexander III (the Great), 336323 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.10gms), Uncertain mint. FAIR. Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated
left on throne, holding eagle and scepter. Quite deeply toned, this
specimen exhibits numerous scuffs and a good deal of wear upon the
reverse, so much so that a more certain attribution—such as the mint
and specific chronology—remains indeterminate.
$60-$100
46431
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Philip III, 323-317 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (16.62 gms), Tyre Mint, possibly dated RY 28 of ‘Ozmilk (322/1 B.C.). NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. cf. Pr-3272
(Ake). Struck in the name and types of Alexander III. Obverse: Head of
Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne,
holding scepter and eagle; in left field, -|O (Phoenician ‘K = ‘Ozmilk
[king of Tyre]) above || ||| ||| = (date [28 in Phoenician]); Phoenician A
below throne. Though it is difficult to be certain, the date on this issue
appears to comport to year 25 of the reign of ‘Ozmilk. Gunmetal gray
in color, with a fairly bold strike.
$400-$600
MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Philip III, 323-317 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (16.97 gms), Sardes Mint, ca. 322-319/8 B.C. NGC
AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Pr-P109. Obverse: Head of Herakles
right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne, holding
eagle and scepter; torch in left field; below throne, monogram below
strut. Well centered and struck, this pleasantly toned example only exhibits a hint of handling and retains some charming brilliance.
$400-$600
46433

From the Poseidon Collection.

From the Poseidon Collection.

MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Philip II, 359-336 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (14.44 gms), Amphipolis Mint, ca. 348-342 B.C. NGC
AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Scuffs. SNG ANS-523-7. Obverse: Laureate head of Zeus right; Reverse: Youth, holding palm frond, riding
horse right; stern below raised foreleg. Despite a few scuffs on the high
points, this example presents a fairly well centered strike with some
charming brilliance remaining.
$200-$400

46432

From the Poseidon Collection.

$60-$100

46428

MACEDON. Kingdom of Macedon. Kassander. As regent, 317-305
B.C., or King, 305-298 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.96 gms), Amphipolis Mint, ca. 307-297 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5.
Pr-445. In the name and types of Alexander III (the Great). Obverse:
Head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left on
throne, holding scepter and eagle; in left field, Λ above torch; below
throne, monogram above strut. Well centered and struck, this example
features a rather bold and pleasing strike on each side.
$400-$600
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46434

46440

MACEDON. Under the Romans. AR Tetradrachm (16.81 gms),
Amphipolis Mint, First Meris, ca. 167-149 B.C. CHOICE EXTREMELY FINE. Wavy Flan, Scrape, Scratches. HGC-3.1, 1103.
Obverse: Diademed and draped bust of Artemis right, with bow and
quiver over shoulder; all set upon Macedonian shield; Reverse: Club
right; monogram above, two monograms below; all within wreath;
thunderbolt to left. Though there are some noted issues, this example does present great brilliance and offers tremendous detail still
remaining.

THRACE. Maroneia. AR Tetradrachm (16.44 gms), Late 2nd-mid
1st centuries B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. HGC-3.2, 1556. Obverse:
Wreathed head of young Dionysos right; Reverse: Dionysos standing
slightly left, holding grapes and narthex stalks; monogram to inner
left and inner right. Though exhibiting some minor surface roughness,
this piece nevertheless retains great detail and offers a subtle tone.

$150-$300
46435
MACEDON. Under the Romans. AR Tetradrachm, Uncertain
mint, Aesillas (Quaestor, ca. 95-70 B.C.). ANACS EF 40. HGC-3.1,
1110. Obverse: Head of the deified Alexander the Great right; Reverse:
Money chest, club, and chair within wreath. Though the obverse is a
little off center, this example presents a well centered reverse strike
along with lightly toned surfaces.
$300-$500
46436
MACEDON. Under the Romans. AR Tetradrachm (15.76 gms),
Uncertain mint, Aesillas (Quaestor, ca. 95-70 B.C.). CHOICE
VERY FINE. HGC-3.1, 1110. Obverse: Head of the deified Alexander
the Great right; Reverse: Money chest, club, and chair within wreath.
Lightly toned a fairly well centered on a somewhat compact flan for
issue.
$300-$500

Thrace
46437
THRACE. Islands off Thrace. Thasos. AR Tetradrachm (16.91 gms),
ca. 140-110 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-6, 358;
Le Rider-51. Obverse: Wreathed head of young Dionysos right; Reverse: Herakles standing left, holding club and lion skin; M to inner
left. Very lightly handled and offering a subtle gunmetal gray allure,
this specimen also features a rather solid strike, just slightly off center.
$150-$300
46438
THRACE. Kingdom of Thrace. Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (17.02 gms), Uncertain mint. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5
Surface: 4/5. Die Shift. cf. HGC-3.2, 1750 (for general type). Possible
contemporary imitation. Obverse: Diademed head of the deified Alexander right, with horn of Ammon; Reverse: Athena seated left on
throne, holding crowning Nike and resting elbow upon shield; monogram to inner left. With a style that seems somewhat imitative, this
example is quite possibly a contemporary counterfeit. Nevertheless, a
charming and elegant example, with light toning and some hints of
brilliance remaining.
$400-$600
46439
THRACE. Maroneia. AR Tetradrachm (16.01 gms), Late 2nd-mid
1st centuries B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-3.2,
1556. Obverse: Wreathed head of young Dionysos right; Reverse: Dionysos standing slightly left, holding grapes and narthex stalks; monogram to inner left, &Theta; to inner right. Lightly toned and still quite
dazzling, this example offers better quality than is generally encountered for the type.

$200-$400
46441
THRACE. Thracian Chersonesos. AR Hemidrachm (2.35 gms),
ca. 386-336 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. McClean-4105; HGC-3.2,
1437. Obverse: Forepart of lion right, head left; Reverse: Quadripartite incuse square with alternating raised and sunken quarters; pellet
and lamp in opposite sunken quarters; H in on raised quarter. Deeply
toned and fairly well centered on the obverse.
$75-$150
46442
THRACE. Apollonia Pontika. Group of Silver Drachms (16 Pieces),
ca. 450-390 B.C. Average Grade: CHOICE VERY FINE. For general
type: cf. HGC-3.2, 1324. Obverse: Upright anchor separating A and
crayfish to either side; Reverse: Facing gorgoneion. A charming grouping with mostly moderate handling and light toning, with most displaying test cuts.
$500-$750
46443
THRACE. Apollonia Pontika. Group of Silver Drachms (10 Pieces),
ca. 450-390 B.C. Average Grade: CHOICE VERY FINE. For general
type: cf. HGC-3.2, 1324. Obverse: Upright anchor separating A and
crayfish to either side; Reverse: Facing gorgoneion. A charming grouping with mostly moderate handling and light toning, with most displaying test cuts.
$400-$600

Thessaly
46444
THESSALY. Larissa. AR Drachm (5.95 gms), ca. 365-356 B.C. NGC
EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. BCD Thessaly II-315-6; HGC-4, 454.
Obverse: Head of the nymph Larissa facing slightly left, with hair in
ampyx; Reverse: Horse standing right, preparing to roll. Always a popular and pleasing type, this charming specimen offers a well centered
strike that remains problem free. Despite not mentioning fine style, it
clearly was engraved with the necessary care that one would desire.
$400-$800
46445
THESSALY. Larissa. AR Drachm (6.00 gms), ca. 365-356 B.C.
CHOICE VERY FINE. BCD Thessaly-II, 315-6; HGC-4, 454. Obverse: Head of the nymph Larissa facing slightly left, wearing ampyx;
Reverse: Horse standing right, preparing to lie down. Struck on a
somewhat compact flan, this example nevertheless presents the elegant design that is always popular.
$300-$500

$300-$500
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Epirus

46452

46446
EPEIROS. Ambrakia. AR Stater (8.11 gms), ca. 404-360 B.C.
CHOICE VERY FINE. HGC-3.1, 208; Pegasi-67. Obverse: Pegasos
flying right; Reverse: Helmeted head of Athena left; lyre to right. Lightly toned and pleasing, though some minor porosity is noted.
$300-$500

ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.09 gms), ca. 454-404 B.C.
NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-4, 1597; Kroll-8. Obverse:
Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left; all within incuse square. Though
struck somewhat off center on the obverse, this lightly toned specimen
still offers a great overall appearance with a fairly bold strike.
$400-$600
46453

Boeotia
46447
BOEOTIA. Thebes. AR Stater (12.08 gms), ca. 425-400 B.C. NGC
Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-4, 1325; BCD Boiotia-388.
Obverse: Boeotian shield; club across upper half; reverse: Amphora
within incuse square. Though struck on a somewhat irregular flan, this
example is pleasantly toned and rather problem-free.
$500-$750

Euboia
46448
EUBOIA. Chalkis. AR Drachm (3.78 gms), ca. 290-273/1 B.C. NGC
Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-4, 1464; BCD Euboia-178-80.
Obverse: Head of the nymph Chalkis right; Reverse: Eagle with spread
wings, grappling with serpent; kerykeion to right. Lightly toned and
highly charming, with some good brilliance remaining as well.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

Attica
46449
ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.01 gms), ca. 454-440 B.C.
NGC F, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. cf. HGC-4, 1597. Obverse: Helmeted
head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive
sprig and crescent to left; all within incuse square. An early transitional issue with the head of the owl slightly cocked, this well worn
specimen nevertheless remains entirely wholesome and without issue.
$600-$900
46450
ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.14 gms), ca. 454-404 B.C.
NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-4, 1597; Kroll-8. Obverse:
Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left; all within incuse square. An elegant
and charming example of this ever-popular type.
$400-$600

ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.13 gms), ca. 454-404 B.C.
NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-4, 1597; Kroll-8. Obverse:
Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left; all within incuse square. Attractively toned and struck on a somewhat compact flan for issue.
$300-$450
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46454
ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (16.63 gms), 138/7 B.C. NGC
Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5. HGC-4, 1602; Thompson-291c.
Glau(kos) and Eche(krates)/Eche(demos), magistrates. “New style”
type. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl, with
head facing, standing right on overturned amphora; to right, radiate
bust of Helios facing; Δ on overturned amphora; all within wreath.
Lightly toned and pleasing, with a good deal of detail remaining.
$300-$500
46455
ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (16.72 gms), 124/3 B.C. NGC
Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-4, 1602. cf. Thompson-478g.
Mikion, Euryklei-, and Diokles, magistrates. “New style” type. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl, with head facing,
standing right on overturned amphora; to right, the Dioskouroi standing slightly left; Γ on overturned amphora; uncertain letters below; all
within wreath. Offering a solid strike and only moderate, even wear,
this piece stands as an overall quality example.
$300-$500

Corinthia
46456
CORINTHIA. Corinth. AR Stater (8.37 gms), ca. 350/45-285 B.C.
NGC Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-4, 1848; Pegasi-411; BCD
Corinth-Unlisted. Obverse: Pegasos flying left; Reverse: Helmeted
head of Athena left; A below chin, Λ and trophy to right. Deeply toned
and struck on a somewhat compact flan, but well centered and charming nonetheless.
$200-$400
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46457

46451
ATTICA. Athens. AR Tetradrachm (17.15 gms), ca. 454-404 B.C.
NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. HGC-4, 1597; Kroll-8. Obverse:
Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left; all within incuse square. Deeply
toned, with a charming, subtle champagne nature, along with a rather
well centered strike on a somewhat compact flan.

CORINTHIA. Corinth. AR Stater (8.49 gms), ca. 375-300 B.C.
VERY FINE. HGC-4, 1848; Pegasi-453; BCD Corinth-Unlisted. Obverse: Pegasos flying left; Reverse: Helmeted head of Athena left; to
right, Artemis advancing right, holding torches. Though struck with
an obverse die that began to deteriorate, this example nevertheless remains a popular type and offers some solid toning.
$150-$300

$500-$750
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Peloponnesus

46464

46458
PELOPONNESOS. Arkadia. Arkadian League. AR Hemidrachm
(3.16 gms), Mantinea Mint, ca. 450-440/30 B.C. VERY FINE. HGC5, 915. Obverse: Zeus Lykaios seated left, holding scepter; eagle flying left from his hand; Reverse: Head of Kallisto right within incuse
square. Deeply toned.

IONIA. Uncertain. AR Drachm, Early-mid 3rd Century B.C. NGC
Ch VF. cf. HGC-6, 1134 (Chios). In the name and types of Alexander
III (the Great) of Macedon. Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing
lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne, holding scepter and eagle;
in left field, monogram above grape bunch. Deeply toned and alluring,
this imitative type was inspired by the expansive coinage of Alexander.
$60-$100

Caria

$75-$150

Crete

46465

46459
CRETE. Lyttos. AR Stater (10.17 gms), ca. 320-270 B.C. NGC Ch
VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Svor-31; BMC-13. Obverse: Eagle flying
left; Reverse: Head of boar right in dotted square within incuse square.
Fairly rough as is often the case, but a VERY RARE and desirable issue
no matter the surface quality.
$600-$900

$150-$300
From the Robert Feuer Collection

Lesbos

46466

46460
LESBOS. Mytilene. EL Hekte (2.52 gms), ca. 478-455 B.C. CHOICE
VERY FINE. HGC-6, 955; Bodenstedt-28. Obverse: Head of lion
right; ΛΕ below; Reverse: Incuse head of bull right. Evenly worn but
still with solid detail remaining.
$200-$400

CARIA. Islands off Caria. Rhodes. AR Didrachm (6.56 gms), ca.
250-230 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-6, 1439.
Timotheos, magistrate. Obverse: Radiate head of Helios facing slightly
right; Reverse: Rose with bud to right; to left, herm left; ΤΙΜΟΘΕΟΣ
above. Pleasantly toned and very well centered, this example offers
some hints of brilliance remaining in the protected areas.
$300-$500
46467

46461
LESBOS. Mytilene. EL Hekte (2.51 gms), ca. 454-428/7 B.C. EXTREMELY FINE. HGC-6, 968; Bodenstedt-42. Obverse: Forepart of
goat right, head left; Reverse: Owl, with wings spread, standing facing within incuse square. Quite well centered and alluring, with some
hints of brilliance emanating from the protected areas.
$600-$900

CARIA. Islands off Caria. Rhodes. AR Drachm (4.12 gms), ca.
88/42 B.C.- A.D. 14. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Brushed.
HGC-6, 1456. Mikion, magistrate. Obverse: Radiate head of Helios
facing slightly right; Reverse: Rose seen from above; winged kerykeion
and ΜΕΙΚΙΩΝ around. An already RARE type, this example features
a different spelling of the magistrate’s name, in that there is an added
“E” near the beginning.
$150-$300

Ionia

Lydia

46462
IONIA. Ephesos. AR Cistophoric Tetradrachm, dated CY 51 (84/3
B.C.). NGC Ch VF. SNG Cop-328. Obverse: Cista mystica with serpent; all within ivy wreath; Reverse: Two serpents entwined around
bow and bowcase; NA (date) to left; above, Hermes standing left, holding kerykeion; torch to right. Lightly toned and pleasing, this example
was struck with a somewhat worn obverse die.
$100-$200

46468
LYDIA. Tralleis, 561-546 B.C. AR Cistophoric Tetradrachm (12.70
gms), ca. 166-67 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Kleiner
& Noe-Series 40. Obverse: Cista mystica with serpent; all within ivy
wreath; Reverse: Two serpents entwined around bow and bowcase;
upright thunderbolt above; to right, eagle standing right. Struck on
a fairly broad flan, this alluring specimen presents a sharp strike and
features some traces of find patina as well.
$300-$500

46463
IONIA. Phokaia. EL Hekte (2.55 gms), ca. 387-326 B.C. NGC Ch
EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. Fine Style. Bodenstedt-97. Obverse: Head
of young Pan left, wearing ivy wreath; below, small seal left; Reverse:
Quadripartite incuse square. Well centered and struck, with a particularly bold obverse and some hints of brilliance remaining.
$400-$600

CARIA. Alabanda. AR Tetradrachm (16.28 gms), dated CY 1 (169/8
B.C.). CHOICE VERY FINE. Pr-2460. Struck in the name and types
of Alexander III (the Great) of Macedon. Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne, holding scepter and eagle; in left field, Pegasos left; A (date) below throne.
Some light cleaning is noted, but an alluring overall specimen with
minor handling and struck on a typically broad flan.

Pamphylia
46469
PAMPHYLIA. Aspendos. AR Stater (10.59 gms), ca. 380/75-330/25
B.C. VERY FINE. SNG BN-83. Obverse: Two wrestlers grappling; ΑΦ
between their legs; Reverse: Slinger standing right; triskeles to right; all
within pelleted border. Deeply toned, with a hint of striking weakness
and some very minor die rust.
$100-$200
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Syria

46470
PAMPHYLIA. Aspendos. AR Stater (10.89 gms), ca. 380/75-330/25
B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Scuff. SNG BN-99-100. Obverse: Two wrestlers grappling; FИ between; Reverse: Slinger in throwing stance right; triskeles to right. Always a popular type, this specimen presents a rather sharp strike with great argent brilliance and
reverse that is almost perfectly centered.
$300-$500

Cilicia

46475
SYRIA. Phoenicia. Arados. Uncertain king, ca. 348/7-339/8 B.C.
AR Stater (10.59 gms). NEARLY EXTREMELY FINE. HGC-10, 35;
Betlyon-26. Obverse: Laureate head of Ba’al-Arwad right; Reverse:
Galley right above waves; Aramaic legend above. Struck on a somewhat compact flan, but pleasingly toned with solid detail remaining.
$150-$300
46476

46471
CILICIA. Tarsos. Datames, Satrap of Cilicia, 384-361/0 B.C. AR
Stater (10.26 gms), ca. 370 B.C. NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface:
2/5. Light Smoothing. SNG BN-291-7. Obverse: Baal of Tarsos seated
right, with head and torso facing, holding grain ear and grape bunch,
and cradling eagle-tipped scepter; thymiaterion in background; all
within crenellated wall; Reverse: Ana, nude, standing right, extending
hand and pointing at the head of Tarkumuwa, standing left, wearing
chlamys, leaning upon staff and raising hand; thymiaterion between;
all within square dotted border in linear border. Quite deeply toned,
with some light roughness and smoothing noted.

SYRIA. Phoenicia. Sidon. ‘Abd’aštart (Straton) I, ca. 365-352 B.C.
AR Double Shekel (25.60 gms). NGC Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
3/5. Brushed. HGC-10, 242; Betlyon-23. Obverse: Phoenician galley
left; waves below; Reverse: Persian king and driver in chariot left; behind, king of Sidon, in Egyptian style garments, holding cultic scepter
and votive vase, walking left; ‘B (in Phoenician) above. A somewhat
crude issue as is often the case, but fairly well struck for the type with
a deep gray tone.
$750-$1,500
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46477

$200-$400
46472
CILICIA. Tarsos. Pharnabazos, Satrap of Cilicia, 380-374/3 B.C.
AR Stater (10.40 gms), ca. 380-379 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5. Die Shift. SNG BN-243. Obverse: Head of Arethousa facing
slightly left; Reverse: Helmeted and bearded male head left. Struck on
a somewhat oblong flan, this example nevertheless offers solid centering and a bit of a mottled tone.
$150-$300

SYRIA. Phoenicia. Tyre. Uncertain king, ca. 425-394 B.C. AR Shekel (13.19 gms). NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. cf. HGC-10,
317-21. Obverse: Deity, holding reins and bow, riding hippocamp
right; two lines of waves below; dolphin right in exergue; Reverse: Owl
standing right, head facing; crook and flail in background. Pleasantly
toned, with a large edge split noted for completeness.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46478

From the Robert Feuer Collection

46473
CILICIA. Soloi. Balakros. Satrap of Cilicia, 333-323 B.C. AR Stater
(10.97 gms). NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. SNG BN-196.
Obverse: Baal of Tarsos seated left, holding lotus-tipped scepter; grain
ear and grapes to left; below throne, Σ-O below and above; Reverse:
Draped bust of Athena facing slightly left, wearing triple-crested Attic
helmet. Quite engaging and alluring, this lightly toned specimen offers
a well centered strike on each side.
$300-$500

SYRIA. Phoenicia. Tyre. AR Shekel (14.00 gms), Lifetime of Christ
issue, dated CY 144 (A.D. 18/9). NGC VF, Strike: 2/5 Surface: 4/5.
HGC-10, 357; RPC-1, 4657; Prieur-1417. Obverse: Laureate head of
Melkart right, lion skin around neck; Reverse: Eagle standing left on
prow; palm frond in background; to left, ΡΜΔ (date) above club; to
right, KP above monogram. Somewhat off center and on a compact
flan, this issue—dating to the lifetime of Jesus Christ—nevertheless
offers a mostly clear date.
$400-$600
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46479

Cyprus
46474
CYPRUS. Kition. Pumiathon, 362-312 B.C. AR Tetradrachm
(17.00 gms), Kition Mint, ca. 325-320 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE.
Pr-3110. Struck in the name and types of Alexander III (the Great) of
Macedon. Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Reverse:
Zeus seated left on throne, holding eagle and scepter; monogram in
left field. Struck on a somewhat compact flan, this example exhibits
some scattered marks and mottled toning.

SYRIA. Phoenicia. Tyre. AR 1/2 Shekel (6.71 gms), Lifetime of
Christ issue, dated CY 141 (A.D. 15/6). FINE. Scratches. HGC-10,
358. Obverse: Laureate head of Melkart right, lion skin around neck;
Reverse: Eagle standing left on prow; palm frond in background; to
left, PMA (date) above club; to right, KP above monogram. Though
exhibiting numerous scratches and edge marks, this example nevertheless emanates from the time period of Christ.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

$150-$300
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46480

46485

SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Seleukos I Nikator, 312-281 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (16.63 gms), Karrhai Mint, ca. 310-290 B.C. NGC
AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Fine Style. HGC-9, 12a; SC-41.3c; Pr3818. In the name and types of Alexander III (the Great) of Macedon.
Obverse: Head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin; Zeus seated left
on throne, holding eagle and scepter; to left, crescent over ΔΙ below
throne, monogram below strut. Boldly struck and very lightly handled, this specimen features a pleasing tone throughout, though some
minor roughness to the surfaces is noted.

SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos VII Sidetes, 138-129 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (16.49 gms), Antioch on the Orontes Mint. CHOICE
VERY FINE. HGC-9, 1067d; SC-2061.4b. Obverse: Diademed head
right; Reverse: Athena standing left, holding crowning Nike and scepter; to outer left, monogram above A; Φ to inner right; all within laurel
wreath. Fairly well centered and only with a light degree of handling,
though some scattered marks are noted in the fields.

$300-$500

From the Robert Feuer Collection

46486

46481
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Seleukos I Nikator, 312-281 B.C. Fourree Drachm (3.51 gms), Imitating Susa Mint, ca. 305/4-295 B.C., or
slightly thereafter. VERY FINE. cf. HGC-9, 34 (for prototype); cf. SC174 (for prototype). Obverse: Head of hero (Alexander or Seleukos?)
right, wearing helmet covered with panther skin and adorned with the
ear and horns of a bull; Reverse: Nike standing right, holding wreath
that she places on trophy to right; uncertain pseudo-controls to lower
left and right. A fairly convincing and well detailed ancient imitation,
with a few spots of the outer layer having chipped off.
$75-$150
46482
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos III (the Great), 223-187 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (17.01 gms), Seleukeia on Tigris Mint, ca. 204-197
B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. HGC-9, 447mm; SC-1168. Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Apollo seated on left on omphalos, testing
arrow and resting hand upon bow; monogram to outer left and right.
Lightly toned, with a pleasing portrait of high relief.
$200-$400

SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Alexander II, 128-123 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.36 gms), Antioch on the Orontes Mint. CHOICE
VERY FINE. HGC-9, 1149d; SC-2219.2e. Obverse: Diademed head
right; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne, holding Nike and scepter;
monogram to outer left, Σ below throne. Lightly toned and pleasing,
with a solid portrait that is just a hint off center.
$200-$400
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46487
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Kleopatra Thea & Antiochos VIII, 125121 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (16.31 gms), Ake-Ptolemais Mint, ca.
124 B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Scratches. HGC-9, 1182g;
SC-2271.1. Obverse: Jugate heads right; Reverse: Zeus seated left on
throne, holding scepter and crowning Nike. Despite some light marks
in the exergue of the reverse, this example offers a solid strike with
decent centering and only even wear throughout.
$300-$500
46488

From the Robert Feuer Collection

46483
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiocos IV Epiphanes, 175-164 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (16.84 gms), Ake-Ptolemais Mint, ca. 167-164
B.C. NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-9, 620c; SC-1476.1e.
Obverse: Diademed head right; monogram to left; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne, holding scepter and crowning Nike; palm frond to
outer left, M (over erased ΑΣ?) in exergue. A charming and lightly
toned example, this piece would appear to have the exergue control
erased (SC-1476.1d) and replaced with another.
$200-$400
Ex: Dr. Jonathan A. Herbst Collection (Superior - 12/1995) lot # 1408.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46484
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Demetrios II Nikator (First Reign)
145-138 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (13.84 gms), Sidon Mint, dated SE
168 (145/4 B.C.). NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-9, 969;
SC-1954.2b. Obverse: Diademed and draped bust right; Reverse: Eagle
standing left; palm frond over far shoulder; to left, ΗΧΡ (date) above
ΠΑ monogram; to right, ΣΙΔΩ above aphlaston. Quite deeply toned,
this specimen is struck on a somewhat compact flan with great overall
detail remaining.
$300-$500

$200-$400

SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos VIII Grypos, 125-96 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (16.33 gms), Antioch on the Orontes Mint, ca.
121/0-113 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Scratches.
HGC-9, 1197e; SC-2298.2e. Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse:
Zeus standing left, holding scepter and star; crescent above; to outer
left, IE above A; N to inner left. A bit of roughness and some marks
are noted on the obverse, but this example otherwise offers a pleasing
portrait and good centering.
$200-$400
46489
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos VIII Grypos, 125-96 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (15.83 gms), Damaskos Mint, dated SE 195 (118/7
B.C.). NGC Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-9, 1196e; SC2322.5. Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Zeus standing left,
holding star and scepter; crescent above, two monograms to outer
left; date in exergue; all within wreath. Lightly toned and fairly well
centered, though some spots of minor roughness are noted.
$200-$400
46490
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos VIII Grypos, 125-96 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (16.25 gms), Ake-Ptolemais Mint, ca. 121/0-113
B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. HGC-9, 1197h; SC2336.2a. Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Zeus standing left,
holding scepter and star; crescent above, monogram to outer left; all
within wreath. Handsomely struck on a rather broad flan, this specimen offers a great portrait and even retains some hints of brilliance in
the protected areas.
$300-$500
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46491

46497

SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos IX Kyzikenos, 115-95 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (16.35 gms), Uncertain mint 123 (in Northern
Phoenicia), ca. 111/0 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5.
HGC-9, 1228m; SC-2389a. Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse:
Athena standing left, holding crowning Nike; monogram to outer left;
all within wreath. Pleasantly toned and fairly well centered, this example presents a great portrait of the king.

JUDAEA. Hasmoneans. Mattathias Antigonos (Mattatayah). 40-37
B.C.E. AE 8 Prutot (16.26 gms), Jerusalem Mint. NEARLY VERY
FINE. Meshorer-36; Hendin-1162; HGC-10, 646. Obverse: Double
cornucopia; Reverse: Wreath. Somewhat crudely struck as is often the
case, this thick issue presents deep brown surfaces.

$300-$450

$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46498

From the Robert Feuer Collection

46492
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos X Eusebes Philopator, ca.
94-88 B.C. AR Tetradrachm (15.57 gms), Antioch on the Orontes
Mint, 94 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. HGC-9, 1287; SC-2429.1a.
Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne,
holding scepter and crowning Nike; to outer left, monogram above A;
monogram below throne; all within wreath. Lightly toned, with even,
mild handling upon each side.
$150-$300

JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AE 23 (7.52 gms), Jerusalem Mint, Year 1 (132/3 C.E.). CHOICE VERY FINE. Mildenberg-42 (O1/R9); Meshorer-222; Hendin-1378. Obverse: Grape leaf
on vine; Reverse: Palm tree with two bunches of dates. Forest green
surfaces with a rather deep and alluring orange nature to the earthen
deposits.
$200-$400
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46499

46493
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Philip I Philadelphos, ca. 95/4-76/5 B.C.
AR Tetradrachm (15.71 gms), Antioch on the Orontes Mint, ca. 88/776/5 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. Scratches. HGC-9, 1319; SC-2463.1.
Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Zeus seated left on throne,
holding scepter and crowning Nike; to outer left, N above A; monogram
below throne; all within wreath. A few light scratches are noted in the
obverse field, but this example otherwise sports a fairly deep tone overall.
$100-$200
46494
SYRIA. Seleukid Kingdom. Philip I Philadelphos, ca. 95/4-76/5
B.C. AR Tetradrachm (15.96 gms), Antioch on the Orontes Mint,
ca. 88/7-76/5 B.C. EXTREMELY FINE. Wavy Flan. HGC-9, 1319;
SC-2463.2a. Obverse: Diademed head right; Reverse: Zeus seated left
on throne, holding scepter and crowning Nike; to outer left, Φ above
A; monogram below throne; all within wreath. Some minor flan waviness as noted, but otherwise quite sharply struck and flashy.
$100-$200

Judaea
46495
JUDAEA. Herodians. Herod I (the Great). 40-4 B.C.E. AE 8 Prutot
(6.42 gms), Jerusalem or Samarian Mint, dated RY 3 (38/7 B.C.E.).
CHOICE VERY FINE. Meshorer-44; Hendin-1169; HGC-10, 651.
Obverse: Ornate helmet, with palm frond to left and right; Reverse:
Tripod; LΓ (date) to left, monogram to right. Slightly off center on the
obverse, but offering deep brown surfaces with lighter orange earthen
deposits.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46496
JUDAEA. Herodians. Herod I (the Great). 40-4 B.C.E. AE 8 Prutot
(7.74 gms), Jerusalem or Samarian Mint, dated RY 3 (38/7 B.C.E.).
VERY FINE. Meshorer-44; Hendin-1169; HGC-10, 651. Obverse:
Ornate helmet, with palm frond to left and right; Reverse: Tripod;
LΓ (date) to left, monogram to right. Dark green surfaces with some
lighter dusty highlights.

JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AE 25 (12.00 gms), Jerusalem Mint, Year 1 (132/3 C.E.). VERY FINE. Mildenberg-47 (O2/
R12); Meshorer-257; Hendin-1379. Obverse: Grape leaf on vine; Reverse: Palm tree with two bunches of dates. Light green surfaces with
orange earthen deposits.
$150-$300
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46500
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AE 18 (6.25 gms), Jerusalem Mint, Year 1 (132/3 C.E.). VERY FINE. Mildenberg-147
(O1/R1); Meshorer-225; Hendin-1380a. Obverse: Grape leaf on vine;
Reverse: Palm tree with two bunches of dates. Forest green surfaces
underneath a rather thick layer of lighter earthen encrustation.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46501
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AE 23 (11.81 gms), Jerusalem Mint, Year 2 (133/4 C.E.). CHOICE FINE. Mildenberg-68
(O5/R32); Meshorer-260a; Hendin-1408. Obverse: Grape leaf on vine;
Reverse: Palm tree with two bunches of dates. Ddeep green surfaces
with some areas of lighter highlights.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46502
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AR Zuz (3.43 gms), Jerusalem Mint, attributed to year 3 (134/5 C.E.). NGC EF, Strike: 3/5
Surface: 4/5. Overstruck. Mildenberg-85 (O15/R52); Meshorer-238;
Hendin-1422. Obverse: “Simon” in wreath; Reverse: Fluted jug and
branch; “for the freedom of Jerusalem” around. Lightly toned and
charming, with part of the undertype—a drachm of Trajan—partially
visible.
$400-$600
From the Robert Feuer Collection

$100-$200
Ex: Dr. Robert A. Kilmarx Collection.
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46503

46509

JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AR Zuz (3.30 gms), Jerusalem Mint, attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). NGC Ch EF, Strike:
4/5 Surface: 2/5. Overstruck. Mildenburg-167 (O21/R107); Meshorer-277; Hendin-1431. Obverse: Grape bunch on vine; Reverse: Two
upright trumpets. Overstruck on an uncertain type, this specimen is
fairly well centered on a spread flan and exhibits some deposits around
the devices.

JUDAEA. Quartet of Bronze Denominations (4 Pieces). Average
Grade: CHOICE FINE. This offering presents bronze denominations
from John Hyrkanos I, Agrippa I (2), and the Bar Kochba War. A great
survey covering over two-and-a-half centuries.

$400-$600
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46504
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AR Zuz (23.03 gms),
Jerusalem Mint, attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). NGC VF, Strike:
4/5 Surface: 3/5. Overstruck. Mildenberg-194 (O24/R125); Meshorer-285; Hendin-1433. Obverse: Grape bunch; Reverse: Jug with one
handle; palm frond to right. Pleasantly toned, though some minor
roughness is noted. The undertype is a drachm of Trajan.
$400-$600
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46505
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AE 24 (9.04 gms), Jerusalem Mint, attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). CHOICE VERY
FINE. Mildenberg-123 (O10/R87); Meshorer-292; Hendin-1437. Obverse: Grape leaf on vine; Reverse: Palm tree with two bunches of dates.
Dark green surfaces, with a high degree of dusty deposits throughout.
$150-$300
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46506
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AE 18 (3.96 gms), Jerusalem Mint, attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). NEARLY EXTREMELY FINE. Mildenberg-156 (O4/R6); Meshorer-301; Hendin-1440.
Obverse: Grape leaf on vine; Reverse: Palm tree with two bunches of
dates. Offering an appealing, deep green nature to the surfaces, this
specimen is augmented by dusty highlights giving even more visibility
to the devices.
$150-$300
From the Robert Feuer Collection

JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AE 18 (4.68 gms), Jerusalem Mint, attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). VERY FINE. Mildenburg-158 (O4/R8); Meshorer-302; Hendin-1440. Obverse: Grape leaf
on vine; Reverse: Palm tree with two bunches of dates. Light green
surfaces with a charming dusty green nature to the deposits.
$100-$200

JUDAEA. Edom. AR Quarter Shekel (3.75 gms), 4th century B.C.E.
NGC VF, Strike: 3/5 Surface: 2/5. HGC-10, 617; Hendin-1025. Obverse: Blank dome-like surface; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive spray and crescent to left. Somewhat crude as the type often
is, with deep toning and a few flan issues.
$200-$400
46511
PHILISTIA. Gaza. AR Hemiobol (0.37 gms), 5th-4th Centuries
B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. HGC-10, 557. Imitating
Athens. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse: Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left, Marnas symbol
to lower right; all within incuse square. Barely handled and attractively
toned, this fractional issue presents better quality than is generally encountered for the type.
$150-$300
46512
PHILISTIA. Uncertain. AR Drachm (4.12 gms), 5th-4th Centuries
B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 2/5 Surface: 5/5. cf. Gitler & Tal-VII.1D.
Imitating Athens. Obverse: Helmeted head of Athena right; Reverse:
Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left; all
within incuse square. Struck on a somewhat compact flan and with
a worn obverse die, this example features a fairly solid reverse strike.
$200-$400
46513
SAMARIA. AR Obol (0.66 gms), ca. 375-332 B.C. NGC Ch VF,
Strike: 4/5. HGC-10, 419. Obverse: Goat crouching right, head left;
Reverse: Janiform head, the right bearded, both wearing headdress
with animal foreparts. A fairly RARE type, this presents a deep tone a
clear overall features.
46514
SAMARIA. AR Obol (0.72 gms), ca. 375-332 B.C. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. HGC-10, 415; Samaria Hoard-71 (this coin). Obverse: Facing head of Arethousa; Reverse: Helmeted and bearded male
head left. Somewhat crudely struck, but highly brilliant and lightly
toned.
$150-$300

From the Robert Feuer Collection

46508
JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, 132-135 C.E. AE 18 (4.20 gms), Jerusalem Mint, attributed to Year 3 (134/5 C.E.). VERY FINE. Mildenberg-160 (O4/R8); Meshorer-301; Hendin-1440. Obverse: Grape leaf
on vine; Reverse: Palm tree with two bunches of dates. Deep green
surfaces overall, with a hint of striking weakness.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46510

$200-$400

46507

$150-$300

$100-$200

From the Robert Feuer Collection
Ex: Stack’s (12/1996) Lot # 706.
Ex: Sotheby’s Zurich (10/1993) Lot # 966.
Ex: Samaria Hoard.

Arabia
46515
ARABIA & NEAR EAST. Nonet of Silver Denominations (9 Pieces). Grade range: FINE to CHOICE VERY FINE. A pleasing mix of
mostly fractional issues from the region, 4th-3rd centuries B.C., many
with pseudo-Athenian styles.
$200-$400
From the Robert Feuer Collection
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Parthia

46522

46516
PARTHIA. Mithradates II, 121-91 B.C. AR Drachm (4.04 gms), Ekbatana Mint, ca. 120/19-109 B.C. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5.
Sellwood-26.2; Shore-78; Sunrise-Unlisted. Obverse: Diademed bust
left; Reverse: Archer (Arsakes I) seated right on throne, holding bow;
Δ to outer left. Exceedingly brilliant and argent, with a bold, sharp
strike that is particularly well centered on the reverse.
$100-$200
46517
PARTHIA. Sinatrukes, 93/2-70/69 B.C. AR Drachm, Rhagai Mint.
ICG EF 40. Sellwood-33.4 (Gotarzes I); Sunrise-302; Shore-114 (Gotarzes I). Obverse: Bust left, wearing tiara decorated with horn and
stags; Reverse: Archer (Arsakes I) seated right on throne, holding bow.
Lightly toned and highly pleasing, this issue was once attributed to
Gotarzes I, but is now given instead to Sinatrukes.
$75-$150

Sassanian Empire
46518
SASSANIAN EMPIRE. Shahpur II, A.D. 309-379. AR Drachm, ND.
ANACS AU 50. Gobl-102. An overall pleasing example of the type,
with sharp obverse strike and gray to burnt orange toning on both
sides. A few thin cracks are noted in the flan.
$80-$120
46519
SASSANIAN EMPIRE. Shahpur II, A.D. 309-379. AR Drachm, ND
(309-379). ANACS AU-50. An attractive Drachm from an especially
well-known king, with sharp strike detail throughout both sides and
light, metallic toning. A small portion of the rim has chipped away, but
does not impinge upon the design.
$50-$100

Baktria
46520
BAKTRIA. Kingdom of Baktria. Eukratides I, ca. 170-145 B.C. AR
Obol (0.63 gms). NEARLY EXTREMELY FINE. Bopearachchi-3F;
HGC-12, 138. Obverse: Diademed and draped bust right; Reverse:
Caps of the Dioskouroi, each with palm frond; monogram below.
Pleasantly toned, this fractional issue does exhibit some minor corrosion, but nevertheless remains highly charming and offers a great
strike.
$100-$200

PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy III Euergetes, 246-221 B.C. Octet
of Bronze Tetroboles (8 Pieces). Average Grade: GOOD FINE. Another arrangement containing a mixture of these large bronze issues,
with each featuring deep brown surfaces and some with lighter highlights in spots.
$300-$500
46523
PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy IV Philopator, 221-205 B.C. AE
Drachm (74.96 gms), Alexandreia Mint. VERY FINE. CPE-B508;
Svor-992; SNG Cop-205. Obverse: Diademed head of Zeus-Ammon
right; Reverse: Eagle standing left on thunderbolt; filleted cornucopia
to left, ΣΕ monogram between legs. Tan-brown surfaces, with just a
small area of roughness on the edge at the bottom.
$100-$200
46524
PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy X Alexander & Kleopatra III, 107101 B.C. BI Tetradrachm (13.43 gms), Alexandreia Mint, dated
RY 13 of Kleopatra and RY 10 of Ptolemy (105/4 B.C.). CHOICE
FINE. Svor-1729; SNG Cop-360. Obverse: Diademed head of Ptolemy
I right, wearing aegis around neck; Reverse: Eagle standing left on
thunderbolt; to left, LIΓ above I (dates); ΠA to right. Evenly handled,
with a pleasing, accentuating tone.
$75-$150
46525
PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy XII Neos Dionysos, 80-51 B.C. AR
Tetradrachm (14.01 gms), Alexandreia Mint, dated RY 17 (65/4
B.C.). EXTREMELY FINE. Svor-1864; SNG Cop-388. Obverse: Diademed head of Ptolemy I right, wearing aegis; Reverse: Eagle with
closed wings standing left on thunderbolt; LIZ (date) to left, ΠΑ to
right. A few lightly scattered marks are noted, but an otherwise pleasing, rather bright example.
$100-$200
46526
PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Kleopatra VII Thea, 51-30 B.C. AE Obol (40
Drachmai) (8.65 gms), Alexandreia Mint. GOOD. Svor-1872; SNG
Cop-422-4. Obverse: Diademed and draped bust right; Reverse: Eagle
standing left on thunderbolt; cornucopia to left, M (mark of value) to
right. Heavily worn as is commonly the case with this type, but nevertheless extremely desirable and popular.
$150-$300
From the Robert Feuer Collection

MIXED LOTS
46527
MIXED LOTS. Mediterranean. Group of Bronze Denominations
(Approximately 85 Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to FINE. A diverse mix of issues from Iberia to Syria, mostly from the 3rd to 1st
Century BCE. Careful in-hand inspection by interested bidders is recommended.

ex: Hess-Divo 317 (10/2010) lot # 343.

Ptolemaic Egypt
46521
PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. Ptolemy III Euergetes, 246-221 B.C. Octet
of Bronze Tetroboles (8 Pieces). Average Grade: GOOD FINE. A
charming grouping of these large bronze issues, with each featuring
deep brown surfaces and some with lighter highlights in spots.

$200-$300
From the Robert Feuer Collection

$300-$500
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46528

46534

MIXED LOTS. Mediterranean. Group of Silver Denominations (59
Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to VERY FINE. Ancient hammered issues, representing various regions and denominations, of Greece itself,
along with a lesser quantity of Ptolemaic and Seleucid coins, and a few
other unrelated ancient coins. Some popular types are present, including from Aegina, Boetia, and a tetradrachm from Side, Pamphylia with
a Seleucid counterstamp. All coins stored in individual cardboard flips
with attribution information. Well worth the time to peruse in-hand
for the interested bidder.

MIXED LOTS. Africa & Near East. Quartet of Mixed Denomination (4 Pieces). Grade Range: CHOICE VERY FINE to CHOICE
EXTREMELY FINE. A grouping of eastern issues, this lot presents
a Ptolemaic small bronze (18mm) and three silver Drachms from the
Sasanian kings Shapur I and Khosrow II (2). The silver issues display
light toning, while the bronze is mostly green-brown in color.

$1,000-$2,000
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46529
MIXED LOTS. Mediterranean. Group of Silver Denominations (20
Pieces). Average Grade: VERY FINE. Ranging from a Tetradrachm
and Staters down to Drachms and their fractions, this lot offers a solid
mix from throughout the Greek world. Additionally, one bronze piece
is noted. All feature flips with collector’s attribution. Close inspection
is encouraged, as this would make an excellent dealer lot with resale
potential.
$500-$1,000
46530
MIXED LOTS. Mediterranean. Sextet of Silver Denominations (6
Pieces). Average Grade: VERY FINE. Containing mostly minor silver issues, this lot presents a Tetradrachm from late in the Seleukid
Kingdom and fractions from Byzantium, Kyzikos, Miletos, Rhodes,
and Lampsakos.
$150-$300

$150-$300
46535
MIXED LOTS. Near East. Group of Mostly Silver Denominations
(37 Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to VERY FINE. A diverse selection of almost all silver issues from the Sassanians (13), the Parthians
(8), various Islamic dynasties (12), and a few other groups. It is a good
mix with very little repetition of ruler or type. Well worth a detailed,
in-hand inspection by the interested bidder.
$400-$700
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46536
MIXED LOTS. Near East. Group of Silver Denominations (32
Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to VERY FINE. Most of this group are
Drachms from the rule of Khusru II, from many different mints and
dates. Included is a lesser number of later imitations from empires to
the east, and a few Arab-Sassanian issues. Many coins are very well
detailed and attractively toned, sold in plastic flips without attribution
information. A lot well worth in-hand inspection by the interested
bidder.
$700-$1,000

ROMAN REPUBLIC

46531
MIXED LOTS. Mediterranean & Near East. Group of Silver and
Bronze Denominations (12 pieces). Grade Range: FINE to EXTREMELY FINE. An interesting gathering spanning many centuries
and geographic locations primarily composed of Greek silver issues,
but also includes several Islamic related silver pieces and two Greek
Bronzes. All have varying degrees of patina, some with minor earthen
deposits. Most are wholesome and problem free, but some have been
cleaned, test cut, corrosion and/or may have other defects. Close personal inspection is advised and will reward the diligent bidder.
$500-$750

46537
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Anonymous. AE Semuncia (5.30 gms), Rome
Mint, ca. 217-215 B.C. VERY FINE. Cr-38/7; Syd-87. Obverse:
Draped bust of Mercury right, wearing winged petasus; Reverse: Prow
of galley right. Deep glossy brown surfaces.
$100-$200
46538

46532
MIXED LOTS. Judaea. Group of Bronze Denominations (Approximately 131 Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to FINE. A mix of types
spanning 1st to 3rd Century Judea, along with a few Nabataean and
later Islamic issues.
$300-$500

ROMAN REPUBLIC. M. Atilius Saranus. AR Denarius (3.97 gms),
Rome Mint. CHOICE VERY FINE. Cr-214/1c; Syd-398d. Obverse:
Helmeted head of Roma right; X (mark of value) to lower right; Reverse: The Dioscuri, each holding spears, riding horses right. Pleasantly toned and evenly handled, with a few minor edge splits noted.
$75-$150
46539

From the Robert Feuer Collection

46533
MIXED LOTS. Judaea. Group of Bronze Denominations (13 Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to FINE. A partial set (missing the last
coin) from the “Judean Coin Collection”, featuring a Bronze Prutah
from each ruler or revolt during the aforementioned time period, including an issue from the Nabateans. The coins are in varying condition but each exhibits decent design detail.

ROMAN REPUBLIC. C. Servilius M.f. AR Denarius (3.88 gms),
Rome Mint, 136 B.C. NEARLY EXTREMELY FINE. Cr-239/1; Syd525. Obverse: Helmeted head of Roma right; to left, wreath above
mark of value; Reverse: The Dioscuri, with heads facing one another,
on horses rearing in opposing directions. Rather attractively toned and
with a delightful cabinet nature, this specimen is only lightly handled.
$100-$200

$100-$200
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46540

46547

ROMAN REPUBLIC. M. Aburius M.f. Geminus. AR Denarius,
Rome Mint, 132 B.C. NGC MS. Cr-250/1; Syd-487. Obverse: Helmeted head of Roma right; mark of value to lower right; Reverse: Sol,
holding reins and whip, driving galloping quadriga right. Presenting
steely gray surfaces, this Mint State specimen also features a delightful
iridescence accentuating the devices.

ROMAN REPUBLIC. Q. Titius. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, 90 B.C.
NGC EF. Edge Marks. Cr-341/1; Syd-691. Obverse: Bearded head
of Mutinus Titinus right, wearing winged diadem; Reverse: Pegasus
springing right on tablet inscribed Q TITI. Quite deeply toned and
pleasing, this example offers a delightful rendition of the Pegasus.

$150-$300

$100-$200
46548

46541
ROMAN REPUBLIC. M. Aburius M.f. Geminus. AR Denarius (3.97
gms), Rome Mint, 132 B.C. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
Cr-250/1; Syd-487. Obverse: Helmeted head of Roma right; mark of
value to lower right; Reverse: Sol, holding reins and whip, driving galloping quadriga right. Quite flashy and alluring, this pleasing specimen offers subtle hints of iridescence accentuating the devices.
$150-$300

ROMAN REPUBLIC. M. Cato. AR Denarius (3.94 gms), Rome
Mint, 89 B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. Cr-343/1b; Syd-596.
Obverse: Diademed and draped female bust right; Reverse: Victory
seated right on chair, holding palm frond and patera. Pleasantly toned
and very well centered, this piece is free from issue and stands as a
great example of the type.
$100-$200
46549

46542
ROMAN REPUBLIC. M. Furius L.f. Philus. AR Denarius (3.88
gms), Rome Mint, 120 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.
Cr-281/1; Syd-529. Obverse: Laureate head of bearded Janus; Reverse:
Roma standing left, holding wreath and scepter; to left, trophy of Gallic arms flanked by a carnyx and shield on each side; star above. Barely
handled and very attractive, this piece offers great iridescent toning.
$200-$400

ROMAN REPUBLIC. C. Mamilius Limetanus. AR Denarius Serratus (4.00 gms), Rome Mint, 82 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. Edge
Mark. Cr-362/1; Syd-741. Obverse: Draped bust of Mercury right,
wearing winged petasus; to left, L above caduceus; Reverse: Ulysses
walking right, holding staff and extending hand toward his dog, Argus.
A great and always-popular mythological type, this example sports a
rather deep cabinet tone.
$150-$300

46543

46550

ROMAN REPUBLIC. Ti. Quinctius. AR Denarius (3.99 gms),
Rome Mint, 112-11 B.C. NEARLY EXTREMELY FINE. Cr-297/1;
Syd-563. Obverse: Laureate bust of Hercules left, seen from behind,
wearing lions skin and with club over shoulder; Reverse: Two horses
galloping left, with a desultor riding the nearest one. Pleasingly toned
and struck, though a few light scuffs are noted on the reverse.

ROMAN REPUBLIC. L. Rustius. AR Denarius (3.99 gms), Rome
Mint, 74 B.C. NEARLY EXTREMELY FINE. Cr-389/1; Syd-782.
Obverse: Helmeted head of young Mars right; mark of value to lower
right; Reverse: Ram standing right. Quite attractively toned, with just
a light degree of evenly handling on each side.

$75-$150

46551

46544
ROMAN REPUBLIC. AR Denarius (3.92 gms), Rome Mint, 103
B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Cr-319/1; Syd-592. Obverse: Helmeted head of Mars left; Reverse: Two warriors fighting, each armed with
sword and shield; the one on the left protects a fallen comrade, the other
wears horned helmet. Well centered and struck, this brilliant example offers a delightful tone with very little in the way of actual handling.
$200-$400
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Q. Thermus M.f. AR Denarius (3.88 gms),
Rome Mint, 103 B.C. EXTREMELY FINE. Cr-319/1; Syd-592. Obverse: Helmeted head of Mars left; Reverse: Two warriors fighting,
each armed with sword and shield; the one on the left protects a fallen
comrade, the other wears horned helmet. Presenting an alluring cabinet tone and even wear upon the high points, this example retains
some hints of brilliance in the protected areas.
$150-$300

$150-$300
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Mn. Aquillius Mn.f. Mn.n. AR Denarius Serratus (3.91 gms), Rome Mint, 65 B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
4/5. Cr-401/1; Syd-798. Obverse: Helmeted and draped bust of Virtus
right; Reverse: Mn. Aquillius standing right, holding shield and raising up kneeling figure of Sicily. Attractively toned, with a wholesome,
original appearance.
$150-$300
Ex: Leu 91 (5/2004) lot # 942 (part of).

46553

46546
ROMAN REPUBLIC. L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi. AR Denarius,
Rome Mint, 90 B.C. NGC MS. Cr-340/1; Syd-661. Obverse: Laureate
head of Apollo right; CX to left; Reverse: Youth, holding palm frond
and reins, riding galloping horse right; CXXXXVIII above, Roma
monogram below. Quite elegant and flashy, this specimen dazzles with
a gunmetal gray hue and golden brilliance around the devices.
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ROMAN REPUBLIC. C. Postumius. AR Denarius (3.87 gms), Rome
Mint, 73 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Brushed. Cr-394/1;
Syd-785. Obverse: Draped bust of Diana right, with bow and quiver
over shoulder; Reverse: Hound springing right; below, spear right. A
fairly deeply toned and well centered example, exhibiting some light
brushing as noted.
46552

46545

$150-$300

$100-$200

ROMAN REPUBLIC. L. Furius Cn.f. Brocchus. AR Denarius (3.97
gms), Rome Mint, 63 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5. Cr414/1; Syd-902. Obverse: Draped bust of Ceres right, wearing grain
wreath; stalk of grain to left, barley grain to right; Reverse: Curule
chair between two fasces. Presenting a deep cabinet tone, this barely
handled specimen radiates with an alluring brilliance in the fields.
$150-$300
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46554

46561

ROMAN REPUBLIC. L. Scribonius Libo. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, 62
B.C. NGC Ch AU. Cr-416/1a; Syd-928. Obverse: Diademed head of Bonus Eventus right; Reverse: Puteal Scribonianum (Scribonian wellhead),
decorated with garland and two lyres; hammer at base. Well centered and
attractively toned, with some hints of brilliance remaining as well.

ROMAN REPUBLIC. Septet of Silver Denarii (7 Pieces). Average
Grade: CHOICE VERY FINE. Mostly lightly toned and well centered,
this pleasant grouping offers charming eye appeal. All feature flips
with collector’s attribution. Close inspection is encouraged, as this
would make an excellent dealer lot with resale potential.

$100-$200

$150-$300

46555
ROMAN REPUBLIC. P. Licinius Crassus M.f. AR Denarius (3.74
gms), Rome Mint, 55 B.C. CHOICE VERY FINE. Cr-430/1; Syd929. Obverse: Diademed and draped bust of Venus right; Reverse:
Soldier standing left, holding spear and leading horse by bridle; cuirass and shield below. Quite deeply toned, with a wholesome overall
nature and a solid strike.
$100-$200
46556
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Q. Servilius Caepio (M. Junius) Brutus. AR Denarius (3.90 gms), Rome Mint, 54 B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface:
2/5. Edge Marks, Punch Marks, Scratches. Cr-433/1; Syd-906a. Obverse:
Head of Libertas right; Reverse: The consul L. Junius Brutus walking left
between two lictors, each carrying axe over shoulder, preceded by an accensus. Pleasantly toned, though some old, scattered marks are noted.
$300-$500
Purportedly ex: Mosberg Collection (1946) & Haeberlin Collection (1933).

46557
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Mn. Acilius Glabrio. AR Denarius, Rome Mint,
49 B.C. NGC AU. Scratch. Cr-442/1a; CRI-16; Syd-922. Obverse: Laureate head of Salus right; Reverse: Valetudo (Salus) standing left, holding serpent and leaning elbow on column to right. Pleasantly toned and
struck, with just a light degree of handling and a barely noticeable scratch.
$100-$200

ROMAN IMPERATORIAL
Julius Caesar
46562
JULIUS CAESAR. AR Denarius (3.51 gms), Military mint traveling with Caesar, 49 B.C. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5. Cr-443/1;
CRI-9; Syd-1006; RSC-49. Obverse: Elephant advancing right, trampling upon horned serpent; Reverse: Emblems of the pontificate; simpulum, aspergillum, securis, and apex. Rather well centered for the
type, this example has seen very little in the way of handling, though
the surfaces are somewhat porous and weathered.
$700-$1,000
46563
JULIUS CAESAR. AR Denarius (3.59 gms), Uncertain mint, possibly Utica, 46 B.C. NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5. Edge Cuts,
Slight Bend. Cr-467/1b; CRI-57a; Syd-1024. Obverse: Head of Ceres
right, wearing grain wreath; Reverse: Emblems of the augurate and
pontificate: simpulum, aspergillum, guttus, and lituus; [M] (munus =
gift) to right. Sporting a deep cabinet tone, this alluring example stands
as a solid representation for the type despite the few noted issues.
$300-$500
Purportedly ex: Mosberg Collection (1946) & Haeberlin Collection (1933).

Purportedly ex: Virgil Brand Collection.

Octavian

46558
ROMAN REPUBLIC. C. Vibius C.f. C.n. Pansa Caetronianus. AR
Denarius (3.74 gms), Rome Mint, 48 B.C. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 4/5
Surface: 3/5. Test Mark. Cr-449/2; CRI-21; Syd-946. Obverse: Head
of young Bacchus (or Liber) right, wearing ivy wreath; Reverse: Ceres
advancing right, holding a torch with each hand; plow to right. Lightly
toned and highly brilliant, this piece is free from hardly any handling,
though there is some off centering to the strike on each side.
$150-$300

46564
OCTAVIAN. AR Denarius (3.65 gms), Uncertain mint in Italy, possibly Rome, 30-29 B.C. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Scratches. CRI-421; RIC-266; RSC-122. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse:
Facade of the Roman Senate House (Curia Julia). Though exhibiting
the noted scratches and some roughness, this example nevertheless is
fairly well centered and features a deep gray tone.
$300-$500

46559
ROMAN REPUBLIC. P. Clodius M.f. Turrinus. AR Denarius, Rome
Mint, 42 B.C. NGC AU. Brushed. Cr-494/23; CRI-184; Syd-1117. Obverse: Laureate head of Apollo right; lyre to left; Reverse: Diana Lucifera standing right, holding torch with each hand. Despite the light
brushing, this specimen yields a bold strike on each side and offers a
deep, alluring cabinet tone.
$150-$300
46560
ROMAN REPUBLIC. Group of Silver Denarii and Quinarii (13
pieces). Average Grade: VERY FINE. A wholesome and varied gathering of silver issues primarily consisting of Denarii, but also includes
two Quinarii. All have varying degrees of patination from light tone
amongst the devices to deep slate patina. Some have been cleaned, have
verdigris, scratched, corrosion and/or may have other defects. Close
personal inspection is advised and will reward the diligent bidder.

Octavian & Julius Caesar
46565
OCTAVIAN & JULIUS CAESAR. Fourree Denarius (2.88 gms), Imitation of military mint traveling with Agrippa in Gaul or Octavian
in Italy, 38 B.C. or later. VERY GOOD. cf. Cr-534/2 (for prototype);
cf. CRI 306 (same); cf. Syd-1330 (same). Obverse: Wreathed head of
the deified Julius Caesar right and bare head of Octavian facing one
another; Reverse: M AGRIPPA COS / DESIG in two lines. Some scattered marks and areas of the core are visible, but this is nevertheless an
interesting and desirable contemporary imitation of a rather RARE
issue.
$150-$300
From the Robert Feuer Collection

$1,000-$1,500
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Marc Antony

46571

46566
MARC ANTONY. AR Denarius (3.46 gms), Patrae(?) Mint, 32-31
B.C. VERY FINE. Bankers’ Marks, Graffiti. Cr-544/36; CRI-380;
Syd-1243. Obverse: Praetorian galley right; Reverse: Aquila right between two signa; LEG-XX across lower field. Despite the noted issues,
a charming example of a popular type leading up to the Battle of Actium.
$100-$200

AUGUSTUS, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. AR Denarius (3.88 gms), Lugdunum
Mint, 2 B.C.- A.D. 12. NGC EF, Strike: 3/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-207;
RSC-43. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Caius and Lucius Caesares standing facing, resting hands upon shields; two spears behind;
simpulum and lituus above. Lightly toned and pleasingly brilliant, this
specimen presents a charming nature overall, though the reverse is
slightly off center.
$200-$400

Tiberius, A.D. 14-37

From the Robert Feuer Collection

46572

ROMAN EMPIRE

TIBERIUS & HEROD IV, 14-37 C.E. Judaea, Caesarea Panias. AE
20 (5.51 gms), dated RY 19 of Herod IV (15/6 C.E.). VERY FINE.
RPC-1, 4943; Meshorer-101c; Hendin-1224a. Obverse: Laureate head
of Tiberius right; Reverse: Tetrastyle temple facade (Augusteum of Paneas). Light green surfaces with a pleasing dusty highlighting nature.

Augustus, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14

$100-$200

46567
AUGUSTUS WITH AGRIPPA, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. Gaul, Nemausus.
AE Dupondius(?), ca. 16/5-10 B.C. NGC Ch F. Adjusted Flan, Edge
Flaw. RPC-1, 523; RIC-157 (listed as an As). Obverse: Head of Agrippa
left, wearing combined rostral crown and wreath, and bare head of Augustus right, back-to-back; Reverse: Crocodile right chained to palm
fronds; wreath with long ties above, palm fronds below. Yellow-brown
surfaces, with solid detail remaining.
$150-$300
46568
AUGUSTUS, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. AR Denarius (3.72 gms), Lugdunum
Mint, 15 B.C. NGC Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Edge Filing.
RIC-167a; RSC-137. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Bull butting
right. An ever-popular type, this pleasantly toned specimen offers a
great portrait of Augustus.
$500-$750
Purportedly ex: Mosberg Collection (1946) & Haeberlin Collection (1933).

46569
AUGUSTUS, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. AR Denarius (3.72 gms), Lugdunum
Mint, 2 B.C.- A.D. 4. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. RIC-207;
RSC-43. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Caius and Lucius Caesares standing facing, resting hands upon shields; two spears behind;
simpulum and lituus above. Quite brilliant and argent, with light iridescence above the quality portrait of the emperor.
$200-$400

From the Robert Feuer Collection

Nero, A.D. 54-68
46573
NERO, A.D. 54-68. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, ca. A.D. 64-65.
ANACS FINE 12. RIC-53; RSC-119. Obverse: Laureate head right;
Reverse: Jupiter seated left on throne, holding thunderbolt and scepter.
Quite well worn and handled, but with all details still remaining clear.
$75-$150

Galba, A.D. 68-69
46574
GALBA, A.D. 68-69. AR Denarius (3.27 gms), Rome Mint. VERY
GOOD. RIC-167; RSC-287. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: S P Q
R / OB / C S in three lines within oak wreath. Rather well handled, but
nevertheless clear and quite original.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

Otho, A.D. 69
46575

46570
AUGUSTUS, 27 B.C.- A.D. 14. AR Denarius (3.88 gms), Lugdunum
Mint, 2 B.C.- A.D. 12. NGC EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Brushed.
RIC-207; RSC-43. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Caius and
Lucius Caesares standing facing, resting hands upon shields; two
spears behind; simpulum and lituus above. Quite brilliant and bright,
this specimen offers a rather pleasing portrait of Rome’s first emperor.

OTHO, A.D. 69. AR Denarius, Rome Mint. ANACS EF 40. RIC19; RSC-9. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Aequitas standing left,
holding scales and pertica. Always a desirable emperor given the short
reign and small output of coinage, this example is rather well handled
but with the portrait still clear and pleasing.
$300-$500

$300-$500
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Vespasian, A.D. 69-79
46576
VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AR Denarius (3.26 gms), Rome Mint, ca.
A.D. 69-70. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Flan Flaw. RIC2; Hendin-1479; RSC-226. ‘Judaea Capta’ commemorative. Obverse:
Laureate head right; Reverse: Trophy; to right, Judaea, veiled and
draped, seated right on ground in attitude of mourning. Rather deeply
toned and very attractive, this example is an ever-popular type and
design. The noted flan flaw occurs on the obverse below the chin of
Vespasian.
$300-$500
46577
VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. Group of Silver Denarii (12 Pieces), Rome
Mint. All ANACS Certified. Coming to power at the end of the year
of four emperors (A.D. 69), Vespasian created a sense of stability for
an empire that was plunged into chaos following the reign and death
of Nero. This interesting group, great as a study arrangement for the
Flavian scholar, presents a mix of reverse types with little duplication,
all while offering solid portraits. Grades range from G 4 to F 15, showing the great deal of circulation that the pieces saw.
$300-$500
46578
DIVUS VESPASIAN (Died A.D. 79). AR Denarius (3.39 gms),
Rome Mint, commemorative issue, struck under Titus, A.D. 80-81.
CHOICE VERY FINE. RIC-364 (Titus); Hendin-1586; RSC-144. “Judaea Capta” commemorative. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse:
Victory advancing left, placing shield on trophy; to left, Judaea seated
left in attitude of mourning. Struck on a somewhat broad flan, this
charmingly toned example emanates from a commemorative issue following the death of Vespasian.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46579
VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AE Sestertius (26.27 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 71. VERY FINE. RIC-247. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Mars advancing right, holding spear and trophy. Tawny-yellow
surfaces, with some scattered roughness and light marks.
$100-$200
46580
VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AE Sestertius (23.75 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 71. GOOD. Porous Surfaces. RIC-159; Hendin-1500. “Judaea
Capta” commemorative. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Palm
tree; to left, bound male captive standing right; to right, Jewess seated
right on cuirass in attitude of mourning; both figures surrounded by
arms. An ever-popular type despite the condition, this historical issue
features deep green-brown surfaces with the noted roughness from
some porosity.
$200-$400
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46581
VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AR Denarius (3.00 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 69-70. FINE. RIC-2; Hendin-1479; RSC-226. “Judaea Capta”
commemorative. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Trophy; to
right, Judaea seated right in attitude of mourning, head resting on
hand. Some extensive wear, but nevertheless clear for this ever-popular type.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46582
VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AR Denarius (3.28 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 69-70. CHOICE FINE. RIC-2; Hendin-1479; RSC-226. “Judaea
Capta” commemorative. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Trophy; to right, Judaea seated right in attitude of mourning, head resting
on hand. Lightly toned and well worn, but with all details still remaining fairly clear.
$100-$200
46583
VESPASIAN, A.D. 69-79. AR Denarius (2.98 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 69-70. CHOICE FINE. RIC-2; Hendin-1479; RSC-226. “Judaea
Capta” commemorative. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Trophy; to right, Judaea seated right in attitude of mourning, head resting
on hand. Rather well handled, but an overall pleasant example of this
popular type nevertheless.
$100-$200

Titus, A.D. 79-81
46584
TITUS, A.D. 79-81. AR Denarius (3.35 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 80.
NGC Ch VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-102; RSC-306. Obverse:
Laureate head right; Reverse: Trophy of arms; to left, Britannia seated left in attitude of mourning; to right, bound British captive seated
right. Attractively toned and only evenly handled, this example stands
as a popular commemorative for Agricola’s victory in Britain at the
river Tay.
$400-$600
46585
TITUS, A.D. 79-81. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 80. ANACS VF
25. RIC-131; RSC-323a. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Tripod
with fillets; above, dolphin right on wreath, flanked by raven left and
right. Lightly toned and fairly well centered overall.
$100-$200
46586
TITUS, A.D. 79-81. AE As (10.78 gms), Lugdunum Mint, A.D. 7778. VERY GOOD. RIC-1268 (Vespasian); Hendin-1562. “Judaea Capta” commemorative. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Palm tree;
to left, shields, helmet, spears, and vexillum; to right, Judaea seated
right on cuirass, in attitude of mourning. deep forest green surfaces,
with some lighter highlights and scattered roughness.
$200-$400
Ex: Stack’s (12/1996) Lot # 785.
From the Robert Feuer Collection
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Nerva, A.D. 96-98

46587
TITUS (with AGRIPPA II), 79-81 C.E. Judaea, Caesarea Panias.
AE 23 (11.75 gms), dated RY 26 of Agrippa II’s second era (86/7
C.E.). VERY FINE. RPC-2, 2276 var. (no star on rev.); Meshorer-160
var. (same); Hendin-1284 var. (same). Obverse: Laureate, draped, and
cuirassed bust of Titus right; Reverse: Victory-Nike advancing right,
holding wreath and palm frond; star to upper right, ETO-KS (date)
across field. A RARE variant, this example offers deep green surfaces
with a charming dusty orange nature to the highlights.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

Domitian as Caesar, A.D. 69-81
46588
DOMITIAN AS CAESAR, A.D. 69-81. AR Denarius (3.51 gms),
Rome Mint, struck under Titus, A.D. 80-81. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5
Surface: 4/5. RIC-266 (Titus); RSC-397a. Obverse: Laureate head
right; Reverse: Garlanded and lighted altar. An exceptional example
of this Flavian type, the present specimen offers great detail and brilliance remaining with very little evidence of any actual handling or
time in circulation. Definitely far superior than that which is generally
encountered from this period.
$200-$400

The tax upon Jews had been in place since Vespasian, with some rather
insulting means of procuration being utilized. Contrary to opinions in
the past, this does not commemorate Nerva’s removal of the tax, but
merely the insulting methods thus utilized. The tax itself was left in place
for nearly three centuries, not being removed until the mid-4th century
under Julian II (the Apostate).
$500-$1,000
Ex: Dr. Jonathan A. Herbst Collection (Superior - 12/1995) lot # 1377.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

Trajan, A.D. 98-117
46593

$100-$200

46589
DOMITIAN, A.D. 81-96. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 95-96.
ANACS EF 40. RIC-787; RSC-292. Obverse: Laureate head right;
Reverse: Minerva advancing right, holding spear and shield. Lightly
handled and toned, this example presents an elegant, charming look.
$75-$150
46590
DOMITIAN, A.D. 81-96. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 95-96.
ANACS VF 30. RIC-790; RSC-290. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Minerva standing left, holding spear. Evenly handled, this specimen presents a lively and expressive portrait from late in the reign of
Domitian.
$75-$150
46591
DOMITIAN, A.D. 81-96. Judaea, Sebaste. AE 23 (12.12 gms), dated CY 109 (A.D. 81/2). FAIR. RPC-2, 2266. Obverse: Laureate head
right; c/m: bust right within oval incuse; Reverse: Tyche standing left,
resting right foot on uncertain object, holding globus and scepter;
c/m: galley within rectangular incuse. A popular type that tended to
be heavily countermarked during the period.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

NERVA, A.D. 96-98. AE Sestertius (22.73 gms), Rome Mint, A.D.
96. VERY GOOD Details. Surface Roughness. RIC-72; Hendin1603a. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: FISCI IVDAICI
CALVMNIA SVBLATA, palm tree. Though rather rough and pitted
in some spots, this nevertheless stands as a RARE and desirable type
with great history.

TRAJAN, A.D. 98-117. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, ca. A.D. 107-108.
ANACS EF 45. Woytek-268bC; RIC-147b var. (bust type); RSC-100.
Obverse: Laureate bust right, with slight drapery; Reverse: Trophy.
Lightly toned and charming, with a solid portrait rendition.

Domitian, A.D. 81-96

$60-$100

46592

46594
TRAJAN, A.D. 98-117. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, ca. A.D. 108-109.
ANACS EF 40. Woytek-278bC; RSC-85. Obverse: Laureate bust right,
with slight drapery; Reverse: Aequitas standing left, holding scales and
cornucopia. A charming and lightly toned specimen offering a pleasing portrait.
$100-$200
46595
TRAJAN, A.D. 98-117. AR Denarius (3.05 gms), Rome Mint, A.D.
113-114. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 3/5. Woytek-421; RIC-276;
RSC-398a. Obverse: Laureate bust right, with slight drapery; Reverse:
Genius standing left, holding patera and grain ears. A bit of an irregular flan nature is noted, along with some minor surface granularity, but
an otherwise unhandled specimen from this popular emperor.
$150-$300
46596
TRAJAN, A.D. 98-117. Octet of Silver Denarii (8 Pieces), Rome
Mint. All ANACS Certified. Though a number of these denarii have
spent a good deal of time in circulation, this group nevertheless features a great mix with no duplication regarding the reverse types. A
splendid study group for the collector or fan of Trajan. Grades range
from GOOD 4 to VF 30.
$200-$400
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Hadrian, A.D. 117-138
46597
HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. AR Denarius (3.19 gms), Rome Mint,
ca. A.D. 124-125. NGC EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-724; RSC335. Obverse: Laureate bust right, with slight drapery; Reverse: Genius standing left, holding cornucopia and sacrificing from patera over
lighted and garlanded altar to left. Lightly toned, with a good deal of
brilliant luster remaining in the fields.
$200-$400
46598
HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, ca. A.D. 129130. ANACS VF 35. RIC-1104; RSC-918. Obverse: Laureate head left;
Reverse: Liberalitas standing right, emptying cornucopia. Fairly difficult with a left-facing bust, this example is rather wholesome, with
just a few edge splits noted.
$75-$150
46599
HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, ca. A.D. 130133. NGC VF. RIC-1495; RSC-140. Travel series. Obverse: Bare head
right; Reverse: Africa reclining left on rock, holding scorpion and cornucopia; basket of grain ears to left. A popular type, this specimen
does exhibit some roughness, but is nevertheless deeper in toning and
well centered.
$150-$300
HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. AE Sestertius (31.80 gms), Rome Mint,
ca. A.D. 130-133. ANACS GOOD 6. Whizzed. RIC-1769. Obverse:
Bareheaded and draped bust right; Reverse: Hadrian standing right,
facing Judaea standing left, who holds patera and cup (or box), preparing to sacrifice at altar between them; small boy standing before
Judaea, another behind, each holding a palm frond; sacrificial calf at
base of altar. Though well handled and whizzed as noted, this example
nevertheless stands as a VERY RARE and desirable type.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46601
HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 136.
ANACS VF 35. RIC-2224; RSC-963. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Moneta standing left, holding scales and cornucopia. Well centered and quite pleasing, with a solid portrait as well. Some scattered
edge splits are noted.
$75-$150
46602
HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. Judaea, Gaza. AE 22 (11.98 gms), dated epidemia 2 (A.D. 130/1). CHOICE VERY FINE. RPC-3, 4020;
Rosenberger-59; Sofaer-64. Obverse: Laureate and draped bust right;
Reverse: Fortuna standing left, holding cornucopia and scepter; to left,
cow standing left; mem (for Marnas) to right. Deep green surfaces,
with a good deal of dusty highlights accentuating the devices.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. Egypt, Alexandria. BI Tetradrachm
(13.44 gms), dated RY 19 (A.D. 134/5). VERY FINE. RPC-3, 5941;
K&G-32.619; Dattari (Savio)-7450-1. Obverse: Laureate bust of Hadrian left, with slight drapery; Reverse: Bust of Nilus right, wearing taenia
and with slight drapery; cornucopia to left. Deeply toned with some
light deposits around the devices.
$100-$200
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46604
HADRIAN, A.D. 117-138. Quintet of Silver Denarii (5 Pieces),
Rome Mint. All ANACS Certified. Featuring one of the more popular
emperors, these coins offer a great mix with no duplication of reverse
types. Grades range from VF 25 (2) to VF 30 (3).
$150-$300
46605
ANONYMOUS ISSUES, early-mid 2nd Century A.D. AE Quadrans
(3.24 gms), Rome Mint. CHOICE EXTREMELY FINE. RIC-28. Obverse: Griffin seated left, resting forepaw upon wheel. Reverse: Tripod.
Deep green surfaces, with just a light degree of porosity.
$60-$100
Ex: Classical Numismatic Auctions XVIII (12/1991) Lot # 709.

Sabina (Wife of Hadrian)
46606

46600

$100-$200

46603

SABINA (WIFE OF HADRIAN). AR Denarius, Rome Mint, struck
under Hadrian, ca. A.D. 133-135. ANACS EF 40. RIC-2548; RSC-24.
Obverse: Draped bust right; Reverse: Concordia seated left on throne,
holding patera and scepter; cornucopia below. Lightly toned and
charming, with a solid, well centered strike on each side.
$100-$200
46607
SABINA (WIFE OF HADRIAN). AR Denarius, Rome Mint, struck
under Hadrian, ca. A.D. 137-138. ANACS VF 35. RIC-2576; RSC-73.
Obverse: Diademed and draped bust right; Reverse: Venus standing
right, drawing out fold of drapery and holding apple. Well centered
and highly charming.
$75-$150

Aelius as Caesar, A.D. 136-138
46608
AELIUS AS CAESAR, A.D. 136-138. AR Denarius, Rome Mint,
struck under Hadrian, A.D. 137. ANACS EF 40. RIC-2630; RSC-36.
Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Pietas standing right, holding acerrum and dropping incense onto lighted and garlanded altar to right.
Presenting a charming portrait of Aelius, this example is handsomely
struck with great detail remaining.
$200-$400
46609
AELIUS AS CAESAR, A.D. 136-138. AR Denarius, Rome Mint,
struck under Hadrian, A.D. 137. ANACS EF 40. RIC-2634; RSC-50.
Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Felicitas standing left, holding caduceus and cornucopia. Pleasantly toned and with a solid portrait of
Aelius during his brief role as Caesar, this stands as a great example of
the type. A few edge splits are noted for completeness.
$150-$300
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Antoninus Pius, A.D. 138-161

Faustina Senior
(Wife of Antoninus Pius)

46610
ANTONINUS PIUS, A.D. 138-161. AR Denarius (3.32 gms), Rome
Mint, A.D. 149-150. CHOICE EXTREMELY FINE. RIC-188; RSC264a. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Fortuna standing left,
holding rudder and cornucopia. Very lightly handled, with a solid
strike and decent overall centering.
$75-$150
46611
ANTONINUS PIUS, A.D. 138-161. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D.
154. ANACS EF 45. RIC-229a; RSC-198. Obverse: Laureate head
right; Reverse: Vesta standing left, holding simpulum and palladium.
Brilliant and rather flashy, this specimen exhibits very little in the way
of handling.
$100-$200
46612
ANTONINUS PIUS, A.D. 138-161. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D.
153-154. ANACS EF 45. RIC-235; RSC-522. Obverse: Laureate head
right; Reverse: Liberalitas standing left, holding abacus and cornucopia. Lightly toned and pleasing, with some hints of brilliance scattered
about.
$100-$200
46613
ANTONINUS PIUS, A.D. 138-161. AR Denarius (3.12 gms), Rome
Mint, A.D. 155-156. ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. RIC-252; RSC979. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Pax standing left, holding
olive branch and cornucopia. Rather brilliant and dazzling, though on
a somewhat compact flan.
$75-$150
46614
ANTONINUS PIUS, A.D. 138-161. Judaea, Gaza. AE 28 (18.33 gms).
CHOICE FINE. Obverse: Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right;
Reverse: Turreted, veiled, and draped bust of Tyche right; mem (symbol
of Marnas) to right. Deep green surfaces with lighter highlights.
$100-$200
46615
ANTONINUS PIUS, A.D. 138-161. Sextet of Silver Denarii (6
Pieces), Rome Mint. All ANACS Certified. One of the more popular emperors, Antoninus Pius served as Hadrian’s heir upon the death
of Aelius. This group represents a great mix of types throughout his
twenty year reign, with solid portraits, light toning, and no duplication. Grades range from VF 30, VF 35 (4), and EF 40.
$150-$300

$100-$200
46618
DIVA FAUSTINA SENIOR (Died A.D. 140/1). AR Denarius, Rome
Mint, commemorative issue, struck under Antoninus Pius, circa
A.D. 146-161. ANACS EF 45. RIC-360 (Pius); RSC-78. Obverse:
Draped bust right; Reverse: Ceres standing left, holding grain ears and
torch. Lightly toned and fairly well centered overall.
$75-$150
46619
DIVA FAUSTINA SENIOR (Died A.D. 140/1). AR Denarius, Rome
Mint, commemorative issue, struck under Antoninus Pius, circa
A.D. 146-161. ANACS AU 50. RIC-362 (Pius); RSC-104. Obverse:
Draped bust right; Reverse: Ceres (or Aeternitas) standing left, holding torch and raising fold of skirt. A charming and overall attractive
posthumous issue.
$100-$200
46620
DIVA FAUSTINA SENIOR (Died A.D. 140/1). AR Denarius, Rome
Mint, commemorative issue, struck under Antoninus Pius, circa
A.D. 146-161. ANACS EF 45. RIC-382b (Pius) var. (veiled and draped
bust); RSC-165a. Obverse: Draped bust right; Reverse: Ceres standing
left, raising hand and holding torch. A pleasantly toned example of this
posthumous, commemorative issue.
$75-$150
DIVA FAUSTINA SENIOR (Died A.D. 140/1). Septet of Silver
Denarii (7 Pieces), Rome Mint. All ANACS Certified. The wife of
Antoninus Pius, Faustina the Elder predeceased her husband in A.D.
140/1, having a rather extensive series of posthumous coinage struck
in her honor in the years following her death. This group features a
decent mix of reverse types with very little in the way of duplication,
with all in various states of handling (grades range from F 12 to EF 45).
$150-$300
46622

46616
ANTONINUS PIUS, A.D. 138-161. Quintet of Silver Denarii (5 Pieces), Rome Mint. All ANACS Certified. Presenting a good mix of reverse
types with no duplication and from throughout the reign of Antoninus
Pius, this group also offers solid quality, with each piece grading EF 40.
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DIVA FAUSTINA SENIOR (Died A.D. 140/1). AR Denarius (3.24
gms), Rome Mint, commemorative issue, struck under Antoninus
Pius, circa A.D. 146-161. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED.
RIC-351 (Pius); RSC-32. Obverse: Draped bust right; Reverse: Aeternitas (or Providentia) standing left, holding globus and billowing veil.
Barely handled, this commemorative issue features a rather alluring
gunmetal gray tone with a peripheral ring of iridescence.

46621

From the Robert Feuer Collection

$150-$300

46617

DIVA FAUSTINA SENIOR (Died A.D. 140/1). Quintet of Silver
Denarii (5 Pieces), Rome Mint. All ANACS Certified. This group
presents moderately circulated examples of Faustina’s commemorative
coinage issued after her death. No duplication of reverse types is observed, with grades ranging from VF 30 (2) to VF 35 (3).
$150-$300
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Marcus Aurelius as Caesar,
A.D. 139-161
46623
MARCUS AURELIUS AS CAESAR, A.D. 139-161. AR Denarius,
Rome Mint, struck under Antoninus Pius, A.D. 145-147. ANACS
EF 45. RIC-429a (Pius); RSC-110. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse:
Honos standing left, holding branch and cornucopia. Lightly toned
and charming, with a solid portrait of the soon-to-be emperor.
$75-$150
46624
MARCUS AURELIUS AS CAESAR, A.D. 139-161. AR Denarius,
Rome Mint, struck under Antoninus Pius, A.D. 145-147. ANACS
EF 40. RIC-429a (Pius); RSC-110. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse:
Honos standing left, holding branch and cornucopia. Lightly toned
and fairly wholesome, this earlier issue for Aurelius features a bare
head with just a slight beard.
$75-$150
46625
MARCUS AURELIUS AS CAESAR, A.D. 139-161. Quintet of Silver Denarii (5 Pieces), Rome Mint, struck under Antoninus Pius.
All ANACS Certified. Emanating from the years prior to Aurelius
becoming emperor, this group presents solid overall quality with no
direct duplication in reverse types. Lightly toned and pleasing, with
some hints of brilliance scattered about. Grades range from VF 35 (3)
to EF 40 (2).
$150-$300

46629
MARCUS AURELIUS, A.D. 161-180. AR Denarius, Rome Mint,
A.D. 173. ANACS AU 50. RIC-298; RSC-306-7 var. (bust type). Obverse: Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Mercury
standing left, holding patera and caduceus. Fairly boldly struck, especially upon the obverse, this specimen features brilliance and a great
overall portrait of the emperor late in his reign.
$100-$200
46630
MARCUS AURELIUS, A.D. 161-180. Quintet of Silver Denarii (5
Pieces), Rome Mint. All ANACS Certified. The final emperor in the
era of the ‘good emperors,’ Marcus Aurelius was the son-in-law and
adopted heir of Antoninus Pius. This lot features a great mix of types
with no duplication, and even features one issue as Caesar. Grades
range from VF 35 to EF 40 (4).
$200-$400

Faustina Junior
(Daughter of Antoninus Pius & Wife
46631
FAUSTINA JUNIOR (DAUGHTER OF ANTONINUS PIUS &
WIFE OF MARCUS AURELIUS). AR Denarius, Rome Mint, struck
under Marcus Aurelius, ca. A.D. 170-175/6. ANACS EF 45. RIC-669
(Aurelius); RSC-35. Obverse: Draped bust right; Reverse: Ceres seated left on chest, holding two grain ears and torch. Lightly toned and
pleasant, with just a hint of off centering on the reverse.
$75-$150

Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 161-180
46626
MARCUS AURELIUS, A.D. 161-180. AR Denarius, Rome Mint,
A.D. 169. ANACS EF 45. RIC-207; RSC-543. Obverse: Laureate head
right; Reverse: Salus standing right, holding scepter and feeding from
patera snake coiled around and rising from altar to left. Lightly toned
and fairly brilliant, this barely handled specimen would seemingly be
a bit conservatively graded.

46632
FAUSTINA JUNIOR (DAUGHTER OF ANTONINUS PIUS &
WIFE OF MARCUS AURELIUS). AR Denarius, Rome Mint, struck
under Marcus Aurelius, ca. A.D. 170-175/6. ANACS AU 50. RIC688 (Aurelius); RSC-120. Obverse: Draped bust right; Reverse: Juno
standing left, holding patera and scepter; to left, peacock standing left.
Light gray overall and fairly dazzling, this specimen presents an excellent portrait of the empress.
$100-$200

Lucius Verus, A.D. 161-169

$75-$150
46627
MARCUS AURELIUS, A.D. 161-180. AR Denarius, Rome Mint,
A.D. 170. ANACS EF 40. RIC-221; RSC-413. Obverse: Laureate head
right; Reverse: Liberalitas standing left, holding abacus and cornucopia. Lightly toned and rather well struck, this specimen offers an elegant portrait of the emperor with an accentuated beard.
$75-$150

LUCIUS VERUS, A.D. 161-169. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D.
164. ANACS EF 40. RIC-515 (Aurelius); RSC-229. Obverse: Bare head
right; Reverse: Mars standing right, holding spear and shield set upon
ground to right. Lightly toned and only evenly handled.
$60-$100

46628
MARCUS AURELIUS, A.D. 161-180. AR Denarius, Rome Mint,
A.D. 171. ANACS AU 55. RIC-233; RSC-133. Obverse: Laureate head
right; Reverse: Roma seated left on cuirass, holding victoriola and
scepter. Well centered and struck, this example offers flashy brilliance
and a solid portrait.
$100-$200

46633

46634
LUCIUS VERUS, A.D. 161-169. AR Denarius (2.93 gms), Rome
Mint, A.D. 166. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-561 (Aurelius); RSC-126. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Pax standing
left, holding olive branch and cornucopia. Quite deeply toned, this example is fairly well centered and exhibits just a hint of handling upon
the high points.
$200-$400
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46635

46642

LUCIUS VERUS, A.D. 161-169. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D.
168. ANACS EF 45. RIC-578 (Aurelius); RSC-310. Obverse: Laureate
head right; Reverse: Aequitas standing left, holding scales and cornucopia. Quite pleasing and attractive, this specimen emanates from the
penultimate year in the life of Verus.

COMMODUS, A.D. 177-192. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 187.
ANACS EF 45. RIC-143; RSC-523. Obverse: Laureate head right;
Reverse: Felicitas standing left, holding caduceus and scepter. Quite
pleasing and charming, with little overall handling.

$75-$150

Lucilla, Augusta A.D. 164-182
46636
LUCILLA, AUGUSTA A.D. 164-182. AR Denarius, Rome Mint,
struck under Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, ca. A.D. 164166/7. ANACS EF 40. RIC-772 (Aurelius); RSC-41. Obverse: Draped
bust right; Reverse: Juno standing left, holding patera and scepter; at
her feet, peacock standing left. Well struck and rather pleasing, with
very little actual handling.
$75-$150

Commodus, A.D. 177-192

$75-$150
46643
COMMODUS, A.D. 177-192. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 188.
ANACS AU 50. RIC-164; RSC-538. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Aequitas standing left, holding scales and cornucopia. Lightly
toned and still fairly brilliant, this specimen offers a charming overall
appearance.
$100-$200
46644
COMMODUS, A.D. 177-192. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 192.
ANACS AU 50. RIC-235; RSC-578. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Fortuna Felix standing left, with foot on prow, holding caduceus
and cornucopia; star to left. Struck during the final year of the reign of
Commodus, this example offers flashy brilliance and a bold portrait.
$100-$200

46637
COMMODUS AS CAESAR, A.D. 166-177. AR Denarius, Rome
Mint, struck under Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 175. ANACS EF 45. RIC599 (Aurelius); RSC-291. Obverse: Bare head right; Reverse: Liberalitas standing left, holding abacus and cornucopia. Rather flashy and
brilliant, this charming example offers great eye appeal and a youthful
rendition of the soon-to-be emperor.
$75-$150

46645
COMMODUS, A.D. 177-192. Quintet of Silver Denarii (5 Pieces),
Rome Mint. All ANACS Certified. A great mix of types with no duplication, this pleasing group offers solid quality with some light toning and great portraits. An excellent dealer lot with tremendous resale
potential. Grades range from EF 40 (2) to EF 45 (3).
$200-$400

46638
COMMODUS, A.D. 177-192. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 181.
ANACS EF 45. RIC-19; RSC-804. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Providentia standing left, holding scepter and wand over globus
to left. Well centered and rather pleasingly struck, with a charming
tone and some brilliance remaining.
$100-$200
46639
COMMODUS, A.D. 177-192. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 182.
ANACS EF 45. RIC-36; RSC-311. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Liberalitas standing left, holding abacus and cornucopia. Lightly
toned and fairly bright, this example is mostly free from any evidence
of handling.
$75-$150
46640
COMMODUS, A.D. 177-192. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 184.
ANACS EF 45. RIC-90; RSC-460. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Roma standing left, holding spear and victoriola. Lightly toned
and quite dazzling, with great beard detail and seemingly a bit conservatively graded.
$100-$200
46641
COMMODUS, A.D. 177-192. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 187.
ANACS AU 50. RIC-143; RSC-523. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Felicitas standing left, holding caduceus and scepter. Well centered on the obverse, with a good deal of brilliance remaining and just
a slight degree of off centering on the reverse.

Crispina, A.D. 178-182
46646
CRISPINA, A.D. 178-182. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, struck under
Commodus. ANACS EF 40. RIC-276 (Commodus); RSC-1. Obverse:
Draped bust right; Reverse: Ceres standing left, holding grain ears and
torch. Quite bright and flashy, this specimen is fairly well centered on
a rather short flan for issue.
$75-$150
46647
CRISPINA, A.D. 178-182. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, struck under
Commodus. ANACS EF 45. RIC-286a (Aurelius); RSC-35. Obverse:
Draped bust right; Reverse: Venus standing left, holding apple and
drawing up fold of drapery. Quite brilliant and dazzling on the obverse, with a subtle, gunmetal gray tone on each side.
$75-$150

Septimius Severus, A.D. 193-211
46648
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS, A.D. 193-211. AR Denarius, Emesa Mint,
A.D. 194-195. ANACS EF 45. RIC-377; RSC-174a. Obverse: Laureate
head right; Reverse: Fortuna standing left, holding rudder and cornucopia. A great example of this eastern mint issue, presenting little in
the way of handling and offering a pleasing brilliance.
$75-$150

$100-$200
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Julia Domna
(Wife of Septimius Severus)

46649
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS, A.D. 193-211. AR Denarius, Emesa Mint,
A.D. 194-195. ANACS AU 50. RIC-411a; RSC-330. Obverse: Laureate
head right; Reverse: Moneta standing left, holding scales and cornucopia. A hint of off centering is noted on the reverse, but this charming specimen nevertheless offers great detail and little evidence of any
actual handling.
$100-$200
46650
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS, A.D. 193-211. AE Sestertius (25.74 gms),
Rome Mint, A.D. 195. NGC F, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-690a.
Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Trophy; bound captive seated
to left and right. A fairly RARE and charming type, this example features a green-brown color overall with some scattered hints of red.
$400-$600
Ex: Frederick S. Knobloch Collection (Stack’s - 5/1980) Lot # 892.

46651
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS with JULIA DOMNA, CARACALLA &
GETA, A.D. 193-211. Judaea, Aelia Capitolina (Jerusalem). AE 30
(20.32 gms). FAIR. Meshorer, Aelia-81; Sofaer-74. Obverse: Jugate
busts right of Septimius Severus, laureate and draped, and Julia Domna, draped and with crescent over head; Reverse: Caracalla and Geta
standing facing one another, clasping right hands. Though rather worn
and weathered, this RARE type is still discernable and desirable.
$60-$100
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46652
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS, A.D. 193-211. Judaea, Gaza. AE 27 (19.69
gms), dated CY 259 (A.D. 198/9). VERY FINE. SNG ANS-946 (same
dies); Rosenberger-140. Obverse: Laureate and draped bust right; Reverse: Tyche standing facing, head left, holding long scepter and cornucopia; heifer at feet to left. Deep green-black surfaces.
$150-$300

46654
JULIA DOMNA (WIFE OF SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS). AR Denarius,
Rome Mint, struck under Septimius Severus, ca. A.D. 193-196.
ANACS AU 50. RIC-536 (Severus); RSC-194. Obverse: Draped bust
right; Reverse: Venus standing right, with back facing, holding apple
and palm frond, and resting upon column to left. A popular type, this
example presents a solid overall strike with subtle toning and brilliance.
$75-$150
46655
JULIA DOMNA (WIFE OF SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS). AE As (12.10
gms), Rome Mint, struck under Septimius Severus, A.D. 198-200.
CHOICE VERY FINE. RIC-877 (Septimius). Obverse: Draped bust
right; Reverse: Hilaritas standing left, holding palm frond and cornucopia. Deep green surfaces with some minor roughness.
$75-$150

Caracalla, A.D. 198-217
46656
CARACALLA, A.D. 198-217. AE Dupondius (13.43 gms), Rome
Mint, A.D. 215. NGC AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 2/5. RIC-549b. Obverse: Radiate head right; Reverse: Aesclapius standing facing, head
left, leaning upon serpent-entwined staff. Fairly dark red-brown in
color, though some scattered roughness is noted. Nevertheless, great
overall detail remains on this RARE type.
$200-$400
Ex: Muenzen und Medaillen 66 (10/1984) Lot # 720.

46657

Ex: Classical Numismatic Group 50 (6/1999) Lot # 1137.
Ex: Numismatic Fine Arts XII (3/1983) Lot # 109.

46653
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS, A.D. 193-211. Arabia, Rabbathmoba. AE
24 (7.41 gms). VERY FINE. cf. Spijkerman-7; cf. Rosenberger-3. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Facing cult statue of Mars, with
sword, spear, and shield; lighted altars to left and right. Rather well
worn, but nevertheless with clear details highlighted by dusty earthen
deposits.

CARACALLA, A.D. 198-217. Judaea, Caesarea Maritima. BI Tetradrachm, A.D. 215-217. NGC VF. Prieur-1661. Obverse: Laureate bust right; Reverse: Eagle, with wings spread and wreath in beak,
standing facing on serpent-entwined torch right. Lightly toned with
even wear on each side.
$75-$150
From the Robert Feuer Collection

Plautilla
(Wife of Caracalla)

$60-$100
Ex: Dr. Jonathan A. Herbst Collection (Superior - 12/1995) lot # 1535.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46658
PLAUTILLA (WIFE OF CARACALLA). Judaea, Caesarea Panias.
AE 22mm (9.01 gms). VERY GOOD. Rosenberger-33. Obverse:
Draped bust right; Reverse: Pan standing facing, with legs crossed,
leaning against tree stump and playing flute. A fairly SCARCE type,
this specimen features deep green surfaces with light, dusty highlights.
$60-$100
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Geta as Caesar, A.D. 198-209

Maximinus I, A.D. 235-238
46665

46659
GETA AS CAESAR, A.D. 198-209. Pontus, Amasia. AE (15.54 gms),
Dated CY 208 (A.D. 205/6). VERY GOOD. Dalaison-547. Obverse:
Bareheaded, draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Male figure in
military outfit (Geta[?]) riding horse right; below, captive kneeling left
and CH (date). Deep green surfaces, with a few edge splits noted.
$50-$75

MAXIMINUS I, A.D. 235-238. AR Denarius, Rome Mint, A.D. 236237. NGC MS. RIC-22; RSC-103a. Obverse: Laureate, draped, and
cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Victory advancing right, holding wreath
and palm frond. Highly lustrous and brilliant, this argent specimen
presents great eye appeal radiating throughout.
$75-$150

Gordian III, A.D. 238-244

Macrinus, A.D. 217-218
46666

46660
MACRINUS, A.D. 217-218. AR Denarius (3.65 gms), Rome Mint.
CHOICE VERY FINE. RIC-80; RSC-108a. Obverse: Laureate and
cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Providentia standing left, holding cornucopia and wand over globus to left. Lightly toned and very well
centered.
$75-$150

Diadumenian, A.D. 218

GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. AR Double-Denarius (Antoninianus)
(5.84 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 239. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5.
RIC-37; RSC-210. Obverse: Radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right;
Reverse: Gordian standing left, holding scepter and sacrificing out of
patera over lit tripod to left. Well centered and highly brilliant.
$75-$150
46667

46661
DIADUMENIAN AS CAESAR, A.D. 217-218. AR Denarius (3.84
gms), Rome Mint. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-102 (Macrinus); RSC-3b. Obverse: Bareheaded, draped, and cuirassed bust
right; Reverse: Diadumenian standing left, holding signum and scepter; two signa to right. Lightly toned and highly pleasing, this original
specimen is free from issue.
$400-$600

Elagabalus, A.D. 218-222
46662
JULIA MAESA, A.D. 218-224/5. AR Denarius (2.98 gms), Rome
Mint, A.D. 220-222. CHOICE ALMOST UNCIRCULATED. RIC271 (Elagabalus); RSC-45. Obverse: Draped bust right; Reverse: Felicitas standing left, holding caduceus and patera over lighted altar to left;
star to right. Lightly toned and highly shimmering, with an alluring
golden hue glistening near the edges.
$100-$200

Severus Alexander, A.D. 222-235

GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. AR Double-Denarius (Antoninianus) (4.67 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 240-244. CHOICE ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED. RIC-83; RSC-41. Obverse: Radiate, draped, and
cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Sol standing facing, head left, raising
hand and holding globus. Highly lustrous and brilliant, with a sharp
obverse strike.
$60-$100
46668
GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. AR Denarius (3.01 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 240. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-129; RSC-186.
Obverse: Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Pietas
standing left, raising both hands. Presenting a sharper reverse strike
than most, this shimmering, Mint State example is well centered and
free from handling.
$75-$150
46669
GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. AR Denarius (3.33 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 240. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-129a; RSC-325. Obverse: Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Salus standing right, feeding serpent from patera. Exceedingly brilliant and flashy,
with a rather sharp obverse strike.
$100-$200

46663

46670

SEVERUS ALEXANDER, A.D. 222-235. AR Denarius (3.01 gms),
Rome Mint, A.D. 226. NGC MS, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-127;
RSC-9. Obverse: Laureate and draped bust right; Reverse: Aequitas
standing left, holding scales and cornucopia. Quite vibrant and shimmering, with light tone and no evidence of handling.

GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. AR Denarius (3.23 gms), Rome Mint,
A.D. 240. NGC MS, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. RIC-130; RSC-340. Obverse: Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Securitas
seated left on throne, holding scepter and resting head upon hand.
Free from handling, this lustrous specimen is highly brilliant and argent.

$75-$150

$60-$100

46664
SEVERUS ALEXANDER, A.D. 222-235. Cilicia, Seleucia ad Calycadnum. AE 28. NGC Ch F. SNG Levante-757 = SNG von Aulock-8710.
Obverse: Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Radiate
deity riding horse right; lighted altar to lower right. Deep green-brown
surfaces, with some lighter hints of bronze on the high points.
$50-$75
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46671
GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. “Antoninianus” (4.41 gms). VERY
FINE. Featuring a modern imitative Gordian III Antoninianus, this
piece of jewelry displays a love token-style monogram applique upon
the reverse, along with a hole and loop attached at the top. A charming
concoction blending an ancient feel with a Victorian flair.
$30-$50
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Philip I, A.D. 244-249

Valentinian II, A.D. 375-392

46672

46678

PHILIP I, A.D. 244-249. AR Double-Denarius (Antoninianus)
(4.14 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 247. NGC MS, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5.
RIC-4; RSC-136. Obverse: Radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right;
Reverse: Felicitas standing left, holding caduceus and cornucopia. Well
centered and quite sharp, this shimmering example offers great brilliance.

VALENTINIAN II, A.D. 375-392. AV Solidus (4.43 gms), Constantinople Mint, 5th Officina, A.D. 388-392. NGC EF, Strike: 5/5
Surface: 3/5. RIC-69a1; Depeyrot-48/5. Obverse: Pearl-diademed,
draped, and cuirassed bust right; Reverse: Constantinopolis, with head
right and foot set upon prow to left, seated facing on plain throne,
holding scepter and globus; Є//CONOB. Evenly handled and rather
well centered.

$100-$200

$600-$900

46673
OTACILIA SEVERA, A.D. 244-249. AR Double-Denarius (Antoninianus) (3.83 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 247. CHOICE ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED. RIC-125c (Philip I); RSC-4. Obverse: Draped
bust right, wearing stephane and set upon crescent; Reverse: Concordia seated left on throne, holding patera and double cornucopia.
Highly lustrous and brilliant, with a strong portrait and obverse strike.
$60-$100

Philip II, A.D. 247-249

MIXED LOTS
46679
MIXED LOTS. Group of Bronze Denominations (Approximately
185 Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to FINE. A mix of Roman, Roman
Provincial, and Vandal bronze coins of various denominations, all
stored in individual cardboard flips and most with attributions. Worth
the time for live inspection by the interested bidder.
$500-$1,000
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46674
PHILIP II AS CAESAR, A.D. 244-247. AR Double-Denarius (Antoninianus) (5.54 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 245. NGC MS, Strike:
5/5 Surface: 4/5. RIC-216c; RSC-54. Obverse: Radiate and draped
bust right; Reverse: Philip II standing right, holding spear and globus.
Sharp and wholly argent, this shimmering example is rather vibrant
and free from handling.
$100-$200

46680
MIXED LOTS. Group of Bronze Denominations (Approximately
158 Pieces). Grade Range: GOOD to FINE. A mix of many denominations and types, the vast majority from Samaria under many Roman emperors. Housed in individual cardboard flips with attribution
information.
$400-$800

Maximian, A.D. 286-310
46675
MAXIMIAN, A.D. 286-310. BI Aurelianianus (Antoninianus) (3.47
gms), Antioch Mint, 5th Officina, A.D. 293. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5
Surface: 3/5. Silvering. RIC-622. Obverse: Radiate and cuirassed bust
right; Reverse: Jupiter standing right, holding globus and scepter, receiving victoriola from Hercules standing left, holding club and lion
skin; (crescent)/Є//XXI. Well centered and rather bold, with a good
deal of silvering remaining.

From the Robert Feuer Collection

46681
MIXED LOTS. Group of Silver Denominations (48 Pieces), ND.
Grade Range: GOOD to VERY FINE. This group is about evenly split
between Roman Republic coins and the issues from various Emperors, from Vitellius to Trajan Decius. Almost no repetition of type, all
coins housed in individual cardboard flips with attribution information. An important lot for in-hand inspection by interested bidders.
$500-$1,000
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46682

$60-$100
46676
MAXIMIAN, A.D. 286-310. BI Nummus (10.14 gms), Heraclea
Mint, 1st Officina, A.D. 294. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5.
Silvering. RIC-17b. Obverse: Laureate head right; Reverse: Genius
standing left, holding patera from which liquor flows and cornucopia; HTA. Quite bright in spots, with some solid silvering remaining,
though areas of green and brown are observed as well. Nevertheless,
boldly struck and very lightly handled.
$60-$100

MIXED LOTS. Group of Silver Denarii (16 Pieces), Rome Mint,
Vespasian to Septimius Severus, A.D. 69-211. All ANACS Certified. A perfect lot for the beginning in Roman Imperial coinage, this
group includes moderately circulated examples of each of the following imperial figures: Vespasian, Titus (as Caesar), Domitian (as
Caesar), Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian, Sabina, Antoninus Pius, Diva Faustina the Elder, Marcus Aurelius, Faustina the Younger, Diva Faustina
the Younger, Lucius Verus, Commodus, Septimius Severus, and Julia
Domna.
$500-$750

46677
MAXIMIAN, A.D. 286-310. BI Nummus (9.07 gms), Treveri Mint,
1st Officina, A.D. 305-307. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Silvering. RIC-657b. Obverse: Laureate and cuirassed bust right; Reverse:
Genius standing left, holding patera and cornucopia; S-F//PTR. Fairly
well centered and struck, with a good deal of the silvering remaining.
$75-$150
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46683

46689

MIXED LOTS. Group of Silver Denarii (15 Pieces), Rome Mint,
Trajan to Antoninus Pius, A.D. 98-161. All ANACS Certified. With
offerings from three of Rome’s more popular emperors, this lot presents a great opportunity for the beginner. Though mostly exhibiting
lower grades with a good deal of circulation, there is nevertheless a
decent mix of types, with the emperors represented being Trajan (2),
Hadrian (4), and Antoninus Pius (8). There is also one issue of Divus
Antoninus Pius struck after his death.

MIXED LOTS. Quintet of Silver Denarii (5 Pieces), Trajan to Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 98-180. All ANACS Certified. A solid grouping
representing the era of ‘good emperors,’ this lot features a denarius
from Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius, as well as two from the
period of Marcus Aurelius as caesar. All are in above average states
of preservation—VF 20 (2) and VF 35 (3)—and offer great portraits
on flans of good metal. An excellent dealer lot or study group for the
beginner.

$300-$500

$150-$250

46684

46690

MIXED LOTS. Group of Silver and Bronze Denominations (15
pieces). Grades: VERY GOOD to EXTREMELY FINE. An interesting gathering of various types and rulers primarily consisting of Denarii, but also includes five bronze issues. All are different each with
varying degrees of patina from light remnants amongst the devices
to rich slate patination. Some have been cleaned, verdigris, minor
earthen deposits and/or have other defects. Close personal inspection
is advised and will reward the diligent bidder.

MIXED LOTS. Quintet of Silver Denarii (5 Pieces), Trajan to Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 98-180. All ANACS Certified. Presenting a variety of issues from the era of the ‘good emperors,’ this group offers solid
quality and overall eye appeal, and would serve as an excellent dealer
lot. Grades include VF 30, VF 35 (2), EF 40, and EF 45.

$500-$750
46685
MIXED LOTS. Group of Silver Denarii (13 Pieces). Average Grade:
VERY FINE. Mostly emanating from the Severan period, this group
offers denarii from Trajan, Diva Faustina, Sr., Commodus, Septimius
Severus (2), Julia Domna, Caracalla (3), Geta (2), and Macrinus. Additionally, one bronze piece is noted. All feature flips with collector’s
attribution. Close inspection is encouraged, as this would make an
excellent dealer lot with resale potential.
$300-$500

$150-$300
46691
MIXED LOTS. Quartet of Silver Denarii (4 Pieces), Septimius
Severus to Elagabalus, A.D. 193-222. Average Grade: ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED.
1) Septimius Severus. RIC-265.
2) Caracalla. RIC-209a.
3) Caracalla. RIC-225.
4) Elagabalus. RIC-46.
$150-$300

BYZANTINE

46686
MIXED LOTS. Octet of Silver Denarii (8 Pieces), Trajan to Marcus
Aurelius, A.D. 98-180. All ANACS Certified. A great array of types
from the era of the ‘good emperors,’ this lot is free from duplication
and offers two coins from each of Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus Pius,
and Marcus Aurelius. Grades include F 12, F 15, VF 20 (5), and VF 30.
$150-$300
46687
MIXED LOTS. Septet of Silver Denominations (7 Pieces), Antoninus Pius to Trajan Decius, A.D. 138-251. Average Grade: NEARLY
EXTREMELY FINE. A great mix of silver issues (5 Denarii and 2
Double-Denarii [Antoniniani]), this group presents issues of Antoninus Pius, Septimius Severus (2), Julia Domna, Geta as Caesar, Philip II
as Caesar, and Trajan Decius.

Justin II, 565-578
46692
JUSTIN II, 565-578. AV Solidus (4.40 gms), Constantinople Mint,
uncertain officina, 567-578. NGC MS, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 5/5.
S-345. Obverse: Helmeted and cuirassed bust facing, holding shield
and crowning Victory on globus; Reverse: Constantinopolis seated
facing on throne, head right, holding scepter and globus cruciger;
[...]//CONOB. Vibrant and Highly lustrous, this example is free from
handling, though does exhibit some multiple striking.
$400-$600

$200-$400

Tiberius II, 578-582

46688
MIXED LOTS. Sextet of Mixed Denominations (6 Pieces). Average
Grade: CHOICE FINE. This interesting arrangement features three
imperial issues and three provincial issues. Imperial: Antoniniani of
Gordian III and Philip I, and a Follis of Maxentius; Provincial: bronze
issues of Hadrian from Tiberias, Septimius Severus from Akko, and
Caracalla from Petra.
$150-$300

46693
TIBERIUS II, 578-582. AV Solidus (4.41 gms), Constantinople
Mint, 5th Officina, 579-582. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5.
Crimped, Clipped, Graffito. S-422. Obverse: Crowned and cuirassed
bust facing, holding globus cruciger and shield with horseman motif;
Reverse: Cross potent set upon four steps; Є//CONOB. Though exhibiting the noted issues, this examples still retains solid charm through
its strike and very light handling.
$300-$450
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Maurice Tiberius, 582-602

MIXED LOTS

46694

46699

MAURICE TIBERIUS, 582-602. AV Solidus (4.47 gms), Constantinople Mint, 9th Officina, 583/4-602. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5. Surface Marks. S-478. Obverse: Helmeted, draped, and cuirassed bust facing, holding globus cruciger; Reverse: Angel standing
facing, holding globus cruciger and staff surmounted by staurogram;
Θ//CONOB. Highly brilliant and pleasing, though a hint of striking
weakness is noted near a portion of the peripheries.

MIXED LOTS. Group of Bronze Denominations (44 Pieces). Grade
Range: GOOD to FINE. A good mix of denominations from various
cities, rulers, and coin styles, in condition typical of such issues. All are
stored in individual cardboard flips, and most have attribution information. An important lot to inspect by hand for the interested bidder.

$300-$450

$200-$400
From the Robert Feuer Collection

DARK AGES

Heraclius, 610-641
46700

46695
HERACLIUS, 610-641. AV Solidus (4.38 gms), Constantinople Mint, 5th Officina, 610-613. EXTREMELY FINE. Clipped,
Scratched. S-730. Obverse: Helmeted and cuirassed facing bust, holding cross; Reverse: Cross potent set upon three steps; Є//CONOB.
Struck slightly off center on an oblong flan, this piece offers great brilliance overall.
$300-$450
46696
HERACLIUS with HERACLIUS CONSTANTINE, 610-641. AV
Solidus (4.47 gms), Uncertain eastern military mint, ca. 613-616.
NGC AU, Strike: 3/5 Surface: 2/5. Wavy Flan. S-852 (Jerusalem). Obverse: Crowned facing busts of Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine,
each wearing chlamys; cross above; Reverse: Cross potent set upon
three steps; IX//CONOB. An interesting departure from the Constantinople style, this issue, previously thought to be Jerusalem, is now
believed to be an uncertain military mint in the east. Some light flan
waviness, but mostly bold and brilliant.
$300-$450
Ex: Dr. Jonathan A. Herbst Collection (Superior - 12/1995) lot # 1398.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

Constans II, 641-668

OSTROGOTHS. Theodoric, A.D. 493-526. AV Solidus (4.46 gms),
Uncertain mint in Italy. NGC AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 2/5. Edge
Marks, Graffiti. Lacam-32. In the name of Roman Emperor Zeno.
Obverse: Pearl-diademed, helmeted, and cuirassed bust facing slightly
right, holding shield and spear over shoulder; Reverse: Victory standing left, holding jeweled cross; star to right; I//CONOB. Some scattered marks accounting for the graffiti designation are noted on the
obverse, but this otherwise remains a rather pleasing example of an
imitative issue.
$600-$900
Ex: Classical Numismatic Group 39 (9/1996) Lot # 1825.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46701
ARAB-BYZANTINE. Umayyad Caliphate. AH 41-77 (A.D. 661697). AE Fals (12.68 gms), Baysan (Nysa-Scythopolis) Mint.
CHOICE FINE. Album-3509.1. Imitating Byzantine Emperor Justin
II, with Sophia. Obverse: Justin II, holding globus cruciger, and Sophia, holding cruciform scepter, seated facing on throne; cross between; Reverse: Large M; cross above, A/N/N/O to left, “miqsam” (in
Arabic) to right, A below; NIK in exergue. A rather SCARCE and interesting type, with forest green patina and lighter earthen highlights
accentuating the devices.
$200-$400
Ex: Dr. Jonathan A. Herbst Collection (Superior - 12/1995) lot # 1527.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46697
CONSTANS II with CONSTANTINE IV, HERACLIUS & TIBERIUS, 641-668. AV Solidus (4.38 gms), Constantinople Mint, 5th Officina, 662-667. NGC Ch AU, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Clipped. S-964.
Obverse: Crowned and draped facing busts of Constans, wearing long
beard, and Constantine, beardless; cross above; Reverse: Cross potent
set on three steps flanked by Heraclius and Tiberius, each holding a
globus cruciger; Є//CONOB. Lightly clipped as noted, but otherwise
free from issue and with a good deal of shimmering brilliance.
$300-$450

John III (of Nicaea), 1222-1254

46702
ARAB-BYZANTINE. Umayyad Caliphate. AH 41-60 / (A.D. 661680). AE Fals (4.75 gms), Tabariyya (Tiberias) Mint. CHOICE
VERY FINE. Album-3512A. Imitating Byzantine Heraclius, with Heraclius Constantine and Heraclonas. Obverse: Three standing imperial
figures; Reverse: Large M; monogram above, A below; THBЄPI◊ΔDC
around to left, tabariya in Arabic to right. Deep green surfaces, with
some alluring orange earthen deposits highlighting the devices.
$150-$300
Ex: Dr. Jonathan A. Herbst Collection (Superior - 12/1995) lot # 1555.
From the Robert Feuer Collection

46698
JOHN III (OF NICAEA), 1222-1254. AV Hyperpyron (3.88 gms),
Magnesia Mint, ca. 1232-1254. EXTREMELY FINE. Heavily
Clipped. S-2073. Obverse: Christ Pantokrator seated facing on throne;
pelleted cross to right; Reverse: John standing facing, holding labarum
and being crowned and blessed by the Virgin Mary to right. Though
fairly underweight due to the noted clipping, this example nevertheless retains most of the details and offers some brilliance.
$150-$250
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MIXED LOTS
46703

46707

MIXED LOTS. Group of Mixed Denominations (53 Pieces). Average Grade: FINE. This mix, offering Roman Imperial, Byzantine, and
issues from the Islamic world, features a tremendous array that would
serve as a great study lot for the beginner. Close examination is highly
encouraged to survey all that this lot has to offer.

MIXED LOTS. Quintet of Mixed Denominations (5 Pieces). Grade
Range: CHOICE FINE to EXTREMELY FINE.

$150-$300
46704
MIXED LOTS. Group of Mixed Denominations (31 Pieces). Average Grade: NEAR VERY FINE. This grouping, an excellent selection
for the dealer, presents a great mix of types from the Greek world (9
silver and 5 bronze) and the Roman Empire (all bronze). Almost duplication of city or emperor is observed, yielding incredible variety.
Close inspection and examination is highly encouraged.
$500-$750

1) MACEDON. Kings of Macedon. Alexander III (the Great). AR
Drachm. EXTREMELY FINE.
2) CORINTHIA. Corinth. AR Hemidrachm. CHOICE FINE.
3) PARHIA. Kings of Parthia. Mithradates II. AR Drachm. CHOICE
VERY FINE.
4) ROMAN IMPERIAL. Gordian III. AR Antoninianus. VERY FINE.
5) ROMAN IMPERIAL. Galerius. AE Follis. EXTREMELY FINE.
$150-$300
46708
MIXED LOTS. Duo of Mixed Denominations (2 Pieces). Both NGC
Certified.

46705
MIXED LOTS. Nonet of Mixed Denominations (9 Pieces). Average
Grade: NEARLY VERY FINE. Ranging from the later Roman Imperial period, Roman Provincial, and Byzantine, this group presents a
decent mix of types. All feature flips with collector’s attribution. Close
inspection is encouraged, as this would make an excellent dealer lot
with resale potential.

1) JUDAEA. Hasmonean Kings, 135-37 B.C.E. AE Prutah (“Widow’s
Mite”). NGC Genuine.
2) ROMAN IMPERIAL. Gordian III, A.D. 238-244. AR Denarius.
NGC AU. Flan Flaw.
$60-$100

$200-$400
46706
MIXED LOTS. Sextet of Silver Denominations (6 Pieces). Grade
Range: VERY FINE to UNCIRCULATED. This arrangement of Roman silver presents Denarii of A. Cl. Pulcher, L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, and A. Postumius Albus from the Roman Republic, a Tetradrachm
of Elagabalus from Antioch, a Denarius of Severus Alexander, and an
Antoninianus of Herennius Etruscus as Caesar. All but the issue of A.
Postumius Albus are certified by NGC, with grades ranging from VF
to MS.
$150-$300

End of Session J
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International Swift Code: OWBKUS6L
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*Bank wires sent from a foreign bank are subject to an international bank wire fee of $35. If an international order will be settled using a
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Terms & Conditions – Showcase and Collectors Choice Auctions
1. Auction Basics. This is a public auction sale (“Auction Sale”) conducted by bonded
auctioneers, Stack’s Bowers Galleries or Stack’s Bowers and Ponterio (hereinafter referred to as “Auctioneer” and at times as “Stack’s Bowers”). Bidding in this Auction Sale
constitutes acceptance by you (“Bidder”) of all the Terms of Sale stated herein. Bidders
may include consignors who may bid and purchase lots in the Auction Sale consigned
by the consignor or by other consignors pursuant to their consignment agreement with
Stack’s Bowers (“Consignor” or “Consignors”). A Consignor that bids on their own lots
in the Auction Sale may pay a different fee than the Buyer’s Premium charged to all
other Buyers. Stack’s Bowers reserves the right to include in any auction sale its own
material as well as material from affiliated or related companies, principals, officers or
employees. Stack’s Bowers may have direct or indirect interests in any of the lots in the
auction and may collect commissions. THE TWO PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL
BE DEEMED A PART OF THE DESCRIPTION OF ALL LOTS CONTAINED IN THE
CATALOG. Where the Consignor has repurchased a lot and the lot is either returned
to the Consignor or otherwise dealt with or disposed of in accordance with the Consignor’s direction, or pursuant to contractual agreement, Stack’s Bowers reserves the
right to so note in the prices realized or to omit a price from the prices realized. Stack’s
Bowers and its affiliates may bid for their own account at any auction. Stack’s Bowers
and its affiliates may have information about any lot that is not known publicly, and
Stack’s Bowers and its affiliates reserves the right to use such information, in a manner
determined solely by them and for their benefit, without disclosing such information
in the catalog, catalog description or at the auction. Bidder acknowledges and agrees
that Stack’s Bowers and its affiliates are not required to pay a Buyer’s Premium, or other
charges that other Bidders may be required to pay and may have access to information
concerning the lots that is not otherwise available to the public. Any claimed conflict
of interest or claimed competitive advantage resulting therefrom is expressly waived by
all participants in the Auction Sale. Lots may carry a reserve (“Reserve”). A Reserve is
a price or bid below which the Auctioneer will not sell an item or will repurchase on
behalf of the Consignor or for Stack’s Bowers. Reserves may be confidential and not
disclosed. The Buyer is the Bidder who makes the highest bid accepted by the Auctioneer, and includes the principal of any Bidder acting as an agent.
2. Descriptions and Grading. Bidder acknowledges that grading of most coins and currency in this Auction has been determined by independent grading services, and those
that are not may be graded by Stack’s Bowers. Grading of rare coins and currency is
subjective and, even though grading has a material effect on the value of the coins
and currency, grading may differ among independent grading services and among numismatists. Stack’s Bowers is not responsible for the grades assigned by independent
grading services, and makes no warranty or representation regarding such grades. Bidder further acknowledges and agrees that grades assigned by Stack’s Bowers and lot
descriptions are based solely upon an examination of the coins and currency and are
intended to identify coins and currency and note any perceived characteristics. However, coin grading and descriptions are subjective. Stack’s Bowers does not warrant the
accuracy of such grading or descriptions, nor do they in any way form the basis for any
bid. All photographs in this catalog are of the actual items being sold but may not be
the actual size or to scale.
3. The Bidding Process. The Auctioneer shall have the right to open or accept the bidding on any lot by placing a bid on behalf of the Consignor or his or her agent; a Bidder
by mail, telephone, Internet or telefax; or any other participant in the Auction Sale. Bids
must be for an entire lot and each lot constitutes a separate sale. All bids must be on increment as established by the Auctioneer, or half increment (a cut bid). Non-conforming bids will be rounded down to the nearest half or full increment and this rounded
bid will be the bidder’s high bid. No lot will be broken up unless otherwise permitted
by the Auctioneer. Lots will be sold in their numbered sequence unless Auctioneer
directs otherwise. All material shall be sold in separate lots to the highest Bidder as
determined by the Auctioneer. Auctioneer shall have the right in its sole and absolute
discretion to accept or decline any bid, establish bid increments, challenge any bid or
bidding increment, to reduce any mail bid received, adjudicate all bidding disputes, to
exclude any bidder and to determine the prevailing bid. The Auctioneer shall have the
right, but not the obligation, to rescind the acceptance of any bid and place the lot(s)
for Auction Sale again. Auctioneer’s decision on all bidding disputes shall be binding
and final. For the mail and Internet Bidder’s protection, no “unlimited” or “buy” bids
will be accepted. When identical bids are received for a lot, preference is given to the
first bid received as determined by the Auctioneer. A mail bid will take precedence
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over an identical floor bid; a Floor Bidder, Telephone Bidder and Live Internet Bidder
must bid higher than the highest mail bid to be awarded any lot. Cut bids are only
accepted on bids greater than $500 and each bidder may only execute one cut bid per
lot. Bids will not be accepted from persons under eighteen (18) years of age without a
parent’s written consent which acknowledges the Terms of Sale herein and agrees to be
bound thereby on behalf of the underage Bidder. The auction sale is complete when the
Auctioneer so announces by the fall of the hammer or in any other customary manner.
THIS IS NOT AN APPROVAL SALE. Bidders who physically attend the Auction sale,
either personally or through an agent (“Floor Bidders”) should carefully examine all
lots which they are interested in purchasing. Bidders who bid by telephone, either
personally or through an agent, or through our live auction software receive a similar
benefit as Floor Bidders in being able to actively participate in the live Auction Sale
(“Telephone Bidders” and “Live Internet Bidders”). Except as otherwise expressly provided in these Terms of Sale, NO PURCHASED ITEMS MAY BE RETURNED FOR
ANY REASON. All prospective Bidders who examine the lot(s) prior to the Auction
Sale personally assume all responsibility for any damage that Bidder causes to the
lot(s). Stack’s Bowers shall have sole discretion in determining the value of the damage
caused, which shall be promptly paid by such Bidder.
Certain auctions or auction sessions, will be conducted exclusively over the Internet,
and bids will be accepted only from pre-registered Bidders.
STACK’S BOWERS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS IN BIDDING. All Bidders should make certain to bid on the correct lot and that the bid is the bid intended.
Once the hammer has fallen and the Auctioneer has announced the Buyer, the Buyer
is unconditionally bound to pay for the lot, even if the Buyer made a mistake. Stack’s
Bowers reserves the right to withdraw any lot at any time, even after the hammer has
fallen, until the Buyer has taken physical possession of the lot. No participant in the
Auction Sale shall have a right to claim any damages, including consequential damages
if a lot is withdrawn, even if the withdrawal occurs after the Auction Sale.
4. Bidder Registration Required. All persons seeking to bid must complete and sign
a registration card either at the auction or online, or otherwise qualify to bid, as determined in the sole discretion of the Auctioneer. By submitting a bid, the Bidder acknowledges that Bidder has read the Terms and Conditions of Auction Sale, the descriptions for the lot(s) on which they have bid, and that they agree to be bound by
these Terms of Sale. This agreement shall be deemed to have been made and entered
in California. The Bidder acknowledges that the invoice describing a lot by number
incorporates the catalog and Terms of Sale. Person appearing on the OFAC list are not
eligible to bid.
5. Buyer’s Premiums. A premium of twenty percent (20%) based upon the total amount
of the hammer (minimum of $20), will be added to all purchases of individual lots,
regardless of affiliation with any group or organization (the “Buyer’s Premium”). A reacquisition charge may apply to Consignors pursuant to a separate agreement, which
may be higher or lower than the Buyer’s Premium.
6. Payment. Payment is due immediately upon the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer. Payment is delinquent and in default if not received in full, in good funds, within fourteen
(14) calendar days of the Auction Sale (the “Default Date”), without exception, time
being of the essence. Unless otherwise agreed in writing prior to the Auction Sale, all
auction sales are payable strictly in U.S. Dollars or Hong Kong Dollars. All invoices
will be made in United States Dollars. If paying in Hong Kong Dollars, Buyer’s invoices
will be credited with the amount of U.S. Dollars received from Auctioneer’s bank. Payments may be made by credit card, Paypal, Union Pay, check, wire transfer, money
order and cashier’s check. Cash transactions will be accepted in the sole discretion of
Stack’s Bowers, and if accepted, for any cash transaction or series of transactions exceeding $10,000, a Treasury Form 8300 will be filed. Contact Stack’s Bowers for wiring
instructions before sending a wire. Bank wires sent from a foreign bank are subject to
an international bank wire fee of $35. We accept payment by Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover or Paypal for invoices up to $2,500, with a maximum of $10,000
in any 30 day period. All payments are subject to a clearing period. Checks drawn
on U.S. banks will be subject to up to a 10 business day hold, and checks drawn on
foreign banks will be subject to a 30 day hold. Stack’s Bowers reserves the right not to
release lots for which good funds have not yet been received. On any past due accounts,
Stack’s Bowers reserves the right, without notice, to extend credit and impose carrying
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charges (as described below). Buyers agree to pay reasonable attorney’s fees and cost
incurred to collect past due accounts. Any invoice not paid by the Default Date will
bear a five percent (5%) late fee on the invoice amount. Buyers personally and unconditionally guarantee payment in full of all amounts owed to Stack’s Bowers. Any person
submitting bids on behalf of a corporation or other entity, by making such bid, agrees
to be personally jointly and severally liable for the payment of the purchase price and
any related charges and the performance of all Buyer obligations under these Terms
of Sale and Stack’s Bowers reserves the right to require a written guarantee of such
payments and obligations. Bidders who have not established credit with Stack’s Bowers must furnish satisfactory information and credit references and/or deposit at least
twenty-five percent (25%) of their total bids for that Auction Sale session(s) or such
other amount as Stack’s Bowers may, in its sole and absolute discretion require before
any bids from such Bidder will be accepted. Deposits submitted will be applied to purchases. Any remaining deposits will be promptly refunded, upon clearance of funds.
7. Sales Tax. Buyers will be charged all applicable sales tax unless a valid Resale Certificate has been provided to the Auctioneer prior to the auction. Should state sales tax
become applicable in the delivery state prior to delivery of the property on the invoice,
the Buyer agrees to pay all applicable state sales tax as required by the delivery state
as of the shipping date. In the event any applicable sales tax is not paid by Buyer that
should have been paid, even if not such tax was not charged or collected by Stack’s Bowers by mistake, error, negligence or gross negligence, Buyer nonetheless acknowledges
responsibility to pay such sales tax and remains fully liable for and agrees to promptly
pay such taxes on demand, together with any interest or penalty that may be assessed
by the taxing authority and agrees to indemnify and hold Auctioneer harmless from
any applicable sales tax, interest or penalties due. Lots from different Auctions may not
be aggregated for sales tax purposes.
8. Financial Responsibility. In the event any applicable conditions of these Terms of
Sale herein are not complied with by a Buyer or if the Buyer fails to make payment in
full by the Default Date, Stack’s Bowers reserves the right, in its sole discretion, in addition to all other remedies which it may have at law or in equity to rescind the sale of
that lot or any other lot or lots sold to the defaulting Buyer, retaining all payments made
by Buyer as liquidated damages, it being recognized that actual damages may be speculative or difficult to compute, and resell a portion or all of the lots held by Stack’s Bowers, in a commercially reasonable manner, which may include a public or private sale,
in a quantity sufficient in the opinion of Stack’s Bowers to satisfy the indebtedness, plus
all accrued charges, and Stack’s Bowers may charge a seller’s commission that is commercially reasonable. More than one such sale may take place at the option of Stack’s
Bowers. If Stack’s Bowers resells the lots, Buyer agrees to pay for the reasonable cost
of such sale, together with any incidental costs of sale, including reasonable attorney’s
fees and costs, cataloging and any other reasonable charges. Notice of the sale shall be
by U.S.P.S. Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested to the address utilized on the Bid
Sheet, Auction Consignment and Security Agreement or other last known address by
Stack’s Bowers. The proceeds shall be applied first to the satisfaction of any damages
occasioned by Buyer’s breach, then to any other indebtedness owed to Stack’s Bowers,
including without limitation, commissions, handling charges, carrying charges, the
expenses of both sales, seller’s fees, reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs, collection agency
fees and costs and any other costs or expenses incurred. Buyer shall also be liable to
Stack’s Bowers for any deficiency if the proceeds of such sale or sales are insufficient to
cover such amounts.
Buyer grants to Stack’s Bowers, its affiliates and assignees, the right to offset any sums
due, or found to be due to Stack’s Bowers, and to make such offset from any past, current, or future consignment, or purchases that are in the possession or control of Stack’s
Bowers; or from any sums due to Buyer by Stack’s Bowers, its affiliates and assignees. In
addition, defaulting Buyers will be deemed to have granted to Stack’s Bowers, its affiliates and assignees, a security interest in: (x) the purchased lots and their proceeds, and
(y) such sums or other items and their proceeds, in the possession of Stack’s Bowers,
its affiliates or assignees, to secure all indebtedness due to Stack’s Bowers and its affiliated companies, plus all accrued expenses, carrying charges, seller’s fees, attorney fees,
and costs, until the indebtedness is paid in full. Buyer grants Stack’s Bowers the right
to file a UCC-1 financing statement for such items, and to assign such interest to any
affiliated or related company or any third party deemed appropriate by Stack’s Bowers.
If the auction invoice is not paid for in full by the Default Date, a carrying charge of
one-and-one-half percent (1-1/2%) per month may be imposed on the unpaid amount

until it is paid in full. In the event this interest rate exceeds the interest permitted by
law, the same shall be adjusted to the maximum rate permitted by law, and any amount
paid in excess thereof shall be allocated to principal. Buyer agrees to pay all reasonable
attorney’s fees, court costs and other collection costs incurred by Stack’s Bowers or any
affiliated or related company to collect past due invoices or to interpret or enforce the
terms hereof or in any action or proceeding arising out of or related to the Auction Sale.
Stack’s Bowers reserves the right to assign its interest to any third party. To the extent
that the Buyer for any lot consists of more than one person or entity, each such person
or entity is jointly and severally liable for all obligations of the Buyer, regardless of the
title or capacity of such person or entity. Stack’s Bowers shall have all the rights of a secured creditor under Article 9 of the California Commercial Code and all rights of the
consignor to collect amounts due from the Buyer, whether at law or equity.
9. Shipping. It is the Buyer’s responsibility to contact Stack’s Bowers after the sale to
make shipping and packaging arrangements. Due to the fragile nature of some lots,
Stack’s Bowers may elect not to assume responsibility for shipping or packing, or may
charge additional shipping and handling. Stack’s Bowers, in its sole discretion, may
not ship to select countries. Lots indicated as being “framed” or that are specifically
identified in the catalog are shipped at Buyer’s risk. All taxes, postage, shipping, if applicable, handling, insurance costs, the Buyer’s Premium, and any other fees required
by law to be charged or collected will be added to the invoice for any lots invoiced to
Buyer. All lots shipped to foreign countries will be billed an additional one-half percent
(1/2%) for insurance (minimum of $10). For any lots delivered outside the country
where the auction is hosted, the declaration value shall be the item’(s) hammer price
plus its buyer’s premium. Auctioneer shall not be liable for any loss caused or resulting
from seizure or destruction under quarantine or customs regulation or confiscation by
order of any government or public authority. Buyer shall be responsible for paying all
applicable taxes, duties and customs charges for all lots delivered outside the country
where the auction is hosted. All lots will be shipped FOB Destination, freight prepaid
and charged back. Title and risk of loss pass to the Buyer at the destination upon tender
of delivery. Acceptance of delivery constitutes acceptance of the purchased lots. Inspection of the purchased lots is not required for acceptance. Any and all claims based upon
Buyer’s failure to receive a purchased lot, Buyer’s receipt of a lot in damaged condition,
or otherwise related to delivery, must be received in writing by Stack’s Bowers no later
than the earlier of thirty (30) days after payment, or the date of the Auction Sale (the
“Outside Claim Date”). As Buyers may not receive notification of shipment, it is Buyer’s
responsibility to keep track of the Outside Claim Date and make timely notification
of any such claim. The failure to make a timely claim, time being of the essence, shall
constitute a waiver of any such claim. Orders paid by credit card will only be shipped to
the verified address on file with the credit card merchant.
10. DISCLAIMER AND WARRANTIES. NO WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS MADE OR IMPLIED ON ANY LOT.
NO WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE WITH RESPECT
TO ANY LOT EXCEPT FOR WARRANTY OF TITLE, AND IN THE CASE OF TITLE,
AUCTIONEER IS SELLING ONLY THAT RIGHT OR TITLE TO THE LOT THAT THE
CONSIGNOR MAY HAVE AS OF THE AUCTION SALE DATE. ALL LOTS ARE SOLD
“AS IS” AND WITH ALL FAULTS. PURCHASER HEREBY ASSUMES ALL RISKS
CONCERNING AND RELATED TO THE GRADING, QUALITY, DESCRIPTION,
CONDITION, AND PROVENANCE OF A LOT.
a. COINS AND CURRENCY LISTED IN THIS CATALOG AS GRADED AND ENCAPSULATED BY PCGS, NGC, ANACS, ICG, PCGS CURRENCY, PMG, PCGS BANKNOTE
GRADING, CMC OR ANY OTHER THIRD PARTY GRADING SERVICE ARE SOLD
“AS-IS” EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN AND MAY NOT BE RETURNED FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER BY ANY BUYER. ALL THIRD PARTY
GRADING SERVICE GUARANTEES, INCLUDING AUTHENTICITY, ARE THE SOLE
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE THIRD PARTY GRADING SERVICE AND NOT WARRANTIES OR GUARANTEES OF THE AUCTIONEER. BUYERS SHOULD CONTACT
THESE THIRD PARTY GRADING SERVICES DIRECTLY WITH RESPECT TO ANY
CLAIMS OR QUESTIONS THEY MAY HAVE CONCERNING THEIR GUARANTEES
AND WARRANTIES. BUYERS ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT AUCTIONEER
IS NOT BOUND BY OR LIABLE FOR ANY OPINION OR CERTIFCATION BY ANY
THIRD PARTY GRADING SERVICE.
b. In the case of non-certified coins and currency that have neither been examined by
the Buyer prior to the Auction Sale, nor purchased by the Buyer or Buyer’s agent at the
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Auction Sale, if it is determined in a review by Stack’s Bowers that there is a material
error in the catalog description of a non-certified coin or currency, such lot may be returned, provided written notice is received by Stack’s Bowers no later than seventy-two
(72) hours of delivery of the lots in question, and such lots are returned and received by
Stack’s Bowers, in their original, sealed containers, no later than fourteen (14) calendar
days after delivery, in the same condition the lot(s) were delivered to the Buyer, time
being of the essence. Non-certified coins and currency that have been either examined
by the Buyer prior to the Auction Sale or purchased by the Buyer or Buyer’s agent at the
Auction Sale, will not be granted return privileges, except for authenticity.
c. All non-certified coins and currency are guaranteed to be genuine.
d. If an item or items are returned pursuant to the terms herein, they must be housed
in their original, sealed and unopened container.
e. Late remittance or removal of any item from its original container, or altering a coin
constitutes just cause for revocation of all return privileges.
f. Grading or condition of rare coins and currency may have a material effect on the value of the item(s) purchased, and the opinion of others (including independent grading
services) may differ with the independent grading services opinion or interpretation of
Stack’s Bowers. Stack’s Bowers shall not be bound by any prior, or subsequent opinion,
determination or certification by any independent grading service.
g. Questions regarding the minting of a coin as a “proof” or as a “business strike” relate
to the method of manufacture and not to authenticity.
h. All oral and written statements made by Stack’s Bowers and its employees or agents
(including affiliated and related companies) are statements of opinion only, and are not
warranties or representations of any kind, unless stated as a specific written warranty,
and no employee or agent of Stack’s Bowers has authority to vary or alter these Terms
and Conditions of Auction Sale. Stack’s Bowers reserves the right to vary or alter the
Terms of Sale, either generally or with respect to specific persons or circumstances, in
its sole discretion. Any variation or alteration shall be effective only if in writing and
signed by an officer of Stack’s Bowers authorized to do so.
i. Stack’s Bowers is acting as an auctioneer. Title to the lots purchased passes directly
from the Consignor to the Buyer. Accordingly, Stack’s Bowers is not making, and disclaims, any warranty of title.
j. Bidders shall have no recourse against the Consignor for any reason whatsoever.
k. Bidder acknowledges that the numismatic market is speculative, unregulated and
volatile, and that coin prices may rise or fall over time. Stack’s Bowers does not guarantee or represent that any customer buying for investment purposes will be able to sell
for a profit in the future.
l. Bidder acknowledges and agrees that neither Stack’s Bowers, nor its employees, affiliates, agents, third-party providers or consignors warrant that auctions will be unimpaired, uninterrupted or error free and accordingly shall not be liable for such events.
11. Waiver and Release. Bidder, for himself, his heirs, agents, successors and assignees,
generally and specifically waives and releases, and forever discharges Stack’s Bowers,
and its respective affiliates, parents, officers, directors, shareholders, agents, subsidiaries, employees, managers and members and each of them, and their respective successors and assignees from any and all claims, rights, demands and causes of actions
and suits, of whatever kind or nature, including but not limited to claims based upon
Auctioneer’s negligence, whether in law or equity, tort or otherwise, whether known or
unknown, suspected or unsuspected (a “Claim”), which Bidder may assert with respect
to and/or arising out of, or in connection with any challenge to the title to or authenticity of any goods purchased, the sale itself, any lot bid upon or consigned, and/or the
auction, except where such Claim is otherwise expressly authorized in these Terms of
Sale. It is the intention of Bidder that this waiver and release shall be effective as a bar
to each and every Claim that may arise hereunder or be related to the Auction Sale,
and Bidder hereby knowingly and voluntarily waives any and all rights and benefits
otherwise conferred upon him by the provisions of Section 1542 of the California Civil
Code, which reads in full as follows:
“A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH THE CREDITOR
OR RELEASING PARTY DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER
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FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM
OR HER MUST HAVE MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS OR HER SETTLEMENT WITH
THE DEBTOR OR RELEASED PARTY.”
12. Disputes. If a dispute arises concerning ownership of a lot or concerning proceeds
of any sale, Stack’s Bowers reserves the right to commence a statutory inter-pleader
proceeding at the expense of the Consignor and Buyer and any other applicable party,
and in such event shall be entitled to its reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs. Stack’s
Bowers reserves the right to cancel or postpone the Auction Sale or any session thereof
for any reason whatsoever. No Bidder shall have any claim as a result thereof, including for incidental or consequential damages. Neither Stack’s Bowers nor any affiliated
or related company shall be responsible for incidental or consequential damages arising out of any failure of the Terms of Sale, the auction or the conduct thereof and in
no event shall such liability exceed the purchase price, premium, or fees paid. Rights
granted to Bidders under the within Terms and Conditions of Auction Sale are personal and apply only to the Bidder who initially purchases the lot(s) from Stack’s Bowers.
The rights may not be assigned or transferred to any other person or entity, whether by
sale of the lot(s), operation of law or otherwise. Any attempt to assign or transfer any
such rights shall be absolutely void and unenforceable. No third party may rely on any
benefit or right conferred by these Terms and Conditions of Auction Sale.
Any dispute arising out of or related to these Terms of Sale, the Auction Sale or any lot,
with the sole exception of actions by Stack’s Bowers to collect amounts owed to it and
other damages, shall be submitted to binding arbitration pursuant to the commercial
arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association, with any arbitration hearing
to occur in Orange County, California. Absent an agreement of the parties, the arbitrator shall limit discovery to that which is necessary to enable the hearing to proceed
efficiently. The arbitrator shall not have the power to award punitive or consequential
damages, nor alter, amend modify any of the terms of this Agreement. The award by
the arbitrator, if any, may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. Each
party shall pay one-half the costs of the arbitration. Bidder acknowledges and agrees
that the competent courts of the State of California shall have exclusive in personam
jurisdiction, subject to the requirement to arbitrate, over any dispute(s) arising hereunder, regardless of any party’s current or future residence or domicile. Bidder further
agrees that venue of the arbitration proceeding shall be in Orange County, California;
and any court proceeding shall be in the Orange County Superior Court, in the State of
California, and in each case waive any claim of Forum Non Conveniens. Bidder agrees
that any arbitration or legal action with respect to this Auction Sale is barred unless
commenced within one (1) year of the date of this Auction Sale. AUCTION PARTICIPANTS EXPRESSLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY.
13. General Terms. These Terms and Conditions of Auction Sale and the auction shall
be construed and enforced in accordance with, and governed by, the laws of the State
of California, regardless of the location of the Auction Sale. These Terms of Sale and the
information on the Stack’s Bowers’ website constitute the entire agreement between
the parties hereto on the subject matter hereof and supersede all other agreements,
understandings, warranties and representations concerning the subject matter hereof.
If any section of these Terms of Auction Sale or any term or provision of any section is
held to be invalid, void, or unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, the
remaining sections or terms and provisions of a section shall continue in full force and
effect without being impaired or invalidated in any way. Stack’s Bowers may at its sole
and absolute discretion, make loans or advances to Consignors and/or Bidders.
14. Chinese Translation. The Chinese translations are provided as a matter of convenience. In the event of a conflict, all English Terms and Conditions and lot descriptions
take precedence and are binding.
Bidding in this auction sale constitutes unconditional acceptance by the Bidder of the
foregoing terms of sale.
Please note: Transparent holders in which the auction lots are stored are to facilitate
viewing and inspection of the lots and ARE NOT for long-term storage.
PCGS and NGC numbers provided are for bidder convenience only, we do not guarantee their accuracy. An incorrect PCGS or NGC number is not grounds to return a lot.
For PRICES REALIZED after the sale, call 1-800-458-4646. Preliminary prices realized
will also be posted on the Internet soon after the session closes.
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Upcoming Auction Schedule





Coins and Currency
Date

Auction

Consignment Deadline

July 28, 2021

Collectors Choice Online Auction – U.S. Coins & Currency
StacksBowers.com

StacksBowers.com

August 17-20 & 23-25, 2021

Stack’s Bowers Galleries
Ancient and World Coins and Currency
An Official Auction of the ANA World’s Fair of Money
Costa Mesa, CA

StacksBowers.com

August 17-20 & 23-25, 2021

Stack’s Bowers Galleries
U.S. Coins & Currency
An Official Auction of the ANA World’s Fair of Money
Costa Mesa, CA

StacksBowers.com

August 31, 2021

Collectors Choice Online Auction – U.S. Coins & Currency
StacksBowers.com

August 9, 2021

September 1-2, 2021

Collectors Choice Online Auction – Tokens & Medals
StacksBowers.com

StacksBowers.com

September 13-16, 2021

Stack’s Bowers and Ponterio – Chinese & Asian Coins & Banknotes
Official Auction of the Hong Kong Coin Show
Hong Kong

StacksBowers.com

September 22, 2021

Collectors Choice Online Auction – U.S. Coins & Currency
StacksBowers.com

August 30, 2021

October 12-14, 2021

Collectors Choice Online Auction – Ancient & World Coins
StacksBowers.com

August 31, 2021

October 26, 2021

Collectors Choice Online Auction – U.S. Coins & Currency
StacksBowers.com

October 1, 2021

October 27, 2021

Collectors Choice Online Auction – World Paper Money
StacksBowers.com

September 15, 2021

November 16, 2021

Collectors Choice Online Auction – U.S. Coins & Currency
StacksBowers.com

October 22, 2021

November 17-19 & 22-24, 2021

Stack’s Bowers Galleries – U.S. Coins & Currency
Baltimore, MD

September 21, 2021

January 14-15 & 17-19, 2022

Stack’s Bowers Galleries – Ancient Coins and World Coins & Banknotes
Official Auction of the NYINC
New York, NY

November 8, 2021

When Great Collections are Sold

Stack’s Bowers Galleries
Sells Them!

Front Cover (top to bottom, left to right): Lot 40032: AUSTRIA. Salzburg. 5 Ducat, 1513. Leonhard von Keutschach. NGC AU-58.; Lot 41221: MONTENEGRO. 100 Perpera,
1910. Vienna Mint. PCGS PROOF-62 Cameo Gold Shield.; Lot 41514: SCOTLAND. 20 Pound Piece, 1576. Edinburgh Mint. James VI. NGC VF-20.; Lot 43118: OTHO, A.D.
69. AV Aureus (7.39 gms), Rome Mint. NGC Ch EF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 4/5.; Lot 40297: FRANCE. Les Cent-Jours (the Hundred Days). Silver 5 Francs Pattern, 1815-A. Paris
Mint. Napoleon I. PCGS PROOF-63+ Gold Shield.; Lot 43133: MACRINUS, A.D. 217-218. AV Aureus (7.17 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 218. NGC Ch MS★, Strike: 5/5 Surface:
5/5. Fine Style.; Lot 41471: RUSSIA. Ruble, 1913-EB. St. Petersburg Mint. Nicholas II. PCGS PROOF-66+ Gold Shield.
Back Cover (top to bottom, left to right): Lot 41298: PHILIPPINES. Philippines - Peru. 2 Reales, ND (ca. 1832). Manila Mint. Ferdinand VII. NGC VF-25; C/S: XF Strong.;
Lot 41639: VENEZUELA. Venezolano, 1876-A. Paris Mint. NGC MS-63.; Lot 40365: GERMANY. Magdeburg. Uniface 2 Ducats Klippe, 1551. PCGS MS-62 Gold Shield.; Lot
43009: SICILY. Gela. AR Didrachm (8.75 gms), ca. 490/485-480/475 B.C. NGC Ch AU★, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5. Fine Style.; Lot 43134: GORDIAN III, A.D. 238-244. AV
Aureus (4.97 gms), Rome Mint, A.D. 240-243. NGC MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5.; Lot 43112: TIBERIUS, A.D. 14-37. AV Aureus (7.72 gms), Lugdunum Mint, A.D. 36-37. NGC
MS, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 5/5.; Lot 40039: AUSTRIA. Schlick. Taler, 1528. Joachimsthal Mint. Stephan, Burian, Heinrich, Hieronymous & Lorenz. PCGS MS-63 Gold Shield.; Lot
40147: CHILE. 8 Escudos, 1825-So I. Santiago Mint. NGC MS-63.; Lot 41110: LATVIA. 5 Lati, 1932. London Mint. PCGS PROOF-65 Gold Shield.
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